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PREFACE 

C. W. M. Cox took part in four expeditions in Anatolia between I924 and I93I. The first was an 
exploratory visit, paid for by the newly formed American Society for Archaeological Research in Asia 
Minor. During June and July, W. M. Calder, W. H. Buckler, and Cox visited !conium, Lycaonia and 
lsauria, Cotiaeum, Central Phrygia and the upper Tembris Valley. 255 stones from these areas were 
published, with photographs and squeeze controls wherever possible, in the Journal of Roman Studies. 1 

The independent expeditions of I925 and I926 were led by Cox, then Craven Fellow of the University 
of Oxford; they were financed by various Oxford sources. The summer of I 925 was spent by Cox with J. 
R. Cullen, then a master at Winchester College, surveying the area west of Cotiaeum: the territory of 
Aezani, Tiberiopolis, Ancyra Sidera, Synaus, and Cadi. In the summer of I 926 Cox, with A. Cameron 
(Lecturer in Humanities, Edinburgh, I 927; Professor of Greek, St. Andrews, I 93 I), explored the area 
from Cotiaeum southwards to Appia and the imperial estates of the upper Tembris Valley, with an 
extension westwards to the area round Tav!;lanh, just north of that visited with Cullen in I925. 

Cox spent the winters of I924/5 and I925/6 in Vienna, examining the Austrian Archaeological 
Institute's collection of schedae of Asia Minor inscriptions under J. Keil, listing previously published 
material from the areas he was to visit in I925 and I926, and doing his share of the work towards the 
publication of the material from the I924 expedition in JRS. Some use was made of the inscriptions 
found in I925-6 in these and other publications. In JRS XVIII (I928), 37 there are references to 
unpublished dedications to Zeus Bronton found by Cox and Cullen between Cotiaeum and Tiberiopolis, 
and to Zeus Bennios in the Aezanitis (C5o in this volume). Moreover the I925 survey produced the 
Mithraic inscription, referred to by F. Cumont in his contribution to the volume presented toW. H. 
Buckler in I 937. 2 The fourth and fifth instalments of the Asia Minor I 924 inscriptions, published inJRS 
I927 and I928, incorporate references to discoveries made by Cox and Cameron in the upper Tembris 
Valley and elsewhere in I926. 

A native inscription found in the western extension of the area surveyed in I 926 was the subject of a 
paper by Cox and Cameron at the XVIIth International Congress of Orientalists at Oxford in August, 
I928, which was later published in an expanded form in Klio xxv (I932), 34 ff. In I929 Calder made 
reference to five new heretical epitaphs from the upper Tembris Valley, 3 one of which was later published 
by Cox.4 

In I93I the sponsors of MAMA, the American Society for Archaeological Research in Asia Minor, 
suggested to Cox and Cameron that they make a short visit to Asia Minor during the Oxford Easter 
vacation. The area chosen for this survey proved to be impracticable to visit, and their efforts were 
directed to the territories of Dorylaeum and Nacolea in the Eski!;lehir vilayet. The results of this 
expedition were fully published in I937 in MAMA v. 5 

While Cox and Cameron devoted themselves to preparing the publication of the I93 I survey, most of 
the material from I925 and I926, which Cox, in a letter to the then President of Magdalen dated in 
October I 925, was already thinking of publishing in the new MAMA series, remained unpublished, and 
the delay was protracted by Cox's departure, at the end of I936, on the public service which was to occupy 
him almost continuously until the I 970s. 

In I 977, at the suggestion of Professor A. Andrewes, B. Levick and S. Mitchell undertook to prepare 
the remaining monuments found in the expeditions, and Sir Christopher Cox put the entire material, 
notebooks, squeezes, and photographs, at their disposal. This first volume includes all the monuments 
that are certainly or probably to be attributed to worshops in the Aezanitis or the territory of Aezani, even 
if they were carried in ancient times or more recently to areas that many authorities would take to be 
beyond it. Most of this material was collected by Cox and Cullen in I925, but the inscriptions from the 
Tav§anh region, which may have been part of the Aezanitis, were copied by Cox and Cameron in 1926. 

X Ill 



XIV PREFACE 

To the monuments recorded for the first time by Cox, Cullen, and Cameron, and published in this 
volume, we have added a list of published inscriptions from the Aezanitis, thus creating a corpus of 
inscriptions from the area intended to be complete to date. In some cases we have made use of the I925 

and I 926 copies of these inscriptions to improve the published text, and we have added a few observations 
of our own. The epigraphic indexes cover both these and the newly published inscriptions. In addition all 
the coins recorded and collected in the I925 and I926 expeditions are published in this volume. 

The projected second volume will contain monuments from the south and west of Aezani, from Cadi, 
Tiberiopolis, Ancyra Sidera, and Synaus, and from the east of it, Appia and the upper Tembris Valley. 

Had Cox and Cameron been able to prepare the results of their I 92 5 and I 926 surveys for publication 
themselves, they would certainly have included them in the series Monumenta Asiae Minoris Antiqua, to 
which they had already contributed the fifth volume. Although the introduction to the latest volume of 
that series, MAMA VIII, states that it is the final one, it seems suitable to appropriate the title MAMA for 
this volume and the one intended to succeed it, and the Manchester University Press has kindly agreed to 
this. It will thus be possible to make economical reference to MAMA IX and x, in place of more 
cumbersome and confusing titles. 

The preparation of notebooks, photographs and squeezes for publication has been made possible by 
generous grants from the British Academy, for which the editors wish to record their gratitude. 
Publication of this volume by the Society for the Promotion of Roman Studies has been subsidized by a 
further grant from the British Academy, the Society for the Promotion of Roman Studies, the Twenty 
Seven Foundation, the Oxford University Craven Committee (a grant from the Derby Fund), the Jowett 
Trustees, and New College, Oxford, of which Christopher Cox was for many years a Fellow. To these 
bodies, and to Professor F. G. B. Millar and the Editorial Committee of the Roman Society, the editors 
are profoundly grateful. 

B. Levick and S. Mitchell are jointly responsible for the texts and commentaries as published; J. 
Potter checked the monuments against those already published, drew up the original fiches, and prepared 
many of the final drafts; she also contributed to the indexes and made many improvements at all stages. 
The coins were promptly cleaned and catalogued by D. Nash, many facsimile drawings and a map were 
made by Dr K. Forsyth. When the work was already in draft we had the good fortune to be able to call 
upon M. Waelkens, Research Associate of the National Fund for Scientific Research (Belgium), who 
provided descriptions and datings of all the doorstones in the volume and of many other monuments 
besides, and many facsimile drawings including all those of doorstones. He also contributed an 
introduction to the decoration and chronology of the doorstones, creating a framework for the volume 
which will greatly enhance its value. Waelkens has also allowed us to draw on his forthcoming work, Die 
Kleinasiatischen Tursteine, to which we have made many references. (For the intelligibility of references 
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INTRODUCTION 

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY 

The ruins of Aezani lie in and around the modern village of <;avdarhisar, as the crow flies some forty 
km. south-west of Kiitahya and twenty-five km. north-east of Gediz, the ancient sites of Cotiaeum and 
Cadi respectively. The city stood on a high plateau, the Orencik ovas1, about 1000 m. above sea level, 
surrounded, at a distance of between ten and fifteen km., by a roughly circular ring of mountains, 
including Koca Dag (1814m.) on the west, and Tava Dag (1590 m.) on the south. The circle which these 
mountains describe quite clearly marks off the plain as a distinct geographical region. Drainage is to the 
north, along the valley of the Koca Su, the ancient Rhyndacus. 

This plateau, by any definition, lies at the very heart of continental western Anatolia. While its own 
river runs northwards, eventually reaching the sea of Marmara, 1 the Gediz <;ay, the ancient Hermus, 
which rises less than twenty-five km. south of Aezani, drains west into the Aegean, and the Porsuk, which 
approaches to within the same distance on the east, flows north-eastwards to the Sangarius, before 
reaching the Black Sea. 2 The plain itself is almost flat, and largely treeless, giving the impression of an 
ancient lake bed. 3 The surrounding hills, by contrast, consist of crystalline limestone, and are wooded. 
Charles Fellows, travelling between Kiitahya and <;avdarhisar in 1838, passed through a stunted forest of 
oak and juniper4 and A. Philippson, at the beginning of this century, commented on a cover of deciduous 
oak trees, pines, and juniper, including full-grown trees, interspersed with cultivated fields. 5 Hamilton, 
coming from the north-west, noted luxuriant growth of gum cistus on the lower slopes, and remains of 
primeval pine forests on the summits of the hilly country between Tav~anh and the plain of Aezani. It was 
in this remote and wooded country that the one native Mysian inscription from Asia Minor was found. 6 

In the valleys to the west of the Rhyndacus, north of Aezani, there was juniper and dwarf cypress, and a 
few attempts at cultivation, 7 and similar scenery, with a few scattered juniper bushes and dwarf 
cypresses, characterised the low, undulating hills south-west of <;avdarhisar. Towards the watershed, 
between the catchment basins of the Rhyndacus and the Hermus, there were further pine-clad hills with 
gum cistus and oak coppices, and here there was a marked contrast between the relatively lush northern 
and the barren southern slopes of these hills towards Gediz. 8 

The name <;avdarhisar recalls the <;avdar tribe of Tatars who settled the area in the thirteenth 
century, 9 but also means rye castle, 10 and the plain of Aezani itself was clearly mainly given over to cereal 
cultivation. However, the high altitude and the severe winter climate, which lingered long into the spring 
and shortened the growing season, clearly favoured the culture of hardier crops. Texier remarked that 
these, although abundant, had, in general, a poor appearance: 11 'Le plateau d' Aezani est compose d'un 
sol crayeux, recouvert par une couche epaisse de terre vegetale qui produit en abondance toutes sortes de 
grains. Aussi, le village qui s'est eleve sur les ruines de la ville porte-t-il le nom Tchafder-Hissar, le 
chateau du seigle.' He later adds that 'la haute elevation de cette plaine au dessus de la mer se fait sentir par 
la vivacite de l'air et par }'aspect de la vegetation qui est tant soit peu chetive' } 2 On the other ha11d 
Fellows, during a winter journey, found that food was abundant-brown bread, with eggs, meat, raisins, 
suet, and honey. 13 Occasionally the gravestones of Aezani carry some pictorial allusion, for instance in the 
form of a plough, to cereal agriculture. 14 It is likely that the cultivation of the vine, implicit in Fellows' 
observation, was more widespread in antiquity than today or in the nineteenth century, and occasional 
monuments from the Aezanitis do indicate the practice in the Roman period. 15 Other gravestones point 
to sheep rearing in the territory, not unexpected testimony to a naturally commonplace activity. 16 In 
general the monuments of the region do not regularly depict tools and agricultural implements, like those 
from the nearby imperial estates of the upper Tembris valley. 17 By contrast with the richness of that area, 
the Aezanitis was unremarkable. It is, however, likely that the waters of the river Penkalas, which flows 
through the middle of the city,l 8 were extensively used for irrigating garden crops, since an inscription 
refers to an association of gardeners of Steunos, who will have been active near the cave of Steunos, the 
home of the mother of the gods, about three km. upstream from Aezani beside the river. 19 

The ancient geographical writers have little to say about Aezani. According to Strabo it was one of six 
XVll 
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commumttes belonging to Phrygia Epictetus, the others being Nacolea, Cotiaeum, Midaeum, and 
Dorylaeum, all lying to the north-east, and Cadi to the south-west. 20 Epictetus was one of the inland 
regions of Anatolia whose boundaries Strabo found hard to distinguish. 21 It is clear, however, that it 
nowhere touched the sea, that its western section was Mysian and its eastern Phrygian. 22 It adjoined the 
region of Mysia Abbaeitis, and was not infrequently treated as part of Mysia; 23 during the Hellenistic 
period the inhabitants of the two areas are often joined as Mvaoi 'Af3{3aEtrat Kat 'E7TtKTTJTEL>. 24 Cities, with 
the exception of the Hellenistic foundation of Cadi, 2 5 do not appear here until the J ulio-Claudian period, 
and coins in the second and first centuries BC were issued by the Abbaeitae and the Epicteteis. 26 To the 
west Ancyra Sidera, which may have been the mint for the coins of the Abbaeitae, 27 owes its city status to 
one of the early emperors, probably Augustus, as is shown by the title of its inhabitants JOY AIEQN 
ATKYPANQN.28 The foundation date of Synaus appears to be unknown. The emperor Tiberius was 
presumably responsible for the civic status of Tiberiopolis, probably located in the Emet valley,29 

although the city, like Aezani, claimed greater antiquity for itself, and foundation by emigrant 
Arcadians. 30 The scanty evidence for Aezani itself before the Roman period accords well with this 
picture. It probably acted as the minting centre for the Epicteteis, 31 but did not issue coins with its own 
name until the last third of the first century BC. 32 Although in the third and second centuries the Aezanitis 
and Phrygia Epictetus generally had been disputed territory between the kingdoms of Pergamum and 
Bithynia, and received settlements of military colonists, 33 there is no trace at this date of city organisation, 
and it may well have been the tardy appearance of a polis in the Aezanitis that caused it to adopt the 
Actian, while Cadi, already well established as a city to the south, had taken the Sullan era. 34 At the time 
of Sulla's settlement of Asia, Aezani was no more than a kome or a katoikia. 

How far did the boundaries of Aezani's territory extend? A fair amount of certainty can be reached for 
the east and south. On the north-east the next city was Cotiaeum. In this direction Aezani's territory will 
have extended at least to the edge of the <;avdarhisar plain (the Orencik Ova), to the neighbourhood of the 
village of Efeler, but not beyond it to <;omlek~i Koy, which has produced a quite different style of grave 
monument, characteristic of the rural areas of the territory of Cotiaeum and the upper Tembris valley. 35 

Due east lay the upper valley of the Tembris, and :its tributary, the Girei <;ay. Much of this area became 
an· imperial estate during the second century AD, 3 6 and it is very different from the Aezanitis in its natural 
features, its agricultural pattern, and its whole history. It is thus not surprising that these fundamental 
differences are marked by a completely different type of grave stele. These appear, at their westernmost 
point, in the village of Pazarctk, which did not, therefore, belong to Aezani. 3 7 On the other hand the 
marble ·quarries of Goyniikoren, immediately to the south of Pazarctk, are the source of the stone out of 
which most of Aezani's monuments are built.38 The abundant series of carved gravestones, as well as the 
architectural remains on the site, are the most eloquent testimony to the quarriers' and stone cutters' art, 
which are directly indicated by the tools of a mason's trade, hammer and two types of chisel, depicted on a 
homos found at <;avdarhisar39 and by the verse epitaph of a man who practised the quarrier's trade found. 
at Ktrgtl.40 Here too the city territory extended beyond the plain of the Orencik Ova hardly at all. 

On the south-east and south the imposing mountain ranges of Ktztl and Tav~anh Dag (part of the 
ancient Mount Dindymus41 ) clearly divided Aezani from the small city of Appia, 42 and from the cities of 
the Banaz Ova, Acmonia, Dioclea, and Alia. 43 It is likely enough that their northern slopes belonged to 
Aezani, a source of timber and pasture.44 On the south-west a pass between Tav~an Dag and Koca Dag, 
followed by the modern road, led to the headwaters of the Hermus and the city of Cadi. Presumably the 
boundary here lay at or near the watershed between the Rhyndacus and the Hermus basins. 

The territorial limits on the west and north are much less clear. A route running north-west from 
<;avdarhisar leads to the valley of Emet. No ancient city site has been securely identified and located, 
although it is probable that the site of Tiberiopolis was to be found here. 45 A city inscription found at 
Hasanlar·makes it almost certain that there was a polis in the region; but its exact site needs to be fixed by 
further work in the field. 46 Nevertheless, it is also likely that the territory of Aezani encroached to the 
eastern edge of this valley. Close to the village of Ktrgtl, on the east side of the valley south of Em et, was 
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the KaTotK{a 'A.\tavciw,47 and this has produced a gravestone set up by M. Ulpius ... who was a councillor 
both at Ancyra and Aezani.48 Ancyra Sidera, the first city in question here, lay much further to the west, 
beyond Simav Gol. 49 If we assume that Ulpius was resident in one of his home cities when he set up the 
gravestone, we may take the katoikia of the Alianoi to have been dependent on Aezani. Ktrgtl itself has 
also produced several doorstones of the Aezani type, 50 but the significance of this is less clear. Typical 
Aezani gravestones, and indeed other inscriptions, might have been transported into this area in antiquity 
or the relatively recent past, as they were to Tav~anh (see below), and in fact several examples are known 
from elsewhere in the Em et valley. 51 On the basis of this evidence it seems likely, but not certain, that the 
Aezanitis extended as far as the settlement of the Alianoi, near Ktrgtl, but probably no further west into 
the valley which will have belonged to another city, perhaps Tiberiopolis. A remarkable proportion of the 
gravestones found here depict objects connected with the cultivation of vines. The local production of the 
area may have been important in antiquity. 52 

The problem is still less clear on the north side. The Rhyndacus, running north from the Orencik Ova 
through a gap in the wooded hilly country, emerges into the plain of Tav~anh, about fifty km. from 
Cavdarhisar. The plain in which Tav~anh stands is not dissimilar to the Orencik Ova. It is flat and fertile, 
supporting several villages, although with an extensive marshy area in the centre between Cardakh and 
Tepecik. The hills which surround it are bare and barren. The whole is in marked contrast to the forested 
mountain country of the middle Rhyndacus to the north-west. 53 A large proportion of the inscriptions 
copied in this region are very characteristic of Aezani itself, but some and possibly all of them have been 
carried from Aezani in relatively modern times, to adorn buildings, graveyards or fountains in Tav~anh 
and the neighbouring village of Moymul. 54 One gravestone seen in the I 96os at Tav~anh had been seen 
and copied for the first time in the I 83os near the temple at Aezani, 55 and several visitors to Tav~anh 
commented that the ancient stones to be seen there had evidently been brought from Cavdarhisar. 56 On 
the other hand, it is clear from archaeological finds in the area and the description given by L. Tugrul that 
there was an ancient settlement in the Tav~anh plain, though not necessarily an ancient city. 57 

Furthermore few, if any, of the inscriptions found outside Tav~anh and Moymul themselves are 
demonstrably of Aezanitan origin, although Waelkens argues that some of the gravestones take the form 
of a local imitation of Aezanitan types. 58 Waelkens uses this last point in support of an argument that the 
district belonged to Aezani. The local inhabitants use the name Palanga for a place in the marshy land 
near Cardakh, which has produced evidence of ancient settlement, and Waelkens has very plausibly 
suggested that this may be derived from the accusative IlaAoKa, of the Ila.\og KWfLTJ recorded in two 
Claudian inscriptions from Aezani itself, 59 thus presumably belonging to Aezanitan territory. The 
identification is strengthened by Cox's observation, made in I926, that the form Palonga not Palanga was 
used. We should understand that the village Palox, which supplied revenues used to endow games in 
honour of the emperors at Aezani, received special mention on the inscriptions because it was an 
important centre, remote from the city itself, which preserved a certain independence in matters of public 
finance. 

Further support for the view that Tav~anh was dependent on Aezani may be found in an inscription 
from Kuru~ay, mentioning a {JovAEVT~'> Kat vEwKopo<;. 60 N eocorus is a term found frequently at Aezani, and 
the text should refer to a councillor from there. If the stone has not been carried, and there is nothing to 
show that it has been, he should have been resident in an outlying part of the territory. 

On the other hand it is likely that this area was using the Sullan era throughout most of the third 
century, before this came into use in the main part of the Aezanitis around or a little before AD 250. 
However, there was certainly a temptation for outlying areas to abandon the era of the central city, 
especially if it was at odds with the era used by its neighbours and might lead to confusion. This appears to 
have been the case with one village in the southwestern Aezanitis, and another in the north part of the 
territory of Bagis, both adjoining the territory of Cadi. In each case the villages remained faithful to the 
Actian era in use in their respective cities, but by ostentatiously advertising the fact, they reveal the 
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possibility that they might have defected. In the Tav§anh district centrifugal pressures could have 
asserted themselves, and the area anticipated the rest of the Aezanitis by a generation or more in going 
over to the more popular Sullan scheme. 61 

On balance, the arguments, while not conclusive, favour the view that this region did belong to 
Aezani, but, owing to its remoteness, retained or asserted its independence from the central city in a 
number of respects. 

It would be valuable to know the conventus district of Asia to which Aezani belongs. Pliny does not 
mention the place at all irt his lists of Asian communities, which are arranged by the conventus districts of 
the Augustan period. 62 Much later, Ptolemy simply identifies it as one of the many cities of Great 
Phrygia. 63 According to A. H. M. Jones, it should be classed with the cities to the north and east, 
including Appia, Dorylaeum, and Midaeum, all of which were in the assize district of Synnada. 64 

However, there is a case for including it with Ancyra, Synaus, and Cadi, which belonged to the district of 
Sardis. 65 The recently published inscription from Ephesus, which provides a list of Asian communities 
during the Flavian period, arranged by the conventus districts, preserves the names of twenty-seven 
cities or peoples in the Sardis district, beginning with the Macedones, Ancyrani, and Synaeitai. It would 
be perfectly possible to supply the name of Aezani before this sequence, in the missing lines of the Sardis 
section of the inscription. 66 In favour of this view is the fact that, in general, Aezani seems to have had 
closer links with its western and southern, than with its eastern neighbours. 67 There is a dedication to 
Zeus and the Meter Steunene set up by a citizen of Aezani at Cadi, and coins show homonoia between the 

..,. ··. two·places; 68 an Aezanitan who lived at K1rg1l held double citizenship with Phrygian Ancyra. 69 Coins 
collected by Cox in the Aezanitis included issues from Sardis, Pergamum, Phrygian Apamea, Nacrasa in 
Lydia, Hadrianutherae in Mysia, all lying to the south and west of <;avdarhisar, with one each from 
Bithynia (Cius) and Pisidia (Andeda). By contrast, with the exception of one coin of Cotiaeum, there are 
no issues from Synnada or any of the cities within its conventus district. Moreover, it is reported that the 
recent excavations at Aezani show a predominance of Sardian coins among the non-local issues. 70 

Analysis of coin finds elsewhere in Asia Minor strongly suggests that city issues were frequently 
distributed within their own conventus district, but more rarely outside it. 71 In the later division of the 
province of Asia Aezani was placed with Cadi in Phrygia Pacatiana, while Nacolea, Dorylaeum and 
Midaeum were in Phrygia Salutaris. 72 Although Aezani lies further from Sardis than it does from 
Synnada, communications were not difficult along the Hermus valley, which has always provided one of 
the main routes from the west coast to central Anatolia. 7 3 This route, from Sardis, through Cadi, Aezani, 
and Cotiaeum to Dorylaeum, was marked by the main Roman road in the Aezanitis, built, to judge by 
milestones, under the Severans, restored by Aurelian, and kept in good repair at least until the middle of 
the fourth century. 74 

The city's links with Bithynia are not insignificant. In the Hellenistic period Phrygia Epictetus had 
been disputed territory between the Attalid and Bithynian kingdoms. Attalid domination of the 
sanctuary of Zeus had not managed to exclude the influence of Prusias I between 197 and 183 BC (see 
below p. xli ). Cox noted a coin of Prusias in the territory of Phrygian Ancyra (Coins ss), although none 
specifically in the Aezanitis. In the imperial period, coins of Bithynian cities, especially Nicaea, occur 
regularly in the northern part of the area which Cox surveyed with Cameron in 1926, and one, of Cius, 
occurs at <;avdarhisar itself (Coins 1). Significantly one tombstone from Aezani refers to a citizen of Cius 
(C233) and another Aezanitan held joint citizenship with Nicomedia (see :!'Xvifi, n. 77). The impression of 
continuing contacts with Bithynia confirms the historical picture of the Hellenistic period. 
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1. See L. Robert, BCH cv (1981), 346ff.; for the lower 
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Kleinasien m, Pet. Mitth. Erg'heft no. 177 (1913); and L. 
Robert, BCH en (1978) , 442ff. 
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Texier, Descr. I, 96; Hamilton, Researches I, 99· 
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4· Journal I, I37-48. 
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6. Klio xxv (I932), 34-<J = P332. 
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9· See p. xxvi, 
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I3. Fellows, Journal, loc. cit.; cf. Keppel, Narr. n, 236, for a 
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Anc. Rome IV (Baltimore I938), 6I9, and A. H. M. Jones, 
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See p. xxiii, 
Seep. xlii. 
Seep. lv. 
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provenance given by S. Mitchell, Journal of Theological 
Studies XXXI (1980), 201. This and two other- steles from 
the same village are referred to by M. Waelkens, Ancient 
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137ff.: from Kiitahya to Aezani 'the road was wild and 
overgrown with stunted oak and juniper, and had nothing 
of interest about it, not a village or a house for the first 
thirty miles'. 
Seen. I7. 
Cox and Cameron copied characteristic tombstones of the 
upper Tembris valley here. 
Seep. 1, 
See C163 and C45I with nn. 
PI98a, with T. Drew-Bear, ANRWn, 7, 2 (I98o), 940 n. 
28. C45 I from Aezani itself names a Hermogenes latypos, 
and for an Aezanitan sculptor see TAM v, I, I3, PI. VII. 
For which see L. Robert,Journal des Savants I975, I75ff. 
L. Robert, art. cit. ISS n.3; Gibson, 'Christians' s; T. 
Drew-Bear, ANRW 11, 7 2, 943 with n.47. 
Drew-Bear, op. cit. 937ff., 942ff., with nn. 
Note pine cones on the pediment of some doorstones 
(C407 and C432); pine kernels were a delicacy then as 
now; for the summer pasture on these slopes, see 
Philippson, op. cit. 129. 
See above n. 29. 
LW IOI I; (CIG 3847b; IGR IV, sss; L. Robert, 
Gladiateurs no. 133). For some recent field work, cf. 
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Drew-Bear, op. cit. 940 with n. 28. 
47· See the inscription P64, discussed by Drew-Bear, op. cit. 

939f. 
48. P246. 
49· The fact is disputed, but see Drew-Bear, Chiron VI (I976), 

29I, and ANRW II, 7, 2, 933 n.2, arguing for a site W. of 
Simav Go!. 

so. See Waelkens, below, p. I, . and Tiirsteine 48, citing 
P264 and referring to other Aezani doorstones noted by 
K. Buresch. 

51. JHS XVII (I897), 282 no.43 (Emet); perhaps no. 47 
(Yenice Koy); Korte, Inscr. Buresch. 25 no. 42 (Yenice); 
JHS loc. cit. 285 no. 49 (Hasanlar, mentioning a 
Sestullius, a family known at Aezani, seep. lx ); IGR IV, 

ss6 (Egrigoz, a public inscription of a typical Aezani 
type). 

52. See CI8o n.; also C403, C405, C483, and Cox's notebook 
B456 (to be published in MAMA x). 

53· See especially Philippson, op. cit. 83, and H. M. Anthony, 
Geogr. Journ. IX (1897), 268. The point is clear on the 
maps reproduced by L. Robert, BCHcii (I978), 447 fig. 
IS and 449 fig. 16. Note the inscription CI77 from Siille 
Koy, showing a woodcutter's axe. It comes from the edge 
of the forested region. 

54· P46 and possibly C54, both mentioning L. Claudius 
Pardalas, are from <;:avdarhisar. P9I, PI25, PI40, PI72, 
PI98, P2oof., P2o4, P2I3f., P237, P240, P245, P266, 
P281, P287, P293, P298, are all Aezani type doorstones. 

SS· P2IJ; cf. Bull. epigr. I96s, 163 no. 386. 
s6. Perrot, Expl. I07; H. M. Anthony, Geogr. Journ. IX 

(I897), 262 f.; Munro, JHS XVII (I897), 297. 
57· AAMI XI/XII (I964), I62f., citing T. Ozgii~, Bell. x 

(I946), ss8 no. s; confirming the view of Hamilton, 
Researches I, 98f. 

sS. Tiirsteine 48, 83, with W2o5-7 (nos. 2o6f. from <;:ardakh); 
W 205 is a particularly clear instance of a local imitation of 
a standard Aezani type; so also perhaps C335. 

59· CI6 and P27 and Waelkens, Tiirsteine 83. For the survival 
of ancient place names see generally J. and L. Robert, 'La 
Persistance de la toponymie antique clans I' Anatolie', La 
Toponymie Antique: Actes du Colloque de Strasbourg 
rz-r 4 Juin I97 5 (Strasburg I977), I rff. 

6o. P99. 
6r. See p. lvi,. . 
62. NH v, I I Iff. 
63. VII, 4, 4, 8. 
64. The Cities of the Eastern Roman Provinces (ed. 2, Oxford 

I97I), 6s; Pliny, NH v, Io6. But note the hesitation of 
Magie, RR II, 1245f. n.19. 

65. Pliny NH v, I I I, with C. Habicht,JRS LXV (I97S), 71ff. 
66. The various communities are grouped roughly according 

to their position, although no strict geographical order is 
observed. 

67. For an Aezanitan sculptor in the territory of Bagis, see 
TAM V I, IJ. 

68. A. Korte, Inscr., 26 no. 44; seep. xxvi. See BMC 
Phrygia, 43 no. I39ff.; p.xxviii n. 69:below. 

69. P246. 
70. See p. I9I below for Cox's coins and Naumann, 

Zeustempel 9: no Aezanitan types are reported at Sardis 
itself by H. W. Bell, Sardis XI: Coins (I9I6). 

71. L. Robert, Monn. gr. 86-105; cf. Etudes de numismatique 
grecque (Paris 195I), 89 n.J; Villes2 4IO n.2. 

72. Hierocles, Synecdemus, 668, 8; Not. Ep. I, 354; IX, JIS; 
VIII, 405. Cf. p.xxvi. 

73· On this route, see L. Robert, Hell. VI (I948), I04 n. 2, and 
Villes2 I nf. 

74· CI-4 and 6 are all from this road. 
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An ancient and distinguished origin was ascribed to Aezani by a proconsul of Asia writing to the city in 
the early second century. 2 Settlement in the area has been traced back to the second millenium, 3 but that 
was not what proconsul and city had in mind. Like other cities and peoples in Asia Minor, Aezani claimed 
an origin in Arcadia, thus outdoing in antiquity those who associated themselves merely with the 
Lacedaemonians.4 Pausanias' story is that the settlers came from Azania, a district named after one of 
Areas' three sons. 5 Another derivation of the name is given by Stephanus of Byzantium (s. v. ). It is derived 
from that of Aezen, son of Smyrna's founder, the Lydian ruler Tantalus. As L. Robert comments, 6 'la 
ville n'y perdait rien en antiquite'. However, it was losing its impeccable mainland pedigree; and 
Stephanus makes its first ruler a Phrygian hero, Euphorbus. 7 There is distinct Macedonian influence 
traceable in the nomenclature of Aezani which may have spread to the city from Seleucid settlements in 
the area; 8 but nothing is made of that in the city's nomenclature, nor in the literary sources. Modern 
opinion is that the town grew up round the temple of Zeus,9 and since Tantalus was the son of Zeus that 
legend may be a rationalisation of the connection; the story of the settlement from Arcadia would then be 
a (later?) attempt not to be outdone by neighbours who prided themselves on a mainland origin. 

According to the documents on the wall of the second century AD temple, the kings Attalus (I) and 
Prusias (I) granted lands to the temple and city; 10 but the use of the word polis may be anachronistic. In 
Strabo Aezani is one of six cities belonging to the district of Phrygia Epictetus (the others being N acolea, 
Cotiaeum, Midaeum, Dorylaeum, and perhaps Cadi), 11 which after being a subject of dispute between 
the two kings 12 remained under Attalid control for the last fifty years of the kingdom and became part of 
the province of Asia, perhaps in the conventus of Sardis. 13 Aezani is recognised without comment by 
Strabo, and it may have been there that coins inscribed EIIIKTHTE/1: were issued. 14 

When Aezani came to strike for itself, in the last third of the first century BC, it was under the ethnic 
EZEANJTQN, a form paralleled on an inscription of AD 94-5; 15 'autonomous' coins and those bearing the 
heads of Augustus and later emperors have AIZAN(E)ITQN; 16 Strabo has 'A,av{T7]~ and 'A,avo{ and 
forms in 'A'- as well as Al'- are found on the inscriptions that publicized the reform of the Asian calendar 
in 9 Bc17 Al,avo{ is favoured by Ptolemy18 and by documents of the Principate, the latest datable to the 
early fourth century. 19 The older form in 'A'- may have survived because of its Arcadian associations; 20 it 
occurs on private inscriptions of the second century AD21 and predominates in Byzantine documents and 
lists. 22 

The territory of Aezani, as defined above, pp. xviiif., would have covered about 1400 square km., a 
comparatively modest size and in keeping with the rank of the city. 23 The prosperity of the people of 
Aezani was based on the cultivation of grain and, in the outlying districts to the east, the vine, and on the 
rearing of sheep for wool. 24 Local preoccupation with agriculture is shown by names chosen for children 
in the area. 2 5 

Moderate in size the territory might be, but the importance of the city should not be underestimated. 
Already in the reign of Augustus it produced an archiereus of the imperial cult, a position for which the 
main qualification was ample means, 26 and about a dozen later high priests and an Asiarch are attested, 
the last in the reign of Alexander Severus. 2 7 Yet Aezani never became neocorus or temple warden for the 
cult; it has to be content with the asylum right awarded or confirmed by Augustus28 and later, under 
Commodus, with the consolatory grant of wardenship of its own patron deity Zeus, which brought with it 
the title of hieros. 29 

Aezani paid much attention to relations with the imperial house, aiming to show loyalty and to win 
protection and favours such as the right of asylum (its Council became philosebastos30 ). In the last decade 
of Augustus' principate an embassy approached Tiberius Caesar at Boulogne on the Channel coast and 
was rewarded with a promise of his good offices. 31 Documents from the reign of Claudius32 reveal a 
complex accretion of cults and games. The first 33 is a decree of the people. After mentioning the second 
celebration of gymnastic games, paid for out of the private pocket of a benefactor, N annas, it provides for 

XXIII 
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the dedication in perpetuity of income from the village ofPalox to the cult of ol .Ee{Jaaro~ op,o{Jwp,wt 8eot. In 
the second34 the donor, presumably Nannas' son Menogenes who, significantly, has received the 
citizenship from Claudius, 35 provides for an extension of the cult ([Fep]p,avtKois ailgovat .Ee{Jaarois 
op,o{Jwp,lots) and for privileges for members of his family when they hold office. The third document36 is a 
communication from the benefactor to those responsible for organising festivals, in which he describes 
himself as agonothete for the second time of the Sebasta Claudiea, as having established out of his own 
pocket a five-yearly contest of ol .Ee{Jaaro~ vlot op,o{Jwp,wt, perhaps in response to a gift from the Princeps, 
for he is also temple warden for life of Claudius, 8eos awr~p Ka~ evepyhTJs, and of Britannicus, 8eos ~m4>avTJs. 
The people, recognising that he q,,>.onp,eia8at els ro .Ee{Jaarov ylvos, have made him, first priest of the 
p,eya>.ot 8eo£ op,o{Jwp,wt .Ee{Jaarot, then of .Ee{Jaar~ 1rp6vota, this last perhaps in recognition of Claudius' 
provision for the succession. The proliferation of these institutions, which are difficult to unravel because 
of the state of the documents, suggests that Aezani was trying to keep up with developments within the 
imperial family in the time of Claudius, besides adding the cult of that Princeps and his family to that of 
the existing .Ee{Jaaro~ op,o{Jwp,wt 8eot, who are taken to be Augustus and Livia.37 Certainly Nero and 
Agrippina join the Princeps as objects of cult after the adoption of Nero. 38 

In Nero's reign a citizen presented Aezani with a gift of such magnificence that the Princeps wrote and 
expressed his satisfaction;39 it was indeed a transaction to gratify all three parties. Aezani's prudent 
cultivation of the ruling power extended from the imperial family to its servants: hence the honours 
offered to its benefactor the Procurator Augusti in the third century. 40 

Sometimes the city acted officially on its own behalf, sometimes it was a prominent citizen who kept it 
in the imperial eye. Aezani had a full complement of civic worthies, who combined tenure of office with 
benefactions to the city that were both expected and acknowledged in a series of phrases which include 
vlos r~s 1r6>.ews.41 

The city shared the prosperity enjoyed by Asia Minor as a whole in the age of the Flavians, Nerva, and 
Trajan and especially under Hadrian and the Antonines; certainly there was building activity under the 
Flavians, perhaps including the construction of a second temple of Zeus (see below). But the most notable 
event during this period of prosperity (it was documented on the walls of the main temple) seems to have 
been the final settlement by Hadrian42 of the dispute over the temple lands that had lasted for so long (see 
below, Temple Lands). AD 128-156 saw the rebuilding of the main temple to Zeus and the Steunene 
Mother (see below, The Meter Steunene), and the recognition of Aezani's standing amongst the Greek 
cities in the person of her synedros at the Panhellenion at Athens, M. Ulpius Appuleius Eurycles, who 
received the accolade of approval from the archons of the Panhellenion and from the Areopagus, with the 
acquiescence in AD 1 57 of Antoninus Pi us himself. Eurycles went on to be logistes at Ephesus and 
Aphrodisias and high priest of Asia under M. Aurelius and Commodus. 43 

A slightly older contemporary of Eurycles was Ti. Claudius Pardalas, who is honoured in several 
inscriptions of Aezani. He too was high priest of Asia, besides holding office at Pergamum, and he enjoyed 
the esteem of the distinguished citizen of Ancyra who was admitted to the senate by Hadrian, C. Iulius 
Severus.44 

Like Eurycles and Pardalas, all other archiereis Asiae from Aezani but the first conformed to the rule 
that such dignitaries should be Roman citizens.45 If Aezani's geographical position is borne in mind it 
becomes less surprising that so few of its citizens seem to have been enfranchised, but the relative 
incidence of the imperial nomina remains striking. Comparison with figures revealed for Hierapolis in 
Phrygia by the index of Humann's volume and for Aphrodisias in Caria by the index of MAMA VIII is 
instructive. At Aphrodisias, a larger city, only half as far from the Aegean as Aezapi and directly 
accessible from it down the valleys of the Marsyas and Maeander, the Triumvir Antonius showed marked 
generosity in granting the citizenship, perhaps thereby making it unnecessary for Augustus to be as 
generous with grants to Aphrodisians as his close links with the city might lead one to expect.47 Antony's 
grandson Claudius made up for lost time and his work was furthered by the Flavians. Aezani on the other 
hand made hardly any progress until the principate of Claudius and failed to attract the favour of other 
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Principes until Trajan and Hadrian (and the high total ofUlpii may have been swollen by the freedmen of 
an enfranchised Ulpius). Hierapolis seems to start almost as slowly as Aezani: though it shows a number 
of Flavii, its great leap forward came in the second century, with the Aelii, and M. Aurelii; some of these 
enfranchisements may have been due to the good offices of individual Hierapolitans in high places (see 
below). At Aezani it is precisely those Principes who received most attention by way of dedications and 
cult who were most generous with the citizenship, not surprisingly. Claudius was known to be easy-going 
in the matter of citizenship; a few ambitious individuals playing on this trait may account for the sudden 
rise in the number of citizens at Aezani and for the attention paid to Claudius. But ambition of that kind 
seems to have been lacking in the town, perhaps because it also lacked a conventus of Roman citizens such 
as settled at Hierapolis, 48 which seems to have been rich in cives. 

Accordingly there were not many natives of Aezani who rose beyond distinctions offered in the 
province to an equestrian or senatorial career,just as (at a lower level) there were not many who embarked 
on a career in the army.49 M. Ulpius Hermogenianus was father of a knight and son of a councillor of 
Aezani; presumably he was not of equestrian rank himself. He himself was also a councillor at Phrygian 
Ancyra and buried his children at the settlement of the Aliani. 50 

Two men of senatorial rank may be accepted: Claudius Apollinaris and Claudius Stratonicus. Clearly 
kinsmen, both served as legates of Legio I Minervia late in the reign of Commodus; the second reached a 
suffect consulship and was honoured by his native city during Apollinaris' second tenure of the strategia 
there. Apollinaris may be identical with (or be the father of) the Apollinaris Aurelianus who took part in 
an embassy to Septimius Severus in about 196 and with the Apollinaris (if that was his name) who was 
charged with the erection of a statue ofTi. Claudius Campanus Aurelianus, the descendant of high priests 
of Asia and himself twice strategus. 51 

As to cultural life, Aezani has no sophist or literary figure to offer, apart from the connoisseur 
Pardalas, 52 but it was not a cultural wilderness, as the material remains amply demonstrate; inscriptions 
record at least two lawyers, 53 a painter and sculptors, 54 and archiatri, 55 and the city, which possessed a 
theatre, could attract musicians. 56 Two of its gymnasium instructors are known from epitaphs, 57 and the 
nomenclature of its inhabitants attests both respect for literacy and awareness of the past. 58 

Less intellectual pursuits seem to have included gladiatorial shows and horse-racing (inferred from 
the epitaph of the gladiator Epiptas and of the expert horseman Menogenes59 ), which would have taken 
place in the city's hippodrome. 

Local eminence persisting through several generations is atttested for a number of families, mainly on 
the coins. Under Claudius three generations of one family have been detected in high office by H. von 
Aulock:60 Protomachus the son of Socrates the son of Demetrius or Eudoxus. At an unknown date the 
council and people honoured Menophilus son of Apollonius, who was presumably related to Apollonius 
son of Menophilus, the high priest of Asia who proposed the reform of the calendar in the Asian koinon in 
9 ac61 Menogenes the son of Meniscus, who also flourished in the reign of Augustus, seems to have been a 
member of another family prominent in the city, if he is connected with the Claudian figure Menogenes 
son of N annas. 62 Finally the high priest L. Claudius Lepidus (reign of Commodus) may be a forebear of 
the magistrate Ti. Claudius Campanus Aurelianus, who claims precisely such high descent from high 
priests. 63 Some stability in the social structure of the city may be inferred. 

This impression of quiet stability, marred (to our knowledge) only by the dispute over the temple 
lands, which caused 'long lasting strife and suspicion', 64 is confirmed by the tributes paid to the city by 
proconsuls of Asia under Augustus and Trajan and by Septimius Severus himself. 65 It may be no 
concidence that Aezani lay a little off the main lines of communication in Asia Minor. Not only does it fail 
to give evidence of a conventus; its Jewish community does not seem to have been very important, 66 there 
is no firm evidence that Hadrian visited it in spite of his known interest in building and restoring 
temples; 67 it does not·feature in the Antonine Itinerary or in the Peutinger Tabl~. 

Nonetheless, geography brought Aezani into close contact with her neighbour Cadi, where a 
dedication to the Steunene Mother has been found; 68 under Domitian Cadi and Aezani struck coins that 
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indicated without stating it that they enjoyed homonoia. 69 Public and private ties of a politico-religious or 
private nature existed not only with Cadi and other close neighbours, such as Ancyra, 70 Hierapolis, 71 and 
Eucarpia 72 in Phrygia, but w1th Sardis, the economic centre of the region, as coin finds from the site of 
<;avdarhisar show, 73 with Pergamum and Smyrna and other cities of Asia Minor when Aezani 
contributed a high priest to the cults maintained in those cities, 74 and, in the person of M. Ulpius 
Appuleius Eurycles, with Aphrodisias, Ephesus, and Athens (there had already been an earlier delegate 
to the Panhellenion 7 5). A native of Aezani who died at Mytilene at an unknown date was given a tomb 
there by his brother Papias, 76 and finally the commercial ties that linked north-west Asia Minor with the 
Balkans drew a man of Aezani, who also enjoyed the citizenship of Nicomedia, into the Dobrugea with his 
father and brother. There the EfL1TOpo<:; Asclepiades son of Menophilus set up a monument to his brother 
Menophilus Bassus, another trader, and his father. 77 

It was in the first eight decades of the second century that Aezani enjoyed its greatest prosperity, 78 

acknowledging it with continued attentions to the emperors, 79 but civic pride and interest in local and 
provincial affairs persisted until well into the third century. Septimius Severus received congratulations 
from the city on his success and on the advancement of his son Caracalla, 80 whom the city honoured again 
before AD 2 I 1. 81 Aezani produced a high priest of Asia under Alexander Severus; 82 it went on coining 
intermittently until the reign of Gallienus; it was one of the forty-three places known to have possessed a 
copy of Diocletian's price edict; 83 and an individual still thought it worth while to put up an inscription in 
honour of that emperor. 84 

By the mid-third century AD, Aezani seems to have become part of a united province of Phrygia and 
Caria which survived until the beginning of the fourth. 8 5 Her existence in the Byzantine age, in the 
province of Phrygia Prima, later called Pacatiana, and in the Opsikon theme, 86 is attested by the remains 
of buildings and by inscriptions, some dated. 87 They are scarce, however, and the rarity even of fourth 
and fifth century Christian inscriptions, which is in sharp contrast with their frequency in the upper 
Tembris valley, suggests that Aezani was not flourishing, though it is claimed that unexpectedly large 
numbers of Byzantine coins were found on the site. 88 Aezani also features in the Synecdemus of Hierocles 
(before AD 535 89) where it is thirtieth in the list of thirty-eight cities assigned to Pacatiana. As to the 
ecclesiastical organisation, the seventh century 'Ecthesis of Epiphanius' 90 places the bishop of Aezani 
third under the metropolis of Laodicea, after Tiberiopolis; so do Parthey' s N otitiae VII and IX (second half 
of the eighth century) and I (AD 845-869); by the time of the Diatyposis of Leo (AD 886-9I I) Aezani figures 
ninth and last, after Cadi, under the metropolis of Hierapolis, as it does in Parthey's Notitia m (mid
eleventh century). 91 

The city sent its bishops (whose seat was the converted temple of Zeus92) to several councils. 93 At 
Nicaea in AD 325 we find 'P(hr)istic(i)us Azanensis' or 'Azanites' ,94 and the long-serving bishop Pelagius 
appears signing the anaphora of AD 5I8, and at Constantinople in 536.95 Gregorius subscribed to the 
Canones Trullani of AD 692,96 while the second Nicene Council and the fourth at Constantinople (AD 797 
and 869-70) we~e attended by Johannes97 and Theophanes98 respectively. Another bishop, Epiphanius, 
is attested (on an undated inscription)99 as well as a protodiaconus and a diaconissa. 100 

Aezani does not feature in the Byzantine chronicles, perhaps because armies on the march usually 
bypassed its relatively secluded site. 101 After the Byzantine emperors lost control of western Asia Minor 
on the capture of Constantinople by the Latins in AD I 204, Aezanitis became part of the beylik of 
Germiyan, which centred on Kiitahya and was to flourish in the last quarter of the thirteenth century and 
the beginning of the fourteenth. 1 02 The Tatar tribe of the <;avdar settled in the beylik and took over the 
site of Aezani, putting the ruined temple to use as a fortress, and gave the site its modern name. 103 The 
fact that the name of Aezani, unlike that of Cotiaeum, Cadi, and Appia, failed to survive, suggests that the 
ancient settlement was destroyed and the site deserted for a time, or that the tribe that settled there was 
strong enough to obliterate or absorb any native population.104 Certainly the only bishoprics in the area 
to survive into the fifteenth century were Laodicea and Cotiaeum, 105 which had passed from Germiyan to 
the Osmanlis as dowry in AD I381. 106 
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21. P96: AEMO vm (1884), 24 no. 62; IG XII, 2, 442 

(undated). 

22. But note AnavELrwv in E. Schwartz, Acta conciliorum 
Oecumen. 111. Collectio sabbaitica (Berlin, etc., I940), pp. 
66 and 74 (AD 5I8); Al,Lavwv in J. Mansi et al., Sacrorum 
Conciliorum nova et amplissima Collectio (Florence, etc., 
I759-), XI, 1001 (AD 692). 

23. See B. Levick, Roman Colonies in Southern Asia Minor 
(Oxford I967), 45 n.5. 

24. See p xxiii, 
25. For the names, seep. lxii below. 
26. J. Deininger, Die Provinziallandtage d. riim. Kaiserzeit, 

Vestigia VI (Munich I965), 15If. 
27. See index, s.v., and W. Giinther, Ist. Mitt. XXVI (1976), 

I I4 n.7, including M. Aurelius Severus of P4o and the 
Asiarch under Severus Alexander (Miinsterberg, 
Beamtennamen 156) who is probably identical with him. 

28. CI 3; cf. Pzo, where the asylum right is mentioned in the 
first years of the third century. A right so recently 
confirmed or granted should not have been questioned in 
the inquiry of AD 22 (Tac., Ann. m, 6off.), though the 
people of Stratoniceia had to bring forward a 'recens Divi 
Augusti decretum' (62, 2). 

29. Pzo, P23 and P35 (neocorus, of polis and demos). For the 
title see L. Robert, Villes2 387 n.1; Rev. phi!. XLI (1967), 
44ff. (vote by meeting of koinon). 

30. P35. See also C1 I, a dedication to one of the Principes; 
C 30, honouring a man whose son showed EiJa£{3E{a towards 
the Kvp{ot; C45, a temple or games of the Caesars. 

31. P1o. 
32. PI4f. and P27-30. 
33· P27. 
34· CI6. 
35· PI4, with Wadd. 5567 and Robert, Monn. gr. 7If. 
36. Pz8. 
37· So Cagnat adPz7f. and B. Laum, Stiftungen I32f. no. 172. 
38. P30 with Cagnat ad loc. 
39· PII, with Magie, RR I, 564. 
40. CI7. 
41. See Cioff., P32ff., in particular C25 (EvEpy€r7Js, no 

mention of office); Cz6 (Hadrianic); P4o (EvEpyhTJv Kai 
cfnMmarptv; M. Aurelius or later); P34 (Stratonicus the 
consul, rov ,_.£yav EvEpy€r7JV Kai awr~pa Kai KrlaTTJV r~s 
7TOA£ws; Commodan or Severan); P27 (EvEpyw{a, of 
Nannas under Claudius). Other words of praise: P32 
(finance for building by apxwv 7Tpwros); P48 (Severan); 
P5o (a man honoured for gifts to gymnasium and corn 
supply and for supervision of public works; AD I69), cf. 
P41; P39 and P43 (xp~a,,_.ov rii ?Tarp{/:J.); P53 (£m86[VTa 
Aaf'?Tpws Kai ?ToAvTEA]ws), cf. P38 (honours for a man who 
held office cfnA.ord,_.ws). In C1o the water supply provided 
in the reign of Pius was paid for partly from a gift; Cz7 
mentions f'EyaA.mpvx{a and Evvo{a towards the people; cf. 
C37 (general praise); C35 acknowledges a long-serving 
priest of Zeus, so P42: viov r~s 7TOA£ws. 

42. Who duly had a tribe named after him, P56. 
43· See C3I n. 
44· C18-21 with notes; PIR2 C 951. 
45· J. Deininger, op. cit. (n. 26), 177f. 
46. Caution is needed in drawing conclusions from figures: 

see B. Levick, Roman Colonies 75 n.z. For comparative 
material see now B. Holtheide, Riimische Biirgerrechtpolit
ik und riimische Neubiirger in der Provinz Asia (diss. 
Heidelberg, pub!. 1983), with lists, 228ff. 
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47· F. Millar,JRS LXIII (1973), s6 no. 1 1, anticipating the full 
publication of J. Reynolds, Aphrodisias and Rome 
(London, 1982), 96ff. no. 10. 

48. See Hierapolis 81 no. 32, and for the Roman citizens 35. 
There was a sprinkling of Italian families at Aezani: see 
below, p. lx f. 

49· Cr 52 offers a beneficiarius, P37 two praetorian 
guardsmen, brothers (see the comments of L. Robert, 
Hell. n (1948), 126ff., who cites a guardsman from 
Dorylaeum and one from Cotiaeum), P309 a veteran. 
Four soldiers are attested at Hierapolis (Hierapolis 34). 

so. P246. 
5 I. See H. Halfmann, Die Senatoren aus dem ostl. Teil des 

Imp. Romanum bis zum Ende des 2 Jh. n. Chr., 
Hypomnemata s8 (Gottingen 1979), 199f., no. 123f. The 
consul: P34; the embassy: P12; Campanus Aurelianus: 
P48. Identity of Apollinaris with Apollinaris Aurelianus: 
Groag in PIR2 C IOJJ. 

52. Ael. Arist. L (xxvi) 27. 87 (p. 432, 447K). 
53· P141 (comparatively early in the Principate); P241 

(Hadrianic or later). 
54· P299; TAMv, r, 13; C6r and C451. 
SS· Cr 15; cf. C74 with its serpent decoration. 
s6. C73, on which auli are shown; cf. C74. 
57· C445, C477. 
58. See below, p. oooff. (nomenclature) and xlix (stylus cases 

and other writing tools on tombstones). 
59· C120 and C79. For horse breeding in Phrygia, see M. 

Waelkens, Ancient Society XIII (1977), 287, with n.r68. 
6o. In Naumann, Zeustempel 84 n.222. 
61. P43, cf. n.17 above. Menophili mentioned here do not 

exhaust the list: see index and below, p. lx .for others not 
necessarily connected with the archiereus. 

62. P49; for the connection with the son of Nannas (BMC 
Phrygia 34 no. 79ff.), see Giinther, Ist. Mitt. xxv (1976), 
355 n.20. For the date, see below, p. liv 

63. Lepidus: Pssf.; Aurelianus: P48. Pr2, l.26f., has a 
Claudius Campanus Flavianus as member of an embassy 
to Severus. 

64. PI' 1.9. 
65. C13 (Augustan), P24 (Trajanic), P12 (Severan). 
66. Mathias in C420 and C430 (see note ad loc.) may but need 

not be Jewish; see also C421 n. Cssob shows the seven
branched candelabrum, etc. 

67. The evidence that scholars have used in favour of the view 
that Hadrian visited Aezani is diverse and, because it 
belongs to different years, or cannot be dated, does not 
gain strength by accumulation: see J. Diirr, Die Reisen des 
Kaisers Hadrian, Abh. des arch. epigr. Sem. der Univ. 
Wien, herausg. v. 0. Benndorf u. 0. Hirschfeld, 11 
(Vienna r88r), 54f.: on the basis of the statues dedicated 
to Hadrian and Sabina, P 1 6f., he suggests a visit in AD 1 24. 
W. Weber, Untersuchungen z. Gesch. des Kaisers Hadrians 
(Leipzig 1 907), 228 n.8o8, claims that the statues are to be 
dated later than AD 132, but believes that Hadrian may 
have visited both Eumeneia and Aezani, which iastituted 
tribes in his honour, on his second journey. See Gunther, 
Ist. Mitt. XXVI (1976), I rs; F. Gregorovius, The Emperor 
Hadrian (tr. M. E. Robinson, London 1898), rorf., also 
implies a visit. On his routes in general, see E. Gren, 
Kleinasien 1 r6ff.; Magie, RR I, 614ff.; n, 1470ff.; for his 
interest in temple building, D. Fishwick,JRS LXII (1972), 
51, citing Fronto ed. Naber p. 206. 

68. Buresch, Aus Lydien 159, cited p,xxxiii below. 
69. BMC Phrygia 43 n. 139ff. Hierapolis celebrated 

homonoia with eight cities (Hierapolis 41f.). 
70. Above, n.sr: M. Ulpius Hermogenes, who buried his 

sons at the Katoikia Alianon. 
7 I. Through the logistes and benefactor P. Aelius Cassianus 

C26. ' 
72. C72. 
73· Naumann, Zeustempel 9· For an Aezanitan sculptor 

amongst the Lydian Bageis, see T AM v, 1, 13. 
74· Pergamum in 9 BC: above, n.17: M. Aurelius or later: P4o; 

Smyrna under Commodus: Pssf.; cf. the verse epitaph 
P75 and C22. 

75. Pr6. 
76. IG xn, 2, 442, cf. Suppl. p.28; see too the note on C414. 
77. AEMO VIII (1884), 24 n.62 (Karaharman, near 

Constanta); cf. L. Robert, BCH en (1978), 422ff. 
78. See the language of P24 under Trajan. 
79· Pr6-22, C7 and Cro--12. 
8o. Pr2; dedication to Severus, Cr2. 
81. P2o; cf. P22 and Cr2. 
82. Miinsterberg, Beamtennamen I s6, cf. PJ8. 
83. SeeR. MacMullen, The Roman Government's Response to 

Crisis AD 235-330 (Yale 1976), 247 n.r8; M. H. Crawford 
and J. Reynolds, JRS LXV (1975), 162f. 

84. P21. 
8s. See J. G. C. Anderson, JRS xxn (1932), 24ff.; M. H. 

Crawford and J. Reynolds, art. cit. 1 62f.; C. Roueche, 
JRS LXXI (1981), 109ff. 

86. Ramsay, HG 151, attributes the division into two 
provinces to Constantine, rather than to Diocletian, 
relying on Malalas XIII, p. 323. In CB 1, 8o ff., he tries to 
prove that there were two Phrygias, Prima and Secunda, 
in AD 325, denying the value of the lists of the Council of 
Nicaea; cf. A. H. M. }ones, TheRomanEconomy(ed. P.A. 
Brunt, Oxford 1974), 267 and 276f. ( = JRS XLIV (1954), 
22f. and 27), who argues that Constantine reversed the 
division of Phrygia and other provinces. The name 
Salutaris for Secunda is attested in AD 361 (Cod. Theod. I, 

6, 1). On the themes see Const. Porphr., De Thematibus; 
G. Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine State (tr. J. 
Hussey, ed. 2, Oxford 1968), 98ff.; A. A. Vasiliev, Hist. of 
the Byz. Empire (2nd Eng. ed., Madison, Wis., 1952), 
226ff. For Ramsay's view of the ecclesiastical boundaries, 
see HG 433 and CB I, 109. 

87. Naumann, Zeustempel76ff.; Proo (year sr8); C557 (year 
6s 1 3); Cs6o (date problematical); for the dating of these 
stones see below p. liv . 

88. Naumann, Zeustempel 6, citing the discoveries of 
Hamilton, Researches I, 102. 

89. For the date and nature of the work, see A.H.M. }ones, 
The Later Roman Empire n (Oxford 1964) 712f. 

90. G. Parthey, ed., Hieroclis Synecdemus et Notitiae gr. 
Episcopatuum, etc. (Berlin 1866), vn; M. Gelzer, 
Ungedruckte u. ungeniigend veroffentlichte Texte der Not. 
Episc., Abh. d. philosoph..-philol. Kt. d. Konigl. Bayer. 
Akad. d. Wissensch. XXI ( 1901 ), 529ff. For the dates of the 
Notitiae, see H. G. Beck, Kirche u. theol. Lit. im Byz. 
Reich., Byz. Handb. der Altertumswiss. (Munich 1959), 
148ff. 

91. So in the Notitia published by De Boor, Ztschr. f. 
Kirchengesch. XII (1890), S2o--SJ4, and abandoned by 
Beck, op. cit. 1 so. 
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92. Naumann, Zeustempel 10; Christian inscriptions on the 
temple walls, C557f. 

93· M. Le Quien, Oriens Christianus in IV Patriarchatus 
digestus (Paris 1740), I 799f. 

94· Mansi, Sacr. Cone. nova Colt. 11, 695, cf. 7oo; VI, 1137 
(variant spellings). 

95· Mansi, op. cit. VIII, 1049, 1062 CA,avmtlv); IX, 177; 193; 
393 (Azanorum); Schwartz, Acta Cone. oec. m Colt. sabb. 
66 and 74; IV i Cone. Const., 7, 23, 35, 42, 206, 229. 

96. Mansi, op. cit. XI, 1001 (Al,avwv). 
97· Mansi, op. cit. xm, 397 ('A,avov). 
98. Mansi, op. cit. XVI, 159 (Azani); 194 (Azaneorum). 
99· C56o. 
100. P329, P10o. 
101. For the routes taken by the first Crusade (AD 1097), by the 

expedition of Alexius ( 1 1 16), with its detour to the west of 
the Phrygian highlands on his return, and by the second 
Crusade (I 147), see Haspels, Highlands 2Ssff., who cites 
S. Runciman, History of the Crusades (Cambridge 1954), 
I, App. I and II, 266ff., and W. Tomaschek, Zur hist. 
Topographie v. Kleinasien im Mittelalter, Sitzungsb. d. 
kaiser!. Akad. d. Wiss., phil.-hist. Cl. XXXIV, 8 (1891), 82ff. 
For the route of a Turkish army through Synaus, Aezani, 
and Cotiaeum in 1 1 1 3, see Ram say, HG 209; in 1 17 5 
Manuel Comnenus passed through Aezani and Eumeneia 
on his way from Dorylaeum to Siblia: Ramsay, CB I, 20; 
11, 696. 

102. P. Wittek, The Rise of the Ottoman Empire, Royal Asiatic 
Soc. Monographs XXIII (1938), 1 If.; C. Cahen, ?re
Ottoman Turkey (tr. J. Jones-Williams, London 1968), 
306f., on Germiyan and its extent. Kiitahya Seljuk since 
AD 1182 or soon after: see Wittek, Byzantion x (1935), 35, 
and op. cit. 36f.; so too Haspels, Highlands 257. 

103. Wittek, Byzantion, loc. cit., citing Der Islam xx (1931), 
2os; Byzantion XI (1936), 304 n.I. See Naumann, 
Zeustempel 1 1. 

104. Cf. Wittek, Byzantion x ( 1935), 5, on Dorylaeum and 
Eski~ehir, Philomelium and Ak~ehir; Haspels, Highlands 
258: the new names are simple and descriptive. 

105. A. Wiichter, Der Verfalt des Griechentums in Kleinasien im 
XIV Jahrhundert (Leipzig 1903), 37ff.; cf. F. Miklosich 
and J. Muller, edd., Acta et Diplomatagr. med. Aevi sacra 
etprof. Coltectio (Vienna 186o-I89o), 11, 88, no. 381; 312 
no. 529 (documents of AD 1384 and 1402). For the 
devastation caused by the passage of Timur through the 
district, see Ducas, Hist. byz. p. 2 Bonn. 

106. Wittek, Ottoman Empire 44f.; Haspels, Highlands 268f. 



CONSTITUTION 

When Aezani became a properly constituted polis it possessed the normal organs of a boule (under the 
presidency of a boularch1) and demos, which could function or be dealt with in tandem2 or 
independently; 3 the demos is usually found enacting decrees (psephismata)4 initiated by the boule, so far 
losing its identity on these occasions that the ordaining verb of the decrees is often in the singular. 5 The 
gerousia is less frequently to be met with on the inscriptions,6 the young men's association two or three 
times, 7 the gymnasium only once. 8 The citizen body as a whole was divided into tribes of which the 
names of only two are known: Heracleia (the hero features on the coinage) and a later creation, Hadriana; 
they were led by phylarchs. 9 

Of the magistrates at Aezani, who were known generally as archontes, 10 the chief executives were a 
board of strategi, whose leading member was singled out, at least in the second and third centuries AD, as 
holding the 'first place' or as being the 'first strategus' .11 Repeated tenures were considered worth 
mentioning, as much or more for the merit they showed as for the distinction they conferred. 12 

Responsibility for recording decrees fell on the grammateus or grammateis13 (the gerousia had its 
own 14); drafting was witnessed by the dogmatographi, attested by the end of the Flavian period. 15 After 
that the execution of public works decreed by boule and demos required supervision; hence a man who is 
described as €pymwr~aavra 1roAAaKtS in AD 168-9, another who was charged with building the public bath 
house, 16 and those who are sometimes mentioned at the end of honorific inscriptions as having taken care 
of what was ordered; such functions were presumably undertaken ad hoc. 1 7 Order and honesty in the 
market was the regular charge of the agoranomi; 18 decorum among young girls was supervised by the E7Tt 
rijs EIJKoap.,{as apxwv. 19 

The most prestigious post of a ceremonial kind was the stephanephorate. This type of constitution, 
with strategi and stephanephori, is typical of part of the former Seleucid dominions, Phrygia, Lydia, and 
Caria. 20 It will have been the stephanephori whose names regularly served to date or identify the coins 
issues of Aezani; 21 the change to dating by archiereis, Asiarchs, and other magistrates may reflect and 
develop the idea of coining as an act of homage to the emperor, or it may indicate nothing more than the 
sharing out of the glory and expense. 22 The office of stephanephorus is asociated with the production of 
games (agonothesia) in a number of texts from Aezani; 23 it is not found in other contexts, and may have 
had some honorific, even religious functions particularly associated with the holding of games and the 
expenditure of sums of money on them. It was to the cost of the stephanephorus at agonothesiae in honour 
of Augustus and Livia that the revenue of the village of Pal ox was to be devoted. 24 

Beside the agonothetae there were panegyriarchs in charge of production-contests and the secular 
side respectively; 25 since the most important part of a festival from the point of view of the city council 
was the athletic and musical contests, the agonothete is much more often mentioned. 26 The games 
attested are the 'Great Pentaeteric', running in the second century AD and probably serving to honour the 
patron deity of the city (they are given by a holder of the priesthood of Zeus), 27 a gymnastic contest 
inaugurated in the principate of Claudius, 28 and a pentaeteric contest for the .EE{:JaaTOt VEOt op.,of3wp.,wt, 29 

which may indeed have lost its original title and reappeared in the second century as the 'Great 
Pentaeteric'. 

The most important cult of the city, that of Zeus, boasted archiereis30 as well as hiereis, 31 

archineocori32 as well as neocori. 33 When a cult of the Princeps was established it required a comparable 
organisation: so we find archiereis and hiereis, 34 archineocori and neocori. 3 5 Besides these, there was an 
official cult of Dionysus, 36 and one of the founder, Aezan, perhaps housed in a heroon in the agora. 37 

Naturally, other deities are honoured on the coins; the vigour of the boule in particular is suggested by the 
existence of a priesthood of the deities worshipped in the council, Zeus, Athena, and Hestia. 38 

The city controlled its territory and, through their komarchs, the villages within it. 39 It, or more 
properly its patron god Zeus, also possessed land on the territory and a cadre of temple slaves.40 Taxes 
and rent should have accrued from these possessions,41 and offerings to the temple would have helped to 

XXX 
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pay for its upkeep. There were hierotamiae in charge of this income,42 but for a long time Aezani lost 
control of its~ sacred land; property rights and income were restored only by Roman government 
intervention during the reign ofHadrian (see Temple Lands). The income of the boule presumably came 
from admission fees and from voluntary donations, but the grain fund (atTwvtKa) must have been derived 
from the normal revenue of the city, and even if expenditure was recouped from sales, private gifts and 
contributions would have been welcome.43 

In the second century officials are found who were concerned with finance and with maintaining law 
and order. The inscriptions mention two logistae, or curatores.44 One is a native of the city who held his 
post elsewhere, but the other is a citizen of Hierapolis in Phrygia, in post at Aezani itself. Another 
financial official, the chreophylax, acted as a registrar of private loans.45 In AD 168-9 one of these men 
released a diogmites into military service;46 normally the diogmitae (mounted police)47 were 
subordinates of the irenarch, and officials appointed from above, as the irenarch was, became more and 
more necessary as conditions in the countryside deteriorated in the later second and third centuries. The 
irenarch is accordingly attested at Aezani,48 and the man who released the diogmites may have done so in 
that capacity, rather than as chreophylax, for the inscription is incomplete. 

r. C29 (third century AD). 

2. C18ff.; P6ff.; emperors, proconsuls, and other outside 
officials addressed themselves to apxovns {JouA~ 15iJP-o> 
(CI3; PI, P6, P12, P24; dpxovTEsomitted in P7). Honorific 
epithets accrue: P2o (Septimius Severus) has~ {JouA~ Kat o 
VEwK6pos TOV Lltos Kat aauAos ... 15ijfL05; P35 c/>tAOaE{1aaT05 
{JouA~ Kat vEwK6pos (or AafL7rp6mTos} 15ijf.Los; and the third 
century C29 [Epwnl.T7J {JouA~ KE o AafL7rp6mTos 15ijfL05. The 
demos of Hierapolis also took the title vEwK6pos, towards 
the end of Caracalla's reign: Cichorius in Hierapolis, 26f. 

3· Boule: P48 ([EpwTaT7J) and P49 ({JouAEuTa!s}. Demos: P27 
(passes a decree, principate of Claudius); P28 (creates 
priesthoods); C27 (benefits by fLEyaAorf;ux{a Kat Euvo{a}; 
BMC Phrygia 43 no. I39 (coins of Aezani and Cadi). 

4· E.g., PI2, lines I7 and 23; P27. 
5· See C27 n. 
6. C7; cf. the coin of M. Aurelius with the legend AIZAN 

EYPYKAH.I: TH FEPOY.I:IA (BMC Phrygia 39 no. I I2}. 
For the institution in general see F. Poland, Gesch. d. 
griech. Vereinswesens (Leipzig I909), 577f.; ]ones, GC 
224ff.; J. H. Oliver, The Sacred Gerousia: Hesperia Suppl. 
VI (I941), with grammateis 6I and Io5; Magie, RR 857ff. 
(grammateis 859); R. MacMullen, Roman Social 
Relations so BC-AD 284 (New Haven, etc., I974}, 8If. For 
the importance of the institution at Hierapolis, see 
Hierapolis 3I (Cichorius) and 133f. (Cichorius and 
Judeich). 

7· vlOL: P49 of AD 6 with ephebes associated; P38 (with the 
function of erecting a statue); cf. C89 vlos ....... cf>paTopEs. 

8. P5o (AD I68-9). 
9· Heracleia: P55, in series with C22 (name lost) and P56 

(Hadriana}, each with a phylarch. This official is also 
responsible for erecting an honorific inscription in P57. 
For other functions see RE Suppl. XI (I968), I079· 
Heracles on coins, Imhoof-Blumer, KM I, I89 no. If. For 
Hadriana as a new creation, entailing a fresh division of 
the citizen body, see W. Giinther, 1st. Mitt. XXVI (I976}, 
I 15 n.23, and for the naming of tribes after members of 
the dynasty see his n. I 9, with Hadrian giving his name to 

tribes at Prusias ad Hypium, Eumeneia, Ephesus, and 
!conium (n.2o). He concludes that H1drian probably 
visited Aezani (see above p. xxv n.67). For a new 
Hadrianic tribe at Ancyra, which the emperor did visit, 
seeS. Mitchell, AS xxvn (I977}, 8r. 

IO. See index s.v. Note the phrase [£7r]<f.LEA7J8lvT[wvl Tw]v 7r[Ept 
K]A. 'Pou[c/>n]vwvov dplx6vTwv in P2o (honours to 
Caracalla); in P27 (Claudian) they are used for dating; cf. 
P32, dating by the leading archon. 

I I. See index s.vv. For Tov 7rpwTov T67rov (P39), Tous 7rpwTous 
T6'TTOU5 (P 48}, T~V 7rpWT7JV apx7JV (C29}, see Ramsay, CB I, 

67 n.2. In BMC Phrygia 39 no. I I8 (Commodus) we have 
APX. A. Cf. 7r[pwT]I6.pxovTo> in MAMA v, 204, from 
Nacolea (with further references). 

I2. See index s.vv. The examples are all from M. Aurelius' 
reign or later, 

I3. See index s.vv. For the plural, Cichorius, Hierapolis 28f. 
I4. C7 (Trajanic). 
I5. CI5. For the function of this official, who was chosen by 

lot and is found also at Assos and Acmonia (JGR IV, 259 
and 66I), see Liebenam, Stiidteverwaltung 489. 

I6. P5o; P3r. 
I7. See index s.v. E'TTLfLEA7J8lVTos, etc.; ad hoc: Cichorius, 

Hierapolis 30. 
18. See index s.v. 
I9. C38 and P27 (both Claudian; the latter held office for life). 

Compare IGR IV, 556, probably from Tiberiopolis. For 
the functions of this official in the cities of Asia Minor see 
Liebenam, Stiidteverwaltung 350f.; E. Ziebarth, Aus d. 
gr.-rom. Schulwesen (Berlin I9I4), 93f. 

20. Jones, GC 46. 
21. E.g., BMC Phrygia 33 no. 70 (Gaius); cf. H. von Aulock, 

Zeustempel 83f. For the same practice at Hierapolis, see 
Cichorius, Hierapolis 30 n. I. 

22. H. von Aulock, loc. cit., with Asiarchs, archineocori, 
archiereis, and strategi occurring from M. Aurelius and 
L. Verus onwards. 

23. CI6, CI9; P3o. 
24. CI6, cf. P27. 
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25. P28 (letter of a Claudian agonothete to -rots 1TaV7Jyvpv5.pxot> 
Kat 'Epf-'~ i£pcp -rep 1rpos -rots 8"11-'o[atot> ... ]). For the 
relationship of agonothete and panegyriarch, see L. 
Robert, Gnomon xxxv (1963), 69, citing Strabo x, s, 4, p. 
486. 

26. See index s.vv. aywvofhata, aywvo8€-r"'>· 
27. C19. 
28. P27ff.; C16. 
29. P28. 
30. See index s.v. Note the man who was archiereus of Asia 

Kat -r~> 1Ta-rp{8os y' (P4o, M. Aurelius or later). 
3 I. C44 (for life, cult Unspecified); C I 9 (t'Epa-r£vaav-ra TOV 

4[,6s]); 8wiKt> in C35. 
32. C1o (Ant. Pius); BMC Phrygia 28 no. 34f.; SNG 

Deutschland Sammlung von Aulock 3335 ('Zeit des 
Gallienus', H. von Aulock in Naumann, Zeustempe/89). 
For the office, found also in Thessalonica, Aphrodisias, 
and Seleuceia and Laodicea in Syria, see L. Robert, 
Melanges Bidez(Paris 1934), 795f.; REGLxxi (1958), 139; 
Bull. epigr. 1958, 339 no. 503. 

33· See index s.v. v£wK6pos -rov Llt6s. In P28 the neocorates of 
Zeus and of Claudius and his son are held by the same 
man, both for life. 

34· For both see index s.vv. 
35· See above n.33. It may reveal something about the social 

status of neocori that while they were members of the 
council, and held the lesser offices in the civic cursus at 
Aezani, they did not, as far as we know, reach the strategia 

or stephanephorate. Like paideutae (C445, C477) they 
occupied tombs of doorstone type (P99, a bouleutes; 
C416, C438); no holder of the highest office is found in 
that series; doubtless they and their families aspired to 
and occupied tombs of the heroon type. 

36. C34 (priest for life). 
37· Ps8, with Robert, Bull. epigr. 1982, 405 no. 399· 
38. C38. 
39· Note the katoikia of villagers at Alia, W. of Aezani (P64; 

above p. xix). For the komarch, C68. 
40. C16, P27. For. temple slaves see P61 and Robert, OMS u, 

889f. 
41. C16, P27ff. Note o 1rpos -rots 8"11-'oa{ms .... in P28; C1o 

mentions 8"11-'6awt 1r6pot (Antoninus Pius). For civic 
property in general seeR. D. Duncan-}ones in Studies in 
Roman Property (ed. M. I. Finley, Cambridge 1976), 8f. 

42. PI, line IS (AD 12.5-6). 
43• P~'llonours piiro?K~~~a68wv (Commodus or 

later); Pso: Ta amovtK{L 
44· Eurycles at Ephesus and Aphrodisias, OGIS so8; P. 

Aelius Zeuxidemus Cassianus, C26 (Hadrianic or a little 
later). 

45· P39: for this official see Ramsay, CB II, 376. 
46. Pso. 
47· See }ones, GC 212. 
48. P39; see I. Levy, REG xu (1899), 287; }ones, loc. cit. He 

was nominated by the provincial governor from a list 
submitted by the city. 



THE METER STEUNENE AND ZEUS AEZANENSIS 

The dominating presence of the great Ionic temple of Zeus at Aezani leaves no doubt that he was the 
presiding god of the city, but the only deity to be mentioned in the scanty literary sources relating to 
Aezani was the Meter Steunene. According to Pausanias, settlers from Azania in Arcadia came to settle in 
Phrygia in the area of the cave called Steunos and the river Penkalas. 1 The Phrygians who lived alongside 
the river Penkalas could still point out the lofty, circular cave called Steunos, where there was a sanctuary 
and a statue of the mother goddess. 2 W. M. Ramsay was the first to suggest that this cave and sanctuary 
should be identified with the so-called 'Kessik Magara' near Aezani, and the suggestion was endorsed by 
K. Buresch when he published a dedication to the Meter Steunene found at the nearby city of Cadi. 3 The 
site was not visited until I 898, when J. G. C. Anderson found and described a large cave, corresponding 
to Pausanias' description, with niches outside for votive offerings and, apparently, for a larger cult statue. 
In the rock face above the cave there was a carved throne, and on the ridge behind it two circular 
enclosures or buildings. 4 Th. Wiegand made a second visit to the place in I908, and published more 
detailed observations; 5 in I928 the sanctuary was excavated by M. Schede, 6 and the results were fully 
published, with additional details derived from his own field work, by R. N aumann in I 967. 7 

The cave is situated on the north bank of the <;avdar (:ay, 8 about three and a half kilometres from 
Aezani itself. It is quite clear both from Pausanias' account and from the archaeological discoveries that 
the cave was the main focus of the cult. The location of the worship of a mother goddess within a cave is a 
feature familiar from elsewhere, both within and beyond Anatolia. 9 The rock-cut throne which stands 
above the cave entrance presumably supported the statue of the goddess mentioned by Pausanias, and the 
two circular structures on the ridge above have been plausibly interpreted as bothroi, or sacrificial pits, to 
receive the blood of slaughtered animals. One will have been connected with the rites of the taurobolium, 
the other of the criobolium, both of which accompanied the worship of the mother goddess Cybele. 10 The 
river Penkalas, a tributary of the main river of the Aezanitis the Rhyndacus, is depicted on coins issued by 
Aezani under Hadrian and Antoninus Pius, which show a river god holding up a child in his right hand. 
As parallels from other cities show, this device was used to depict a main river, in this case the Rhyndacus, 
with its tributary, here the Penkalas. 11 

The first epigraphic evidence for the cult to be published was the dedication found at Cadi by Buresch, 
reading L1Lt Kat Mrrrpt 0E(;JV rTEVVYJViJ 'ApTEf-LLDwpos L1Yjj.LY]Tptov Ai~aVELTYJS LEPElJS KTLaTYJS EK TWV iSLwv dv€0YJKEV. 
The link implied between Zeus and the Steunene mother is no coincidence. Among the most familiar 
stories concerning the infancy of Zeus are those that locate his birth in a mountain cave. The best known 
of these describes his birth to the goddess Rhea in the Dictaean cave on Mount Ida in Crete. Here the 
Corybantes clashed their weapons together to drown the cries of the new-born child, thus preserving him 
from the murderous intentions of his father Kronos. 12 Similar birth legends were attached to several 
mountains and caves in Asia Minor, especially in Phrygia, 13 one of which was certainly the cave at 
Steunos. A coin of Aezani from the reign of Commodus depicts an enthroned Cybele, with a tympanum 
in her left hand and an infant to the right. Above her are three Corybantes with lances and shields, and in 
front two lions. 14 This is certainly a pictorial allusion to the familiar birth myth of Zeus. The type of the 
seated Cybele corresponds exactly with the implication of the rock-cut throne, that the cult statue was 
seated, and this is supported by the evidence of two terracotta statuettes, a dedicatory altar and a small 
relief stele from Aezani, all of which show the goddess seated between two lions. 15 Furthermore the 
excavations at the cave produced several fragments of votive terracotta statuettes, depicting the same 
scene with seated goddess, tympanum, child, and lions, as the coin of Commodus. 16 An Aezanitan coin of 
the same period shows the child Zeus suckled by the goat Amaltheia, another allusion to the complex of 
myth and legend which was attached to the birth of the god in a mountain cave. 17 It is possible also that 
Pausanias, by mentioning the river Penkalas in association with the Steunos cave, implies that it too had 
its part to play in the local legend of the god's birth. 

The evidence of Pausanias, combined with the testimony of coins, inscriptions and archaeological 
XXXlll 
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remains, shows that the Steunene cave was regarded, locally at least, as the birth place of Zeus. It is, 
therefore, perfectly intelligible that two hellenistic kings should have dedicated land in the Aezanitis to 
Zeus, and thus laid the foundations which were to make Aezani one of the most important cult centres of 
Asia Minor. 

The finds from the excavation at the cave date from the first century BC and the first two centuries AD. 18 

So holy a spot can hardly have been completely neglected after this period, but the absence of later Roman 
material is striking and demands an explanation, most naturally that the main cult of the goddess was 
transferred elsewhere. Between AD 126 and 15719 the city of Aezani underwent a radical architectural 
transformation. A huge complex, comprising a colonnaded agora containing a heroon, and a temple 
within a temenos, was laid out and built on the west bank of the river Penkalas, in the same position, 
relative to the river, as the cave sanctuary upstream to the south-west. The temple, standing on a high 
podium, was built in the Ionic order. It was pseudo-dipteral with eight columns across the front and 
fifteen along the sides. There were four columns in front of the prostylos of the cella, and two between the 
antae of the opisthodomos at the rear. This precise pattern is found in two other temples in Asia Minor, 
both dedicated to two deities, the temple of Rome and Augustus at Ancyra, and the temple of Zeus 
Sosipolis and Tyche at Magnesia on the Maeander. 20 In each case the cult of the secondary deity was 
celebrated at the rear of the cella in the opisthodomos. At Aezani the most notable feature of the 
opisthodomos is the fact that it contains an entrance, leading down by a staircase to a large vaulted 
chamber beneath the cella itself. This unique feature of the temple was undeniably connected with the 
cult of the deity associated with the opisthodomos. The interpretation of these features, developed by 
N aumann from earlier suggestions by M. Schede and C. Bosch, is that the temple of Aezani was dedicated 
to two deities, Zeus and the mother goddess, whose cult had been transferred from the cave at Steunos to 
its equivalent, the vault of the temple at Aezani. Zeus, the main god of the temple, had his cult statue in the 
cella, and his bust stood at the top of the acroterion on the east end of the building, facing towards the 
agora and the river. Cybele's shrine, including perhaps the seated cult statue from the Steunene cave, was 
approached through the opisthodomos, and her rites were celebrated underground, recalling her origin, 
and the birth of Zeus, in a cave. 21 Her bust, still well preserved, formed the centre piece of the acroterion 
at the west end of the temple. 22 

The cult of Zeus had never been insignificant at Aezani. After the grant of territory to the god by the 
kings of Pergamum and Bithynia, Augustus had given or confirmed the asylum right to Aezani. 23 By the 
reign of Domitian, if we may trust the evidence of coins, there was a small temple dedicated to him, with 
four columns across the front and containing a cult statue. 24 But the massive and lavish constructions of 
the Hadrianic and Antonine periods marked a new departure in the history of the shrine and of the city. 
The long-standing dispute over the temple lands had finally been laid to rest;the city had established both 
its reputation and its antiquity in the eyes of the other Greek cities of Asia and with its Roman 
overlords. 25 Precisely at this period, through the person of her spokesman M. Ulpius Appuleius 
Eurycles, she sought and won the approval of the Panhellenion at Athens, the Athenian Areopagus, and 
the emperor Antoninus Pius. The city's credentials partly lay in her claim to kinship with Arcadia in old 
Greece, 2 6 but no spokesman can have ignored the value of the legend that made the cave at Steunos the 
birthplace of Zeus. 2 7 The size and splendour of the temple buildings set up at this period, on a scale more 
appropriate to Ephesus or Pergamum than to an otherwise obscure Phrygian city, suggest strongly that 
this claim acquired more than merely local recognition. 
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I. VIII 4, 3· 
2. X 32, 3· 
3· K. Buresch, Aus Lydien I 59· As R. Naumann, 1st. Mitt. 

xvn (I967), 220 n.8, suggests, Ramsay was probably 
wrong about the 'Kessik Magara', which he had not 
visited in person. The name is probably a mistake for 
K1zlk Magara (K1z1k being a nearby village), which 
should, in fact, be distinguished from the cave at Steunos. 
According to the German archaeologists at Aezani it 
contained no remains earlier than the Christian period. 

4 . ABSA IV (I897-8), 55ff. 
5. Ath. Mitt. XXXVI (I 9 I I), 302-7; for the date of the visit, see 

1st. Mitt. XVII (I967), 2I8 n.2. 
6. Gnomon v (I929), 61. 
7· 1st. Mitt. xvn (I967), 2I8ff. 
8. For the name, with local variations, see Naumann, op. cit. 

2I9; Zeustempel 2; H. von Aulock, in Naumann, 
Zeustempel 87. For the identification with the Penkalas, 
see K. Buresch, A us Lydien, I 59; L. Robert, REG LXXVIII 
(I965), xxxviii-xlix; Ann. Ec. prat. des hautes etudes 1Ve 
sect. cm ( I970-I), 234 (non vidi); Bull. epigr. I970, 46I no. 
590; and above all, BCH CV (I98I), 346f. 

9· L. Robert, Melanges Bidez: Ann. del' 1nstitut de philologie 
et d'histoire orientates II (I934), 795f., esp. 799 n.4, on the 
cult of Cybele and Attis at Thessalonica; Hell. x (I955), 
I IO-I 3 on a J.L~T7JP a7TO 1:7T7JMov in Phrygia. For a Lydian 
example see G. Petzl and H. Pleket, ZPE XXXIV (I979), 
294f. no. I I. 

IO. Naumann, 1st. Mitt. XVII (I967), 237-4I; for another view 
of these, suggesting that they were connected with the 
Eleusinian goddesses, see P. Lambrechts, 'Het 
Natuurheiligdom van Meter Steunene bij Aezani', 
Anamnesis: Gedenkboek Prof. Dr. E. A. Leemans (Gent 
I970), 235ff. 

I 1. L. Robert, BCH cv (I98I), 350f. 
I2. A. B. Cook, Zeus I (I9I4), I48ff. 
I3. Id., Zeus I, I5I; Zeus Il.2 (I925), 949f.; Robert, BCH CV 

(I98I), 355f. (Acmonia, Apamea, Laodicea, Tralles, 
Pergamum). 

I4. H. von Aulock, Jahrbuch fur Numismatik und 
Geldgeschichte XVIII (I968), 47f., identifying the child 
with Dionysus. He corrected this to Zeus in Naumann, 
Zeustempel 86, commenting on coin no. 63 in his 
catalogue. J. and L. Robert, Bull. epigr. I970, 46I no. 590, 
had already identified the child as Zeus and drawn the 
natural conclusion about his birth in the Steunene cave; 
the full argument is presented in BCH cv (I98I), 350f. 

I5. All published by Naumann, 1st. Mitt. XVII (I967), 244ff. 
with 239 fig. I 5 and pi. 33 I-3· The small relief stele is now 
in Kiitahya museum. 

I6. Pointed out by L. Robert, BCH cv (I98I), 358. 
I7. Von Aulock in Naumann, Zeustempel 93 no. 66; an 

example in Paris is illustrated at BCH I98 I, 358 pi. 24. Cf. 

Cook, Zeus n.2, 968 fig. 857, and Keppel, Narr. n, 235f. 
There is a similar type from Tralles issued under M. 
Aurelius, Mionnet, Descr., Suppl. vn, 472 no. 723, 
described by Cook, op. cit., 96I no. 2, and illustrated at 
BCH cv (I98I), 257 pi. 23. Both the coinage and other 
evidence from Tralles, which claimed that it too was the 
location of Lltos yovm, show striking parallels with Aezani. 
See Cook, op. cit. 857ff. 

I8. 1st. Mitt. xvn (I967), 244f. 
I9. A. Korte, Festschrift 0. Benndorf (Vienna I898), 2o8ff.; 

Naumann, Zeustempel 34-6. The argument here closely 
follows that advanced by Naumann, Zeustempel 65ff., 
with full documentation, although the conclusions have 
been pressed rather further. 

20. D. Krencker and M. Schede, Der Tempel in Ankara 
(Berlin I936), 43; C. Humann et al., Magnesia am 
Miiander (Berlin I904), I52, I65. 

21. Cf. H. Graillot, Le culte de Cybele (Paris I9I2), 394f. for 
the chthonic associations of the goddess. 

22. Naumann, Zeustempel32ff., 67 with PI. 26, 6o, 6I a-c, e; 
cf. Robert, Bull. epigr. I983, 404 no. 399· 

23. CI3. On the Zeus of Aezani, see Robert, loc. cit. 
24. V on Aulock in Naumann, Zeustempel 86; cf. Robert, loc. 

cit., on the identity of this structure. 
25. L. Robert, Et. anat. 30I-5. 
26. See above p xxiii 
27. For an idea of the content of such a speech, compare the 

inscription from Argos which honoured P. Anteius 
Antiochus, the sophist from Aegae in Cilicia, who had 
demonstrated the syngeneia between the two cities in a 
speech recalling the journey of Perseus from Argos to slay 
the Gorgons, in which he had passed through Cilicia and 
brought with him the statue of Argive Apollo which 
became the main cult at Aegae. Antiochus demonstrated 
similar virtues to Eurydes: EmDaJ.L~aas aJ.LWV TUt 7TO.\t 
KOaJ.L{ws Kat </>t.\o<f>p6vws, €v TE Tots .\omoEs €mfDEtgaTo nl.v i81av 
KaAoKaya(){av Kat Tav €v 7Tat8dat nAEtOTaTa, OVK 1/KtaTa 8£ €v 

Tat 7TEpt Tav 1TaTp{8a a1Tov8at TE Kat 8w()£aEt (L. Robert, 
BCH cr (I977), 120f. lines I7-25, with commentary 
especially on p. I 28). The first letter of the Panhellenion 
about Eurycles (P7) attests his 7TULOE{a and €mE{KEta, and 
reveals that </>t.\onJ.L{q. KEXP7JJ.LEvov KOaJ.LOVaTJ ovK avTov J.LDvov 
TOV EvpvKMa d,\,\d Kat T~V OtaU'T}J.LOTilT'T}V VJ.LWV 1TO.\tv, ~> atta 

Kat Toil ylvovs Kat Tijs EK 1TpO}'ovwv dv8paya(){as Kat Mywv Kat 

1rpaTTwv 1rapa 1ravT1i Tov xp6vov 8taTETEAEKEv. The second 
(P8) mentions his €mEIKEta and 1raa7J ai8ws. The letter of 
the Athenian Areopagus (P6) says that he acted OJ.Lt.\wv TE 
7TatOE{q. Kat 1Taaav €vapETOV 1Tpoa{pwtv a7T00EtKVVJ.LEVOS Ota Tijs 
7TEpt Ta Ka.\.\taTa Kat aEJ.LVOTaTa a1rov8ijs, and honours him 
TijS TE KOUJ.Lt0T7JTOS EiVEKEV Kat TOV Tp07TOV Kat TijS 7TEpt 1TatOE{av 
<f>t.\onJ.L{as. For a bibliography on the formulae used to 
honour a foreigner 'who had represented his native city 
abroad, see Bull. epigr. I97I, 5I9 no. 657· 
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The history of the lands attached to the temple of Zeus at Aezani is revealed in part by a well-known 
group of inscriptions. Four of these make up an official dossier inscribed on the inner face of the right 
hand anta of the pronaos of the temple itself, while the remaining three are boundary stones delimiting the 
temple property and discovered at various locations in or near <;avdarhisar. All date to the reign of 
Hadrian. 

The inscriptions on the temple wall are: 
PI (A) Letter of Avidiu~ Quietus, proconsul of Asia, to the magistrates, council, and people of Aezani. 
P2 (B) Letter of Hadrian to Avidius Quietus. 
P3 (C) Letter of Avidius Quietus to Hesperus, Imperial Procurator. 
P4 (D) Letter of Hesperus to Avidius Quietus. 

These four texts may be readily consulted in various standard epigraphic collections, but they have 
recently been republished by U. Laffi, Athenaeum XLIX (1971), 3ff., as his A-D; his edition, based on a 
close examination of the stones themselves, supersedes those of earlier editors. 

The three boundary stones, inscribed in Latin and Greek, all reproduce an identical, or nearly 
identical text. It can be established with some certainty, but only by combining the readings of the three 
separate stones, each of which is defective in one way or another. The first (Ps) was copied and published 
by G. Jacopi, Bullettino del Museo dell' Impero Romano IX (1938), a supplement to Bullettino della 
Commissione Archaeologica Comunale di Roma (1938), 44, and afterwards in AE 1940, 44· The Latin 
version was reproduced and discussed by T. R. S. Broughton, Studies presented to A. C. Johnson 
(Princeton 1951), 238. Laffi was unable to find the original stone, but he re-edited the inscription, with 
some improvements, art. cit. 10 f. The two other examples are published for the first time in this volume 
(C8f.). 

The text of the four inscriptions given below is identical to Laffi's, except for a section of PI (A), where 
there are reasons to doubt his proposed restorations, which we discuss. For a full treatment of the textual 
problems elsewhere, we refer readers to his apparatus. 

A 

'Aov{ows Kovt~TOS Al,avem.ov apxovat {3ovA~t 
<;'I I >A ,1.. {)I \ I < A ) 

OTJJ-LWt xatpELV . ./"ifL'f'LUpTJTTJUtS 7TEpt xwpas tEpas ava-

TE8e{a7JS 1raAat not Ll d, Tpet{3ofLEV1J 1ro>.>.wv eTwv, T~t 1rpovotg. Tov 

fLEy{aTOV aVTOKpaTopos TEAOVS ETVXE· 'E7TEt yap E7TEUTEtAa avTcp 07]-

s. Awv T(J 7TpiiyfLa o>.ov, ~p6fL7JV TE 0 TL XP~ 7TOELV, ovo T<l fLUAtUTa T~V 
<;' ,1.. \ < A A \ \ " \ \ " I A ota'f'opav VfLEtV KELVOVVTa Kat TO OVUEpyES Kat OVUEVpETOV TOV 

7TpayfLaTO~ 7Tap~x6fLEVa, fLE{tas Tcp </Jt>.av8pdmc.p T(J MKawv aKOAov-

8ws Tfl 7TEpt Tas Kp{qets E7TLfLEAe{g. T~v 7ToAvxp6vwv VfLWV fLUX7JV Kat V7Tot/J{

av 7TpOS a>.>.~>.ovs €>.vaev, Ka8ws EK T~S E7TLUTOA~s ~V E7TEfLtPEV 7Tp6s fLE 
8 I 8 J; \ ' I ,1.. ' A I ,1.. 'E I \ "\ 'E I A ' 10. fLa TJUEU E, '/S TO avnypa'f'OV VfLELV 7TE7TOfL'f'a• 7TEf!TEtlla OE U7TEp<p T<p E7Tt-

Tp67T<p Tou .Ee{3aaTov, o1rws yeofLETpas emTTJ( o )[e{ovs eK]~etafLEvos eKe{vots 

7Tpoaxp~U7]Tat T~V xwpav OtafLETpwv. KUK [TOVTOV fLETpov] EV VfLELV yev~aETat 

Kat eK Twv iepwv Tov Ka{aapos ypafLfLaTw[v VfLEiv ..... . o]eo~AwKa, on ? oei TE-

>.eiv V7TEp EKaaTOV KA~pov KaTa T~V [TOV MoOEUTOV a7T]~</Jaatv, ;g ~s av ~-

IS. fLEpas >.af37JTE T~v emaToA~v EKaaT[os KaTa To EKaaTov] ~;tEpo[s T~S ie]piis 
xwpas TEAEUEL, i'va fL~ 7TaAtv TLVES a[/L</Jta{37JTOVVTES 7TEpt TOV TEAOVS Tov] 

{3paoewv a7ToAavaat T~v 1r6Atv TTJS [7rpoa7JKova7Js 1rpoa6oov 7Tapa{not] 
I ' A \ ' A \ I [A ' \ \ I I Ill ] (IEVWVTat· apKEL yap aVTOtS TO fLEXpt ~ VV a7TOIIEIIaVKEVat TOVTWV. E7TOfL-

</Ja OE Kat T~S 7Tp0S "Ea7TEpov E7TLUTo[>.~s TO avT{ypa</Jov Kat ~s "Ea7TEpos €]-
20. fLOt y{ypa</Jev. V. V. 'Eppwa8at VfLaS evxo[fLat]. 

XXXVI 
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B 

Exempl(um) epistulae [Cae]saris scriptae ad 
Quietum. 

Si in quantas particulas quos cleros appellant ager Aezanen-
si Iovi dicatus a regibus divisu[s sit] non apparet optimum est. 

s. sicut tu quoque existimas, [mo](d)¥m qui in vicinis civitatibus 
clerorum nee maximus [nee mi]nimus est observari. Et si, cum 
Mettius Modestus qms[tituit] ut vectigal pro is pendere-
tur, constitit qui es[se]?Zt c[leruc]hici agri, aequom est ex il[lo] 
tempore vectigal pendi; si [non] qmstitit, iam ex hoc tempo-

lo. re vectig(ll pendend[u]r,n f?[st, eti]aq1si quae morae qu[o tar]
[di]us [penda]nt inte[rponantur]. 

Textual Notes on PI (A) 

c 
Exempl(um) epistulae Quieti scriptae ad 

Hesperum 
Cum variam esse clerorum mensuram 
cognoverim et sacratissimus imp(erator) con-
S· stitutionis suae causa ne(que) maximi neq(ue) 

[mi]?Zimi mensuram iniri iusserit in ea re
[gione] quae Iovi Aezanitico dicata dicitur, 
[ quaeso, m]i Hesper carissime, explores qu
[ae maximi cl]f?ri mensura quae minimi 

10. [in vicinia et] in ipsa illa regione sit, et id 
[per litteras n]otum mihi facias. 

D 

Exempl(um) epistulae scriptae Quie-
to ab Hespero. 

Quaedam negotia, domine, non ali
ter ad consummationem perduci 
s. possunt quam per eos qui usu sunt 

eorum p(er)iti. Ob hoc cum mihi iniun
xisses ut tibi renuntiarem quae 
mensura esset clerorum circa re
gionem Aezaniticam misi in rem 

10. praesentem IEI 

XXXV!l 

It is readily apparent that Laffi's text depends to a considerable extent on restoration. However, it is 
only in A that these restorations seriously affect the interpretation of the dossier. 

5· The Greek, as it stands, is not syntactically cogent. The clause running from 8vo to 1rapex61-'eva hangs 
unattached to the rest of the sentence. This is probably the result of careless drafting rather than a 
lapicide's error. How the proconsul might have improved the phrasing is entirely a matter for 
conjecture. In the translation 'concerning' corresponds to Mommsen's suggestion that 1repi Ta has 
been omitted. This has the merit of providing good sense, which is all that is required. 
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12. Laffi's reading and photograph confirm that the letters preceding the lacuna were KAK, and provide 
the valuable new information that after the gap an E should be read before the N. He also claims to 
have measured the gap and established with certainty the number of missing letters, viz. twelve, 
although this claim is not easy to control. His restoration Kri.K [Tothov f-tETpov] £v Vf:LE'iv yev~aETaL 
(developed from the clause in P3 (C) cum variam esse clerorum mensuram cognoverim) is tempting. The 
only alternative would be to treat lv as a preposition with Vf:LE'iv; and restore KaK[e'iOev (Waddington) or 
KaK [TovTov ot:-t6voLa] lv Vf:LE'iv vel sim. But this is open to objections: ot:-t6vow, or any similar word, would 
normally be followed by the simple dative vt:-te'iv; it also seems unlikely that the proconsul would have 
been so tactless as to attribute the welfare or future harmony of Aezani directly to the actions of a 
procurator and his surveyors. The credit should surely go to the Emperor. 

13. Laffi's proposal to read [KEAEvw ws Kat 8]e8~AwKa makes the proconsul not only issue an order on the 
authority of the Emperor (unexceptionable), but also remind his addressees that he too had explained 
the need for this decision, presumably before the imperial reply arrived. While it is true that A vidius 
had suggested to Hadrian the remedy which was eventually adopted, it is very improbable that he 
insisted on the fact which might seem to claim credit for himself, instead of for the Emperor, and/ or 
might remind everybody of an unsuccessful earlier attempt to impose his solution without imperial 
approval. It seems better, as Laffi himself has suggested to us, to treat 8e8~AwKa as the only verb in the 
clause, and to explain the perfect tense, which might otherwise surprise, as a Latin perfect. Avidius 
might have had in mind a Latin construction such as vobisnotumfacio which influenced his choice of 
tense in Greek. Less plausibly it might allude to the fact that he had previously, perhaps in 
conversation with the magistrates of Aezani, or in earlier correspondence, made known the contents 
of the Emperor's decision. 

14. Laffi succeeded in reading an 0 before if>Al:IN. Mommsen had already conjectured T~v [Tov Kataapos 
a1T6]4>amv, and the last word is now confirmed beyond doubt. However, Laffi's T~V [TOV Mo8eaTOV 
a1r]64>aaLv is clearly correct, since Modestus had made the decision concerning the vectigal, and there 
is no evidence that this had been modified later by the Emperor or anyone else. 

1 5. Laffi' s reading J¥IEPO and his citation of parallels for the phrase fJ-Epos Tijs [epas xwpas makes the second 
part of his restoration virtually certain. E'KaaT[ os KaT<z To €1T!1pxov] before this is clearly more vulnerable, 
and he would now suggest EKaaT[os KaT<z TO EKaaTov] as a more likely alternative, but the sense is 
admirable. 

16-19. Only a little more than half of these lines is preserved, and the details of the restoration are 
obviously open to question. However, there is no doubt about the general sense of the passage, and the 
proposals of the various editors, while they differ from one another, are in overall agreement on this 

point. 
Laffi provides an Italian translation which adheres fairly closely to the sense of the Greek and Latin, 

but no complete English translation exists. 1 This version may be useful: 
PI (A). Avidius Quietus to the magistrates, council, and people of Aezani, greetings. The dispute over the 

sacred land, dedicated long ago to Zeus, which has dragged on for many years, has reached a 
conclusion by the forethought of the greatest Emperor. For when I wrote to him explaining the whole 
matter, and asked him what should be done (concerning the) two things which especially stir up the 
dispute among you and provide the intractable and obscure nub of the matter, combining justice with 
humanity in accordance with his concern for judicial cases, he has resolved your long-standing strife 
and mutual suspicion, as you will learn from the letter which he sent me, of which I have sent you a 
copy. I instructed Hesperus, the imperial procurator, to choose experienced surveyors and to use 
them for measuring the territory. You will have a single measure from this, and from the sacred 
missive of Caesar, a copy of which I have set up, so that, from the day on which you receive this letter, 
each person will pay the sum which he must pay for each kleros in accordance with the decision of 
Modestus, in proportion to the amount of sacred land that he occupies, in order that certain persons 
may not again dispute about the sum, and become responsible for delaying the city's enjoying the 
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benefit of the revenues due to it. For it is sufficient that these persons have enjoyed these benefits up to 
now. I have also sent a copy of my letter to Hesperus, and one of the letter which Hesperus sent to me. 
I bid you farewell. 

P2 (B). Copy of the letter of Caesar written to Quietus. If it is not clear how large are the portions called 
kleroi, into which the land dedicated to J uppiter of Aezani was divided by the kings; it is best, as you 
also believe, that a mean should be observed, corresponding neither to the largest nor to the smallest 
of the kleroi in neighbouring cities. And if, when Mettius Modestus decreed that a levy should be paid 
for them, it is established which were the cleruchic lands, it is fair that the levy should be paid from 
that time. If it is not established, the levy must be paid now from this time, even if reasons for delay are 
interposed, whereby the payments would be made later. 

P3 (C). Copy of the letter of Quietus written to Hesperus. When I discovered that the dimensions of the 
kleroi differed, and the most sacred Emperor, for the purpose of his decision, ordered that the 
dimensions of neither the largest nor the smallest should be the basis of calculation in that region 
which is dedicated to Juppiter of Aezani, I beg you, my dearest Hesperus, to investigate what are the 
largest and smallest dimensions of a kleros in the neighbourhood and in that region itself, and to write 
to inform me about this. 

P4 (D). Copy of the letter written to Quietus by Hesperus. Certain tasks, master, can be brought to 
completion in no way except by those who are skilled in their execution. For this reason, when you 
enjoined me to report to you about the dimensions ofkleroi around the region of Aezani, I sent, for the 
matter in hand ....... . 

This dispute presents a considerable number of serious problems of interpretation, and it may be 
useful to investigate them by beginning with the full, if not altogether clear statements made by Avidius 
relating to the reign of Hadrian, and only afterwards by examining the more obscurely documented 
situation concerning the temple lands in the Hellenistic period. 2 T. Avidius Quietus was proconsul of 
Asia in AD I 2 s-6. 3 In his letter to Aezani he underlines the fact that there were two problems in particular 
which had been responsible for the strife and suspicion there, and which the Emperor's ruling had 
resolved (PI (A) 5-7). The nature of these two problems can be deduced, in outline, from the substance of 
the Emperor's letter to the proconsul. He had decided, in accordance with the proconsul's own opinion, 
that the kleroi into which the temple lands at Aezani had been divided, and whose original dimensions 
were unclear, should be redefined by equating them with the mean dimensions ofkleroi in neighbouring 
cities (P2 (B) 3-6). Further, concerning the vectigal payable on these kleroi, which had been fixed by 
Mettius Modestus, if it were established which were the cleruchic lands at that time, the vectigal should 
be payable from that date. If it were not established, the vectigal should be paid from now onwards (P2 (B) 
6-I I). 

The dispute, then, had arisen on two points. First, the liability of the cleruchic lands to pay a vectigal 
at all (with which Mettius Modestus had been concerned), and second, the definition of these cleruchic 
lands. These two points are also stressed in the second half of the proconsul's letter, which informs the 
people of Aezani first that he has asked the imperial procurator to employ surveyors to measure the land in 
order to deduce an appropriate mean size for a kleros (PI (A) IO-I3), and second, that each individual, in 
accordance with the amount of sacred land that he occupies, must pay for each kleros what he owes 
according to the decision of Mettius Modestus (PI (A) I4-I6). 

Avidius Quietus and also Hadrian show their displeasure at the long delay which had intervened 
before the city obtained the proper benefits of these dues (PI (A) I6-I8; P2 (B) IO-II). Mettius 
Modestus, who had decided that dues should be paid, had been proconsul of Asia six years before, in AD 

I I9-20. 4 The nature and circumstances of this decision are a matter for hypothesis, but it is very 
probably, as Laffi argues, 5 that occupants of the sacred land had long ceased to pay any dues to the temple 
(whether these be understood as a rent or a tax). The temple, or more probably the city authorities, then 
revived their claims, anxious to increase their income, partly, perhaps, with a view to fulfilling their own 
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obligations towards the Roman government. The dispute between the two parties had come to the 
attention of Mettius Modestus, who, unsurprisingly, had found in favour of the authorities. He appears 
simply to have fixed a vectigal of a certain amount to be paid on each kleros. Some at least of the occupants 
of the cleruchic territory refused to pay this vectigal, arguing that their land was not cleruchic at all (P2 (B) 
6-I o). It was therefore necessary to redefine the boundaries of the cleruchic land. A further problem arose 
because it was now no longer clear how large the original kleroi were. Evidently occupiers of substantial 
sections of temple land would be inclined to claim that their property, however extensive, only 
corresponded to a small number of original kleroi, yielding a correspondingly small levy. The arguments 
about these matters occupied the disputants for the six years before the proconsulship of Avidius 
Quietus, and during this time little or nothing of the vectigal was paid to the city. In the absence of any 
decisive evidence concerning the original dimensions of the kleroi, A vidius recommended that the size 
should be established arbitrarily by equating it with the mean size of kleroi found in neighbouring 
communities, and the Emperor, who had been consulted on the problem, adopted Avidius' 
recommendation. It is clear that this decision did not involve a redistribution of cleruchic land. The 
tenants continued to occupy exactly the same amount of territory as they had done before; the boundaries 
of the kleroi were not redefined on the ground. Indeed it would probably have been impossible, even in 
the flat plain round Aezani, to parcel out the land afresh into exactly equal kleroi. The mean size of the 
kleros was to serve as an abstract notion, in accordance with which the vectigal payable by each occupant 
should be assessed. If his possessions exceeded the mean size of a kleros by a certain proportion, his 
vectigal would be larger by the same proportion (PI (A) I3-I6). 6 Avidius had to do two things to bring the 
affair to a satisfactory practical conclusion. He had to define the overall extent of the cleruchic lands and 
determine the mean size of the kleroi. To settle the second point he asked the imperial procurator, 
Hesperus, to investigate the maximum and minimum sizes of kleroi both at Aezani and in the 
neighbourhood (P3 (C) 8-Io). For reasons which are unclear only the beginning of the procurator's reply, 
containing his report, was ever inscribed, but it evidently supplied the proconsul with the information he 
needed, since he announced in the letter to Aezani that the required mean measurement had been 
established (PI (A) I2), and that the payment of the vectigal should begin from the moment when his 
letter was received. 

Hesperus had not, it seems, been asked to settle the other point at issue, namely the overall extent of 
the cleruchic lands. This was still in doubt at the time of Hadrian's letter to Avidius, but Hadrian's 
insistence that there should be no further delay in the payment of the vectigal (P2 (B) IO-I I) evidently 
persuaded tht proconsul to publish his decision as soon as the matter of the mean size of the kleroi had 
been resolved. The boundary stones (P 5, C8 f.) reveal that this point was not settled for another two years: 
Hadrian, in the year AD I27-8, restored the boundaries fixed by Attalus and Prusias, and a primipilaris, 
Septimius Saturninus, had been responsible for the surveying. It should be stressed that the boundaries 
mentioned in ~his inscription are not the boundaries between the newly defined kleroi (which were never 
more than abstract units of measurement and had no direct relation to the amount of land actually 
occupied by individual possessors), but the boundaries of the whole territory originally given to Zeus of 
Aezani by Attalus and Prusias. 

The reference to Attalus and Prusias on the boundary stones provides important evidence about the 
origin of the temple lands at Aezani, which has been much discussed. 7 It is obvious from the context, and 
proved by the reference to reges in Hadrian's letter (P2 (B) 3f.), that these earlier benefactors of the temple 
were kings, and there are four possible candidates to be considered: Attalus I (25 I-I97 BC) and Attalus 11 
(I59-I39/8) of Pergamum, and Prusias I (230/27-I82) and Prusias 11 (I82-49) of Bithynia. It is a 
reasonable assumption that for any of these kings to have given land to Zeus of Aezani, he must have been 
in control of the area at the time, and this criterion appears to rule out Prusias I I. His Bithynian kingdom 
never extended into this part of Phrygia, and his one major incursion into Attalid territory during the war 
between the kingdoms of Pergamum and Bithynia of I 56-4 did not bring him as far east as Aezani. 8 If we 
make the further assumption that the two names on the inscription are cited in chronological order, we 
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can conclude that the kings in question were Attalus I and Prusias I. 9 This is plausible from what we 
know of their reigns, and their interest in the area around Aezani. According to the arrangements which 
followed the Peace of Apamea in I 88 BC the Romans awarded to Eumenes I I, not only Hellespontine and 
Great Phrygia, but also Mysia, which Prusias had taken away from him. 10 It is almost certain that Mysia, 
in this context, corresponds to the region of Phrygia Epictetus, including the cities of Aezani, Cadi, 
Cotiaeum, Nacoleia, Dorylaeum and Midaeion, which lay between Hellespontine and Great Phrygia.U 
It is possible, though not proven, that the kings of Pergamum had first gained control over this region in 
2I6 BC when Antiochus Ill could have handed it over to Attalus I, after the latter had helped him in his 
war with Achaeus. 12 Prusias I had clearly acquired it by some means before I88. Two possible occasions 
are the invasion of Attalid territory which he mounted in 208, 13 and the unsettled and vulnerable 
condition of the Pergamene kingdom at the accession of Eumenes I I in I 97, when we hear that Attalid 
territory was diminished. 14 Since the Pergamene-Bithynian hostilities of 208 ended in a formal peace 
treaty whose terms were acknowledged by both sides, and since these terms, if undisturbed by later 
antagonisms, should have been recognised in the Roman arrangements after Apamea, the later date is to 
be preferred. 15 After Apamea five years passed before the Romans were prepared to act to back up their 
decision to assign Mysia (or Phrygia Epictetus) to Eumenes 11. In I83 a Roman delegation, led by T. 
Quinctius Flamininus, compelled Prusias to come to terms with Pergamum and hand the territory over to 
Eumenes once and for all. The arrangement was of particular importance to Pergamum, which was then 
engaged in a war with the Galatians, and Phrygia Epictetus occupied a vital strategic position between the 
combatants. 16 

The boundary stones make it clear that Attalus and Prusias had donated land to the temple at Aezani. 
Had they done more than this? The interpretation of the clause 'si in quantas particulas quos cleros 
appellant ager Aezanensi lovi dicatus a regibus divisus sit' (P2 (B) 2-3) will determine the answer to this 
question. The Latin can be translated in one of two ways: (I) 'If it is not clear how large are the portions, 
called kleroi, into which the land dedicated by the kings to Juppiter of Aezani was divided ..... ,' and (2) 'If 
it is not clear how large are the portions, called kleroi, into which the land dedicated to Juppiter of Aezani 
was divided by the kings'. In other words should the phrase a regibus be taken with dicatus, which 
precedes, or with divisus, which follows it? Laffi, and before him Magie, preferred to suppose that the 
kings were responsible only for dedicating the land, not for dividing it into kleroi, while Broughton saw 
them as responsible for both. 1 7 If the kings are held responsible for the division of the land, it was clearly 
they who created the kleroi in the first instance, and presumably provided tenants for these kleroi. At the 
same time, by giving the cleruchic land as a whole to the temple, they must have accepted that the revenue 
due from kleroi (and it is reasonable to assume that a vectigal of some sort was paid from the first) was 
payable to the temple. There is, of course, nothing to show who these original tenants were, but it is 
another reasonable assumption, shared by commentators on this and other comparable evidence for 
Hellenistic settlements in Asia Minor, that they were some form of military colonists, designed to secure 
an outlying frontier area, as we know Phrygia Epictetus to have been for both the Attalid and the 
Bithynian kingdoms. 18 Such a settlement would surely have been resented as an imposition by the native 
inhabitants of Aezani, and the act of diverting the revenue from the cleruchic lands to the temple would 
certainly have gone some way to pacifying their ruffled feelings. 

The word kleros, unfamiliar in current Roman administrative terminology (P2 (B) 2), dates back to 
the Hellenistic period. Parallels for its use in Phrygia are not plentiful. Two inscriptions from the 
territory of Eucarpia, in the plain of Sand1kh S.W. of Afyon, dating to the second or third century AD, 

mention KATJpovxot and TptaKovTapxat. The editor claims that these titles recall the military origin of 
settlements in the Hellenistic age, and this is plausible enough, although his appeal to the analogy of 
Ptolemaic Egypt provides no proof of the hypothesis. 19 The dossier from Aezani itself of course implies 
that kleroi were a feature of the neighbouring cities as well,and the term kleros occurs in two Phrygian 
place names, attested by Byzantine sources. 2° Kleroi are also mentioned in a second century AD 

inscription from Aphrodisias, which reveals that four of them lay in the territory of the neighbouring east 
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Carian city of Apollonia by Salbace. 21 Kleroi are also attested on sacred land belonging to various deities 
in the neighbourhood of Mylasa, 22 and an isolated kleros is found at Lyrboton kome in Pamphylia. 23 

Outside Asia Minor, apart from Egypt, where they are common, they are found at Syrian Antioch, whose 
territory contained Io,ooo kleroi in the fourth century AD, 24 and at Seleuceia on the Eulaios (Susa), where 
they seem to have been of a military nature connected with the garrison of the city. 2 5 Laffi makes much of 
the kleroi on sacred land round Mylasa, as providing the closest parallel to the situation at Aezani, 26 but 
this may be illusory. It may be little more than fortuitous that the examples at Aezani were on temple 
land; it is unlikely that the same was true of the obviously comparable kleroi in the neighbouring cities 
which had little or no sacred land attached to them. The evidence from Eucarpia and Apollonia by 
Salbace, ambiguous as it is, and that from Seleuceia and Antioch, seems more revealing. In the first three 
cases there is a distinct likelihood that the kleroi were allotments of land destined for military or 
paramilitary settlement. Most scholars have assumed that the Io,ooo kleroi at Syrian Antioch date back to 
the original foundation of the city, in which case they were presumably created by Seleucus I. However, 
Liebeschuetz in his study of fourth century Antioch argues that the word KAijpo~, as used in the atticising 
prose of the Emperor Julian, simply translates the familiar Latin term iugum, and thus does not refer to 
the original Hellenistic settlement. 27 These parallels, while far from conclusive, provide no reason to 
controvert the belief that the kleroi at Aezani were the creation of Hellenistic kings, and originally 
intended for military settlers. 

Laffi's arguments against this view do not amount to much. 28 He states that there is no evidence from 
elsewhere of kings supervising the division into kleroi of land which had been presented as a gift to a 
temple. This is true, but occasions when this would be an appropriate action to take were probably rare. 
On most of the many occasions when kings presented land to temples there was no question of founding a 
military colony. In the case of Aezani, the reason why sacred land was divided into kleroi was largely a 
result of local circumstances. In the neighbouring communities kleroi were presumably created on other 
forms of public land, and the revenue made payable to the local city; it was only the particular importance 
of the temple at Aezani (and the insignificance of the secular political organisation) that caused the kings 
to give land to the temple as the basis for their cleruchic foundation. Laffi entertains doubts about the 
status of the two rival groups of settlers, both in relation to one another, and in relation to the original 
native community. This is a question about which there is no evidence whatsoever, but it is surely not 
difficult to conceive ways in which these groups could have coexisted. Finally he questions whether the 
settlers could have had any effective guarantee to the title of their kleroi, if it had been given by kings who 
subsequently exercised little control over the place. In answer to this we may point out that there is little 
to show that the settlers did retain the title to the kleroi for long. Clearly by the reign of Hadrian, the 
pattern of land ownership corresponded very little to the original cleruchic divisions. 

It seems fair to conclude that the kleroi at Aezani, and also in the neighbouring cities, were created by 
Hellenistic king~, presumably to accommodate military or paramilitary settlers. These kleroi survived, in 
an artificial form, until the period of the high Roman Empire, even though it is unlikely that many of them 
were still in possession of the descendants of the original cleruchi. The main reason for this long survival 
is correctly emphasised by Laffi. 29 The kleroi acted not only as divisions of the land, but also as fiscal 
units, a basis by which a land tax or land rent could be levied, and as such they retained their usefulness to 
whatever authority-temple, city, or Roman government-controlled them. At some period before the 
proconsulship of Mettius Modestus in AD I I 9-20, this usefulness had lapsed and levies ceased to be paid. 
Naturally enough the knowledge and record of the exact dimensions of the kleroi, no longer of any 
interest, became obscured. When Mettius Modestus decided to support the city's claim that the vectigal 
be renewed, disputes arose on exactly this point. However, as soon as the decision to reimpose a vectigal 
was taken, it became necessary to revive a firm definition of the kleroi, and this was the task successfully 
undertaken by Avidius Quietus. 
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DOORSTONES 

Typology 
If we except south-west Phrygia (the Maeander and Lycus valleys), where there was a concentration of 

Attalid and Seleucid colonies, with a mixed, largely non-Phrygian population, doorstones were the most 
common kind of sepulchral monuments in Phrygia during the Roman imperial period. 1 This was 
certainly the case at Aezani, where they constitute almost 7 5% of the known grave monuments. 2 Some of 
them belong to the first, most to the second century AD, and especially to the reigns of Hadrian and 
Antoninus Pi us, which seem to correspond with a period of great prosperity of the town, and also with the 
period of the most important building activity. They become scarcer towards the end of the second 
century, and disappear somewhere in the third century AD. However, this should not necessarily be 
connected with an economic decline of the city; it might also reflect changing fashions in local burial 
customs. Indeed, we believe that doorstones were gradually supplanted at Aezani by sarcophagi, of which 
many fragments lie dispersed in the necropoleis of the city, at least some of them belonging to a local 
columnar type, 3 the others bearing hardly any decoration. As their material (marble) was found on the 
spot (at Goyniikoren) and their carving needed less artistic skill, those sarcophagi can hardly have been 
much more expensive than doorstones, with their richer decoration. 

Hitherto, the doorstones of Aezani could be divided into six different types; the notebooks of Cox and 
Cullen have now added another (type II). These types reflect the production of a single workshop 
changing over a period of time; most of the doorstones of Aezani and the Aezanitis were made there in 
accordance with the changing fancy of the customers.4 

Type I ( = Waelkens, Tursteine 46, Typ C Aizanoi 1): Stelae with triangular gable and pediment, and a 
projecting socle moulding, provided with a tenon (very often broken off or gone) for fitting them to a 
separate stone base. This was perhaps the oldest type of doorstone at Aezani, and belongs to the first and 
second centuries AD. Before the middle of the second century the gable was normally supported by two 
originally smooth, later tendril-decorated pilasters, or even in one case (C192), by a fasciated doorframe 
(type lA). 5 The oldest doors are still very close to real doors and provided with a 'replum'6 and non
schematised knockers. Towards the middle of the century the type was more and more often replaced by a 
simpler variety, whose shaft consists of a door without any framing, and whose socle moulding was 
normally bevelled above (type !B). 7 

Type 11 ( = Typ F Aizanoi): rectangular stelae with a sunken door and a tenon for fitting them to a 
separate stone base. The type was more or less contemporary with type I. The oldest specimens so far 
found display an arch, supported by smooth pilasters on a non-projecting socle, above the door (type 
IIA). 8 Another variety consists of a door without framing, above which there is a triangular pediment in 
relief (type IIB). 9 From Hadrian onwards types I and II were more and more frequently replaced by 
bigger, normally more richly decorated, and therefore also more expensive doorstones (without tenons), 
which were either set or dowelled on big separate stone bases (types V-VII). Most doorstones of types I 
and II dated after the first quarter of the second century AD must have been made for a less well-to-do 
stratum of society. 

Type Ill (:::::; Typ L): thin sham doors, apparently sliding into grooves10 on the front of a chamber 
tomb or heroon. These doors formed a false entrance and could not be opened once they were in place. 
They must have belonged to the tombs of the wealthy during the (later) first and (first half of the) second 
century AD. 11 

Type IV ( = Typ M): separate gables with a pediment resting upon a simple ledge (IV A), or on a more 
elaborate (IVB-D) or richly decorated (IVE) door lintel. These gables are cut very smooth below and 
roughly level at their sides, while their back forms a gradual slope. The pediment itself was originally 
much smaller than the whole of the gable and the doorframe, but it gradually grew wider, until, in the 
reign of Antoninus Pi us, probably somewhere in the forties of the second century AD, it became as wide as 
the gable itself(see C287). These gables are to be found only atAezani, where they are confined to a period 

xliv 
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of something more than half a century (from the end of the first or the beginning of the second century AD, 
ending in the reign of Antoninus Pius). As I have pointed out before (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine 9-10), they 
were either put on a matching shaft, with pillars or posts and the representation of a door, or on a simple 
stone base, as is indicated by the careful treatment of the bottom surface. Two dowel holes on one item 
(C274) prove that they were effectively fixed to something in stone below. However, the great number of 
known or still preserved gables (see nn. I2-I6), with not a single monument or fragment that could have 
formed the missing lower part, seems decisively to exclude the first possibility. The fact that the second 
line of the inscriptions on gables of type IVA was usually written above the bottom ledge also suggests 
very strongly that there was nowhere below that could be reliably inscribed with it and that the gables sat 
on a blank stone as pars pro toto of a complete doorstone. This stone could either have been a simple base, 
on top or at the perimeter of a small tumulus (see Waelkens, loc. cit.), or eventually part of the wall of a 
tomb enclosure including several graves (possibly belonging to one family), to which another gable was 
added with each new burial. This could also explain why so many gables bear a date, which is never 
certainly the case with the other doorstones of Aezani, not even with those contemporary with the gables. 
It is as if the gables were intended to constitute a detailed obituary of the family to which the enclosure or 
tumulus belonged. The double gable C258 proves that such gables were at least sometimes connected 
with the burial of more than one person. Only excavations in the necropolis of Aezani could solve this 
problem. 

The oldest group of gables, from the end of the first or the beginning of the second century AD until the 
early An to nine period, consists of a small pediment upon a simple ledge (type IV A = Typ M Aizanoi I). 12 

Originally there seem to have been rectangular gables (C222, W34 = P283, W35), but the shape very 
quickly became triangular. Their decoration was rather simple, the slopes of the gable being decorated 
with rosettes, which shortly after AD I 30 were replaced by short stem tendrils, or a curved stem holding a 
big leaf (or flower). Thus, these gables were certainly less expensive (note also the simple ledge below) 
than the others of types IVB-E, and made for people with less purchasing-power. A second group of 
separate gables consisted of a pediment, originally small, but of gradually increasing size, upon a fasciated 
door-lintel, framed on three sides by a moulding and a ledge (IV B-D). This outer moulding was originally 
a cyma reversa, but somewhere in the mid-thirties of the second century AD became a cyma recta (see 
C256 for IVB, W 48 for IVc, and W 52 = P92 for IV D). Here again tendril decoration along the pediment 
(mostly stem tendrils) became common only towards the mid-thirties, but the sloping sides of the older 
monuments already displayed richer ornamentation than those of type IV A. This and the elaborate 
carving of the lintels seem to indicate that these gables were more expensive and made for slightly richer 
people (see especially W 52) than those of the first group. At first, that is from the middle Hadrianic 
period, the lintel contained three fasciae (type IVB = Typ M Aizanoi 2), 13 while from the late Hadrianic 
period there were also lintels with only two (type IVc = Typ M Aizanoi 3), 14 both types lasting until the 
first years of the reign of Antoninus Pi us. More or less contemporary with these appear gables where the 
lintel is no longer fasciated but plain, taking the form of an oblong panel for the inscription (type IVD = 
Typ M Aizanoi 4). 15 A last group (IVE = Typ M Aizanoi 5)16 consisted of a pediment of gradually 
increasing size set on a lintel decorated with tendrils, framed on three sides by a moulding (first cyma 
reversa, from the mid-thirties on cyma recta) and an outer rim. Their production had already started in 
the early Hadrianic period and went on till the first half of the reign of Antoninus Pi us. At first they also 
displayed a leafed tendril decoration (with flowers) along their pediments, as on the contemporary stones 
of type VA, of which they are an abbreviated form. Thus they were certainly more expensive than the 
other separate gables of the same period (types IVA and IV B). In the middle of Hadrian's reign, however, 
this tendril decoration along the pediment was replaced by rosettes, as on the other gables of that period 
(IV A-D), and in late Hadrianic-early Antonine times by stem tendrils. But the richly carved tendrils on 
the lintel made them even then the most expensive group of the separate gables. These tendrils were 
originally leafed tendrils with frontally arranged four-petalled or laterally arranged flowers; in the second 
half of the Hadrianic period these flowers alternate with ivy leaves (C279 has only ivy leaves) or 
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exceptionally with poppies. Leafed tendrils of this kind, with flowers, mostly laterally displayed, poppies, 
and sometimes ivy leaves became very popular for the friezes of type IVE in the early Antonine period, but 
they were finally replaced by pure ivy tendrils (without foliate stems). 

The question whether this group of separate gables should be considered as a kind of doorstone, made 
for people who could not afford a complete monument, entirely depends oh that of their original position 
and cannot be answered yet. The type disappeared completely under the reign of Antoninus Pius, when 
arched doorstones (types VI-VIII) became the fashion. 

Type V: Usually rather large stelae, consisting of a triangular gable with a triangular pediment and a 
door with a doorframe (doorposts and lintel) on three sides. These stelae were set or dowelled on a 
separate stone base (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine, 46f.). They gradually replaced the doorstones of types I and 
11, but were themselves supplanted by the somewhat later group of stelae of types VI and VII. Their 
pediment shows the same evolution as the pediments of the separate gables, small in the beginning to one 
that, some time under Antoninus Pius, became as wide as the gable and the supporting doorframe 
themselves. 

The oldest type (VA = Typ C Aizanoi 2)17 had a doorframe that was decorated on three sides with 
leafed tendrils, a similar or related ornament normally running along the pediment. It starts in the early 
Hadrianic period and goes on till the second half of the reign of Antoninus Pi us. At first the tendrils of the 
doorframe were tightly curled and bore identical, or almost identical, frontally arranged flowers. 
However, from the middle Hadrianic period onwards such flowers alternated with laterally arranged 
items and from the late Hadrianic period also with ivy leaves. Starting with the later thirties of the second 
century even poppies were added. The gable tendrils show a similar evolution from leafed tendrils with 
frontally arranged flowers to an alternation of flowers and ivy leaves in the later Hadrianic period, and to 
stem tendrils from the middle of the thirties on. Under Antoninus Pius one finds either leafed tendrils 
with different kinds of flowers, or pure ivy tendrils. 

A second group had a more severe, fasciated doorframe, while tendril decoration was occasionally 
confined to the slopes of the gable (type VB = Typ C Aizanoi 3). 18 This group, far less popular than the 
first, was made in the late Hadrianic period and in the reign of Antoninus Pius. As a whole it did not 
necessarily represent a less expensive variety of the first type (VA), as some of its representatives are 
double doorstones, provided with two (C329, W68 = C330, C33 1 ?) or even with a single gable (W7o), 
and rather monumental. Again, as long as the original positioning of the separate gables remains dubious, 
it cannot be decided if doorstones of types VA and VB were made for a wealthier class of citizens than the 
gables of types IVE and IVB-D, which apparently were the respective abbreviated forms of them. 

Type VI: stelae with a triangular gable and a recessed arch instead of a pediment, supported by 
tendril-decorated pilasters. There are two main varieties, according to the presence or the absence of a 
sima along the gable. The type without a sima (VIA = Typ C Aizanoi 4a)19 was the oldest, its production 
already starting sporadically under Hadrian (W71 = P242 might even be late Trajanic) especially 
towards the end of his reign. Some of these older items still had a tendril-decorated doorframe supporting 
the arch (W71 = P242, C337) instead of pilasters, showing the influenct: of type VA. However, most 
doorstones of this first group of stelae with an arched door-niche belong to the reign of Antoninus Pi us, to 
become rather scarce towards the end of the second century and to disappear completely in the third. 
From the late Hadrianic period until the middle of the reign of Antoninus Pius the pilasters sometimes 
had a moulded frame around their tendrils. 20 The arches normally had an archivolt set directly upon the 
imposts of the pilasters. However they sometimes displayed an uninterrupted arcuated lintel, resting 
upon the imposts, thus forming a so-called 'Syrian' gable (the oldest known examples are found in Syria 
towards the end of the first century BC (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine 45)). These lintels occur in Asia Minor 
from the early imperial period on and are already attested on the coins of Aezani from the reign of 
Domitian (Naumann, Zeustempe/91 Pl.76, 43, 49, so). Such gables seem to have become more popular on 
the later monuments of type VIA, apparently under the influence of type VIB, where they were common 
from the beginning. The tendrils of the pilasters, always sprouting from a bush below, show a clear 
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evolution: in the middle and late Hadrianic period they were leafed and bore flowers (a frontal and four
petalled more and more often alternating with a lateral arrangement) whereas an alternation of flowers (at 
first some still four-petalled, later more and more laterally arranged) with ivy leaves, and/or sometimes 
poppies was very popular in the beginning and middle of the reign of Antoninus Pius. From this period 
on, until the third century, and especially in the third quarter of the second century, such tendrils were 
ever more frequently replaced by ivy tendrils (which are easier to carve) growing out of simpler bushes 
below. Next to those ivy tendrils one also finds in the last quarter of the second century AD a kind of 
degenerated tendril, where the stem, originally leafed and ending in a flower, has become a curled leaf 
with a bud, as if it were a long sepal (W82 = P171, W83 = Pz86, C359); and finally vine tendrils are also 
found. Ivy-, vine-, and leafed tendrils (then very thick) continue in the third century. The scheme of two 
entwined tendrils, very popular with type VIB, always remained exceptional here (C347, C348?, W83 = 
Pz86). 

Once the type was firmly established in the late Hadrianic period, its gable was decorated either with 
leafed tendrils with flowers, or with stem tendrils. The latter continued to be used rather as an exception 
after this period. However, the tendril decoration normal on gables of type VIA from the beginning of the 
reign of Antoninus Pi us until the third century was the ivy tendril. It is also characteristic for its evolution 
that the half-palmettes in the lower corners of the gable disappeared after the middle of the second 
century. 

A second group (type VIB = Typ C Aizanoi 4b )21 displayed a richer architecture, with a sima running 
along the gables, which with a few exceptions were always of the rich, so-called 'Syrian' type. This series 
started shortly after the first, in the middle or late Hadrianic period, but it is even more sporadic. The type 
became popular under Antoninus Pius, but was especially favoured in the second half of the second 
century and (on a smaller scale) even in the third. Some examples, especially the earlier, had pilasters with 
moulded frames round their tendrils. 22 These tendrils evolve differently from those on contemporary 
stones of type VIA. The main differences are that leafed tendrils with flowers remained most popular, till 
the end of the series, and that many examples display a scheme of two identical entwined tendrils. At first 
those tendrils bore only flowers (frontal and lateral), sometimes alternating with ivy leaves. This type 
continued until the last quarter of the second century, while from the early Antonine period on poppies 
were sometimes added. From the middle of the reign of Antoninus Pi us onwards, one likewise finds ivy 
tendrils, but they never became as popular here as on the contemporary doorstones of type VIA, nor did 
they spring from simplified bushes below. In the last quarter of the second century there occur finally 
some 'degenerated' tendrils with flowers, of the type described under VIA, and some vine tendrils. Third 
century tendrils normally belong to the same types as those on type VIB. Thus not only the architecture, 
but even the tendril decoration of doorstones of type VIB was in most cases richer, and required more 
working hours than those of type VIA, making them a more expensive type of monument, probably the 
most expensive type of door-stele that was ever made at Aezani. Their costliness is in some cases also 
suggested by their very size. Only the decoration round the archivolt normally occupied less space, 
because of the simas and the arcuated lintels: in the lower corners one usually finds either dolphins or 
rosettes; the top originally showed palmettes or vases from which sprang stem or later ivy tendrils, in the 
second and third quarter of the second century vine tendrils (instead of ivy), or foliate bushes. From the 
last quarter of the century onwards, the gable tops normally had only minor ornaments such as rosettes. 
Less frequent were omphalos plates (until the end of the third quarter of the second century) or tools. 

Many doorstones of types VIA and VIB were double. With a few exceptions, where there was only one 
simple gable (C338, C410), they were crowned by two adjoining gables. There were even triple 
doorstones of both types (C361, C421). 

A third though very exceptional variety of type VIA, devised under Antoninus Pius, and almost 
entirely limited to the third quarter of the second century, had a special kind of archivolt, its inner part 
formed by a laurel garland (VIe = Typ C Aizanoi 5). 23 Along this archivolt sometimes ran tendrils with 
flowers and poppies, or stem tendrils. However, most monuments of this kind have no tendrils ih the 
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gable. The pilasters were decorated with ivy or vine tendrils. 

Type VII: stelae with a triangular gable and a recessed arch instead of a pediment, supported by fluted 
pilasters. There are again two varieties, according to the presence or absence of a sima along the gable. 

At first there was no such sima (type VIIA = Typ C Aizanoi 6a). 24 The production of these doorstones 
started apparently under Antoninus Pius, to whose reign, and even to the first half of it, most of them 
belong. After him their production continued only very briefly, as they were replaced from the middle of 
the second century by the variety with a sima. Many were double, one even triple (C479). Just as with 
stelae of type VIA, the 'Syrian' gable remained rather exceptional, and was confined to the type with sima 
(VIIB = Typ C Aizanoi 6b), where it was almost a rule. Thus simas and arcuated lintels seem normally to 
have coincided at Aezani. The flutings of some of these doorstones are filled up below. With a few 
exceptions (stem or leafed tendrils with flowers) the gables are always decorated with ivy tendrils. 
However, a group of them show nicely carved dolphins along the archivolt. Again half-palmettes 
disappeared after the middle of the second century AD to be replaced by rosettes or not to be replaced at 
all. The variety with sima (type Vlln)25 normally belonged to the second half of the second, and to the 
third century. Most have an arcuated lintel and their flutings are filled up below. The decoration of the 
gable was very simple, only a rosette (or exceptionally palmettes or tools); it could even be left vacant. In 
the lower corners there were sometimes other rosettes, or dolphins; mostly they too were vacant. These 
doorstones must have been rather cheap. 

Even if type VI I may have been connected with the production of local sarcophagi with fluted pilasters 
(see R. Naumann, Arch. Anz. I98o, I36, Abb. I9; M. Waelkens, Dokimeion. Die Werkstatt der 
repriisentativen Kleinasiatischen Sarkophage, Arch. Forsch. XI (Berlin 1982), I22 f.), there may also have 
been economic reasons for its development: the numbers of hours of skilled work required for making 
them made types VIIA and VIIB cheaper varieties respectively of types VIA and VIB, catering for less 
well-to-do people. 

Decoration 
The decoration of the doorstones of Aezani, also to be found on most other gravestones of the site, has 

already been discussed in detail elsewhere (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine 47f.). The new monuments have not 
altered the picture. 

Compared with the gravestones of the rest of Phrygia, the Aezani monuments show a rather severe, 
almost cool style, characterised above all by their very rare display of tools, which normally cover the 
surface of most other Phrygian gravestones (see M. Waelkens, Ancient Society VIII (I977), 277 ff., and p. 
xvii above). The decoration and door of these stones remained stereotyped for more than a century. Thus, 
with a few exceptions, the upper panels of the door received a rosette left, and a circular keyplate (in the 
second and third quarter of the second century sometimes with raised border; compare Waelkens, 
Tiirsteine 4 7) right. Some richer specimens of the later first and second quarter of the second century were 
decorated with garlands above this rosette and keyplate. The normal device for the lower panels was a 
door-ring, usually schematised (that is, without a cramp connecting it to the door), many times round an 
aspis (a shield-like decorative bronze plate to be found on real doors) within a lozenge. This lozenge was 
characteristic of Aezani and occurs only seldom elsewhere. In the second quarter of the second century 
the door-ring was sometimes put on top of the lozenge. Some of the richer doors had a false lattice under 
the lozenge or, under Hadrian and Antoninus Pius, also a pelta. 

In the later third century the doors degenerated, gradually losing their panelling and becoming mere 
decorative surfaces (see C362, C437), which corresponds with an evolution to be found elsewhere in 
Phrygia (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine IO-I I). 

The decoration of the Aezani doorstones was mostly borrowed from real architecture, but with a 
preference for foliate ornaments such as palmettes, rosettes, and tendrils. These tendrils were very 
characteristic of Aezani, where they show a structure and evolution of their own that sets them apart from 
the production of the other Phrygian workshops. Even if there are some minor differences on the different 
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types of doorstones, which may be due to chance and to the incompleteness of the material so far found, 
there is a common evolution (which however should not be extrapolated for other workshops). It starts 
from tightly curled, leafed tendrils with frontal four-petalled flowers, which from the middle Hadrianic 
period onwards come to alternate with laterally arranged flowers and in the later Hadrianic period and at 
the end of the thirties also with ivy leaves and poppies respectively. From the same period onwards stem 
tendrils became popular for gable decoration while from Antoninus Pi us onwards ivy tendrils were very 
much in favour, both for gables and for pilasters. Finally, in the third quarter of the second century vine 
tendrils made their appearance. 

Besides these, there were many ornaments which may have had a very specific sepulchral meaning, 
such as the omphalos plate, especially popular under Hadrian and Antoninus Pius: it is probably the 
phiale for pouring libations on the grave (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine 4 7) and the crater which may have been 
connected with the same ritual. Sea animals, such as seahorses, griffons with fish tails, and dolphins were 
the animals of the' Meeresfahrt' and the last journey of the deceased (ibid.); but at Aezani they were also 
very popular on friezes and fences of civic (or religious) architecture (seeR. Naumann, Rom. Mitt. LXXXVI 

(I979), Pl.8s, I and C549), so that their symbolic meaning may have been greatly obscured, and their use 
mostly decorative. 

On the other hand the most frequent sepulchral motives on the Aezani gravestones were the eagle for 
male and the basket with fruit for female dece~sed, a combination that was also very common in 
Commagene and northern Syria (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine foe. cit.). The eagle was the bird of the 
apotheosis, while the basket with fruit might have referred to the fate ofPersephone (ibid.). Less frequent 
is the lion depicted either alone or with an ox-head or bull, symbolizing either the protection of the grave 
or the power of death (ibid.). Normally he is found only on men's graves; whenever the animal is depicted 
on a woman's grave, it is clearly changed into a lioness (see C349, C428). Finally we should mention the 
Medusa-head, used as an apotropaic symbol (Waelkens, op. cit. 47 n.s6), and the pair of hands, 
apparently used at Aezani as an invocation to Helios, to avenge the deaths of young people or suspected 
homicides (ibid.). 

As already mentioned, tools were only rarely depicted on the gravestones of Aezani. They were 
especially in favour with type VIe and are mostly found on the tombs of women and refer to their beauty 
(mirror, comb, alabastron) or to their virtues as industrious housewives (wool basket, needle, spindle, 
distaff: see Waelkens, Ancient Society VIII (I977), 278 and n.I2). In two cases the house pet (bird) is 
perched on the wool basket (C363, C46I: perhaps local imitation), a motive that was especially popular in 
the nearby upper Tembris valley (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine 9I). Tools for men are very rare in Aezani and 
refer normally to their education and literacy (stylus case, volumen, diptych; in one case the diptych 
occurs on the tombstone of a paideutes, C477). It is however significant that doorstones found in the 
Aezanitis, outside the city, sometimes had tools connected with agricultural activities (C430: plough), 
and especially with viticulture (falx vinitoria: C363, C39I, C437, compare Waelkens, art. cit., 279 f.). 
They seem to reveal the practice of viticulture in the eastern part of the Aezanitis, where we also have 
vines represented on C3I3, C3I5 = W215 and C39I, and where vine tendrils already decorated the 
pilasters on W 2 I 4 before they became popular at Aezani itself. Even if the vine tendrils had a symbolic 
meaning, the choice of them might also have been influenced by their actual existence in the region. One 
of these monuments (C437) was certainly made outside the Aezani workshop; the others (C363, C39I, 
C430) may have been either partly or completely finished on the spot by local sculptors. A utensil which 
occurred in Aezani, almost exclusively on tombstones for women, was the amphora (C2o7f., C237, C256, 
C30S, c33 I, c33S, C4o6 = W86), sometimes clearly imitating those on the columns of the Zeus temple 
(C237, C305, C4o6). It is uncertain if their presence on women's graves was a mere coincidence, if the 
motive was purely decorative or had something to do with their activities; a similar object occurs outside 
Aezani, on a doorstone for a man (see W 497), as it does at Aezani itself on a doorstone for two men (C337). 
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Workshop 
Almost all the doorstones of Aezani were made in one single workshop, also producing sarcophagi (see 

C534f.), probably situated in the town itself (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine 46f.). Only one of its sculptors is 
known by name (C45 I). However, there was a kind of workshop near the quarries of Goyniikoren, where 
the doorstones were already half finished, receiving their general shape and even the final treatment of 
their plain surfaces, two procedures which required no artistic skill, before they were sent to Aezani (see 
Waelkens, loc. cit. and Wzi6), to be completed to order by the sculptors of the local workshop. In this 
workshop one could purchase ready-made tombstones as well (see WI25 = P194). It also exported 
finished products to the settlement near Tav~anh in the northern Aezanitis; these were sometimes 
imitated by local sculptors (Wzos = P298 and possibly also C335), whose existence is further proved by 
other doorstones, showing a distinctive local style (see Wzo6 = PI98, W207 = PI23). We believe, 
however, that in the workshop near the quarries half-finished doorstones were also sold to other 
settlements of the Aezanitis to be completed there (W214 = P1so). W2I5 = C3 IS from Goyniikoren has 
a tendril decoration which is in style and technique somewhat different from the contemporary tendrils of 
Aezani by which they were inspired; it might have been finished on the spot by the stonemasons of the 
quarry workshop (see C315). Similar tendrils occur on other doorstones on the area (C3I3f.), and were 
probably completed by the same sculptors. Other ~<?.orstones of the Aezanitis may have been finished 
partly or completely by local sculptors imitating the Aezani style, rather than being ordered with special 
instructions for their decoration in Aezani itself (C210, C362f.). C437 was certainly made by someone 
who did not belong to the workshop of Aezani. The activity of such artists can also be traced at Aezani 
itself (C197, C529). 

During the second century AD, especially before its last quarter, some doorstones of the big workshop 
situated at Aezani (C336, C4I I, C420, C422, C428) and of the minor one near the quarries (C3 I3) seem to 
have been export~d to the north-western part of the upper Tembris valley. Some of them might have been 
taken there only recently, but the Sullan era used on one of them ( C4 1 I) shows that this one at least was 
sold there in antiquity. C39I and C430 from the same area might have been local imitations, or finished by 
local sculptors. This importation of doorstones into the upper Tembris valley is not surprising, as local 
production started there only towards the later second century AD (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine 89). 

An important local workshop was further situated at Ktrgtl (Alia) in western Aezanitis (see Waelkens, 
Tiirsteine 48). Its doorstones are clearly influenced by the products of the Aezani workshop, even more 
strongly than those of the settlements in the northern and western part of the valley of the Em et <;::ay, 
which in our opinion did not belong to Aezani but to Tiberiopolis; the products of the two outlying 
workshops can easily be distinguished. 

The Kugtl workmen imitated the contemporary Aezani monuments, especially those of type VI 
(C402, C403, C469) and VII (C482ff.), but gave them a rectangular form. The items known so far seem to 
belong to a single workshop, whose activity can be followed from Antoninus Pius until the later second 
century or even the third. The decoration of its monuments is closely related to that on monuments of 
Aezani, especially that of pilasters and doors, which show the same evolution. There were, however, local 
features such as a typical local rosette (C403, C467, C482), and vine tendrils growing out of a vase filling 
the arch (C403, C405, C467, C483 f.), a motive that was probably influenced by local viticulture, as 
grapes and vine tendrils were also extremely popular on other monuments of the region (see WI93 = 
P264); a falx vinitoria is represented on C405. Finally, the archivolts of the arches are very richly 
ornamented, which distinguishes them from the contemporary stones of Aezani, and the thongs of the 
locks of C405 and C484 are an element taken from the doorstones of the Tiberiopolis workshop. 

Dating Methods 
The chronology and dating of the doorstones are primarily based on their typology. Even a first glance 

at the different types reveals a chronological evolution. 
Within each type a chronological classification was made possible by the general shape and especially 
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by the choice and evolution of their decoration (in particular tendrils and palmettes). This procedure was 
made even easier by the fact that, with a few exceptions, the different types were apparently all made in 
the same workshop, the same decoration and ornaments thus never being restricted to a specific type. 
This allows us to identify the chronological relationship not only between the different types, but even 
between individual monuments belonging to them. Once this chronological order is established, we can 
proceed to dating the individual items. Some of them, belonging to types VI and VII, had female busts 
with hair styles taken from an empress (thus W2I4 = PI so, Sabina; W79 = PI 59, Faustina Major; C478, 
Faustina Minor; W83 = P286, Julia Domna). This already suggests the period to which the later types 
(VI-VII) belong and gives an approximate knowledge of the period into which the related, older types 
(IV-V) have to be placed. The inscriptions on many separate gables are dated, giving information about 
the speed of the evolution of ornaments and decoration. This era must either have been the Sullan or the 
Actian. We show below (Introduction: Era) that Aezani used the Actian era, as the Sullan would situate 
most of the separate gables under the Flavians, a period which seems to be very unlikely for the decoration 
(architectural ornaments, tendrils) of some doorstones of type VA (W6o = PI79, W6I = P267, W63 = 
P28o) which must have been more or less contemporary with them (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine, 48). The 
number of known doorstones has more than doubled with the notebooks of Cox and Cullen, which have 
allowed us to give more specific dates for some of those already published. This results from their place in 
the chronological order of each series, as listed in the notes of the section on typology, to which we refer as 
we have already done in our text and descriptions. Thanks to this new material we can add further 
arguments in favour of the Actian era. 

First of all we cannot believe that something like half a century elapsed between the separate gables 
and related doorstones (type V) and the items with datable portraits (type VI). The Actian era would 
place the first group under Hadrian, which corresponds very well with the chronology inferred from 
portraits on some later stones and from architectural ornaments (palmettes, tendrils) on doorstones or 
gables whose decoration bears a close resemblance to, and was probably even inspired by, the decoration 
of the local temple of Zeus, built some time between AD I 26 and I 57 (see N aumann, Zeustempel 36 ). Only 
a few examples need be mentioned here, the rest being indicated in the description of individual stones. 
C2oo for instance has a very characteristic rosette on its gable, which is also to be found on W I09 = P274, 
whose top palmette is almost identical and contemporary with that ofW79 = PI 59 (hairstyle of Faustina 
Major). On the other hand the tightly voluted stem tendril along the pediment of C2oo is similar to that of 
W 52 = P92, whose dated inscription must therefore be Hadrianic (Actian era) rather than Flavian 
(Sullan era). The very individual veins of the palmette leaves of W 52 = P92 (also to be found on W 39 = 

P2o2) and the acanthus bush from which they spring bear such a close resemblance to those of the 
palmettes on the gable simas of the temple of Zeus (see Naumann, Zeustempel 24, Pl.s6), and to the 
acroteria of this temple (ibid. PI.6o-62), that W 52 = P92 must have been more or less contemporary with 
it (and not so years older); this date is again obtained if one applies the Actian era. The different technique 
of indicating the veins on C246 = W 42 and W 52 = P92, made only some six years apart, illustrates this 
very well. This same kind of veining is also to be found on C253, whose tendril decoration was apparently 
identical with that of C254 (AD I32 by the Actian era). Again the rendering of the veins and the rather 
isolated leaves of the top palmette of W 46 = Pio6 are very similar to those on the gable simas of the 
temple. The proportions of its pediment suggest that W 46 = P 106 was contemporary with P94, dated in 
the year I72, which suits perfectly if one applies the Actian era (AD I4I-2), The gables C228 and C248 
show a top palmette with small volutes at its bottom. Somewhat related half-palmettes occur on C234. 
The use of the Actian era would place the first two items, according to their stylistic position in the series 
to which they belong, at about AD I30, and the third gable more exactly in AD I32. This date is very well 
suited to the presence of the small volutes at the bottom of the palmettes. Palmettes with similar volutes 
are to be found on several buildings of Asia Minor belonging to the end of the reign of Trajan and the first 
half of the reign of his successor (see V. M. Strocka, Das Markttor von Milet I28. Winckelmannsprogram 
der archiiologischen Gesellschaft zu Berlin (Berlin I98I), 30 f. Anm. 85, Abb. I8, 20-23; for a more 
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degenerate form on the temple of Zeus at Aezani, see Naumann, Zeustempel Pl.2I, s6a). But even the 
choice of the motives favours the Actian era. The fluted amphora with voluted handles decorating a 
number of doorstones (for instance C237, the first of a closely related group of gables of type IVE, and 
C256, dated to the year I65), which by the Actian era (applied on dated gables) would have been late 
Hadrianic and early Antonine (C2 s6 in that case AD I 34) is also to be found in the upper part of the ftutings 
of the columns of the temple (see Naumann, Zeustempel Pl.53) and of some other contemporary 
monuments (ibid. 2I n.98, 68 fig. 34f.). The motive was apparently very popular during the construction 
of the temple. The same applies to the maeander on some doorstones (C28o, C299, C336) which our 
Actian chronology would assign to the time of the construction of the temple, whose cella walls are 
decorated with the same motive (Naumann, Zeustempel fig. I4). Peltae with bird heads, to be found on 
several stones (W99 = c438, WI I7, CI96, C2I9, c339, c443, c496, Cso2), were also popular in the 
second century (see Naumann, Rom. Mitt. Lxxxv (I979), 334 ff.). 

Finally, C4I I from Girei Yalmz Saray (north-western part of the upper Tembris valley), which must 
have been dated by the Sullan era and was an import from Aezani, seems to prove that the Actian era was 
used there, as its date corresponds perfectly with the date one can deduce from its place in the series of 
Aezani doorstones if the Actian era is applied to them. 

As far as the dating of doorstones from drawings rather than photographs is concerned, we should 
emphasise here the high quality of the sketches in the notebooks (which could be checked many times 
with photographs taken in I925, or more recently by M. Waelkens). For one familiar with the doorstones 
of Aezani and their decoration, most of them are almost as precise as a photograph. 

1. See on the subject M. Waelkens, Die Kleinasiatischen 
Tiirsteine I-n (in press), especially introduction, 
'Verbreitungsgebiet'; id., Yayla: Third Report of the 
Northern Society for Anatolian Archaeology (Newcastle u. 
Tyne I98o), 12ff. 

2. See Waelkens, Tiirsteine I, nos. 27-2I8; n, Pl.2-30. 
3· See R. Naumann, Arch. Anz. I98o, I36 fig. I9; M. 

Waelkens, Dokimeion. Die Werkstatt der repriisentativen 
Kleinasiatischen Sarkophage, Arch. Forsch. XI (Berlin 
I982), 122f. n. 328. 

4· See Waelkens, Tiirsteine 9, 46ff. and W3I -3. 
5· In probable chronological order: W27f., CI9I = WI82, 

CI92-I95. I96?. 
6. See on the subject Vitruvius, de Arch. IV, 6, 5· 
7· In probable chronological order: CI98f., W29 = P3I8, 

C2oo-2o2, W3o, C2o3. 
8. In chronological order: C2o6-8. 
9· C2o9f. 

IO. See Waelkens, Tiirsteine 46 and W3I-33· 
I I. In probable chronological order: C2u, WI94, C2I2 = 

W3I, C2I3f., C2I6, W32, C2I7--9; not placed in exact 
order are W33, Czzof. 

I2. In probable chronological order: C222, W34 = P283, 
C223f., W35, C225-7, C228 = W36, C229 = W37, 
C229a, C230, C23I = W38, C232-8, W39 = Pzoz, W4o, 
C239, C240 = W4I, C24I-3. Not placed in exact order 
within the group are C244f. 

IJ. In probable chronological order: C246 = W42, C247 = 
W43, C248-5I, C252 = W44, C253-8, W45 = P239, 
C259, W46 = Pio6, C26o. C26I is not precisely datable. 
C262 (AD I30) and C263 might also have belonged to this 
type of separate gable. 

I4. In probable chronological order: C265, W 47 = P3 I9, 
W48 = P32o, W49 = PI69, W5o = P25o, W51. Not 
exactly to be dated is C266. 

I 5. In probable chronological order: C267-9, C270 ( = 
missing part of W52), C27If. 

I6. In probable chronological order: C273-84, W53 = PI96, 
C285, Ws4, Ws5, C286, W56 = PI73, Cz87 = W57, 
C288, W58 = P321. C289 cannot be placed with 
precision, while it is not certain if C290f. belonged to this 
type or to type V A. 

I7. In probable chronological order: C3oof., W6o = PI79, 
C3o2 = W6I, C3o3f., W6z, C305--<), W63 = Pz8o, 
C3Io-4, C3I5 = W2I5, WI95 = P2oo, W64 = P322, 
C3I6-2I, P2o6, C322, C323 = WI96, C324, W65 = 
P323, W66 = P324. Not precisely placed within this 
group are C325-7. 

I8. In probable chronological order: C328, W67 = P227, 
C329, C330 = W68 + I68?, C331. The place of W69, 
C332 = W7o and C333 is uncertain. Possible local 
imitations: C334f. 

I9. In probable chronological order: W7I = P242, C336, 
W72 = PI I6, C337, W73, C338, W74 = PI6s, C339-43, 
W75 = PI47, C344f., W76 = P290, C346-8, W77, W78 
= Pis8, W79 = PI59, C349f., C35I = WI97. c352, 
W8o = P3Io, C353f., W8I = PI75, C355-8, W8z = 
PI7I, C359, PI97, C36of., W83 = Pz86, W84 = PI62, 
W8s = PI74, C362f. A number of fragments cannot be 
given exact places within the group: C364-74. W2I4 = 
PI so was at least partly made by local sculptors not 
belonging to the workshop of Aezani. 

20. In probable chronological order: C375 = W2oo, W98, 
C376. The place of C377 is uncertain. 
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21. In probable chronological order: C4o6 = W86, C4o7 = 
W87, C4o8-1o, W88, C412-4, P155, C415f., W198 = 
P2o1, W162 = P104, C417, W89, C418f., W9o, W92 = 
PI54. C42o-2, C423 = W92, WI99 = P240, W9J = 
PI22, C424f., W94 = P2IO, W95 = PJ28, W96 = PIOS, 
W97. Not precisely placed within the group are C426-36, 
W181, W186. W205 = P228 and C437 are imitations by 
sculptors from outside the workshop. 

22. In probable chronological order: C438 = W99, W100 = 
P213, W2o1, C439-45, WIOI = P272, W102. The date of 
C445a, P186 and W103 is uncertain. 

23. In probable chronological order: W104 = P136a, W202 
= P214, C466, W1osf., W1o7 = P284. TheplaceofC470 
is uncertain. 

24. In probable chronological order: C471 = W209, C472, 
W1o8, C473, W1o9 = P274, C474-6, W11o = P222, 
C477, W2o3 = P287, C478, W2o4 = P2o4, C479. The 
specific place ofW 11 1, W 112 = PISJ, W177 = P1o8, and 
C48o is uncertain. 

25. In probable chronological order: c49o-4, C495 = WI IJ, 
WII4 = P225, C496, C497 = WIIS, c498, c499 
W1 16. Csoo cannot be placed with precision. 
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Inscriptions found in the cities and villages of Lydia and Phrygia are commonly dated by one of two 
eras, and very occasionally by both, 1 the Sullan beginning in 8 5-4 BC, more precisely September 8 5, 2 and 
the Actian, beginning with Octavian's victory on 2 September 3 I BC. 3 From AD 9 onwards the New Year 
was deemed to start on Augustus' birthday, 23 September.4 A large number of inscriptions from Aezani 
and its territory, of which details are set out in the accompanying table, are dated, but it is not made 
explicitly clear which era was in use there. 

Apart from an eleventh century text with an indiction year and a date by the era of the Creation (C557), 
only one text carries a double date of any sort, a Byzantine building inscription belonging to a first 
indiction (Pioo). Unfortunately, the figure for the year has been variously reported as C/JC(A (59 I, Le Bas at 
LW 980, reading from the stone), C/JC(F (593, Waddington, ibid., from a squeeze made by Le Bas), and 
C/JIH (SI8, A. Fontrier, BCHVII (I883), 502 no. 2, who saw and made a squeeze of the stone in Ala~ehir, 
ancient Philadelphia, and whose reading was confirmed by Keil and von Premerstein, Erster Bericht 89). 
If we calculate from the Actian era the three possible dates for the inscription are AD 483-4, s6I-2, and 
563-4, none of which is the first year of an indiction cycle. By the Sullan era the dates are 428-9, 506-7, 
and so8-9. Neither the first nor the last of these falls within the first year of an indiction cycle, and the first 
is additionally ruled out by the fact that the indiction system was probably not introduced to Asia Minor 
before 452-74, most probably in 462. 5 The Sullan year ran from 23 September, while Byzantine 
indictions began on I September, and it happens that there is an overlap of three weeks between the first 
indiction which ran from I September 507 to 3 I August so8, and the Sullan year 59 I which ran from 23 
September so6 to 22 September 507. The inscription may have been erected during this short period, 6 

but if so we must adopt Le Bas' original reading of the figure as C/JC( A, which was not confirmed by later 
inspections either of the stone or of the squeezes. It is hazardous to conclude on this slender evidence that 
the Sullan era was in use at Aezani in the early sixth century, and the evidence of this inscription must, 
regrettably, be set aside. 

At the other end of the series of dated stones stands the posthumous honorific inscription set up for 
Menogenes son of Meniscus in the year ZA, 37 (P49). The first report on this inscription, by R. 
Naumann, suggested that it should be dated by the Actian era, but its editor, W. Giinther, argued on the 
grounds of letter forms, especially the square sigma, that it could not predate the second century AD, and 
postulated either that it used a hitherto unrecorded and unsuspected local era, or that the reading 
intended on the stone should be not ETOY [ZA but ETOY [ < [)ZA, the year 237, giving AD I 52-3 by the 
Sullan era. 7 It has been pointed out, however, that the square sigma is not unparalleled in the first 
century, and that the style of the decoration points to a date well before Giinther' s favoured period. While 
a Sullan date of 49-8 BC would be too early, an Actian date of AD 6-7 would suit it well. 8 

The principal argument for favouring the Actian era at Aezani is derived from Waelkens' study of the 
style of the many decorated gravestones which are dated between these two extremes, in particular the 
homogeneous series belonging to the years I47-72. He demonstrates that three dated stones in this series 
(W42f. = C246f., and W52 = C270) come from the same workshop as W6o = PI79 and W6I = C302. 
The characteristically austere and sparse rendering of the tendril decoration on these last two stones is 
closely paralleled by tendrils on the architectural decoration of buildings in Athens and Ephesus (the 
library of Celsus) and on the ornamentation of a shoe belonging to a gigantic statue of Trajan or Hadrian 
from Pergamum. All these belong to the late Trajanic or early Hadrianic period. The Sullan era would 
place W42 and W43 in AD 74-5, and W52 in 80-1. The Actian era yields I28-9 and I34-5 for the same 
stones, perfectly in line with the indications that the very similar W6o and W6I belong to the Hadrianic 
period. 9 These considerations, in combination with a number of other less certain stylistic criteria, 
amount to a very strong case that the Actian era was used at Aezani, at least in the first half of the second 
century AD. 

There may be some epigraphic support for this argument. An inscription copied at Kula in Lydia by 
liv 
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Keil and van Premerstein is dated p:YJvoc; 'Ym<pf3epra{ov €rove; atr Ka8wc; ayovaL 'A~avetraL (P96). J. and L. 
Robert argued both from the style of the stone and from this dating formula that it had been brought, like 
other stones in Kula, from higher up the valley of the Hermus, and possibly from the territory of Aezani's 
neighbour, Cadi. 10 The nearest parallel for the formula appears on an inscription found at the village of 
Hopu~, south of Cadi. 11 The relevant part of the text reads ETOV<; pAB' p:YJ( voc;) 'Apre[,.ua{ov --] we; DE Bay7JVOL 
ayovaL. The small city of Bagis lay at the village of Giire, some I 2 kms. to the S. S .E., 12 and Hopu~ clearly 
marks the site of a village in its territory. The settlement of Lyendos at Akta~, about 8 kms. east of Hopu~, 
appears to have been another such dependent site, 13 and a dated inscription found there certainly uses the 
Actian era. 14 Bagis thus used the Actian era, and evidently this fact was sufficiently unusual or ambiguous 
for the inhabitants of a dependent village to draw attention to the fact in the dating formula they used. 
Very likely, as has been suggested, the people at Hopu~ lived close to the boundary of another city 
territory (Cadi is the neighbour to the north), which used the Sullan era. 15 It is worthwhile pressing this 
conclusion to explain the text copied at Kula. It should not belong to the territory of Cadi. Why, after all, 
should any or all of the inhabitants of Cadi draw attention to the fact that they were using the era of 
another city? Rather, it should come from an outlying village of the Aezanitis, close to the boundary of a 
neighbouring city which used the Sullan era. The preceding argument has implied that Cadi, in contrast 
to Bagis, used the Sullan era. If, as is likely, the Kula inscription comes from a site near the headwaters of 
the Hermus, it is probable that it comes from an Aezanitan village close to the boundary with Cadi. The 
natural inference is that Aezani, like Bagis, used the Actian era. 16 

If this era is accepted, it makes for easier interpretation of at least two inscriptions of Aezani. C64 is a 
stone bearing three epitaphs, one dated to the year 94· If the Actian era is adopted, the four generations of 
men named on the stone, together with three names on C38, can be linked with the recipient of Nero's 
letter and his two sons (PI I), some because they are identical with them, others as contemporary 
kinsmen. The possibility remains that they are members of the same family of quite different generations, 
but the Actian era yields a satisfactorily more economical result. 

Then there is the name 'Bolanus'. C255, dated to September of the year I62, was dedicated by a father 
to the memory of his son Bolanus. This name is thought to have become popular in Asia after the 
governorship of M. Vettius Bolanus, AD 75-6. The Sullan era would place the monument in AD 78, 
implying that it was set up for a child less than two years old which, though not impossible, is not likely. 
The Actian era date, AD I32, is to be preferred. 

How long did the city retain this dating system? The text of the Byzantine building inscription 
discussed above suggested to Waelkens that Aezani had reverted to the Sullan system by the sixth 
century .1 7 The evidence of that particular stone has been set aside, but several other late inscriptions 
from the region do not readily fit the Actian scheme. A dedication to 8eoc; .Ew~wv copied by Cox at Hac1 
Kebir in the territory of Aezani is dated to the year 338 (C57).This gives AD 253-4 (Sulla) or 307-8 
(Actium). The later date seems improbably late for a pagan dedication of this kind, and the earlier much 
more plausible. The Sullan era, therefore, may have come into use before that time. Since according to 
the preceding argument the inscription found at Kula, if indeed it is from the Aezanitis, shows that the 
Actian system was in use in the year 267, or AD 2 3 6-7, the change appears to be narrowed down to a period 
around or shortly before the middle of the third century. However, caution is in order since inscriptions 
CI62 and possibly P97, dating to 284 and 283 respectively, introduce a problem. If they use the Sullan era 
they occur at a period when, ex hypothesi, the normal era in use was the Actian. If, as is more likely, they 
use the Actian, they postdate the supposed first appearance of the Sullan scheme in the area. In other 
words, there was a short period around AD 250 when both eras were in use. The gradual disappearance of 
the Actian system at about this time would fit well with its latest appearance anywhere in Asia, on an 
inscription of AD 252-3 from Trajanopolis. 18 

A further group of texts dated between the years 330 and 351 also needs to be considered. All come 
from the region of Tav~anh north of Aezani, which may well be a part of the Aezanitis, 19 but all are much 
more appropriately dated by the Sullan than by the Actian era, between 245-6 and 266-7 rather than 
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between 299-300 and 320-1. One of them mentions an Aurelius,20 a phenomenon prevalent after 212 but 
increasingly infrequent after the middle of the third century; 21 two are carefully composed verse epitaphs 
which have a third not a fourth century feel to them; 22 and one is a lengthy epitaph, similar in one telling 
detail of vocabulary to one of the verse texts, and strongly suggesting to its original editor a date in the 
22os, not in the 28os. 23 IfWaelkens is right to argue that this region belonged to Aezani, and the matter is 
not completely certain, then the collective evidence of these dated inscriptions can be added to that of the 
single example from Hac1 Kebir (C57), that the Sullan displaced the Actian era around the middle of the 
third century, appearing in this outlying area as early as 225-6 (C174). If on the other hand this district 
did not belong to Aezani, then there is no evidence that the Actian era was supplanted there before 250. 
Only one dated text has been found in the other outlying area of Aezani's territory, around Kugll. This 
dedication to Men belongs to the year 275 (P64), giving either AD 19o-1 or 244-5. Editors of this text have 
unanimously proposed the earlier date, which well suits the style of the monument. In all probability, 
then, here too the Sullan era was in use at a period when most of the Aezanitis retained the Actian scheme. 

1. Magie, RR II, I289f. n.37, citing Buresch, Aus Lydien so 
no. 29 from Daldis in Lydia. Note the use of two eras 
dating from the battles of Pharsalus and Actium on a 
Lydian inscription, P. Herrmann, Neue lnschr. z. hist. 
Landeskunde v. Lydien, etc., Oest. Akad. d. Wiss., phil.
hist. Kl., Denkschr. LXXVII, I (Vienna I959), 8 no. 6. 

2. Fixed by an inscription from Inek in the plain of Sandrkh, 
dated to the fourteenth consulship of Domitian, with L. 
Minucius Rufus (i.e., AD 88) and to the year 172, W. M. 
Ramsay, JHS IV (I883), 432 no. 42; cf. Cassiodorus, 
Chron. 670: L. Cinna IIII et Cn. Papirius II bis coss. ( = 
84 BC) Asiam in XLIIII regiones Sulla distribuit. W. 
Kubitschek, AEMO xm (I89o), 88-93; RE I, 6s8ff. s.v. 
Aera; Grundriss der Antiken Zeitrechnung, Handbuch d. 
Altertumswiss. I, 7 (Munich I928), 76; Head, HN2 664, 
945; Magie, RR II, II2I; Ramsay, CB I, 204f. 

3. Magie, RR n, 1289 n.37, citing 0. Kaestner, De aeris quae 
ab Imperio Caes. Octaviani constituto initium duxerunt 
(Leipzig I89o), 35; Buresch, Aus Lydien 2oft'. 

4· Revealed by the Asian calendar inscription, Ehrenberg 
and }ones, Does. 2 98, most recently edited by U. Laffi, 
Studi classici ed orientali XVI (I967), sff. 

s. Waelkens, Tiirsteine 49 n.66, citing V. Grumel, La 
Chronologie. Traite des Etudes byzantines I, pub!. par P. 
Lemerle (Paris I958), I92-2o2; Mrs. C. Roueche has 
pointed out an earlier example, dated AD 459: Sardis VII, i: 
Greek and Latin lnscr. (ed. W. H. Buckler and D. M. 
Robinson, Leyden I932), 40 no. I8, I. S· 

6. Accepted by Waelkeris, Tursteine, lac. cit. 
7. 1st. Mitt. xxv (I97S), 356, rebutting the suggestion of R. 

Naumann, TAD XX (I973), IS6. 
8. Tiirsteine 48 
9· Ibid., commentaries on W6of. 

IO. Hell. VI (I948), I04 n.2. 

I I. First mentioned by P. Herrmann, Chiron II (I972), 528 
n.32; now published as T AM v I, 29. See too the formula 
WS 'lALEtS ayovmv (Jnschr. V. ]/ion no. IO, 3) and WS 8€ 
1:Kaf..tav8pEis ci[yovaw] (ibid. no. 63, 3). 

I2. Keii-Premerstein, Zweiter Bericht 124ft'. 
I3. P. Herrmann, Ergebnisse einer Reise in Nordostlydien, 

Oest. Akad. d. Wiss., phil.-hist. Kl., Denkschr. LXXX 

(I962), 34f., with the modifications of T. Drew-Bear, 
Chiron IX (I979), 286ft'. 

I4. Keil-Premerstein, Zweiter Bericht p. I29; Herrmann, 
Chiron II (I972), 528 n. 32: an inscription ofthe year I68 
mentions a P. Aelius Theogenes and the rest of his family, 
all Aelii, dating to AD I 37-8 by the Actian era. AD 82-3 
(Sullan) is palpably impossible. 

IS. T. Drew-Bear, Chiron IX (I979), 286ft'. and especially 
n.ss for the essentials of this argument. For the Sullan era 
at Cadi, see E. L. Hicks, CR m (I889), I38 no. I8; 
Keil-Premerstein, Erster Bericht 87 no. I 86; Zweiter 
Bericht I4I no. 266; J. and L. Robert, Hell. VI (I948), I03 
no. 4I; cf. ibid. I I 7ff. 

I6. For the explanation of an anomalous Aezani doorstone, 
using the Sullan era, see Cz83n. 

I7. Tiirsteine 49 n.66. 
I8. IGR IV, 626, with Magie, RR II, I289f. 
I9. Tursteine 83. 
zo. P99. 
21. S. Mitchell, AS XXVII (I977), 7I n. 25. 
22. P78f. 
23. P98. Waelkens, believing this to be a stone from the 

Aezanitis and therefore using the Actian era, contradicts 
Korte's claim that it dates to the 22os, but does not 
produce any arguments against it. Note the phrase r~v 
a7TOEVKra{av xapw, which also occurs in P78 and on an 
undated stone, P86. 



LIST OF DATED INSCRIPTIONS 
(italicised dates are those favoured by the editors) 

Reference Date Sulla Actium 

P49 ZA (37) 49/8 BC AD 6/7 
C84 Ll? (94) AD 9/10 63/4 
C224 ZMP (147) 62/3 II6/7 
C87 ENP (155) 70/1 I24/5 
C226 HNP (158) 73/4 I27/8 
Cz46 BNP (159) 74/5 I28j9 
C247 BNP (159) 74/5 I28/9 
C262 BP (16o) 75/6 I29/30 
C232 PBA (161) 76/7 I30/I 
C251 ASP (161) 76/7 I30/I 
C25o ASP (161) 76/7 I30/I 
C227 ASP (161) 76/7 I30/I 
P89 BBP (162) 77/8 I3I/2 
P9o [B8)P(162) 77/8 I3I/2 
C233 BBP (162) 77/8 IJT/2 
C293 BBP (162) 77/8 I3I/2 
C254 BBP (162) 77/8 I3I/2 
C255 BBP (162) 77/8 I3I/2 

*P91 BBP (162) 77/8 I3I/2 
C234 TBP (163) 78/9 I32/3 
C284 TBP (163) 78/9 I32/3 
Cl64 LISP (164) 79/8o I33/4 
C295 LISP (164) 79/8o I33/4 
C27o ESP (165) 8o/1 I34/5 
C256 ESP (165) 8o/1 I34/5 
P92 + C290 PBE (165) 8o/1 I34f5 
P93 PBH (168) 83/4 I37f8 
C295 AOP (171) 86/7 I40/I 
P94 POB (172) 87/8 I4I/2 
P95 [P]? (190) 105/6 I59/6o 
c51 .EA (201) 116/7 IJO/I 
C5o .EKZ (226) 141/2 I95f6 
C283 .EMB (242) 157/8 2II/2 Gravestone made c. AD 

140 but actually used 
much later. 

C416 .EB (26o) I75f6 229/30 Upper Tembris Valley . 
See note ad loc. 

C65 .EST (263) 178/9 232/3 
P96 .EBZ (267) 182/3 236/7 

tP64 .EOE (275) I90/I 244/5 
P76 .EOH (278) 193/4 247/8 
P97 .EJI[T] (283) 198/9 252/3 
Cl62 .EJILI (284) 199/200 253/4 

*C174 T/(310) 225/6 279/8o 
lvii 
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*P98 TB! (312) 227/8 281/2 
*C175 TKE (325) 240/I 294/5 
*P79 TKE (325) 240/I 294/5 
*P99 TA (330) 245/6 299/30':> Aur. Onesimes 

C57 TAH (338) 253/4 307/8 Dedication to 8Eo~ aw,wv 
*P109 TM (340) 255/6 309/10 

P78 TMA (341) 256/7 310/1 
*C176 TMA (341) 256/7 310/ I Aur. Alexandreia 

PIOO ll>IH (518) 433/4 487/8 First indiction 

*From Tav~anh area tFrom K1rgll area 
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A small number of the personal names found at Aezani appear to go back to the original implantation of 
military settlers, which is implied by the interpretation we have given to the temple lands dossier of 
inscriptions (above xxxvi.-xlii ). Areidaios (Cz48), Prepelaos (C272), and possibly Rhodope (Pzs8) are all 
names with Macedonian associations, the first two in particular being sufficiently unusual to suggest that 
they were inherited ±rom Macedonian mercenary families of the Hellenistic period. 1 Macedonian royal 
names, Alexander, Philip, Berenice or Beronice, are found much more commonly, but it is unlikely that 
they reflect any special sentiment or attachment to the Macedonian dynasty. Like the Seleucid royal 
names Antiochus and Stratonice, Attalus from the Pergamene kingdom and Nicomedes from the 
Bithynian, they had gained wide popularity all over and outside Asia Minor, and retained no particular 
political or social significance. 

Aezani was geographically remote from the coastal regions of Asia Minor, which were more developed 
in the pre-Roman period. Although access was possible from the west, up to the valley of the Hermus, and 
the north, along the Rhyndacus (above, p. xix'), there is no evidence for extensive or frequent traffic 
between these areas and Aezani, in the nomenclature or elsewhere. The name Beithys (P12) may indeed 
indicate a connection with Bithynia, although not necessarily a recent or a close one, but this is an 
exception to the general pattern. There are no Lydian names typical of the lower Hermus valley region, 
nor any of the Thraco-Bithynian forms which occur in Bithynia and less often in the coastal regions of 
Hellespontine Mysia. 2 The fact that neither the Hermus nor the Rhyndacus was navigable in its upper 
reaches doubtless contributed to this isolation, and this is reflected in the rarity with which Aezanitans 
appear outside their home territory. 3 The presence of Aezanitan traders in the Dobrugea is an exception 
to this rule, partly to be explained by the fact that at least one member of the emigre family enjoyed joint 
citizenship with Nicomedia. 4 Otherwise citizens of Aezani attested abroad are confined to members of the 
civic aristocracy, who held posts in the organisation of the koinon of Asia or curatorial appointments in 
other Asian cities on behalf of the Roman authorities, a priest setting up a dedication to the chief deities of 
Aezani in neighbouring Cadi, 5 and a handful of private individuals of more modest standing, one at 
Mytilene on the island of Lesbos, another at Akta~ in Lydia. 6 

In this relatively isolated and parochial community, indigenous names are naturally attested, but they 
by no means dominate the picture in a city which had, by the first and second centuries AD, acquired a 
considerable veneer of hellenism. For the most part they are undistinctive and unreverberant: Ammios 
and Ammion, Appas, Appes, and Appe, A(ph)phion, Babeis, Dades and Dade, Mateis, Mation, 
Nan(n)as, Paparion, Pap(p)as, Papias, Tatakos, Tatas and Tateis, Tatia, Tatias, and Tation. Most of 
these are either Lallnamen, familiar domestic forms widely attested throughout the whole of the east 
Mediterranean and Levantine world, or names with no very distinctive local distribution. In no sense do 
they indicate a ghetto of underprivileged native families, kept apart from a Graeco-Roman elite. Names 
which occur within a single family are often of disparate origin, as in C304, which has Magnus, Babeis, 
and Teimotheos, i.e. a Roman cognomen, a Lallname, and a Greek name, used indiscriminately; the 
father of one of Aezani's most distinguished citizens of the Claudio-N eronian period, Ti. Cl. Menogenes, 
bore the name Nannas. 7 

Religious beliefs certainly had some influence on nomenclature, although it would not merely be 
hazardous but demonstrably wrong to argue that a theophoric name indicates that the bearer, or the 
family that named him, had a particular association with the god in question. It is likely that devotion to or 
interest in Semitic, Egyptian and Iranian cults led to the adoption at Aezani of the names Bel os, Herodias 
and Mathias, Nilus and Psamathe (in the same household), and Mithres respectively. Theophoric names 
derived from closer at hand are obviously much more common. The two patron deities of the city, Zeus 
and the Meter Theon, certainly had their names borrowed too often all over the Greek world for the 
frequency at Aezani of names compounded with Dio- or Metro- to be of any significance. It is however 
worth noticing the large number of names derived from Men, the moon god, 8 whose cult is directly 

lix 
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attested at Aezani itself only by one inscription and perhaps one relief. 9 While the forms Menophilus, 
Menogenes, Menothemis, Menogas, Menas, etc., occur regularly in Aezani and throughout Phrygia, two 
of them, Menophilus and Menogenes, are to be found at the highest level of society. First, Apollonius son 
of Menophilus was high priest at Pergamum when the new calendar was introduced in 9 BC. 10 To the 
same family, but at a date unknown, belongs Menophilus son of Apollonius honoured by the boule and 
demos for his conduct of several magistracies, including the strategia (P 43). Menophilus son of 
Nicostratus, ten times priest of Zeus, was likewise honoured by boule and demos (P44). A Claudian 
official bears the same name (P27), Dionysius, son of Dionysius, son of Menophilus, was neocorus of the 
Emperor (PIS), while the generosity of Menophilus, father of Menecles and Metrodorus, was 
acknowledged in a letter from Nero (PI I). A century and a half later Philostratus and Philippus, both sons 
of a Menophilus, and Philippus' own son Menophilus, were all sent on an embassy to Septimius Severus, 
as their distant forbears had approached Nero (PI2). Finally, a certain superiority of social status may be 
ascribed to the Menophilus who honoured his syntrophos and servant as heros (PI89). The second name, 
Menogenes, is not so strikingly persistent, but Menogenes son of Nannas, awarded the civitas by 
Claudius, must have been one of the wealthiest and most eminent men in the city in his day. 11 Finally, the 
contexts in which the less common Menothemis occurs also suggest that it enjoyed a certain social 
cachet. 12 

During the second century AD, as doubtless earlier, the city had taken pains to establish and emphasise 
its connections with Greece, in particular with Arcadia to which it traced its origin. 13 Sentiment, both 
popular and official, made much of these links with a heroic if not mythological past, and it is reflected not 
only in claims made on the city's behalf but also in individual nomenclature. Names with Homeric 
associations were particulary popular throughout the Greek East in the second and third centuries, 14 and 
Aezani is no exception in this respect. Agathenor, Achilles, Helen, Menelaus, Diomedes, Phoenix, and 
Troilus are all taken from the Trojan cycle. Aeneas had a special significance in Phrygia, and at Aezani. 
Not only was the name popular in Macedon, which the hero was thought to have visited, 15 but legend 
linked Aeneas and various other Trojan heroes with the cities of the Anatolian hinterland, to which they 
supposedly escaped, or which indeed they founded after the sack of Troy. 16 Homer was not the only 
inspiration for these archaizing names. The occurrence of Atalanta, Hylas, Pelops, and Pylades shows 
that other legends had their place in shaping the consciousness of Aezanitans of the second century, and a 
better attested period of the Greek past is reflected in the choice of the names Solon, Pericles, 
Demosthenes, and Socrates. 

None of these features was unique to Aezani-a similar development in nomenclature can be 
documented all over Roman Asia Minor, both in the great cities and in the remote rural settlements of 
upland Anatolia. Behind it lay a great spread in literacy. Aezani has to date produced no examples of the 
philologi and philosophi who occur with surprising frequency even in the remote areas of central Asia 
Minor, 17 but literacy and literary achievement is duly acknowledged by the appearance on gravestones of 
stilus cases and writing tablets, 18 by occasional reference to teachers, 19 by the various verse epitaphs 
which have survived in the epigraphic record, some of considerable ingenuity and sophistication, if not of 
great literary merit, 20 and, more directly, by names such as Graptos and Grapte. Indeed the very fact that 
so many inscribed gravestones have emerged from the city cemeteries, principally of the second and early 
third centuries, is the best testimony to the wide spread of literacy at this date. 

In many areas of the Greek East, substantial numbers of immigrants from Italy are detectable by their 
nomina. Aezani, characteristically, cannot boast many of these, but some of the Roman names that occur 
are distinctive and interesting. Most striking of all is the gravestone of Gargonia Rhode(?), daughter of 
Ti. Gargonius and wife of Q. Sestullius Gorgonianus (C274). The Sestullii were a negotiator family with 
extensive Asiatic and especially Phrygian connexions. 21 Both in the Ciceronian age and under the empire 
the family appears in Phrygia: Cicero in the Pro Flacco shows them active in Acmonia, and inscriptions of 
the late second century AD show them to have owned property in the upper Tembris valley south of 
Cotiaeum. They originally stemmed from central Italy, Fundi, Tarracina, or Circeii. 2 2 The Gargonii are 
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likely to have come originally from Umbria (though the ending -onius might suggest Etruria); they also 
occur at Capua. 23 If .EaTovpw' (C138) represents Saturius, we have at Aezani a member of a family with 
Picene connections, 24 as with the Sal(l)ii, attested at Aezani and in the upper Tembris Valley (C290 with 
note), whose Italian distribution centres on Amiternum, Spoletium, and Asculum. 25 A north Italian, but 
this time perhaps Etruscan origin may be conjectured for the Visedii (C283), although they have 
members in Picenum and Cisalpine Gaul, and it is difficult to trace them because of the several variants of 
the name (Vesidius, Vesedius, Visidius): the form found at Aezani seems to be unique. 26 The forbears of 
P. Steminius, if that is the correct form of his name (C294) are more elusive than those of the Visedii, but 
they may have come from Latium itself. 2 7 It is worth noting that Steminius could afford one of the more 
expensive types of doorstone (IVn), Sestullius, Visedius and the husband of Salia the most expensive of 
all that series (IVE). 

These nomina, and those of the emperors which have been discussed elsewhere (p. xxiv), do not 
exhaust the repertory at Aezani; but the other Roman names found there may be put down to individual 
caprice, or have origins which can no longer be guessed at. None can securely be shown to have been 
acquired through a genuine tie of patronage with a governor or other person of distinction. Apart from the 
Sestullii and possibly M. Ulpius Eurycles (cf. C188 and C361), no family spread its name by the 
emancipation of slaves. Common praenomina, such as Gaius, do duty as full names; gentilicia and 
cognomina, of greater and lesser distinction, some of them perhaps but not certainly borrowed from 
governors of the province, serve the same turn. Most of these Roman names excite no comment, the 
exceptions, such as Bolas, the hypocoristic form of Bolanus, invite speculation but no firm conclusion (see 
p. lv,). The more common the name usurped, the less likely it is to denote connection with an individual 
Roman, or the desire to enhance distinction in a Greek community. 

Double names are found on occasion at Aezani outside the ranks of Roman citizens. 28 There is 
controversy about the origin and spread of this practice, but their use was surely encouraged by the 
spread of tria nomina, and perhaps by the use of more than one cognomen by distinguished cives, such as 
P. Aelius Zeuxidemus Cassianus (Cz6). Apart from two instances of double names in women (P3o6, 
Leucis Tyche; C188, Marcia Parthenion), the phenomenon is confined to males. 

On the basis of the evidence at Aezani, few distinct reasons for adopting double names may be 
identified. Sometimes a second name served to distinguish the owner from other members of his family 
who shared his first name. The dedication by Dades Stephanas to Dades his father is a clear instance 
(C224); equally certain are the examples of Asclepiades, son of Asclepiades, Charax (C290), and 
Menophilus Bassus, son of Menophilus,29 Antiochus, son of Antiochus, Trophimus (P123), and 
Apollonius, son of Apollonius, Marcion (P128). The form of these second names might be familiar or 
affectionate, as probably Stephanas and Trophimus, or unusual and distinctive, as the Roman name 
Marcion. 30 Prestige is another factor to be taken into account. It is very doubtful whether, in general 
terms, possession of a Roman name conferred more prestige on the owner than a Greek one. The Roman 
and Greek elements in the provincial society of Roman Asia Minor were too well blended for these 
distinctions to count for much, or even to be noticed. The indiscriminate way in which Roman 
praenomina, nomina, and cognomina were used to serve the same purpose suggests that their users were 
insensitive to many of their implications. There are several instances of a Roman name being added to a 
Greek one, Menophilus Faustus (C28) and Aeneas Lurius (?) (C29), Asclepiodorus Aulus (P32), 
Teimotheus Gaius (C88), Antiochus Gaius (Czo6), and -Faustus (?) (C369). However, the prestige 
value of second names in general is better shown by the class of society in which they commonly occur. 
Teimotheus Gaius was a neocorus, and Artemidorus Aulus honoured in a civic decree. Asclepiades 
Menander (C221, Pss) and Aur. Eumenos Menogenes Apollinarius (?) (P21) were likewise public 
personages. In these cases, and in those of Metrodorus Menander (C38), Artemidorus Asclepiades 
(C238), and apparently -ander Demetrius (C236), as well as the examples with Roman second names 
listed above, the first name is always resoundingly polysyllabic, probably generally an upper class 
phenomenon in a city where the popular and abbreviated forms of common names had such a vogue (see 
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below). Men who played or might play a part in public life were precisely those both to need and to wish 
for the distinctiveness that the second name conferred. However, domestic affection is certainly another 
element that played its part in shaping the second name. In a number of cases it is quite clear that the 
second name has the form of a nickname or familiar form. Apart from Dades Stephanas already quoted, 
we find Dionysius Trophas (P89) and Demetrius Helicas (C83). 

Among the mass of the population it is hard to arrive at firm conclusions for the reasons for naming. 
Some forms have obvious significance, such as the names that reveal a preoccupation with the fertility of 
the soil on which the prosperity of Aezani depended: Anthos and those compounded with it; Euporia, 
Thallos, Thallousa; 31 Karpophorus, Karpon, and Karpion; Klados and Kladaios; and Staphylos. Many 
favoured Greek names in their informal, hypocoristic versions ending in -as: Agathas, Apellas and 
Apollas, Achas, Demosthas, Demas, Helicas, Hermogas, Zenonas, Heraclas, Heras, Hermas, Menas, 
Menophas, Menophoras, Mnaseas, Onesas, Philipas, Plotias, Praxias, Stephanas, Sotas, Teimas, 
Teuthras, Trophimas and Trophas. 32 All these forms became particularly common in the Roman period, 
and this is also true of types ending -ikos or -ike, 33 producing names such Arch(i)eratikos (C358) and 
Poleitike (CI43). 

More diverse are names that betray the feelings of individual parents at the time of birth: the child is a 
desired acquisition, or precious; other names show parents' wishes for the future; he is to be courageous, 
lucky, or happy in temperament. Not all names clearly belong to one group or the other, but into the first 
we may put Auxanon, Auxanousa, Auxesis, Auximus, Epictetus, Euche, Philetus, Philoumenus, Pothus, 
Symphorus, Terpsis, Theodorus, Theodotus, Onesimus and Onesime, Onesiphorus, Isochrysus, 
Chrysion, and Chrysotyches. Into the second may go Andron and Andromenes; Eupraxia and Euodia, 
Tyche and its derivatives (note especially the rueful playing on the name of Eutyches o SvaTVXTJS, son of 
Eutyches and Agathotyche in P78); Elpis and Elpidephorus, Amerimnus, Euboulus, Euphrosyne, and 
Hilaron; Dynamis and Hygea; 34 Lampousa, Itharus, and Phaeinus, in a single family (C427); Chaereas 
and Polychares. It is particularly worth noting the Alexander who sired a Thrasea and a Hypsaeus 
(C267). One particular wish is expressed explicitly enough by the names Philopator35 and Philopappus. 

Connexion between the meaning of a parent's name and those of his children is only to be expected. So 
in C I 24 we find Tyche and Symphorus, and in C 3 I 9 Epitynchanus and Eutychis. The idea, presumably, 
was to preserve the family's luck. If the spouse's name is also of a kind, as in P79, it gives rise to the 
suspicion that we are dealing with a household of slaves or freedmen. 

r. See L. Robert, A travers l'Asie Mineure, Bib!. des Ec.fr. 
d' Ath. et de Rome 239 (Paris 1980 ), 243 n.22, citing Villes2 
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U rvinum Metaurense (xr 6o68) and Visidius at Pisaurum 
(64o6) in Umbria; Visidius at Pisa (xr I 502) and 

connected with Spoletium (vr 29046); Vesidius at 
Sutrium (xr 3254), Tuder (467o), and Narnia (6684 = xv 
353), with the outlying Vesedius at Beneventum (rx 
I682f.); the distribution is similar to that of the Gargonii 
and the variations in spelling apparently not significant. 

27. LE 237, with Steminius and Stiminius (two inscriptions 
from Rome and connected with the modern place names 
Stimigliano (Sabini), Stignano, Stilliano?). 

28. For some recent bibliography, seeR. Merkelbach, ZPE 
xxn (I976), 2ooff.; L. Robert, BCH en (I 978), 5 I8ff., and 
543; C. P. }ones, AJP xcrx (I978), 338f. with n.7; SEG 
xxvi, I896, with the sage but daunting prescription that 
one should make a list of relevant cases, attributed 
chronologically and geographically, before one can 
attribute the phenomenon to Roman influence. The 
Aezani examples will not help to settle this question. 

29. AEMO VIII (I884), 24 no. 62. 
30. The ending -io is rather pejorative (Kajanto, Cognomina 

37), but this implication must have been lost before the 
name was taken up in the Greek East. 

3 I. Note a Zeus Thallos worshipped in the nearby upper 
Tembris Valley: Bull. epigr. I97I, 521 no. 659 and 1979, 
509 no. 524. An example, carried from there, has entered 
the museum at iznik, see S. $ahin, Inschr. Mus. jznik I, 

no. 630, see Bull. epigr. I98o, 464 no. 504. The name was 
given to mortals there too: MAMA VI, 36 5 (Haydarbeyli); 
V, I56 (between Dorylaeum and Nacolea); Bull. epigr. 
1971,521 no. 651 (Cotiaeum). Cf. Fick-Bechtel, GP 139. 

32. See M. Lambertz, Glotta IV (1913), 122ff., and L. Robert, 
Noms ind., 148 and 272ff. 

33· See L. Robert. Stele ... Kontoleon, rf. 
34· See p. lxv. 
35· Cf. S. Mitchell, AS XXVII (1977), 79, where the 

observation that the name Philopator is comparatively 
rare should be withdrawn. 



THREPTOI AND SLAVES 

The words OperrTo>, 'Tporpeu<;, avv'Tpor/Jo>, Oper/Ja>, 'Tporptp.o>, are frequent in the inscriptions of Asia Minor, 
especially in Phrygia, Pisidia, and Lydia; in spite of this (or perhaps because of it) there has been no 
exhaustive study of fostering and its social implications. But the admirable article of A. Cameron, 
'(9PEIITOI and related terms in the Inscriptions of Asia Minor', Buckler 27ff. (which drew on the 
inscriptions copied by Cameron and Cox in the Tembris valley) has been followed up by more general 
works: T. G. Nani's paper '(9PEIITOI' in Epigraphica V-VI (I943-4), 45ff., and by M. Flood's 
unpublished M.A. thesis on threptoi and the family in Asia Minor (Macquarie, N. S. W ., I 978hsee also A. 
N. Sherwin-White, The Letters of Pliny (Oxford I966), 6soff., ad Pliny, Ep. x, 6sL, I. Biezunska
Malowist, L'Esclavage dans l'Egypte greco-romaine: II. Per. rom., Polska Akad. Nauk, Komitet Nauk o 
Kultur Ant. (Wrodaw, etc., 1977), 21ff., with bibliography, and G. Sacco, 'Osservazioni su Tporpe'L<;, 
Tp6rptp.ot, epE7T'TO{'' Sett. Mise. grec. e rom., Studi pubbl. dall' Ist. ital. per la storia ant. XXXI (Rome I980) 
270ff. 

Cameron distinguished three types of relationship: that of the foster-child to the foster-parent, who 
might be a dependant of the child's family; that of the adoptive child to the adoptive parent, including the 
relationship of step-child to step-parent; and that of the slave of a particular class to his master, either 
house-born slaves or children of free status exposed and brought up as slaves. N ani, drawing on evidence 
from all over the empire, adopted a more complex scheme: 

I. Threptoi of servile status 
consisting in I) slaves a) alumni ( expositi) 

b) sanguinolenti 
c) OLKOYEVEL<; 

2) liberti 

II. Liberi a) adoptati 
b) pupilli 
c) discipuli 

Unfortunately these categories are not mutually exclusive: a threptos might pass from servile to libertine 
status. As scholars have pointed out, threptos is a social rather than a legal term, and in many individual 
cases it is not possible to assign the threptos to any one of the several possible categories. 

The occurrence of threptoi on the inscriptions of the Aezanitis needs to be considered in the context of 
the other terms of relationship found on the gravestones. Mentions of ascendants and descendants to the 
second generation, siblings, and spouses are naturally commonplace. In addition we find more sporadic 
references to a paternal uncle (Oefo>), a maternal uncle (p.~'Tpwv), a cousin-german (€taoeA.rp6<;), nephews 
(clverpto<;), a son-in-law (yap.~po<;), husband's brothers-in-law (oa~p), a brother's wife or husband's 
brother's wife (€vaT7Jp), a stepmother (p.TJ'Tpota), bride (vup.rp7J), fathers-in-law (TTevOepo>, eKvp6>), and a 
mother-in-law (TTevOepa) as well as to friends and companions (rp{A.o<;, em'Lpot, rppaTope<;). In marked contrast 
to these occasional mentions, threptoi of whatever sort appear or are implied on a score of inscriptions, 
evidence for the strength of the bond set up by fostering in the society, 1 of whatever kind the fostering 
may have been. The affection that might underlie this bond is occasionally made explicit, as in the third 
century metrical epitaph P79 where an eight year old child is made to say that by his death yove'L<; €0A.trpa KE 
Tporpe'L<; EaTT>..a{xvwa. As will appear from what follows, many threptoi were of servile status, but the 
explicit vocabulary of the verse epitaph P86, where a mother mourns her twins as yovevat XPTJU'TOt 
8eaTTom'Lat TE{p.t[ot] is an exception to the general rule. The rarity of the words 8ovAo<; and aTTeAevOepo> shows 
that (in setting up funerary monuments at any rate) members of that society avoided alluding to the legal 
realities of the relationship between slave and master, and preferred the softer term of a human 
relationship that could exist between free persons also. 2 

How does the material from Aezani fit Cameron's three categories and the seven of Nani?3 There is 
lxiv 
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one c~rtain case of a child put out for rearing to a family of lower status:4 P79, where the eight year old 
Eutyches, son of Eutyches and Agathotyche, is fostered by the significantly named Philodespotus and 
Fadilla. Children seem to be fostered by families of equal or lower status in C73 (avvTpO(pos), where the 
object may have been that the child should learn music (Nani 11 c); C241 (8peifiaar~) 5 and 407 (Tpocpevs) are 
less certain. C133 (7rpay/LaTevTfi) and P191 (uTT7JPET~aavn), like P86, look like slaves, C185 and C223 
(Tp6cpt/LOS Op€!/Javn, two men of the same name), C270 (f3>taaT6s, Op€!/Javn, two men of the same name), C272 
(two men of the same name) like the by-blows of a paterfamilias (Nani, I, 1c); so perhaps C133. There are 
no compelling examples of threptoi adopted by their fosterers; in C1 12, C133, C142, C252, C407, C475, 
C478, C537, and P279 threptoi may have been legally adopted, or they may simply have been cherished 
foundlings or favoured slaves. 

There are four instances of male threptoi honouring male fosterers with a tomb (C1o8, C223, C270, 
C407), which is not surprising: whether the boy was put out for nursing or was a true threptos (Sacco 
contrasts the transitory status of the Tpocfo£1-'os, the slave's 'young master' of LSJ, with the permanent 
status of the 8pe7TT6s), perhaps an illegitimate sori, or adopted, the fosterer would be in loco parentis 
towards him, as would the foster mother of C241, whose charge was a girl; it was the same quasi-filial 
obligation that led to the setting up of a stone to a paideutes (C445, C477). There are two examples of 
married couples burying male threptoi (C190 and C438); they might be childless couples who took in and 
perhaps adopted a male threptos as heir; the same might be said of women who bury threptoi (P275 and 
P277). 6 Another stone has a lady putting up the memorial to her actor Trophimus (C3 10), who may have 
begun life as a threptos (his name is suggestive); and the threptae who commemorate or are 
commemorated by women (C24I, C478) may have been brought up to be maids; the dead fosterer of 
C24I, Hygea, has a name that looks almost like that of a professional nurse, while her charge bore the 
honourable name of a Roman citizen, Flavia Tateis. Only one threpte is known to have received a 
memorial from a male fosterer (P264). 

A conspicuous feature of these inscriptions is the number of male syntrophi who set up tombstones for 
their (almost invariably male) counterparts: C73, CI07, C112, C259, C455 (Myrsine), PI87, PI91, P2I7. 
When two foundlings are not in question, one might expect to find the better class syntrophos erecting the 
memorial, not because of a differential in the death rate, but because a threptos might have nobody else to 
see to the arrangements (so evidently with C1o7 and P19I); in C455 Thalamos and Myrsine may both 
have been threptoi. The verse epitaph of a musician who may be described as 'of high descent' (C73) was 
put up by his brothers and a syntrophos, Gais, who is expressly said to be €a8>t6s; this may be a case of 
fostering between families of equal status; Gais would not wish to be taken for a foundling or verna. PI 9 I 
is particularly interesting: Menophilus preserves the memory of a syntrophos who worked faithfully and 
with good will and who is now a 'hero'. This and other memorials set up by syntrophi illustrate both the 
close ties established by the relationship and (as Cameron pointed out) the softer side of the institution. 

Fostered children of status equal or superior to that of their fosterers must be exCluded before there is 
anything to be gained by examining the nomenclature of threptoi. That done, if we could be sure that the 
threptoi in the remaining inscriptions had been named by the foster-parents or masters, we might suspect 
that genuine affection could be detected in the choice of the names Psittacus, Philetus, and Philoumenos 
(C438, C252, P277). Nani noted the prevalence of names that allude to the benefits that the slave brought 
(Onesiphorus), or to the upbringing provided (Tryphon, Trophimus), 7 or to the power of chance in the 
life of the threptos (names compounded with -tyche); to the threptos as a gift from heaven, or to merits 
(Euphrosyne, Thallousa, Calliope, Phronime, Chryse); some of the names are alleged to be appropriate to 
slaves (Protogenes, Primigenius). At Aezani we find Onesiphorus (C112), Epictetus (PI87, with 
Lampousa, C36I), Trophimus (CI85, CI90, C223), Carpon (P61), Carpophoros, syntrophus of 
Tryphon (P217), Callityche (C475), Eutyches and Thallus (C78 and C1o7), and Thallousa (C4I4, C478). 
The name Hermes may hint at a wish for efficient service, and it seems to have been fulfilled (PI9I); not so 
with Philetus: the raised palm of his memorial gable shows that he died prematurely (C259). 

The extreme paucity of clear references to slaves and freedmen (see C76, C3Io?, C36I, P61, a iepos or 
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sacred slave, and P86 ), deserves further comment. Agricultural slaves on large estates could not have paid 
for funerary monuments and would probably not have known their master well enough to earn one from 
him. Only favoured domestics who might also be emancipated could be expected to figure in the 
epigraphic record. Yet even they are not conspicuous. Are we to conclude that Nani's threptoi class I, 1, 

entirely included or are co-extensive with the class of domestic slaves at Aezani, and her liberti, I, 2, with 
freedmen, whether because the threptos vocabulary was preferred or because that was how slaves were 
acquired? This cannot be so, because the threptoi are clearly individuals in a favoured position in the 
family, while most of the families to which they belonged were able to afford elaborate and expensive 
funerary monuments and so were likely to have many more slaves than one. One must conclude that there 
was a separate, lower and unsung class of douloi at Aezani. That there were slaves who could not be sure of 
a decent burial is shown by C77, which apparently commemorates a slave who received freedom during 
his master's lifetime and burial when he died; only those who probably with the advantage of beginning as 
threptoi won their master's affection and confidence and so their freedom would obtain from him or 
afford for themselves the handsome tribute of a memorial doorstone or sarcophagus (C310, C361, and 
possibly C373 and C534); an exceptionally wealthy master if it could be shown that the Ulpii of C361 
owed their name to M. Ulpius Eurycles. Three other stones (C176, C361, and possibly C373) seem to 
show former members of a familia married; persons of servile extraction may be detectable in C 1 88 and 
C198; others may well be concealed because their masters were not Roman citizens, but it would be 
incautious to assume that freedmen contributed very substantially to the epigraphic record of Aezani. 

I. See Nani, art.cit. 46 and 59· 
2. Cameron, art. cit. 45f. Note the anonymous threptos who 

is mentioned as an afterthought in his master's memorial 
to himself (Cizz). 

3· For a sub-class of Nani's class I, I, c (children handed 
over to a former master by emancipated slaves) see K. 
Hopkins, Conquerors and Slaves (Cambridge I978), I 58. 

4· On this see also Nani, art. cit. 63f., who notices that the 
word threptos is avoided in such relationships, and omits 
the category from her scheme. The avoidance is clearly 
due to the servile connotations of the word; hence a Opl.ljlas 

does not imply the existence of one who would consider 
himself a threptos; but the fosterer may have thought of 
his charge as just that (see C8I). 

S· For this term, see Nani, art. cit. 8If. 
6. For the statistics of the sex of threptoi and their 

supporters, see Nani, art. cit. 83, n.IJ: she concludes that 
they were usually of the same sex; male fosterers of female 
threptae were more common than the reverse (whether 
because they were the child's natural parent or because 
they had to provide the upbringing). 

7· Lambertz, Glotta v (I9I4), I43· 
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Ab a~ 
Agan 

Ak~akilise 

Ak~a~ehir, Yukan 
Ali Bey Koyii 
Arslanapa 
Avlag1 
Av~ar 
Ayvah 
Bahtllh 
Balhbaba 
Baragi 
Be~ Koy 
Bey Koyii 
Bezirgan 
Cobomil 
Cakll 
Camkoy 
Cardakh 
<;ar~amba 

<;avdarhisar 

<;erte 

Comlek~i 
Cukurea 
Dedeler 
Demiroluk 

MAP INDEX AND LIST OF FIND SPOTS 

Simav 30 le 
Afyon 31 le 

Eski~ehir 3 1 z 
Eski~ehir 31 le 
Afyon 36 If 
Afyon 33 le 
Afyon 33 le 
Afyon 32 le 
Orhaneli 29 lb 
Simav 24 le 
Afyon 33 le 
Afyon 31 le 
Orhaneli 29 le 
Simav 27 le 
Afyon 33 le 
Afyon 31 lg 
Eski~ehir 3 1 y 
Afyon 32 le 
Orhaneli 30 le 
Orhaneli 3 1 z 
Afyon 31 le 

Simav 30 Id 

Afyon 32 Id 
Afyon 34 le 
Orhaneli 30 lb 
Simav 30 le 

CIII 
C22, C29, C49, C59, C71, C9o, C211, C324, C343, 
C345, C356, C4o8, C412, C424, C442, C461, C494, 
Cs82, C583 
Coins 95 
Cr68 
C2I7 
C428 

Cr 12, C159, C218, C292, C461 
C67, CI79 
Coins 67-73 

See C449 

Coins 101? 
C7Ib 
C359, C470, Cssoa; Coins 5 r? 
Coins 54, 1 r6?, seen. at 155 
C7, Cro, Cr2, Cr6-21, C23, C27, C3o, C31, C35-44, 
C46-48, C53, C64, C7o, C7ra, C72, C76?, C78, C79, 
C83, C84, C86, C88, C89, C9r-roo, Cr 13-120, 
CI21-125, C127, Cr28, C157, Cr6o, Cr63, 
Cr87-191, C194-204, C207-209, C212, C221-226, 
C228, C229, C229a, C23 1-240, C242, C245-255, 
C257-273, C275, C277, C279-291, C293, C294, 
C299-302, C305, C3IO, C3I2, C3I8-320, C322, 
C326, C328-334, C337, C339, C341, C346, C352, 
C355, C357, C361, C364-366, C372, C374, 
C377-38oa, C382-387, C393, C394, C396-401, 
C4o6, C4o7, C416-418, C421, C423, C427, C429, 
C432, C435, C438, C441, C443, C445a-448, see 
C449, C45o-46o, C462-464, C472, C475, C476, 
C478, C485, 487, C49o, C495, Csor, Cso3, 
Csos-sr6, Csr9-525, C527, C529-532, C535-543, 
C547-549a, C557, Css8, Cs62-7, Cs69, Cs73-575, 
Csn, C579-s8r, Cs84, Cs86-589; Coins 3, s, 7, 
9-14, 17, 21-23, 28, 30, 36, 38?, 39-41 
Cr roa, C129, C130, C132, C3o4, C347, C395, C473, 
Csoo; Coins 25? 

Coins see rs6-r6o 
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Dereeik Koy 
Dere Koy 
Doganlar 
Durebey 
Diide~ 

Dii~eeek 

Efeler 
Em et 
Fakra 
Gebel 
Gediz 
Gokagas; 

Go keel er 
Gokler 
Golciik Koy 
Goyniikoren 
Giimii~ 

Hae1 Kebir 

Hae1 Mahmut 

Hahfeler 
Hasanlar 
Hisar 
Hisare1k 
igde Koy 
ilieikviran 
I~1klar 

Karaeali 
Karad1gm 
Karakoy 

Karakoy (Oren) 
Karh Koy 
Kugll 
K1Z1k 
K1zll Dag 
Kozhea 
Kozluea 
Kureyi~le 

Kurtderekoy 
Kurtluhalar 
Kurus;ay 
Kiis;iikilet, see Tuns;bilek 

MAP INDEX 

Simav 29 Ib 
Simav 28 le 
Simav 27 Id 
Eski~ehir 3 I y 
Afyon 3I le 
Simav 30 Id 
Afyon 3I Id 
Simav 28 Is; 
Afyon 3I le 
Orhaneli 30 le 
Simav 29 Ig 
Afyon 32 le 

Afyon 34 If 
Afyon 3I Is; 
Orhaneli 29 Ib 
Afyon 33 le 
Eski~ehir 3 I I e 
Afyon 3I le 

Afyon 32 le 

Simav 30 Id 
Simav 27 Id 
Eski~ehir 3 I y 
Simav 28 Id 
Simav 28 Id 
Afyon 3I If 
Simav 30 Id 
Orhaneli 30 le 
Afyon 33 Id 
Orhaneli 29 le 
and 30 z 
Orhaneli 30 z 
Afyon 3I Is; 
Simav 28 Id 
Simav 30 le 
Afyon 33 lg 
Orhaneli 30 y 
Afyon 3I Is; 
Afyon 33 Id 
Simav 27 le 
Simav 28 le 
Orhaneli 30 le 

CI70 
C369 
C484 
Coins 106? 

C25, CI3I, CI6I, C3I4, C3so 
Coins ss?, 56, 57, sS? 

CI, C2, C63, C68, C73, C74, Cio7, CI33, CI34; 
Coins 2, 4 
Coins I26, I27 

C9, CI4, Cis, C28, Cs6, Cs7, C77, css, Cioi, CI3S, 
CI36, C2o5, C21o, C353, C38I, C426, see C436, 
C437, C489, C496, C499, Cs28, see Csso; Coins 
33-3S, 37?, 42, 43? 
C3, C102-I04, CI26, CI37, C276, C295, C3o8, 
C327, C344, C362, C363, C37I, C373, C388, C4IS, 
C425, C486, C492, Cssi, Css4, Csss, Css9; Coins 
6, 8 
CI92, C444, Cs6Ia, Cs72 

Coins 82, 86 
Coins ss?, s8?, 59-6I 
C62, CI8o, CI86, CI86a, C469, C482 
C12oa, C2I9, C297, C4o9, Cso4, CSI7 
C6I, C69, CI38-I42 
CI78 

Css2 
Css, cf. Cio8, CI73, CI7S 
css, CI8I-I8s, C4o2-4os, C466, C467, C483, Cs46 
Css6, Cs68 

Coins 26?, I33, see I4I-I43 





Kiitahya 
Moymul 
Nuhviran 
Omerfakt 
Ortaea 
Ovaetk 
Pazaretk 
Pe~emit 

Pmarba~t 

Pusadlar 
Sofu Koy 
Sopu Koy 

Susuzkaya 
Siille Koy 
~almele 

Tav~anh 

Tepeeik 

Terziler 
Tun~bilet (Kii~iikilet) 

Ula~lar 
Uyueak 
Viranetk 

Yagmurlu 
Yalmz Mezarhk 
Yalmzsaray 
Yama~koyii 

Yaylaafyallar 
Yeginler 
Yemi~li Koy 
Yeniee 
Y eniee Armuteuk 
Y oneaaga~, A~agt 

MAP INDEX lxix 

Eski~ehir 34 le 
Orhaneli 30 Ib 
Afyon 34 le 
Simav 30 Id 
Afyon 33 Id 
Orhaneli 30 le 
Afyon 32 Id 
Eski~ehir 3 I z 
Afyon 33 le 
Simav 30 le 
Eski~ehir 3 3 I e 
Afyon 3I Id 

Afyon 32 le 
Orhaneli 28 le 
Eski~ehir 3 I Ib 
Orhaneli 30 Ib 

Afyon 3I Id 

Orhaneli 30 Ib 

Afyon 33 le 
Orhaneli 30 la 
Simav 27 le 
Simav 30 I~ 
Simav 30 Id 

Afyon 3I le 

Eski~ehir 31 le 
Afyon 31-32 le 
Afyon 33 Id 
Simav 28 le 
Afyon 34 I~ 
Afyon 31 If 
Simav 25 le 
Simav 27 Id 
Afyon 3I If 
Simav 28 le 

C48o, Cso2; Coins 87? 
C303, C335, C351, C375; Coins see rs6-r6o 
C3I3 
See CI32 

C336, C420 
Coins 52?, 83?, 92a? 

C4, C6, C8, C11, C26, C33, C34, C45, C52, C75, 
C76?, Cio6, C143-148, CI56, Crs8, C256, C274, 
C342, C367, C370, C390, C392, C4I3, see Csso, 
Cssoh, Cs76 
CI49, C309, see C3I5, C338, see c436 
CI66, CI77 

Cs, C54, C8o, Cr ro, CI71, C172, C22o, C278, C307, 
C323, C340, C36o, C433, C439, C440, C477, C49I, 
C493, C534, C552, C553, Cs6I, Cs6rb; Coins 49?, 
109?, 130?, 139?, see rs6-r6o, r62? 
C65, CI50, Crsi, CI62, C213, C368, C410, C445, 
C448a, C465, Cs6o, Cs78 
C6o, CI09, Cr76; Coins sr?, 103?, 143, 146, ISO, see 
rs6-r6o 
C391 
C349 

CI69, Cs6r? 
C24, C32, Csr, Crs2-154, Cr64, C2r6, C348, C358, 
Csr8, Cs26, Cs7r 
Cr3, C82, Cios, CI93, C2o6, C227, C230, C243, 
C3II, C3I6, C3I7, C32I, C325, C354, C419, C474, 
C479, Cs8s 
Cso, CI67 
Cs7o 
C4II, C422, C430; Coins see rs6-r6o 

C389 
Coins 62-66 
See C376 
C87, CISS, C241, C414, C434 



TEXTS 

Entries are set out in the following standard format: 
village where found; find-spot; previous publication; 
description; dimensions; photographic illustrations; 
text; date; commentary. 

MILESTONES 

1 Gokaga~ 

Outside cami. 

Round pillar, very badly weathered and bottom broken; 
sides invisible. Top of inscribed area very uncertain. 
Letters: very unevenly cut. 

Ht. 1.32 broken; diameter c. 0.40; letters: line r 0.035; 
lines 2f. o.o5-o.o6. 

MIBYOIWN\ I B 
[ A]ovK{ov Ll ol!-[ ET{ov] 
[Avp]1}.·\wvov IEf3( aarov) [-?-] 

mE 
AD 270-5. 

I. Possibly these letters form part of the titulature of 
Aurelian. 

3. There may be letters missing at the end of this 
line. 

4· Gokaga~ is c. IO km. E. of <;avdarhisar; for 
another milestone (also J.d(Ata) E) from the 
village, see C2. Aurelian did not leave Rome for 
the east until the end of AD 27 I. The stone 
presumably belongs to the period after the return 
of Asia Minor south of Bithynia to Roman rule. 
For other milestones of Aurelian in Asia Minor, 
see Magie, RR I 576, n-48: three of them are on the 
roads leading to Ancyra, but one (IGR IV, I482; 
see now SEC XXVI, I 298) is the sixth on the road 
from Smyrna to Sardis, which gave access 
through Cadi, Aezani, and Cotiaeum to Galatia, 
which had remained loyal to Rome. For the 
importance of this route to Aezani, see p. xix. 
(For help in the interpretation of this inscription 
and the five that follow we are much indebted to 
Mr David French.) 

2 Gokaga~ 

E. side of cemetery wall. 

Slender milestone of greyish marble, broken above, 
buried below, much worn at back; and inscribed at each 
end. The stone was inverted when (b) was cut at the 
opposite end to (a). 

Ht. 1.35 broken: circumference I.I65; diameter 0.375; 
letters o.oi75-o.o625. PI. I (squeeze of (a)). 

(a) Upwards from the point where the stone is buried: 
Maximiano 

et 
[Severe] 
[s]emper ~vgg 

s. [et Maximino] 
et 

Constantino 
nob(ilissimis) Caes(aribus) 

[ab] Aezanos (sic) 
10. Mi(lia) V 

Mt(>.ta) E 

AD 306-7; the erasures were made AD 307-I3. 

I. 

3· 
4· 

5· 

7· 

(a) 

C. Galerius Valerius Maximianus, Augustus AD 

305-I I. 
Flavius Valerius Severus, Augustus AD 306-7. 
'No sign of plural, but the traces are very worn 
and it may be there' (notebook). 
The Caesar whose name has been erased is C. 
Galerius Valerius Maximinus (Daia), Caesar AD 

305-Io, Augustus 3IO-I3. 
Constantine was Caesar AD 306-7. The 
inscription was replaced by (b) after he became 
Augustus. (cf. MAMA IV, I3, a miliarium 
inscribed AD 3 I7-24, 324-6, and 364-75). It 
should be noted that the re-inscribing of these 
milestones does not imply the reconstruction of 
the road, merely a decision on the part of the local 
community to honour the incumbent rulers (see 
T. Drew-Bear and W. Eck, Chiron VI (I976), 300 
n.35, citing H. E. Herzig, ANRW ILI (I974), 
638ff.) 

M/\XIMIJ\ NO 

~ 
EM PE. R/\Tr r 
///// 

~ 
ET 

CoN{TJ\ NT I NO 
Nob b CXE:[{ 
AEZANU( 

Mu 
AE 

(b) Downwards, from the break: 
LONOC El[--------------------] 

D(ominis) N(ostris) Fl(avio) Val. Co[nsta]ntino 
[---------------------------:---~-~-----] 

semper invictis p(iis) f(elicibus) Aug(ustis) 
s. et Fl(avius) Crispus (sic) et[ .... ] [traces of 5letters] 

[ ----------] et Fl(avius) Constantinus 
nob(ilissimi) Caes(ares) v. 
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ab Aezano (sic) 
Mi(lia) V 

AD 3 I7-24, when Constantinus came last in the order of 
the Caesars. 

I-2. The notebook indicates the possibility of letters 
missing at the beginning of these lines. 

3· 

4· 
5· 
6. 

This line contained the name of Valerius 
Licinianus Licinius, Augustus AD 308-24. 
The squeeze has a stroke \ before SEMPER. 
See fig. for remaining traces. 
This line contained the name of Valerius 
Licinianus Licinius junior, created Caesar I 
March, AD 3 I 7, with Flavius I ulius Crisp us and 
Flavius Claudius Constantinus. He lost his title in 
AD 324. For these Caesars on milestones, see 
MAMA IV, 233; CIL m, 6965 (between 
Apollonia and Pisidian Antioch); IGR IV, 750 
(territory of Synnada); T. Drew-Bear and W. 
Eck, ChironVI (I976), 30Iff. no. IO 11 (near (:ay= 
Iulia); G. Petzl and H. Pleket, ZPExxxiv (I979), 
292 no. 8 (S.E. ofThyatira), in most cases with the 
same erasures. 

3 Hac1 Mahmut 

In mehtep (school). 

Milestone in form of pillar of bluish white marble 
weathered yellow. The two inscriptions that follow were 
cut on opposite sides. Later the pillar was inverte~ an_d 
C555 was inscribed, partially obliterating 3(b), whtch 1s 
'still more worn' than (a). 

Ht. 1.93 till buried; circumference 0.97. 

(a) 0 
;voco } 

NI 

'I//// Ill 1/j M/ I //ill ///, 1 1! 111 !//I!/ /11 ;1//;;l/111 1///, 
'/;////;/ 

0//X!I/1111//11//11!111!1/;, 
'111///;1/11 /11/1111 I C.// I///; 

u( 

'ill! 111/11 /1/111/11/////l//; 
.(!I I I/,) N ( Ji\ N T I N U < 
1//////j,CAe((( 

I"\ U\ 

A\""' u 
CTA T 

N C::\' 
IOF 

C. TI\NTe \ 

VECT T 

? AD 3I7-24; 333-7. 

It is not clear how much was deliberately erased, how 
much lost by accident or weathering. 
I. 'Cut on broken part' (notebook). Lines I-5 seem 

to have contained the names and titles of Fl. 
Valerius Constantinus and Valerius Licinianus 
Licinius, Augusti. 

9f. [Flavius C]<~>nstantinus, with thre~ Caesars 
implied. The others could be Cnspus and 
Licinius, erased as in C2(b). 
M(ilia) VI ? The village is 6.4 km. E. of I I. 

<;::avdarhisar. . . . 
I2ff. These lines form a text of Constantmus wtth 

Constantinus, Constantius, and Constans. 
I3. ? Kwv]aTavT[dvcp. 
I7. Mr French remarks that this is a not uncommon 

error for the dative of Constans, at least on 
milestones. For a (Greek) milestone of AD 333-7 
on the Hermocapeleia-Thyatira road, see ZPE 
XXXIV (I979), 283 Ib, and for another from the 
road between Balbura and Tyriaion in Lycia see 
C. Naour, Ancient Society IX (I975), I8I no. 8. 

I8. Probably restore Emr/>a]~wT[a]Tots- [K~taapm], 
ruling out the possibility that this was a mtlestone 
of Constantinus, Constantius, and Constans as 
Augusti, 337-40. The text appears to have been 
inscribed in a mixture of Greek (ll. I3, I7, I8) and 
Latin. 

(b) 
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2. AnavH, inscribed in Greek. 
3. Perhaps m(ilia) S""'. 
4· 'Apparently deliberately defaced' (notebook). 

4 Sopu Koy 

Reused column, the inscribed area and 0.40 above it 
weathered. 

Circumference 
O.OI75-o.03. 

diameter 

[-----------------------] 

o.5o; 

et Fl(avius) C[o]nstan!t[nus] 
nobbb. Caesss. 

letters: 

AD 3I7-324. 
For the date, cf. C 2(b) and C3(a). The name could be 
restored in the dative. Apparently blank below, which 
suggests that the distance was not inscribed. 

5 Tav~anh 

ET 1< (C ··: NcT/d-\Y! 3 
No bbbcAES55 

In the school; presumably brought from near 
<;avdarhisar, possibly from Sopu. Grey and white 
column broken at foot and top. 

Ht. 1.03; circumference c. 1.24; diameter 0.322; letters 
0.012-Q.OI75· 

(at top) 
]ANT 
]KIMIN 
?E 

(lower) 

5. [ -----T )oi's Kvp{oLS ~/-UVV 
C/J)..a{3. Ova~. [K]qwaTavTi'vov 
Kai ALKLVVLav[ov AL]KLvv[ov 

Tous €[w]vtas L'.,-{3[aaTovs] 
KaL Tous €mcpavEaT£ovs 

10. Kata[a]pas Kpta1rov 
Ll [ ------]"aTi'vov ALK[vvwv 
KaL ~wvaTav;i'v[ o ]v 

J 
e 

AD 3I7 (I March)-324. 
The stone seems to have been inscribed on three 
occasions, unless the mileage was mentioned above as 
well as below the main inscription. Since there is no 
other evidence for a Roman road at Tav~anh, and the 
mileage indicated can be linked to no known caput viae, 
we assume that this is one of the many inscriptions 
carried from the plain around <;avdarhisar to Tav~anh, 
and relates to the same road as nos. I-4-
I-3. There may be a reference to Constantius and 

Galerius as Augusti and Severus and Maximinus 
as Caesars (AD 305 (I May)-306). 

5. More letters, perhaps as many as ten, may be 
missing before 0. 

6. A change of construction. There is very little 
space for the K and a vac. after T. The whole line is 
0.46 in length, with o.o8 in the gap. 

7· 0.095 in the gap. 
8. €wv[as sic. 'four or five more possible' (Cameron): 

perhaps L'.,-{3[{3]? 
9· f.mcpavwT[ovs sic. 
1of. Reference to the Caesars is brusque. 
I 1. Ll: probably the first letter (Cameron); aTi'vov sic.: 

this should be a reference to Valerius Licinianus 
Licinius Caesar. 

I2. 'Probably end' (Cameron). 

6 Sopu Koy 

In the cemetery wall. 

Slender milestone of greyish marble, buried below and 
broken above. Apparently traces offour inscriptions, (a) 
and (b) above, (c) and (d) below. 

Ht. about 0.90 buried and broken; circumference 0.945; 
letters 0.0275 and o.o4 above, o.055-o.o85 below. PI. I. 

For text see fig. 
(a) [ ---------------] 

[-----]iano P(atri) P(atriae) P(io) F(elici) 
[inv ]ict(is) Auggg. [ -------] 

If the reading Auggg. is correct we should expect three 
emperors: Septimius Severus, Caracalla, and Geta, AD 

209-I I, or Licinius, Maximinus, and Constantine, AD 

3 I I-I 3· But the traces of the last emperor's name, which 
seems to end in -r]iano, -c]iano, or -l]iano, are not 
compatible with either trio. Valer]iano would fit, but 
Valerian shared power only with Gallienus (AD 253-60). 
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(b) 

5· 

[cP,\s OvaAEvnvw]vov Kat cP,\s 
[0 , '\ ] \ , . ' VaiiEVTa TO '!S' EWVLOVS' 
[ LE~aaTovs] 

cbo Ai~avwv 
[tut>.ta - ~] v7ToAts 

28 March, AD 364-24 August AD 367. 

Areas above and below (a) seem to have been smoothed 
out (and letters erased) to accommodate the text. 

Ht. 1. 18; width 0.73; thickness o.61 till bottom rim (0.53 
between rims). Letters about 0.0275 above, 
o.025-o.o275 below. PI. I (squeeze). 

AvToKpchopa p 
NEpova[v] 1lJ>]q~[av]?v 
[ K]q.[ t1 qq.pa [ I:M,B]aaTov 
[TE]P.IL~~LKOV V. 

V. 

If. For a milestone of Valentinian see ZPE XXIV s. 
(1979), 254 no. IC. 

E7TEfLEA~87J cP{>.t7T7TOS' l:w
Ta ypafLaTEVS' TTJS' yEpo
va{as (c) lllNE [ANN[ 

It is possible that these letters belong to inscription (b). 

(d) D(ominis) N(ostris) 
Fl(avio) Iul(io) Cons{i}tantio 
Aug(usto) et Fl(avio) Cl(audio) 
Con(s)tantio 
5· {i} nob(ili) Caesari 

AD 351-4 under Constantius 11 and Constantius Gallus 
Caesar. Mr French notes the combination as rare, but 
compare the inscription honouring Fl. Cl. Constantius 
set up by Acmonia at this period, T. Drew-Bear and W. 
Eck, Chiron VI (1976), 293f. no. 4 (SEG XXVI, 1354). 
Before (d) was inscribed an attempt was made to erase 
(c). 
1-3. Abbreviations are signalled by strokes above the 

line. 

o y •'V ION K.M.t1AS 
0 "tlJ ;--,. CEWNl OYC 
- J \

1l C\ANOPPPt' 
; >~T A u111 ArrAIZAN WN 

n OAlC 

I ' 
ddNNWNED.NN\~ 

/11 c 6~CON) \TAN T \C 
.A-u )E-+3-E ~ c \ 

CONT2..NT10 

IN 0 bCAEf API 

AEZANI AND THE IMPERIAL 
GOVERNMENT 
(see also C571, C573f.) 

7 <;avdarhisar 

In house supporting stairs on I. of lane leading from S. 
Roman bridge tor. of bridge (on S.W. edge of village). 

Bluish marble statue base, top cut flat, mouldings simple 
and projecting about o.o 1; badly chipped by chisel. 

28 January AD 98-end of 102, when Trajan became 
Dacicus. 

5f. LwTas: see Robert, Bull. ep. 1969, 497 no. 45 
('LwTaS' etait exactement Un enfant recueilli'). 
The same would hardly be true in this instance, 
and the name is common. 

6f. ypafLaTEVs (sic} TTJS' yEpova{as: for this official, see 
p.xxx 

8 Sopu Koy 

Under stairs in a hoca's house in middle of village. 

Slab of greyish marble, broken on I. Letters to I. faint, to 
r. deep. 

Ht. 1.29; widtho-47; thicknesso.285. Letterso.o275. PI. 
I (squeezes). 

-~ i I AN C.lAA PIA 
Ti AT PI ACt 't'fiA 

OY!.IAI..TOir 
OAEIAIZ.AN\ 

·\ '\OY KA\ TI PO'( 
A' :..r \ THI:EtH1e. 

:1\\0Yl:A\C't'PNE.\ 
i.: UI. TT PO'fll A"i 
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[Imp. Caesar Traianus Hadrianus] Aug. I?· I?· 
[cos. Ill trib. pot. XIII fines lovi co]ndito[ri] 
[et civitati Aezanitorum dato]s ab At[talo] 
[et Prusia regibus restituit] mens'[urts] 

s. [actis a Septimio Saturni]no primipila
[ri, sicut Prusias rex egerat] 

[AvToKp(hwp Kafaap Tp]f!!avo> 'A8pta
[vo> LE{JaaToS', ml.T1Jp] 7TaTp{DoS', V7Ta
[ToS' TO y' D1JI.WpXtKijS' Jt]ova{aS' TO ty' 

Io. [xwpa> Lltt KTlaTTJ Kat 11]oAEL Ai,avt
[nov 8o8Etaa> V7TO 'AT]TaAov Kat Ilpov
[atov {JaatAEWV U7TOK]ar41!T1JUEV fLE
[TpOVVTOS' l:mn]fLLOV LaTovpvE{-
[vov 7rpELfLL7TtAap{ov K]a8wS' IIP.ova{aS' 

IS. [{JaatAEtls- ~ptaTo] .. · .... • · · 

For commentary, see C9. 

9 Hae1 Kebir 

In S. wall of large cemetery. 

Slab of bluish marble, broken above but apparently 
complete on r., certainly on l. Letters evenly cut. 

Ht. o.65; width 0.95; letters 0.035. Pl. 11. 

[-------] 
[v11o 'ATTaAov Kat Ilpo]~atov 
[{J]aatAEWV [a7TOKaTEUT1JUE] fJ-E
TpOVVTOS' l:[E7TTLfLt1ov LaTovp
~E{vov 7TPEL~J-[t]mAaf![t1ov Ka8w[>] 

s. Kat IlpovalaS' {Jddt~EVS' ~ptaTo 

,rtHfiU 
\POYNTO- ~ 

NEINO'flCPEII 111!.1 

'i: 101 

\E 
O'f'i../'1 oy P 

'!'TA0 
KAITI PO'O: lAr. BJ\I.IAEYl.HP::ATO 

AD I 29. Hadrian left Ephesus early in the year, travelling 
along the highway to Laodicea through S.W. Phrygia to 
Lycia (Magie, RR 6I8ff.). Nothing in these texts implies 
a visit to Aezani. 

For the historical context of this decision see p. xl . The 
Latin text of C8 is restored by comparison with P 5 (cited 
below), but in turn enables improvements to be made to 
that text. 
C8 l.4 Mens[uris actis]: cf. Pliny. Ep. x, I7 (b); 
Frontinus, De agr. q;ual. in Gram. Vett. (Lachmann) I, 
5: 'eadem ratione et privatorum mensurae aguntur'; 
Pliny, NH JI, 4· Factis could also be restored, cf. ILS 

5942 = McCrum and Woodhead, Does. 339: 'ex 
auctoritate imp. Caesaris Vespasiani Aug. loca publica a 
privatis possessa T. Suedius Clemens tribunus causis 
cognitis et mensuris factis reipublicae Pompeianorum 
restituit' (an inscription with other points in common 
with our text); but actis is picked up by Prusias egerat in 
the last line. 
4· For primipilares on similar missions, compare 

Suetonius, Gaius 21. The Emperor, wishing to 
dig a canal through the Isthmus of Corinth, 
'miserat iam ad dimetiendum opus primipilarem'. 
For primipilares on the general staff, dispatched 
for special duties, see A. v. Domaszewski, Die 
Rangordnung des rom. Heeres (ed. 2 by B. Dobson, 
Cologne and Graz I967), xxx, I I6; B. Dobson, 
Die Primipilares (Cologne I978), 66; A. Passerini 
in E. Ruggiero, Diz. epigr. di ant. ram. IV (I950), 
6oof., who cites Gram. Vett. (Lachmann) I, 251, 
for a primipilaris resolving a similar boundary 
dispute in Italy under Antoninus Pi us. A closer 
parallel is supplied by an inscription of Pessinus, 
referring to Caracalla who aypovS' 7TCLU1JS' xwpaS' TijS' 
AafL7Tpris IlwatvovvT{wv 7TOAOWS' (sic) fLETp1J8ijvE 
EKEAEVaE avv TV ELEpij. ypafLfi Eq>EaTCOTOS' K1JaLOV 
r!>1JAtKtaa{fLoV 11( ptfLL )11( tAap{ov) (J. Devreker, 
Latomus xxx (I97I), 352ff., citing the parallel at 
Aezani n. 362). 
We take the opportunity to re-edit P5: 

Imp. Caesar Traianus Hadrianus 
Aug. p. p. cos. Ill trib. pot. XIII fines lovi c[on-] 
[di]tori et civitate Aezanitorum datos 
[a]b Attalo et Prusia regibus restitu-

s. [it mensuris actis a] Septimio Sat
urnino primipilare sicut Prusi-
as rex egerat 
AvToKp[aTwp Kafqap] Tpawvo> 'Aop
tavo> LE{JaaTCk [mh1Jp 7TaTp]{DoS' 

10. [ V)7TaTOS' [TO y', D1JfLapxt]KijS' Jtova
[taS' T]o ty', [xwpa> Lltt KTLaTTJ Kat] 7To
[AEL] Ai,[avmov 8o8Et1aaS' V7TO 'AT
[TaAov Kat Ilpova{ov] ~aatMwv d
[7ToKaTEaT1JaEv fLETpov)VTOS' [Lmn-) 

IS. [/Ltov LaTovpvE{vov] 7rpEtfLOVm
[Aaptov Ka8w> Ilpov]ata> 
{JaatAEvS' [~pt]Fo 

2. 

I I. 

c[rela]tori Jacopi, who also suggested c[onldz]tori; 
(G)[eim]tori Laffi after Broughton, Studies in 
Honor of A. C. Johnson (ed. P. R. Coleman
Norton, Princeton I95I), 238 n.ro, but also 
considering c[onldz]tori. 
restitui[e]bam cura agente Jacopi, Laffi; but one 
would expect the third person and the perfect 
tense. Cura agente is colourless and not supported 
by the other version. We suggest that Jacopi's eye 
saw the VR of mensuris and restored the familiar 
phrase (the stone, he admits, was read very 
hastily). The present version harmonises the text 
with C7. 
[xwpa> Llt£ TEvE'Topt Kat] Laffi. 
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I2. ]aas- Jacopi; oo8~:t1aas- Laffi. We might contemplate 
[opovs- ... n8€v]ras-, but this is against the evidence 
of Jacopi's copy, and although opovs- precisely 
renders fines, n8€vTaS" is only an approximation for 

(Hadriani, aqueduct public, fountain private). 
See too Pliny, Ep. x, 37, with Sherwin-White ad 
loc. and Jones, GC 2I4, on the gradual 

~~- ~ 
introduction of aqueducts into Asia Minor. 
Supply here the name of a private benefactor. 
We would expect a reference to the source of 
funds for the aqueduct itself, either supplied by L. 

I3f. di[7ToKaTEaT7wa Laffi. 5· 
I4. E7T!f.LE,\718E1vTos-l [L'mnf.L{ov J acopi, Laffi. We have 

restored the beginning of Septimius' name at the 
end of I4 to give more even line length. 

I6. Ka8' a Jacopi; Ka8ws- Laffi. 
I7. [ .... ]tTo Jacopi; [KaTEaT~a](a}To Laffi. 

10 <;avdarhisar 

In cemetery, N. side towards W. 

Grey-white marble slab, complete top and bottom, ends 
broken; top line of inscription badly chipped, I. edge 
preserved only at I. 3. 

Ht. 0.295; width 1.26; thickness o. I 7; letters 
o.o275-o.o3. PI. 11 (squeeze). 

Ll ' A •r - ' A' ' v ' T' A'\' tt • ~,.avwv Kat v;~KpaTopt nataapt • t;cp tlltcpv 
'Ao[ptavcjl 'AvTwvE{vcp L'E{Jaa-] 
[T]cjl EvaE{JEf Kat Avp71Atcp Kataapt Kat Tcfl avv1ravnv 
oi{Kcp Tov L'E{JaaTov v.] 
~ Ai,avEtnOV 1TOAts- T(J vowp Eiaayayovaav 
a7ToKaT[EaT71aEv --c. I 2-- EK] 
rwv 07!f.LOa{wv 7Topwv Kat EK owpEOS XP7lf.LaTWV [-c. I 5-] 

5· [.o]v z avvTEAEa8E{U71S" T~S" TOV vOaTOS" Eiaaywy~[>v 
-C.2I-] 

[Aov]K{ov KAavOtov L'Ef371ptvov TOV apxtvEwK6po[v v. ?] 

AD I39-6I, under Antoninus Pius, with M. Aurelius as 
Caesar. 

2. Although the general sense of this inscription is 
clear, and the line length is probably defined by 
the restoration of I. I, it seems impossible to 
achieve certainty in ll.2-6. Even I. I could be 
restored without L'E{JaaTcp (unusual, but cf. OGIS 
576, SEG XXVI, I7I), assuming that it is implied 
by Tov L'E{JaaTov in !.2. For contemporary 
references to the whole imperial house, see IGR 
m, 348 (avTov), I 274 (L'E{JaaTov), I35 I, I 358, I 370 
(avniw); Tov L'E{JaaTOv here fills most of the line; 
avTov or avnov is also possible but would leave a 
larger blank at the end. 

3· The building must be connected with the water 
supply: perhaps TO vvf.L4>afov or TaS" Kp~vas-. For 
aqueducts dedicated to emperors -see C. Naour, 
Ancient Society IX (I978), I66f. no. I, and IGR m, 
466 (Balbura, Vespasian, Titus and Domitian as 
Caesars); M. Gough, Anat. Stud. rr (I952), I49 
(Anazarbus, Domitian); Bull. epigr. I954, I88, no. 
278 (Cyrene, vowp L'E{3aaT6v); IGBulg. I 2 ' 6o 
(Odessus, Antoninus Pius). 
The source of the funds used for such expensive 
works is often mentioned on inscriptions, e.g. at 
Balbura (above), IGR m, 804 (Aspendos, a 
private contribution); IV I49I (Casaba in Lydia, 
public funds); I653 (Abae, private); 242 

Cl. Severinus, or by the city, or by both. In the 
second case we should presumably restore 
[D7!f.Loatt;t, €mf.LE,\718€vTos-] at the end of the line, cf. 
C28 1.8. 

11 Sopu Koy 

In the cemetery wall. 

Part of big architrave slab of grey marble, cut roughly 
level at each end and on top, smooth below; letters large, 
regular, and very deep. 

Ht. 0.36; width 2.oo; thickness 0.53. Upper fascia o.I55 
and cut roughly level a fraction of a cm. higher than the 
inscribed fascia; inscribed fascia o. Io5; third fascia o.o7 
and cut 0.007 5 below the third; fourth fascia 0.03 and cut 
0.005 below the third. PI. 11 (squeeze). 

[Litt] 4-i'avwv Kat AvToKpaT[opt Kataapt ---] 

Second century AD? 

Restored as suggested in notebook. For the formula see 
Cio. 

12 Cavdarhisar 

In cemetery, near E. end. 

Top of grey-white marble pillar; very slight 
overhanging top, cut square. Surface very much eaten 
by white lichen; inscription chiselled away on r. and 
below. 

Ht. 0.96 broken; diameter 0.42; letters o.o4-o.045· PI. 11 
(squeeze). 

AvToKpaTopt Kataaet A[ovK{w L'mn-] 
f.Ltcp L'Ev~pcp II{t}~p;{I;'~[Kt L'E~aaTcp ... ] 

AD I93-2I I. 
The chiselling away of the stone suggests re-use rather 
than erasure. For dedications to Septimius Severus 
made in Asia Minor in the aftermath of the civil wars, see 
Magie RR 676, with particular reference to the 
courtesies exchanged by him and Aezani in AD I95 
(PI2). Aezani also honoured Caracalla (P2o). 

In a court; said to have been brought 20 years previously 
from the necropolis of Aezani. 

Slab of grey-white marble; letters worn very faint, often 
traceable only from discolouration of stone. 

Ht. 0.49; width I .48 till broken; thickness 0.29; letters 
o.o2. PI. 11 (squeeze). 
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€~< llEpya,.,ov 
Taw<; Nwpf3avo<; <PAaKKo> dv8mraTo<; Al~avEtnov 

apxovat f3ovA* 0~1-'-WL V. xa{pHv. 
MEVEKA~<; KaL 'Upa~ KaL Z~vwv OL1TpEaf3EvTaL v,_,wv 

s. dv€DwKav 1-'-0L l:Ef3aaTov Ka{aapo<; €maToA~v €v ~[t] 
€y€ypa1TTO' avvKEXWPYJKEV A.EY{.]J.I!{ .... ]4H~[AN 
.EYIIAT[..]O<PIAABIOIQIONEIIQPO[ .. ]L'[.].Q[ --1 1 or 12--] 
PEKA[ ... ]NEE!fAJI:lEI avvxwp7Ja[ . .].1[ --13--] 

V. TOYNL1IL'[---] 
V. L1EYIATA[---] 

v. [ .... ]H[ ---] 
V. [---] 

V. [---] 

1r6Atv. €yw ovv avvav~m f3ovAo(,.,]Al[ .. ]L'[.]C[.]IA[ -6-] 
10. nAr.t·.r .. •[1T]6AEW<; v,_,wv E1TLTf!€1!w KaTil TO [-5 or 6-].QIJ{¥1 

EK n rrrAMoY 

rA\o l N.U.fSAN· r.AMK~ot ANe'trrA \o!..A\lAIJE\T.flN 
APXo"ll\ f>of"l\\-\l~\i\\!tl XA\P£lN 

TOY l\U~\ \ ~:::. 

{.:OE V I ,i:..T A·::. 

HEN£KAH l KA\\6" A KAt rHNfiNolnrrrBE. (,-,..,rrr-t.a.t~ 
AN~MKA N t1 ol :-:C!A1:ToYKAllAPo1. E 11 \I. To.t\l·H\ E ~-1 111/ 
ErE.rPArmz. 1N E.X.O.\ HKEN I.'f ~-1~ 1 .:· •• H~i.:AN 111 

ZYMAf 1 ooplA.:\~(orJ2. \oNEl \::i_ro X/'iL 1 

111 11/1' H 

·.·1111/lt!l 

lil!ll!//1 

P£K.\1 11 H ,.e KA n ~u:'1t \X.Qf~ro:; 11 A fl 11 , //" 1 noJ\ \1\J £r..O..o'f"N l'fNAYl.£lN6•Yt\o :· .. '1/llf../1' u; IN''' 
nAtl··r·,, of\EJt't y M.!l NE.n 111:E nJL!<.AiATo tlttJII .O.Trn-1/-". \ 

______________________ l 

Soon after 12 BC (see below). 

1. EK llEpya,.,ov; for this formula cf. Pro, [d1ro 
B]ovwv{a<; (apparently not part of the letter but 
recorded by the city as giving weight to its 
contents), P11 d1ro 'Pw,_,(YJ>). 

2. C. Norbanus C.f. Flaccus was cos. 38 BC, his 
homonymous son and grandson in 24 BC and AD 1 5 
respectively; for their careers see RE XVII (1937), 
932ff., no.9ff. The proconsulship of a C. 
Norbanus Flaccus in Asia is attested by Philo, 
Leg. ad Gaium 315, where he writes to 'Ecf>Ea{wv 
apxovaL, making known the view of Caesar that 
Jews should not be prevented from meeting and 
contributing to the upkeep of the Temple at 
Jerusalem. His similar letter to l:apotavwv lipxovaL 
Kat f3ovAfl is preserved by Jos., AJ XIV, 171, the 
instructions to Norbanus on which it is based 
being cited at 166. Thirdly an undated inscription 
from Pergamum, IGR IV, 428, honours the 
proconsul. 
The documents preserved by Philo and Josephus 
do not use the title Augustus, and it has been 
assumed that it was the consul of 38 BC who 
became proconsul of Asia (see E.M. Smallwood 
ad Philo loc.cit., with R. Syme, JRS XLV (1955), 
159 on M. Grant, From Imperium to Auctoritas 
(Cambridge 1946), 383 n.9). If the proconsul of 
the Jewish letters and of the Pergamene 

4· 

5ff. 

inscription are identical with the Nor ban us of the 
present inscnpt10n (it is an economical 
hypothesis) he will rather be the consul of 24 BC; 

so Smallwood, loc.cit., with earlier bibliograph
ical references, and giving a year soon after 12 BC. 

She is followed by F. Millar,JRS LVI (1966), r6r. 
The weakness of the argument from the Princeps' 
titulature in Philo and Josephus is evident: the 
present inscription has the full title (5). 
MEvEKA~<;, KTA.: These are distinguished names in 
the society of Aezani: Menecles and his brother 
Metrodorus, the sons of Menophilus, undertook 
an embassy to Nero (Pr 1, and cf. C27 with p. ooo) 
and a Menecles, son of Menecles, received 
honours from council and people (P42). A Hierax 
was eponymous magistrate on coins of Aezani 
during the reign of Claudius (H. v. Aulock apud 
Naumann, Zeustempel 83); Aur. Zenon is called 
archineocorus on those of Gallienus (ibid. 84). It is 
likely that Menecles and Hierax are members of 
two families prominent in Aezani for a substantial 
part of the first century AD. 

In spite of the worn condition of the stone (see 
above) the gist of Norbanus' letter emerges. 
Augustus had granted or confirmed a right to the 
city, and its envoys had drawn the attention of the 
proconsul to its contents, presumably because the 
right had been violated. The citation of Augustus' 
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letter probably ends only just before the sentence 
beginning Jyw, in which the proconsul insists on 
his own wish to promote the welfare of Aezani and 
concedes full enjoyment of the right granted by 
Augustus. 
EE{JaaTov: the copy reads;~·-~: r AE'J-•OY. At the 
end of the line the copy has EI"IH ilill. 

6. aav[.\](~[v KUL aHnq{av? On a.\na{a synonymous 
with aavMa see LSJ. Aezani has a ;Epos Kat aav.\os 
O~jLos in P2o (Caracalla), cf. P35. The right of 
asylum often figures in correspondence between 
Greek cities ·and Roman governors: see Sherk, 
Does. index s.vv. aav.\{a, aav.\os; J. M. Reynolds, 
Aphrodisias and Rome (London I982), nos. 8, 35, 
and 4I. For attempts to restrain abuse of it, see 
Tac., Ann. nr, 6off. 

9f. {Jov.\o[/L]at is most consistent with the traces on the 
stone; but a participle seems to be required: 
per,haps {Jov.\6[/Lh[vo]s [r]~ [</J]t.\[cfv8pw]I7Ta T~~ 
[7r]oAEws; cf. the letter of M. Messala to Teos, I93 
BC, Sherk, Does. 34, l.22 (also on asylum): ... Td ds 
VjLOS </Jt.\av8pw7Ta 7TEtpaaOjLE8a avvmavtEtv; and 
Aphrodisias no. 41. 

I of. The squeeze suggests QYIIIMA; although there is 
no hesitation in the copy over Q one would be 
happy to read J7T{KptjLa (see L. Robert, Ant. Class. 
XXXV (I966), 406ff.). These letters and those that 
survive in the first line of the next column are very 
faint; perhaps there is a reference to the decision 
Tov ~~{a[apos]. 

14 Hac1 Kebir 

In W. wall of mosque about 2 m. high. 

Fragment of bluish marble; letters well cut. 

Ht. 0.25 broken both ways; width 0.36 perhaps complete 
on 1. as on r.; letters 0.035. 

]~? ANKA[ -3 or 4-] 
€ppwa8E 

V. 

]cp 'A7T7TOVATJ{cp 

Late first century BC? See below. 'An imperial or 
proconsular letter. The name below could be a dating ... 
or a second letter to the proconsul after one to the city' 
(notebook). 

2. €ppwa8E: See Sherk, Does. I97· 
3· Sex. Appuleius, PIR2 A 96I, cos. 29 BC, was 

proconsul of Asia and was widely honoured: as a 
benefactor at Pergamum by the demos and also by 
the demos ofCotiaeum (IGR rv, 402f.; cf. 323), at 
Assos and at Samos where he was the city's patron 
(IGR rv, 253, I7I9), at Colophon as founder 
(unpublished inscription of Claros, cf. Arch. Anz. 
I965, 463f. n.52), at Aeolian Cyme as saviour and 
benefactor (U. Weidemann, Arch. Anz. I965, 
446ff. ), at Metropolis in lonia as saviour (!Ephesus 
vrr, r, 3435), and at Aphrodisias (J. M. Reynolds, 
Aphrodisias and Rome, I7I no. 44). The date of his 
proconsulship is uncertain. 

15 Hae1 Kebir 

_/\NKA7,, 
EPPD'i8C 

In the S. wall of the cemetery. 

Slab of grey-white marble; letters well tipped. 

Ht. 0.29; width 0.79; thickness c.0.35; letters o.o2. 

INHIA t\Al r1 

[--- -]~a{aapt EE{Jaanjl TEpjLa- v. 
[vtKcjJ---ILTJv]os ill[iov fh' v. Tt{JEpws K.\avows v. 
[--v[os--Kal.] Tt{JEptoS K.\avows [E]TpctTWIIOS v[os V. 

s. [--Kal.---] \ IB[.]il[.] ~[oo]y/LaToypa</J7Jaa v. 

I I July in some year of Claudius, Nero, or Domitian. 

This is the end of a decree of the polis. It is probably 
dated by the consulship of the Princeps, by a 
Macedonian calendar date, and probably also by a year 
in the era of Aezani. For such combined Greek and 
Roman methods of dating see the decree of'Acmonia 
dated to 5 March, AD 85, by the Roman calendar date, 
Domitian's eleventh consulship, a year in the era of 
Acmonia, and a date in the Macedonian calendar (IGR 
IV, 66r = McCrum and Woodhead, Does. soo). That 
document is concerned with safeguarding of civic 
revenues; the subject of the present inscription 1s 
probably equally weighty. 
3· E.g. [vtKcjJ V7TcLT!p Tcjl •• ETOVS •• jLTJV]Os. 

This suggests that about half the inscription is 
missing on the left. If we insert OT)jLUPXtK~S 
Jtova{as as well, the line is surely too long. 
There were presumably three dogmatographi, as 
at Mytilene in IGR rv, 45, and at Assos, 259. For 
the office, seep. xxx . Two of the men belonged to 
families that had received citizenship from 
Claudius, if indeed they themselves were not the 
recipients (cf. P27: [Tt{JE]p{ov K.\avMov, Ev06tov 
v[ov, KovtpE{vq.; Evo[6tov], which is of Claudian 
date, and PI4, honours to Claudius from [Tt{J. 
K.\avo]ws, Nawri vio[s MTJvoyEvT)s, whose father 
Nannas was not a citizen). 

5· The final nu seems to have been omitted 
inadvertently. 

16 <;avdarhisar 

On inside of wall of grass lane passing below temple 
enclosure wall; writing upwards. 
P29. 
Slab of greyish marble, r. edge broken and buried in 
wall; letters regular, fine, and tipped. 
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Ht. 0.37; width c. I .045 till buried in wall; thickness 0.38 
till buried; letters 0.02. Pl. 11. 

[ ---------]EIHNYIJ vi.\.1,\ ~ vl\l 
(------]s- d.TEA7JaV IJvT)TOV ov 
[--yEvo],.dvwv ELc; ToiJc; d.ywvac; d.vq,~wf.LaTwv 
[--KWf.L7J]V IJaAoKa KaiJwc; f.LEy{aTT) KaAA{aTT) 

5· [--TEp]f.LaVtKoi'c; avgovat l:E{JaaToi'c; Of.LofJwf.L{OL'i 
[-T~v aTEcpa]v7Jcpop{av Kat T~v d.ywvoiJw{av 
[----]ac; EKEi'voc; OtaKaiJ€gEL TOte; avToi'c; 
[----yHvEL f.LOV 7rpoa~KWV aTEcpav7Jcpo-
[----TH> Otaooxijc; ELc; TOV alwva TciJ Ef.LciJ 

10. [-----]1 ~ KWf.LTJ Kat o Tr[p6]aoooc; a[wWfl ov 

Principate of Claudius or Nero. 
The present copy of P29 distributes the surviving text 
between the lines differently from earlier editions. For 
similar texts see P27f. and P30, and perhaps C571. 
I. LW, IGR have only Y. 
2. dn/t.7) av LW, IGR; ov[Toc;] LW, IGR. 
4· LW, IGR insert Kat. The adjectives belong 'aux 

titres des grandes villes', L. Robert, Rev. phil. XLI 

(I967), 59· 
8. [oTav S€ ne; TciJ y]€vEL f.LOV Trpoa~Kwv ancpav7Jcpo[p~aTJ ~ 

d.ywvoiJET~an] LW, IGR. 
9· TciJ Ef.LciJ [y€vEL] LW, IGR. 
IO. [aw]IJ?] LW, IGR. 

17 <;avdarhisar 

In court to S. of village. 

Grey-white homos, remains of statue base above. 

Ht. 1.48; width 0.84 (top), 0.64 (shaft), 0.83 (base); 
thickness o. So (top), o. 6o (shaft), o. 90 (base); letters 
o.o3. Pl. Ill. 

'AyaiJ?] TVXTJ· 
~ Aaf.LTrPOTUTT) 
Al,avELTWV TrOAtc; 
Avp. €Hwva, Tov Kpa-

, ' 5· TLOTOV €TrtTp07rOV 
Twv l:E{JaaTwv, Tov 
JavTijc; EVEpyETT)V, 
E'TI'Lf.LEAT)IJEVTO'i T1)c; 
d.vaaTaaEwc; Avp. r:J>t-

Io. MTrTrOV Tp{c;, vioiJ Kat 
lyy6vov d.pxtEp€wv 
T7)c; TraTp{ooc;, aTpa
T7JyoiJ TrpwTOV 

The names point to a date after Caracalla's grant of 
universal citizenship, c. AD 2I2 (cf. AS xxvrr (I977), 7I 
n.26), and possibly before c. AD 260, after which the 
name Aurelius is found less often. The procuratorship 
dates to the reign of two or more emperors; for the 
possibilities see AS xxvrr (I977), 68 (AD 244-9, 25 I-6o). 

The o1)f.Loc; is Aaf.LTrpomToc; in P35. 
The post is presumably that of procurator of Asia. 
For an earlier procurator active at Aezani, see the 
temple lands inscriptions, Piff. For other holders 
of the office in this period see H. Pflaum, Les 

Carrieres procuratoriennes equestres rrr (Paris 
I96I), I072. Theon does not figure in Pflaum's 
work, nor in A.H.M. Jones, J.R. Martindale, and 
J. Morris, The Prosopography of the Later Roman 
Empire r (Cambridge I97I). 

9f. For the name cJ>{!..mTroc; at Aezani, seep. lix '·The 
prominent, but unenfranchised men of this name 
in the Severan document PI 2 may be his 
immediate forebears. 

I I. Eyyovoc; presumably (if not also in P48) in its 
proper sense of 'grandson'. 

I If. d.pxtEp€wv T1)c; TraTp{ooc;: apparently in contrast to 
d.pxtEpEvc; 'Aa{ac;; cf. P 40: M. Avp. l:Eov1)pov d.pxtEp€a 
'Aa{ac; vawv TWV EV IlEpyaf.Lcp KE T1)c; TraTp{ooc; TO y'; 
also C37. 

I 2f. For primacy of office, see p. xxx '· 

THE CITY AND ITS INSTITUTIONS 
(see also C571, Cs73f.) 
18 <;avdarhisar 

On S. W. edge of village, inside house yard over wall on l. 
of lane leading from S. Roman bridge. 

Big homos of bluish marble, sides of base and capital 
either never finished or broken; careful punctuation dots 
between words in ll. 2-4. 

Ht. 0.245 (base), o.8o (shaft), 0.28 (top), o.Io 
(pediment); width 0.57 (shaft), 0.53 (top), till buried and 
broken; thickness o.65 (shaft), 0.97 (base), till buried; 
panel 0.56 high, 0.36 wide; writing ends after o.I9, 
letters 0.025. Pl. Ill. 

~ {JovA~t Ka{ o 01)
f.LO'i ET{f.LT)OEV Tt. 
K/t.( avowv) IlapoaM.v d.pxt
Ep€a 'Aa{ac; va-
v. 

Date and commentary: see 21. 

I. For the spelling {JovA~t, cf. C26 and the note of F. 
K. Dorner, Bericht iiber eine Reise in Bithynien 
(Vienna I95I), 9 no. I. It is not clear why this 
inscription was left unfinished. 
For inscriptions of the same type, honouring 
d.pxtEpEi'c; 'Aa{ac; vawv TWV EV IlEpyaf.Lcpfl:f.LVPVTJ see 
P4o, Pss, and C23. If the present inscription had 
been completed it too would clearly have 
continued with the name of the appropriate city, 
most probably Pergamum (see C2I n.). For 
d.pxtEpEi'c; 'Aa{ac; see M. Rossner, Studii Clasice xvr 
(I974), IOiff. 

19 <;avdarhisar 

In house wall in lane at S.E. edge of village. 

Ps2. 
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Bomos of greyish marble broken below and tor.; letters 
clear, regular, and tipped. 

Ht. 0.93; width o.6o; thickness 0.3 I; letters o.0275-o.o3. 
PI. Ill. 

(~ ~OVA~ Kat 0 0~/LOS Jn·{/L'I)Uav] 
[Tt.] KA. IIap[oaAav apxtEpEa] 
['Aa]{as vawv [Twv Jv liEpya!L<p] 
[a]TEcpav'l)cpop~aavTa Kat d[y-] 

S· [w]voOET~aavTa Tpts Twv !L[d 
(y ]aAwv 7TEVTaET1)ptKWV (a-] 
[y]wvwv, aTpaT'I)y~aav[Ta .... ?] 
[K]at LEpaTEvaavTa Tov 4[t6s] 

See C2I. 

As previously published the inscription was acephalous 
and the distribution of letters between the lines was 
slightly different. 
4f. For the posts held by Pardalas, and the 'Great 

Pentaeteric Games', seep. xxiv. 
6. Room for a numeral at the end of the line? 

20 <;avdarhisar 

In the S.W. cemetery. 

Base of very white marble with grey spots. It is complete 
and cut square on all faces except back, which is roughly 
finished off; there is a round hole o.o6 deep on top 
towards r. back, and slot to 1., presumably to take a 
statue. Possible moulding on front below inscription 
now chipped flush with smooth surface above. 

Ht. 0.30; width o.87; thickness 0.38; letters o.o4-0.05. 
PI. Ill (partial squeeze). 

See C2I. 

Tt. KA( avowv) IIapoaAav 
~ TTOAts 

21 <;avdarhisar 

In street by N. bank of river below cami bridge. 

Bomos, bottom invisible, broken 1.; letters worn very 
shallow and rather untidy. Inscription inside recessed 
panel on shaft; perhaps a reused stone. 

Ht. I .07 (visible); width o. 72 (till broken); letters 
0.035-0.64. PI. Ill (squeeze). 

K).( avowv) !I apoaAav 
~ TTOAts 

Mid-second century. 

Ti. Claudius Pardalas (on the name see Robert, Noms 
ind. 172) is to be identified with, or at least is certainly 
related to, Claudius Pardalas, PIR2 C 951, who was 
strategus at Pergamum under Antoninus Pius 
(Miinsterberg, Beamtennamen 70) and also neocorus (H. 
v. Fritze, Die Miinzen v. Perg. (Berlin 19IO), 93 and 96). 
According to A. Stein, PJR2 foe. cit., the strategus was 
also a friend of Aelius Aristides and, from boyhood, of 

C. Iulius Severus, suff. c. AD 139 (PIR2 I 573) see Ael. 
Arist. L (26) 27 (432K), where Aristides calls him a 
supreme connoisseur of oratory, and 87 (447K), where 
Severus concurs. Severus was originally from Ancyra 
but had connexions in Phrygia: inscriptions of his family 
are found at Acmonia (S. Mitchell, JRS LXIV (I974), 
34ff.), and Aristides describes him as being 'TWV aTT<) 'T~S 
avw8Ev €Ppvy{as (L (26) I2 (428K)). Aristides does not 
give Pardalas' praenomen and nomen; nor does the 
Pergamene inscription Abh. Akad. Berl. 1932, 5, 47, no. 
I I = Alt. v. Perg. VIII, 3: Die Inschr. des Asklepieions 
(Berlin I969), I4I no. I40, with the comments of Chr. 
Habicht, which describes Pardalas as a TTEpt8vT1)s; but in 
both cases there are sound reasons for identifying the 
men involved with Claudius Pardalas. So probably with 
the Pardalas mentioned in another inscription of 
Pergamum, dated perhaps to the reigns of M. Aurelius 
and L. Verus (Ath. Mitt. LXVII (I902), I33 no. I6o; see 
Habicht, foe. cit.). 
B. Keil ad Ael. Arist. L27 calls the Pardalas of the 
Pergamene inscriptions 'nobilissimae gentis Sardianae', 
with Habicht's concurrence. The men of that name from 
Sardis included Socrates Pardalas, priest of Rome early 
in the first century BC (L. Robert, REA LXII (I96o), 344, 
and an inscription published inBCH CII (I978), 405); C. 
lulius, priest and agonothete under Augustus (OGJS 
470, I, 9ff.) with his father; Ti. lulius, witness on a 
diploma of AD 68 (ILS I988); the politicians referred to 
by Plutarch Praec. Rei Pub/. gerend. 32 (825C-D), cf. I 7 
(8I3F) - the work is dedicated to Menemachus of 
Sardis; and probably the idiologus of Egypt under 
Hadrian, Iulius Pardalas (PIR2 I 448). In that article 
Aristides' Pardalas is also called 'Sardianus'; likewise 
Habicht, loc. cit., describes the strategus of Pergamum 
as a native of Sardis. But it is clear that the family of 
Sardis bore the name lulius. (Ti.) Claudius Pardalas of 
Aezani and Pergamum is distinct; the friend of lulius 
Severus and Aristides should be dissociated from the 
family of Sardis. 
Another inscription of Aezani, carried to Tav~anh, 
records a L. Cl. Pardalas, responsible for setting up a 
homos (which had been voted by the council and people) 
in honour of his friend T. Fl. Lepidus (P46). This same 
Pardalas appears also on a dedication on his behalf, 
which was either set up at Tav~anh or also carried there 
from Aezani (P73 = C54). It is conceivable that he 
rather than Ti. Cl. Pardalas is the man attested at 
Pergamum, but CI9 (as restored) established the latter's 
Pergamene connections independently, and the 
cumulative evidence of CI8-2I makes him appear a 
much more likely person to have had such eminent 
acquaintances. L. Cl. Pardalas will have been a less 
distinguished member of the family. 

22 Agan 

Beside the bridge on the E. bank of the river. 

Octagonal column of greyish marble; socket in flat top 
for second column above; letters much worn with hard 

• .. 
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weathering deposit. 

Ht. 1.02 (shaft o.82, base 0.20); width 0.24 each face; 
thickness o.s8; letters 0.025. PI. IV (with P39). 

[---dpxt-] 
€p€a vawv 
rwv T~S AafL-
1TporaTT)S 
l:fLvpva{wv 

5· 1TOA€ws, a[T€-] 
cf>av~cf>opov 
Kat dywvo-
8€r1JV a1To-
0€0HYfLE-

10. VOV, T~S 1Ta
rp{oos TOV 
€V€py€r1Jv, 
E1TLfL€A1)8€v
TOS 'AaKATJ-

15. maoov Ila7T{
o[ v M]€vavopov 
cf>vA.apxov. 

Reign of Commodus, cf. Cl. Lepidus, H. v. Aulock in 
Naumann, Zeustempel 93 no. 64. 

This inscription should be compared with Pss, which 
reads~ 'HpaKA€as cf>vA.~i A. (reading of Cox against A. of 
earlier publications) KA.. A€moov, rovi apxtV€WKOpov, i€ip€a 
TOV aVTOKparolpos OL!l {3tov, apxt€p€ia 'Aatas vawv €vi 
l:fLvpvTJ, ar€cf>av~icf>opov Kat aywvoi8€r1JV a1TOO€O€tiYfLEVOV, 
r~s 1Tarptioos rov €v€py€ir1JV, E1TLfL€ATJ8€vl[ros KTA.]. Both 
texts clearly honour the same man who, like Ti. 
Claudius Pardalas (C18ff.), was high priest of Asia 
attached to the temples of another city, on this occasion 
Smyrna. It was presumably erected by another of the 
Aezani tribes (see also Ps6). Several L. Claudii are now 
known among the aristocracy of Aezani, including L. Cl. 
Severianus, archineocorus (C10), and L. Cl. Pardalas 
(P 46 and P73). For the shape of the stone, compare 'P39 
(PI. IV). 
sff. ar€cf>av~cf>opov, KTA.: for the associatiOn of 

stephanephorate and agonothesia, see p. xxx. 

23 <;avdarhisar 

In field on extreme N. of village (field wall full of bits of 
the same marble, none with inscription or carving 
visible). 

Part of cornice of grey-white marble: projecting line of 
ornament between second and third lines of inscription. 

Ht. 0.17; width 0.87 (0.75 to end of writing); thickness 
0.31; letters 0.04 (l.1), 0.03 (l.2). PI. IV (squeeze). 

[ --TTJ yA.v]~l!T4Trl "!~Tp{ot [---] 

[--+* €la6oov tl1T€p T€ r~[s --] 

[ ]
I > I "[ • > ] 

---- LOV ~P,)!~~p€WS V~'!l V TWV €V--

Second century AD? 

The restoration of all this inscription is made especially 

difficult by the fact that the original line length is quite 
uncertain. 
I. A reference to the Emperor(s) and to a god or gods 

(most likely Zeus) may have preceded the 
preserved fragment of this text. The name of the 
dedicator would normally follow. 

2. The word T€ should link at least two activities that 
gave occasion to the dedication. The first of these, 
£la6oov, would perhaps be the entry of the 
magistrate into office, as in OGIS 458, I. Is: r~s ds 
T~V apx~v €la6oov. That would be the occasion for a 
benefaction to the city: see Robert, Noms ind. 250, 
referring to an inscription of Mylasa, BCH XII 

(1888), I2 no. 3, 1.8 In that case the second noun 
might be dpxatp.:a{as; cf. Abbott-Johnson, Mun. 
Ad. 406 no. 85, I. I4, where it is restored in 
reference to election to the boule of Ephesus. In 
the present text it might refer to election to the 
high priesthood of Asia (cf. EKKAT)a{a apxatp€ataK~ 
and apxatp€TLK~ of Asia and Lycia (Sardis VII i 
(Leiden I932), 16 no. 8, l.76; IGR m, 474 and 
TAMrr, 905). But one would expect election to be 
referred to before entry into office. An alternative 
suggestion, that €Laooos refers to the entrance of a 
building, leads to considerable difficulties. 

3. If we assume that the name of the dedicator has 
already appeared in I. I, ]tov will not be the end of 
his patronymic, but a reference to the person, not 
himself, on whose behalf the dedication was set 
up. 
For high priests of Asia attached to temples in 
Pergamum or Smyrna, see CI8 (with n.), Cio, 
C22. 

24 V1ranc1k 

Greyish marble stele with slightly projecting base; 
letters rather rude and irregular, sometimes now mere 
scratches. 

Ht. I.I4 broken; width 0.53; thickness 0.28 till out of 
sight; letters 0.03. PI. IV (partial squeeze). 

[~ {3]o[vA~ Kat1 
o O~fLo[s €-] 
T€{fLT)a€V 
'EpfL€pwra [M€-] 

5· vavopov 
roil ~!avo[pos] 
~pwa, '~a[av-] 
ra KOafLtw[s] 
Kat E1TLHKWS, 

10. dvaar~aav-
' , TOS TOV av-

Op{avTa M€
vavop[o]v TOV 
ao€~c/>ov 

IS. avrov 

An inscription set up by the boule and demos to honour 
one of its citizens postmortem; for a similar text, see P 45. 
6. PIANC, copy. The second letter might be I or Y. 
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-?~avo[pos] seems the only possible restoration. 
7ff. KOaftto/[>]1 Kat €mELKWS': modest virtues, probably 

of a young man who had achieved little; but M. 
Ulpius Eurycles was congratulated by the 
Areopagus in a letter to Aezani for his KOafttOT'YJS' 
and by Antoninus Pius for being E'ITLELK~S'. See, in 
general, Robert, Hell. xm (I965), 222f. 

Ioff. For a similar formula, see P46, dvaaT~aavTOS' 1rap' 
€avTov A. K>... IlapSa>..a Tov q;t>..ov avTov. Contrast 
the implication of C2811.6-8, dvaaT'Y]UclVTWV avTOtS' 
T~v TELft~V D'YJfLOatq.. 

25 Efeler 

In cemetery wall, inside. 

Weathered greyish marble homos of the honorary type; 
plain, regular letters. 

Ht. o.o6 (pediment, buried a little), O.I5 (capital), 0.57 
(shaft), o. I 5 (base); total 0.93; width 0-44- c.0.53 
(pediment), 0.43-0.46 (shaft), o.6I (base); thickness 
o.6I (base; rest out of reach); letters o.o275. 

~ {Jov>..~ Kat o D~fLo[s] 
€u.tft'YJaEv 'Apxi>..a-
ov 'EmvE{Kov To[~] 
EVEPYET'YJV 

The names do not recur in the aristocracy of Aezani. 

26 Sopu Koy 

In field on N.W. of village. 

Bomos of grey-white marble; shallow framed panel. 

Ht. r.oi buried; width o.64 (shaft); thickness o.6o 
(shaft); letters o.o3-o.035· 

~ {JovA~L Ka[ o 
D~fLOS' ETE[

ft'YJUE[v] Ilo1TAL
ov [Ai'>..wv] ZEv-

5· t[E{D'YJfLOV K]aa
a[Lavov, dpx]LE
p€a 'Aatas, Tov 
>..oytaT'YJv, Ev
Epyh'YJv T~S' 

10. [1roAEws] 

First half of the second century AD. 

The boule and demos honour a native of Hierapolis, 
named in an inscription set up there in honour of his son 
P. Aelius Zeuxidemus Ariston Zeno (IGR IV, 8I9). The 
father (PIR2 A 282) was enfranchised by Hadrian and 
became high priest of Asia, the son (A 28 I) rose to 
equestrian rank as advocatus fisci in Phrygia and Asia, 
and a grandson, Aelius Anti pater (A I 37), was a sophist, 
ab epistulis graecis of Septimius Severus, tutor to 
Caracalla and Geta, adlectus inter consulares by Severus, 
and legate of Bithynia. After the murder of Geta he 
starved himself to death at the age of sixty eight. The rise 
of this family is paradigmatic in the progression from 

municipal aristocracy (now attested in the present text) 
through equestrian status to the senatorial order· see 
now E. L. Bowie, Yale Classical Studies XXVII (I~82) 
46f., referring to this text. ' 
r. For the parasitic iota, see C I 8. 
4ff. The name is restored from IGR IV, 8I9. 
6f. dpxtE[p€a 'Aatas: also in IGR IV, 8I9. 
7f. Tov[ >..oytaT'YJV, EvEpyET'YJv: it must have been as 

curator of the city that P. Aelius Cassianus 
became known to the people of Aezani. For 
discussion of curatores reipublicae in Asia see G. 
P. Burton, Chiron IX (I979), 465ff. For logistae 
who were also Asiarchs, see his list, 482f., nos. 3, 
I If., I9, 23f., 29f., and 32. It was as logistes that 
Cassianus was able to do Aezani the services that 
earned him the city's gratitude: cf. IGR IV, 2I8 
(I.lium).and I343 (Magnesia ad Sipylum), and the 
dtscusston of curatores at Aphrodisias by J. M. 
Reynolds, Aphrodisias and Rome I 84ff. 

27 <;avdarhisar 

Buried in wall on W. side of lane running from street of 
Nero's letter (PI I) to mosque, E. of river between the 
two Roman bridges. 

Statue base of greyish marble with moulded top and 
base; a bit broken beneath and behind; back may be 
gone, though it felt like the natural back to the fingers; 
hollows as for pole and foot on top; letters finely 
finished, inscription almost complete. 
Ht. 0.3 I; width 0. n; thickness o.68 till the present edge; 
letters o.0275-o.03 (top), 0.02 (rest). 

PI. IV. 

[~ {Jov>..b Kat o D~fLOS' ETE{ft'YJUEV 
LJ'YJft~Tpwv I:wKpaTovs Sta TE Tas €avTov 
apETaS' Kat DLa T~V I:wKpaTOVS' TOV aDEA
q;ov avTOV ElS' TOV D~fLOV fLEya>..m/JVxt-

5· av Kat EVVOLav, if;'Y]q;LaafLEV'YJ Kat dva8Ei'aa 
D'YJfLOatq. TaS' TEtftaS' avTOV 

Mid-first century AD? 

2. €avTov (sic). 
2f. Socrates son of Eudoxus, Socrates son of 

Demetrius, and Protomachus son of Socrates 
appear on coins of Aezani struck under Claudius: 
BMC Phrygia 34 no. 83f., 35 no. 87f.; SNG v. 
Aulock 3348, 335 I. The second could be the son of 
the Demetrius honoured in the present text, but 
all probably belong to the same family: H. v. 
Aulock in Naumann, Zeustempel 84 n.222, 
constructs the series grandfather Eudoxus or 
Demetrius, son Socrates, grandson Protomachus. 
Combining these suggestions, and bringing in the 
Ti. Claudius Eudoxus, son of Eudoxus, 
mentioned in the Claudian or Neronian document 
P2 7, we might construct the following stemma for 
a leading family of Aezani in the mid-first century 
AD: 
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Socrates (C27) 

Socrates (C27) Demetrius 
(Cz7, BMC) 

Eudoxus 
(BMC) 

I 
Socrates Socrates Ti. Claudius 

Eudoxus (P27) (BMC) (BMC) 
I 

(either 
I 

or) 
I I 

Protomachus Protomachus 
(BMC) (BMC) 

Other arrangements would be possible, and the 
absence of Eudoxus from the present inscription 
is awkward; note too the Demetrius of Cz8 and 
the one honoured by neoi in P38: the latter may be 
identical with the Demetrius honoured here; or he 
may rather belong to a later generation of the same 
family, which seems to emerge again in the time of 
Hadrian with the Apollas son of Eudoxus who is 
honoured by his young companions (C86). 

2, 5. JrELfLTJaEv, ifJTJt/JtaafLEVTJ, dva8Eiaa: note number and 
gender. The singular is usual after~ f1ov>.~ Kat o 
D1jfLOS on inscriptions of Aezani, and although the 
text stresses the younger Socrates' generosity to 
the demos, its role is characteristically passive. 

28 Hact Kebir 

In wall N. of village. 

Slab of grey marble, the top broken; letters certain. 

Ht. 0.37; width 0.54; thickness O.I8; letters o.OI75, 
bottom line o.oi5. 

[~ f1ov>.~ Kat o D1jfLOS JrELfLTJ-] 
aav M71v6rptAov L11"JfLTJTpLov 
rov Kat <Paiiarov Kat nA1Trptav r~
v yvvaiKa avroii Dta TE T~V a-

s. Vaarporp~v avnov Kat T~V 
' , ' " ' EtS avrovs Evvotav ava-

aTTJaavrwv aVTOiS T~V V. 

TEtfL~V OTJfLOatq., JmfLEATJ-
8ivros Alv~ov L1wvvatov 

10. roii [K]at Aovptov (?) 

Mid-first century AD? See below. 

If. The plural is unusual: see Cz7. The formula 
recurs in P38 and C35, where the names 
Demetrius and Menophilus respectively are also 
found. Demetrius son of Socrates is also an 
eponymous magistrate on coins of Aezani struck 
under Claudius, see Cz7, while Menophilus is the 
recipient of Nero's letter (PI I); another or the 
same Menophilus is mentioned in the Claudian or 
Neronian document P27 and a MTJ-rp6Swpos 
M71vorpt>.ov roii MEva[vopov] in C38. The names 

probably ran m the leading families of Aezani (see 
p. lx .), but it would be possible to attach 
Menophilus Faustus son of Demetrius to the 
stemma devised at Cz7 if he were the brother of 
Socrates son of Demetrius. An even earlier 
Menophilus of distinction is to be found in Pis: 
his grandson Dionysius was one of the first to 
consecrate a statue of Claudius. A relatively early 
date in the series of honorific inscriptions set up 
by boule and demos is suggested by the absence of 
Roman citizens and by the phraseology of the text, 
which is neither stereotyped nor over-elaborate; 
cf. also Cz7. 

4f. dlvaarporp~v: the way of life of the couple, LSJ s.v., 
11 z: so MAMA VI, I73 l.4 (Apameia, I88-I59 
BC), VIII, 407, 4I2 (b), and 4I4 (Aphrodisias). 

6. Ei!votav: cf. Cz7, but in the present case the 
goodwill is shown by their fellow citizens to the 
honorands; so in P7. 

9f. Karpon son of Aeneas in P6 I; for these names see 
p. lxii and Cz76n. Dionysius appears on coins 
struck under M. Aurelius: BMC Phrygia 49 no. 
I I3; SNG Deutschland, Samml. v. Aulock 3357· 

I of. The reading is certain ('only one letter gone', 
notebook; and traces of a vertical hasta remain), 
the interpretation not clear. For Pape-Benseler 
the name stands for the Latin Lurius; Schulze, LE 
I8z, gives the forms Lorius and Loreius. Perhaps 
roii [.]at>.ovptov (grandfather of Aeneas)? 
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29 Agan 

In pier of bridge. 

Tall homos of grey-white marble, back rough, base and 
r. side broken; sunk framed panel of three sides; 
inscribed area worn in centre. 

Ht. 1.62 (0.35 capital, 1.08 shaft, o. I9 base); width and 
thickness o.7I (capital), 0.56 (shaft); letters o.o4 (EYC/> 
0.055). PI. IV (partial squeeze). 

'AyaBn Tvxn 
t f I Q_ 

7J t£pw-raT7J !-'ov-
A~ KE o AafL7Tp6-
-ra-r;c; S~fLOS 

s. Avp. E~'JfLo[v] 
B£t8€wc; -r~v 
7rpWT'T]V ~PX7JV 
a-rpa-r7Jy~aav-ra 
s;, ~<..,€ {JovMPxTJ-

'' 10. aav-ra Kat £V 
7To.\.\otc; a.\
.\otc; Kat fLEya
.\otc; XP~f!LfLOV 
y£vopivov 

15. -riJ 7Ta-rp£S[t]. 

After AD 2I2 (pseudo-praenomen Aurelius). 

5. EV'4>1JfLo[v] is in larger letters than the rest 
(including Avp.). 

6. B£{8vc; Ll7JfLTJTp{ov was a member of an embassy to 
Septimius Severus, PI2. Euphemus was probably 
Demetrius' grandson. Bd8vc;, -voc; is a name 
occurring in Thrace (Bull. epigr. I948, I78 no. 
I48; I956, I40 no. I62; I967, 509 no. 373 (near 
Serdica); I972, 428 no. 287 (near Byzantium)), in 
Macedon (I939, 476 no. I85; I953, I46 no. I I2; 
I954, I47 no. I66), and widely elsewhere: cf. D. 
Detschew, Die thrakischen Sprachreste, Ost. 
Akad. d. Wiss., phil.-hist. Kl., Chr. d. Balkan 
Kommission, ling. Abt. I4 (Vienna I957). 

6ff. T~V 7TpWT7JV apxTJV, KTA.: see PI3. XP~GLfLOV also in 
C3o, P39, P45, and Ps4; and cf. P38, P4I, and P53 
( £i)xpTJGTOV) • 
The corresponding claim by an individual is the 
basis of a Hadrianic petition for membership of 
the boule of Ephesus, Ab bott-J ohnson, Mun. Ad. 
8s, 1.8f. 

JO <;avdarhisar 

In the W. end of the cemetery. 

Bottom of base or homos of grey-white marble, with 
moulded base; letters well cut and spaced; the surface is 
badly covered with white lichen. 

Ht. o.ss (base o.Is); width o.si (base o.6s); letters 
o.0275· PI. V (squeeze). 

[--c. I8-2o---] 
[ -c.6-] J,Iw.\Alwl;'[a dyopa-] 
[vo]!f~aav-ra €mt/>~[vwc; Kat] 

[€]1}'tS6v-ra Kat -rov vl~[v llw.\-] 
s. ~{wva de; £va£{J£{av -r[wv] 

Kvp{wv afLt/>t8a.\~ Kat El;' 
aAAOLS 7TOAAoi'c; X~GLfLOV 
y£v6wzvov -riJ 1ra-rplSt 

Second century AD. 

I. Pollio must be the object of some honour done 
him by the city: ~ {JovA~ Ka{ 0 s~fLOS ETdfL7JG€V. 

2f. [dyopa]i[vo]!f~aav-ra (notebook): the second vertical 
hasta of M survives; for dyopavofLEi'v €mt/>avwc; cf. 
C33. 

4f. €mll6vm, KTA.: cf. -rov €av-rov '~Aov £le; -r~v t/>t.\oSog{av 
€mStS6vat, Inschr. v. Priene (Berlin I906), I I4 
no. I 2, to devote oneself to something; €av-rov £le; 
T~V 7Tp€a{J£{av Bull. epigr. I970, 387 no. 240 
(Athens), to volunteer; cf. I934, p. 245 (lasus). 

S· dfL4>t8a.\~: see Th. Pekary, Ist. Mitt. xv (I965), I2I 
no. 5 (Miletus, reign of Commodus), citing L. 
Robert in Ath. Stud. pres. to W. S. Ferguson, 
HSCP Suppl. I (I940), 509ff. = OMS I, 633ff., 
and Gnomon xxx (I9S9), 663, on A. Rehm, Die 
Inschr. v. Didyma (Berlin I958), nos. I62f., I95, 
where further examples are cited. The agonistic 
dfL4>t8a.\~c; was a young man charged with cutting 
the victors' wreaths and carrying them to the 
scene of the contest. The vocabulary of the 
present text suggests that the boy was here 
devoted to religious duties connected with the 
imperial cult, on which see L. Robert~ REA LXII 

(I96o), 3I6ff. (OMS n, 832ff.), H. Pleket, Harv. 
Theol. Rev. LVIII (I965), 33Iff., and S. Price,JRS 
LXX (I980), 28ff. 

6ff. XPTJULfLOV, KTA.: see notes to C29. 

JI <;avdarhisar 

In a cornfield in the S.E. border of the S.E. quarters, 
built into the outer wall of a house garden. 

Fragment of greyish marble, broken all round; deep and 
elaborate letters in a slightly sunk arch. 

Ht. o. I7S; width 0.335; thickness c. o. I8 (in wall); letters 
o.o3. PI. V. 

Mid-second century? 

Evpv
KMovc; 

Probably M. Ulpius Eurycles, PIR V 551. 
Four texts from Aezani honour Eurycles: P6, a letter of 
the Areopagus to Aezani; P7, a letter of the 
Panhellenium to Aezani; P8, a letter of the Panhellenium 
to the koinon of Asia; P9, a letter of Antoninus Pius 
dated 30 November, I 57. All are preserved on the wall of 
the Temple of Zeus; see Naumann, Zeustempel 36, 
Giinther, Ist. Mitt. XXVI (I976), II4 n.I7. In PI8, a 
dedication to M. Aurelius and L. Verus dated AD I6I or 
later, Eurycles was high priest of Asia designate; see 
Miinsterberg, Beamtennamen I 55· Note also the cornice 
fragment Cs8. 
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He was synedros at Athens in AD I56-7: P6f.; Robert, 
Bull. epigr. I97I' 5 I9 no. 657; curator of the gerousia at 
Ephesus AD I62 or I63: OGIS 508, with R. Heberdey et 
al., Forsch. in Ephesos 1J (Wien I9I2), I I9 no. 23; 
curator at Aphrodisias during the I8os: MAMA VIII, 

505; J. M. Reynolds, Aphrodisias and Rome I85ff.; he 
was archiereus of Asia for the second time under 
Commodus: OGJS 509. At Aezani he appears as 
grammateus: BMC Phrygia 24, no. 8; cf. 39 no. I I 2 ( -rfi 
yEpova{q.). 
LW ad 866 (P9) comment on the elaborate form of the 
letter P in that and the three preceding inscriptions 
(P6ff.):'f ; the letters of the present text are equally 
elaborate though not precisely similar. 
What is the nature of the present text? Perhaps the other 
elements in Eurycles' name were featured in similar 
panels and attached to a structure paid for by him or set 
up in his honour; alternatively the decoration may 
represent a stylized wreath denoting a victory crown at 
games named in Eurycles' honour; for bibliography, see 
Robert, Hell. VII (I949), 93 n.I, PI. Xff.; Rev. Phi!. XXXII 

(I958), 20 n.3; CRAI I982, 229f., n.5. Robert cites L. 
Anson, Numismata graeca 1 (London I9I I), where no. 
723 from Tralles ( = BMC Lydia 342 no. I03) shows 
Olympic and Pythian crowns. The 'wreath' (?) of the 
present monument is closer to the first. 

32 Viranc1k 

In corner of outer house wall near E. cemetery. 

Slab, broken and buried; inscription on sunk panel on 
raised tablet; small, fairly regular letters. 

Ht. 0.36, broken below; width 0.20, panel o. Io; 
thickness o.I75 till buried; letters 0.02 above, O.I75 
below. 

OA.BIO 
AHON 
El:TA 
H,;;1r· 

5· [~ ,B]ovA~ Kat o [o-Jif'oS" €n·{f''1/aEv] 
¥· Ov,\[mov----] 

Second cent. AD? 

I-4· Uncertain, perhaps a verse fragment. 
Dr. Hansen comments: 
1. o,\,B,o[ does not have to be a name; cf. Peek, GV 

2040 LI6; I I I3 1.3. 
3· The last letter has got to be A, whatever the 

interpretation. 
4· Not "! or y; P. must be right. 
5-6. Probably the beginning of an honorific inscription 

set up by the council and people for M. Ulp(ius). 
The only notable M. Ulpius known at Aezani was 
M. Ulpius Appuleius Eurycles, on whom see 
C3m. 

33 Sopu Koy 

Bomos of grey marble, sides bare, panel in front; lying 
on back, top buried a little; letters regular and tipped; 
text clear. 

Ht. 0.55 (pedestal, buried), o.I65 (capital), o.69 (shaft), 
o.I35 (base); width 0.50 (pedestal), o.6I (capital), 
0.46-o.475 (shaft), base projects o.o8 on one side; letters 
o.OI5 above, 0.0225 below. 

'AyaBfi Tvxn 
~ ,Bov,\~ Kat o 8-Ji
f'OS ETE{f-''1/aav 
ll>tA07Ta1T7rov 

5· M'1/voy€vovs-
VEWKopov -rov ,;;1 ,_ 
os- Sui ,Btov, ayopa
vof'~aav-ra E7Tt
r/>avw<; 

First or second century AD. 

3· For the plural verb, see C28n. 
6f. vEwKopov -rov ,;;1,1Js: see p. xxx 

I'€WKopo<;, apxti'€WKOpO<;. 
7f. ayopalvof'~aav-ra €mr/>avws: C3on. 

34 Sopu Koy 

In wall of cemetery. 

and index s.vv. 

Bomos of greyish marble, top gone; inscription on panel 
on shaft; deep strong tipped letters. 

Ht. 0.94 broken, panel o.62; width o.54-o.565 shaft, 
0.76 base; thickness 0.525 shaft base, 0.72 base. PI. V 
(squeeze). 
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[ ...... ] 1~P.~Awv 
[-3-4-]llpwv Evrv
xoi}s V€WKOpov 
rov Ll LOS Kal. iEpEa 

5· Llwvvaov Std ~t
ov 

After AD I 6 r. 

The inscription probably began [~ ~ovA~ Kat ol DijfLOS 
JTELfL71U€V]. 
I. MapKov fits the space available. 
2. IIPION: perhaps IIa]1rtpwv, but ]ITPION is 

equally possible. · 
3ff. vEwKopovl rov LIL(k see p. xxx, and index s.vv. 

VEWKOpos, apXLV€WKOpos. 
4ff. iEp€al ... Std ~tlov: see index s.vv. iEpEvs and 

iEpaTEVW. 

35 Cavdarhisar 

On r. bank of river between Roman bridges. 

P44. 

Pillar of Docimian marble, broken top and bottom; 
letters very well cut. 

Ht. r.6o broken; diameter 0.56; letters o.o25-o.035· PI. 
V (squeeze). 

~ ~ovA~ Kat o DijfLOS 
JrELfL71UEV M7lv6r/>t
Aov NEtKoarparov 
iEparEvaavra rov Llt-

5· os DEKrlKLS Kat Jv rois 
AoL7To£s 7TClULv r/>tAoS6-
tws rfl 7TarptSt 7Tpoa
EVEX0€vra 

First or second century AD. 

2f. M71v6r/>tiAov NELKoarp&.rov: for other distinguished 
holders of the name Menophilus see p. lx . 

4f. iEpanvaavra rov Lltlos: see p. xxx and index s.vv. 
iEpEVS, apXLEpEVS, iEpaTEVW, and· for the ten years' 
tenure, C4I6, tombstone of a(?) [vEwKo]pos v' rov 
Lltos. 

6f. 7Tiiatv r/>tAoSOtws rfl: omitted in previous editions. 
For the idea, see C29n. 

36 Cavdarhisar 

No description or measurements; squeeze shows letters 
0.03I-o.035· 

HMOI: 
ANIIAI 

EPAAITq>JO 
OYXP.l:IM 

5. POEYNHJ; 
V. 

First or second century AD. 

Apparently part of a public inscription. 
I. H ~ovA~ Kat o SNfLOS. 
2. (?) [JntfL71a]av IJ. Al[A.---] 
3. (?) [Ovyar]€pa or [FL71r]€pa "A1rr/>L(;w[: She may be a 

connection of Zeuxidemus (C26); but we may be 
dealing with a male: (?) IJ. AqAwv ... 1 Nty]€pa. 

4· (?)JOY :¥P[~]atfL[ov YEVOfLEVov]: see note on C29. 
5· (?)] [rfl 7TarptSt awr/>]poavv71s [E'vEKa : cf. P8o: 

awr/>poavv71 is a typical virtue of the Phrygian 
woman: see Robert, Hell. XIII (I965), 39 and 222. 

37 Cavdarhisar 

On corner opposite oda. 

End of block of white and grey marble. 

Ht. o.67; width 0.52; thickness 1.40; letters 0.025. PI. V 
(squeeze). 

[ ---c.9--- ]PON[ --4-5--] 
[ --C-4--]liON, avSpa T€ [Ka-] 
[
\ \ ] \ , (J \ \ , 110v KaL aya ov, KaL ava-

O€vra JK r[w]v iStwv r£/l 
5. 1rarpt~ Ll Lt [r]o EfL7Tvpov 

UVV cl7TaVTL T£/J 7T€pt au
TO KOUfL~ 

First or second century AD. 

Presumably this inscription also opened, with the 
formula ~ ~ovA~ Kat o DijfLOS JTELfL71UEV. 
If. ~oviAEvr]tKov is an attractive restoration; 

[avviKA71r]tKov, senatorium, or [v7Tar]tK6v, consu
larem, would suggest a man of very high status. A 
member of the local boule would be more 
plausible. But the squeeze does not favour IKON, 
rather JPON or TPON. If ~oviAwr]tKov is 
accepted, PON in 1. I represents the end of a man's 
name, e.g., [Lit6Sw]pov, which is favoured by the 
squeeze, or [l:Eovij]pov; if not, the name continues 
into l.2. 

2f. For a man who is avS[p]a [K]at [ayaO]ov Kat 
r/>tA6[7ra]rptv see P 4I; but the penultimate letter 
looks like A or A. 

3f. aval0€vra: cf. P50: ava0€vra Kat Ta iEpa Trl Jv rfl 
Jt€Spq. rijs ~aatAtKijs, and C39. 

5· r£/l 1rarpt~ Lld: Zeus was of course the presiding 
deity at Aezani: see index and p. xxxiii ff. 
[r]o EfL7TVpov: see F. Sokolowski, ZPExxxiv (I979), 
65 n.9. The adjective EfL7TVpos denotes what is 
burning or set on fire, the noun the utensil, vas, or 
small altar keeping materials that are on fire. 
Sokolowski cites examples from Athens, Delos, 
Pergamum, and Ostia. An inscription from Sardis 
of the fourth century BC reinscribed under the 
Empire orders servants of the cult of Zeus fL~ 
fLETEXELV fLVUT7lptwv l:a~a~tov rwv ra €v1rvpa 
~aara~6vrwv Kat 'AvyStarEws Kat Mas (L. Robert, 
CRAI I975, 3o6ff., l.9ff. of inscription). EfL7TVpa, 
therefore, were elaborate and probably expensive 
vessels for carrying incense or other burning 
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material used in cult practice. avv a7Tavn [r]<iJ ... 
KOaJ.Lcp: for the phrase cf. P55: ro ~iJJ.La Kat rovs 
K€Lovas avv rei) KOaJ.Lcp; IGR IV, 556: avv rep 
E7Ttcp€pOJ.LEV(t! KOIJJ.Lcp 7Tavr{. 

38 Cavdarhisar 

Built into house wall in garden to S.W. of village on left 
bank of river. 

Grey marble slab, broken r., cut square rather roughly 
to 1., but probably recently. A number of uninscribed 
bits of the same marble seen in the walls around; 
inscribed in two lines along top of block; most of stone 
blank below; tf> very well cut with apices. 

Ht. 0.5I; width o.I85 broken; thickness 0.28; letters 
0.03. PI. V (squeeze). 

[E7Tt apxovros] MrJTpo8wpov MYJvocpO .. ov TOV M€va[v8pov] 
[[EpEWS TWV ~ov]Aa{wv Kat E7Tt rijs €VKOIJfL{as apxovr[os] 

First half of the first century AD? 

Our text could be the heading of a decree or the genitives 
could act as a dating formula for some other type of 
inscription. For the first alternative cf. P27: [1/J~cptaJ.La 
r]ov 8~J.LOV TOV Al~aVELTwvl [E7Tt apxovrwv --- E7TL rijs 
E]VKOIJfL{as apxovros 8ta ~{ov Kat M7Jvocpt1Aov, KTA.Cf. also 
IGR IV, 556, the acephalous building inscription from 
Egrigoz, which honours a man who was a priest for life 
TWV ~ovAa{wv and E7Tt rijs €VKOaJ.L{as apxwv. 
1. For the name Menophilus in the municipal 

aristocracy of Aezani, see C28n. Here we 
presumably have a double name preceding 
filiation rather than three generations of the 
family (seep. !xi), but Metrodorus could be the 
son of Menophilus addressed by Nero, PI I. 
Certainly the men named in the inscription 
belong to the same family as those of the dated 
inscription C84, q.v. 

2. [[Ep€ws TWV ~ov],\a{wv: cf. IGR IV, 556, and 
Dittenberger ad OGIS 332 n.33: the gods were 
those especially worshipped in the council house 
(Zeus, Athena, Hestia). 
E7Tt rijs €VKOIJfL{as apxovr[ os]: for this official at 
Aezani in the time of Claudius see P26; at 
Smyrna, CIG 3I85, with Liebenam, Stadtever
waltung 35of.; at Tiberiopolis (?), IGR IV, 556. 

39 Cavdarhisar 

In inner cupboard compartment of house court wall in 
N.W. 

Smooth slab of marble, probably white, broken above 
and tor., buried to 1. and below; letters of the best type, 
firm and uniform, regularly but unostentatiously 
tipped. 

Ht. O.I95 broken; width o.7I; letter 0.03. PI. V 
(squeeze). 

[--- ava-] 
8Efvra Tct T€ Kara[---] 
pta ra EV rais aroa[is---] 

First or second century AD. 

For this text, which presumably began with the formula 
~ ~ovA~ Ka{ o 8ijJ.LOS ETELJ.LYJaEv, cf. C37. 
I. There are traces of letters at the beginning of the 

line, the first 'probably 1:, to the feel more likely 
than E', the second 'more likely to be an upright 
than an A, 11, or Ll from the slight tilt' (notebook). 

If. [dva]l8€vra: see C37n. 
2. Kara[aKEvuaJ.Lara] ? cf. SIG 330 l.4 (Ilium); 

Demosthenes XXIII, 207; or Kara[arEyuaJ.Lara], cf. 
Bull. epigr. I95I, I54 no. 76, on L. B. Holland, 
AJA LIV (I950), 337ff. 

2f. [Kat ra olKTJT~]Ipta is suggested by Cox, citing 
Keil-Premerstein, Zweiter Bericht 2I no. 37 ( = 
IGR IV, I I89): ai (JTOat Kat TU EV avra'is olKTJT~pta; 
cf. CIG 3480 (IGR IV, I209, cf. L. Robert, OMS 
II, I I02f.): rds (JTOUS, TUS T€ Karaywyasl Kat TU EV 
avrats . Epya[a]lrwv olKTJT~pta. [€_pyaar~]pta is 
perhaps more likely, cf. G. Petzl, ZPE XXIII 

(I976), 243 no. I, with Bull. epigr. I977, 408 no. 
450 (SEG XXVI, I32I), on an inscription from 
Thyateira, reading [olKTJT]~pwv or [€pyaar]~pwv. 
There the singular makes the €pyaar~pwv seem 
more likely. 
For stoa and ergasteria, the combination promised 
and finally constructed for his native city by Dio 
of Prusa (Or. XLVI, 9), SEE IGR m, I I2 
(Sebastopolis); 287 (Isaura); 364 (Adada); JHS 
XVIII (I898), 87 no. 24 (Baharlar nr. lnegol), 
where Anderson restores ~ovAw]r~pwv; 
[€pyaa]r~pwv is more likely. 
Cox also gives [8vfLtar~]lpta as a possibility; for 
similar objects as gifts, see C 37 with n. on EJ.L7Tvpov; 
there was a 8vJ.Ltar~pwv in the Asclepieum at 
Pergamum (see C2rn.) and a 8vJ.Ltar~pwv EfL7TVpov 
in the temple of Serapis at Ostia (JG XIV, 915). But 
the sense of the inscription seems to demand a 
reference to buildings. 

40 Cavdarhisar 

First turn to r. out of road leading E. from minaret, in 
field wall. 

Biggish homos of greyish marble, sides forming smooth 
surfaces. 

Ht. 1.00 to where (presumably) buried; width 0.53 (? 
rest broken); thickness o.84 (top), o.6o (shaft). PI. VI 
(squeeze). 

'HAt68[ wpov? ...... ] 
rov apx[ ---] 
~ 7Tart;'Tts v.] 

Late second or early third century? 

The surface of the stone seems to be preserved for about 
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half the original width. The inscription seems very brief 
but appears to be complete above. 
I. Perhaps the line was completed by a patronymic. 
2. apx[tvEWKOpov ?]: see p. XXX, and especially P55f. 

ana Cio; where this office is singled out for 
mention, as it may be here: 0 OEiva 0 apxwEwK6pos; 
but apXtEpEVS is possible. 

3· ~ TTaTp{s: this word occurs frequently in the 
inscriptions of Aezani, but usually in the dative 
case (see index s.v.); however, see P34 (reign of 
Commodus or Severus) for a parallel. 

41 <;avdarhisar 

In court of house on r. bank of river below bridges. 

Grey-white marble slab, broken at beginning, cut 
square at end and back; letters very well cut and 
elaborately tipped, very faint towards end but quite clear 
to sight. 

Ht. 0.37; width 1.73; thickness 0-45; letters o.o8 -o.o85. 
PI. VI (squeeze). 

[--ME]vavopov Tov 'lKw{ov [---] 

This substantial and well cut inscription is carved on the 
pediment of an architrave; possibly a date in the form 
[ETTL apxovTOS ME]vavopov (cf. C38n.) or to indicate 
responsibility for the building: [€m/LEA7JIIEvTos 
ME]vavopov. 

42 <;avdarhisar 

In the oda grate. 

Thin slab of greyish marble, broken I. and perhaps r., 
cut roughly level below and feeling smooth above (out of 
sight); out of sight behind; letters large and clear. 

Ht. 0.105; width o.66 broken (front 0.35 broken); 
thickness o.84; letters o.o85. 

[---]OY 

a tomb: Kubinska, Mon. fun. I55f., has only Oupa 
associated with funerary monuments. For TO TTpoTTvAov as 
the equivalent of Ta TTpoTTvAata, see MAMA VI, 25 I, a 
monumental gateway erected at Acmonia during the 
principate of Domitian. Cf. also IGR IV, 636, 7I2 = 
I 698, I 349, I422, none referring to a funerary structure. 

44 <;avdarhisar 

No details except letter height: 0.065. 

[--- lEp]Evs (),d ~{ov 

lEp]Evs or dpxtEp]Evs: for other priests and high priests (),d 
~{ov see index, s.vv. 

45 Sopu Koy 

In street wall in front of oda. 

Fragment of block or slab of grey-white marble; letters 
apiced. 

Ht. o.I6; width 0.37; thickness c. 0.35; letters 
o.o2-0.025, average 0.0225. PI. VI (squeeze). 

Tt~Eptf!S K,\m![ows --] 
Kawap1)Ql[---] 
TIL'TONAlQ[---] 

After 41 AD. 

We are grateful to Mr Simon Price for his help with this 
text. 
I. Tt~Eptf!S K,\m![ows-]: for enfranchisement under 

Claudius, see p. xxiv. Possibly the present 
inscription is connected with the documents 
P27ff., which belong to the late Julio-Claudian 
period and are concerned with games, the L'E~aaTa 
K,\avOL7Ja. 

Part of an architrave; letters are the same height as C4 I, 
but they are not part of the same inscription: C4I has Y, 2

f. 
Kataap~f!![>], Kawap~l.!J! or Kataap~f!~: if games are 
in question one would expect the plural (e.g., 
[vtK~aa<;' EJI Toi's]l Kataap~f!![S EJI --- avE01)KE TOY !LE11 
ytaTov Al. The squeeze favours HQ!, and at the 
end of 3 is consistent with AIO or AIQ; perhaps El> 
TOY alwva, with reference to financial provisio~s 
or, as in P29, to inherited privilege. The singular 
Kawap~l.!J! favours a building, the Caesareum: see 
J. B. Ward-Perkins, PBSR XXVI (1958), I77; 
Robert, Bull. epigr. I96o, 148 no. 98; A. Balland, 
Fouilles de Xanthos VII. Inscriptions d' epoque 
imperiale (Paris 1981), 27f. There is no other 
mention of a Caesareum at Aezani, and no 
building has been identified as such, but the 
central area of the city was redeveloped in the 
mid-second century. Such buildings had no 
standard form (K. Tuchelt, Ist. Mitt. XXXI (r98r), 
167ft'.). 

C42 ¥. 

43 <;avdarhisar 

Brought to Cox at mill, one hour S. of village near S.E. 

cemetery. 

Probably fragment of architrave slab of greyish marble 
broken each side and above, cut square behind. 

Ht. o. I8; width 0.59 broken; thickness 0.37 broken; 
letters 0.03-0.035. PI. VI (squeeze). 

[ ---):ou TTPOTTVAov 

The modest size of the lettering should point to a 
similarly modest structure, but it is probably not part of 
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46 <;avdarhisar 

In garden wall of house in N.W. part near oda. 

Fragment of bottom of greyish marble slab, obviously 
large, with projecting base. 

(a) Ht. 0.32 broken; width 0.43; thickness o.o6 till out of 
sight. 
(b) Ht. 0.33 broken; width 0.58 broken; thickness 0.09 
till out of sight. 

(a) and (b) Distance between last line and mould~ng 
o.o5; projection of moulding 0.0175; ht. of mouldmg 
0.10; letters 0.02, omicron 0.01. PI. VI (squeezes). 

For text see fig. 

First or second century AD? 

5· 

]LIE.EJ70[: ]Se a1To[vSv]? 
]_KMHPJ{: T]EKJ.L~pt[ov? 
TQ Y.[ apg)avTd ;~V /LEYLGTT)V 
apx~l;'? 
J?Tt TavTa Jg[t:T€..\wu? 

47 <;avdarhisar 

In house wall on r. bank of river between bridges. 

Fragment of grey-white marble; crack separating two 
parts of stone by 0.007 5; apparently remains of a former 
projecting cornice. 

Ht. 0.78; width o. 19; thickness o.o7 visible; letters o.o8. 
PI. VI (squeeze). 

?] ~q.? T~L S~[/Lwt 

48 <;avdarhisar 

In field W. of village, S. of kale. 

Base of grey-white marble; very well cut letters. 

Ht. 0.90; width o.62; thickness o.62. PI. VI (squeeze). 

[-uu-uu-uu-uu] 
oi /LEV d1r' avT'lj[S )/ 

Evpclm1J> l~:p~s. oi S' [Jg 'A-] 
at1Js /Lt:ya.A[t:t'l}s],/ 

s. Tovs 1r6Ats Al{a[v]wv [?raovs] 
1TOL~aaTo 1T!f[vTas?],j 

y7J8oiL€vTJ m11-ais ~[uu-u] 
dpL7Tpm[ u--] 

Third century AD? See below. 

Dr Hansen writes: 'The only viable solution to the 
curious layout is as follows: ignore the small indentation 
of the second preserved line (an error?), and assume that 
the remaining (substantial) indentations indicate spill
over from preceding lines. An almost complete parallel 
(the only difference being that words are not divided 
between lines) is SEG XXIV, 1075 (Tomis, 3rd or 4th 
century AD) with indentations of 4-5 letters; this 
inscription is illustrated: A. Aricescu and others, Noi 
monumente epigr. din Scythia Minor (Constanta 1964), 
21 no. 5· At least one line is lost before the first preserved 
line'. Dr Hansen finds another parallel for the layout in 
A. Maiuri, Nuova silloge epigrafica di Rodi e Cos (Firenze 
1925), no. 47 (illustrated) = Peek, GV 932. 
5f. [?i'aovs]l 1TOL~aaTO or [?i'aovs J]I1TOL~aaTO (Hansen). 

What survives of the text suggests that we have a 
public verse inscription (note the well-cut letters) 
which recorded the presence of visitors at Aezani 
from Europe and Asia (lines 2-4). The city of 
Aezani seems to have done them some service 
(putting them all on the same footing?, lines 5-6), 
and rejoiced in the honours which it received 
(lines 7-8). It is possible that the occasion was the 
foundation of ecumenical or iselastic games at 
Aezani, when delegates from the whole Greek 
world would attend to join in the inaugural 
sacrifice. For recent discussion of this 
phenomenon, see L. Robert, CRAI 1982, 228f., 
and for the possible foundation of games by M. 
Ulpius Eurycles, see C3m. 

DEDICATIONS 
(see also C587?, C589) 

49 Agan 

In cami cemetery. 

Columnar stele of white grey-veined marble; wreaths 
going right round, all defaced except tops; letters 
regular, apiced, elegant and fine; well preserved. 

Ht. 0.135 (capital), o.8o5 (shaft), 0.11 (base); diameter 
0.52 (capital); circumference 1.53 (capital), 1.34 (shaft 
top); 1.50 (bottom); letters o.015-o.OI75· PI. VI. 

Ll Lt B~:vv{cp 
imep T~> alLoT~:-
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5· 

I. 

2f. 

5· 

DEDICATIONS 

xv{as T<.OV KTJ7TOVpwv 
L'T£vvTJvwv NHKocpavTJ> 

Kat 'AyaB~vwp M~vtTO<; 
av£8TjKav 

For ZEv<; Blvvw<; see Ramsay, HG I46f., and S. 
~ahin, Studien zur Religion u. Kultur Kleinasiens, 
Festschr.fiir F. K. Dorner rr (Leiden I978), 77Iff., 
who demonstrates that he was a fertility and 
weather god; especially see 783 (d), for Blvlvo<; Lld 
KaAOKayaB{cp vi7TEp Kap7TWV at Sagu near Pisidian 
Antioch. For a dedication to Lit£ BpovTwvln Kat 
BlvvHI L'£pwvcjJ, see MAMA v, I76, and ~ahin, 
art. cit. 784f. Note also two dedications from 
Appia, one newly discovered, the other 
republished by T. Drew-Bear, GRBS XVII 

(I976), 254ff. nos. I I and I2 (SEC XXVI, 

I369-70). 
OfLOT£Xv{a (not in LSJ): equivalent to OfLOT£Xvov in 
Keil-Premerstein, Zweiter Bericht I I2 no. 2I7 
(Saittae, to which the term is peculiar, AD I4S-6). 
One or other of these terms may occur in C66. See 
also S. Bakir-Barthel and H. Muller, ZPE xxxvr 
(I979), I66 no. 26 (Twv yvacplwv). It seems to be 
interchangeable with €pyaa{a (in spite of the 
superior skill it implies): see Bakir-Barthel and 
Muller, art. cit. I72 no. 30, and P. Herrf!lann, 
Ergebnisse einer Reise in Nordostlydien, Osterr. 
Akad. der Wiss., phil.-hist. Kl., Denkschr. So 
(Vienna I962), I4 no. 7: OfLOTExvov AtVap{wv (AD 

I83-4); IS NO. 8: €pyaa{a Atvap{wv (2I I-2). Note 
also the avvuxv{a TWV vopaAETWV at Hierapolis, 
Bull. epigr. I97I, SI4 no. 643; and for further 
discussion and other words for professional 
associations in Asia Minor, see F. Poland, Gesch. 
gr. Vereinsw. (Leipzig I909), I22; Robert, Et. 
anat. 63 n.2; Hell. rx (I950), 37 n.I; Rev. phi!. 
I9S8, 22 n.3; Bull. epigr. I96I, I84 no. 399 (on 
IGBulg. rr, 703 and III.I, I40I his); BCH cr 
(I977), 9I n.4; P. Herrmann and K. Z. Polatkan, 
Grab- u. Votivstelen aus d. nordostlichen Lydien im 
Museum v. Manisa, Sonderabdr. aus dem Anz. der 
phil.-hist. Kl. der Osterr. Akad. der Wiss. Nr. I6 
(Vienna I963), I2I; G. Petzl, Festschrijt Dorner rr 
7SI, n.27. The most common word is avvEpyaa{a 
(Bakir-Barthel and Muller, art. cit. I 66). 
KTJTTovpwv I L'TfVVTJVwv: for gardeners and their 
associations, see CIG 4082 (Pessinus); L. Robert, 
CRAI I968, 494f. and BCH cr (I977), 93 
(Miletus); Hierapolis 52f. and I4o no. 218, with 
Robert, Bull. epigr. 1971, SI6f., no. 648 (also on 
Bubon); and 1973, 178 no. 463 (also on Cibyra). 
This association must have been responsible for 
the upkeep of the garden around the sanctuary of 
the Steunene Mother (see p. xxxiii ). 
M~vtTo<;: cf. M~vt<;, -tOo<; in CIG 38271 (Cotiaeum), 
or if we have a double name in the nominative, 
M~votTo<; in TAMv, 1,13 (Akta~). 

so Yagmurlu 

P63a. 

Grey marble homos cracked across; decorated on front 
of shaft with eagle on thunderbolt (head destroyed), on I. 
probably with a relief (no longer recoverable), on r. side 
with damaged relief of ?woodman's axe (cf. CI77). 

Ht. o.6o buried (capital 0.22, shaft 0.38); width 0.38 
(capital), 0.34 (shaft); thickness 0.20 buried; blade of axe 
0.07 high, 0.09 wide; letters o.o2-o.35· PI. VII. 

"ETov<; aKC 
[K]P.~T€po<; 'ATToA
[A.]~v{ov v1r£p T~<; iot
[a]> aWT1)[p{a]> Kat T-

5· wv l[-c.4-s ?-]I T~> 
KW/1-TJ'> Lit£ 
Bp~vTwv-

fvx
Io. ~V 

AD I95-6. 

Tt 

5. Some space between the surv1vmg letters may 
have been taken up with the head of the eagle, but 
that is more likely to have ended in 1.6. MAMA 
restores tlotwv Kat] T~<; KWfLTJ'>· If that is too long, 
perhaps Tlwv tlotw]':' T~>l KWf!TJ>, Krateros' fa~ily 
and friends in the village, or a reference to specific 
possessions belonging to the village, e.g. Twv 
~[T~vw]':'. 

SI V1ranc1k 

At gate of the E. cemetery. 

Round homos of grey-white marble, the back half 
broken away, decorated below the inscriptio~ with an 
eagle looking I. over shoulder and standmg on a 
thunderbolt; deep, strong, irregular letters, all clear. 

Ht. o.895; diameter 0.46; letters o.o17s-o.o2s. PI. VII. 

Lit£ BpovTwvn Kat 
'A1r1r~ TcfJ ao€A.if>ciJ 
'A7TOAAWVtO<; fLETCl TWV 
a0€Acpwv Kai TOV 7TaTpO<; 

5· ETOV<; aa 

AD 170-1. 

A tombstone also dedicated to Zeus Bronton. Many 
examples of this phenomenon are attested in the region 
of Dorylaeum: see MAMA v, xxxiv ff., and Haspels, 
Highlands 355 no. I47· The formula is not found 
otherwise at Aezani, and indeed the cult of Zeus Bronton 
is not prevalent in the area; perhaps the family was from 
Dorylaeum, or the stone itself was brought from there. 
But the eagle resembles those on Aezani doorstones of 
Antoninus Pius and the second half of the second 
century. 
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52 Sopu Koy 

In the cemetery. 

Bomos of grey-white marble, very badly weathered and 
one side broken; on front a bust in a wreath of leaves, 
apparently folds of drapery indicated by incisions; l. side 
much smaller bust with very narrow neck, also in 
wreath; r. side body of eagle(?); back an eagle looking 1.; 
wreaths joined by what might be small narrow horses' 
heads, now damaged. 

Ht. o.83 buried; width 0.48 (shaft), 0.57 (capital, 
inscribed); thickness 0.48 (shaft), 0.55 (capital); letters 
o.0275-o.o3. Pl. VII (squeeze). 

On front: 
Q~A~ .::h1 I \ r I \em BPON 

on r.: 
1[-]H{--]ITISf dx~v 

A dedication to Zeus Bronton (his bust on the front of 
the stone), with another adjective ('AyaBws ?); the 
inscription probably began on the l. side of the stone: [o 
DEiva --- KaBLEp]lwaas L1L1 'Aya8{cp Bpov v. :[wvTL---] JTQ 
Evx~v. The penultimate word was presumably a third 
adjective qualifying Zeus. 
For Zeus Agathios see H. Schwabl in RExA (I972), 254 
(and Suppl. xv (I978), I I49), accepting Boeckh's 
interpretation of the title at Leucae (Lefke, Osmaneli) 
near Nicaea (CJG 3766; this stone and six new 
attestations from the same region are published by S. 
$ahin, Inschr. Mus. Iznik II, I, I06I-67, with 
commentary on Io6I). Compare Zeus Kalagathios at 
Sagu near Pisidian Antioch (Ramsay, Studies 345 no. 25 
= SEG VI 550, cited by $ahin, Festschrift Dorner II, 783 
(d)) and Zeus Agathios in Phrygia, (T. Drew-Bear, 
GRBS XVII (I976), 249n.). 

53 Cavdarhisar 

S. W. cemetery. 

P62. 

Bomos of very hard grey-white marble, very badly 
covered with white lichen; sadly disproportionate statue 
on pedestal below. 

Ht. 1.25 (pedestal O.I6, capital o.I4, base o.I3, shaft 
0.77, figure O.I39); width 0.46 (shaft), 0.57 (capital); 
thickness 0-40 (shaft); letters o.o3-o.o4. 

[~]yaB?) [Tvx?l] 
'4 7ToAAELvapw~ 
[L1]E1 MCITHNQ . , ' 

EVX7JV 

I. Only in LW copy; not visible on his squeeze, or to 
Cox. 

3· ~LffOTTJVcp LW; .CI¥CITHNQ notebook; perhaps 
[LJ]EL Mf!LY7Jvcp or MnnvciJ or ~LJ-LaLy7Jvcp. For L1E1 see 
Ramsay, Studies 345 n.7; it is a very common 

variant for L1L1. It may be that the god's name is 
connected with the 'Moetana' mentioned on a 
sarcophagus from Prymnessus, on which see M. 
H. Ballance, 'Regio lpsina et Moetana', AS XIX 

(I969), I43ff. This region Ballance associates in 
turn with the much emended inscription found at 
Yaptlcan in the upper Tembris valley (J. G. C. 
Anderson,JHS XVII (I897), 4I7ff., XVIII (I898) 
34I); for further references see Ballance, art. cit. 
I46 n.4, who places the regio 'between lpsus and 
Soa' (i.e., S.E. of the Tembris valley); J. Strubbe, 
Ancient Society VI (I975), 23rf. n.6, is more 
precise and locates the Moetani in the territory of 
Appia. See also J. and L. Robert, Bull. epigr. I972, 
47If., no. 456, who, after commenting on the 
derivation proposed for the word, ask: 'Est-il 
assure qu'il faille corriger KOINOMOITEANQN 
et pourrait-on avoir un ethnique de village 
commencant par KoLvo--?'. 

54 Tav~anh 

In Armenian churchyard. 

P73. 

Niched squared stele on column capital; broken below; 
in niche, male figure standing facing, wearing himation 
and holding staff in l. 

Ht. I .oo (niche 0.345); width 0.3 I (stele), 0.39 (capital), 
0.205 (niche); thickness 0.26 (stele), 0.29 (capital); 
letters o.oi 5-o.o225 (above), o.o225-o.o25 (below). Pl. 
VII. 

(a) il7T€p T~> [r]ov KVPL1ov] 
aWTT)p{ds AovK{o~ "[K..\av-] 
8{ov IlapDaAii Xp7]aT6[s] 
ATeAI[ .. L1L]1 'Af3o,TJvciJ Ev~Hv] 

' ' ra ] ' ' ' 5· KaL TOVS l}'W ffO';S aVEUTTJUEV 

(b) C [-3?-] ¥7JvoyEvovs 
[ ---]yEvov~ 
[---:t-~ ~fe 

Second century AD? 

Cullen recorded a monument of related form at <;erte, 
outside the cami: it was a pillar with a rectangular capital 
on a round shaft, but without niche, decoration, or 
inscription; the dimensions were: Ht. o.86 (rectangular 
capital o. I 6, rectangular shaft 0.30, circular capital o.o8, 
circular shaft 0.32 buried); width 0.50 (rectangular 
capital), 0.4I (rectangular shaft); thickness 0.42 
(rectangular capital), 0.36 (rectangular shaft); circum
ference of circular shaft I .oo. 
Iff. The Kvpws is L. Claudius Pardalas: in CI8ff. we 

have a series of honours forTi. Claudius Pardalas 
(mid-second century), in C22 an inscription 
recording honours for L. Claudius Lepidus 
(Commodan). The 'master' here is probably 
related to both those men (note the unusual 
combination of 'L. Claudius'): see C2rn. 
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3. 'Room for 3' at end of line (notebook); we should 
restore the name of the servant, almost certainly 
Xp1)aT6[s]. 

4· AT€.AI[ .. ]: This may represent Chrestus' second 
name or patronymic: cf. 'AyEfA1)S, -~:w (Chios, Bull. 
epigr. 1959. 225 no. 314), and, more pertinently, 
Avp. 'AyEfA.ws at Nicaea (S. Sahin, lnschr. Mus. 
jznik I, 555). 
Llt]t 'A{Jo,'l)vcjl: Zeus Abozenus is found at Nacolea: 
MAMA v, 216; H. Schwabl, RExiXA (1972), 253, 
distinguishes him from 'A1r6A.A.wv O~:os {Jo,1)v6s, a 
rider god. For the name, see Robert, Noms ind. 
321 n.I. It may be difficult to connect this form 
with names such as MtOpa{Jov,av'l)s because the 
-{Jov,av'l)s element occurs in anthroponyms only, 
and if it is formed with a patronymic suffix -ana- is 
unlikely to appear in a divine epithet. Dr 
Gershevitch, to whom, as to Professor A. M. 
Davies, we are much indebted for help, suggests 
an alternative explanation for our word. If this 
was Parthian in origin, it could represent a form 
*ab-bujen derived from the 0. lr. *abi-bu/a- 'to 
save, redeem' with the Parthian causative suffix 
~en; -the meaning· would be 'he who causes to 
redeem'. The verb bwj- is attested in Parthian and 
the same stem (bUJa- or bujya-) is found in 
Avestan with a variety of preverbs including abi. 
In spite of the Avestan evidence we expect a short 
u in the root, and this could explain the -o- of 
Greek. 
(b) The connection between this and the upper 
inscription is not clear; perhaps it represents a 
date (cf. the genitive case and the civic distinctions 
attained by men called Menogenes at Aezani; see 
p. lx ). If this is correct, the surviving letters at 
the end of the third line may represent the word 
i~:pEiws, and the C at the beginning of the first, 
where Munro was able to read €, would be the 
initial letter of J1rt. 

55 Karh Koy 

Supporting wall forming foundation of mosque on W. 
side. 

Grey marble homos, capital hacked away for gold; 
bearded, draped bust on shaft, facing; r. hand raised to 
heart; features and hand very crude; strong irregular 
letters. 

Ht. 1.17 (inscribed basis on capital 0.12, capital 0.13, 
lower moulding 0.02, shaft 0.72, base 0.09, lowu 
moulding 0.09); width 0-42 (top); capital projects 0.045 
on 1.; 0-40 (top of shaft); letters o.o2-o.35. Pl. VII. 

M1)v6cfnA.os ~:v~-
aTo ~:v[xNv O~:cjl Llt
~:i MovTa KE a7TEiS
[wKEv?---] 

Second or third century AD? 

For the name M1)v6cfnA.os see p. xxv. 
The dedication of a (stone) lion to a god is 
unusual, but compare MAMA VIII, 446, with 
Robert, Hell. xm (1965), 128f., re-edited by J. M. 
Reynolds, Proc. Cambr. Phi!. Soc. NS XXVI 

(1980), 71 no. 1, now Aphrodisias and Rome 155 
no. 32, which records the dedication of a figure of 
victory with a lion to the divine Augusti. See also 
IGBulg. n, 865 (Durostorum, very dubious) and 
IV, 2342 (Nicopolis and Nestum, dedication of Tov 
MovTa Kat TOV fJwf-L6v), where Mihailov rightly 
distinguishes such dedications from the erection 
of funerary lions, which is quite widely attested in 
central Anatolia (for recent bibliography see C. 
Naour, Tyriaion en Cabalide (Zutphen 1980), 11f. 
no. 43c). 
a7TEfSI[wK~:v)? Menophiius fulfilled his vow. As 
many as three lines may have been hacked away. 

56 Hact Kebir 

Top of circular pillar of white marble decorated with 
thunderbolt. Pl. VIII. 

Ll tos - EwTfJpos 

The copy, confirmed by the photograph, shows a 
hyphen between the words. The deity occurs at 
Laodicea Catacecaumene (MAMA I, 5; VI, 2); Z~:us 
Bpovn)Jv Kat EwT~P between Dorylaeum and Nacolea (V 
151); Ila1ras Z~:vs EwT~P at NacoleaV R.19, cf. 213 bis, 
n.; see H. Schwabl, RE XA (1972), 362ff. 

57 Hac1 Kebir 

E. end of S. wall of cemetery. 

Bomos of bluish marble, r. side gone, base buried, back 
broken; surface worn with lichen, letters dug out with 
difficulty but clear; on shaft bust of girl; band on chest in 
slight relief. 

Ht. 0.24 (capital); o.64 (shaft), 0.09 (base till buried); 
width 0.41 (capital till broken). Pl. VIII. 

gTovs TA'I)' 'ApT~:[f-Las] 
KE 'Avnmis Kant K[EAEv-] 
~v O~:oii Ew,ov[Tos] 

338 = AD 253-4 (Sullan era), 308-9 (Actian). If the 
Actian era date is accepted, the stone is remarkably late 
(seep. lv ). 

2f. KaTa K[Ei>.~:v]latv: as in MAMA I, 5, 7 and 9 
(Laodicea Catacecaumene); vu, 106 (Tyriaeum); 
v, 17 (Dorylaeum) has KaTa KEAEvatv TOV O~:oii; 
discussion p. xli. 

3· For the O~:os Ew,wv see Roscher, Lex gr. ram. 
Myth. IV (1909), 128off.; 0. Weinreich, RE IliA 

(1927), 1248ff.; MAMA I, 8 n.; Robert, Hell. m 
(1946), 69ff. At Acmonia: see T. Drew-Bear, 
GRBS xvn (1976), 249f. no. 3, from a sanctuary 
site N.W. of Banaz (this may be Apollo-Sozon, 
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since other dedications from the site are to Apollo; 
Drew-Bear notes that dedications to Sozon are 
relatively rare); id. ib. 266f. no. I9, perhaps from 
N. Pisidia (SEG XXVI, I357 and I388). 

58 Ktrgtl 

Buried in S. end of cemetery. 

Small limestone homos decorated with radiate bust on 
front of shaft. 

Ht. o.63 (capital 0.07, descent 0.075, shaft 0.32, descent 
0.075, base 0.09); width o. 126 (capital, with one 
projection of 0.03), 0.275-o.29 (shaft), 0.39 (base); 
thickness 0.3 I (capital), 0.275-o.29 (shaft), 0.345 (base); 
letters o.I2-o.o275· PI. VIII. 

[L']dJ,ovTOS' 

Second or third century AD? 

Hfor N. 
Sozon is radiate like Helios or Hosios Dikaios (cf. C I 7 I 
n.). For dedications to Sozon in Phrygia, see T. Drew
Bear, GRBS XVII (I976), 249f. no. 3 (territory of 
Acmonia), and 266f. no. I9 (Afyon museum). The latter, 
like the present text, is a small altar with a radiate bust, in 
contrast to most reliefs of Sozon which depict the god on 
horseback (v. Drew-Bear, loc. cit.). For a relief which 
possibly depicts Sozon mounted, see C71. Drew-Bear 
cautiously suggested that the example in Afyon 
Museum might have been brought from the area of 
Burdur in Pisidia. This parallel from the Aezanitis 
suggests that a Phrygian provenance is at least as 
possible. 

59 Agan 
In wall on W. side of cami. 

P69. 

Slab of grey-white marble, broken top and bottom and 
both sides; dots at r., apparently part of some pattern. 

Ht. o. I 25; width 1. 72; thickness 0.35 at least; letters 
0.04-0.045· 

\N .. 'AAEfav8pov IC[ONIOC 
tmEp £[a]vTOV [8]Ecp vl{liaTcp ElJX~V 

Second or third century? 

1. ?[Fat]q.v[6]s; ethnic at end [11]u6vLOs? LW; but the 
first letter is Tor r: ru6vLOS', Tu6vLOS', TET6VLOS', 
FEy6vLOs, TEy6vLOs. 

2. Earlier publications omit the first two words. 
Dedications to 8ds or ZEVS' vl{ltaTOS' are common in 
second and third century Phrygia and reflect an 
increasingly monotheistic development of 
paganism. For a dedication to 8E<k vl{ltaTOS' (and 
~OaLOS' and ZEDs) at Nacolea, see T. Drew-Bear, 

Nouv. inscr. 4I no. 8; at Acmonia, id., GRBS XVII 

(1976), 247ff. nos. I (probably Jewish; cf. the 
inscription from Acmonia published by Robert, 
Hell. XI-XII (I96o), 399f. and 2 (pagan) = SEG 
XXVI, I355 and I356. See also P68. 

6o Tepecik ( Orhaneli 3 1 b) 

Outside tekke to S. of village. 

Grey marble pillar, broken above and below; letters 
clear, not very regular. 

Ht. 0.58 broken; circumference 0.90; diameter 0.284; 
letters O.I75-o.0275· PI. VIII. 

'Aya8fi Tvxn 
[.]o,oTos KWft'YJ 
'A7T6>.>.wvt Sv
pECf> E~X~V 

s. €mp,EA'Y}nvaav
TOS' 'ApTEp,tDwpov 
Tpoc/Jip,ov, 

'£7TLKT~T01! 7TpOc/JTJ
TEVaaVTOS' 

Second or third century AD? 

2. [.]o,oTos: The form recalls T~S' KWft'YJS' ZivyoTos, on 
an inscription of the upper Tembris valley, 
Ramsay, JHS v (I884), 26of. no. I3. 

3f. SvlpEcp: The text should be compared with an 
inscription copied by Th. Wiegand at Hadriani, 
in Mysia: 'AaKATJ7TtaDTJS' 'EmviKov Kal. l:TEc/Javl.s BEep 
SvpECf> E~X~V avEaT'Y}aav, 77poc/JTJTEVaavTOS' 
'Aya86[7ToDos?] LhoDwpov (Ath. Mitt. XXIX (I 904), 
335), which is evidently dedicated to the same 
god, with his associated prophet; Tepecik, in the 
plain of Tav~anh, lay close to the boundary which 
divided the Aezanitis from the territory of 
Hadriani to the N. W. It was natural for gods 
associated with prophecy to be identified with the 
Greek god of prophecy, Apollo, as in the new text. 

5f. f7TLP,EATJTEVaaVTOS': acting as £mp,EATJT~S'. £mp,EATJ
(J€vTOS' is the favoured word at Aezani itself. 

6f. Tpoc/J{p,ov is probably a patronymic rather than a 
double name. 

8f. 7Tpoc/JTJITEvaavTos: Epictetus was holding the 
priestly office of 7Tpoc/J~TTJS' when the vow was 
fulfilled, and so served to date the inscription; cf. 
L. Robert apud Des Gagniers, Laodicee 289 no. 6: 
7Tp0c/JTJTE{asl A. 'AvTwv{ov, KTA.; Bull. epigr. 197I, 
494 no. 59 I (Didyma); I972, 476 no. 46I (Claros, 
AD I47-8); all are cults of Apollo. The office, as 
Robert observes in OMS I, 42If., is rare in the 
rural environment of Lydia and Phrygia. He notes 
instances at Cam Pa~a in the Hyrcanian plain 
(citing Villes2

, 91f.; Hell. VI (I948), 13If.), at 
Laodicea on the Lycos (as above), in the text from 
Hadriani cited already, and on an inscription 
which he published for the first time from the 
plain of Borlu, near Saittae in Lydia. Add now P. 
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Herrmann, Ergebnisse einer Reise in Nordostlydien 
(Vienna I962), 55 no. 49 (Menye, ancient 
Maeonia). For a 1TpocpfJnc; of the Eleusinian 
Mysteries at Termessus, see T AM III, I, no. 870. 
The inhabitants of Aezani, and of the upper 
Tembris valley, consulted the prophetic shrine of 
Apollo at Claros, and inscribed the replies they 
received (P58); see A. Petrie in Ramsay, Studies, 
I28 (Yalmzsaray, upper Tembris valley). 
It should be noted too that prophets and prophecy 
were a feature of Christian worship in Phrygia, 
especially of course in the Montanist heresy. For a 
recently published example see the gravestone of 
the prophetess N anas found in the Phrygian 
highlands, Haspels, Highlands I, 338 no. I07. 

61 I~1klar 

N. wall of E. cemetery. 

P7o. 

Grey-white marble homos chipped at sides; framed 
panel; letters very well cut with pronounced apices. 

Ht. 1.07 (panel 0.52); width 0.52 (capital), 0.46 (shaft), 
o.6o (base), (panel 0.345); thickness 0.48 (shaft), o.65 
(base); letters o.o25-o.o275· 

Kvp{wL 'AaKA1]-
1TLWL aWTTJPL J 
Kat 'YyE{~ 8Eotc; 
E1T1)K6otc; 'AKv-

s. Aac; {f AaTV1Toc; 
dv€87]KE TOV 
~WfLOV avv TljJ 
E7TLKE LfLEVctJ 
KpLVWL J 

Note variation between iota adscript (I, 2, 9) and 
subscript (3, 7, 8). 
If. Dedications to Asclepius Soter and Hygeia in 

central Asia Minor are commonplace. 
5· For AaTv1ToL in this region see T. Drew-Bear, 

GRBS XVII (I976), 245ff.; Gibson, 'Christians', 
8o no. 29 l.34 (?); M. Waelkens, Actes du VIle 
Congres Internationale d'epigraphie grecque et 
latine (Bucarest I979), I22f.; at Aezani C45 I and 
seep. xxv. 

9· Kp{vwc doubted by Babinger (see P7o); confirmed 
by squeeze. It is a white lily or an architectural 
ornament: LSJ, citing IG XI (2) I6I A72 (Delos, 
third century BC). No trace of the ornament 
remains on the stone. 

62 igde Koy 

Supporting stone slab outside mosque. 

Small homos (top not visible) of the base type usually 
not inscribed; broken to r. a little, otherwise very good 

preservation; letters between lines, regular and good. 

Ht. 0.33 buried (capital 0.05, descent 0.04, shaft o.I8, 
descent o.o6, base buried); width 0.305 (capital), 0.23 
(shaft), base buried; thickness 0.26 (capital), 0.22 
(shaft), base buried; letters 0.02 (small C o.OI25). 

Tanavoc; Lltq[y€?] 
vovc; M17v£ 8Ew Ev-

' . . ){_'l]V ETOV~ a-
1TY 

AD 252-3 (Actian era), 298-9 (Sullan). 

I f. Both Diogenes and Diophanes are attested at 
Aezani (see index). 

2. The 'AAtavwv KaToLKLa set up a dedication to Men 
in AD 190-I (Sullan) or 245-6 (Actian) at Kugtl 
nearby (P64). For the sites of the city Alia and the 
'A,\wvwv KaToLKta, see T. Drew-Bear, AN RW II, 7, 
ii, 934ff., and p. xviiif. 
For the cult of Men, see E. N. Lane, Berytus xv 
(I964), 5ff.; XVII (I967), I3ff.; XVII (I968), 8Iff.; 
Corpus Monumentorum Religionis Dei Menis I-IV 

(Leiden I97I-78), especially m 38ff. ('The Cult 
in Asia Minor, apart from Lydia and Antioch in 
Pisidia') and Maps I and II in Berytus XVII (1968), 
with epigraphic and literary material also from 
Synaus, Saittae, Kula, Dorylaeum, and Nacolea; 
and numismatic from Accilaeum, Metropolis, 
Bruzus, Grimenothyrae, Ali~, and 
Temenothyrae. 

3· 'C small' (Cox). 

On the inside of S. wall of cemetery. 

Probably originally a tall slender stele of bluish marble, 
perhaps with pedestal to insert in ground below; 
grooving sunk a little at bottom of shaft; surface to r. 
broken away. Difficult to say now which sides cut in 
ancient, which in modern times. 

Ht. I .57; width 0-48 at broadest point; thickness 0.28; 
letters 0.03. 

.ENT! [[ ... Ev-] 
[t]afLEVO~ [v7TEp ?lo£-] 
wv '0 atct~ [ Ll LKaLctJ] 
V. EVX~[v] 

The chief difficulty in restoring lies in the uncertainty 
about the amount missing on the r. 'Oatct~ in l.3 suggests 
the full restoration 'Oatct~ [LitKatct~] with 6letters missing; 
hence the suggestions for l.If. For the deity, see C64, 
CI7rn., C589. Outside the Aezanitis, see, e.g. MAMA 
v, I83 R6 (Kuyucak between Dorylaeum and Nacolea); 
KB 9 (Nacolea); VI, Iof. (Laodicea); I83ff. (Apamea); 
VII, I32 (Hadrianopolis); 28Ia (Amorium; V7TEp ... 
awT7Jp{ac;); cf. Rev. Phil. XLIV (I922), I30 no. 20 
(Philomelium); discussion by Robert, Hell. X (I955), 
95f.; Io6f.; Haspels, Highlands 200, and T. Drew-Bear, 
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Nouv. inscr. 38 no. 7 (nr. Nacolea). 

64 Cavdarhisar 

In W. cemetery, dug up for Cox. 

Inscribed cornice (?) of white marble flecked with grey, 
broken above and to 1., cut smooth below. 

Ht. o.2I; width 0.83 (o.I3 from break at I. to first 
surviving letter; o.645 inscription; 0.055 from last letter 
to r. hand edge); thickness 0.33; letters o.o2s--o.o3. 

[-EvtafLE]I;'o> !m£p awTTJp{a> 'Oa{ov[-] 

'Oa{ov perhaps for 'Oatcp; but we might restore 'Oa{ov 
[,BwfLOV avEaTT)aEv] vel sim. For dedications to "OaLOS' alone, 
see Drew-Bear, Nouv. inscr. 39 no.s, collecting earlier 
examples. But the combination "OawS' (Kat} Ll{KaLOS' is 
much commoner in the area: see C63n.; it is found with 
the phrase !m€p ... aWTTJp{aS' in MAMA v, KB 9· 

Corner of fountain. 

Greyish marble homos, broken below, back and r. side 
buried. On front of shaft horseman in high relief, 
galloping r., within panel; on I. side probably basket 
with fruits in similar panel; upper surface poor, any 
inscription gone. 

Ht. 0.075 (top), o. I 6 (capital), 0.35 (shaft), 0.33 (panel, 
broken); width 0.44 (shaft and top), capital projecting 
o.o6 at I. side, 0.30 (panel); thickness 0.34 (top), 0.44 
(capital), 0.36 (shaft), 0.04 (panel). PI. IX. 

For rider gods, see Robert, Hell. m (I946), 38ff., and 
below, C7m. The deity on this monument bears a close 
resemblance to the rider god on P72 from Kuru~ay, a 
dedication to EJEcp 'Oatcp, where Tugrul cites JRS xv 
(I92S), I6I no. ISO (to 'Oa{cp LltKa{cp). This monument 
too is probably a votive to "Oato>. 

65 Tepecik (Afyon 3 I Id) 

In use as 'straddle' supporting corner of wooden shed on 
N. side of village. 

Bomos of greyish marble, bottom buried, with framed 
sunk panel; capital and base cut back to shaft level at 
back; letters well cut and regular. 

Ht. o.8IS; width 0.38 (shaft), 0.46 (capital); width 0.33 
(shaft), 0.38 (capital); panel o.3I -o.so; letters o.o2. PI. 
IX (squeeze). 

ETOVS' aty'Af7]Tpt 
8Ewv To OvpwfLa 

ETOY[·t:.r· MHTPI 
0E.0.NTo&YP.n MA 

263 = AD 178-9 (Sullan era), 232-3 (Actian). 

I f. MTJTpt 8Ewv: see xxxiii. The inscription may but 
need not have come from the sanctuary of the 
Meter Steunene. 

2. To OvpwfLa: Not in Kubinska, Mon. fun.; see 
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Robert, Hell. XI-XII (I96o), I I8 no. 2, and 
Laodicee 254, no. 6o. The word refers to a door 
leading to a temple or other sacred building, and 
dedications or consecrations of those are not 
uncommon. Cox makes the suggestion that a 
companion homos may have borne the name of 
the dedicator: 6 DEiva TOV DEiva avE87JKEV. 

66 <;avdarhisar 

In court E. of centre of village. 

Slab of grey-marble with very slightly projecting 
cornice above; letters well cut. 

Ht. O.I7; width 0.94; thickness c. O.IO visible; letters 
0.35. PI. IX (squeeze). 

[MTJ]rpt Kova~vv tl1TEp rijs 6~;to;[Exv{as?] 

The deity is not otherwise attested. 

The suggested restoration is by analogy with C49 (seen. 
there); 6~;tol;'[o{as] is also possible. 

67 Ayvah 

In fountain in centre of village. 

Grey marble homos of large size; front has vertical 
curved double bar on either side of capital; stylized ivy 
wreath on shaft; r. side narrower; double-barred as 
front, with top of shaft filled with wreath; I. side similar; 
back moulded but no inscription; lettering strong and 
well-preserved. 

Ht. 0.965 (capital o.I45, descent 0.05, shaft o.6I, base 
o.I6); width 0-46 (capital), 0.40 (shaft), projection of 
0.03 on r. side of base; thickness 0.34 (capital), 0.26 
(shaft); letters o.o2-o.o26. PI. IX. 

'Avr{oxos L1 wyE
vovs M7Jrpt To
vavv EVX~V . 

Kat T~V rpa-
5· 7TE~av 

Second century AD? 

I. 'Avr{oxos: for Macedonian and Seleucid influence 
on the nomenclature of Aezani, seep. ooo. 

2f. M7Jrpt Tolvavv: the deity may be named after her 
place of origin, and that may not be far from 
Ayvah; but cf. Lltt TovEWS between Aphrodisias 
and Tabae (Bull. epigr. I95I, 290 no. 2I I). 

4f. rpai7TE~av: see B. Levick, JHS XCI (I97I), 8off., 
with works cited there; the large homos 
presumably itself constitutes the table of the 
deity. 

68 Gokagac; 

Outside cami. 

Round pillar of bluish marble weathered yellow, badly 
weathered in 1.; letters well cut. 

Ht. 0.96; diameter of capital 0.49; letters 0.25. PI. IX 
(squeeze). 

[ 
< ~ • • ] I • > • ·~I > I(} 0 OELVa TOV --- 1?-l;'!?V KWJ!apxwv EK TWV LOLWV aVE 7JKE 

[v7TEp EaVTOV Kat r]~s KWP.TJ> GWT1Jp{as Evtap.EVOS 

'Impossible to say if first cuts in each line are natural or if 
there was more' (notebook). 
I. .:LIIWYK (copy). For the participle Kwp.apxwv cf. 

H. Collitz et al., Sammlung gr. Dialekt Inschr. 
(Gi:ittingen I884-I9IO), 3069 (Selymbria); 
Keil-Premerstein, Dritter Bericht 78, no. I09 
(mid-third century AD, near Hypaepa); SEG XXVI, 

I32I (after AD 2I2, near Thyateira); these annual 
officials might be land-owners of the district and 
holding office honoris causa. 

2. ,J_EK (copy). Other inscriptions of Aezani 
mention r~v KWp.7Jv llaAoKa (P27 and P29 = CI6 
(mid-first century AD)), and [.]o~oros KWP.TJ> (C6o). 
Similar prayers for rijs KWP.TJ> (or KaTOLK{as) or its 
awr7Jp{as are offered near Dorylaeum and Nacolea 
in MAMA V, I27 (named villages), I78, I82, I84, 
2I7, and 220; cf. I73 and KBI; also T. Drew
Bear, GRBS XVII (I976), 252f. no. 9 (SEG XXVI, 

I 367), from Appia. The formula is too common to 
require extensive illustration. 

Inside E. cemetery turbe, against wall by door. 

Bomos, apparently limestone: hollow in top perhaps 
new, not cut down, rather scraped. Six-petalled rosette 
within circle cut roughly in centre of r. side, 1. side bare, 
back out of reach but from sides looks bare of relief; 
buried below. 

Ht. o. I 5 (pedestal), o. I I (capital), o. 70 (shaft); width 
0.47 (pedestal), 0.4I5(capital), 0.40 (shaft); thickness 
0.42 (pedestal), 0.38 (capital), 0.36 (shaft); hollow in top 
0.20 wide, 0.23 thick, o.025-o.o3 deep; letters 
0.0I75-0.0225. PI. IX (squeeze of upper part). 

[€ro]¥~ [--] p.TJ-
J;'OS L1 aLa{ov [- EE-] 
KovoELavos 
V7TEP TWV TEKVWV 

5· Ela~ELK7JVOS BOYC 
YllPOCET AllHJHC , I , 
OLKELaS Evxapta-
TOVVTES LltE{{v} 
V. T~V 

IO. V. 
, 

EV-
V. x~v 



DEDICATIONS 

Second or third century AD. 

2. 'Room for 2 or 3' at end {copy). 
3· At beginning 'perhaps one gone, but doesn't look 

like it' (notebook); at end 'room for one'. 
5. Ela,HK7Jv6s would be an ethnic, not otherwise 

attested. The fifth letter is 'not 0 but € or C' 
(notebook). BOY: 'Eor B, Bmore likely'; 0: 'A not 
out of question'; C: 'C or 0'. 

6f. AIIHIHC: 'looks like TQYHC'; Sa11av'?sl olKE{as 
(Robert, Bull. epigr. 1973, 181 no. "47s) seems 
excluded by the clear ET. Possibly €ratpE{as? 

7f. EvxaptaiTovvTES" 'certain'. 
8. At end 'N with perhaps a tiny letter crushed in 

before end'. 
9ff. 'The last three lines are blank to r. [in squeeze], 

though one or two letters might be lost before the 
clear 3 letters on l.; the middle line looks blank but 
EY is possible.' 

--»t//t9l_t'l H.}· --/ \"1 H t;ttt";-

~ 0 C u A I C t- 0 'I'#/~///// 
,t<_,e-N A E. I AN 0 C. 

{THPTI.UNT ei<N WN 

E. It 1.. tfl K H~ OC. ~.o 'i'C.f 

l tt P 0 C. £ TAT~ \·=. \ ::.(. 

OIK~\AC.t'(X A Pit 

T•YM'\THAHIN 
~'//'T H N 

{ "of~-

XH~ 

- ~ 

70 <;avdarhisar 

In wall of house yard, E. of river and S. of S. Roman 
bridge. 

Fragment of a slab of greyish marble, broken below and 
to r., cut smooth l. and above; letters fine and tipped. 

Ht. 0.105 broken; width 0.225; thickness 0.15 till out of 
sight; letters o.o2--o.025. PI. IX (squeeze). 

Evgcf,..u[vos? ---] 
PYOY avE167JKEv? ---] 
EIAEONTHIIA[ ---] 
[ .. ]1./\1 v. . 

The inscription is 'almost certainly' complete on 1. 
(notebook). Cox suggests that we have part of two or 
more inscribed slabs, and it is not clear how much has 
been lost to r. 

If. Evgap.E[vos tl7Tep Tov ---]IPYOY or v7Te]lp vov. 
3. The copy has r, but the squeeze seems to make € 

or C likely; perhaps [6Eov]l Ei'AEov. 
4· Four letters partially or wholly obliterated: the 

top of the second is visible; the third is the top of 
A, Ll, or A; the last looks like I: this favours the 
restoration of Tfl7Tq.[Tip]{St, but this would produce 
a very odd sense. 

71 Agan 

Supporting an old column now holding up a ruined roof 
outside a house in a street in the upper part of the village. 

Bomos of greyish marble with considerable widening in 
the shaft; on front, relief of horse and rider; head, neck, 
and breast of rider much worn; the chlamys seems to be 
fastened in front; the back of the head (now in slightly 
higher relief) has two little horns sprouting from it, just 
as though the rider were wearing a small crown; surface 
of inscribed area much pitted; letters very strong and 
deep. 

Ht. o.7I5 (pedestal 0.055, capital o.045-0.055, shaft 
0.46, base o.o6 and 0.04 till buried); width 0.395 
(pedestal), 0-44 (capital), 0.385--o-445 (shaft), 0.5I 
(base); thickness 0.305 (pedestal), 0.345 (capital), 
0.31-0.35 (shaft), 0.40 (base); letters 0.035-0.04. PI. X. 

Tpvcf>[- 5-]AONI 
r-=- -] 
TL EVX~V )."b 

1. Letters 1-4: 'H most likely, II next most likely, TI 
or TI just possible; barely room for P'; next 4 
letters 'very doubtful'; next letter 'like A'; then 'A 
likely, L1 improbable, 0 ore, H, M, or conceivably 
N; apparently blank after I, room for end of N or 
H, etc.' (notebook). Tpvrpwv vel sim. is the 
dedicator. 

2. 

3· 

'Looks like part of a round letter as a definite cut in 
the centre'. 
'TI most likely, could be TI or possibly II'. The 
deity honoured may be Men, because of the 
'horns' (=crescent?); Professor E.N. Lane points 
out that there is a superficial iconographic 
resemblance to certain Men reliefs, especially to 
Corpus Monument. Relig. Dei Menis I (Leiden 
I 971 ), no. I 24; Men was worshipped at the 
Katoikia Alianon (P64, C62) which, we argue, was 
a part of the Aezanitis; but the 6EoS" aw,wv is a 
better candidate: he is worshipped at Aezani (C57, 
C58), his name is consistent with the final letters 
of !.3, and he is shown with radiate crown (see 
Weinreich, RE IIIA (I929), 1248ff., C58n., and 
C17In.). For the 'Horseman-gods' of Asia Minor 
see Robert, Hell. m (1946), 38ff. 
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71a <;avdarhisar 

N .E. end of the ridge of Tombs. 

Greyish marble base, almost square, with bevelled socle 
and upper moulding (ledge, fascia, ledge, ovolo, ledge), 
decorated with garlands on all four sides; they hang from 
a goat's head on at least one corner, and from an ox-head 
in the middle of each side; on the E. side they are 
supported by a woman carrying two objects; above the 
garlands relief: N. face: I. male bust with radiate nimbus 
(Helios); r. bust with Phrygian cap (?); W. face: I. 
standing figure, r. blank; S. face: I. standing nude man 
with objects in r. hand and over I. shoulder, probably a 

___ .-purseand a caduceus, thus identifying him as Hermes, L 

female bust; E. face: I. crater with voluted handles, r. 
tree (?), between them a seated female figure with 
tympanum in hand and an uncertain object in I. hand 
(Cybele). 

Ht. 0.72; width 1.135; thickness 1.155; faces about 0.035 
below top and bottom rims. PI. X (N., E., W.) 

Clearly a votive altar, apparently depicting a set of 
familiar Phrygian deities: Helios (radiate head), Attis or 
Men (with Phrygian cap); Cybele or the Meter Theon 
(tympanum); Hermes and an unidentified female figure. 
Cf., from this region, the reliefs on the dedication to 
Hosios found at Kurw;ay near Tav~anb (P72); and a 
study promised by Robert, Bull. epigr. 1965, 163 n.386. 
For similar monuments, see L. Robert, Rev. phil. Ser. 
m, Vol. xm no. 4 (1939), 202 = OMS rr, 1355ff., 
discussing in particular a relief from Dorylaeum in the 
Louvre, depicting Zeus Bronton with Helios and the 
Moon, a rider god carying a double axe, an 
unidentifiable female bust not di"ssimilar to the one 
depicted here, the pairs Hosios and Dikaios, Heracles 
and Hermes. 

71b <;am Koy 

Outside cami. 

Inverted homos of bluish marble, top buried; on front, 
radiate draped bust (Helios, see C71a), r., bust with 
crescent behind shoulders (Men), 1., bird on perch, 
back, horseman (the last two worn away); all within deep 
.garlands tied together with ends turned in; no trace of 
writing. 

Ht. 0.94 to top of spaft; width o.61 (bottom), 0.48 
(shaft); thickness 0.55 (bottom), 0.45 thinning to top 
(shaft). PI. X (front; r.). 

For Helios see C71an. but Sozon also appears in a 
similar guise, see C58n.; for Men see C62n., C7m. 

72 <;avdarhisar 

In house wall in yard in S.W. part of village on I. of road 
leading from temple to S. Roman bridge. 

Slab of greyish marble, broken on 1., cut straight below 
and on r. and apparently on top, going up to another 
straight edge at top r. corner; letters deep, big and 
regular, cut wide and splayed at tips. 

Ht. 0.255 (0.27 at r.); width o.67 till broken; letters 
0.05 -0.0575· 

Alaxptwv 'AaKArr 
mo8wpov EvKap-

' ' ' 7TEVS E7TOEL. 

Perhaps the base of a statue carved by Aeschrion of 
Eucarpia (a city 90 km. S.S.W. of Aezani); he is 
otherwise unattested as mason or sculptor. The name of 
the god or person depicted would have been on the other 
side of the stone, hidden in the house wall, unless the 
statue itself made a designation superfluous. 

FUNERARY MONUMENTS 

VERSE INSCRIPTIONS, STELAE, 
PILLARS, COLUMNS, BOMOI, SINGLE 
AND MULTIPLE. 
(See also Cs76ff., Cs8o; for verse inscriptions 
see also C48, C93 ?). 

73 Gokagac 

In the middle of the S. side of the cemetery wall. 

Bomos of bluish marble, left side broken at top; bottom 
buried; on shaft, double flutes in relief. The thin strokes 
may be for binding them together or to the wearer (Cox). 

Ht. 1.12 until buried; width 0.46 (top), 0.425 (shaft). PI. 
XI; PI. XI (squeeze). 

[1rai's ~v E]vymfTao OIIA 
[--];9qvop.a o' ~v p.ot 'App.
[6vws?, a]¥Awv apf.LOV{TJS ETapo[s] 
[ KEL]f.LaL o' EJJ tdvn 7TilTpTJS 

s. [a1ro], dKoat 7TEJJTE 

[7TATJpw]aas €TI.wv Bwp.ov [--] 
[-- aHf.La OE p.ot B~Aos Kai [-] 
-vts €v86.8' ETwtav 
ovo Kaa{yvTJTOt Kai Fats 

10. avvTpocpos €a8Aos 

Second or third century AD. 

We have six lines of two elegiac couplets followed by two 
hexameters, with appropriate epic forms. 
r. [1rai's ~v E]vyEvhao, restored by Dr. Hansen. The 

name of the father, (---),should follow. There are 
traces of three or four letters on the stone. 0 orB, 
then two upright strokes, and a triangular letter 
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2f. 

4· 

5· 
6f. 

7· 

9· 

IO. 

(A, A or M); Dr. Hansen suggests <?¥P.~;t[. 
Dr. lnnes, comparing Horn., Iliad v, 6o; and Dr. 
Hansen draws attention to Lucian's Harmonides, 
about an avA7J'T~> who was a pupil of Timotheus 
(pp. 85o-58 Reitz) as a possible source of the 
name. [a]t!A.wv ap!LOVL7J>, Cox. 
The expression is elliptical, a noun such as yfi 
having been omitted aftertetvn, as in Peek, GV 
353 (Salona). 
[d7T<)], etKoat: note hiatus before digamma. 
A five-syllable adjective for 6ea!L6v would be 
SUitable; perhaps awp6'Ta'TOV. 
BiJA.o>, cf. Bull epigr. 1940, 217 no. 90 (Cos); I942, 
360 no. I64 (Palmyra). The name is that of the 
Semitic Bel, but not unique or geographically 
limited, as Dr. Hansen points out, comparing the 
Doric form BaA.o> in his Carmina Epigraphica 
Graeca 365 (Argos, 5th century BC). 
For the second brother the photograph demands a 
name(-··) ending -vt>. 
For the anomalous acephalous scansion Professor 
Davies compares cptA.e Kaatyv~'Te, Iliad IV, I 55, and 
OLil !LEV, Ill, 357· Tat> for r&.w,, giving a spondee. 
For the arts at Aezani, see p. xxv 

74 Gokagac 

N. end of cemetery. 

Whitish marble homos, capital broken; on shaft, a 
wreath consisting of an ear of corn, grapes and vine 
leaves, fruit, a laurel leaf; inside, a snake in shallow 
relief, with head broken. 

Ht. I .oo; width 0.52 (base), 0.455 (shaft); thickness 0.54 
(base), 0-465 (shaft). Pl. XI; Pl. XI (squeeze). 

Movaawv, Bepa7TOV'T<a> Atyvv vovawv 'T1 E7Tapwyo~ 
'Twto' 'AaKA7Jmcl07JV a~!La'TL AaLVEWL 
TL/L7JEV'Ta Kaa{yv7J'TO> cpOt!LEVwv .EEJAEI 
Kat 'wwv MeveKATJ> OiJKev E7Teaao/LEVOt> 

Second or third century AD. 

I. 

3· 

Movaawv 6epa1rwv is a well established phrase. See 
Peek, GV 445 (Nicopolis); J. H. Kent, Corinth 
VIII.iii The Inscriptions I926-5o (Princeton 
I96o), 6o n.129 (of Herodes Atticus). Atyv> is an 
appropriate epithet for a servant of the Muses, see 
Homer, Od. XXIV, 62; Hom. Hymn. xxxn, 30; 
Hesiod, Theog. xoo; Theognis 769; Aristophanes, 
Birds 909. 
Dr. Hansen suggests !LE(J' aet?[wv], with the error 
originating from false analogy with the 
meaningless aspirates used in connection with 
€ro> and (vtavr6>: see Schwyzer, Grammatik I, 305, 
with Peek, GV 104, 556, 932, 936, 948, and I976 
line 6, showing 'teens' spelt with chi. 

75 Sopu Koy 

In cemetery wall. 

Greyish marble homos, with moulded top; partly 
broken behind and much worn from weathering. 

Ht. 2.I95 (0.145 bottom, a little buried; x.865 shaft; 
o.I85 top); width o.67 (bottom, broken), o.51-o.55 
(shaft), o.62 (top, broken); thickness 0.505 (centre of 
shaft). Pl. XI (squeeze). 

·~~~at!Lo> (vO&.oe ~~f'T[at] 
otKoOo!L ( ov!L )evov €xwv /LV1)
!LLV avv rfioe 'TEKOV~, ~~ 
!LaKapinv (yw Kptvw. 

s. E7Tevif;a yap mh~v 7TA[~aa>] 
/J.pt{J/LOV •tfJ· etra 7TOT' aVT~V 
~A.Oov (yw iJpw> E'7JKw!i 
E'To> ·A.a· 'Ov~aL!LO> €av-
np 'wv Kat 'A1roAAwvttt 

10. /L7JTpt /LV~/L7J> xaptv. 

fl ~.·/if/ !/11 I /I I 

/;/;(/11/1/ 

,:/-' 
:'//1/.~,.' 

ONH tlf'\0( Eti0Af%: ~ 
ON 04t 0/"\H:;~;-<i EXnNi\ 
"\iN~'( NTH A E·r· E 't OY.il~\1! :·: 
r\AKA?l TOI NE r.n\00 
EtTEr'"t•ArAPAYTHNT !1/f/:.il,' 

AP10t'ION tiHTTAiT0 7>'-YTH!'·~ 
Hl\80 NEt nH P .0. tE ~ H •nl?· 
:i TOt:i\A ONHtll"\0( EA'! 
I .(l l .(lt-1 leA I A TT 0/\/\.(ltJIA 

MH T P t M NH 1"\HC 'J(.APnl 

Second or third century AD. 

(We are particularly indebted to Dr. Hansen for his help 
in elucidating this text): 
I. T is certain: change of person is not unusual even 

in formally correct composition' (Hansen).' 
2. 'All letters certain; OYM omitted by haplography' 

(Hansen). 
2-3. '!Lv1)!LLV presumably !LV7J!LEiov rather than 

!LV~!L7JV' (Hansen). 
5· !LaKapfnv for /LaKap{noa. 
6. '1ror' = 1rort = 1rp6> is quite clear' (Hansen). 
This is a puzzling tombstone. 11.8-Io state that 



JO FUNERARY MONUMENTS 

Onesimus put it up for himself and his mother while he 
was still alive.l1.2-6 imply that he had buried his mother 
when he was twelve years old; but ll.I and 6-8 show him 
to be be dead, aged 3 I, and to have followed her to the 
same grave. Despite the inconsistencies the whole text 
appears to have been engraved at the same time. Perhaps 
Onesimus' heirs had it inscribed in this form, 
overscrupulously faithful to formulae prescribed by him 
before his death. 

76 Sopu Koy or <;avdarhisar 

Grey marble homos, reversed and buried; letters fine 
and apiced, but early lines missing (?). 

Ht. 0.705 (broken); width 0.575, 0.56, 0.44; thickness 
0.46, o.63, 0-45; .letters o.o3-o.0325. 

. TH:EEMEP:E .. Mq,JO£ 
Ll OIA ... . KA. TE.MAI 
:,~~~ f>11:vfhpl1/ 
[Kat] VEKVV €VTac/Jl11 

Nvp.cplos?. 
?3oLaLS ..... 'TfLp.aLS. 
These lines suggest that this was the epitaph of a 
former slave, who received the double honour of 
freedom during his lifetime and a decent burial 
when he died. 

77 Hac1 Kebir 

N .E. corner of cemetery wall. 

Top of rectangular pillar of bluish-white marble, lying 
on its side and built into wall; reading very difficult after 
the first few lines. 

Ht. 0.52 (inscribed face), 0.28 (top); width 0.34 
(inscribed face; letters o.o2-o.o3, smaller on right, 
height increasing in lower lines. 

s. 

2. 

6. 
7· 

[-J-?ANEITOY[ -2/3-] 
AMAPTH:EIOY[ -2-] 
AMAYTOYTEKN[.?] 

[.?]A.QPAEKAEIEIB 
H£ 

MIA:EHAIO[-] 
TONLlE 

?ap.apT1/, with Uv m line I? Or ap.ap'T~ = 
'together'. 
dp.avpov? Dr. Hansen compares Peek, GV 889. 
TEKv[a]l r1.wpa (Cox was uncertain whether the A 
came at the end of 3 or the beginning of 4)?. Dr. 
Hansen compares Peek, GV I529-
[€p1J]p.{as ~Ato[v]? 
'Seems to begin TONLl' (Cox). 

I LANEH"O, 
AM APT HC :1oy 
AMAYfO'(IEKN 

AWfAEl<AEIEIO \ HL 
t11 A C 1-\J\1~ 

78 <;avdarhisar 

W. cemetery. 

Slab of grey marble; front divided into three sections 
with inscription to 1. and r. on either side of a blank area, 
top and r. broken, 1. buried; stone left rough at bottom . 

Ht. 0.38; width 1.28; thickness 0.22; letters o.045-0.o5. 
PI. XI. 

a) y€vos aUv 
€xoL 

a) suggests a fragment of a verse epitaph, expressing the 
wish that the violator of the tomb may suffer: cf. an 
epitaph from Docimium (AJA I (I885), I43line 9): aL€t 
ol y€v€~ T€ Kat otKos Tr~p.aT' €xoLTo; for other threats to the 
wholegenos, see L. Robert, CRAI I978, 28I, 287 n.2. Or 
perhaps, as Dr. Hansen suggests, we have a verse 
dedication. 
b) 1. Bcf,\~[cp]? The squeeze does not show the second 4; 

as Dr. Hansen points out, 0&.,\ap.os is another 
possibility: cf. C8I and C89. 

2. 0€vn: traces of another letter follow on the 
squeeze. If this is an epitaph, a name, such as 
[Ll1Jp.oa]O€vn, is possible. 

79 <;avdarhisar 

P82. 

Refer to LW. 

Width of whole stone 0.42; of border 0.07; on first line of 
text tor. side of last surviving letter 0.255; of other lines 
o.26. PI. XII. 

M1JVOYEV1JS ovop.' €[aT{,] 
TEXVTJV 3' L'Tr'TrOLtat~] 
ox€ia0aL €V €l3(ws,) 
€0avov AoLp.ov v[ €-] 

s. cpn EVKaTaA1Jcp0€ls 

AD I65 or soon after? See below. 

r. Cox copied ONO and Nor M, followed by 0 or e 
from photo. This readily permits ovop.' €[an1, 
suggested by Dr. Hansen (compare Bansen, 
Carmina Epigraphica Graeca (Berlin I983) 9I, 
I7I, I75, 349). Earlier editions restore o[3' €yw]. 
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4· The squeeze shows the first vertical hasta of N. 
For horses and horsemanship at Aezani, see p. 
xxv. Waelkens has pointed out that the so-called 
stadium in front of the theatre at Aezani has most 
of the characteristics of a hippodrome. 
It is always tempting to link references to a plague 
with the great epidemic which L. Verus' troops 
brought back from their Parthian wars in 165 (cf. 
Magie, RR 11, 1533 -4). In this instance the 
chances of this being correct are perhaps better 
than average. A verse oracle pronounced by the 
serpent god Glycon of Abonuteichos in the 
context of this plague, and used for apotropaic 
purposes on an inscription of Syrian Antioch, 
contains, as Kaibel saw, a phrase very close to the 
one found here: <l>oi{3os aKEpC1EKOft1JS AOLftOV 11EcpEA7JV 
a1TEpVKEL (Lucian, Alex. 36, v.l. aKEtpEKOft7JS; L. 
Robert, A travers l' Asie Mineure (Paris r 980 ), 
404). The phrase is striking enough to suggest 
that on each occasion it refers to the same disaster. 

So Tav~anh 

Amongst material collected for new school. 

Part of large white and grey marble slab broken below, 
above, and to r.; inscription in strong deep letters in 
panel; roughly smooth behind. 

Ht. 1.125 (panel o.87); width 0-49 (panel 0.27); thickness 
0.27 (panel 0.035); letters o.o2-o.o55. PI. XII. 

{3ov'AEt !Lq.[ ---] 
ar~'A1Jv rHvod 
TOVTOV x~[ptv--] 
Baot ara[---] 

5- KOft1JTO[~--] 
&h om? IL 1.r[---] 
Tt oijra p[ ---] 
w rovro[---] 
{3ov'Aijs K[---] 

10. a8Evws[---] 
'Aav1T{1r}pw[ ---] 
€v f3poroif.s ---] 

Second or third century AD. 

'Only pseudo-metrical (prose work with poetic flavour)' 
(Dr. Hansen). 
1. {3ov'AE£ from {3ovAoftat? ILav8avE£v? (cf. Peek GV 

1290). 
3f. [€v]l8aot? Or [£v]l8a Otar[--]. 
5· Was the death (ofTheopompus?) preceded by the 

appearance of a comet? Another possibility that 
has been suggested to us is that there is a reference 
to an athlete's long hair (cf. ar~[owv?] in 4). 

9· A reference to {3ov'A~ Kat Oijftos seems hardly 
appropriate: perhaps {3ov'Aoftat again. 

9f. [d-]laBEvws is the obvious interpretation. Perhaps 
the author makes a comparison between the actual 
fate of the deceased and the distinction he might 
have achieved. 

81 Golciik Koy 

Under mulberry tree m centre of village; ongm 
unknown. 

Grey marble homos with incised ornament of mirror 
flanked I. and r. by six-pointed rosette above quatrefoil. 

Ht. o.84 (o.o65 capital, o.6r5 shaft, o.o7 descent, o.o9 
base); width: 0.41 capital (0.04 broken); 0.365 shaft; 0.46 
base; thickness: capital broken; 0.325 shaft; 0.40 base; 
letters o.or25-o.o2. PI. XII. 

fovEis ftEV Ba'Aa!Lo~t 
OLETtl(]ETO, Moipa o€ 
rvv{3ovs· WKVTEpov o€ 
p6oov ftEftapaftEV1J MJao~ 

5· ~Eiftat. Avp. 'Iov'Atavos Kat 
Xpua{1T1T1J 'Iov'Atq. 8vyarpt 
4wpcp, 
Bp€1/Jas !Lara{ws 
'A1ro'Aavros alvo ro aij-

Io. !La TETEVXWS 

After AD 212 (pseudo-praenomen Aurelius). 

r-5. A pair of hexameters. 
r. Ba'Aa!Lo~t: bridal chamber, Horn., Il. XI, 227, and in 

later poets (see LSJ); also in C89. 
2. OtEraaEro (sic): singular for plural. 
3f. On the withered rose, seeR. Lattimore, Themes in 

Gk. and Lat. Epitaphs (Illinois 1962), 195, citing 
MAMA I, 102 (Laodicea Combusta), with A. 
Wilhelm, Byzantion VI (1931), 461, and P. 
Perdrizet, BCH XXIV (1900), 299ff. 

5· 4wpcp: see Lattimore, op. cit. r85ff., and L. 
Robert, CRAI 1978, 259ff. 

8. Bp€1/Jas: singular for plural? Or are we dealing with 
a third party, Apolaustos, foster-father to Julia? If 
so, a verb seems to be required. 

9· 'T seems to me certain and IN not N alone very 
probable; A rather than A before AYTO[ clear I 
think' (Cox). 'A1ro'Aavr6s for 'ATTo'Aavar6s, alvo for 
alvov? 

9f. aiji!La rErEvxws: cf. Horn., Il. XXI, 322. 

In street against wall near oda, said to have been dug up 
recently at Mal Tepe. 

Greyish marble pillar, tapering to base where a shaft for 
sticking in the ground remains; above inscription two 
ivy garlands, right round. · 

~t. 1.33, 0.14 (shaft); circumference 1.03 (bottom); 
drameter 0.46 (top), c. 0.32 (bottom), 0.24 (shaft); letters 
o.o34-0.04. PI. XII. 

M1JVOS 
M7Jrpoowpov 

~pws 
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Probably one of the earliest gravestones of Aezani: its 
decoration is related to some monuments of the 
Hellenistic period (see, e.g., E. Pfuhl and H. Mobius, 
Die ostgriechischen Grabreliefs II (Mainz I979), 2259 PI. 
3 I9): perhaps late Hellenistic or early imperial. 

1. M-qvcis: for names ending in - cis, see p. lxii. 

83 <;avdarhisar 

In wall of same road as C25 I (i.e., in field S.E. of village), 
further out. 

Stele; all that remains is a simple shaft of grey marble, 
surface gone on 1.; remains of wreath of fine ivy leaves 
with hanging ribbons. 

Ht. 2.27; width 0.70; thickness 0.23. PI. XII (squeeze). 

.17Jp.~Tpws 'AaKAYJ7J[LaOov] 
'EALKOS ET{fk'YJGEV "A7![cPYJV] 
M7Jvoy£vovs T~V av[Tov] 
yvvaiKa Kat 'ATTcP'YJV LJ'YJlfkYJ-] 

5· Tp{f!'! T~V 7TEV0Epav '(w-] 
[aa]l;' L10YL' [ .. ] KAIPA 

Between AD 70 and 17!? (see 1.6)~ the stele in any case is 
probably a later version of a type decorated with 
wreaths, already known at Aezani at the beginning of the 
first century AD (see R. Naumann, T AD xx, I (I 973), 
I6o fig. 4: laurel); fine ivy leaves occur on some door 
stones of Aezani from theTrajanic and Hadrianic period 
(W35, W7I, C8s, C3I2); thus probably first or early 
second century. 

If. For double names, see p. !xi . 
2. 'EAtKcis must be "E;>.,g (CIG 248h, Anapha; Bul~ 

epigr. I973, I77 no. 46I, Bubon) + as; for names 
of that type see p. lxii. 
ETLfk'YJGEV on tombstones: see index and Ciosn. 

I-S· The fact that Helicas' mother-in-law was the 
daughter of a Demetrius suggests that she was 
also his aunt, and that he married his cousin: 

Asclepiades 
I 

Demetrius Helicas 

Demetrius 

Apphe = Menogenes 
I 

Apphe 

84 <;avdarhisar 

In garden to S.W. of village, on 1. bank of river. 

Slab of blue-white marble; top blank; inscription (a) 
about two thirds down from top; (b) below it; (c) at 
bottom; size and style of lettering varied; lettering worn 
very shallow. 

Ht. 1.30; width 0.72; thickness o. I 3; letters o.oi75-o.o2 
(top); 0.02 (middle); 0.025 (bottom). PI. XII (squeeze of 
(a) and (c)). 

(a) ETOVS of>' Mr)Tp6owpos MEvo(t]nlov] 
TOV MEvavopo~ ~pws xaipE .• 

(b) [ ------] 
[---]0![---] 
?[ ------] 
f9L' xaipE 

(c) ['A]TToAAwvws MYJTP.[oowpov] 
[Tov MEv]qtT{ov[ ---] 

(a) AD 63-4. 
(b) contains traces of three, perhaps four lines (there 
may be a third, cramped line between I and 2). If (b) is 
the funerary inscription of Menoetius then all three 
generations descended from Menander are commemo
rated on the stone; perhaps his name is to be found in the 
second line. 

4· The letters faintly visible at the beginning of the 
line may represent the word ~pws, as in (a). 

The persons mentioned appear to be related to those on 
C38, a similar stone found in the same place: 

C84: 
M£vavopos 

I 
MEVOLTLOS 

MYJTp6owpos 
I 

'ATToAAwvws 

C38: 
M£va[vopos?] 

I 
MYJv6cf>,>.os 

I 
MYJTp6owpos 

The father and sons mentioned in Nero's letter PI I, 
should also be brought in: 

6. 'Slight space after I, stroke over P apparently 
complete' (Cox); just possibly the last word was The following composite stemma may be constructed: 

xalp{ ETE); a date of unusual form <?:ous[.] Kat p') 
seems more likely. 
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MEvatnas (fC84(b)) 
I 

M7JTp6owpas (fC84(a), AD 63-4) 
I 

'A ?TaAAwvws ( fC84( c)) 

If the identifications suggested here are correct, they 
confirm that Aezani used the Actian era: see p. lv . 

Ss Hac1 Kebir 

Stele ?f blue-grey ~arble with triangular gable, 
acrotena decorated with palmettes; in pediment six
petalled rosette; under pediment egg-and-dart 
moulding; on shaft two knotted ivy tendrils with fine 
leaves. 

Ht. o.6o; width 0.57; thickness 0.23. 

Pe~haps later first or early second century AD (see C83, 
which has similar decoration). · · 

86 Cavdarhisar 

In little cemetery on I. of road leaving from E. quarter to 
chaussee. 

Stele with projecting triangular gable, shaft cut smooth 
and plain, back cut pretty smooth all over; on top of 
pediment acroteria in relief decorated with palmettes; 
the palmette at the top has a shape which is more or less 
related to one on C267 (early thirties of second century 
AD) and seems to hendd the top palmettes of W 53 
(shortly before AD I40), whose leaves are already more 
isolated. from each other; the voluted outer leaves are 
best compared with those on C230 (c. AD I30 or shortly 
before); the sepals from which the half~palmettes spring 
are similar to those on C225 (first half of Hadrian's 
reign) and those on C246 ( = W 42 from AD· I 28-9, but 
without the ~terns); the veining of the palmettes belongs 
between C 246 and the late Hadrianic-early An to nine 
W 39f; in pediment a four-petalled rosette. 

Ht. 0.835 till buried; width 0.465 (gable), 0.39 (top of 
shaft), 0-40 (middle of shaft); thickness o. I25 (gable), 
0.07 (shaft); letters o.022-o.024. PI. XIII. 

'A1raU~ Evootav 
a[ ETaipat f.LV~f.1.7JS 
xapw 

Probably middle Hadrianic, c. or shortly after AD I30. 

I. 'A1raU~ Evootav: for names ending -as, seep. lxii. 
A Eudoxus (or Endoxus?) features on the coinage 

M7JTp6owpas (C38, PI 1) 
(all flourish under Nero, PI I) 

of Aezani in Claudian times; he may be a forbear 
of Apollas (see H. v. Aulock in R. Naumann, 
Zeustempel 84). 

2. ETaipat: colleagues in a religious or gymnastic 
association, see MAMA VI, 47, from Colossae, 
with Robert, Bull. epigr. I939, 506 no. 392, and, 
from Prusa, I955, 245 no. I68, where]. and L. 
Rob~rt comment: 'clans la plupart des cas, il s'agit 
aussi de groupes de camarades et amis d'un 
defunt.' Such associations were particularly 
common in N. W. Lydia, in the communities of 
the middle Hermus valley; ·where. they could be 
described as a avf.LfJtwats, a[ avf.LfJtwTat, or simply a[ 
cf>£,\at. See, most recently; C. Naour, Epigr. Anat. v 
(I985), 44 no. 6 with nn. In general see F. Pola~d, 
Gesch. des gr. Vereinwesens (Leipzig I909), 54: E. 
Ziebatth, Aus dem gr, Schitlwesen (ed. 2, Leipzig 
and Berlin I9I4), 89ff., and, for further 
references, the indexes of Bull. epigr. Nl.at. in 

··association are mentioned at Aezani in P38, where 
they are responsible for the erection of a statue to 
one Demetrius, who may be another member of 
the family honoured in C27. 

87 Y enicearmutcuk 

In the fountain. 

Aezani stele; in triangular pediment, supported by plain 
pilasters, a basket containing flowers or fruit, probably 
pomegranates (this was the most common sepulchral 
motif on women's tombstones at Aezani); on shaft traces 
of wreath with two flowers at top, and two hanging 
ribbons. 

Ht. 1.27; width o.6I; letters 0.025. PI. XIII. 

ETavs Evp' f.l.frivos) 
Awav 

'Af.l.f.l.Llfl M7]vacp{,\- V. 

[av?---] 

23 June-23 July, AD I25. 

3· The end of the line is 'apparently uncut: surface 
rather uneven with hard protruding lumps' 
(notebook); the rest of the inscription has 
probably been broken aWay. 
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88 <;avdarhisar 

In house yard E. of oda. 

Top of tall fine greyish marble stele, broken below, sides 
cut down square to apparently fiat back and moulded at 
the front with pilaster ends, squares etc., but not flower 
pattern; in front triangular gable supported by plain 
pilasters with Corinthian capitals; along pediment traces 
of half-palmette and tendrils. In pediment eagle; 
between pediment and capitals cyma reversa, row of 
dentils, frieze with fine leafed tendrils (related to those 
on pilasters of W98 from first half of Antoninus Pius' 
reign (see p. Iii n.20 and C376)) springing from 
palmette in middle, and architrave with 3 fasciae; 
between capitals garland of fruit and poppies entwined 
with ribbons; letters careful, tipped. 

Ht. I.IO broken each end; width o.85 at widest point of 
gable, o.87 at widest point of shaft; thickness 0.24; 
letters 0.025. PI. XIII. 

fet!fo8eos 'AaKA'I)m
[ao]ov Tafos vewKr.J[p]
[os] 4tos Sui .Bt?[v---] 

Probably second quarter or middle of second century. 

If. The praenomen Gaius is used as a second name: 
cf. Robert, Noms ind. 278 n. I on 'A1ToAAwvws 
'A1ToAwv{ov llo1TAtas in Frankel, Imchr. Perg. n, no. 
485; see p. !xi . 

4· Traces of a round letter and three hastae. 

onnoooooo~ 

.... olt. ~ "' 

89 <;avdarhisar 

Dug up in N.E. corner of W. cemetery. 

Tall stele of greyish marble with triangular gable 
supported by plain pilasters; I. of pediment, half 

palmette; in pediment, omphalos plate; under pediment 
row of dentils, frieze with fine, leafed tendrils, springing 
from bush in middle; on shaft traces of hanging ribbons 
above tabula ansata. 

Ht. I .055; width 0.365 (gable), 0.325 (shaft); thickness 
0.23 (gable), o.I9 (shaft); inscribed area: O.I65 by o.I75· 
PI. XIII. 

KEtf.L' tJ1To T~v mc/J{'I)v 
vios Eil-rvxos 'Qp{f.L?V [vt6s], 
OV 1Tp01TET~S Oa{(.LW-
V ~p1Taae 1Tptv Oa..\a!f[ ov]. 

S· Mofpa 0€ (.LOt Ka-riKA
wae Ka! Wf.LOae 1T4rlf
ov awp?~ KaL 1Tp01TE
T~S Oa{f.LWV, OS (.LE 

I • J KaTEUKOTtUE, KTEtV , 
) ~J ) I\ < .J. I 

10. '1)0 EUT'I)II'I)V Ot 'f'pa-ro-
pES Jio' av£(}'1)KaV 
eiKova Kat f.LV~f.L'I)> 
Deiy(.La KaL evae,Bt'l)s 

Similar to type of C88 and P9 I, but certainly later than 
either; perhaps second half of second century AD. 

This tall oblong stele is very unusual for Aezani. Its 
general shape, its thin, slightly projecting side pilasters, 
the high, steep gable and tall palmettes are characteristic 
of stelae from Dorylaeum and its territory. Almost 
certainly the stone was brought to <;::avdarhisar from that 
area, either directly or via Kiitahya, whose Greek and 
Armenian populations made extensive use of ancient 
gravestones from a wide area (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine 
88f. for bibliography). A native of <;::avdarhisar might 
have bought the monument as a headstone for his grave. 
Dr. Hansen has made a particularly substantial 
contribution to the decipherment of this text. 
I-4· It is necessary to assume that vv. 2 and 4 ended in 

the r. margin, on the frame, where the last letters 
of 6 and I3 are to be found. For parallel Dr. 
Hansen draws attention to Greek Inscriptions in 
the British Museum I004 (Troad, 2nd cent. AD). 

2. 'Qp{f.L?V: the name is found on several dedications 
in a Mithraeum near Tomis: M.}. Vermaseren, 
Corpus Inscr. Manum. Rei. Mithr. II, 2304, 
2307-9; 2307 is the work of a sculptor from 
Nicomedia: see Bull. epigr. I972, 434 no. 308. 

3· Cf. ~p1Taaev ~1Tp01TET~S f.LOLpa, Peek, GV I555 = IG 
v I, I 355 (Messenia, 2nd cent. AD). 

4· Oa..\a!f[ov]: cf. C8 1. 
5. Moipa( t ): mentioned on several other verse texts 

of Dorylaeum, MAMA v, 28, 30, 63, 91. 
9· Ka-raaKo-rt{w, Galen, De Usu Partium I0.3 = veil 

in darkness. 
IO. €a-r~A'I)V = eis a-r~A'I)v, common at all periods. 
I of. Compare the phratores who honour -rov €av-roJV 

aVV1TOAE{T'I)V at Julia Gordus in Lydia, Bull. epigr. 
I97I, 498 no. 601. 

I2. Despite the reference to an eikon there was no 
image of the deceased on the monument. 
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90 Agan 

In mosque verandah, doorway into minaret. 

Greyish marble monument, probably long stele, top and 
base doubtless projecting, now smooth, cut roughly 
rectangular (complete however at edges), with entry into 
minaret cut out; letters uncouth. 

Ht. 1.435 (top o.o85, shaft I.I85, base o.I65); 
inscription field o.2o; width 0.56; thickness o.I3; letters 
o.o225--o.0325. Pl. XIII (squeeze). 

II pa6piV7JS II aatw{ £ }

vos "A7TCp7J> Ti]t aDEA
cp* 1rap8€vwt p.v~as 
€vEK€V Kat 'Ap.p.{wt 

s. Tfi a8€.\cpfi 

I. Except for line 5, the stone cutter was rigorous in 
the use of iota adscript, and he was misled into 
inserting one at the end of this line. 

3· An omicron was originally engraved, then 
corrected to omega. 

4f. The last two lines are in a similar but less tidy 
hand and were probably carved after the rest of 
the inscription, when the mason no longer took 
the trouble to write the iota adscript. 

n rA::: 11"\E NHiTT AI lfil 
NOtATitH ITH I Ab. EA 

of H lllAP0 EN P.I/'\NHAt 
ENEKENICAIAMI"\Inl 

l'HA.O.Et\tf H 

91 Cavdarhisar 

Near court in E. of village. 

Top of stele; in pediment a boss; in gable top and corners 
a palmette with a dolphin in between; beneath 

inscription a leaf and flower scroll including a cinqfoil 
with one extra leaf. 

Ht. o.88; width 0.73; thickness o.I2 visible; letters 0.02. 
PI. XIII (squeeze). 

100[---] p.v~li-'TJ>] xaptv 

92 Cavdarhisar 

At corner of an outside house wall in a garden on the S.E. 
border of the S.E. quarters. 

Greyish marble slab, perhaps fragment of a stele, with 
broken r. edge, conceivably level above; letters to r. 
worn and shallow. 

Ht. o.2I; width 0.505; thickness 0.28. PI. XIV (squeeze). 

II ptK{atAAa d( v )8-
pt LJ wy€vv Kat 
TW{ v) 'TTED{wv Kat 
~?-(v):~~ 

Third century AD? 

I. APLJ on stone. 
3· The construction changes after !.2, lm€p being 

understood. For TTED- in place of TTat8- see 
index. 

93 Cavdarhisar 

Brought from a house between oda and first street to 
bridge. 

Inscribed greyish marble slab, part of stele (?), broken 
all round, though back is perhaps complete; inscription 
on flat surface. 

Ht. o. I4; width 0.36; thickness 0.20 (might be 
complete); letters 0.04. PI. XIV (squeeze). 

[--]ap.' d.\.\~.\[ots-] 
[--]ENOIKIM.~[--] 

I. Restoration by Cox; if correct, it suggests a verse 
text. 

94 Cavdarhisar 

Brought to street on S.E. edge of village. 

White marble funeral slab, probably fragment of plain 
stele, broken except on right; letters deep and regular. 

Ht. O.I45 broken; width O.I4 broken; thickness o.I25 
broken; letters o.o2--o.0225. 

[ --av ]1;£,8{'tl 'fr' 
[p.v~p.]TJ> xaptv 
[Kat €avT]cp ~wv 
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95 <;avdarhisar 

In wall of house court in N.W. 

Greyish marble fragment, probably broken all round, 
though conceivably the edge is preserved above. 

Ht. 0.075; width 0.31; thickness o.o5; letters 
o.o25-o.o275· 

[ -----] 
UtV~fL1)S" x]1P.LV K,_E 

[ €auTfi] ?<!>!!<?-

96 <;avdarhisar 

In garden. 

Grey-white marble slab, fragment of stele, broken top, 
left, and bottom; inscription on slightly raised panel 
With xapLV below; letters slightly Stabbed. 

Ht. 0.73 (face of panel 0.19); width 0.3I (face of panel 
0.13); thickness 0.26; letters o.oi5. PI. XIV (squeeze). 

[B]w..\av
[o]s Kai 
K..\auD
Lav~ Bw-

5· Aavc.iJ T
c.iJ KaAc.iJ 
TEKV<tJ 
fLVE{as 
xapLV 

The inscription recalls P2 I 8: BwAavos K..\auD{q. 'ATaAaVT?J 
Kup{AA?J afLEfL1TTWS" '1)a6.av ET1) K{:1' fLV~fL1)S" KaL EvxapLaT{as 
lvEKEv; but the form of omega used here does not favour 
connection between the two stones, and the published 
inscription is on a doorstone. 
If., 4f.Bw..\av6s: see index and p. lv. 

97 <;avdarhisar 

In wall of court just E. of lower bridge. 

Grey-white marble fragment of stele, perhaps complete 
on right; letters with pronounced apices. 

Ht. 0.44; width o. I9; thickness o. IO at least; letters 
o.o275-o.035· PI. XIV (squeeze). 

[--]IIAIIO[--] 
[--]lATH[--] 
[--]ALl EA[--] 
[--]IAT A ¥1--] 
[--]MHL'X[--] 

A possible restoration: 
[Avp.] 17a7To[s fL1JTpi] 
['AvEfL ]l;•aT?J [ Kai €au-] 
[Tov] aDEA[</Jfi ALKL-] 
[w]{q. yAu[ KUTclT?J] 
(ttv~]fL 1)S" x[ clpLV] 
but Cox notes that the stone may be complete on right. 
I. For 17a7Tos, a Greek or a native name, see Robert, 

Noms ind. 62f., 5 I3, and Bull. epigr. I972, 445 no. 
366. 

98 <;avdarhisar 

In court on 1. bank between bridges. 
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Grey-white marble fragment of stele (?). 

Ht. o.o6; width o. I 8. PI. XIV (squeeze). 

[-- T]Hfl-00[€--] 
[--]<;JT(1 (?) M1[--] 

I. First letter very uncertain. 
2. The remains of the first letter could be the top of 

2f. 

3· 
The restoration of the names is uncertain. 
'A not A' (notebook), but the last three letters 
surely are the beginning of doEIA</>?), those that 
precede representing the name of the deceased 
sister. 

A, A, or Ll: ofthe rest of the letters only the top 102 Hac1 Mahmut 
survtves. 

99 <;avdarhisar 

In court in street. 

Grey-white marble slab, fragment of stele (?), broken 
above, complete I., r. worn smooth, bottom probably 
complete; top line of letters much smaller than rest; 
letters very shallow. 

Ht. o. 79; width o.62; thickness 0.22; letters o.oi 7 5-0.03. 

[---]JHN[ --] 
[ -c.5-]ANT[ -2-3-] 
[-c.4-]TENOy[-?2-] 
[ -2-]QI-?E[---] 

V. 

3. A name ending in -y€v7Js? 

100 <;avdarhisar 

In back garden of house. 

Fragment of stele (?); inscription in very rude letters, 
broken r. 

Ht. o. 10; width 0.29. PI. XIV (squeeze). 

(%AAos Ja[v-] 

I. 

TC.o 'w[v] . ' 
BaAAos: for the name and its significance, see p. 
lxii. 

101 Hac1 Kebir 

In N .E. corner of village. 

Bluish-white marble stele. 

Ht. o.8 I; width 0.5 I (top), 0-47 (shaft); letters 
o.o425-o.o4. 

5· 

TLT[L]avos Ta
[navfl] P:.TJTpi V. 

[K_,€ 'Av]v{L1c.t doE
[A</>?) ~Lvl~~L~TJ" x&.-

pLv 

Well between Hact Kebir and Hact Mahmut (probably 
same well as Cio3, copied on same day). 
Grey marble 'Byzantine' column of round type 
'surprisingly' turned into a stele with side columns and 
gable; on shaft two heads; the relief is formed by a 
shallow sunk panel, the heads being on shaft level; gable 
rim in slight relief; it probably contained no ornament 
but both it and head surfaces are much worn; letters 
fairly regular but not skilful. 

Ht. I.6I, 0.32 (from broken top to panel), 0.53 (panel), 
0.39 (panel to inscription), o. I4 (inscription), 0.23 
(base); width o.67; thickness O.I5; letters 0.0275. 

'AaKA7J1TLU07J> ~[ avTcp] 
'wv Kai 'AI!I!{":l [yvvaL-] 
Ki ftV~ft7JS xa[pLv] 

ACKAHTIIAt.HC 

ZfiNKAIA~.4,1 

KIMNHMHI:\ 
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103 Hacr Mahmut 

In well 2o-3o minutes N. of village on Hact Kebir road. 

Grey-white marble double pilaster of typical 
'Byzantine' form, pilasters rounded, very much worn; 
letters regularly spaced, but not very regular in size or 
shape. 

Ht. 1.57; width 0.70, 0.43 (between pilasters); thickness 
o.2I 5; letters o.o2-o.o275· PI. XIV (squeeze). 

I. 

2. 

3· 

!!S av TCfJ /LVTJ/LE{Cf> 
[Kh~ws 7ToC17Tot~aE£, 
IJTEpTJ8fi Taw lotwv 

' " aVTWV 

Cullen read traces compatible with TI at the 
beginning of the line, although they are not visible 
on the squeeze. 
7TOa7Tot~aEt for 7Tpoa7Tot~a££; for the mistake see E. 
Gibson TAD xxv (I98o), 69 no. 9 (Altmta~ 
district). For the formula cf. A. Wilhelm and R. 
Heberdey, Reisen in Kilikien, Oest. Ak. Wien 44, 
VI (I896), I63 no. 272; MAMA IV, 27; VII, 246. 
For the word KaKos in similar expressions, and a 
full discussion of these Phrygian funerary 
imprecations, see L. Robert, CRAI I978, 24Iff., 
especially 253f. 
The 3rd person singular aorist subjunctive 
passive of aTEpf.w, correctly formed; but Cullen 
read a letter Y or I, at the beginning of the line, so 
perhaps the word was inscribed with a prothetic 
vowel. 

~ · T'c.AIITll. nNHM(t 

il~ff !l [ 1'\ o" not HC.C: I 

~ I [ T f. PH 0111~ TfitUAtO. N 

A.Yl.llN 

I 
J 

104 Hacr Mahmut 

In small cemetery to N. 

Grey marble stele, inscription in panel with curled edges 
resembling tabula ansata; moulding at top of stele; 
letters fine, well cut, very clear. 

Ht. I .425, 0.38 (panel); width 0.5 I (pedestal broken), 
o.6I (capital broken), 0.54 (shaft), o.67 (base); thickness, 
buried up to face; letters 0.045· 

LJTJp.~Tptos 
7TaTpt LJTJ
ILTJTp{Cf> p.v~
/LTJS xaptv 

For the leading Aezani family, in which the name often 
occurs, see C27n. 

\--
r==============~ 

105 Yagdrgm 

~ H 1"\ HT \11 I 0 ~'l"// 

TT A\ ~ I b H ~/. 

MHTPIIlMN-\ 

I\HlX4PIN 

Four minutes from village on road to Tepecik. 

White marble slab, probably part of stele: leaf pattern in 
shallow relief on slightly sunk circle. 

Ht. o.6I broken; width 0.55 broken; thickness O.I4; 
letters o.o3-o.035· PI. XIV. 
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[--) f-r{!LT}a€V Lit[--] 
[---] Kat M~:[---] 

I. 

Probably part of a gravestone; Waelkens, Actes du vne 
Congres Intemationale d'epigraphie grecque et latine 

2
· 

(Bucarest 1979), I r8 n.66, writes that €T€{/LTJa€v is found 
?nly once ?n gravestones of the Aezani region (P95) and 
IS not typical there, though very popular at Cotiaeum 

Cox suggested that one or two letters were 
missing at the beginning, but the text might be 
complete. 
Cox thought that there might be traces of a letter 
missing before Ll. 
For the masculine name L!tSws see Robert, Hell. x 
(1955), 90 n.4 and 93 n.; but feminine LltSw which 
is likely here, is also well attested in Galati; and E. 
Phrygia, see Zgusta, KP §282f. and in the upper Tembris valley; but see now C83; see 

also L. Robert, Rev. Phil. Ser. Ill Vol. XIII (1939), 191. 

106 Sopu Koy 

Bomos, inscribed on shaft. 

Ht. 0.485 buried; width 0.51 (top), 0.38 (shaft); 
thickness 0.32 (shaft); letters o.035--o.o4. 

[ --]K..\avStav~ 
4~Scjl KE MapKt
fa]vcjl !LV~!LTJS 
xaptv 

.-:-> \<AAY~l ANH 
l/~'i.6..0.K- MAPKI 

~N.Q MNHMHC 

XAPlN 

107 Gokaga~ 

In cemetery E. wall. 

Round bluish-white marble pillar inscribed round top· 
p~obably a ~o~nd homos; large wreath on shaft probabl; 
with head mside; letters untidy. 

Ht. r .46; diameter o.63 (base), c. 0.55 (shaft). 

I. 

2. 

EvTVXO~ (30.,\,.\cp avv[Tpocf>cp ? Kat ?] 
v. Xapt8TJ!LOS OYCC[cp--- !LV~!LTJS] 

xa- ptv 

cp: 'Apparently Q but middle strokes might be 
weather' (Cullen). 
For (30.,\,.\os see Croon. and p. lxii, and for 
aVVTpOcpOS p. Jxiv f. 
'No trace of rest of circles ever having been there' 
(Cullen, of the last two letters). 

f:. '( T Y X 0 C. 0 A/\/\ W' C. Y N 

XAPIAH 1"\0C.OYC.C. 

X~/~;;~/, ?IN 

{~>/} 
--)~(- :;: 

/.1/' . /t"' 

108 Kuru~ay 

Stones brought from Karh Koy were used m 
construction there. 

Mounting stone outside oda in S. of village. 

Small grey marble pillar, broken below; irregular rather 
rude letters above eagle in relief. 
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Ht. 0.45 (capital o. I 5, shaft o. 30 ); diameter o. 27 
(capital); 0.23 (shaft). Pl. XV. 

'AycfOwv 'A1ToAAo/-
{o}v{tp «? 8p€1TTO<; 
fLV~fL7J> xaptJ! 

Second century AD? 

If. 'A1ToAAo/lov{tp «?: The lapicide may have forgotten 
that he had already inscribed Q in line I, and 
added the redundant 0; the second 0 in l.2 is not 
clear: '0 or e more likely than c on the stone' 
(Cox). For the relationship, see p. lxv. 

109 Tepecik (Orhaneli 30 lb) 

In cemetery at end of grave. 

Small grey marble column; writing weathered. 

Ht. 0.55 buried; circumference o.835; diameter 0.28. 

5· 

II ap8EV01T1} 
f.L€Ta TWV nfKJ!o/[v] 
Xpva61Tatc; Kat [---] 

Evf1vKA.~(s) Tw yA.[v-] 
• ·;;TaTtp av~{3{tp 

Xpva61TatSt 
f.LV~f.LT}S xaptv 

ETOV<; Tf.L' 

AD 255-6 (Sullan era), 309-IO (Actian); the earlier date is 
more plausible. 

df. 

4· 

7· 

The names are impressive, the grammar less so. 
For Xpvao1Tatc; see p. lxii , on the blessing of 
offspring. 
'EYPYKAH squeeze' (Cameron); at end, 'room 
for 3 or perhaps 4'. 
'From squeeze' (Cameron). 

110 Tav~anh 

In the Armenian churchyard. 

Small grey marble stele, broken at top, with steep 
triangular gable on plain pilasters; palmettes on 
acroteria; in gable between two rosettes comb, mirror, 
spindle, and distaff; stylized leaf motive on capitals of 
pilasters; shaft cut away for Armenian inscription, but 
lower part of two female figures in long, highly 
schematized local dresses visible; this dress will be 
discussed in MAMA X. 

Ht. I.I8 (pediment o.I6, panel 0.78); width o.63 
(pediment 0-49, panel 0.5o); thickness o. I9 buried. 

Later second or third century AD. 

// // I 1//1 111 Ill I I 1 I I I J J I/ J J 

110a <;erte 

N.E. from village by spring. 

White grey marble stele, broken below, worn smooth 
above. On front, shallow semicircular hollow containing 
three busts, one in centre behind outer ones; faces gone, 
ears visible on centre one. 

Ht. o.82 broken; width 0-46; thickness 0.23; hollow 0.26 
from top to shoulder of busts, o.o6 from shoulder to 
break, 0.35 wide. Pl. XV. 

111 Aba~ 

Outside mosque. 

Bomos of greyish marble, buried below, l. face gone, 
part of front gone with l. side; on shaft defaced relief of 
eagle looking back to l. 

Ht. 1.20 buried, o.8o5 (shaft); width 0.55 (shaft), 0.32 
(capital, broken); thickness 0.42 (shaft), 0.49 (capital); 
letters o.o2-o.o225 on pediment, o.0225-o.023 on shaft. 
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5· 

I. 

2. 

3· 

5· 

[e.g. O<; av 7rpoao£aEL XEipa] 
[ Tov f3apur/J8o ]vov To is 
[avmis? JJY TTEpm€aot-
[ TO avvr/J ]opais 

IK'lov/Jcp vi<jl fLV~-
[/L l7J> xaptv 

For the curse formula see L. Robert, CRAI 1978, 
241ff., and especially 253ff; for examples at 
Aezani, see P75 and P193. 
Toi's: Tais should be understood. 
[avmi's ?]: as in P193; it leaves JY unexplained; 
perhaps TEKvwv or TToAAwv dwpwv, as elsewhere in 
Phrygia (Robert, art. cit. 261); that would be 
appropriate where the deceased was a child who 
had died prematurely; but there is hardly room for 
more than eight letters at the beginning of the line, 
and Tat<; is not part of the formula. 
[Ka]L Elov,\{cp is probably to be understood. 

II2 Av~ar 

W. side of the village. 

Bomos of whitish marble, weathered dull yellow, and 
chipped at sides; pattern on capital on all sides; letters of 
uneven height, not cut straight. 

Ht. o.64 (to where buried); width 0-425 (capital), 0.355 
(shaft); thickness 0.39 (capital), 0.315 (shaft). Pl. XV. 

s. 

2. 

3· 

5f. 

6. 

T p6r/JtfLO<; Ka[ £] 
fi:vTVXLavo<; 
M£8pYJ 7TUTf!-
' ''0 A..' ! Kat V7JaL'f'o-
pcp aVVTpO-
rPctJ fLV~fL1)[>] 

xaptv 

EvTvxtav6s: cf. LW 828 (fourth century AD: four 
occurrences in the upper Tembris valley); at 
Aezani: see index, and p. !xi . 
M£8pYJ: a name of Persian origin: see Robert, N_o'!ls 
ind. index, and, for Iranian elements in the cities 
ofW. Asia Minor, Laodicee 333f. and CRAI 1978, 
283ff.; see p. lix. 
avvTpolr/Jcp: see p.lxiv f. Onesiphorus came into the 
family as foundling, verna, or illegitimate 
offspring of Mithres. 
'Stone chipped, but hardly room for f' 
(notebook). 

I IJ <;avdarhisar 

In court on W. edge of village near N. end. 

Base of grey-white marble, cut off square top and 
bottom, broken r. and 1.; roughly square at present and 
hollowed out on top. 

Ht. 0.30; width 0.72; thickness 0.59; letters 0.03. PI. XV 
(squeeze). 

[---]JIIvo<; Kat "ATTr/Jwv N.!{---] 
[---K]q.L €avToi'<; ~watv V. 

1. ]JIIvos: ]Jifnvos? ('A]~p tvos?); or -1)vo<;, the end of an 
ethnic. The line ends with the initial letters of a 
name, e.g. N{yEpL after which there would have 
been a term indicating relationship with the first 
pair. 

I I4 <;avdarhisar 

In house wall in the I. bank of the river just below lower 
bridge. 

Bomos of grey-white marble, broken all except bottom; 
within a garland a bull with head curiously lowered and 
muscles of neck and back and indicated; the animal 
appears to stand on a platform, shown as two rectangles, 
one inside the other; perhaps a trough is meant. 

Ht. o.8o, width 0-47; thickness 0.22 (all broken). PI. XV. 

[---]cp fL[V~fL1JS] 
[xa]ptv 

115 <;avdarhisar 

In open space by N .E. oda, on r. bank below bridges. 
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Bomos of grey-white marble, broken r., top, and 
bottom; in panel, pedestal bearing basket of fruit (1.) and 
eagle (r.); below, box, scalpel, and scissors; all letters but 
top line rather chipped but clearly visible. 

Ht. 0.135; width 0.55 (shaft); thickness 0.55 (capital), 
o.69 (cornice), 0.54 (shaft), 0.74 (base); letters 0.0225 
(lines I and 3-5), 0.025 (2 and 6). PI. XV. 

[X]aipE avayLJIWGKWV. Aq.\tot] 
MapKos Kat 'A1roAAELvapws 
'Aya06?To0t ?Ta'Tpt . . 
apxta{ta}Tpcp f.LV~f.LTJS xap-

5· LV 

Kat 'AI-'1-'{q. f.LTJ'Tpt 
{f.LvTJ} 'wan 

Possibly after I40S, see V. Nutton, PBSR XLV (I977), 
20if., and in any case not earlier than Hadrian. 

r. For the formula, cf. MAMA v, 89 (Dorylaeum). 
3· 'Aya067ToOt (A copy): for the name, see MAMA IV, 

265 (Dionysopolis); v, 32 (Dorylaeum); VII, I67 
(Hadrianopolis Phrygiae); VIII, 245 (Savatra); 
379 (territory of Neapolis). 

4· APXIAIATPQ: 'second A chiselled away' (Cox). 
For doctors at Aezani, see C74, and for archiatri, 
Nutton, art. cit. I9Iff. Of the many civic archiatri 
attested in the cities of Asia Minor, none is known 
before the reign of Antoninus Pi us, who, in a letter 
to the koinon, restricted the number of doctors 
eligible for immunity from taxation in a given 
town (Dig. XXVII, I, 6, 2ff.). For the full list of 
known archiatri, see Nutton, art. cit. 2I8ff. 

7· MNH 'chiselled down almost right away but still 
traceable and clearly visible through squeeze' 
(Cox); the lapicide began to write f.LV~f.L7JS xaptv. 

n6 <;avdarhisar 

Built into wall of court. 

Small homos of grey-white marble; projecting capital 
chipped away; letter well cut but rather uneven. 

Ht. o.82; width 0.47 (capital), 0-4I (shaft). PI. XV. 

~.\aocp · Kat · L16-
f.LVCfJ ' Kat ' 'ApxE
qTpa'Tcp L161-'va 
f.L~TTJP · Kat · EvTv-

5· Xtavos · aOEA-
-t.' I 
'f'OS ' f.LV7Jf.L7JS 
xapw · 

Note the punctuation between words, not common in 
Greek texts. 
I. ~Adocp: the name occurs at Hadriani, Bull. epigr. 

I972, 443 no. 357, and at Smyrnaas thecognomen 
of a man of Cibyra: H. Pleket, The Greek Inscr. in 
the 'Riksmus. van Oudheden' at Leyden, Suppl. to 
Oudheidkundige Medelingen xxxvm (Leyden 
I958), 85 no. I6, suggesting a slave origin, but see 

2f. 

4· 

Robert, Hell. XI-XII (1960), 234; Bull. epigr. I96I, 
I33 no. 85; Noms. ind. 27If. See also p. lxii. 
'ApxEaTpaTcp: cf. MAMA v, 170 (territory of 
Dorylaeum); 'ApxEaTpaT7J, I34; CIG 3825 
(Cotiaeum). 
EvTvxtav6s: see p. !xi . 

~/\A an-KA I·AO 
~ N!l: \(A\ f\ P'l( ~ 
~ TrAT.fi~OMNA 

M~ THP-KA\· EYfY 
XIANOI AA E J\ 
~ot· MNHMHl: 
XAPIN· 

I 17 <;avdarhisar 

In theW. cemetery, almost buried. 

Bomos of bluish marble, 1. of front broken away; shaped 
on all sides but only front with inscription and relief; on 
shaft a long-haired male figure on a pedestal, apparently 
holding a club in his 1. hand and an unidentified object in 
his r. 

Ht. o.82; width 0.455 (capital), 0.35 (shaft), 0-465 (base); 
thickness 0.35 (capital), 0.29 (shaft), 0.29 (base, till 
broken); letters 0.02. PI. XVI. 

[o OEiva 'Tfl OEiVt yvvatKE avT[o]v 
(€K Tw]l;' io~wv avTov 
[1-'v~]/! 7JS xaptv 

The figure might be Heracles. The concluding formula 
inevitably suggests a gravestone, but the phrase EK Twv 
lOtwv is more common in dedications. 

118 <;avdarhisar 

At corner of house near upper Roman bridge. 
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Bomos of grey-white marble, inscription badly cut and 
rather weathered; below, a basket in a wreath. 

Ht. 1.21; width o.61 (capital), 0.51 (shaft); thickness 
o.6I (capital), 0.49 (shaft); letters 0.0275; inscribed area 
on r. side 0.43 by 0.12. PI. XVI (squeeze). 

(a) II. Al..\. MTJTp6owpos M£vav-
opa TaT{cp yvvatKL yAVKVTa

TTJ fLV~fLTJS xaptv 

(b) on r. side some rudely cut scratches: 
lie El 

(a): Reign of Hadrian or later in second century. 

I. The dedicator was a Roman citizen enfranchised 
by Hadrian, his father apparently aperegrinus, or, 
less probably, an Imperial freedman. 

If. For names ending in -as, see p. lxii. 

119 Cavdarhisar 

By cami. 

Bomos of grey-white marble; the front of the capital, 
which probably carried the beginning of the inscription, 
is broken; letters straggling; wreath on shaft below 
inscription. 

Ht. o.8o buried; width 0.505 (capital), 0.44 (shaft); 
thickness 0.37; letters 0.025-0.0325. 

LJTjfLTJTp{cp Kat fLTJ
Tpt l:TpaTOV{KTJ fLV+ 
fLTJS xaptv 

For the names seep. lix 

A H t'\ H T P I W K AI 1'\ H 

TPIC.TPAToNIKHMNH 

MHC XAPtN 

120 <;avdarhisar 

Bomos; relief of heavily armed gladiator in action, with 
greave on r. leg, heavy shield, helmet; rosettes on either 
side of head representing victory crowns; inscription on 
capital above; good condition. 

Ht. o. 73; width 0.39 (shaft), 0.45 (base); letters 0.045. PI. 
XVI. 

[E]7Tt7TTas 

Similar illustrations may be found in Robert, 
Gladiateurs. Ilt7TTas is a name not otherwise attested and 
hardly suitable for a gladiator; cf. Robert, op. cit. 297f. 
But [Ej7TL7TTas should probably be restored. An 
inscription from the territory of Philippopolis, 
depicting a heavily armed gladiator and a retiarius, is 
inscribed 'E7TL7TTas 1Tov..\aaTwp (IGBulg. m 1, 1453), the 
name being derived from the verb E7TL1TTa{w (Bull. epigr. 
1948, 181 no. 162). For a commentary on that text see 
Robert, Hell. VII (1949), 135ff., and 245. 
For another similar homos see C12oa and for a venatio 
scene from Aezani, C588. 

120a ilicikviran 

Built into fountain. 

Grey marble homos, capital cut down flush with 1. side 
and shaft, base with 1. side; on fron"t, gladiator, as on 
C120 but facing r., holding dagger in raised r. hand and 
with an additional rosette in front of ?. knee, making 
three in all; helmet projecting slightly over eyes, with 
attached neck-guard (cf. CRAI 1982, 241 fig. 3, Sardis); 
arm, body, and legs clothed; greave on 1. leg, apparently 
with foot guard attached; face a little damaged. 
Presumably the name of the gladiator has been lost from 
the capital (cf. C120). 

Ht. o.89 (capital 0.19, shaft 0.55, base 0.15); width 0.41 
capital, 0.355 top of shaft; 0.40 bottom of shaft, 0.46 
base. PI. XVI. 

See C120. 

121 Cavdarhisar 

In court by oda. 

Small homos; a muror on front of stone below 
inscription. 

Ht. 0.95; width 0-465 {pediment), 0.32 (shaft); thickness 
0.29; letters 0.02. 

THfLaS TaTLavfl yv
vatKt fLV~fLTJS xap
LV 

1. T£tfLas hypocoristic for T£tfL60ms, THfLOYEVTJS etc. 
Note, however, THfLEas three times at Cotiaeum 
(in a family of sculptors), Waelkens, Actes du VIle 
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Congres internationale d' epigraphie grecque et 
latine {Bucarest I977), I23, and once in the upper 
Tembris valley at Altmta~ Koy, JRS xvm (I 928), 
32 no. 287, l. I 1. 

HIM,\C.T AT lA tJ IH Y 

NAlKl M NNMHC.XAI' 

IN 

122 Cavdarhisar 

In front of house yard gate on S. side of road leading E. 
from town to chaussee. 

Well preserved fragment of homos of greyish marble 
with moulded top; letters of irregular size but some 
finish. 

Ht. 0.26 till buried; width 0.435 (top), 0.345 (shaft); 
thickness O.I85 till broken; letters o.0325-o.0I75· Pl. 
XVI. 

MTJvocptAos 'A
f!tarf.ov NEL-
[-5-]Ily[ ... ] 

I. MTJv6cptAos: see p. lix f. 
2f. NE{j(K. ... ]?: Seep. lix ·.Traces of a third line may 

be seen, especially in the squeeze. 

123 Cavdarhisar 

In wall above W. bank ofPenkalas, N. of Roman bridge. 

Sma~l homos of white marble, now very dirty; r. edge 
survives, cut or broken away smooth l. front; moulded 

base. 

Ht. 0.77; width 0.34 (base to shaft o.o9, first lines of 
inscription o. 125, rest 0.085); thickness 0.3 I till broken 
at base; letters 0.0325-0.035. Pl. XVI {squeeze). 

[ --- T ]f. KV<tJ 
[---] [BAI[.] 
[p.v~fLb> xap-
[tv] · 

2. Perhaps two names: ], Bae[. 

124 <;avdarhisar 

In outer wall of house on N.W. corner of S.E. quarter, 
dug out of the earth in the garden. 

Upper part of greyish marble homos with moulded top; 
both edges visible; surface rather battered from modern 
implements; lettering faint and none too skilful. 

Ht. 0.39 broken; width 0.39 {capital), 0.355 (shaft); 
letters o.o3-o.0325. Pl. XVII. 

TvxTJ Evv
cp6p<p TEKV<p 
fLV~fLTJS xapLJ! 

I. There is a gap between the sigma and the upsilon 
where the stone was damaged. 

If. For the combination of names, see p. \xi ; for 
Ai>..ta TvxTJ see Rev. phil. (I9I2) 62 no. 24 
(!conium); for Evvcpopos, MAMA vu, 472 
(Bulduk Tekke, Galatia); EvfLcpopos, JHS xxu 
(I902), I I7 no. 40 (no provenance, in Konya 
Museum). 
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125 Cavdarhisar 

W. cemetery, E. side. 

Greyish marble homos, top broken; decorated with a 
garland. 

Ht. 0.78 (shaft 0.50); width 0.38 (below wreath), 0.375 
(top of shaft); base projects 0.05 on r.; thickness 0.34 at 
same point; letters 0.03. PI. XVII (squeeze). 

[---]ws- JI6()cp 
KaL II6]()cp 1Tarp! v. 

Perhaps [Iovt\]ws- II60cp [v(t)cp]. 
For the name seeJHSxxn (1902), 343 no. 68 (!conium); 
MAMA vu, 453; RECAM II, 291 (both in central 
plateau). 

126 Hac1 Mahmut 

On W. edge of cemetery. 

Bomos of whitish marble with blue weathering; letters 
of varying size not written to end of each line. 

Ht. I.oo; width 0-46 (top), 0.35 (top of shaft); thickness 
0.43-0.35 (top of shaft), 0.37 bottom of shaft; letters 
0.025-0.04. 

Tanavos
vwv 'A,.\E
favSpcp 
/1-V~/1-'rJS" 

5· xaptv 

I. A Tanav6s- was eponymous magistrate at Aezani 
on coins struck under Commodus (BMC Phrygia 
39 no. 18); for other examples see index. 

TATIANOC. 
0/ E. l W A A f:. 
~ANb.PW 

~NHt\HC. 

X A?\ N 

127 Cavdarhisar 

In the big cemetery. 

P3o7. 

White marble homos, top broken. 

Ht. 0.79 broken (panel 0.27 broken); width 0.385 (panel 
0.21); thickness 0.35; letters 0.025. PI. XVII (squeeze). 

[ ---]1~6-
pcp l8{cp TE-
KVqJ /LV+ 

/1-'rJS" xaptv 

If. [NtK]']cf>6lpcp? LW has rep l8fcp. 

128 Cavdarhisar 

In wall of hut on 1. bank of river between bridges. 
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P235. 

Bomos of grey-white marble, top chipped; within large 
wreath, eagle standing 1., looking back, apparently on 
box (edges cut square) with key pattern; on r. hand side 
of stone, large wreath, surface gone; similar wreath on 
back, linked on 1. by horse's head with star on forehead; 
probably similar on other side. 

Ht. I .26; width o.68 (shaft 0.49); thickness c. 0.45; 
letters 0.025 (top), 0.03 (bottom). 

'E(A)mMwv Kat fa:pov Mrrrpo
Swpcp T€Kvcp f'V~f'TJS xaptv 

1. Stone has ELIIrl; LW read Lllwv Kat [HA!-']tov. 

129 <;erte 

In cemetery wall. 

Bomos of greyish marble with pediment on top 
(covered); surface weather-worn and edges broken; on 
shaft mirror and basket of fruit. 

Ht. 0.98 (capital fasciae o.o85, 0.04, 0.03, moulding 
o.o9; shaft o.655; base o.o8 till broken); width 0.485; 
basket 0.25 by o.I8; letters (line I) 0.0275, (2f.) o.OI75, 
(4f.) o.0275-o.o3. PI. XVII. 

[ ... ]ltavos Lltoy[Evt-] 
avfl yvvaLKt yAVKVT
[a)T1/ Kat 'AKv..\as V£Lo> 
f'V~f'TJ> x&.p-

5. LV 

130 <;erte 

N.E. from village, at spring. 

Grey-white marble homos; inscription on panel on 
shaft, inscribed area worn at bottom, letters clear and 
well cut. 

Ht. 0.76; width 0.56 (capital), 0-45 (shaft); thickness 
0.49 (capital), 0-42 (shaft); letters O.OI5 -0.02. 

Z7JVWVOS 
'Acplcp yvvat
Kt f'V~f'TJS 
xapw 

5· Kat €avT[£/)] 
~wv · 

r. For the form of the name, seep. lxii. 

131 Efeler 

In cemetery. 

Bomos of grey-white marble, face badly weathered and 

lichened, letters rather irregular and badly cut. 

Ht. I.OI buried; width 0.50 (capital), o.42-o.44 (shaft); 
0.54 (base); thickness 0.36 (shaft; capital and base 
broken); letters o.o3-o.035· PI. XVII (partial squeeze). 

[---] 
[---] 
Q \ [ .. ]BENE41[ .. ] 
[\ P[ .. ]HT.Q dv
Spi £lKovocp6pcp 
yAVKVTclTCfl 

5· f'V~f'TJS 
xaptv 

D'f:'<~B E Nf L ;W//It 

(1/f#/Y.&H 1 .0. k., r··/W/ 
/:·,? \ fv.t'-1.( 0 N 0 f O"P~ 
rAY~' ~1" A1 fl. 
1-iNHI'\HC 

XA~IN 

Above the inscription room for two more lines, but no 
trace. 
3· £lKovocp6pcp: for £lK6v£s, see L. Robert, REA LX 

(I962), 3I6ff. = OMS 11, 832ff. They are images 
or busts cast in metal (gold, silver, or gilded 
bronze) of the emperors or other members of the 
imperial family. Another term for them was 
7TpoTof'a[ (half-length portraits), and POxy. I265 
refers to a KWf'aaT~> 8£[wv 7TpoTOf'WV Kat N£lK7J> 
mhwv 7TpoayoVG7J>, an official who carried the busts 
in ceremonial processions (Robert, OMS 11, 836 
n.7 with references). An inscription from 
Termessus Minor refers to a festival day €v !J 
EKof'la87J £lKwv l£pa Tov Kvplov ~f'WV OvaAEptavov v€ov 
l:£{3aaTov (IGR m, 48 I, with other references at 
OMS 11, 839 n. I); Claudius' letter to the 
Alexandrians envisaged his golden statue being 
carried in solemn procession (PLond. I9I2 = 
Smallwood, Does. Gaius-Nero 370, 38f.) and 
7TOf'7TLKOt £lKov£s are recorded at Termessus Major 
in Pisidia ( T AM m i, I 36) and at Ephesus 
(Ephesus 11, I27 no. 27). A letter of M. Aurelius 
and Commodus addressed to the Gerousia at 
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Athens concerning 1TpoTOfta{ specified that they be 
of a reasonable size, w> M8wv E[lvaL ... ] if[aU? 
fK]4aT7]V T[w]l;' avv68wv ElaKOftL,€Lv €v8a av ,8o[VA7]a8E 
avTas](J. H. Oliver, The Sacred Gerousia, Hesp. 
Suppl. VI (Baltimore 1941), 108 no. 24, l.34f.). 
There is an abundant series of terms ending -
rfo6po>, denoting carriers of such objects (L. 
Robert,Rev.Phil. 1939, 124f. = OMSu,323n.6, 
cf. 1277f. The ElKovorfo6po> (a new term, 
apparently) joins the series. 

132 Giaour Sandtklar 

= Kokii Koy between Omerfakt and <;::erte. 

Half buried in scrub. 

Bomos of white marble; traces of a head and shoulders 
bust on raised field, and surprisingly to the r. of it. 

Ht. 1.335 (pedestal 0.195, capital 0.175, shaft 0.79, base 
0.175); width 0.52 (pedestal), 0.575 (capital, broken), 
o.485-o.52 (shaft), base broken; letters o.o2-o.o25. First 
two lines 0.20 wide till words illegible, the top line being 
widely spaced; the third is 0.48 wide, 0.275 down to last 
stroke. 

[A]ovKto> [Tov 8ELVO> yAVKVT<lT?I] 
[y]vvaLKi 'l,\[apcp ftV~fl-7]> xa-] 
ptv Kai €avTcp '[ wv] 

;;:ov Kto::.:. w
<'"Y NAIKW.lX 
PIN K A I E" A'([:,..; t' 1////111 //// ///// 

2. 'IA[apcp: cf. ~1,\a[pov] lf>pv[yta] at Athens: Hesperia 
XXIX (1960), 75 no. 1.39 ('saec. 11/Ia.'); or 'IA[ap~,t], 
cf. MAMA I, 314 (Avp. 'IAapa); ,or from 'J,\&pw cf. 
RECAM u, u6 (N. Galatia). 

133 Gokaga~ 

In E. wall of cemetery. 

Bomos of whitish marble weathered yellowish; back 
broken, surface slightly worn. 

Ht. I.oo; width 0.56 (capital), 0.425 (shaft); thickness 
0.32; letters 0.03 (line 1), 0.02 (line 4). 

Tvpavvo> 
TEpTvAA
ELVlp 8pE1T'Tcjl 
Kai AovKLavfl 

5· ftV~fl-7]> q, xaptv ~ 
3· 8pE1TTcp: see p. lxv. 

TYPA NN OC. 

TtPTYAJ\ 

tiN WB PETT TW 

KA\J\ 0 't' KIA N H 
MNHMHC 

~ XAPIN ~ 

134 Gokaga~ 

Outside cami. 

Bomos of grey-blue marble, badly weathered, especially 
top; letters well cut. 

Ht. I.I6; width o.6o (top), 0.50 (shaft), o.64 (base); 
thickness 0.50 (top), 0.43 (shaft), base broken; letters 
0.02. PI. XVII (squeeze). 

4{{ ------]AA.QJY[ 
7l.]JLJ/AI[---]/[---] Y 
APIA [/f[------]A Y[.]T 
T-?l--]L~-- ~~P.~V~ 

5. O> av 8€ aKVA?I 'TO V ,Bw
ftOV a1ro8waEL Tcjl t/J{a
Klp 87J[v]ae~a XE{ALa ~ 
J.L6vov [01 8€ TOV ,Bw
~o~ 'A1ro"A:.\.wvw>~ 

10. ~ xatpE 
~ 1rapo8EiTa f! 
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I. 
2. 

4· 

5· 

['A77o],\.\wv~[-] 
T[fi] lst~ y[vvatK]t? 
Perhaps fLVtdas xaptv, or in commemoration of 
some quality of the deceased. 
aKVATJ: for this term in warnings on sepulchral 
inscriptions, see L. Robert, CRAI I978, 269ff. It 
was especially prevalent at Nicaea in Bithynia 
(Robert, art. cit. 272), but is also found in Phrygia, 
e.g. at Apamea (MAMA VI, 2I8). 

135 Hac1 Kebir 

In S.E. corner of cemetery wall. 

Slender slanting homos of blue marble; front of base 
broken away; bust of male figure with hands folded 
across chest above inscription. 

Ht. about o.81; width about 0.30 (top), o.25-o.3I 
(shaft), base 0.35; probably square; letters o.o2-o.0475· 
PI. XVII. 

s. 

'Epf-Loyos 
li a7Tap{wl;'[ L] 

'TEKVW 

§AVKv:[dTcp] 
lfL ]~1[1-' 'l]S xapLV] 

I. o is not completed. This hypocoristic form of 
Hermogenes is attested at Nacolea (MAMA v, 
264), at Burdur and U~ak (CJG m 3865 o and 
4376), and at Yaylababa Koy near Kiitahya 
(unpublished inscription in Kiitahya Museum). 

2. lia7TapL£ol;'[t]: see Bull. epigr. I938, 463 no. 4I9: the 
name is to be found 'clans les regions les plus 
diverses de I' Asie Mineure': BCHvm (I884), 384 
no. 3 (Julia Gordus); MAMA IV, 26 (Afyon 
Karahisar) and VIII, 4I3 (c) (Aphrodisias); Et. 
anat. ISO (Halicarnassus) and 469 (lulia Gordus); 
see also L. Robert, La Carie 11 (Paris I954), 234 
n.5, and Monnaies grecques (Geneva and Paris 
I967), 62 n.6 ('nom forme sur un hypocoristique 
de parente'). 

136 Hac1 Kebir 

S. wall of cemetery. 

Large homos of bluish marble, its base buried; relief of 
eagle and basket (of fruit?) below inscription. 

Ht. 1.06 (0.07 base, o.o8 descent, o.83 shaft, o.o8 
descent; rest gone); width 0.445-0.47 (shaft), o.6o 
(base); apparently square: base 0.64 thick; letters 0.02. 
PI. XVIII. 

l:aTovpws {N} 'Av8{
q. y~vaLKt fLV~fLTJS 
[x]aptv Kai £avTcjl ~w-
v 

1. A. l:aTvptos is known from Rome (CJG Ill, 6465, 
and another l:aTvpto<; from the Anth. Pal. VI, I I. 

Possibly the name is a version of Satureius (cf. 
Anth. Pal. IX, 776) or Saturius; see Schulze, LE 
225, for the distribution of Saturius: N. W. Italy in 
Picenum. 

137 Hac1 Mahmut 

Supporting roof beam of shed on S.E edge of village. 

Bomos of bluish marble, base buried; horned rams' 
heads at four corners and in centre of sides (double at 
front corners, single at back), joined by wreaths; below, 
a relief broken away; inscription on cornice. 

Ht. I.IO to base of shaft; width o.6o (top), 0.49 (shaft); 
thickness c. 0.56 (top), 0.50 (shaft); letters 0.025 (line I), 
O.OI5 (2). 

I. 

[ --6-7--]IOINAPIEIEAI'f[ -c.5-] 
fLV~fL'l]S X4[p'tv] 

The last letter but one surviving might be A or Ll. 

Jll\ N H M H [XI/I/!' 

Outside wall in E. of village. 

Bomos of greyish marble, buried at bottom, face of 
capital much worn, perhaps inscription gone; in panel 
on shaft eagle looking r., standing on a pedestal. 

Ht. o.68 buried (pediment o.o6, capital o. I 8); width 0.48 
(shaft), 0.55 (capital), 0.3I (panel); thickness 0.40 
(shaft); letters 0.02. 

f 4 YliOC[ ... ]CTHOC[ ... ]I 
[.] fLV~fL'l]S xapLV 
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I. ? r>..vKWS or FAV7TTOS. 
F~rthe singl~.e~gle on the shaft, cf. PI95 (father), 
CI I I (son), CI39 (son), CI45 (with basket, 
husband and wife), CI5I (son), CI56 (child, 
presumably male). It was evidently associated 
with deceased males. 

4"~Y ;.~1 CYt?~c T d O<t"#'#·l 
1?'.4'~$~/~.VX A f' ~,(/~ 

139 l~tklar 

In E. cemetery. 

Greyish marble homos, sides and back bare, buried at 
bottom; in panel on shaft eagle looking r. standing on 
pedestal; letters deep, clear and regular but at irregular 
intervals; eagle and inscription well preserved. 

Ht. I. I 2 (o. IO pedestal, o. I 5 capital, o. 77 shaft, o. 10 base 
till buried); width 0.46 (pedestal), 0.56 (capital), 0-425 
(shaft till buried); thickness 0-455 (pedestal), 0.56 
(capital), 0.42 (shaft till buried); letters 0.0225-0.025. 

N{KavDpos 
liaTT{ov NtKav
SpctJ viij> fLV~
fLTJS xaptv 

140 l~tklar 

NIKANAPOZ:. 

TT ATT 1~\"· NIKAN 

~P1lY1Sl MNH 
MNI.XA PIN 

At head of earth tomb in turbe in E. cemetery. 

Greyish marble homos, sides and back plain shaft 
buried. ' 

Ht. o.88 buried (o. 195 capital, 0.09 descent); width 
0.505 (capital), 0.385 (shaft); thickness 0.47 (capital), 
0.345 (shaft); letters 0.0275-0.03. 

"ATTTTTJ> MTJvocf>O...Cil 
vij> fLV~fLTJS xaptv 

A TTTI H C. M H N 0 + I 1\ W 
YWf"\NHf'\HC..XAPIN 

'111!11111/l//1/1//11/111/l/1////, 
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141 l~1klar 

In E. cemetery. 

Bomos of grey-white marble, capital buried and 
apparently broken; on shaft, two busts, faces broken; 
hair of r. bust coming down round neck and meeting in 
front. 

Ht. LIS buried (o.87 shaft, o.I8 base, 0.43 busts); width 
0.48 (shaft), o.6o (base); width 0.57 (shaft), o.6o (base, 
broken); letters o.ois-o.oz. 

4-zq.]AAas- Kat 'AILIL'a 
T porpt/Lcp vtcji!Lv~wrJS" 
xapLV Kat EaVTOiS" 
{wvns 

I. Possibly 4 not 3 letters missing at start; probably 
read '4'!-"[vBAas- . 

142 l~1klar 

.-·~?Jt~AAt K A. I A. M t\ lA. 
i f//.?'11 M f1. Y 1.0. t\ N H n tt C 

XAV IN· I<.AI E-''C TO 11!' 

Z.S\.NTE C r\. 

In E. cemetery. 

Bomos of grey-white marble, capital broken on r. and 
back; on shaft a bust; lettering of lines I and 2 large, 
widely spaced; lines 3 and 4 quite different style, more 
roughly cut. 

Ht. o.6I buried (o.Io capital, o.IS cornice, 0.22 descent, 
0.35 shaft, o.I9 bust); width 0.33 (top), 0.36 bottom 
(shaft); thickness 0.335 (top), 0.36 (bottom); letters 
o.o2s-o.o25 {line I), o.oi75-o.o2 (2), o.oizs-o.OI75 
(3f.). 

'A1ToAAwvw[s-] 
~avTcjl {wv 

xaptv 
K~E Tcp n8pE/LEVcp /LV[--) 

4· The unnamed foundling (see p. lxv) secured 
mention on t~e stone as an afterthought, perhaps 
because he dted when the first two lines of the 
inscription had been cut and the monument 
carved; Apollonius did not give him a separate 
memorial. 
'Room for not more than 3 letters, probably only I 
or 2, MNH, MNHC, MNIAC' (notebook). 

An0/\1\f\.NI 
HAY 1" .!1.. 2fl ,, 

143 Sopu Koy 

Corner of outer house wall on E. edge of village. 

Probably part of homos shaft of greyish marble, broken 
below, buried above, broken behind; much battered 
inscription on panel. 

Ht. 0.46 broken; width o.s8; thickness 0.34 broken; 
letters o.oi75-o.o2. PI. XVIII (squeeze). 

Tanav~s- EEov-
~pcp { .1!1} :cjJ €{a
«5E[A]rpcjJ !LV~/L7JS" 
xaptv Kat II o-

S· AELnK~ €avTfl 
{waa 

r. Tanav~s-: for female names ending in -~s-, see 
Robert, Noms ind. 2I5, with n.s for further 
references. 

2. 'm = W, but IM not out of question' (Cox); 
perhaps an error of the lapicide; then JQEJ{4 with 
penultimate letter resembling Ll or X or A; Tcp 
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€ga[8EAt/lep suggested by Cox in I926; the squeeze 
appears to show l..WEEA; possibly the stone was 
never inscribed in the two apparent spaces, so 
read rep or l(ot)cp. For €ga8EAt/16s, cousin german, 
see TAM 11, 224 (Sidyma), CIG 399I 
(Eumeneia), cited by LSJ, and Bull. epigr. I959, 
262 no. 459 (Syria). 

4· For names ending in -tK6s, -tK~, which were 
especially common in the Imperial period, see L. 
Robert, 1:-r~ATJ ... Els Mv~/1-TJV N. Kov-roMov-ros 
(Athens I98o), If. 

144 Sopu Koy 

In the cemetery wall. 

Bomos of greyish marble weathered grey, sunk panels 
down each face; a fine specimen, faces and letters much 
weathered. 

Ht. 1.24 (O.I7 capital, o.88 shaft, o.I9 base); width o.67 
(capital, buried), o.56-o.59 (shaft), 0.755 (base); 
thickness 0.53 (base of shaft); letters o.o3-o.035· PI. 
XVIII 

M7Jv68€!1-tS €av-rep 'wv 

145 Sopu Koy 

In the cemetery wall. 

Top of homos in greyish marble; flat above, broken 
below, sides smooth; in sunk arch of shaft, which breaks 
before its edge is clear, 1. an eagle, r. a basket; body and 
tops of wings at same level, rest of wings sunk and 
incised; writing meant to be fine, but more laborious 
than elegant; some letters tipped. 

Ht. (at back) 0.755 (pediment 0.115, capital o.2I, shaft 
0.35 (inscription o. IO, relief o. I45)); o. I05 gone from 
shaft in front; at back base is o.o8 till buried; width 0-425 
(pediment), 0.5 I 5 (capital), 0.435 shaft till broken 
(width of back tapers from o.405-o.385); thickness 0.365 
(pediment), 0.455 (capital), 0.365 (shaft); letters 
o.o25-o.o3. PI. XVIII. 

Llwvvaws AoAtq. 
yvvatKL yAvKVTclT'[J 
Kat €av-rep 'wv 11-v~s 
xaptv 

1. AoAtq. = Lollia. 

Kat TV yvvatKL 'War/ c; 146 Sopu Koy 
I. The last omega inscribed very small. For other 

persons with this name see index and p. ooo. In the cemetery. 

6E.HI(~AYTWZ'"'N 

ll \ 1 l I It t I t 1 l I I I I I I I I I I I I 

lt 11 I It It I tit 1 I I 11 I 1 \ \ 

Bomos of grey marble, top cut away on r. side to form 
peak; traces of relief now unrecognizable. 

Ht. o.85 buried; width 0.4I; thickness 0.46; letters 
o.025-o.o3. PI. XVIII (squeeze). 

I. 

2. 

[?Tai]os Llwdfl 7Tar[p-] 
[t /1-]V~/1-TJS xapt[v] 

Space for 2-3 letters at beginning; 'no room for 
more' at end (Cullen); nevertheless one letter 
must have been squeezed in. 
'Room for little more. than M, certainly not for 
LIIM or lliM' (Cullen). Either 7Tar(pfi] or 7Ta![8[i] 
must be restored in If.; the latter would be 
exceptional in the funerary monuments of Aezani. 

:oc.lit loiCAHnArV' 
NH/"\HC.XAP\ 
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147 Sopu Koy 148 Sopu Koy 

In the cemetery. In the cemetery. 

.Bomos of.grey-white marble with moulded top; capital 
and base broken away on front. 

Bomos of grey-white marble with moulded top; bottom 
buried, capital rather broken. 

Ht. 1.075; width 0.41 (shaft); thickness 0.30· buried; 
letters 0.03 (bottom line o.0225-o.0275). PI. XVIII 
(squeeze). 

Ht. r.o1· buried; width 0.50 (shaft); thickness 0.50 
(shaft); letters 0.0225. PI. XIX. 

Tpoif>tfLa> 'HpaKAa Kat 
Xpvaorvx~> 'HpaKAij. 
Kat Evif>parn r€Kvot> 
fLII~fLTJ> xaptll 

'Poo" ~> Bw>..ij. 
avDpt fLV~fLTJ> 
xapw{ t} Kat Eavr[V] 

'waa Stemma: 
Later than the proconsulship of M. Vettius Bolanus, AD 

75-6. Heraclas 

I. 

3· 

For the feminine names ending in-~>, see C143n.; 
'PoUvTJ occurs on C233. 

I 
Trophimas [ Chrysotyches 

I I 
Heraclas Euphrates Bw>..ij.: see p. lv and (for hypocoristic names 

ending in -a>) p. lxii. This version of Bw>..av6> 
occurs on an unpublished gravestone from the 
upper Tembris valley in Kiitahya Museum: 
t:PtAmTTO> Bw>..a (see M. Waelkens, Actes du vne 
Congres Internationale d' epigraphie grecque et 
latine (Bucarest 1977), 125 no. 108); and on 2. 
another unpublished text copied by W. M. 
Ramsay at Altmta~ Koy, upper Tembris valley. 

If. For names ending -a>, see p.lxii. For 'HpaKAa> see 
MAMA VI, 214 (M. Ulpius, at Apamea); v, 238 
(Dorylaeum); there is a 'HpaKA~> on an 
unpublished gravestone in Kiitahya Museum. 
For names of women ending in -~>, see CI43n. 
For the class ::>f names to which Chrysotyches 
belongs, see p. !xi. 

For other instances of the parasitic iota, see index, 3. 
with Bull. epigr. 1968,489 no. 377; 1971, 523 no. 
668. 

For Evif>parTJ> see MAMA I, 3 (Laodiceia 
Catacecaumene); vrr, 478 (Kotii U~ak), and the 
discussion of its distribution by T. Drew-Bear, 
Epigraphica Anatolica IV (1984), 144-9. 

PO~I NHC.B O.AA 

AN~PIUNHUHC. 

XAPINII'"AI~AYT~ 

Z .n. C. A 

149 Susuzkaya 

In i:he cami courtyard. 

Bomos of grey-white marble with moulded top and 
base; capital broken on r.; nice regular and clear, tipped 
letters. 

Ht. r.225 (pedestal o.85, capital 0.21, shaft 0.72, base 
0.21); width 0.43-0.445 (shaft), 0.555 (base); thickness 
0:40-0.425 (shaft), 0.57 ~base); letters o.o175· 

LJTJfL~TpEta> 'AvnyEV!J 
TTaTpt 

Kat 'Afj>£q. fLTJTpt Kat 
'ApwrapxltJ d.odif>ip 

s. EvaE{3£a> EIIEKEv 
Kat €avrip 'wv 

5· EvaE{1[a,: cf. C89; for this virtue on tombstones, 
see Robert, Hell. II (1946), 81ff., and Les Steles 
fun. de Byzance, Bibl. arch. et hist. de l' Inst. fr. 
d'Arch. d' Istanbul XV (Paris 1964), 40 no. 1; but 
on this inscription it doubtless refers to 
Demetrius' own pietas towards other members of 
his family: Hell. XIII (1965), 40 n.1, on SEC VI, 
548. 
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AHt\HTPEIOCANTirEN 

TTATfl 

KAIAtiAMHTf'l ~AI 

AfiC.TAf'1WAAEA+w 

EYC.~BIAC.E..NE..K~N 

KAIE.AYfW'Z.WN 

150 Tepecik (Afyon 3 I I d) 

In corner of house in street in N.W. corner of village. 

Bomos of greyish marble in good preservation; base 
built in out of sight; pediment has no traces of statue; on 
shaft eagle (1.) looking r. and basket of fruit on base; 
letters firm and with apices, not very regular. 

Ht. 0.93 (pedestal 0.07, capital 0.18, shaft 0.525, base 
0.155); width 0.365 (pedestal), 0-47 (capital), 0.38 
(shaft); thickness 0.365 (pedestal), 0.47 (capital), 
0.385-0.41 (shaft); letters o.o2-0.025. PI. XIX. 

'Ac/>c/>{ov 'AaK(AJr/7T{on dvo
pi IL"~'~!LTJS xaptv Kat 
JavTfl 'waa 

1. A [KLJ on stone. 

151 Tepecik (Afyon 3 I Id) 

In cemetery wall, N. side. 

White marble homos, capital buried; on shaft beneath 
inscription an eagle on perch looking over 1. shoulder; 
below, wreath on either side, rattles; lettering irregular 

but not unpretentious. 

Ht. 0.934 buried (capital 0.085 buried, base o. 17); width 
0.38-o.305 (shaft), 0.345 (base); thickness 0.29 (shaft 
centre); 0.335 (base); letters o.025-o.o275· PI. XIX 
(squeeze). 

MaTpwv K£ Kvp{Aa 
EvvEyO~!Lltl TE
Kvcp yAVKVTaT[cp] 
!L"~'~!LT'JS xapw 

I. MaTpwv: cf. Bull. epigr. 1972, 424 no. 285, from 
Karaevli in Thrace, on an epitaph with several 
Thracian names; see p. lix. 

2. EvvEyO~!Lltl TEIKvcp: the name is found at Bubon in 
Lycia: F. Schindler, Die Inschr. v. Bubon, Osterr. 
Akad. der Wiss., phil.-hist. Kl., Sitzungsb.; 
CCLXXVIII Bd. 3 Abh. (1972), 55 no. 28; L. Robert, 
Villes 2 329, n.6, gives bibliography. Synegdemus 
died in childhood, .. as the rattles (crepitacula, 
7TaTaya{) reveal; for similar objects, see E. Saglio 
in Daremberg-Saglio-Pottier, Diet. des Ant. gr. et 
rom. 864, fig. 5942, s.v. rhombos; and for the 
subject see D. M. Robinson, Excavations at 
Olynthus x (Baltimore 1941), 485ff. PI. CLXIV, 
2561; J. Devreker in Hommages a M. Renard II, 
Coil. Latomus err (Brussels 1969), 215 PI. XII. 

J-IAT PWN KfKYPlJ\,b.. 

CYNer~Ht\WTE:. 

KNWrAYKYfAI~~ 

KN Hl"\\·H.)(APIN 
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152 Viranc1k 

Outside house in street. 

Greyish marble homos with capital and base projecting 
only slightly. 

Ht. r.o7 (capital 0.26, shaft o.64, base o. 17 broken); 
width 0.36 (shaft, capital projecting only 0.03 on 
available side); thickness 0.25, probably broken; letters 
o.o5-o.o55· Pl. XIX. 

K:\a. 'Iov
Ata . 'Iov
Mct~ eh
oowpct~ 

5· {3EvEc/JtKL-
f!p{ctJ y A v-

I 
KV'Ta'T'tJ 
'TE KVctJ p.~
~WI" xa-

ro. ptv 

If. 
5f. 

S-shaped punctuation marks. 
{3EvEc/JtKdq.p{ctJ: beneficiarii staffed police posts; in 
-particular-they-looked to the security of the roads: 
see 0. Hirschfeld, Sitzungsb. d. Berlin Akad. 
(1891), 863ff. = Kl. Schr. (Berlin 1913), 595ff.; A. 
v. Domaszewski, Westdeutsch. Ztschr. XXI (1902), 
158ff; Rhein. Mus. XVII (1902), 330ff.; M. 
Rostovtzeff, Soc. Econom. Hist. Rom. Empire (ed. 
by P. Fraser, Oxford 1957), 738 n.17; P. 
Weilleumier, £'Administration de la Lyonnaise 
sous le Haut Empire (1948), 30ff. (non vidi: cited by 
Robert, Hell. x (1955), 172ff.). Robert loc. cit. 
cites beneficiarii posted in Asia Minor, e.g. at 
Olympus in Lycia (guarding the coast road) and 
Perge in Pamphylia (SEG VI, 729); see also Bull. 
epigr. 1968, 524 no. 534. for a beneficiarius 
v7Ta'TtKov in Pontus; G. Bean and T. B. Mitford, 
Cilicia 102 no. 41 for a beneficiarius ~yEp.6vo<; at 
Cibyra Minor in E. Pamphylia. This auxiliary 
died in . service to the governor of Lycia
Pamphylia and the inscription was set up at home 
by his brother and mother. Was Julius Theodorus 
(his name and his mother's confirm that the family 
possessed civitas) posted at Aezani or elsewhere? 
If at Aezani it suggests that the route through the 
town was of some importance. Nothing on this 
inscription suggests that he died away from home. 
But Aezani need not have been his native city; 
Theodorus may have brought his (widowed?) 
mother with him. An epitaph from near Belosem 
in Thrace shows the beneficiarius with his wife 
(JOAI xxxv (1943), Beiblatt 1 19 no. 6). The 
answer may be that, like the man from Cibyra and 
the Bithynian from an ala serving as beneficiarius 
~yEp.6vo<; in the same province (IGR m, 677), 
Theodorus was serving in his own province, 
perhaps close enough to his native city for his 
remains to be brought home for interment. 

153 Viranc1k 

In N.W. corner of cami wall. 

Bomos of grey-white marble, bottom broken, corners of 
capital chipped away; letters rather rough. 

Ht. o.84; width 0.39 (shaft); thickness 0.35 broken at 
back; letters o.0275-0.035· PI. XIX (squeeze). 

[Eio]Tvxto"l" EioTv
xtoTI Kat Kop{v
Oct~ VELOL<; p.~
f£"7" xaptv 

iYXI~riC.€ YTY 
\~H\<A\KOf'IN 

t.JYE\0\C. MN ~ 

MHC. 'l<.APIN 

154 Viranc1k 

In fountain in E. of village. 

Bomos of grey-white marble; inscription in panel above 
a wreath. 

Ht. 1.18 (capital 0.28, shaft o.69); width 0.56 (capital), 
0.52 (shaft), o.62 (base); thickness 0.21 broken; inner 
measurements of panel 21 high by 20 wide; letters 
0.02-0.025. PI. XIX (squeeze). 

M7]VOYEV7]<; 
Kat Mevavopo> 
Kat 'A7ToA[:\]w[v]t
o<; MEvavo-

• 0 \ ( "' 

5· P't! 7Ta'Tpt tEpEL 
fLVE{a<; xaptv 

The names, especially Menogenes, are found in good 
families at Aezani: see p. lix f. 
5· For lEpEi> see index. 
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155 Y enicearmut9uk 

In fountain in S. of village. 

Rectangular slab of grey marble, might have been part of 
homos (moulding above); bottom broken; letters 
regular, angled. 

Ht. r.oo; width 0.41; thickness 0.07; letters 0.03. 

Llwvvaws- Eavrcjl 
'wv 

156 Sopu Koy 

Bomos of white marble, buried r., broken bottom I. On 
shaft traces of eagle standing on homos in slight relief. 

Ht. 1.285 (pedestal 0.13, capital 0.215, shaft o.695, base 
0.245); width 0.52, with capital projecting 0.05 I. and 
0.065 r. Eagle's body 0.245 high; homos ht. 0.025 
(capital), o.o8 (shaft), 0.0275 (base); width 0.105 
(capital), o.o825 {top of shaft), o.o8 (middle), o.o9 
(bottom), 0.12 (base); letters 0.0225. 

[ .. ]ANHIEIL'[-----] 
[rE1m:r· ;<a; [ -----] 

<<~~AN l~t.l E I I./// n / / !/ /// 

?. K N!lKAI ·//· 

157 <;avdarhisar 

In court S. of village. 

Bomos of grey-white marble, the capital squared off to 
make a building stone; wreath below inscription; letters 
very untidy. 

Ht. 1.23 (0.30 to bottom of capital); width o.6o; 
thickness 0.47; letters 0.02-0.035· PI. XX (squeeze). 

'A77oA..\wvws- pamTJ> . . Eavrcp 

r. pa77rTJs-: a clothes-mender or tailor, see LSJ s.v., 
citing Cat. Cod. Astr. 8 (4), 208, P.Hamb. 56 V 7 
(sixth or seventh century AD), and glossaries; P. 
Preisigke and E. Kiessling, Wiirterbuch der gr. 
Papyrusurk. (Berlin 1927-71), s.v.: 
' ..... Teppichsticker. ... samtl. byz.'. For an 
example at Corinth see Bull epigr. 1973, 93 no. 177 
(Christian), and at Nicomedia, TAM IV, i 132. 
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158 Sopu Koy 

In field of barley N.W. of village. 

Bomos of greyish marble, base presumably buried, 
inscription on panel on shaft. 

Ht. 1.30; width 0.75 (top), o.65 (shaft); thickness c. 
o.7o-o.55· PI. XX (squeeze). 

M{aphos Avp~
[At]os 'AaKA17m-
4o17s K,\avota
vos .!Ji,\{q. Ll6/Lv-

5· 77 ~Lctl-'-1-'-?7 y[A]vKv
'TctT?J Kai 'AvEt-
K~'T<tJ !1-'l/TP,WVt 
/LV~/!'1/S' xapw 

The full nomenclature suggests a citizen enfranchised 
before the Constitutio Antoniniana, under M. Aurelius; 
his grandmother bears Hadrian's nomen; if they were 
both first generation citizens, the inscription is of the 
mid- to late second century. 
7· /L~Tpwv = !1-1/Tpws, a maternal uncle or other male 

relation on the mother's side; the form is attested 
in inscriptions of Sardis, elsewhere in Lydia, and 
Cotiaeum: see LSJ s.v. 

159 Av~ar 

In courtyard of mosque. 

Bomos of blue-streaked marble; corners broken, rather 
worn surface. 

Ht. I.I6; width 0.59 (capital), 0.53 (shaft), o.6o (base); 
thickness 0.54 (capital), 0.48 (shaft), 0.58 (base). 

Avp. ~Ep!Lm1ros 
TraTP,L Kai w'}
TpL !1-VLaS' xa-

ptv 

After AD 2I2. 

AY PE PM \ TI rT 0 fq 
TTA T I I K A \M\ 
TFIMN\ACXA 

p \ N 

160 Cavdarhisar 

In theW. cemetery, dug up for Cox. 

Bomos of greyish marble, buried behind, going back 
very thick; inscription on as it were the flat base of a wide 
thin homos built into a structure, with only inscription 
showing. 

Ht. 0.20; width 0-48 (0.45 shaft); thickness 0.50 till 
buried; letters o.035-o.o4. PI. XX (squeeze). 

.!Jvp. 'Emrpavws 'Ep/L
avov avv TV avvfJ[q> 
'WV'TES' xaptv ~ 

After AD 2I2. 
1. 'Emrpavws: also in C56o (a bishop). 
2. 'Ep11-lavov: an iota may originally have been carved 

at the end of the line, giving the familiar name 
'Ep/L[t]lavov. 

3· !1-V~/L'l/S' apparently omitted in error. 

161 Efeler 

Standing upside down in village street. 

Greyish marble homos, sides and back moulded but 
bare; beneath inscription wreath in high relief with 
incised zig-zag pattern to represent leaves; centre sunk 
but higher relief than shaft; letters scrappy and 
irregular; surface pretty worn and reading difficult. 

Ht. 0.97 (capital 0.07 till buried; moulding 0.065; shaft 
o.68 (0.225 to wreath, o. I9 from wreath to base; 
inscription o.I6); moulding to base o.o6; base 0.095); 
width 0.5 I (capital), 0.46 (top of shaft), 0.475 (bottom of 
shaft), 0.545 (base); thickness 0.42 (shaft top), 0.49 
(capital); base out of reach and buried; letters 
o.oi5-o.o25. PI. XX (squeeze). 

Avp17,\ta Kvp{,\,\a M'l/vo
rp[,\<t> TEKv[q>] Kai Ll6-
[/L]vos Kai 'A11-axts 
[d]oEArpq> !1-V~/L'l/S' 

s. [x]aptv 

After AD 2I2. 
I. Avp'l/A[a: the last four letters are inserted above the 

line. 
4· 'A11-axts: for 'A11-axws in an inscription of N. Africa, 

Bull. epigr. I946-7, 370 no. 255. 

162 Tepecik (Afyon 3 1 Id) 

Under side of house wall in N.W. corner of village. 

Bomos of white or greyish marble; on front from I. to r. 
mirror with voluted handle, two unidentified objects 
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(the bigger perhaps a basket), comb; on 1. hand side, 
standing f. figure facing r.; bare back and unmoulded, r. 
hand side face down and invisible. 

Ht. o.I I (pedestal), O.I05 (capital), 0.525 (shaft) (o.095 
to top of decoration, 'basket' o.I75, 0.255 to bottom of 
shaft); o.I35 (base); width 0.35 (shaft) (0.05 to mirror, 
mirror 0.055, 'basket' o.I45, next object 0.055, comb 
0.03, 0.045 from comb to edge); thickness 0.35 (shaft), 
0.405 (base), 0.395 (capital); uncertain how far base and 
capital project to side as surface is worn and only 
roughly level, but looks as if not much; letters 
o.o2-o.0225. PI. XX (squeeze). 

[ -----] 
AI KvptXAn 8vya[r-] 
pt /L"V~/LT)S xapt[v] 
ETOV<; G7T0' 

!1-TJ( vos) · Llua( rpov) · K' • 

I2 Feb., 284 = AD 200 (Sullan era), 254 (Actian). Seep. 
lv. 

If. If pedestal is on same level as shaft, no letters lost 
to 1., about 2 to r. 
AI: [K]at or Al(Atq.). 

\lKYPlAAHGYr/ 
PlMNHMH[XAPI 
E TOYC enD. 
/"\ H , !'!. y • I<. l 

\ 

~~~QD 
u 

163 <;::avdarhisar 

In road leading S., just beyond C448, loose beside a 
house on r. 

Greyish marble homos, capital buried; garland of oak 
leaves with flowers in centre; under garland a chisel with 
straight edge, a nib-pointed chisel (see on these tools G. 
Susini, The Roman Stonecutter (ed. E. Badian, tr. A. M. 
Dabrowski, Oxford I973), 26, and a hammer, the tools 
of a stonemason or stonecutter, for whom the 
monument was probably made. 

Ht. r.oo till buried (shaft o.8I); width 0.52-0-40 shaft 
base; thickness 0-47 base, 0.34 shaft base, 0.39 shaft top. 
PI. XX. 

The garland belongs to the later second century (cf. 
upper part of R. Naumann, Rom. Mitt. LXXXVI (I975), 
PI. 85, I). 

See p. xviii n.39. Compare the monuments from 
Docimium, Synnada, and the upper Tembris valley, 
discussed by M. Waelkens, Ancient Society VIII (1977), 
288f. with nn. 

164 Viranctk 

Outside old mosque. 

Greyish marble homos, probably inscribed on capital 
(now broken away); three faces blank; on front, 
(bearded?) male and female figures clad in himation that 
leaves r. shoulder free. 

Ht. 0.995 (capital 0.09 broken, shaft 0.76, base 0.145; 
male figure 0.38, female 0.3575); width 0-46, base 
projecting 0.04 on r. side (male figure o.I8, female o.I55 
at base); thickness 0.395 shaft, base projecting 0.035 
behind. PI. XX. 

Very primitive and certainly local altar from the 
imperial period. 

The reliefs suggest a tombstone, not a dedication. 

165 Karakoy (Orhaneli 29 le) 

In use as minaret outside cami. 

Large greyish marble homos reversed, with eagle on 
thunderbolt looking r. in high relief; writing buried: 
bottom line traces only and all very worn. 

Ht. r.o5 buried (capital o.o8, descent 0.10, shaft 0.73, 
base 0.04); width 0-49-0.52 shaft, o.68 base; thickness 
?-0.52 shaft, o.66 base; letters o.o2-o.o3. PI. XXI. 

[ ---]O[.]Mf .. ]lA[---] 
[.]ll]I71QL' 'lov>..ws TOT 

[.].gl1f"U'o4»L.\cp d[ll-] 
E>..q,cjJ yAt'KVTUTCfl 

Second century AD? See below. 

1. The surviving traces recall the name Menophilus 
(cf. l.3), but there does not seem to be room for it 
in the copy. In any case, unless the monument is 
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2. 

2f. 

dedicated to a deity, we should have the name of 
another mourner, presumably a brother. 
The first name looks like OiJhw>: if so, the man 
boasted two Roman nomina (and may have been 
no citizen), and the stone belongs to the reign of 
Trajan or later. 
TO Tl [.]£!conceals either the dead man's first name 
or a patronymic or even a third name for Iulius. 
On the last two characters, Cox noted 'perhaps 
large M or I after Q'. The first possibility is 
preferable, but stonecutters are not always 
consistent over iotas adscript. 

166 Siille Koy 

At foot of oda staircase. 

Small size greyish marble homos, back and sides buried; 
surface trodden and irretrievably worn. 

Ht. o.885 (o.2o capital, 0.095 descent, 0.42 shaft, o.o9 
descent, o.o8 base); width 0.33 capital, 0.28 shaft, 0.34 
base; thickness c. 0.265 capital, 0.24 shaft, 0.30 base; 
letters o.o2-o.025. 

[ -q-4-]I~I{Tl{f/ [ 
[ -C.11--]JE<t>q 
[ -c.8t--l¥aptv 
[ -c.1ot--]~.JOTE[.] 

5· [ -c.11---]/11{H{E 
[ -c.IOt-- TjfKVWJ' 
[ -c.1ot--]Ll WPAC 
[-c.12--]MOPAW 
[ -c.1o--]!-!.,NON 

10. [ -C.10--]~4pw 

Second or third century AD? 

1. "BrdKTTJGL> not impossible but not suggested by 
stone' (Cox). 

2. 'E<t> sic: perhaps d]8£q,t;~[-] for d8£Aq,t;~[-]. 
3· and 10. Presumably (p.v~fi-TJ>] xaptv. 
4· AJOrE[.]:-4wy€[viTJ>]? 
7. Part of a name such as M7Jvo8wpus? 

In corner of cami. 

Grey marble homos chiselled away above and in field in 
ancient times. In side, panel with comb and mirror. 

Ht. 1.11 broken (0.27 capital, o.84 shaft, broken; 0.59 
panel, broken); width 0.52 capital, 0.48 shaft, 0.42 panel; 
thickness 0-45 capital (broken), 0.42 shaft, 0.01 panel; 
side panel 0.62 high by 0.20 wide; letters o.oi6-o.019. 
Pl. XXI. 

A~p Kp4r£[p]t;~> 
N£!-.-.-pQ [ [yvv-] 
q.!~! yAv~vr4rn 
[-c.6-]11f[ .... ] 

5· [ -C.2-]IJI[ -C.2-] \ 11[ -C.2-] 

After AD 212. 

2. Possibly v£wr£po>. 
4· The name of the deceased is lost. 
5· 'Probably the last line; no traces observable later' 

(Cox). 

168 Yukan Ak9a~ehir 

In wall of mosque, under roof. 

Greyish marble homos, broken behind, at projections, 
and above; three objects in worn relief on shaft front: 
falx vinitoria, basket, and comb. 

Ht. 1.33 broken (corners of capital 0.04 broken, 
inscribed face of capital 0.12, shaft 0.99, base 0.18 
broken); width 0.415 capital, broken, 0.39 shaft, 0.42 
base, broken; thickness 0.21 broken; letters o.o2-o.o25. 

Avp. Ilavq,,Ao> TTa
rpi Kat fi-TJTPL fkV1-

/kTJ> xaptv 

After AD 212. 

For the falx vinitoria as decoration, see p. xlix f. 

169 Uyucak 

Well cover of house in S. of village. 

Small greyish marble homos of type found at Kugtl: on 
front of shaft, bust, facing; eyes and sockets clear; no 
sign of writing. 

Ht. o.6o (capital o.o8, shaft 0.38, descent o.o3, base 
0.11); width 0.285 shaft (rest broken); thickness 0.25 
broken in building. 

170 Derecik Koy 

In fountain in E. of village. 

Part of big grey marble homos, defaced and probably 
broken at r. and above; 1. side smooth with base 
projecting; base probably cut away; uncertain ornament 
on front. 

A¥[p.? ---] 
<PtA6n[ ---] 
ZONEO f[---1 
. r0 dv~[pi ---] 

5· 8£vH V. 
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After AD 2I2 (pseudo-praenomen Aurelius)? 'A87]vt1wvt]. 

2. ~!~on[/ws-]? This name is attested at Aezani (P12, 
Severan). But 'first letters not certain' (Cox of 
lines 2f.). ' 3· 

For Alexandria, see a stone copied at Hisarctk and 
dated AD 256-7 (to be published in MAMA x). 
TEKNQI I lapis: Cameron notes of the stroke 
following w '?may be break', with room for two at 
end. 

4f. [.Ewa]lll£vH vel sim. 

171 Tav~anh 

In house yard. 

Biggish homos of greyish marble; all traces of 
inscription gone and some of reliefs worn to traces only; 
on front (or back) obliterated relief with pair of scales 
surviving at bottom 1.; on r. side, male bust, draped, 
radiate, on shallow pedestal; on upper moulding, cross 
of the standardised flower form, typical of the Simav 
region; on I. side, relief of horseman, moving r.; on 
upper moulding circle containing boss. 

Ht. 1.3 I (capital 0.29, shaft o.8 I, base 0.2 I); width o. 5 I 
(capital), 0.46-0.495 (shaft); base broken; thickness 
c.o-4I (shaft); rest broken. 

Second or third century AD? 

For the bust, cf. C544; like C58 it displays the rays 
characteristic of Helios, 'vengeur des crimes en Galatie, 
a Macistos, a Perinthe et a Salamine de Chypre' (Bull. 
epigr. I968, 526 no. 535). For the mounted figure, cf. L. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (I964), I56 no. 20 (P72) from 
Kurus:ay and I58 no. 26 from <;ardakh, both within 5 
km. S. of Tav~?anh. The first of these stones is dedicated 
to (JE<jl 'Oatcp, and the author refers to an altar from 
Kutahya published by Buckler, Calder, and Cox inJRS 
XV (I925), I6I no. ISO, dedicated to Hosios and Dikaios 
(with further references to radiate heads). The scales are 
appropriate to the same deity, for whom see also L. 
Robert, CRAI I978, 268f.; but they are the symbol of a 
cult official in Ist. Mitt. XXI (I97I), IOI. 

172 Tav~anh 

In fountain. 

Grey and white marble bomos hollowed out to form 
trough and buried r. 

Ht. 0.98 (shaft 0.52, inscribed area O.I6); width 0.35 
buried, with capital projecting 0.04 from shaft 1.; 
thickness 0.49 buried, shaft 0.42 buried; depth of trough 
0.23; letters o.o2-o.o25. 

[ ..... ]q 'AAE€[av?] 
optq. 'A87]vt1wvt] 
TE KVCJJ J;L[v~-] 
tt"'> xap[tv] 

Second century AD? 

If. For double names, see p. !xi . They are rare for 
women. Alternatively, read 'AAEg[av?]op{a 

173 Kuru~ay 

Stones from Karh Koy were used in construction at 
Kurus:ay. In cami garden. 

Bomos of lumpy crystalline greyish marble, broken and 
buried; two lines of inscription faint but clear, rest very 
worn. 

Ht. 0.68 broken (shaft o.s3 broken, base 0. I 5); width 
0.33 shaft, 0-4I base; thickness 0.33 shaft, 0.43 base; 
letters 0.0 I 5-0.02. 

[ ----r-?] 
ovs yovEi> MarE[- 5?-] 
ffON]O TEKvcp EIN[.]Q[ -2?-] 
[ ---]IIPO 

5· [---]~H 

Second century AD? 

If. It is not clear why the parents are in the accusative 
case, if they are. 

2. The father's name would be expected first, which 
excludes MarH>. Manpvos is found at Saittae in 
Lydia: Bull. epigr. I940, 225 no. I45, and it is 
more likely than Manpw (Epidaurus, ibid. I973, 
96 no. I90). 

5· Perhaps the surviving letters represent the 
remains of ftV~ft'I]S" xaptV. 

174 Karakoy (Orhaneli 29 le) 

Small grey marble homos, inscription very worn. 

Ht. 0.625 (shaft 0.36) buried; width 0.42 (capital), 0.35 
(shaft); thickness 0.39 (capital), 0.32 (shaft); letters 
0.0I5-0.025. 

"Erovs n' tt"'{vos) 'Y7TEp,8Ep[E-] 
ra{ov 7T[ -9 or I o-] 
[Ll]tayEV'I]> [ ... ]?) y,\v~v-
[r]c1T?J avv~!1cp . .]:p· [W 

5· CCNILll[-4 or 5 -]C 
[.]IAIHCI[ -9-] 
NHC[.]NC[-9 or Io-] 
[.] J;Lv~[ttb> [x]aptv 

23 August-22 September AD 226 (Sullan era), 280 
(Actian); the earlier date is more plausible; in !.2. 7T can 
hardly represent a number, except as the initial of 
7Tpwros, 7TEfL7TTO> (Kat OEKaros, Kat EiKoar6s), and that 
would be anomalous in the dated stones of the region; 
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more probably it is the initial letter of the dedicator's 
name (IlcmA.ws AiA.ws vel sim.). 

3· Cameron indicates space for three letters after 
Llwy€v'7s: [':47T7r]n would fit. 

175 Kuruc;ay 

In corner of house wall. 

Small grey marble homos, top much worn. 

Ht. o.83 (capital 0.24, shaft 0.59); width 0.44 (capital), 
0.35 (shaft); thickness o.I8 buried; letters o.OI2-0.035· 

[tr]ovs TKE' I [ -c.4-] 
[ o OE iva f.LETii T€-] 
Kvwv 'AaKA1J-
7J"Ul077 TTaTpt 

s. f.LV~f.L'7> xa-
ptv 

AD 240-I (Sullan era), 294-5 (Actian); the earlier date is 
more plausible. A month !L['7(vos) ---] is presumably 
mentioned at the end of the line, perhaps in the space 
that follows. 

There is space for three lines between the first and 
second that survive, but no indication that the space was 
inscribed. 

176 Tepecik (Orhaneli 30 lb) 

In the mosque. 
Grey marble homos, well preserved. 
Ht. 1.30 (capital 0.39, shaft 0.79, inscribed area 0.24); 
width 0.54 (capital), 0.45 (shaft), o.6o (base); thickness 
0.42 (capital), 0.35 (shaft), 0-44 (base); letters 
o.oi6--o.o2. PI. XXI. 

"ETOVS Tf.La' 
Avp. 'AA.t:gavopia 
f.LETa Tov TiKvov Kvpt17", 
T0 yAVKVTaT~ avv~{~ 

5· 'AA.t:gdvop~ dt av~~aaaa 
KaAw<; /L( t:}Ta aov c/>[t]Atas T6-
0£ a?Jf.Ld TE8t:tKa 

AD 256-7 (Sullan era), 3IO-I (Actian); the earlier date is 
more plausible. 

2. 

5· 

The name Alexandria occurs on a monument 
from Tav~anh, C I 72, perhaps another member of 
the same family. 
The fact that husband and wife bear related names 
suggests that they were slaves or freedmen from 
the same household. 
dt for dt:i (Cameron). 

177 Siille Koy 

Small grey marble homos broken at foot; front of shaft 
decorated with axe (for the woodman's axe in this 
r~~ion, see M. Waelkens, Anc. Soc. VIII (1977), 279, 
c1tmg K. D. White, Agricultural Implements of the 
Ro~.an World (Cambridge 1967), 6o no. 9, fig. 34); 
wntmg worn. 

Ht. 0.77 (capital 0.22, shaft 0.445); width 0.36 (capital), 
0.30 (shaft); thickness 0.28 (capital), 0.25 (shaft); letters 
o.ois. 

L1 17f.Loa8os 
LJ']f.L']TpE{~ 

I TEKVWV 
f.LV~f.L']S xa[ptv] 

s. [----] 
[ --]lf[-]Ll[--] 
AYNAMEriCIIe 
l/0 OoAriVO 

10. V. (- ___:__-] 

[---] 
[---] 
[---] 

Second or third century AD. 

For the forests of the middle Rhyndacus to which the 
design on the stone is a clear allusion, s~e p. xvii . 
I-3· The construction is not clear: TEKvw? 

For hypocoristic names ending in -~s, seep. lxii·. 
I. At end 'room for two' (Cameron). 
2. At end 'room for one; no traces' (Cameron). 
4· 'Room for three' (Cameron). 
5f. 'Two lines missing' (Cameron). 
7· AYf'!AMET: L:lvvaf.Lt:t? 
9ff. At 1., 'no further traces', at r. 'traces of four or five 

lines missing' (Cameron). 

178 Karaca Ka~ (? = Karacali) 

In square by mosque. 

Grey marble homos, upside down; top buried and 
broken; front of shaft decorated with bird (damaged), 
other sides blank, but raised boss on 1. side. 

Ht. 0.68 (shaft 0-41' base 0. I 5); width 0.35 (shaft), 0-41 
(base); thickness 0.28 (shaft), 0.34 (base); letters 0.025. 
PI. XXI. 

Ta TiKva 'AvTt6x
~ f.LVE{ar; xaptV 

Second or third century AD. 
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179 Ayvah 

Small grey marble homos, broken at top and bottom and 
down sides; triangular pediment (with plain acroteria) 
on all four sides (this type of altar was common in S.W. 
Phrygia); on shaft (on four sides) twisted garland (with 
floating ribbons on I. side) suspended from rams' heads 
at corners; on back, garland interrupted by bust between 
two ox-heads. The upper part of the shaft appears to 
have been cut back to make room for the second 
inscription. 

Ht. 0.92 (pediment o.Io, shaft 0.5I, base 0.3I) broken; 
width 0.40 (capital), 0.355 (shaft); thickness 0.37 
(capital), 0.35 (shaft); letters o.OI-0.03 (upper 
inscription), o.ois-o.025 (lower). PI. XXI. 

(upper) 
"ET?V~ (--) 
TtyavT{s Mat
LfLaOt Kat EiJJ;
EYLCf:! dwpots TE~[v-] 

5· OtS fLV~fLYJS x4-
ptv 

(lower) 
'EmfLEAYJ{Nv[ Tos] 
l/>t/..t7T1TOV LJYJfLYJTp
[t1ov TOV LEpEw<; 

Probably second century AD. 

2ff. Matt~.~-aot seems to come from Matt~.~-as. 
Ev~/Ey{Cf:!: presumably Evr./Ev{Cf:l was intended. 

4· dwpots: see C8m. 
7-9. This is part of the inscription originally cut on the 

stone, when it served as dedication rather than 
funerary monument; the name of the deity 
honoured and other details may have been 
obliterated when the upper inscription was cut. 
For the Macedonian ring of the name of the priest 
and his father, see p. lix. 

18o igde Koy 

Outside house on S.E. 

White marble homos, buried below; bunch of grapes 
hanging within wreath on front of shaft below 

inscription, a motive particularly popular in Kugtl (see 
Waelkens, Tiirsteine 48); letters very neat and regular, 
between lines, and with very fine apices. 

Ht. 0.75 (capital o.I I, descent o.o8s, shaft o.sss to 
where buried); width 0.495 (capital), 0-43 (shaft); 
thickness 0.40 (capital, broken), 0.36 (shaft); letters 
o.ozs-o.o275· PI. XXII. 

MYJvas K.€ 'AvTL1TaTpos 
MYJv~ 1TaTpt fLV~fLYJS 

xaptv 

Second century AD? 

For hypocoristic names in -as see p. lxii; they were 
popular in the region of Ktrgtl: see CI82, CI84f., CI86 
(?), Cs36. 
For the implication of the decoration, see p. xlix n. 52. 

In cemetery (new corner). 

Top half of small homos, probably of limestone (pink 
tinted), but pretty hard; letters rude and irregular, but 
clear. The photograph seems to show the upper part of a 
wreath above the break. 

Ht. 0.345 broken (capital 0.07, descent 0.07, shaft 0.205 
broken); width 0.32 (capital), o.26-o.265 (shaft, 
broken); thickness 0.325 (capital), 0.27-o.28 (shaft, 
broken); letters 0.025 (M o.OIS)-o.0375· 

LJovoovs 
liEpa{w
vt avv{J{
Cf:l fLVYJaLYJ-

5· s xapts 

Third century AD? 

1. LJovoovs: see Zgusta, Kl. Personennamen I54 
§306-7. This feminine form occurs twice in the 
country south of !conium towards the boundary 
of Lycaonia and Isauria, BCH X (I886), so6 no. 
I I; MAMA VIII, 309; LJovoovaa is found at 
Laodicea Catacecaumene (MAMA I, 22I; VII, 
92); at Pessinus (Bull. epigr. I969, SI8 no. s67). 
Other forms based on the root LJovo- are found in 
E. Phrygia, Phrygia Paroreius, Galatia and 
Lycaonia. 

zf. liEpa{wvt: not apparently attested elsewhere; there 
might be a connexion with Perseus or with Iran 
(see p. lix ). 

4f. Spelling and syntax failed author and lapicide. 
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182 Ktrgll 

In cemetery. 

Grey-white marble homos, buried below, I. side flush 
with shaft (probably modern cut); in good condition 
(obviously new from ground); wreath decorates front of 
shaft; inscription above it, in neat, regular letters, 
perfectly clear. 

Ht. o.85 to bottom of shaft; width o.4I (capital), 0.37 
(shaft); thickness 0-45 (capital), 0.40 (shaft); wreath in 
o.oi relief; letters o.025-o.o275· PI. XXII. 

L17Jf.L~TpLOS L1af.La
,\~ Ila7Tap{wvt vt
cp f.LV~f.L1)[S xapt]v 

Second century AD? 

If. L1af.Lal"-~ (or L1af.Lal"-a (genitive): for the names 
L1af.LaA7JS, L1af.LaAwv see Robert, Noms ind. 6o n. 1. 

2. There is a gap between A and P, probably due to a 
large flaw in the stone, probably ancient, 'if 
anything is gone, L1 most likely' (Cullen); 'second 
A is cut small, apparently to avoid the same flaw'. 
Ila7Tap{wvt: see nos. CI35 and C378; and for 
double names, in this case due to the retention of a 
pet name, L1af.LaAas, p. !xi. But if L1af.Lal"-a is 
genitive, filiation of Demetrius, the double name 
vanishes. 

White marble homos, damaged top I.; front of shaft 
decorated with wreath encircling ox-head; on sides (not 
back) a whorl; letters of inscription above wreath a trifle 
rough, but regular. 

Ht. o.88 (capital o.I45, shaft 0.58, base o.I55); width 
0.45 (shaft), 0.50 (base); thickness 0.39 (shaft), 0.425 
(base); wreath in 0.02 relief, diameter 0.36, whorl in 0.05 
relief, diameter o.I6; letters o.o25-o.o3. PI. XXII. 

'Aya8ocp6pos 1Tq[-rp!] 
l:ucpavqJ f.LVEtas [xa-] 

ptv 

Second or third century AD. 

I. 'Aya8ocp6pos: for good-luck names see p. !xi .. 

White marble homos, very badly weathered, capital 
broken, base broken and partly buried, flush with shaft 
front and I., projecting behind; traces of decoration on 
front of shaft, probably ox-head within wreath, 
inscription above, letters rough. 

Ht. 1.26 broken (shaft 0.92, base o.I8); width 0.47 
(shaft); thickness 0.45 (shaft); letters o.o2. 

C?~6cp!~os '5i 'Epf.Lf!"l;

a~ K~E 'A1T1TaS 'Epf.LOY~ 

[ ------] 

[ ---] 

Second century AD? 

1. '!nit. probably ee: first looks like M, quite 
different from other probable Ms, but right stroke 
is probably flaw. After C either e or~' (Cullen). 

2. 'Second letter looks like 0 not joined at top, but 
might be C with flaw. Then K or }if'. 

3. 'Inscription quite gone'. But it is likely that the 
deceased was father of three brothers, the 
dedicators: (-rep 1TaTpL avnov f.LV~if.LTJS xaptv]. 

185 Ktrgtl 

In fountain at S.W. of village. 
PI24. 

Bomos of whitish marble (looks very like limestone); 
sides of capital and base chipped off; inscription on 
capital (one line), top of shaft (2 lines), within panel 
slightly sunk within double moulding (6 lines), bottom 
of shaft (2 lines); letters very roughly cut, varying in 
shape and size, but decidedly rougher after first f.LV{as 
xaptv. 

Ht. I .09 (capital o. I 3, descent 0.09, shaft to panel o. I 55, 
panel (external) 0.345, shaft below panel o.I6, base 
0.2I); width 0.43 (shaft; panel (external) 0.23); thickness 
o.I95 (shaft, broken); letters o.o25-o.0325. PI. XXII. 

5· 

Tpocp[tf.L]as d8~[,\-] 
cpcp 'A 7TOAAw-
v~ K,_,E Tatos 

1Ta-rp! 
'A1ToA-
AWV~ 
f.LV{as 
xaptv 
K,_,E Tpo-

•o. cp{f.LqJ Bpm-r
cp f.LV{as xaptv 

Second or third century AD? 

Apollonas' brother and son united in erecting the 
memorial to him; rather later they associated his 
threptos in the memorial (perhaps an illegitimate son, 
see p. lxv ), or Gaius reused the stone to commemorate 
his own dead threptos. 
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186 igde Koy 

Upside down in N.W. of village. 

White limestone homos decorated with ox-head within 
wreath on front of shaft and panel with border 
containing four four-petalled rosettes about a lozenge, a 
fifth rosette within; inscription on capital and above 
wreath; letters very elaborate and clearly cut. 

Ht. I.I3 (capital 0.20, shaft 0.73, base 0.20); width 0.42 
(shaft), o.4s (base, broken); thickness o.4I (shaft), o.so 
(base); panel o.s8 high by o.2IS wide; letters o.o3. Pl. 
XXII. 

[LI]wyEV1JS" KE Ll[--] 
njJ 1TaTpi Ll wyEv'l/ 
1LV~1L1J> xapw 

Second century AD? 

1. '3 after Ll to broken edge; either 0 or A after Ll, 
then perhaps M (Cullen): Lla11-a> would perhaps 
fit; Lla11-aAas- seems too long. 

186a igde Koy 

In same wall as C469, near cami. 

White marble homos, cut square in ancient times on I. 
side of capital and base; rich upper and lower 
mouldings; visible side decorated with an ivy plant. 

Ht. o.62s (o.I IS capital, 0.37 shaft, O.I4 base); width 
0.26 (capital), o.2s (shaft); 0.38 (base). PI. XXIII. 

Probably third century AD. 

The bomos was made by a local sculptor, probably at 
K1rgt!. 

187 Cavdarhisar 

Part of the quay E. of the river just S. of S. Roman 
bridge. 

Double homos of grey marble with middle partition 
lines incised; letters very mixed but deep and meant to 
be elegant. 

Ht. I. IS; width I. I I+, probably o.o6s below (at top of 
shafts each bomos 0.48, space between o.o8s); thickness 
o.s4 (top), 0.49S (shaft); letters o.0325--o.o375· PI. 
XXIII; PI. XXIII (squeeze). 

'ApTE!L{owpos
Kai TEpKovanp 

I. TEpKovan.p: Torquatus. 

EwaaTpanp 1TaTJli 
aoEAif>tjJ !LJJJJL~1J> xa-

ptv 

188 Cavdarhisar 

Dug up in 1. bank just below lower bridge. 

Double homos of grey-white marble worn yellow; 
surface weathered into rough-cast spots; sunk panels 
with double moulding; letters clear. 

Ht. I ·34 (from upper edge to panel 0.22, from panel to 
lower edge 0.24); width 1.36 (panels 0.59 each, 
intervening space o. I8); thickness 0.53; panel moulding 
o.o8s wide; letters (a) and (b) o.o2--o.025; (c) o.o2s-o.o3. 
Pl. XXIII (squeeze of (a), (b) and (c)). 

(a) 
['Em]KT~TCtJ 
[--b K3 MapK{q. 
[J1ap]~EVLqJ V. 
[yovEW · at yAvKv-

5· [Tcl'T]<?LS" /LV~/L1JS" 
xa. ptv 

(b) (c) 
K.,_E Tana- M. Ov. 'AxtAAi" a1Tov

vfi Eva- oauAv KE MapKLf! 
,.pi 11-v~- Ov. 'lovAtavfi 

!L1J> aoEAif>oi"s- yAvKv-
xaptv 'Tcl'TOLS" /LV~/L1JS" 

xa. ptv 

Trajanic or later (M. Ulpius); if Epictetus was not a 
citizen the inscription should be Hadrianic. 

As restored, the text omits the name of the dedicator. 
(a) I. 'EmKT~TCfl: a common name at Aezani; or K,.~,.Cfl 

could be complete, cf. MAMA VI, 319 and 336 
(Acmonia). 

2. [ --]: 0.29 to H from 1. hand edge (panel moulding 
o.o8s wide); a masculine name in dative, e.g. 
EvTVX'l/· EvyEVY/ or i11T1TYI· 

3· [11ap]8Ev{Cfl: 0.285 from 1. hand edge to E allows 
three letters to be restored. The couple both had 
double names: 'E7TLKT1JTO> [--hs- and MapK[a 
J1ap8EVLOV. 

4· [yovEWat (with stop between Y and f); 0.27 
between 1. hand edge and f. 

5· [,.cf,.](;lLs-: 0.23 between 1. hand edge and/. 
(b) Evidently this member of the family died last and 
was included as an after-thought, one name sufficing, 
and no endearments. 
2£. €val,.p{: here meaning brother's wife, see LSJ s.v. 

EivaTEpE>, citing Keil-Premerstein, Zweiter 
Bericht 67 no. I38 (Thyatira, AD 120-1); Buresch, 
Aus Lydien 147 (15 km. N. of Synaos); cf. JRS 
XVIII (1928), 176 (Gerasa). The term, also in the 
sense found here, is attested on two inscriptions of 
the upper Tembris valley, in Lydia (as early as 
46-s BC) and eastern Mysia. See the references 
collected by E. Gibson, 'Christians' 13 nn.2-3, 
who cites the scholiast on Iliad XXII 473: ElvaTEPE> 
OE a[ TCVV aOEAif>wv yvvai"KES" 1TpOS" aAA~Aas-. EivaTEpE> OE 
a[ yvvai"KES" TWV 'TOU avopos- aOEAif>wv. 

(c) If. a1TovloauAv: flute player at a sacrifice, cited by LSJ 
from CIG 2915 (Magnesia on Maeander), 2983 
(Ephesus), and JG XIV, 617 (Rhegium). M. Ulpius 
Achilles might be connected with M. Ulpius 
Eurycles. His sister seems to have treated the 
name MapK{a as a kind of praenomen, equivalent 
to his MapKos-. 
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Stemma: 

[Epi]ctetus = Marcia Parthenion 

Dedicator M. Ulpius Achilles = Tatiane Marcia Ulpia Iuliane 

f "\ 

TH TJl l<O,nA IIOY·AXIA/\Illt•l'l 

·I< MAf'KIA NII~NA l!.AY AH If I'\ A I' I< IA 
EN 1.0. ·rflnNK OY IOYJ\IANH 

·CirA'(KY Mtll AAI:I\tou:r!WK'f 

1(1"\NHMHt 
)(A VI"' 

IATOIC MNIII'\K( 

~ 
XA · PIN XA ·PIN 

I 
/ 

189 <;avdarhisar 

On I. bank of river near big wash-house. 

Triple homos (or stele) of grey marble, with projecting 
cornice; three slabs separated by flat grooves. 

Ht. 0.96; width 1.54 (base 1.70, grooves o.o6 and 0.07); 
thickness 0.35. PI. XXIII. 

'AfLfLtavos · TA.v-
' A KWVOS · EaVTi.p 

'wv · Kai LTpa
TovdKTJ · yv-

5· varKL · 'waTJ 

For points between words, see index, s.v. punctuation. 

/ \ 
/ " " 

lMMI:lNot·rM 

KfiN•t· E~¥Tfi 

Z!lN · Kl'.I'LTfA 

TONEIKH · r 'f 
NJI.IK!· Z..!U:H 

V 

l I I I 

190 <;avdarhisar 

In wall of court near oda. 

Stele of grey-white marble, divided into three panels; 
top and perhaps r. broken. 

Ht. o. 79; width o.8z; letters o.oz-o.045 (average 
o.o25-o.o3). PI. XXIV. 

5· 

(a) 
'AKvAas 
K"ai Llw
p{s IIEpr

KATJ v0 

(b) 
Kai Ova

AEp{q. 
8vya

TPL 

(c) 
Kai Tpo

if>{fLc.p 
8pmTcjl 

fLV~fL}/J 
xaprv 

(a) zf. Llwlp{s: found at Acmonia, MAMA VI, 336. 
(c) Tpolif>{fLc.p: an apt name for a threptos, seep. lxv. 

f 
~K'(A.H 

I<.Al~.Jl 

'fllTIHI 

KA 1-1'1' .!l 

KAIOYA 

AEflA 
eYrA 

T'PI 

KAITPO 

c!'111Il 

GYETIT.!l 

MNHI'\-C. 

XAi'\N 

FUNERARY MONUMENTS: DOORSTONES 

191 <;avdarhisar 

In S.W. cemetery. 

P3o5. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type lA, top r. corner 
broken; shallow small pediment without decoration; on 
top of pediment, palmette, on lower corners, half
palmettes; between them four-petalled flower; pilaster 
capitals decorated with standing leaves; the door has a 
replum with schematized Ionic capital (cf. W27); panels 
very shallow; in upper panels, I. four-petalled flower, r. 
keyplate; in lower, door-ring round aspis (see Waelkens, 
Tiirsteine 46) within a lozenge. 
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Ht. I ·54 (panels 0.93); width 0.57 (panels 0.44); 
thickness o.I8; letters 0.025. PI. XXIV; PI. XXIV 
{squeeze). 

AALlAMOC .. TQNZQ. 

The monument and especially its door are closely 
related to W27 (end of first or beginning of second 
century AD), but the decoration of the door panels shows 
that it is more recent, still end of first or beginning of 
second century. 
LW reads aaOafLoavaywv~w .. and interprets wAOafLOS" (?) 
av[T]£/) ~wv; one or two letters might be missing at the 
beginning. 

192 Hahfeler 

In old cemetery on hills E. of village. 

Doorstone of type lA (with fasciated door frame instead 
of pilasters); in small pediment four-petalled rosette 
within circular ornament; on top of pediment, palmette; 
on lower corners, half-palmettes; between them ten
petalled flower; door with smooth replum and valves 
without panelling; on the door valves below, door-ring, 
on r. valve above, circular keyplate. 

Ht. 1.23 {capital 0.35, capital base to top of panel o.I I, 
panel o.64, base o. I I); width o.66 (capital), o.s6 (shaft); 
thickness o. I I buried (pediment projects c. o.o6 from 
shaft); letters 0.02. 

[-4-],871 !fE BpE[7TT(k] XA..E[I4 or IS]--

The monument connects CI9I with the first gables of 
type IV A: first quarter of second century AD. 

[Bta],871?: cf. P2I I, or a name ending in -,871~· 
BpE[7TT£/)] -1'"a[tp]E[<;t]? 

In the cemetery. 

Grey-white marble doorstone, type lA; in pediment 
quatrefoil; on top of pediment, large smooth acroteria 
(unique for Aezani); door with smooth replum; in upper 
panels, r. circular keyplate, in lower panels door-ring; 
may have been inscribed on lower border of pediment. 
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Ht. r. r7; width o.62 (capital), o.6o (top of shaft), o.64 
(bottom); thickness o.2r; pillars very shallow (o.or); 
capital projects c.0.05 from shaft; pediment flush on 
capital. 

Best compared with Cr92; the broad pediment points 
however to a later date (see type IV): probably 
Antoninus Pius. 

194 <;avdarhisar 

S.W. cemetery. 

Small doorstones of grey-white marble, type lA with a 
recessed arch (without archivolt) in the triangular 
pediment, thus creating a mixture of lA and VIA; 
inscribed area very badly worn; on top of pediment, 
palmette on double leaf (both shape of W8o = P3 ro) 
from which sprouts a short leafed stem ending in a 
poppy; in arch closed diptych with stylus-holder; leafed 
tendrils with alternating ivy leaves, poppies and flowers 
growing out of a bush (for shape see W76 = P290) in 
recessed pilaster-shafts; in door panels above, I. 
quatrefoil, r. circular keyplate; below, two four-petalled 
rosettes (twice). 

Ht. 0.96 (capital and base not including peg); width o.6o 
(shaft 0.54); thickness o.r r; letters o.or5. PI. XXIV. 

l).IJ [---]4[--]17/Q[-] vicj> 

The conformity with W76 = P290 (first half of reign of 
Antoninus Pius, see p. lii, n.r9) and W8o = P3ro 
(middle of reign of Antoninus Pius) points to a date 
towards the end of the second quarter of the second 
century AD. 

?[- 'Aad.1]]1T{lfl [Tcj>] vicj>. 

195 <;avdarhisar 

In court. 

Doorstone of grey-white marble weathered yellow, type 
lA; stem tendril along pediment; ivy tendrils in recessed 
shafts of pilasters; in upper door-panels, I. leaf cross (cf. 
W8o = P3 ro), r. circular keyplate; in lower door panels 
schematized door-ring within lozenge; inscription on 
sloping capital. 

Ht. 0.7r (panels 0.4r); width 0.54 (base), 0.47 (shaft) 
(panels 0.32); thickness o.r r; letters 0.0225-0.025. PI. 
XXIV. 

fLV~fL1J[S'] 
xcl.'ptv 

The leaf cross (cf. W8o = P3 ro), the stem tendrils along 
the pediment (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine 47 and here types 
IV- VI), the ivy tendrils on the pilasters (ibid. and here 
type VI), and the style of the monument point to a date 
in the middle of the second century AD. 
Undecipherable traces of inscription in line above. 

196 <;avdarhisar 

At washing place in E. bank, well S. of village where 
river turns W. 

P259 (lower part without inscription). 

Bluish grey-white marble doorstone with I. top broken 
away; mixed type (lA and VIIA), having a triangular 
pediment instead of an arched recess; there is no longer a 
projecting socle moulding, but the mouldings of the 
pilaster bases continue in simplified form on the door 
niche; small eagle in pediment, along which runs a 
tendril with ivy leaves ending in a half-palmette; 
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architrave with three fasciae and egg-and-dart moulding 
under pediment; fluted pilasters (bottom part filled) 
with floral palmettes on the imposts; in upper door 
panels, 1. garland with hanging ribbons, r. circular 
keyplate with raised border; below schematized door
ring round aspis within a lozenge, above a pelta with 
bird heads; garland motive in small middle panel; letters 
faint, cutting slight and irregular. 

Ht. I.2I full (o.8I5 panels); width o.8s with the rough, 
0.73 as shaped (base); thickness c. 0.25 (panels o.8s); 
letters o.o2-o.025 (top 1.), o.oi-o.OIS (bottom 1.). PI. 
XXIV. 

[ ---] I l:wTTJPLXctJ dvopi fLV~-
[/L71s] ~aptv Kat 'A1Toi\Awv{OTJS" aOEAcp6s 

The general similarity of the gable (proportions of 
pediment, tendrils) to C323 ( = W I96, forties of the 
second century AD), give a date in the first half of the 
reign of Antoninus Pius. 

197 Cavdarhisar 

In first street from oda to Roman bridge on r. lying loose 
outside house. 

This greyish marble rectangular doorstone without door 
panelling and with only 'irregular and very rude' incised 
ornaments (in pediment boss, in shaft keyplate and boss) 
is completely isolated at Aezani; it was probably an 
imitation of type lA made by a less skilful artist (not 
belonging to the main workshop); letters irregular and 
very rude, irregularly spaced. 

Ht. 0.64; width o.so; thickness o.I3; letters (line I) o.o2, 
(line 2) o.o25. PI. XXIV. 

'4~€tq.vopos 'A?T(?)[ .. ]q. 'Ta-
Tpi 

First or second century AD. 

'AMtavopos: see p. lix. 
The second name 'could be AIIIIA widely spaced, but 
traces might be AlA or All equally' (Cox). The squeeze 
favours A.f.t).il.IJA, and 'Aya8~ (cf. C288) or 'Aya8{q. fits 
these traces better than 'A1T7T~. 

198 Cavdarhisar 

In centre of S.E. cemetery. 

P2I9. 

Smallish but thick doorstones of almost grey (very little 
white) marble of type IB; in small pediment, basket 
(with wool?); on top of pediment, palmette; 1. and r. of 
pediment, half-palmettes springing from a flat leaf 
(same as on late Hadrianic-early Antonine gables W39 
= P2o2, C239, W4o = PI36, C240f.); between 
palmettes large dolphins (similar to those on Antonine 
W79 = PI 59); in upper door panels a griffon (no wings) 
with a fish tail (cf. W79 =PI 59, see p.oo, n.I9); in lower 
panels lozenge with incised cross. 

Ht. 0.99 broken off flat at top; width o.s8 (capital), 
o.s3-o.54 (shaft) bottom broken; thickness 0.32 (at top), 
0.30 (shaft; sides smooth for 0.02 then going away 
roughly and buried); letters o.0I7-o.o2. PI. XXV. 
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The connections with gables of type IVA and W79 date 
the stele to the (late Hadrianic or) early Antonine period; 
its smaller pediment places it before Cr99. 

LW reads K]Aav8ta fhpa1rvv Ut1JTpi] ~wav. 
For a fhpa7TV1), see Bull. epigr. I967, 492 no. 432 (Chios); 
perhaps the woman was of servile extraction. 

199 <;avdarhisar 

W. cemetery, E. slope near wall. 

P233. 

Small doorstone of type IB, shaft slightly receding from 
gable, but panels not sunk within shaft; in pediment 
quatrefoil; on top of pediment palmette springing from 
double leaf ending in a curved stem with large flower 
(identical with that on the late Hadrianic- early 
Antonine gables C237f., Pzoz, C259, Pr36, Cz4o-z); 
half-palmettes in lower corners; palmette frieze under 
pediment; in upper door panels, 1. four-petalled rosette, 
r. circular keyplate; in lower panels schematized door
ring; replum of the door decorated with palmettes; r. of 
door, traces of leafed tendril with flowers; letters 
irregular. 

Ht. o.86s to base of panel (pediment o. r8s); width 0.575 
(shaft o.ors less on r., coming out of sight on 1.), 
pediment 0.53, panel 0.46; thickness o.rs; letters 
o.or7s-o.ozs. 

t><XX:Xl 
t ·------· ______________ _, 

7TUTpt 
Moaxtavoc; M7]vocp{Acp fAIN 

" [ -2-]lfiY 
Early Antonine. 

2. Not 7Tat8t, as suggested by LW, but xaptv !LV~!L1)> is 
also impossible, unless bungled. 

200 <;avdarhisar 

In S.W. cemetery. 

PI34· 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type IB, bottom 
broken, shaft sides not quite parallel; in pediment, four
petalled flower with dentate leaves (in this form to be 
found only on doorstones of type I I I and VI lA, from the 
first half of the reign of Antoninus Pi us: W 32, W ro8, 
Wro9 = P274, Wr ro = Pzzz); on top of pediment, 
palmette from which a curled stem tendril springs 
(similar to W 52 = P92 from AD r 34-5); half palmettes 
on lower corners; in door panels, above, 1. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, partly schematized 
door-ring in lozenge probably above hidden lattice 
work; letters very narrow and compact, with apices. 

Ht. o.69; width 0.44 (capital), 0.40-0.43 (shaft); 
thickness o.zr; letters o.r75· PI. XXV. 

ptv 
'Av8p~a~ 'A1T1T'!j BvyaTpt !LV~Ut1)> xa-] 

First half of the reign of Antoninus Pius. 

CIG and LW read ANLJPHAIIAIIIIW ... CA .... N ..... PIN 
and interpreted respectively as [o 8Ei'va] 'Av8p~q. 7Ta7T7TctJ 
[E7T0t~]aa !LV~!L1)> xa[ptv] and as H 8Ei'va JavTfl Kat] 'Av8p~q. 
7Ta7T7Tlp [~w]aa /LV~Ut1)S xa]ptV (it is not Stated that the 
inscription carries on into the pediment above). The 
reading and interpretation of Cullen are to be preferred: 
in the first version the verb in the first person singular is 
objectionable as being very unusual in the funerary 
monuments of Aezani, and in the second the number of 
letters lost from the stone (2 in ~waa) is too few for the 
space available; finally, the photograph shows no room 
for any name in the nominative case before ANLJPHA; 
the copy shows no hesitation over the letters ('clearly 
BvyaTp['), and is consistent with photograph and 
squeeze. 

201 <;avdarhisar 

Grey:...white ·marble doorstone of type IB, 1. side 
curiously awry; on top of pediment, palmette; on lower 
corners big acroteria with half-palmettes; in pediment 
and between palmettes, six-petalled rosette in recessed 
circle; shaft framed by upper and lower cyma reversa; 
sunken, schematized replum (also on Wr96 = C323, 
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forties of the second century AD); in upper panels, l. 
dolphin, r. circular keyplate; in lower corners 
schematized door-ring within a lozenge, above crossed 
lattice-work. 

Ht. I .o8 to bottom of slab (panels 0.56; tenon o.o8); 
width 0.42 (0.52 bottom; panels 0.37 and 0.46); 
thickness o.I4. Pl. XXV. 

Rather primitive work, probably made under Antoninus 
Pi us. 

202 Cavdarhisar 

W. cemetery, E. side. 

Small greyish marble doors tone of type IB, most of field 
very worn; in upper panels, l. four-petalled rosette, r. 
circular keyplate; in middle panels, schematized door
ring round asp is; in lower panels, lattice; letters neat and 
tipped. 

Ht. 0.93 (pediment o.I25 buried, shaft 0.565, base o.I3, 
stand o. II ); width 0-43-o.50 (shaft), pediment 
projecting 0.025, base 0.0275, Stand 0. I 5; thickness 0. I9 
(base and capital projecting 0.025 more); letters (line I) 
0.0225, (line 2) 0.02. 

L16(JA,vos? l1]aVTatv«H?J -c. 6-7-] 
[Ti) e-1avTOV i-LTJTpt 1-L"~!-L'T]~ ~4-

P.~~ 

Its place in the series suggests a date in the middle of the 
second century AD. 

203 Cavdarhisar 

House wall in field on W. edge of S.E. quarter. 

Small greyish marble doorstone of type IB, broken; 
pediment and panels sunk c. o.oo5, rest of surface level; 
in pediment, defaced omphalos-plate; in upper door 
panels, l. whorl (this form most closely related toW IOI 
= P272, later second century AD), r. circular keyplate. 

Ht. 0.42 broken (pediment o.o8); width 0.46 (pediment 
0.35); letters o.o25-o.o275· 

ptv 
[-C.S- ]g'T]> 'Y,\~ TTaTpt 1-L"~i-LTJ> xa-

Probably later second century AD. 

'Y,\<is: see p. lx . 

204 Cavdarhisar 

In court in S. street. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type lA or VA, top 
broken; l. and r. of door (cf. C I 99) two entwined leafed 
tendrils (cf. C4o7, early forties of second century AD) 

with identical four-petalled flowers (as with the 
Hadrianic tendrils from Aezani) springing from an 
acanthus bush below; in lower panels, schematized 
door-ring round aspis within a lozenge; letters very 
straggly. 

Ht. o. 78; width o.64; thickness 0.29; letters o.o27 5-0.05. 

Mill 
HMH 

Probably first half of reign of Antoninus Pius. 

2. ?[JLvN!-L1)[>]. 

205 Hac1 Kebir 

Doorstone, probably belonging to type 11 (no projecting 
socle moulding), uncertain whether A orB; in upper r. 
panel, circular keyplate; in lower panels, non
schematized door knockers. 

Ht. 0.70 broken (pedestal o.ro); width of panel 0.40 
broken to 0.50 (bottom). 

The decoration of the panels with non-schematized 
objects and the absence of rosettes and tools from the 
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upper 1. panel point to a rather early date; but the 
absence of a replum on this double door (see orientation 
of lock: Waelkens, Tiirsteine 47) already shows the 
beginning of a schematization of the door: perhaps late 
first or early second century AD . 

, ../~~ - 0 ~~ 

<0) 0> 

....__.... 

In court W. of village. 

Tiny grey-white marble doorstone of type IIA; pillars 
and pediment very shallow; projecting 'tag' at bottom 
for insertion into base; in upper corners four-petalled 
rosette; on top of archivolt triple leaf-motive; in arch 
male bust; in upper panels, l. four-petalled rosette, r. 
circular keyplate; in lower panels non-schematized 
door-ring round aspis. 

Ht. 0.735 (panel 0.32, peg o.o8s); width 0.37 top, 0-40 
bottom (panels 0.26-0.27); thickness o.I7; letters o.o1. 
Pl. XXV. 

'AvT{oxos Ta{<{J ucjJ fl-V~fl-TJS" xaptv 

The hairstyle of the male bust points towards a date in 
the first or early second century AD. The non
schematized door-knockers and the fact that the 
keyplate has been carved near the imaginary division 
between the two door valves, rather than in the middle of 
the panel (as later), are also indications of an early date; 
the schematization of the door itself (no dividing line 
between the two valves) and the presence of a rosette in 
the upper 1. panel, where it did not originally belong, put 
the monument after W27f. (end of first or beginning of 
second century AD). 

Gaius was a child when he died. The miniature bust in 
the pediment will have represented him. 

207 <;avdarhisar 

In W. cemetery. 

White and grey marble doorstone of type IIA with large 
tenon for insertion in ground; in upper 1. corner six
petalled rosette, in upper r. corner whorl (identical with 
those on C226 and on C246 = W42 (both AD I28-9)); 
above archivolt four-petalled rosette; in middle of upper 
half of door, amphora, 1. handle broken. 

Ht. I .JO (tenon 0.45); width 0.45 (panels 0.29); thickness 
O.JO. PI. XXV. 

The amphora seems to be of the kind found in the top of 
the ftutings of the columns of the temple of Zeus at 
Aezani and in a slightly different form on some other 
contemporary monuments of Asia Minor (see 
Naumann, Zeustempel2I, 68, PI. 53, and Fig. 34f.); the 
motive decorates severai doorstones of Aezani that must 
be more or less contemporary with the construction of 
the temple (seep. lii ); the presence of an object carved 
in front of the door can be paralleled in the probably 
late-Trajanic W 7 I; the decoration suggests the reign of 
Hadrian for this monument 

208 <;avdarhisar 

In W. cemetery. 

Very small grey and white doorstone, probably later 
form of type IIA (without socle and possibly without 
tenon; probably inscribed but nothing now legible; in 
upper corners half-palmettes; on top of archivolt, 
ap~arently much weathered eagle; in upper I. panel 
obJect that looks more like an amphora with lid than a 
wool-basket; in upper r. panel circular keyplate with 
raised border(?); in lower panels schematized door-ring. 

Ht. o.87; width 0-45. 

The monument is apparently a development of C2o6f.: 
probably second century AD. 
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209 Cavdarhisar 

In pavement under minaret. 

Top part of tiny greyish marble doorstone of type liB, 
not broken at sides or apparently at top, surface a bit 
worn; in small pediment four-petalled rosette; 1. and r. 
of pediment half-palmette springing from a double leaf; 
above palmettes voluted stem; in upper door panels, 1. 
four-petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate. 

Ht. 0.33 till broken; width 0.325; letters o.oi25. 

.fl ahos l:TEcpclVlfl aOEAcplfJ 
fLV~fL7JS" xapLV 

The presence of a pediment not supported by pilasters 
or a door frame connects the monument with type IB, 
starting in the late Hadrianic or early Antonine period; 
the small pediment (not as wide as the supporting door) 
points also towards a date in this same period (see type 
IV). 

210 Hae1 Kebir 

Doorstone of type liB (with broken tenon?) or related 
rectangular doorstone: uncertain whether stele or front 
of cist grave; top broken, traces of a faintly cut 
inscription. 

Ht. o.87 (panel o.5I); width 0.54 (panel o.4I-0.44). 

Uncertain, as the monument is isolated and could be 
local work of the Aezanitis. 

A 
D @] 

6 ~ 
211 Agan 

Fragment, probably belonging to doorstone of type Ill; 
the replum (with a base probably resembling that on 
C2I2) decorated with an elongated ivy tendril (cf. the 
leafed tendril on W I 94 from the first or early second 
century AD); in big lower panels an aspis in high relief as 
on W 27 (end of first or beginning of second century AD); 
below, small panels decorated with a stem tendril. 

Ht. 0.35 (panel o.I95; of small panel 0.025 survives); 
width 0.3 I 5 (base of panel o. I 2; panel with tendril o. I 3). 

Later first or beginning of second century AD . 

212 Cavdarhisar 

Garden N. of oda; now m depot near Roman baths, 
Ankara, lnv. no. 8947. 
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W3r. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type Ill, cut clean 
along top; replum with base and schematized Ionic 
capital developed from W27 and CI9I (end of first or 
beginning of second century AD); door locked by a thong 
(see W 3 I for a similar lock fixed to the upper 1. panel by 
means of a palmette-shaped plaque, and connected with 
a circular keyplate in the upper panel, as on W 7 I = P242 
(late Trajanic- early Hadrianic)); above, 1. fluted crater, 
r. twelve-petalled rosette (identical with C229 = W 37 
from c. AD I 30 ); in lower panels schematized door-ring 
round aspis within a lozenge, on top of sham lattice. PI. 
XXV. 

First quarter of second century AD. 

213 Tepec.ik (Afyon 30 Id) 

In cemetery wall. 

Fragment of grey marble doorstone of type Ill (smooth 
1. side and bottom); replum in middle of door decorated 
with stem tendril (cf. W I 94); in lower 1. panel 
schematized door-ring (?) round aspis above a crater. 

Ht. c.o.84 broken above (panel 0.4I); width 0.43 broken 
(panel 0.17); thickness o.125-0.I3; crater 0.17 by 0.145. 

Probably shortly after Cziz. 

214 Bey Koyii (Simav 27 le) 

In village. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type Ill ('cut square all 
round, only ro~ghly at sides', notebook); upper big 
pan~ls vacant; m lower, double framed lozenge with 
styhsed door-ring round aspis above a double false 
lattice; replum with traces of leafed tendril. 

Ht. 1.135; width 0.75; thickness o.1I5. 

The double lozenge can be compared only with the 
triple-framed lozenge of the early Hadrianic C302: 
perhaps contemporary with that. 

The stone must have been taken outside Aezani territory 
in modern times. For other inscriptions of local origin 
from Bey Koyii, see MAMA x. 

215 
Deleted. 

216 Viranctk 
In fountain in E. of village. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type Ill ('cut square on 
all four sides', notebook); in upper panels, 1. six-petalled 
rosette and r. circular keyplate; in lower, schematized 
door-ring within lozenge, on top of lattice as in C2I2. 

Ht. 0.96 (panels 0.25 and 0.4I); width o.6s; thickness 
O.I2. 

This division of the door (on each valve two big panels 
alternating with three small) was especially popular at 
Aezani under Hadrian and in the first half of the reign of 
Antoninus Pius (see Waelkens, Tiirsteine 47 and nos. 
C3z, C98). 
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1 

217 Ali Bey Koy (Afyon 36 If) 

Mound S.E. of cemetery. 

Greyish marble doorstone oftype Ill; in upper panels, 1. 
quatrefoil, r. circular keyplate; in lower panels 
schematized door-ring on top of lozenge, as on other 
stones of the second quarter of the second century AD 

(W62, W66 = P324, Wro9 = P274, C2r8f., C337, 
C378, Cso2, Cso4). 

Ht. r.os; width 0.72; thickness o.rs. 

The decoration of the lower panels and the door scheme 
(same as C2r6) probably point to a date in the second 
quarter of the second century AD. 

218 Av~ar 

In pavement of mosque. 

Bluish marble doorstone, perhaps of type Ill, top 
buried under earth; beautifully straight and regular 
cutting, especially base of pillar; replum with base; in 
upper panels, 1. basket with fruit and flowers (apparently 
similar to those on Wrs3, AD 125-so), r. circular 
keyplate; in lower panels schematized door-ring round 
aspis on top of lozenge (see C2r7) holding a four
petalled rosette; below, false lattice. 

Ht. r.o6; width 0.76. 

The decoration of the lower panels and the contents of 
the basket point to a date in the second quarter of the 
second century AD. 

219 ilicikviran 

In fountain at W. end of village. 

Greyish marble doorstone apparently of type Ill; face of 
edges a bit broken but cut rectangularly; preservation 
fairly good; in upper panels pelta with bird-head above a 
dolphin 1. (on same place as on Antonine C2or), and 
circular keyplate r.; in lower panels schematized door
ring round aspis, on top of lozenge, as on several 
doorstones of the second quarter of the second century 
AD (see C2I7); similar peltae can be found on w99 = 
C438 (Hadrianic) and W r 17 = Cr96 (first half of reign 
of Antoninus Pius). 

Ht. 1.25; width o.8r; thickness: panel o.o2. PI. XXVI. 

Probably Hadrianic or Antonine. 
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220 Tav~anh 

In fountain E. of town. 

Grey marble doorstone apparently of type Ill ('square 
at all sides', notebook); in upper r. panel circular 
keyplate, near the middle of the door; in lower panels 
schematized door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. o.7o; width o.6I5. 

The schematized door-ring points to a date after the 
beginning of the second century AD, the position of the 
keyplate probably towards a date in the first half of it. 

221 <;avdarhisar 

In court of house N. of oda. 

Doorstone probably of type Ill; replum with simple 
capital and base; in upper panels, I. two lozenges, r. 
circular keyplate (with nails); in lower panels door-ring 
above false lattice. 

Ht. r.o2; width o.64; thickness o.Io. 

Not exactly to be specified, but probably first half of 
second century AD. 

w v 

222 <;avdarhisar 

Court of house on r. bank between Roman bridges. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IV A, broken 
r.; in triangular pediment with simple acroteria bell 
shaped basket. 

Ht. 0.26; width o.68 (to mid-point 0.52); thickness 0.58. 

For text see fig. 

The probability that the stone was rectangular and the 
absence of a top palmette point towards an early date; 
the gable can best be compared with W 34 = P28 3, dated 
to the end of the first or early second century AD; it is 
certainly older than C224 (AD I I7); this gable is even 
less decorated: later first century AD or early second. 

223 <;avdarhisar 

Yard wall between oda and river. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IV A, under
surface cut perfectly smooth, roughly shaped above, 
ends broken; in small pediment primitive omphalos 
plate; on both sides of pediment half-palmette, 
springing from a short stemmed leaf, and six-petalled 
rosette; there was no palmette on top of pediment; letters 
deep with pronounced apices. 

Ht. 0.305; width o.8I broken; thickness 0.23 till out of 
reach in wall; letters (line I) o.OI75, (line 2) o.oi-o.OI25. 
PI. XXVI. 

f.LV~f.L'r]<; xaptv 
M£vE~Cf-O> ~~';'£Aacp [Tpo1~Lf.LO> 8p€ljlavn 

Probably one of the first triangular gables, made (its 
poor decoration suggests) shortly after W 34 = P283 (see 
C222) but before C224 (AD I I7): probably Trajanic. 

M£v€~q.o<;: for other Homeric names at Aezani, some, like 
Menelaus, highly favoured in northern Greece, see p. 
lix; for [Tp6]tf>tf.LO> BpEif~nvn: see p. lxv . The two men 

have the same name: we have here a father and 
illegitimate son, or a case of adoption. 
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224 Cavdarhisar 

Built into wall of house on road leading N .E. from oda. 

White marble separate gable of type IVA (smooth 
below); half-palmettes on both sides of pediment; in 
pediment wreath with hanging ribbons; this motive 
often occurs on early imperial stelae of Aezani (see for 
instance R. Naumann, TAD xx (I973), I56 Abh. 4; cf. 
also C87 (AD I24-5)); inscription on either side of 
wreath. 

Ht. 0.27; width 0.72; letters o.oi75-o.o2. PI. XXVI. 

4· €rovs 'pp' 1-'TJ( vos) 'Apr£f1-ta{ov yt' LlacS7J[s] 
3. Er£c/Javas Ll aon re{! TT a-
z. rpi fl-V~fl-TJS lv-
I. £K£V 

5 April, AD I I7. 

The lapicide began by inscribing the lower edge of the 
pediment and worked upwards. The effort caused him 
to inscribe the last N in reverse. 
4f. LlaOTJS Enc/Javas: the second name of the son 

presumably distinguishes him from a homony
mous father; seep. !xi f., as for names ending in -ris. 
Zgusta, KP s.v. gives the distribution of this name 
as Mysia, Phrygia, Pisidia, and Galatia. For Llaoas 
in the nomenclature of Odessus, Thrace, and 
Bithynia, see Bull. epigr. I96I, no. 46o; at 
Panticapaeum CIG 2I30 b (?). 

225 Cavdarhisar 

In road in S.E. of village before houses begin. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IV A; in small 
pediment basket of calathus type; on top of pediment 
palmette (shape of leaves somewhat similar to those of 
W 3 5, which must already belong to the first half of 
Hadrian's reign); next to lower corner!' half-palmettes 
growing out of sepal (like that on C226 from AD I28). 

Ht. 0-40; width 0.76; thickness 0.25 sloping down from 
peak till out of sight; letters o.o I 5. PI. XXVI. 

IIor£fros 'l{wh·{~ fl-V~fl-TJS lv£K£V 

First half of reign of Hadrian. 

llordros: cf. MAMA vr, 246 (Acmonia), Gibson, 
'Christians' 46 no. I7 (Appia). 

'l{w]l;'{~: very uncertain: the squeeze favours N, the photo 
A; Ionia is paralleled at MAMA v, R5 and 'Iwv{TJ is cited 
for Panticapaeum (third century B.C.) by Bechtel HP 
55 I; but 'l{ov]J\{~ is also possible, giving two Roman 
names. 

226 Cavdarhisar 

S. side of cemetery. 

PI02. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IV A; good 
preservation, buried behind and to r., back till buried 
receding from top and sides; in small pediment 
omphalos plate; on both sides of pediment half-palmette 
growing out of sepal; l. of pediment whorl (as on C229 = 
W37, C246, and C250), r. six-petalled rosette; letters 
firm and regular, some with apices, all clear. 

Ht. 0.30 broken (pediment 0.2I); width I .09 buried 
(pediment 0.475); thickness O.I9 buried; letters 
0.0225-Q.0275· 

1-'TJ( vos) Fopma{ov at' TJVP 
IIaTT{as e£or£{fl-lt> vc{! fl-V~fl-TJS xaptv €rovs 

3 August, AD I28. 

The earlier publications are defective and omit the year. 

In court in W. of village. 
Grey-white marble separate gable of type IVA ('cut 
square at bottom'); in triangular pediment an omphalos 
plate (phiale); outside at l. and r. corners a half-palmette. 

Ht. o.I7 broken; width 0.97; thickness 0.56; letters 
o.oi5. 

Erovs dgp' ZwtAos 'Avn6xct> re{! TTarpt fl-V~fl-TJS xaptv 

AD I3Q-I. 

'Avn6xctJ: for 'Macedonian' names at Aezani, seep. lix . 
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228 ~avdarhisar 

In yard of hoca's house near oda. 

PIOI. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IV A, in excellent 
preservation except for broken edges; in small pediment 
omphalos plate; on top of pediment palmette with two 
small volutes at bottom (cf. C234 of AD I32); 1. and r. of 
pediment half-palmettes springing from sepal on small 
triangular support (as on C253 from shortly after AD 

I 30 ); between palmettes quatrefoil (almost identical 
with that in 1. gable of W 3 5, which belongs to the first 
half of Hadrian's reign: see C225). 

Ht. 0.39; width 0.97; thickness 0.40; letters 0.0275. PI. 
XXVI. 

[---h>s 'AvTL1TaTptp vi{! fLV~fLTJS" xaptv ~T[ ---] 

In this series this gable can be placed between C226 (AD 

I28) and C232 (AD I30~I), probably even shortly after 
C227 (AD I 30~I ), which would give a date c. AD I 30. 

The last two letters appear to be an E with a dash above 
it, then aT. The dash above seems to exclude ET[ovs], and 
this suggests that Eisa number. Despite this ET[ovs ---] 
seems more plausible than any other explanation. 

229 ~avdarhisar 

In 1. hand wall in second street to bridge from oda. 

PII8. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IV A, broken 
above, smooth below; in small pediment twelve-petalled 
rosette; on top of pediment palmette; 1. and r. of it half
palmettes growing out of stemmed sepal (cf. C246 = 
W 42 from AD 128~9 and C233 from AD I 3 I~2); in lower 
corners of gable whorl as on C226 (AD I28~g), C246 and 
C250 (AD I3o~I). 

Ht. 0.26 broken (inside pediment o. I4); width o.83 (rim 
remaining o. 79, pediment 0.3 I); thickness o. I 8 till out of 
sight. PI. XXVI. 

[-?-]AN~ 

The absence of tendrils sprouting from the top palmette 
places the gable before C230 and C232 (AD I30~I); 
within its series the monument was probably made 
between C227 and C232, which gives us a date in AD 

I30~1. 

'Never finished' (Cox). 

229a ~avdarhisar 

In street. 

Greyish marble gable of type IV A, partly buried below, 
with nicely carved palmettes (top palmette between 

C229 = W 37 and W 38); corner palmettes on sepal (as on 
C229 = W 3 7, although stemless) in pediment basket; no 
traces of letters survive. 

Ht. 0.37; width o.8o; thickness 0.24 till out of sight. PI. 
XXVI. 

Shortly after AD I 30-1. 

230 ~avdarhisar 

House court in wall on S. edge of village. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IV A, smooth 
below, broken behind and a little at sides and above; in 
small pediment four-petalled rosette; on top of 
pediment palmette sending out on each side a short stem 
tendril as on C23 I = W 38; on lower corners of pediment 
half-palmette sprouting from a sepal on triangular 
support (same as on C228 = W 36 of c. AD I 30 ); letters 
tipped, but rather irregular and different from each 
other in execution. 

Ht. o.2I; width o.8o; thickness 0.38; letters o.0I75-o.o2. 

'i}.TE{fL'"f!TOS" Tpo[4n1fL'P TijJ aDE<A)cp<{J fLV~fLT/S" EVEK[Ev] 

The stem tendril along the pediment seems to have 
developed from the volutes of C228 = W 36 (c. or shortly 
after AD I30). 

For the name 'ATE{fLTJTos, see note on C424. 

231 ~avdarhisar 

In court to S. of village. 

P231. 

Grey and white marble separate gable of type IV A; in 
small pediment omphalos plate; on top of pediment 
palmette on a double leaf sending out on both sides a 
short voluted stem tendril; 1. and r. of pediment half
palmettes springing from a stemmed sepal (cf. C229 = 
W 37); in lower corners of gable a rosette; last two words 
of inscription added above the line inside the triangular 
area. 

Ht. 0-40; width o.88; thickness 0.45; letters 
o.o25-o.o275· 

fLV~fLTJS" xaptv 
[---] MTJVOYEVEL Tcf [ ---] 

C. or shortly after AD I30. 
For the distinguished family to which a Menogenes may 
have belonged. see p. lx, 
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232 <;avdarhisar 

In alley N. of oda. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IVA ('cut 
square below'); in pediment omphalos plate; I. and r. of 
pediment, half-palmettes coming out of short stemmed 
sepal (see C229 = W 37; C246 = W 42 from AD I 28- 9; 
C233 from AD I3I -2); letters very straggly. 

Ht. 0.30; width 0.57; letters o.o2-0.025. 

ETovs pga' 
M€va~8pos ~Ev4~?P[<tJ?-c.4-5-] 

234 <;avdarhisar 

In field wall of S.E. edge of village. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IVA ('broken 
all round'); in small pediment omphalos plate; I. and r. of 
pediment, six-petalled rosette and half-palmette with 
small volute (cf. C228 = W36); it is uncertain if there 
was ever a decoration along the pediment. 

Ht. 0.28 broken; width o.8o broken; thickness 0.39. 

ETovs ygp' Kalaapos 

23 Sept.-23 Oct. AD I 32. 
AD I30- I. The rest of the inscription, including names of deceased 

If a term of relationship (TTaTp{ or vt0) was and dedicator, must have appeared on the underlying 
included there does not seem to be room for structure. 

2. 

f.Lll~p.:YJS xaptv. Kataapos is a reference to the first month of the calendar 
in use at Aezani; it is well attested in Asia (K. Scott, 
'Greek and Roman Honorific Months', Yale Class. 
Stud. rr (I93I), 265). 

233 <;avdarhisar 

Dug out for Cox by N. Roman bridge on road at E. end. 

Grey marble separate gable of type IV A, cut smooth 
below, sloping away from top to back; first line of 
inscription within pediment, second on lower edge; 
bottom line of letters worn; in pediment four-petalled 
rosette; on top of pediment traces of palmette; I. and r. of 
it half-palmette coming out of stemmed sepal (cf. C229 
= W37). 

Ht. c. 0.35; width 0.74; thickness 0-45; letters 
o.oi75--o.o2. PI. XXVII; PI. XXVII (squeeze). 

ETOVS {Jgp 
[ ... K?]~17> K~avos 'Poatvn Tfl f.L1JTP.~ IL~~11hh [xa]p~~ 

23 Sept., AD I3I-22 Sept., I32. 

If the inscription is symmetrical there should be about 
four letters missing on I. Cox noted that the fifth letter 
resembled a tau, but the two top chips might be 
accidental. This is certainly the ethnic Kwv6s, a man 
from Cius in Bithynia, see p. xx . Although Cius had 
been known as Prusias ad Mare for much of the 
Hellenistic age, its coins indicate that it reverted to the 
original name from the reign of Claudius: L. Robert, A 
travers l' Asie Mineure, Bibl. Ec. fr. Athenes-Rome 239 
(Paris I98o), 83. 

235 <;avdarhisar 

In house yard in lane on S.E. edge of village. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IVA ('smooth 
below'), broken at each corner and at top edges; in 
pediment six-petalled rosette; on top of pediment 
palmette; at its lower corners half-palmettes (?) from 
which sprouts large voluted stem. 

Ht. 0.28 broken a bit at top; width o.65 till broken on r. 
(pediment 0.375); thickness 0.34; letters o.oi5-0.02. 

[ -c.6-]lnos 'A(f>t<t~ ywa~':~ ~-;v~~-;YJ[> xaptv] 

The pediment itself has become larger; its proportions 
and the tendril decoration place the monument after 
C232 (AD I 30-I) and C233 (AD I 3 I-2) and before the 
next series (C237 and following): late Hadrianic. 

)kws: a Roman name? 
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236 <;avdarhisar 

In shed wall in S. street. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IVA; in 
pediment omphalos plate; on lower corners half
palmette springing from a sepal; along pediment curled 
and voluted stem tendril. 

Ht. o.69 broken; width 0.19 broken (so notebook; the 
measurements should presumably be reversed); 
thickness c. 0.45; letter o.o17s-o.o2. 

~ EVEKEV 
[-]QPOL'[.]A[ .. ]AJY4P.Q LJrJI.t1)Tp££P 0[--- ~-tV~~-t1J>] 

The stem tendril appears to be one of the earliest 
attempts at tendril decoration along the pediment of a 
separate gable (cf. C235); it is not yet as curled as on later 
gables (from W52, of AD 134-5 onwards); probably late 
Hadrianic (somewhere in the early thirties of the second 
century AD); that could be confirmed by the proportions 
of the gable. 

2. The traces (squeeze) would fit 'A,\Egav8p£P or 
MEvav8pqJ; the space favours the former. The 
owner of the tomb apparently had a double name, 
see p. lxi; and may have belonged to a 
distinguished family of Aezani. 

237 <;avdarhisar 

In W. end of cemetery. 

Separate gable (type IV A) of very white marble with 
grey streaks, cut square for 0.07 then roughly broken off 
upwards; in pediment, the amphora with voluted 
handles and lid that can also be found on the columns of 
the Zeus temple (Naumann, Zeustempel Pl. 53) and on 
W72 = P116; on top of pediment double leaf from 
which sprouts a palmette and on both sides a stem 
ending in a big double leaf; l. and r. of pediment a rather 
flat sepal from which springs a half palmette. 

Ht. o. 72 broken; width 0.44 broken; thickness 0.12. Pl. 
XXVII. 

l:wAwv Ai~-tvATJ ~-t1JTpt l[-c.16-] 

The (wider) proportions of the pediment put the gable at 
the end of the series IV A; within the series it forms a 
separate group with C238, W 39 = P2o2, C239, W 40 = 
P136, C240 = W41, C241f., which have almost 
identical decoration outside the pediment; this gable 
must be the oldest of the group, as the sepals under the 
half-palmettes are not as flat as later (see W39 = P2o2); 

the top palmette is already related to the closed 
palmettes of the gable simas of the temple (Naumann, 
Zeustempel Pl. s6a), but does not yet have the rendering 
of the veins (ibid. p. 24) which is typical of them and 
which appears on W 39, while its leaves are still held 
more tightly together at the bottom; its place in the 
series and its relation to the decoration of the temple date 
it to the end of Hadrian's reign or to the beginning of 
Antoninus Pi us'. 

We have a version of l:bAwv, which is found in MAMA 
VI, 68 (Attouda) and 164 (Tabae, the same man); vn, 276 
(Pissia?); VIII, 107, 370 (Pisido-Phrygian borderland); 
for the 'Tomb of Solon' at Kiimbet, see Haspels, 
Highlands I, 307 no. 30. 
Ai~-tvAn: See also C4o8. If it corresponds to Aemula it 
would make sense as a Latin name ( = 'rival'), cf. Ar~-tvAos 
inBCHxvn (1893), 290 no. 7; but it is not mentioned by 
Kajanto, Cognomina. Perhaps it is a corruption of 
Aemilia: the daughter of Aeneas and Lavinia is called 
Ai~-tvAta by Plut. Rom. 2 (and Ai'v1JaS' occurs at Aezani and 
elsewhere in Phrygia); and cf. Ai~-tvAtos for Ai~-ttAws in 
IGR IV, 944 (Chios); Bull. epigr. 1970, 423 no. 422 
(Mytilene); 1971, 485 no. 546 (Pergamum). 

238 <;avdarhisar 

Built into wall. 

Grey and white marble separate gable of type IVA ('cut 
clean' below); in pediment double eight-petalled rosette 
(apparently similar to that on r. pediment of early 
Hadrianic W35); on top of pediment palmette out of 
whose outer leaves springs on each side a stem ending in 
large double leaf as on C237; on lower corners of 
pediment half-palmettes on a rather flat sepal (also 
compare C237). 

Ht. 0.335; width 0.75; letters o.017s-o.o2s. 

/-LV~V 1)S' xaptv 
'ApTE~-tl8wpos 'AaKA1)7TL81)S' Nav[ -c.s-] 

The stem does not spring any longer from a leaf under 
the palmette, but, as on the following examples 
belonging to the same group, from the palmette itself; 
the sepal under the half-palmettes is not yet as flattened 
and wide as on W39 = P202, W4o = P136; those of a 
gable of type IVE (W53 = P196), made shortly before 
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another of the same type dated in AD I4o-I (C285), can 
be placed precisely between them, so that our gable must 
have been made in the later thirties of the second century 
AD. 

I. p.v~v (sic). 
2. 'AaKA7J7T{07Js: a double name: seep. !xi . At the end 

perhaps Nav[~ or Nav[v~ 1rarpt (for the name at 
Aezani see index, note on C3o6, and p. lx ). 

239 Cavdarhisar 

Built high up into wall on path to theatre. 

Separate gable of type IVA ('cut square along base'); in 
pediment eagle looking r.; on top of pediment palmette 
from which springs on each side a stem ending in a large 
double leaf; at lower corners half-palmettes on a wide 
fiat sepal (as on W39f.). 

Ht. 0.44; width 0.935; thickness 0.25 at least; letters 
0.025. 

M7]VOYEV7JS tJ LacpaVrJ TcjJ 7TaTpt p.v~p.7JS xapLv 

The gable forms a very close group with C237f., W 39 = 
P2o2, W4o = PI36, C240 = W4I, C24If., and is most 
closely related toW 4I (contemporary with W 39: thus c. 
AD I40 or shortly after, seep. lii, n.I2): early Antonine 
(probably early forties). 

tJwcpav7Js in MAMA v, 17, I35 (Dorylaeum). The 
spelling here is odd, but for the substitution of A for 0, 
see J. Strubbe, Mnemosyne XXXIV (I98I), I I I, 
commenting on inscriptions from the region of Pessinus 
in Galatia. 

240 Cavdarhisar 

In wall on I. of road leading S.W. of W. cemetery 
towards Demiroluk, two or three minutes beyond 
cemetery. 

P229. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IV A, buried, but 
obviously would be cut smooth beneath; in pediment, 
eagle looking r. over shoulder flanked by small refined 
hand; on top of pediment palmette, from whose outer 
leaves springs a stem ending in a large double leaf; on 
lower corners half-palmette on a wide fiat sepal (as on 
W39 = P2o2, W4o = PI36, and C239). 

Ht. 0.72 buried; width 1.07; thickness 0.56 base (top 
0.24); letters o.025-o.o3. PI. XXVII. 

p.v~p.7JS xapLV 
'fq.nov M7Jvoo6np vicp Kat Ml.vavopo> Kat Ila7T{a>v 
doEA( cpcjJ) 

The gable is contemporary with W39f.: early Antonine 
(probably early forties of the second century AD, see p. 
lii, n.I2). 

For the hands, see p. xlix. 

241 Y enicearmutcuk 

Above trough by village fountains. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IV A, in good 
preservation; the type has, however, been embellished 
with a cyma recta, a row of dentils, and a fascia under the 
original simple ledge; in pediment basket; on top of 
pediment, palmettes from whose outer leaves springs on 
each side a stem ending in a large double leaf; on lower 
corners half-palmettes on wide fiat sepals. 

Ht. 0.50 till buried; width 0.94; thickness 0.40; letters 
(line I) o.o3, (line 2) 0.025. PI. XXVII. 

xapLV 
(/)Aa{3{a Taws 'Yy~!f rfl BpEI/JaarJ p.v~f!-7]> 

Richer, but contemporary with W39 = P202 (seep. lii., 
n.I2), W4o = PI36 (n.I2), C240 = W4I, W53 = PI96 
(n.I6): early Antonine. 
Flavii are not common at Aezani: see index. 
'Yy~~,t: a version of a name in which the proximity of 
vowels makes variation easy: 'YyE{7J, 'Yy{a, 'Yy{7J and 
'YyE{a. 'Yy{a occurs nearby on an unpublished stone 
copied by J. R. S. Sterrett at Cotiaeum; and on one 
copied by W. M. Ramsay at Caytrba~t, upper Tembris 
valley. 
rfl 8pEI/JaarJ: see p. lxv. Flavia Tateis was fostered by 
Hygea, probably a dependent of her family (the nurse's 
name itself is suggestive) and repaid the debt to her 
foster-mother. 

242 Cavdarhisar 

In house wall near well. 

Upper I. border of separate gable of type IV A; on top, 
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palmette from whose outer leaves spring a stem ending 
in a big double leaf containing a poppy; in lower corners 
half-palmette on wide, flat sepal. 

Ht. 0.28 till broken; width 0.59 till broken. 

Contemporary with W39 = P202, W4o = PI36, C239, 
C240 = W 4I, and C24I: early forties of second century 
AD. 

243 Yagdtgm 

In bridge S. of village in roadway facing up. 

Grey marble separate gable of type IV A, face worn and 
inscription imperfectly battered away; pediment empty; 
on top of pediment palmette, apparently on leaf motif, 
from which springs a heavily voluted stem tendril 
ending in half-palmettes. 

Ht. 0.36 top broken; width 0.74; letters 0.0225. 

Ila7Jas MaTEL T'fj aVT(!V yvvaLKt fLV~fL'r/S 
[xcfp,v] . 

The stem tendril ending in a half-palmette has probably 
developed out of W52 = P92 (AD I34-5) and connects 
this gable with the probably early An to nine gables W 50 
= P250, seep. oo, n.I4, and W55, and with C258 and 
C27If. (AD I35-40 or shortly after): beginning of the 
reign of Antoninus Pius; the still rather small pediment 
excludes a date far into the reign of this emperor. 
MaTELs: see index and, for the name at Cotiaeum, JRS xv 
(I925), I59 no. I46, and an unpublished stone in 
Kiitahya Museum. 

In wall of same court as C I 3. 

Grey marble separate gable of type IV A, smooth below, 
broken above; in pediment omphalos plate; on lower 
corners half-palmettes; letters: verticals and A's tipped. 

Ht. o. I9; width 0.32; thickness 0.28 till out of sight; 
letters o.ois-o.OI75· 

'Apup{S[wpos] 
'A7Tcp{q. Tfl yvl;'[aLKt] 
fLV~fL'r/S xapLV 

The fragment belongs to one of the older gables of type 
IV A (first quarter of second century AD?), but cannot be 
given a precise place. 

245 <;avdarhisar 

Under oda steps. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IVA ('cut 
square below'), broken top and ends; first line letters 
within pediment, second on lower rim; in pediment feet 
of an eagle. 

Ht. 0.22; width o.68; thickness 0.54; letters 0.0225. 

~rous .. [-] 
[---]os Kat LJqpas 1\IIMH[ -7 or 8-] fLV~fL'r/> x[apLv] 

The gable cannot be exactly placed within group IV A, 
but must belong, like the entire group, to the period 
from Trajan till the beginning of the reign of Antoninus 
Pi us. 
2. ?[TaL]OS Kat LJq.fLaS 41ifL'r/[Tp{qJ 7TaTpt] fLV~fL'r/S x[apLv] 

246 <;avdarhisar 

In court by oda; now in open-air depot, inscription no. 7. 

P87. 

White marble separate gable of type IVB ('cut square 
along bottom'); row of dentils on inner side of pediment; 
in pediment eagle looking r.; on top of pediment 
palmette; on lower corners half-palmettes growing out 
of stemmed sepal; between palmettes a whorl; in lower 
corners of gable a dolphin. 

Ht. o.s Is; width 0.88; thickness 0.49; letters 0.025. PI. 
XXVII. 

'AvT{oxos M'r/vo8€fL{8, vcjJ fLV~fL'r/S xapLV 
ETOVS 8vp' 

AD I28-9. 
'AvTtoxos: for the name's connections, see p. lix; 
'AvT{oxos M'r/Tpoy€vovs was an eponymous magistrate on 
coins of Aezani struck under Claudius: BMC Phrygia 34 
no. 78. 
M'r/vo8EfL{8,: of several examples at Aezani one is a P. 
Aelius, brother of Bolanus, Sosandra, and Nicomachus, 
the last a student of law (P24I); another is father of 
Heras who married a Beronice (C286); a third is father of 
a man responsible for carrying out a decree (P57). We 
suggest that the name was characteristic of the better 
class at Aezani. 
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247 Cavdarhisar 

W. cemetery, dug up for Cox near top of hill; now in 
open-air depot, no. 33· 

P88. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IVB; broken 
above, complete 1. and r., smooth below, cut roughly 
level at back for bottom o. I 3, sloping gradually but 
roughly down to that from front; in triangular pediment 
lower half of eagle (broken); on each side of pediment 
part of palmette flanked by sea-horses (r. broken). 

Ht. 0.26 broken (at back o.I3); width I.OIS; thickness 
0.48; letters (line I) o.o2s-o.o275, (line 2) o.o2. PI. 
XXVII. 

€Tov> Ovp' fLTJVO> LlvaTpov y' Ila7T{a, Ila7Tv
Awt 'TCVL viwL fLV~fLTJ> xaptv 

26 Jan., AD I29. 

1. Ila7T[a,: see Robert, Noms ind. 348, on IGR IV, 

790. 
If. Ila7Tv1Awt: the copy shows a gap between A and Q. 

On the name see MAMA VII, I64 (Hadrianop
olis); Robert, Noms ind. 62f.; Hell. XIII (I965), 
255; Bull. epigr. I968, 482 no. 342; I969, 484 no. 
386 (Byzantium). 

248 <;avdarhisar 

In N. wall of road leading E. from town to chaussee one 
minute outside village. 

White marble separate gable of type IVB, buried below; 
in pediment eagle looking r. (closely related to eagle on 
C246 = W 42 from AD I 28-9); on top of pediment 
palmette with two small volutes at bottom (as on C228 
= W 36, date c. AD I 30 ); on lower corners of pediment 
half-palmettes on a rather flat sepal (?); between 
palmettes a dolphin (closely related to dolphins of C246 
= W42). 

Ht. o-48 till buried; width 1.11; thickness o. I 8 till 
immured; letters (line I) 0.025, (line 2) 0.0225. 

JJEKEJJ 
[ -- ?]<;~[BE ]fLL> 'Apw)at1 er TcjJ 7T ]?-TP.t fLV~> €-

Shortly after C246, c. AD I 30. 

2. [Xpva]?[OE]fLL> or [MTJv]?[BE]fL'' would both be 
possible, but the traces on the squeeze are very 
indistinct. The second name appears to be 
'ApELoaio>, of Macedonian origin; cf. BCH XI 

(I887), 86 no. 6 from the Hermus Plain, TAMv, 
I, 403 from Golde, and an 'AppELoaio> at Golde in 
N.E. Lydia (ZPE XLIV (I98I), I8 n.30). See the 
comments of L. Robert apud F. Salviat, BCH 
LXXXVI (I962), 276. For Macedonian names at 
Aezani, see p. lix . The first sigma in the line is 
right-angled, the last four-barred, but reversed. 

249 Cavdarhisar 

IOO yards into corn field just above surface a quarter 
hour N. of village almost opposite where Hill of Tombs 
ridge reaches river on E. side. 

Grey marble separate gable of type IVB, top buried, 
smooth beneath; along the three fasciae the door frame 
has the moulding of a Lesbian cyma; letters deep and 
regular. 

Ht. 0.20 till buried (door frame o.I25); width 0.97 (door 
frame o. 705); thickness o. I 3 till buried; letters (line I) 
o.o225-o.o275, (line 2) o.oi5-o.o2. 

JI a7Ta> avv Toi> doEAcpoi> C/J,At7T7TC!J 
TciJ 7TU'Tpi fLJJ~fLTJ> xaptv 

The gable should be classified between C247 (AD I29) 
and C252 (c. AD I3I-2), and must be contemporary with 
C250 (AD r3o-I) and C25I (AD I3I): thus c. AD I30-I. 

Ila7Ta>: a name common in Phrygia: CIG 382I (near 
Dorylaeum), 3822e (Orcistus), 3823 (Cotiaeum); 
Haspels, Highlands no. 32; Drew-Bear, Nouv. inscr. 95 
no. 32 (Eumeneia); it is also strong in northern Greece, 
in the Balkans, and round the Euxine: CIG 1997c 
(Edessa), 2052f. (Sozopolis and Mesembria), 2I3of. 
(Anapa); Bull. epigr. I953, I2I no. r2 (Bulgaria); Hell. 
XI-XII (I96o), 372 (Dionysopolis, Odessos, and 
Apollonia). But the form is too common to allow much 
to be made of this. 

250 Cavdarhisar 

By tree in W. wall about a quarter of an hour along lane 
E. of river to mill from S.E. part of village. 

Grey marble separate gable of type I VB, flat beneath; in 
pediment sea-horse (cf. C247 = W43 and W49 = 
PI69); on top of pediment palmette; on lower corners 
half-palmettes springing from small leaf (as on C247); 
between palmettes whorl (similar to those on C246 = 
W42, C229 = W37 and C226); between pediment and 
lintel row of dentils; letters very faint. 

Ht. 0.453; width 0.97; thickness 0.25 till buried; letters 
o.oi25-o.oi75· 
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lrovc; agp' Ilaa{wvt IIaa{wvoc; o dSEArf>oc; 
J-LV~J-LT)S" EVEKEV 

AD I30-I. 

The brother who erected the tombstone is apparently 
not named. 

251 <;avdarhisar 

In field S.E. of village. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IVB; in 
shallow triangular pediment eagle with a dolphin 1. and 
r.; palmette acroteria; the monument can best be 
compared with C246 = W 42. 

Ht. 0.36 sloping back from peak; width o.88; thickness 
0.44; letters o.OI75· 

[lro]vc; agp' ~{voc;) Llatatov LE{Jaarfi 'A1To>.>.wvws
'Av8oc; 'Atttt{g. yvvatKL J-LV~J-LT)S" lv(EK]Ev 

23 April, AD I3I. 

I. J.;_E{Jaarfi, i.e. the first day of the month; cf. Robert, 
Et. anat. 373 n.3 (Cibyratis); 549 (Lagina, Caria); 
Robert cites Keil-Premerstein, Zweiter Bericht 
76, and W. Kubitschek, Die Kalendarbiicher von 
Florenz, Rom, und Leyden, Denkschr. d. kais. 
Akad. d. Wiss. in Wien,phil.-hist. Kl. LVII, Abh. 3 
(Vienna I9I5), 8If.; see also S. Baku-Barthel and 
H. Muller, ZPExxxvi (I979), I87 no. 44 (Saittae, 
Lydia). 

If. 'A1To>.>.wvws-l 'Av8oc;: for double names, and for the 
significance of names such as "Av8os-, see p.lxi f. 

252 <;avdarhisar 

W. cemetery on E. peak. 

P276. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IVB, cut flat 
beneath, broken at top, sides buried, back rough hewn 
going down from top sharply at first, then more level, 
then receding into the earth; in pediment omphalos 
plate; on top of pediment palmette; on lower corners on 
small sepal half-palmettes whose inner leaves end in 
short voluted stem along pediment; in lower corners of 
gable, hand; between palmettes four-petalled rosette. 

Ht. 0-46 till broken; width I.I3; thickness 0.525 till 
buried; letters (l. I) o.o2, (l.2) o.o225-o.o25. PI. 
XXVIII. 

'AaKATJmaDTJc; cPt>.~rcp rcjl 8pe-
1TTcjJ J-LV~J-LT)S" xaptv 

In series IVB this gable should be classified between 
C233 (AD I3I-2) and C254 (AD I32), and probably 
shortly before C253 where a tendril decoration has been 
added: C. AD I3I-2. 

For the hands depicted on the relief, seep. xlix, and for 
foundlings, etc., at Aezani p.lxiii; this one evidently died 
prematurely. 

253 <;avdarhisar 

In wall above E. bank of river S. of Roman bridge. 

Greyish marble separate gable, probably belonging to 
type IVB; in small pediment omphalos plate; on top of 
pediment, palmette whose elongated shape and middle 
leaves springing from the central leaf anticipate the 
closed palmettes on the cornice of the colonnade round 
the temple courtyard (see Naumann, Zeustempel PI. 64b 
(middle of second century AD)); on lower corners of 
pediment half-palmettes springing from a small sepal on 
a triangular support (as on C228 = W 36 and C230, both 
c.AD I 30 or shortly after); the rendering of their veins is 
identical with that of some palmettes on the temple (op. 
cit. PI. 56a and p. 24); the inner leaves of the half
palmettes send a short voluted stem along the pediment 
(cf. C252 = W 44); from their sepal springs on the outer 
side a leafed tendril with two voluted stems ending in a 
four-petalled rosette, and a flower (1.) or pine-cone {r.); 
between palmettes, six-petalled rosette; along the door 
frame, instead of cyma reversa, egg-and-dart and 
as tragal. 

Ht. c.o-43; width 0.935; thickness 0.36 till out of reach. 
PI. XXVIII. 

The gable is a richer variety of C252 = W 44, and must 
have been made shortly after it; the tendril decoration 
was probably also to be found on C254 (AD I32), where 
traces of a leaf sprouting from the sepal on the outer side 
of the half-palmettes, and probably belonging to a 
similar tendril decoration, can be seen: c.AD I 3 I -2. 

254 <;avdarhisar 

In inner courtyard in house in S.E. quarter of town. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IVB, broken 
above; in lower corners of pediment half-palmettes on 
sepal from which springs a leaf, apparently belonging to 
a leafed tendril decoration identical to that on C253; 
letters neat and regular. 

Ht. 0.2 I till broken (from base of pediment o. I 3); width 
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0.75 (from rim to rim 0.7I); thickness c. 0.52; letters (l.x) 
0.02, (1.2) O.OI25--Q.02, (1.3) O.OI--Q.OI25. 

ETovs f3tp' J.LTJVOS llEpELT{ov ,\' 
'AO~vatos Kai NELK6J.Laxos Kai t/J{,\mTTos 
CQllATEII[ ... ] 1: EVEKEV 

22 Jan., AD I32. 

3· In the gap [J.Lv~J.LTJ]> is the obvious supplement; 
[J.Lv~]s is also possible. 

255 Cavdarhisar 

In field wall on W. bank of river near N. (wooden) 
bridge. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IVB, top smooth 
and broken away; in lower 1. corner of gable, 1. of 
pediment, traces of tendril decoration; between the 
cyma reversa and the fasciae of the door frame bead
and-reel moulding. 

Ht. 0.29 to broken top; width I .02; thickness 0.48 to 
where buried; letters (1. I) o.OI75, (l.2) o.0I5. PI. XXVII 
(squeeze). 

ETOVS f3tp' J.LTJVOS 'Y TTEp{3EpTa{ov TJ{ LlaOTJS BwAavc{l 
Tcjj VLcjJ J.LV~J.LTJS xaptv 

4 Sept., AD I34· 

I. Lla07Js: cf. C256, and for the distribution C224. 
BwAavw: on this name, and on BwM.s and BwAos, 
see MAMA v, 229, Robert, Et. epigr. I67f., and 
Zgusta, KP s.vv. All accept the view of 
W addington that BwAav6s and BwAii.s, LW 89 I = 
824 = CIG 3546 (from Cotiaeum), are derived 
from the name of M. Vettius Bolanus, proconsul 
of Asia AD 7 5-6. For the significance of this name 
on a stone dated to the I 6znd year of the city's era, 
seep. lv. 

256 Sopu Koy 

In ruins of a house. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IVB, smooth 
beneath, broken above; in triangular pediment an 
amphora. 

Ht. 0.50 (pediment c. o.I6, three inner fasciae o.I2); 
width I .o8 (base of pediment 0.48, pediment o.83); 
thickness 0.52; letters o.oi25--o.oi5. PI. XXVIII. 

ETOVS ( E)tp' J.LTJVOS llEpEtT{ov {3' 
LlaOTJ> 'Amp{<tJ T'fi yvvatd J.LV~J.L( 7J )s xaptv 

25 Dec., AD I34· 

1. [EP copy, but notes that EEP is possible. The 
squeeze confirms [EP. 

2. Llao7Js: see C255n. The two men Dades are 
probably not to be identified; the mother might 
have been expected to appear in C255 as a partner 
in setting up the stone. 

257 Cavdarhisar 

Inside cowshed in house in N.W., near oda. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IVB, broken at 
sides, smooth beneath; in pediment omphalos plate; on 
top of pediment palmette from which springs along the 
pediment a thick heavily voluted stem tendril, best 
compared with that on W 52 = P92 (AD I 34-5). 

Ht. o.645 (pediment 0.24 (internal)); width 0.49 broken; 
surviving letters in line I 0.265 (o.I7 toN); thickness c. 
o. 10; letters (l.x) o.oz, (l.z) o.o225--o.o25. 

[ 0 oEiva €]avTcjJ 'wv KaL LI6J.L[V?J yvvatKL] 
[ Kai? M7]v6tf>]tAos TTclTTJP ~[ vyaTpi] 
[LJ6J.L]V?J J.LV~J.LTJ[> xaptV] 

Because of the similarity with W 52, middle of the 
thirties of second century AD; the heavy stem tendril 
decoration must also be later than the tendrils on C253f. 

258 Cavdarhisar 

(a) In housewall facing N. between temple and Roman 
bridge. (b) In N. wall of shed before oda and Roman 
bridge. 

(a) = P263; (b) unpublished. 

Double separate gable of type IVB, well preserved; in 1. 
pediment a lion (best compared with that on W 53 = 
PI96 from shortly before AD I40, see p.lii, n.I6), in r. 
basket with fruit; along pediments heavily voluted stem 
tendrils sprouting from a top palmette and ending in 
half-palmette in the lower corners of the gable; letters 
firm and regular. 

(a) Ht. o.67 till broken; width 0.5; letters 0.0225 (top), 
0.025 (bottom). (b) Ht. 0.42; width 0.75; letters o.o2. PI. 
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XXVIII ((a) and (b)). 

(a) on left hand side 
I:wa8€vTj<; Kat 'Povcpo<; TaT<!- 7TaTpt 

!J-V~!J-TJS xapw 

(b) on right hand side 
[I:]wa8€vTJ<; Kat 'Povcpos Xpva{Cf-1 

iJ-TjTpt iJ-V~iJ-Tj'> xaptv 

The stem tendril is already smaller and thinner (cf. W 45 
= P239) than that on W 52 (AD I 34-5), out of which it 
must have developed, and ends in half-palmettes, like 
later tendrils on Aezani monuments (see W 50 = Pzso, 
Wss, C243): probably AD I35-40 (or shortly after). 

(b) I. For Xpva{ov, see Robert, Noms ind. I 9 n.2 (applied 
to little boys) and 275 n.9, citing F. Bechtel, Die 
Attischen Frauennamen (Gottingen I906), I I I (a 
very common woman's name); see also p. lxi . 

259 <;avdarhisar 

Low in house wall in yard in S.W. part of village. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type I VB; in pediment 
omphalos plate; on top of pediment traces of palmette; 
on lower corners half-palmettes on schematized sepal; 
uncertain if there was any decoration along the 
pediment; letters very shallow and a trifle rude. 

Ht. 0.35 till broken; width o.88 (gable 0-48); thickness 
O.I2 till out of reach; letters (I. I) 0.0275, (!.2) o.OI75· 

xa ptv 
'P6/5ws 'ApT€iJ-t/5wpCfJ avTpocpCf-1 !J-V~!J-TJ( <;) 

As the pediment is almost as wide as the door frame, the 
gable must be later than W 45 = P239 (where its stem 
tendril makes it more or less contemporary with Czs8); 
the proportions of the pediment can best be compared 
with those of P94 (AD I4I-2): probably beginning of the 
reign of Antoninus Pius. 

2. 'P6Sws is normally an ethnic, but see PI62 and 
Bull. epigr. I955, 222 no. I I8a. 
For avTpocpCf-1 cf. MAMA I, 65, where the proper 
name is so spelt; see p. lxv . 
!J-V~!J-TJ( <; ): 'No room for <; and apparently not 
added anywhere else' (Cullen). 

260 <;avdarhisar 

On ground level under stairs in house in S.E. quarter. 

Grey marble separate gable of type IVB (one fascia 
'probably buried', which would bring their number to 
three); inscribed surface now very soft, letters very faint; 
in pediment between voluted stem tendrils eagle looking 
r., related to eagle on W 46 = P 106 (whose isolated 
palmette-leaves can be compared with those on the gable 
sima of the temple of Zeus (Naumann, Zeustempel 24 
and PI. s6a), and whose pediment has the proportions of 
P94 (AD I4I-2), so that this gable must be early 
Antonine); on lower corners half-palmettes on sepal; 
along pediment leafed tendril with alternating poppies 
and flowers. 

Ht. 0.38 broken; width 0.95; thickness 0.07 till lowest 
slab; letters o.ozzs--o.ozs. 

The proportions of the pediment can be compared with 
those on P94 (AD I4I-2); this and the eagle date the 
monument to the beginning of the reign of Antoninus 
Pius (probably early forties). 

261 <;avdarhisar 

In new cemetery W. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IVB cut 
square below, sloping roughly down as from peak to 
bottom square level; in triangular pediment traces of 
omphalos plate; at r. corner outside pediment traces of 
palmette; inscribed area defaced. 

Ht. 0.28 broken; width o.8z; thickness o.zs; letters 
o.ois. 

[---] /)-V+ 

1-1-TJ'> xaptv 

The fragment is too small to be dated, but must belong, 
like other gables of the same type, to the second quarter 
of the second century AD. 

262 <;avdarhisar 

Built into shed wall on I. bank of river below cami bridge. 

Probably fragment of grey-white marble separate gable 
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of type IVB, broken on all sides; inscribed area 
apparently below pediment and above shaft as usual. 

Ht. o.I4; width 0.37. PI. XXVIII (squeeze). 

[---] Afa-nov TELfLo[--] _ 
[ -- fLV~fL"'ls- xaptv ETOV<; tp 

Yll 

? 23 Aug.-22 Sept., AD I 30. 

I. 

3· 

The trace of a letter at the beginning of the line 
slants, implying Ma-nov not Ta-nov (see Robert, 
Noms ind. 343f.; cf. Bull. epigr. I969, 509 no. 505; 
I97I, 428 no. 26I); evidently she is the second 
dedicator. The second surviving name (in the 
dative case) could be TELfLoOEo<; or TELfLoy€v71s, both 
attested at Aezani. 
Yll: probably the beginning of the twelfth month 
of the Macedonian year, Hyperberetaeus. 

263 Cavdarhisar 

Kale mound. 

Fragment of grey-white marble, cut square below; 
probably separate gable of type IVB or IV c; upper line of 
inscription on slightly projecting moulding. 

Ht. o.o9; width 0.25; thickness o. I I; letters o.o2-o.025. 

[ ---]IIIENA[--] 
[-- fLVHfL"'" E'vE[Ka or -KEv] 

The type belongs to the second quarter of the second 
century AD. 

I . Perhaps AJEva[vop-]. 

264 Cavdarhisar 

In the cemetery. 

P227. 

Separate gable of type IVc; broken above and on r.; 1. 
end probably complete, but very rough and might 
possibly be broken; cut square below; above moulding 
with date, stone is cut back nearly horizontal for 0.075, 
then goes nearly vertical for 0.02 till broken; letters 
carefully cut and with elaborate apices but a little 
crooked; the carver's chisel was not equal to his idea of 
style. 

Ht. 0.25 (broken); width o.87 (buried); thickness o. I 8 
(buried); letters 0.05 (top), o.o25-o.o3 (bottom). 

£rovs otp' [!L71( vas)] 
'Q/..Ata Mapavtj. fLVTJfL"'" xaptv E[ a( vo{KOV )] 

2I Feb.-23 March, AD I34 (Actian). 

2. ]w!L{a CIG. For Ollii, see Schulze, LE 73 n.4; 424; 

the name is to be distinguished from that of the 
negotiator family of the Olii (Hatzfeld, Trafiquants 
398). 
8[a{v0tKov}]: 'On the analogy of the 1. end, there 
would be o.o6s after N, i.e. room for only E and 
one other cramped letter' (notebook). 

265 <;avdarhisar 

In street wall outside court in N .E. of village near old 
cami ( oda) very near r. bank. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IV c, broken at 
1., cut square below, sloping back from peak; small 
(o.OIS) peg in bottom at back near r. edge; inscribed 
moulding very much chipped and worn; in triangular 
pediment a head with long hair; above pediment a 
palmette; at corners half-palmettes linked by stem 
tendrils with short leaves. 

Ht. 0.45; width 0.75 broken; thickness 0.53; letters o.o2. 
PI. XXVIII. 

[--]~ata Nava[ --] Y[.]A fL-.;~1;'7> xaptv 

The cyma reversa along the door frame (cf. also W 4 7 = 
P3 I 9 which the proportions of the pediment show to be 
late Hadrianic rather than early Antonine) connects this 
gable with the older gables of type IVs; somewhere in 
the late Hadrianic period it was replaced by a cyma recta 
(in this type from W49 = PI69 on); the small 
proportions of its pediment place the gable at the very 
beginning of series IV c, and certainly before the reign of 
Antoninus Pius; the tendrils form a link between the 
stem tendrils of C270 (AD I 34-5) and those of W 4 7 
P3I9: late Hadrianic. 

See C3o6 n. and p. lix for the name. 

266 Cavdarhisar 

In wall of house in road in S.E. quarter. 

Probably greyish marble separate gable of type IV c, 
broken all round, smooth below; at lower corners of 
pediment half-palmette springing from leaf; along 
pediment apparently tendril decoration. 

Ht. o. I9; width o. I6s; thickness o.o3-o.o4 till out of 
sight; letters (1. I) o.o2, (l.2) o.or. 

[xJ4w 
[ ---] 

Though it cannot be placed exactly within the group, the 
type points towards a date in the late Hadrianic or early 
Antonine period. 

I. This is the second half (?) of a line inscribed 
within the pediment, e.g. [/Lv~IL'7> x]aptv. 

2. The reading is very uncertain; it might contain the 
beginning of fLV~fLYJ>· 
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267 <;avdarhisar 

E. of river between the two bridges; in road leading from 
cami cornfield N.; in outer house wall on E. side. 

PII7. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IVD; in pediment 
four-petalled rosette; on top of pediment palmette, 
which is a little earlier than the corresponding palmette 
of C237 (late Hadrianic or early Antonine); on lower 
corners half-palmettes growing out of a sepal (both 
similar to those on C275 from the early thirties); 
between the palmettes, six-pointed rosette; panel of the 
inscription framed on three sides by an astragal, a cyma 
reversa, and a ledge. Letters firm and deep, mostly 
tipped, hue lower line a bit broken. 

Ht. 0.44; width o.84; letters o.oi5. Pl. XXIX 

'AM~av8po> 'AfLfLLtp yvvaLKL i8tq. 
Kai f?Jpaa€a<; Kai ""'(if!ao<; oi vioi p:rJTPL i8[tq.] 

Probably in the early thirties, as tendril decoration along 
the pediment became increasingly common from this 
period onwards (see C230f. for type IV A, C252 for type 
IVB, C265 for type 1Vc, and W52 for type IVD). 

269 <;avdarhisar 

On l. bank of river above bridges. 

PI33· 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IVD; in 
pediment eight-petalled rosette (similar toW 37 = C229 
from c. AD IJO-I); on top of pediment palmette; on lower 
corners half-palmettes springing from a rather flat sepal 
(as on C237 and C238 from the late thirties of the second 
century AD); between palmettes four-petalled rosette 
(related to those on W 44 = C252 from c. AD I 3 I-2). 

Ht. 0.43; width 0.90; letters 0.02. 

(/>oivL~ 'A7T1T7/ yvvaLKL f.LV~[/L7]>] xapLv 

Probably somewhere in the thirties of the second 
century AD shortly before or at about the same time as 
w 52 = P92 (AD I 34-5). 

270 <;avdarhisar 

In court by kale mound. 

2. 'Yifm[i]o> LW: 'Looks like YI; Y'P or H possible' P92; W52 is the missing r. side of the present 
(Cox). For the names, see p. lxii and C475 n. monument. 

268 <;avdarhisar 

In house wall on r., first turn tor. out of road leading E. 
from minaret. 

Greyish marble separate doorstone of type IVD· in 
pediment omphalos plate; on top of pediment palrn'ette 
(almost identical with that on W63 = P28o from the 
early thirties, see p. lii , n. I 7); on lower corners half
palmettes with a sepal on small triangular support (as on 
Czz8 = W36, dated c. AD IJO; C230, c. or shortly after 
AD IJO; C253 from shortly after AD IJo); upright letters 
tipped at oblongs. 

Ht. 0.39; width o.69; letters o.0I5. Pl. XXIX (squeeze). 

'Apovvno> Kai 'A1roAAa> 'A1r1T71 fL7]Tpi 
fLV~fL7]'> xapLV 

Early thirties of second century AD, before W 52 (AD 
I 34-5) where there are already large tendrils along the 
pediment. 

I. The nomen Arruntius occurs at Synnada (MAMA 
IV, 53 and 70; VI, 372). L. Arruntius 
Scribonianus, a descendant of Pompey (PIR 2 A 
I I47), was honoured at Prymnessus (ILS 976); 
for C. Arruntius Arabus at Eumeneia and 
distribution of the nomen, v. Drew-Bear, Nouv. 
inscr. I7 no. 9· 

Fragment of grey marble separate gable of type IVD; 
projecting cornice above with top l. corner rather 
higher; cut square beneath; only the panel with the 
inscription is partly preserved (l. corner). Its 
measurements and the beginning of the inscription itself 
prove that this is the missing part of W 52. 

Ht. o.3o; width 0.55; thickness 0.3 I. 

'AaKA7]ma87]> 'Aai [ KA7]ma8ov ,8AaaT6[>]. "ETov> p~/.] 
'AaKA7]ma8n 'Aai[KA7]ma8ov Tov 'ApTEfLwvo>] 
Xapall Tcjl 8p€ifii[avn Kai EfLaVTcjl 'wv. Xaipt'] 

W52 is dated to AD I34-5· 

Right-hand sections as in W 52. 
If. For the repetition of names in one family, see 

Pio8: 'AaKA7]ma87]> 'A,.dq. fL7]TPL fLV~fL7]'> xapLv. 
'AaKA7]ma07J> 'Af.Ltq. 8vyaTpt fLV~fL7]'> xapLv; possibly 
the two dedicators are identical; but Pio8 is a 
double doorstone. 

3· Xapalllapis: XapaKL from Xapa~. The name seems 
to have been used in this instance as a sobriquet to 
distinguish Asclepiades from his homonymous 
father and illegitimate son. For double names see 
p. !xi. 
8p€ifiavn: the regular term for the foster-parent, 
seep. lxv. Asclepiades might have been fostered 
by Asclepiades Charax as a dependent, if the 
pedigree revealed by W 52 had not shown Charax 
to be a person of family (note the 'AaKAa> Xapa~ on 
coins of Claudius' reign, H. v. Aulock in 
Naumann, Zeustempel 83). It looks as if the 
dedicator was the dependent; his parent's name 
was the same as that of his fosterer: the simplest 
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explanation is that he was the illegitimate son 
(note the poetic word fJ>.aaT6s) of his fosterer. 

271 Cavdarhisar 

A Cl<:f\HTIIAt:J-KA 
AC K/\Hn1A611A 
'XAPAIIT.OOPE 

Built into wall in street S. of village. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IVD; in 
pediment eagle looking r.; on top, palmette from which 
springs a heavily voluted stem tendril ending in a half
palmette. 

Ht. o.6o; width 0.45 buried; thickness o.I5 at least. PI. 
XXIX. 

l:TpaTwv 'AcfnttJ TV f.LTJTpi Kai 
[ E]avTCp 'wvn 

The stem tendril places the gable between C270 (AD 
I34-5) and C272: late thirties of second century AD. 

272 Cavdarhisar 

Built into wall in garden court on N.E. of village on r. 
bank below bridges. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type I VD, sides not 
at right angles with front but sloping very slightly 
outwards towards back; in pediment omphalos plate; 
along pediment thick stem tendril ending in a half
palmette (best compared with W 45 = P239 from AD 
I35 -40 or shortly after). 

Ht. o.83; width 0.36; thickness o.2I visible; letters 
o.o2-o.o225. PI. XXIX. 

IIpm€>.aos IIpETTEAaov 8pmTos 
'E>.Evn TV yvvEK€L f.LV~f.LTJS xaptv 

Probably AD I35 -40 or shortly after. 

I. The name, that of a general of Cassander and 
Lysimachus, recalls Macedonian influence in 
N.W. Asia Minor, cf. BCH XI (I887), 86: seep. 
lix. 
For the term 8pmT6s and its correlates, see p.lxiii. 
Does the line mean Prepelaos son of Prepelaos, a 
foundling, or Prepelaos, foundling of Prepelaos? 
Perhaps effectively it makes no difference. The 
ambiguity of the language may reflect the 
ambiguity of the younger Prepelaos' position: he 
is either a foundling adopted as a son or an 
illegitimate child taken into the home. 

273 Cavdarhisar 

In wall of road N. of village. 

Grey and white separate gable of type IVE ('cut off 
straight' below); in small pediment above receding 
mouldings eagle looking 1. over shoulder on small 
pedestal; along pediment leafed tendrils with tightly 
curled stems ending in a four-petalled flower; the tendnl 
ends in half-palmettes and is almost identical with the 
corresponding tendrils of the early Hadrianic W6o = 
PI79 (type VA); under pediment similar tendril 
decoration springing from a central acanthus bush 
(almost identical with the bush on the pilasters of W6o ). 

Ht. 0.75; width 1.23; thickness 0.32. 

Early Hadrianic. 

274 Sopu Koy 

In cemetery. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IVE, 
apparently with dowel holes below ('at points o.I8-o.2o 
from sides round holes, 0.04 deep, cut under surface'); 
cut square below, top buried; inscribed area rather 
lichened and chipped; in small pediment basket with 
wool(?); under pediment leafed tendrils with alternating 
four-petalled flowers and leaves springing from 
acanthus bush in middle. 

Ht. 0.46 buried; width I.2I; thickness 0.52; letters 
o.o2-o.025. 

2. If6tvTos l:TjqTvAALO> Tapywvtav6s Tapywv{q. Tt. 'PwMq. 
I. TV f.''YJTPL f.LV~f.LTJS xaptv 

The tendril decoration with its heavy voluted stems is 
still very closely related to that on C273, which points to 
an early Hadrianic date. 

The two lines are inscribed in reverse order. For 
Sestullii in Phrygia and elsewhere, seeS. Mitchell, AS 
xxrx (I979), I3ff., E. Badian, A]Pcr (I98o), 470ff., and 
T. Drew-Bear, REA LXXXII (I982) I79-82, and add a 
reference to two further inscriptions from the upper 
Tembris valley, mentioned briefly by A. Cameron, 
Buckler 29 nos. 9 and 9a; the complicated history of 
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these two texts has been discussed by M. Waelkens, 
Actes du VIle Congres internationale d' epigraphie grecque 
et latine, I I3f.; cf. Bull. epigr. I980, 386 no. I7I. It 
appears that freedmen and kinsmen of the Roman 
senatorial gens Sestullia were living in Phrygia by 62 BC 

By the middle or later second century AD the focus of the 
family activities appears to have been near the modern 
village of <;ay1rba~1 in the upper Tembris valley, where 
M. Sestullius Severus and his son, M. Sestullius 
Severus Flavianus, archiereus of Asia, were buried. 
Freedmen and relatives can be traced in several parts of 
Phrygia, including Tiberiopolis, Dorylaeum, Prym
nessus, Stectorium, and Aezani. They are also found 
further afield in Smyrna, Derbe in Lycaonia, and 
Sinope in Pontus. 
Tapywvtq. TL. 'Pw8£q.: TLpw8Lq. and TLpwAL!f (the squeeze 
favours Ll) do not seem plausible names. Gargonia could 
have been the daughter of Ti. Gargonius and preserved 
the Roman form of filiation. She too belonged to a family 
of negotiatores (not in Hatzfeld, Trafiquants) of Etruscan 
or Umbrian origin and with senatorial connections (see 
p. !xi ). Hence Q. Sestullius Gargonianus (likewise 
conforming to the rules of Roman nomenclature) 
adopted his mother's nomen as a cognomen. 

275 <;avdarhisar 

In field wall on S.E. edge of village. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IVE ('cut 
square below'), surface gone at top, broken at 1. edge; 
inscribed area below pediment damaged r. and 1.; in 
small pediment eagle, looking 1. over shoulder; along 
pediment leafed tendrils with flowers, ending in half
palmettes below, and apparently springing from 
palmette on top of pediment; similar tendrils under the 
pediment. 

Ht. o.so; width o.68 broken; thickness o.I8; letters 
O.OI-Q.OI25. 

[ -c.s- ]vwv Kat B 0 0 ° A [ Tporj,LjL<fJ Tcjl d8EArj,cjl 
jLV~j.t7JS xap[Lv] 

The tendril decoration is still very closely related to that 
on C273, but apparently less rigid (the stems of the 
flowers are less voluted and the flowers are not all 
identical): first half of Hadrian's reign. 

1. [Avta]vwv, vel sim. 
B · 0 · A[: Boas Cox, assuming damage to the 
stone on either side of the omicron. Bt;£9':'<is or 

B~19':'as might be possible and the marks on the 
squeeze suggest letters (E or Y, 0 or Q, then Nor I) 
rather than accidental damage. On the 'banale 
Name' Boas, see Zgusta, KP I86, and Robert, 
Noms. ind. 546; for BEwvas, see Bull. epigr. 
I946-7, 307 no. so; CIG 2I I I(?) (Panticapaeum), 
and 495 I (Thebes, Egypt). 

276 Hact Mahmut 

Furthest N.E. cemetery. 

Grey-white marble gable of type IVE; in pediment 
basket; on lower corners of pediment half-palmettes 
apparently with rather isolated leaves (as on gable simas 
of the temple of Zeus); along pediment whorl (as on 
Hadrianic C2o7 and on separate gables C226, C246 = 
W42, C229 = W37, and C250, belonging to the period 
AD I 27-3 I); under the pediment two leafed tendrils with 
four-petalled flowers springing from acanthus bush 
(similar to that on the late Hadrianic or early Antonine 
W74 = PI65, whose tendrils are however more recent) 
in middle of lintel. 

Ht. 0.38 broken (gable o.I7); width (gable) c. o.8o at 
base; thickness 0.30 buried; letters 0.0225. 

3. Alv1ws jLETa niw TEKvwv Kat Tijs avv{3£ov Kat ;o[ v 
1TaTp<ls] 

2. 'Avnoxov l:TpaTov{KTJ Tfl jL7JTpt jLV~-
1. j.t7JS XctpLV 

Probably middle Hadrianic (at latest the early thirties). 

The lines are inscribed in reverse order. 
For the nomenclature of this family, see p. lix o 

For the Macedonian connotations of Aeneas, see 
Aeneas, father of Alexander, at lalysus, Rhodes, Bull. 
epigr. I973, I64 no. 426; Aeneas at Bostra in Syria, I966, 
437 no. 474; a Macedonian, I964, I8S no. 248, citing at 
Amphipolis BCH XVIII (I 894), 434 no. 9; cf. L. Robert 
in Gnomon xxxv (I963), 72f. no. 4I, on a man ofBeroea, 
BSA XXXIX (I938), 96 no. 6. Aenea in Macedon was 
allegedly a foundation of Aeneas, Bull. epigr. I948, I62 
no. IOI. But Aeneas was equally at home in Phrygia 
itself: see p. lx. 
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277 Cavdarhisar 

W. cemetery. 

Separate gable of type IVE; before gable a ledge goes 
back 0.03 and gable then goes up at an 8o 0 angle; in small 
pediment four-petalled rosette; on top of pediment 
palmette with isolated leaves as on the temple of Zeus 
(Naumann, Zeustempel 24 PI. 56); on lower corners 
similar half-palmettes (cf. C276); between them pointed 
four-petalled flowers; from the half-palmettes 
apparently sprang a short tendril (cf. C253f., early 
thirties of second century AD); under pediment, in panel 
framed on three sides by a cyma reversa, two leafed 
tendrils with alternating flowers and ivy leaves (?) 
ending in half-palmettes in the middle of the lintel. 

Ht. 0.38; width 0.35 buried; thickness 0.48. PI. XXIX. 

Probably early thirties of second century AD. 

The monument must have been used three times in 
antiquity: first as separate gable; second, probably set up 
on its r. side, in some sepulchral construction, when its 
original under-surface was decorated with a mirror; 
finally, upside down, it served as base for another 
sepulchral monument, altar or stele, when the mirror 
was hollowed out for libations and provided with a small 
channel leading to it. 

Built into wall in garden of Hac1 Osman Effendi; said to 
have come not from Cavdar but from Karl! Koy. 

('Copied from memory after seeing for one minute', 
Cox): grey or greyish marble separate gable, probably 
richer variety of type IVE; in pediment eagle looking r.; 
on top of pediment palmette from which springs on each 
side short twice voluted stem (as on C230 and C23 r = 
W 38, c.AD I 30 or shortly after); on lower corners of 
pediment half-palmettes; between palmettes whorl 
(popular in middle Hadrianic period, see C276); in 
lower corners of gable sea-animal, a mixture of the sea
horse (cf. C247 = W43, W49 = Pr69, C25o) and the 
griffon (W79 = Pr 59); under the pediment some kind of 
architrave with three fasciae and upper egg-and-dart 
moulding; the upper fascia is decorated with leafed 
tendrils (bearing four-petalled flowers), springing from 
half-palmettes in the corners. 

Probably early thirties of second century AD. 

279 Cavdarhisar 

Inside cowshed in wall of house by well in S.E. quarter. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IVE, broken 
above, smooth beneath, I. and r. edges practically 
complete; traces of half-palmettes on lower corners of 
pediment and probably of voluted stem tendril along the 
pediment; under pediment, tendril and ivy leaves 
springing from bush in middle of lintel. 

Ht. 0.29 broken; width 0.93 (another cm. or two buried 
at r.); thickness o.r2 till out of sight; letters 0.02. 

'AaKAas- KYjaaLOL riJ lOtq. yvvaLKL !LV~!l-7]> xaptv ETOV>v 

ov {3/ 
E~p· !L7]v[os---] 

AD I 3 5. The r 2th or 22nd day of a month containing no 
more than five letters, i.e. Acpos-, making the date 4th or 
14th July. 

r. {3t: the squeeze suggests {3K. 
2. 'AaKAas-: for the names ending in -as-, seep. lxii. 

K7]aa£s- does not seem to be attested elsewhere; 
K7]aaov-Evoo11-ov Hesychius (LSJ). At the end 
room for 4-5 letters, if the inscription is 
symmetrical. 

280 <;avdarhisar 

In field N.E. of village. 

Grey-white marble separate gable of type IVE; on 
pediment seated lion (same as on C270 = W 52 = P92 
from AD 134-5); along inner side of pediment row of 
dentils; on lower corner, huge acanthus bush, 
continuing on r. side as on W 52, and almost certainly, as 
there, belonging to a free-standing acroterion in the 
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shape of a half-palmette; under pediment maeander 
frieze; below, two leafed tendrils with alternating 
flowers and poppies, touching each other in the middle 
of the lintel. 

Ht. o.62 broken (lion 0.27); width I .29 (base of 
pediment 0.76, of lion 0-4I); thickness 0.49 till buried. 

Contemporary with C270 (type IVD) of AD I34-5· 

281 <;avdarhisar 

On N.E. end of ridge of tombs. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IVE cut smooth 
below, cut roughly level at sides; in pediment lion 
leaping I. (head similar to lion's head of W53 .~ PI96, 
made shortly before AD I40-I, see Cz85 and p.lu , n.I6); 
on top of pediment palmette from which springs voluted 
stem tendril (to be placed between C270 = Wsz = P92 
and Czs8 from AD I 35-40, where it already ends in half
palmettes); on lower corners half-palmettes o~ wide 
sepal; under pediment in panel, framed on three s1des ?Y 
astragal and egg-and-dart moulding, two leafed tendnls 
with alternating four-petalled or laterally displayed 
flowers and ivy leaves; their sepals are isolated from the 
stem by an incised line as on C279 (AD I35) and W53 = 
PI96. 

Ht. 0.545; width I.I55; thickness 0.465; letters o.OI75· 
PI. XXIX. 

C. AD I35-40. 

ZEvgL> is tentatively restored in C4o6. 

282 <;avdarhisar 

Wall on E. of chaussee just E. of village. 

Greyish marble, probably separate gable of type IVE 
(otherwise upper part of stele of type VA), broken on r.: 
smooth below. In pediment pointed, four-petalled 
flower; on top of pediment palmette with isolated leaves 
(cf. gables of Zeus temple) from which springs stem 
tendril (same type as on the late Hadrianic or early 
Antonine W49 = PI69, where the tendril is, however, 
more elongated and less tightly curled, as was usual 
later); the very tight curling of the stem can be compared 
with the tendrils on C270 = W 52 = P92 (AD I 34-5) and 
those in the corners of the door lintel of W63 = Pz8o 
(first half of the thirties: see p. lii, n.I7); on lower 
corners half-palmettes with isolated leaves; below 
pediment, two leafed tendrils with alternating four
petalled flowers (related to W63 and to W64 = P322 
from the later thirties; see n. 17); in middle of lintel 
standing leaf; letters: much gone. 

Ht. 0.42 (pediment o. I 9); width o. 70 (pediment 0.48); 
thickness 0.22; letters o.oz-o.0225. 

'AIL~PLfLII?~ [ -C.S ?- fL11~fL17>] xa[pw] 

Probably somewhere m the mid-thirties (late 
Hadrianic). 

'AIL~PLfLV?~: attested at Acmonia: MAMA VI, 3I6. The 
name takes up o.zo; to the centre is o. I 25 more. 

283 <;avdarhisar 

Brought to oda. 

Fragment of grey-white marble separate gable of type 
IVE, broken all round except bottom and part of l. side; 
along pediment traces of stem tendril with small leaves 
(cf. early Antonine Wso = Pzso, which resembles 
Cz6o, and tendril in pediment of Cz6o belonging to the 
same period); under pediment two leafed tendrils with 
alternating three- and four-petalled flowers touching 
each other in middle of lintel. 

Ht. 0-49; width 0.28; thickness o. Io; letters o.OI 5, (1.4) 
o.oz-o.ozs. PI. XXIX (squeeze). 

[ -c.3 ?-] 
[-c.7?-] 
[-c.9-] 

q. BvyaTP.? [ .... ] 
Ta{o.; 0!JLa€ow.; B4[a-] 

ao<; yvvaLKt fL11~fL17> x[aptv] 
ETOV<; . GfL{j' . fL17110<; 8a[v0£Kov .. ] 
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The gable was made in the (late Hadrianic or) early 
Antonine period (as the width of its pediment also 
shows) and reused (or used for the first time) much later, 
when the inscription was added and dated 2I Feb.-23 
March of the year 242 (AD I 58 Sullan, 2I2 Actian). The 
Sullan era might have been used by an Italian family that 
came from elsewhere in Phrygia; but even I 58 is late for 
the tendril decoration of the stone and for this type, and 
there is no evidence that the Visedii were not native to 
Aezani. 

The first lines contained the names of the parents of the 
dead woman, and her name; the deceased had married 
C. Visedius Bass us, who joined her parents in putting up 
the tombstone. 
I. lo~~ BvyaTpt or BvyaTpt [lot~] with the name first. 
2. The copy has TAIO[OY. l[ELJIO[BA: Before 

the stone Cullen and Cox were undecided 
between A and LJ; the former would introduce a 
family already known as negotiatores (Hatzfeld, 
Trafiquants 59 n.2), but the latter is confirmed by 
the squeeze. For the distribution of Visedii and 
Vesidii, see p. !xi . 

284 Cavdarhisar 

Other side of wall between cornfield and garden from 
P11, garden side. 

Probably fragment of separate gable of type IVE; greyish 
marble much weathered; in pediment eight-petalled 
pointed rosette; on top of pediment palmette from which 
springs stem tendril (same type as on C282); under 
pediment leafed tendril(s) with poppies (looks identical 
with corresponding tendrils of the late Hadrianic or 
early Antonine W53 = PI96 made shortly before AD 
I40- I, and W54); letters small and irregular. 

Ht. 0.37 broken; width o.6I broken; thickness 0.22 till 
out of sight; letters o.o I - o.o I 7 5. 

xapw 
[--- ]011..<\[.]ATPI fLV~fL['1/>] 

Beginning of the reign of Antoninus Pius. 

2. 'e Y TA TP I would fit - T being as likely as II in the 
vacant space' (Cox on copy); but copy and squeeze 
rather suggest a name followed by 1TaTpi. 

285 Cavdarhisar 

In house yard in house wall off road leading towards the 
theatre. 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IVE, cut smooth 
beneath, broken at top; in pediment eagle looking r. over 
shoulder; on top of pediment palmette (identical with 
that on W 53 = PI 96) from which springs on both sides a 
voluted stem tendril with large laterally displayed 
flowers (identical with those on W 53) ending in half
palmettes (on W 53 still separated); under pediment two 
partly leafed tendrils (identical with corresponding 
tendrils on W 53) with same flowers as those along 
pediment and poppies springing from a bush in middle 
of lintel. 

Ht. 0.34 till broken above; width o.8o (inscription rim 
o. 74); thickness o.os till out of sight; letters o.o2-o.o225. 
PI. XXIX. 

ETovs aop 

II>..6KafLOS' Tpo~{fLcp ao£A~cjJ fLV~fL1}S' xaptv 

AD I40-I. 

286 Cavdarhisar 

Court in street N. of street between temple and Roman 
bridge, near oda. 

Bright, grey-white marble separate gable of type IVE 
with elements of type IVc, cut square below, broken on 
top, sloping away as from peak, sides broken; bottom 
thickness complete; under pediment two partly leafed 
tendrils related to those on W 54 = P250 and W 55 (see 
Introduction: Doorstones: Typology, n. I6) springing 
from bush in middle of lintel. 
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Ht. 0.27 broken; width o.89; thickness 0-43; letters 
O.OI75 -0.02. 

'Hpos MT)voflE,.dSos BEpOVELK'[/ ywatKi fLV~fLTJS xaptv 

Forties of the second century AD. 

'Hpos: for names ending in -as, see p. lxii . 
M7]vo8EfLLDos: see C246. 
BEpovELKTJ: (BEpo- in PI6o, BEpE- in PI6I); for 
Macedonian influence at Aezani, see p. lix. 
BEpovELKtavos occurs twice in the same family at Appia 
(Gibson, 'Christians' 9 no. I); BEpovtK~> (f.) at Akc;:akoy 
(Ramsay, Studies 208 no. 4), both in the upper Tembris 
valley. 

287 <;avdarhisar 

Just before bridge on road leading from E. edge of 
village to chaussee in field wall on 1. 

PI35· 

Greyish marble separate gable of type IVE, bottom 
buried, cut smooth beneath; in pediment (for the first 
time as wide as the gable itself) eagle looking r. over 
shoulder (almost identical with eagle of the early 
Antonine W55); on top of pediment palmette from 
which springs stem tendril with alternating voluted 
stems and ivy leaves; under pediment two partly leafed 
tendrils with alternating ivy leaves and poppies 
developed from tendrils of the late Hadrianic or early 
Antonine W 54· 

Ht. 0.44 till buried (pediment o. I9); width r.oo 
(pediment o.83); thickness 0.2I till out of sight; letters 
O.OI. 

On the r. hand side of the sloping pediment 
Ha TEKVa fLV~fLT)S xaptv 

On the horizontal border of the pediment 
AvtLfLOS Kai M€vavSpo~ [Ka]! <;17][f.L]o<![8E}7J~ [KaiJu 
'1f1'f1'LOV 1[ -3-4-JJ~t Tfl fL1)":f!! 

Forties of the second century AD. 

288 <;avdarhisar 

In outer house wall on S.E. edge of village. 

Separate gable (type IVE) of greyish marble, sides 
broken; in pediment eagle and along it ivy tendrils, 
apparently springing from half-palmettes at lower 
corners, and ending in palmette at the top; under 
pediment two ivy tendrils touching each other in the 
centre of the lintel; letters pretty worn to 1. 

Ht. 0.52; width o.64 broken; letters o.o2. 

[-c.8-]~'Aya8~ vfcp fLV~fLTJS ~[aptv] 

Antoninus Pius: the tendril decoration must have 
developed out of that on C287. 

'Aya8~: for names of this form, see p. lxii . 

289 <;avdarhisar 

Built into wall of shed on road leading N.E. from oda. 

Apparently separate gable of greyish marble, type IVE; 
buried below; in pediment eagle on small base, looking 
r.; on top of pediment palmette from which springs a 
leafed tendril with double leaves or flowers at the end of 
each stem, ending in half-palmettes; partially buried 
'leaf pattern' (i.e., tendrils) under pediment. 

Ht. 0.48 till buried; width o.5o; thickness o. I4 till 
immured. 

The gable cannot exactly be placed within the group, as 
the pattern of the tendrils on the lintel is unknown. 

2. '1[vEfLh'aTTJ fLTJTP{ or '1[mrlf~t Tfl fLTJTP{ are possible. 290 <;avdarhisar 

In wall from oda to bridge. 

P258a. 

Separate white marble gable of type IVE or upper part of 
doorstone of type V A (uncertain); in pediment basket 
between two rosettes; along pediment stem tendril with 
four-petalled flowers; under pediment on lintel two 
stem tendrils touching each other in middle. 

Ht. 0.37; width 0.53; thickness c. o. I I; letters 0.02. 

'JwvtKO<; l:aAL!f yvvatKi fLV~fLT)S (xaptv] 

Hadrianic (see commentary on W 59). 
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'IwvtKos: cf. 'Iwv{a? in C225. 
I:aAta: the Latin Sal(l)ia. Two Sallii, father and son, in 
the upper Tembris valley, AD 232-3 (E. Gibson, ZPE 
XXVIII (I978), df. no. I' cf. Robert, Bull. epigr. I978, 480 
no. 472). Note that in that inscription the father's name 
is spelled I:a,\,\ws, the son's I:a,\ws. This family, from 
central and northern Italy (see p. !xi ), settled in 
Narbonensis and Attica as well as Phrygia (CIL XII 
2697, 4326; Bull. epigr. I966, 363 no. I67). 

291 Cavdarhisar 

In small waste garden between streets leading from oda 
to bridge. 

Possibly fragment of separate grey-white marble gable 
of type IVE (otherwise doorstone of type V A), bottom 
cut square, thickness complete at base; in pediment 
eagle looking I. over shoulder; along pediment heavily 
curled stem tendril (as on C282); under pediment two 
leafed tendrils with four-petalled flowers ending in a 
half-palmette on both sides of a standing leaf in middle 
of lintel (compare C282); letters QTMK with 
pronounced apices. 

Ht. 0.54 nearly complete; width 0-42; thickness 0.22; 
letters 0.0225. 

[-]K<tJ T£/J Vt£/J ftll~ft7)[S xaptv] 

Probably more or less contemporary with late Hadrianic 
C282 (somewhere in the mid-thirties). 

Restore, e.g., [Map]K<p or [Zwn]K£/! -r£/! u{£/!. 

292 Av<;ar 

Fragment of separate gable (type IVB or IV C) or top of a 
doorstone of type VB ('broken' below); in pediment lion; 
on top of pediment palmette, on lower corners half
palmette; between palmettes four-petalled rosette. 

Ht. o.7I; width I.I2 (panel o.67). 

If the proportions of the pediment are correctly drawn in 
the notebook, probably late Hadrianic. 

293 Cavdarhisar 

In field wall on S. edge of village. 

Separate grey-white marble gable of type IVB, c, or D? 
('cut square below') or top of doorstone of type Vc (l. 
doorpost on sketch?); line I of inscription damaged and 
lacunose r. and I.; in pediment small eagle; on inner side 
of pediment row of dentils (cf. C246 = W42, C28o, 
C297f.); the profile of the door lintel is not clear. 

Ht. 0.28; width o.89; thickness 0.39; letters o.OI75· 

[-oo]wpos M7Jvo[owp?]Cf [dJ~~-Aif>0 ~~aav[n €-r7J-] 
€-rous ~gp' ft7J(vos) 'EE~aa-rov~ 

26 Oct., AD I3I. 

I. ['A77o,\,\6o]wpos vel sim. 
2. At Aezani all the months of the Macedonian year 

are attested except the second, third, and ninth 
(Audnaeus, Apellaeus, and Panemos). Kaisar is 
the first month, leaving room for Sebastos as the 
second: evidently the people of Aezani wished to 
go further than the letter of the proconsul and 
decrees of the Koinon had enjoined: see 
Ehrenberg and }ones, Docs. 2 98. 
The symbol at the end of the line is probably a 
monogram for -rpt-rfl. 

"""" ETOY( B::P MH CE81ti:ToY 

294 Cavdarhisar 

In wall in house yard in S.E. part of town. 

Two fragments of separate gable (type IV) of marble 
more white than grey and of uncertain type, cut smooth 
beneath, broken elsewhere; (b) clearly fits on r. of (a); in 
pediment omphalos plate; on lower corners half
palmette on stemmed sepal; letters not deep but fairly 
regular; first line on either side of r. edge of pediment. 

(a) Ht. 0.25 broken; width 0.4I broken; thickness o. I4 
till out of sight; letters (LI) 0.0225, (l.2) o.oi25. (b) Ht. 
0.095; width o.I45; thickness o.o8; letters 0.0125. PI. 
XXIX (a). 

2I Feb.-23 March, AD I33· 

(b) (ft7)S xaptv] 
rEi ywaLI~[i ftV~-] 
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The restoration of line 2 is very uncertain, but the 
husband's name seems to be the Latin P. (JIOJIAEIO[ 
squeeze) Steminius, Stiminius (see p. !xi ) with 
prothetic iota (cf. 'I cJT£cf>avo<; at Vasada, Pisidia, Bull. 
epigr. 1969, 526 no. 577 and often; 'formes banales', 
1973, 75 no. 82). 
l9a,\o[v1aa: Cox suggested the name but doubted 
whether 'the traces of the fifth letter could be part of Y; 
for the significance of the name, see p. lxii. 
T£i = Tfj; cf. the spelling ll6TT~ELo<;. 

295 Hac1 Mahmut 

Cami court wall. 

Separate gable of type IV or top of doorstone of type V, 
first line of inscription written on pediment, second on 
lower rim; traces of palmette on 1. of pediment. 

ETOV<; O~p' 
[ --- ]IIHPMOEMENI[---] 

AD 133-4· 

2. Probably the names of dedicator and deceased 
dividing after I:: -]pfto<; MEv[-. The second nam~ 
might be MEvt1aKos?]; the first presumably ended 
in -E ]pfLO<;. 

296 <;avdarhisar 

In wall in street S. of village. 

Fragment of grey-white marble separate gable (type IV) 
of uncertain type, broken all round and built into wall; in 
pediment eagle looking r. over shoulder; half-palmettes 
on lower corners; above, two volutes sprouting from a 
palmette now lost (as on C228 = W 36, C234, and C248 
from c. AD 130 or shortly after). 

Ht. 0.23; width 0.72. Pl. XXIX. 

[ ---] Al)'.EI\1.1. \ [ ---J¥ 
[---].€~ Tfj fLTJTpt fLV~fLTJS xa[ptv] 

Probably c. AD 130 or shortly after. 

1. 'Av[a]~ay[o1pa[s] ? but the name is not favoured in 
inscrip.tions ·of the imperial age, and the final 
surviving letter might be M or X. 

2. ~EA or iJ.EA possible. 

297 ilicikviran 

In fountain in middle of village. 

Central part of monumental separate gable (?) or 
fragment of the top of huge doorstone (?),broken below; 
greyish marble, fairly good preservation; on inner side of 

pediment cyma recta above row of dentils (cf. C28o and 
C298); on pediment Medusa head between fine, heavily 
voluted tendrils, sometimes ending in ivy leaves; on 
lower corners half-palmettes (veined exactly in the 
middle as on C246 = W42 from AD 128-g), springing 
from sepal on small triangular support (as on W36 = 
C228, C230 and C253, all c.AD 130 or shortly after). 

Ht. 0.28; width 1 .07; thickness of pediment 0.02. 

The fine tendrils with their ivy leaves seem to link the 
early Hadrianic ivy tendrils ofW 35 and those ofW71 = 
P242 (late Trajanic - early Hadrianic) with those along 
the pediment of C298 (middle of the thirties); this and 
the other features probably point to a middle Hadrianic 
date. 

298 <;avdarhisar 

In wall inside yard of house near well. 

Middle part of monumental separate gable (?) or 
fragment of top of huge doorstone (?); greyish marble, 
broken below and above; on inner side of pediment cyma 
recta above a row of dentils (cf. C28o); in pediment lion 
with paw on circular object; on lower corners half
palmettes on big acanthus bush (both rather similar to 
those of C270 = W52 = P92, from AD 134-5, and the 
contemporary C28o ); the outer leaves of the palmettes 
have a double volute below, from which springs a partly 
leaved tendril with ivy leaves and small flowers; 
palmettes extend round sides on smooth surface 
reaching for o. 17 5, then rough surface slightly 
projecting for 0.21, then rough surface rapidly receding; 
roof falls after the o. 17 5. 

Ht. 0.36; width 1 .26; thickness about o.62. Pl. XXX. 

Somewhere in the mid-thirties of the second century 
AD. 

299 <;avdarhisar 

In street wall at S.E. corner of village. 

Fragment of monumental gable? On inner side of 
pediment eagle looking r. over shoulder; under 
pediment, garlands with ribbons hanging from ox-heads 
(above r. garland rosette), row of dentils (?), cavetto, 
cyma reversa, bead-and-reel and maeander frieze (cf. 
also on C28o from c. AD 135). 

Ht. 0.33 buried (surviving pediment o.o85; garland 
frieze o. 105; from garland frieze to maeander o. 105), 
width o.64 broken; thickness at least o. 12 (in wall); bird 
in ordinary relief from gable, which recedes 0.05 from 
corn1ce. 

Late Hadrianic? 
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JOO <;avdarhisar 

High up house wall by wash-house E. of river between 
bridges. 

Upper 1. corner of greyish marble doorstone of type VA; 
on top of small pediment large acanthus leaf from which 
springs a tightly curled leafed tendril with identical 
four-petalled flowers (as W6o = Pr79) ending in a 
voluted stem in lower corners of gable; similar tendril on 
1. doorpost; letters big, clear. 

Ht. o. 72 broken; width 0.43 broken; letters 0.027. 

L1 toKA~s A[---] 

The tendril decoration is almost identical with that on 
the early Hadrianic W6o; but the tendril along the 
pediment ending in a voluted stem instead of a half
palmette, and the acanthus leaf in the top of the gable 
instead of a palmette, as was usual on later items, might 
suggest a slightly earlier date: the beginning of the reign 
of Hadrian. 

JOI <;avdarhisar 

Doors tone of type V A; in small pediment four-petalled 
rosette; along pediment tightly curled leafed tendril 
with identical four-petalled flowers; similar tendrils 
springing from a bush below the doorposts (identical 
with that on W6o = Pr79) on doorposts and lintel; in 

middle of lintel same leaf motive; in upper panels r., very 
close to middle of door (as on oldest doors) circular 
keyplate; in lower panels schematized door-ring round 
aspis, within lozenge. 

Ht. I. I r (panels o.69); width 0.72 (panels 0.37); 
thickness 0.19 (panels o.n); letters 0.0125. 

[ ---]N[ ---] 

Probably contemporary with W6o and C3oo: early 
Hadrianic. 

The surviving letter is near the r. side and presumably 
part of f.LV~f.LT)S xaptv. 

302 <;avdarhisar 

On S. bank of river bed. 

P267 (W6r). 

Doors tone of type V A; in small pediment of the recessed 
gable traces of a dolphin(?) (so notebook), or rather of a 
leafed tendril (W); above the door-frame egg-and-dart 
moulding; from an acanthus bush below each doorpost 
springs a leafed, still tightly curled tendril with four
and five-petalled flowers; both tendrils are entwined in 
middle of door lintel where they end in a laterally 
displayed flower; in upper door-panels garland above 
four-petalled rosette, 1. and circular keyplate (near 
middle of door), r.; in lower panels schematized door
ring within triple framed lozenge above false lattice; in 
four corners four-petalled rosette. 
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Ht. 1.00 broken (upper panel 0.285, border between it 
and central panel 0.075, central panel 0.39, lattice O.I7, 
lower border o.o9); width 0.95, 1.02 (panel 0.5I, 0.52); 
thickness 0.36; letters 0.025. PI. XXX. 

~ar.vos Kai Ba{3EtS' TELf.w8€cp vi<j) f.tV~fL-
- I 

T}S' xaptv 

The tendrils are still as tightly curled as and very closely 
related to those on W6o = PI79, but they already look 
less rigid, as not all their flowers are still the same; 
shortly after W6o (cf. also panel decoration): early 
Hadrianic. 

I. Mayvos: note the Roman, Greek, and native names 
~xi~ting side by side in the one family. 
Ba{3ELs: for the names Ba{3ts, Ba{3ELS', see Zgusta, 
KP rr5f., with examples from Nacolea (MAMA 
v, 247); Baf3ovs occurs at Cotiaeum, JRS xv 
(I925), I55 no. I4I; Ba{3ELS' at Appia, upper 
Tembris valley, the mother of r. IovALOS' 
MapnaATJS' and 8wvas (unpublished stone copied 
by}. G. C. Anderson); for all names with the root 
Baf3-, 'bon exemple de "Lallnamen"', see Robert, 
Noms ind. 368. 

303 Moymul 

W. fountain. 

Grey marble doorstone, type V A; pediment (badly 
broken) was probably recessed as on C302 = W6I, as 
there are mouldings above the door frame, and 
contained basket with fruit; on door frame tightly curled 
tendrils with alternating pointed and rounded four
petalled flowers, growing out of an acanthus bush (as on 
W6o = PI79) below the doorposts; in upper panels 
garland with ribbons above four-petalled rosette I. and 
circular keyplate r.; in lower panels schematized door
ring round as pis within lozenge, on top of pelta (no bird 
heads). 

Ht. I .77 (pediment 0.3 I broken; panels 0.95); width 0.93 
broken (panels 0.535); thickness: 0.24 buried 
(pediment); o. I 95 (panels). PI. XXX. 

The tightly curled tendrils with their alternation of two 
types of flowers can best be compared with those of 
C302: early Hadrianic. 

304 <;erte 

N. cemetery wall. 

Upper part of grey-white marble doorstone of type VA, 
broken top r. and bottom; in small pediment a basket 
(calathus) with wool(?); along pediment (mouldings as 
on C303?) leafed tendrils with identical four-petalled 
flowers; on door frame similar tendrils, apparently 
entwined in middle of door lintel where they end in a 
laterally displayed flower (identical with C302 = W6I). 

Ht. 0.57 broken (top of panel to ridge of pediment o.4o); 
width 0.72 broken; thickness 0.2I broken; letters 
o.oi75-o.o2. 

2. ['A1r]oA.A.a~ Kat M6aKOS' Tan1~ fLlTJTpi fL[v~-] 
I. fLT}S' xaptv 

Somewhat more recent than C302 as the tendrils are 
apparently less tightly curled: first half of Hadrian's 
rergn. 

['A1r]oUas: the notebook suggests 2-3 letters missing at 
start; for names ending in -as see p. lxii. 
M6aKos: for M6axos. 
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305 <;avdarhisar 

House wall on S. just where road leading E. to chaussee 
leaves village. 

Part of top of very elaborate white marble doorstone of 
type V A; in small pediment of recessed gable (cf. C 302 = 
W6I, C303 and C3I I) amphora as on the columns of the 
temple of Zeus (see C2o7) and on the Hadrianic or early 
Antonine doorstones C207, C237, C33I, and C4o6; on 
the door lintel two leafed tendrils with identical four
petalled flowers growing towards each other in middle 
(as on the probably middle Hadrianic W62); strongly 
related tendril along pediment. 

Ht. 0.63 till broken; width 0.76 till broken; letters 
o.o225. PI. XXX. 

[ ---]s- 'A 1rc/mtJ yvvatK{ 

Probably middle Hadrianic. 

306 <;avdarhisar 

In court on I. bank between bridges. 

Fragment of grey-white ma~ble ~oorstone of type V A 

(the notebook mentions buned pillars below); on door 
lintel two leafed tendrils with four-petalled flowers 
(similar to C302 = W6I and C305) g~owing towards 
each other in the middle. The door hntel has ab~ve 
apparently a sima with w~de~y separated standmg 
palmettes (as on the late Hadnamc C438 = W99) and an 
egg-and-dartmoulding (as on C302 = W6I). 

Ht. 0.95 broken; width 0-46 broken; thickness 0.34. 

[---]A.os Nawq- 1raTpi 

Probably middle Hadrianic. 

Nawa: the name is common at Aezani and used in 
leadi~g circles; see index, and p .. lix , and Zgusta, KP 
3 5 I; there are five examples at Cotlaeum ( unpubl.; SEC 
vr, I I8; JRS xv (I92S), I 59 no. I47; I69 no. I?o; LW 
8I8 = CIG 3827g); three in the upper Tembns valley 
(LW 786 = CIG 3857i; BCHxxxm (I909), 294 no. 49; 
297 no. SI). 

307 Tav~anh 

In house yard. 

Grey marble doorstone, type V A; lintel much weathered 
and inscription obliterated; in pediment (already 
growing in size), eagle looking r.; on top of pediment 
palmette from which springs a leafed (?) tendril with 
four-petalled flowers, alternately pointed and rounded 
(cf. C303), ending in a flower below (as on C30I and 
C305); on doorposts leafed tendrils with four- and five
petalled flowers growing out of a bush below; in upper 
panels, I. rosette, r. circular keyplate; in lower panels 
schematized door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. 0.78 (pediment o.Io, panels 0.42); width 0.57 
(pediment 0.29, panels 0.36); thickness 0.22 (pediment 
o.os, panels o.o9). PI. XXX. 

The tendril and the curling of its stems look very similar 
to those on C3o6: probably middle Hadrianic, or first 
half of the reign. 

308 Hacr Mahmut 

In furthest cemetery. 

Probably fragment of grey-white marble doorstone of 
type V A, partially buried, I.; in pediment a basket 
(calathus type); on door lintel a leafed tendril with four
petalled flowers sprouting from bush in middle. 

Ht. 0.38; width 0.76; thickness 0.30; letters 0.02. 

[!Lv+?] v. fLTJ> x[aptv?] 
[---]NOX{? 
[---].fTA[.]Q[? 

The fragment is most closely related to the gable C276 
(middle Hadrianic or at latest the early thirties of the 
second century AD) and contemporary with it. 

It is not clear .how_ the lines were arranged on the stone: it 
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~s surprising to find the memorial formula at the top, but 
It may have been forced there by lack of space below. 

309 Susuzkaya 

Loose outside house. 

Blue marble doorstone of type V A; in pediment 
probably basket (worn away): door lintel and upper 1. 
panel much weathered; on doorposts leafed tendril with 
alternating rounded and pointed four-petalled and 
laterally displayed flowers (most closely related to W63), 
springing from a big acanthus bush (similar to that on 
W63) below; in upper panels of door, garland above 
weathered rosette(?) 1. and circular keyplate r.; in lower 
panels schematized door-ring round an aspis within 
lozenge above crossed false lattice; inscription above or 
below pediment gone. 

Ht. c.1.47 (panels c.0.79); width c.0.755 (panels c.o-42); 
thickness c.0.22 (panels 0.012). 

The tendril decoration looks most like that on W63, but 
must be somewhat older as it contains still more 
elements (e.g. tightly curled stems) ofW6o = P179 and 
C302 = W61: middle Hadrianic. 

310 <;avdarhisar 

In outer house wall overlooking field in lane E. of river, 
N. of N. Roman bridge. 

Fragment of doorstone top of type VA (rather than IVE: 
the ledge below the door lintel, found on several 
doorstones of type VA, never occurs on IVE); in 

pediment possibly eagle, worn away; on top of pediment 
palmette, on lower corners half-palmettes; between 
them, four-petalled rosette (as on W63); on door lintel 
two leafed tendrils with four-petalled flowers, ending in 
half-palmette in the middle (as on C277 from the early 
thirties); letters very faint to 1. 

Ht. 0.56 complete; width 0.51 at widest (broken); letters 
o.o2. PI. XXX. 

[L'rpa]rov{K1) Tpocp{fLcp 7rp(a)yfLaT[EvT?) (? }--] 

Probably early thirties of second century AD. 

For L'rparov{K1), see index. 
Tp6cptfLOS is a suitable name for an actor, perhaps 
originally a 8pE7Tr6s, see p. lxv; presumably he was 
employed (and owned?) by Stratonice. 
1rp( cl)yfLar[Evrn] is doubtless correct, but there is no 
space for the first alpha. 

In cemetery. 

Fragment of grey-white marble doorstone top of type 
V A; in pediment of stark recessed gable (cf. C 302 = 
W61, C303, C3o5) feet of an eagle, apparently between 
two small four-petalled rosettes (only the 1. preserved); 
along pediment tendril ending in half-palmette; on door 
lintel two partly leafed tendrils with alternating fine 
voluted stems, four-petalled flowers and ivy leaves; 
letters stabbed and regular. 

Ht. 0-42 broken; width 1.17 (0.57 cut square); thickness 
0.22 buried; projecting cornice (ht. o. 17) bearing 
inscription recedes o.o6s nearly horizontally above to 
level of face bearing pattern (ht. 0.16); letters 0.025. 
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The alternation of flowers and ivy leaves on tendrils 
occurs with the gables of type IVE for the first time in the 
early thirties of the second century AD (see C277); our 
fine tendril decoration is also related to that on C298 
(mid-thirties): probably somewhere in the first half of 
the thirties. 

312 Cavdarhisar 

W. cemetery. 

Upper 1. part of grey marble doorstone of type VA; in 
enlarged pediment nicely carved basket filled with 
flowers between two rosettes (cf. C 3 I I); along pediment 
fine ivy tendrils springing from half-palmettes at lower 
corners; on those tendrils a bird; on doorpost leafed 
tendrils with alternating flowers and small ivy leaves 
(compare with C311); on door lintel motif with ivy 
stems; the replum is voluted at its top. 

Ht. 0.55; width 0.42; thickness o.I7; letters o.OI75· PI. 
XXX. 

Kl.avS{a 'Pa!J-0.()1/ Kat ci>tA[ -c. I 5-] 
aEt Kat NE{Ac.p TEKVOtS fLV~!f[TJ> xaptv] 

The tendril decoration of the door frame has developed 
out of C 3 I I, and can also be compared with that on C298 
(mid-thirties). Fine ivy tendrils occur also on the middle 
Hadrianic C297: probably first half or middle of the 
thirties of second century AD. 

1. 'Pa!J-aBTJ: like NE'iAos, suggests an Egyptian 
inspiration: cf. CIG Ill, 4923 (Philae, Augustan); 
in a post-Hadrianic list of initiates into the cult of 
Demeter in the Argolid (1211, line 24) 'Pa!J-aBa 
occurs with one other 'African' name: At~vs; it is 
the name of a worshipper of Zeus Serapis at 
Stratoniceia (27I6); 'PawiBts is found twice in F. 
Preisigke, Namenbuch (Heidelberg I922); see p. 
lix . Assuming that the lettering is even, there 
should be room for about fifteen letters at the end 
of the line. 

JIJ Nuhviran (Afyon 34 le) 

W. well. 

Grey marble doors tone of type V A, made at Aezani or by 
sculptors from the workshop near the quarries of 
Goyni.ikoren and taken to the Tembris valley either 
recently or more likely in antiquity (cf. note on C4I I 
from Yalmzsaray), as the valley did not have an 
important workshop of its own in the first half of the 
second century AD (see Waelkens, Tursteine 89). 

Broken lengthwise; in pediment nicely carved basket {cf. 
C3I2) with fruit(?), between spindle and distaff, and 
alabastron (?)in 1. corner; on top of pediment palmette, 
from which springs a short-leafed tendril with a four
petalled flower and an ivy leaf; on: lower corners half
palmette on a rather flat sepal; on doorposts leafed 
tendril with alternating four-petalled or laterally 
displayed flowers, and ivy leaves ending in two voluted 
stems, on which sits a bird (cf. C3I2); on door lintel two 

leafed tendrils with petalled flowers springing from 
central acanthus bush (somewhat older than W 53 = 
PI96); replum decorated with fine ivy tendril; in upper 
panels of door, garland with ribbons above vine 1., and 
circular keyplate r.; below, schematized door-ring 
within lozenge on top of false lattice. 

Ht. I.SI (pediment o.2I, panels 0.92); width o.89 
(pediment o.66, panels 0.44); thickness 0.26 (panels 
0. I ss); letters O.OI s-o.o2. PI. XXX. 

'A7ToAAwvws MTJvoBEfL{Sos VEWTEpos ~mvTov 
'M I ''A'"(} \ I I yvvatKt avt~ UKIIa vyaTpt fLVT"JfL'rJS xaptv 

The tendril decoration on the door frame is a further 
development of the tendrils of C3 I If.: late Hadrianic. 

M 11voBEfL{Sos: a name for persons of rank at Aezani, see 
C246 n. 
~mvTov: for mistakes with this pronoun, see index .. 
'AaKAa: evidently another person of consequence, smce 
his son-in-law thought him worth mentioning; for 
names ending in -as, seep. lii. 

314 Efeler 

S.E. of village. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type V; in pediment 
eagle on small base looking 1. over shoulder; on top of 
pediment palmette from which springs tightly curled 
stem tendril (very similar to that on C28I of AD c. 
I35-4o); on lower corners half-palmettes on rather flat 
sepal (as C3I3); on doorposts leafed tendrils with 
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alternating four-petalled flowers, ivy leaves, and 
poppies (cf. first on C28o of c. AD I34-5), ending in two 
voluted stems above (cf. C3 I 3); on door lintel similar 
tendrils on which a bird sits (cf. C3I3), springing from 
an acanthus bush in the middle and ending in two 
voluted stems; in upper panels garland with ribbons 
(related to C3I3), above, bird (eagle?) on pedestal!., and 
circular keyplate r.; below, schematized door-ring, 
within lozenge, on top of false lattice (same as that of 
C3 I 3); inscription gone. 

Ht. I .67 (panels 0.93; top of panel to lower edge of lintel 
o. I45; lintel 0.075; gable 0.32 (vertical), 0.20 (ridge)); 
width 0.73 top, 0.97 bottom (panels 0.4I top, 0-49 
bottom); thickness 0.35 bottom (panels 0.20 top, 0.22 
bottom). PI. XXX. 

Contemporary with or shortly after C3I3: later thirties 
of second century AD. 

315 Between Goyniikoren and Susuzkaya 

In fountain by road (N. side) near crest of hills. 

PI07. 

Marble doorstone of type VA; in pediment basket with 
fruit (?); on top of pediment palmette from which 
springs a stem tendril similar to that on C3 I4, but 

already provided with buds between the volutes (as on 
the late Hadrianic or early Antonine W49 = PI69, C375 
= W2oo, C282, C284); in lower corners half-palmettes 
on a rather flat sepal (both identical with those on c3 I4); 
on doorposts leafed tendrils with alternating four
petalled flowers and ivy leaves, ending in two voluted 
stems above; on lintel two similar tendrils growing out of 
a central acanthus bush (similar to c3 14); between 
tendrils of lintel and doorposts, motive with two volutes 
(developed out of voluted stems of C3 I3 and C3 14); in 
upper panels, I. bird (cf. C313 and C3I4) on a vine (cf. 
C 3 I 3), r. circular keyplate; in lower panels schematized 
door-ring round aspis within lozenge. 

Ht. 1.18 (panel 0.64); width 0.76 (panels 0.34 and 0.36); 
thickness 0.29 (panels o.I4 at top, O.I7 at bottom); 
letters 0.02. PI. XXX. 

.Ewaa.s Kat 'Acfnas 'AfkL«?- EaVTWJJ 8vyaTpt fkV~fkTJS xapLv 

Later thirties of second century AD, probably 
immediately after C 3 I 3 and C 3 I 4· 

.Ewaa.s: for names ending -as, see p. lxii. 

In cemetery. 

Upper r. corner of white marble doorstone of type VA 
complete tor.; along pediment, ivy leaves very similar to 
those on W76 = P290 (first half of reign of Antoninus 
Pius, seep. oo, n. I9); on door frame leafed tendril with 
alternating four-petalled and laterally arranged flowers 
(closely related to late Hadrianic W73). 

Ht. I .06 buried; width 0.40 broken, rim width ( = 
pilasters) o. I 85; letters 0.022. 

[ -- fkV~fkTJS] xapLV 

Late Hadrianic or more probably early Antonine. 
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In house wall. 

Separate gable of type V A cut square below; in small 
pediment eagle looking r.; on top of pediment palmette 
from which spring leafed tendrils with laterally 
displayed flowers ending in half-palmettes; on door
frame leafed tendrils with laterally displayed flowers 
ending in half-palmettes in middle of lintel. 

Ht. 0.57; width o.n; letters o.o2. PI. XXXI. 

z. MTJv6c/>tA.os Kat Kvpt/..A.os 'A7To/../..~ 7Tarp! fLV+ 
1. fLTJS xaptv 

The tendril decoration must be situated after those on 
the door-lintel of W64 = P322 {late Hadrianic-early 
Antonine) and C282 (mid-thirties) and can best be 
compared with the tendrils along the pediments of C323 
= WI96 (Antoninus Pius): probably beginning of reign 
of Antoninus Pius. 

'A7To/../..~: cf. SEC VI, II5 (Cotiaeum); LW 789 = CIG 
3857 h (Gokc;eler, upper Tembris valley); and in favour 
at Aezani (see index); for names ending in -as seep. lxii. 

318 <;avdarhisar 

In field wall on I. on road leading N .E. from Roman 
bridge (first turn to r.). 

Upper part of greyish marble doorstone of type VA, 
broken off below, receding normally from edges and top 
to broad curved back, roughly cut; in pediment stark 
protruding omphalos plate; on top of pediment palmette 
from which springs a leafed tendril with flowers that are 
almost identical with those on door lintel of W 53 = 
PI96 (shortly before AD I40, seep. oo, n.I6); on lower 
corners half-palmettes from which spring short tendrils; 
on door lintel two leafed tendrils ending in half-
palmettes in middle (similar to c3 I7); letters rather 
irregular. 

Ht. o.7I5 (to top of panels o.6o); width 0.79; thickness 
0.26; letters (l.I) o.o225-o.025, (l.z) o.oi5. PI. XXXI. 

AEVKLOS 'Avrwvuo~ (l:)rpar?-
l;'~LKOS 'Pot}cf>cp 7TUTpt fLV~fLTJS xaptv 

Beginning of the reign of Antoninus Pius. 

I. The initial sigma omitted. 

319 <;avdarhisar 

House by well in S.E. quarter on N. of road. 

Small doorstone of white, grey-veined marble, type VA, 
broken on r.; in pediment four-petalled flower; on top of 
pediment palmette on double leaf from which springs 
ivy tendril with many voluted stems (almost identical 
with those of gable C287 from the forties of second 
century AD); on door frame two leaved tendrils with 
alternating laterally arranged flowers (same type as on 
early Antonine gables W53 = PI96, W55, C285 and 
C287), leaves and poppies touching (?) each other in 
middle of door lintel and growing out of a bush below 
the doorposts; in upper panels, I. garland, r. circular 
keyplate; in lower panels schematized door-ring round 
aspis within lozenge. 

Ht. I.OI; width 0.64; thickness 0.28; letters (I. I) 0.0175, 
(1.2) 0.0 I. 

IIZ 
'E7JLTvvxavos EvrvxtoL 1!-'YJTPL 1!-~~1!-[TJ> xaptv] 

Early forties of second century AD. 

I. IIZ: this might be a date ( = 87) but AD 56-7 
(Actian era) hardly suits the style of the 
monument; perhaps 77( vEilfLa) U WTJS ); if inscribed 
when the stone was first erected it is early evidence 
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2. 

for Christianity in the district (cf. MAMA v, 
260); but Christianity made slow headway in the 
Aezanitis: p. xxvi. 
For the names for luck in parent and child, clear 
on the squeeze, see p. lxii. 

320 <;avdarhisar 

In street wall. 

Upper l. corner of grey-white marble doorstone of type 
VA; in pediment spindle (without wool) and wool basket; 
on top of pediment palmette with foliate leaves (cf. 
W 108, W 109 = P274) from which springs on both sides 
an ivy tendril (similar to the Antonine W81 = P175); on 
lower corners, half-palmettes on sepal; below pediment, 
row of standing palmettes; in middle of door frame ovolo 
decorated with two entwined stem tendrils with dots in 
their loops; on door lintel richly leafed tendril with 
flowers (later than those of C282 and leading towards 
those of C323 and P2o6). 

Ht. 0.58 broken; width 0.795 broken; thickness 0.23; 
letters 0.0175-o.oz. Pl. XXXI. 

M7]Tp6Sq~[poS' Tcfl S€i"vt] 

fLV~fL7JS' €v[€K€V or -€Ka] 

First half of reign of Antoninus Pius. 

1. Length of restoration uncertain. 

321 Yagd1gm 

In S.W. of village. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type VA; in pediment 
almost as wide as gable, basket with fruit; along 
pediment traces of palmette and of a 'leaf pattern'; door 
frame with decoration in centre as in C320; on inner side 
of this, leafed tendrils with alternating single and double 
laterally arranged flowers; in upper panels of door, 
garlands with ribbons above four-petalled rosette 1. and 
circular keyplate r.; central panel decorated with ivy 
tendril; in lower panels schematized door-ring round 
aspis on top of lozenge with four-petalled rosette, above 
a pelta. 

Ht. 1.70 (panels 1.09); width 0.92 top, 0.97 bottom 
(panels 0.495 top, 0.54 bottom); thickness 0.36 (panels 
o.14-0.I7 deep). 

Contemporary with C320. 
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322 Cavdarhisar 

In shed near house on road leading N.E. from oda. 

Upper r. corner of grey-white marble doorstone of type 
VA; in pediment that is practically as wide as the door 
frame and the gable itself, an evolution that was 
completed at some time in the forties of the second 
century AD (see type IV), a four-petalled rosette; on 
doorposts fine tightly leafed tendrils with flowers and 
voluted stems (already related to the Antonine W65 = 
P323); in middle of door-lintel acanthus bush from 
which spring two short ivy tendrils; letters rudely cut. 

Ht. 0.62 (from break to top of panel 0.30, from top of 
panel to pediment o.I I, gable 0.2I); width o.65; letters 
O.OI5--o.025. 

v. x.,apLv 
[T]pocf>LJ.La> 'Acf>Lcp yvvEKt J.LV~J.LTJ> 

Some time in the forties of second century AD. 

I. Note ligature of XA at end of I. I. 
2. Tpocf>LJ.La>, Tpocf>as-, Tpocf>LJ.LLas are all favoured at 

Aezani, see index, and p. lxii ; for Cotiaeum SEG 
VI, I I6; Aslanapa, in upper Tembris valley, 
Gibson, 'Christians' 33 no. I5. 

323 Tav~anh 

Inside wash-house on S. edge of town. 

PI3I. 

Greyish marble doorstone of type V A broken below in 
front to rest on trough, preservation good; in pediment 
as wide as door frame and practically as wide as gable, 
basket with fruit; along slopes of pediment richly foliate 
tendrils on each side, ending in a half-palmette; on door 
frame tendrils with an extremely rich foliage (as P2o6) 
and alternating laterally displayed flowers, leaves, and 
poppies, ending in half-palmettes in middle of lintel; 
between them, four-petalled rosette; between adjacent 
stems of tendril, instead of a bud, ivy leaf (cf. P2o6); in 
upper panels, garlands above four-petalled flower, I., 
and keyplate, r.; in lower panels door-ring round aspis 
within lozenge. 

Ht. I.5I5 (pediment 0.30; vertical gable 0.355; ridge 
0.205; from base of pediment to top of lintel 0.95; lintel 
o.I5); width 0.97 (capital), 0.73 (pediment), 0.52 
(panels); thickness 0.26 (panels 0. I8 5; pediment 

receding 0.02); letters O.OI 50--o. I7 5· 

"Av/5pwv 'A7T7T'!I yvvaLKL J.LV~J.L'YJS" xapw 

Somewhere in forties of second century AD. 

324 Agan 
Washplace on I. bank above bridge. 

Grey-white marble doors tone of type V A broken 
halfway down panels; in pediment eagle between two 
hands; on top palmette, on lower corners half-palmettes; 
between them four-petalled flowers; on door frame 
leafed tendrils with alternating flowers and ivy leaves 
(most closely related to W65 = P323, which must 
already belong to the middle of Antoninus Pius' reign 
because of its place in the group; see p. lii, n. I 7) ending 
in half-palmettes in middle of door lintel (cf. C323 = 
WI96); in upper panels of door, I. rosette, r. circular 
keyplate; below, apparent lozenges; letters rather 
crowded on r. 

Ht. 0.70 broken; width o.6I (panel 0.34); thickness o.I6 
(panel o.o6); letters o.oi25--o.0I5. PI. XXXI. 

M7Jvoy€v1J> Ll~J.LTJHP.flf a/5€[..\]cp~ J.LV~J.LTJ> xapLv 

Middle of reign of Antoninus Pius. 

For the up-raised hands in pediment see p. xlix . 
These brothers could be members of a distinguished 
family of Aezani: p. lx . 

In court. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type VA, bottom and 
top broken, door frame defaced; in pediment four
petalled flower; along pediment leafed tendrils with 
flowers ending in half-palmettes below; traces of 
tendrils on door frame; in upper panels garland above I. 
four-petalled flower, r. circular keyplate; in lower panels 
door-ring in a lozenge; letters well and regularly cut, Y 
with slight apices. 

Ht. I.OI (panels o.63); width o.8o (top), o.86 (bottom), 
(panels 0.50, pillar o.I7); thickness 0.29 (pillar 0.09 
broken); letters o.o225--o.025. 

xapLV 
['A]7ToAAwvws- 'Qv7JaLJ.L'!I yvvEKL J.LV~J.L~S" 

The worn surface makes it impossible to place the 
monument exactly within its group, but the similarity of 
the gable tendrils to those on W73 (late Hadrianic), and 
the pediment that is not yet as wide as the door frame, 
point towards a date in the late Hadrianic (or early 
Antonine) period. 

'Qv7Ja{J.L'YJ for 'Ov7Ja{J.L'YJ· 

326 Cavdarhisar 

On E. bank of river just N. of Roman bridge. 

Big single doorstone of blue marble of type V A, 
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ornament and inscription hopelessly worn; along 
pediment (almost as wide as gable) stem (?) tendrils 
springing from palmette on top; on doorposts tendrils 
with flowers and ivy leaves; in upper r. panel circular 
keyplate, in lower panels lozenge. 

Ht. 1.93; width 1.22; thickness c. o.5o; letters 0.025. 

(---)E,\(.]cp f.LV~/![1JS 

Not before the forties of the second century AD. 

~erhaps a name ending in -EAAos, such as MapKEAAos, or 
stmply [do]EA[q,Jcp. The inscription 'should be a bit more 
to 1. [in the drawing], but hardly room for xaptv' (Cox). 

327 Hac1 Mahmut 

Serves as bowl of trough on village green. 

White marble doorstone of type V A, full of water, well 
preserved; in top of pediment (as wide as gable) small 
four-petalled rosette; in upper panels 1. rosette, r. 
circular keyplate; below, schematized door-ring around 
aspis within lozenge; letters irregular, running up on to 
pediment. 

Ht. o.885; width 0.43 (top of pediment), 0.54 (bottom of 
pediment); thickness o.6r--o.2r (bottom); letters 
o.o2--o.o3. PI. XXXI. 

Ll wvvaws Ll wvvatw 
(9N f.LV~f.L1JS" xaptv • , 

Not to be dated exactly, but the pediment is not earlier 
than the forties of the second century AD. 

1. LIIOMAIW on stone. 
2. WN sic: 'no room for Z unless small on edge-no 

trace' (Cox). vlcjJ is required here, but there is no 
hesitation about the reading. The anomalies of 
this stone are similar to those of Pr83, a homos 
decorated on the front with an eagle on a small 
stand, within garland with floating ribbons: 
LIIONY [IO [ LIIONY OIQJ{QMMEAH [; there l.z 
is interpreted by LW as vcjl fl-dfl-~1J'· Both 
monuments use the three-bar sigma and the shape 
of the eagle on the homos suggests the second 
rather than the third century AD; the name 
Dionysius is common, but Pr83 might have been 
meant as a replacement for the bungled C327. 

328 <;avdarhisar 

On r. bank of river by spring, r/4 hr. above Roman dam 
and bridge. 

Grey marble doorstone of type VB; in pediment (smaller 
than gable) four-petalled rosette; on top of pediment 
palmette, on lower corners half-palmettes; between 
them, pointed four-petalled rosette; door frame 
consisting of two fasciae, cyma recta, and outer ledge; in 
upper panels of door, 1. poppy, r. circular keyplate; 
below, door-ring within lozenge above false lattice. 

Ht. 1.52 (panels 0.89); width 1.02 (panels 0.59); 
thickness 0.30. 

The door frame is the same as that of the gables of type 
IVC (late Hadrianic period onwards), while the cyma 
recta occurs on separate gables from the mid- thirties 
onwards; this and the relatively small pediment point 
towards a date in the second half of Hadrian's reign. 

329 <;avdarhisar 

Near entrance of W. cemetery. 

Part of double gable slab, smooth below, broken 
elsewhere; in r. pediment (practically as wide as gable), 
basket, contents unrecognizably battered; along 
pediment apparently tendrils with rich foliage (cf. C320, 
P2o6, and C323 = W 196, all from the first half of the 
reign of Antoninus Pius); on lower corners half
palmettes with foliate sepals on triangular supports; 
letters symmetrical, neat, regular, and tipped. 

Ht. 0.40; width 0.96 broken; thickness 0.21; letters 
0.017. 

[---]s IlaTT£q. 7Ta-rpi f.LV~f.L1JS" xaptv -~Kat 'A,.,,.,tq. fl-1JTPLv 

~wan 

Probably forties of second century AD. 
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330 <;avdarhisar 

In wash-house S. of river. 

P271. 

L. part of. grey and white marble double doorstone of 
type VB (r. part possibly WI68 = P27o; see below); in 1. 
pediment eagle looking r. over shoulder; on top of 
pediment a palmette on double leaf (cf. C3 I9 from first 
half of the forties) from which springs on both sides a 
leafed tendril with small flowers ending in half
palmettes; between the two doors small sunken panel. 

Ht. 2.05; width I.OI (to centre); thickness 0-4I (panel 
0.24 deep); letters o.025-o.o45 (or 0.035). 

Tt. K/... Tp64>tfWS €avTcjJ 'wv 

The width of the pediment (see type IV), suggests the 
middle of the reign of Antoninus Pius. 

ForTi. Claudii at Aezani see p.xxiv; for a Ti. Claudius 
Trophimas, P270. That inscription, reading -] Tt. K/... 
Tpo4>t!J-rj. 1TaTpt1-, is closely comparable with this one, and 
the suspicion arises that they are parts of the same 
monument. However, C330 has a triple fascia above the 
inscription forming the door lintel, whereas P270 
(which Cox copied) has the inscription above an 
acanthus pattern. 

331 <;avdarhisar 

In field on N.W. of village. 

Probably r. half of double doorstone or single doorstone 
of grey-white marble of type VB, broken except bottom, 
cut square below; in pediment base of a vase (amphora?); 
below pediment row of open and closed palmettes; 1. of 
door frame small sunken panel (cf. W68 = C330) and 
beginning of a second door frame(?). 

Ht. 0.35; width x.o8; thickness 0.45; letters o.oi75-o.o2. 

M~VLO<; TaTLctJ TV yvvaLKL !J-V~!J-7JS xapw 
More or less contemporary with W68 = C330? 

M~vws: the name seems to have been widespread in the 
N. Aegean, round Byzantium, and on the Black Sea: 
CIG 2I63g (Thasos); 4I5ob I I (Heraclea (Amastris)); 
Bull. epigr. I968, 482 no. 342f. (on Arch. Anz. I94o, 38 
no. I8 (Balkans and S. Russia)); 1970, 412 no. 389 
(Byzantium), discussing E. N. Lane, Muse (Annual of 
the Museum of Art and Archaeology, Univ. of 
Missouri-Columbia) m (I969), 35ff. (Lane collects the 
instances). 

~.<~ //; ' 

332 <;avdarhisar 

'Hill of tombs': in field S. of theatre. 

W7o. 

Double doorstone of considerable width: type VB with 
one gable and two doors; in pediment big omphalos 
plate between two sitting lions; in upper panels of each 
door, 1. four-petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, 
schematized door-ring. 

Ht. 2. r 2 (pediment 0.48); width 2.00 at top, actual 
pediment 1.50. 

Hadrian or Antoninus Pius (see W7o). 

333 <;avdarhisar 

In wall of house by oda. 

Small white and grey marble doorstone, simple variety 
of type VB (only one fascia on door frame; panel not 
sunk); in pediment (as wide as gable) four-petalled 
rosette; on top of pediment palmette, in lower corners 
half-palmettes; in upper panels of door, 1. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, schematized door
nng. 

Ht. 0.75; width 0.38; thickness c. o.o8; letters o.oi5. 

IJwaws IIwa{ctJ 1TaT-
pi 

Uncertain, but probably not before the middle of the 
reign of Antoninus Pius (pediment). 

IIwaws: Latin Pusius? IIwa{AAa = Pausilla: LW I I 55; 
Bull. epigr. 1939, 426; Et. epigr. I59; and Pausilla 
probably = Pusilla, see Schulze, LE 462 n-4-

334 <;avdarhisar 

In wall in road leading to theatre. 

Fragment of greyish marble doorstone of type VB, 
broken 1., buried r.; under pediment apparently a row of 
palmettes (cf. C331). 

Ht. 0-48 broken above; width c. 0.20 till out of sight; 
thickness 0.32; letters 0.02. 
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[---] fLV~fL1J[S xaptv] 

(Hadrianic or) Antonine. 

335 Moymul 

In fountain in street in upper W. part of town. 

Doors tone of type VB, of marble, probably greyish, now 
coated with dirt; on top of pediment palmette, whose 
outer leaves end in two volutes (cf. W 44 = C252, and 
C253, both from the early thirties); on lower corners 
half-palmettes growing out of acanthus bush (cf. W 52 = 
P92, Cz8o and C298 from the middle thirties or shortly 
before); between palmettes, vase, r. amphora with 
voluted handles (popular on doorstones under Hadrian 
and in the first half of Antoninus Pius's reign: W72 = 
PI 16, Czo7f., C4o6 = W86, C237, Cz56, C3o5, C337); 
in pediment lion couchant with ox-head; below 
pediment egg-and-dart moulding; door frame with 
three fasciae; 'replum' with simple capital and base; in 
upper panels, I. pelta (in this shape on doorstones from 
Hadrianic and early Antonine period: W1o8, C517, 
C303, C321), r. circular keyplate with raised border 
(popular in second and third quarter of second century 
AD); below, traces of plain(?) worn lozenge. 

Ht. 0.57 (capital), 0.76 (shaft), 0.20 (pediment), 0.73 
(panels); width o.85 (capital), o.7o (shaft), o.s8 
(pediment), 0.56 (panels); thickness c. 0.105 (front), 
0.045 (capital and pediment), 0.02 (panels); letters 
O.OIS-0.0175· PI. XXXI. 

The width of the pediment, which is as wide as the gable, 
would normally exclude a date earlier than the forties of 
the second century; there is only one exception to this 

rule, namely W 52 = P92 with very similar half
palmettes; but there the acroteria were free and not just 
indicated in relief which prevented them being put I. 
and r. of the pedi~ent. Either the present monument is 
an exceptional parallel to W 52, with acroteria in relief, 
or it is a work made by a local sculptor imitating 
contemporary monuments of Aezani. The exceptional 
presence of objects between the palmettes might favour 
the last possibility. 

I. 

2. 

Note the combination of iota subscript and iota 
adscript (see index). 
'A of lvEKa must have been crushed at edge' (Cox). 

336 Pazarctk 

Doorstone of type VIA, but with socle moulding as on 
doorstones of type lA (cf. also W74 = P165, of type 
VIA); in top of pediment palmette, in lower corners half
palmette; between them, dolphin; in arch, basket(?) out 
of which grow leafed tendrils with four-petalled flower 
ending in half-palmette below; on pilasters leafed 
tendrils with alternating four-petalled and laterally 
arranged flowers (related to W74, C438 = W103, and 
C309 from c. AD 13o-4o, seep. oo, n.19), growing out of 
an acanthus bush which seems almost identical with that 
on the early Hadrianic W6o = P179; in lower panels 
traces of lozenge, on top of pelta with bird heads (to 
which the best parallel is the middle or late Hadrianic 
W 99 = C438); socle moulding decorated with maeander 
frieze; the absence of tendrils along the outer side of the 
archivolt is paralleled in some middle Hadrianic 
separate gables (see type IVE) and doorstones (see W63 
= P28o and C310, see n.17). 

Probably middle Hadrianic. 
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337 <;avdarhisar 

In court on N.E. of village on r. bank below bridges. 

Very hard, dark, grey-white marble doorstone, surface 
gone on 1. pilaster; hybrid form of type V A and VIA: a 
triangular gable with arched recess ( = type VIA) rests 
upon a tendril-decorated door frame (of type V A); arch 
decorated with a shell (cf. WI56); in top of gable 
palmette from which springs on both sides a very tightly 
curled stem tendril (cf. W52 = P92, C282 and C29I 
from the mid- thirties of second century AD and the door 
lintel of W63 = P28o from the first half of the thirties, 
see p. lii·, n.I7) with buds and short leaves; in lower 
corners half-palmettes with isolated leaves (cf. W 46 = 
Pio6, C282); on door frame two leafed tendrils with 
alternating four-petalled and laterally arranged flowers 
(related to W63) growing out of an acanthus bush below 
the doorposts, and arranged on both sides of a standing 
leaf in middle of lintel (cf. C282, C29I); in upper panels, 
garland above an eagle 1., circular keyplate r.; in lower 
panels schematized door-ring round aspis (in high 
relief) on top of lozenge with an amphora; letters well cut 
but rather cramped at end of first line. 

Ht. 1.56 (panels o.885); width 1.00 (panels 0.50, pillars 
0.24); thickness 0.4I (pillars 0.22); letters (1. r) 0.025, 
(l.2) o.oi5. PI. XXXII. 

'A1roAAwvws Ttlko8€cp vlcp Kat M€vavo

pos dodcpcfi fkV~fkTJS lvEKa 

The tightly curled tendrils still resemble those of the 
first half of Hadrian's reign (W6o = PI79, W6I, C302) 
but display a greater variety of flowers (as on W63) and 
richer foliage; the stem tendrils in the gable point 
towards the late Hadrianic period: probably mid
thirties (rather before AD I35 than after); the hybrid 
form of the monument can be explained by its date: a 
moment when type VI was not yet fully established and 
type V was still the most popular (cf. also W7I = P242). 

338 Susuzkaya 

At well in fields about t hr. S. of road to S. of village. 

P12o. 

Double doorstone of grey and white marble of type VIA 
with a single gable covering the two arches (cf. W7o); a 
small ledge, running parallel with the rim of the gable 
slopes, rests upon the two archivolts (cf. CI94); above 
this, a leafed tendril with identical large four-petalled 
flowers springing from a palmette on a leaf (similar 
looking to that of W74 = PI65) in top of gable and 
ending in half-palmettes below; in both arches a four
petalled rosette; on pilasters leafed tendrils with 
identical four-petalled flowers growing out of an 
acanthus bush below and ending in half-palmettes 
above; in upper panels on 1. door, 1. mirror, r. circular 
keyplate; on r. door, 1. four-petalled rosette, r. circular 

keyplate; in lower panels door-ring within lozenge above 
crossed lattice. 

Ht. I .20; width I .04; thickness 0.225; letters 
o.0I25-o.oi5. PI. XXXII. 

Navas 'AvT[.J>[.dvS]pt 
fA-IJ~fA-TJ[s x]aptv 
Navas ~avTfl {waa 
Kat cppovovaa 

The tendrils apparently belong somewhere between 
those ofW6o = PI79, W6I, C302 and those ofW74 = 
PI65: probably late Hadrianic. 

1. CIG 3856 reads NANA.EANTEQANLJPI, inter
preting: Navaa[TJ] 'AvT€cp dvopt; Cox rejected 
omega. Navas (f.) is required, cf. Navas 'Epfkoy€vov, 
Christian prophetess in Haspels, Highlands I, 

2I5f. no. I07; the name is well attested in Phrygia 
(cf. Zgusta, KP s.v.), and at Aezani itself (see 
index). 

3· NavaaT)? [€]avTfl CIG; but there is no room; for 
~avTfl, see index. 

339 <;avdarhisar 

Central part of grey marble double doorstone of type 
VIA, much broken and cracked; apparently with two 
•riangular Syrian gables with a slightly recessed 
connecting part between: Waelkens, Tiirsteine 47; 
between gables, two big dolphins; in top of gables 
palmette with rather isolated leaves (see also W73), from 
which starts at least the beginning of a stem tendril (cf. 
c337 and to some extent W74 = PI65); in 1. arch eagle 
looking r. over shoulder, in r. arch basket with fruit; 
central pilaster decorated with leafed tendril bearing 
four-petalled flowers (very similar to W73); in upper r. 
panel of 1. door, circular keyplate, in upper 1. panel of r. 
door, four-petalled rosette; below, apparently lozenge; 
letters deep, rather worn, very irregular. 

Ht. o.87 broken; width about I .oo; thickness 0.27 
(panels and pediment o. I 2); letters 0.025-o.o3. 

[LJT)/k~]TpLOS ~aVTcfJ {w<v) LJT)fA-~TpLOS Kq.\ 4 [ ---) 
More or less contemporary with W74; there the 
acanthus bush is almost identical with that on the door 
lintel of C3 I5 = W2I5 (later thirties of second century). 
The tendrils along the gable of W74 are partly leafed, 
partly stem tendrils; these form a link between those of 
C 3 3 7 and those of the early Antonine W 55; other 
features ofW2I5 also point towards a date c. AD I35-40. 

{w<v ): The mark that follows ZW is 'almost certainly 
accidental' (Cox). 
Kat LJ[TJfJ-'1/Tp{a] (Cox), but the first letter of the name 
could be A or A. 
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340 Tav~anh 

Flanking road bridge at island IO mins. S. of town. 

Grey and white marble doorstone of type VIA; 
unshaped sides; · sunk panel defaced; inscription in 
Arabic characters; no sign of inscription on ends I. and r. 
where uncut. In top of gable palmette from which 
springs on each side ivy tendril; in lower corners half
palmettes on rather flat sepal (cf. C237f. from the later 
thirties); in arch basket (of calathus type) with fruit 
(chiselled away); pilasters decorated with leafed tendril 
(completely identical with that on W74 = PI65) with 
alternating four-petalled and laterally arranged flowers, 
growing out of acanthus bush below; in upper panels 
garland (same as on c3 I4 of the later thirties) above 
four-petalled rosette I. and circular keyplate (?) r.; 
below, schematized door-ring round aspis within 
lozenge. 

Ht. 0.99 (pediment o. I4, panels o.64); width o.84 (rough 
edges; to smooth edges of capital o.7I5, of shaft o.695; 
pediment 0.34, panels 0.4I); thickness 0.32 (pediment 
o.o75; panels 0.11). PI. XXXII. 

Late thirties of second century AD. 

341 <;avdarhisar 

In field wall on W. bank of river, S. of washing place on 
E. bank to S. of village. 

Small double doorstone of greyish marble, type VIA 
(apparently with two triangular Syrian gables and a 
slightly recessed connecting part in the middle, as on 
C339), I. and centre pilasters and all gables except centre 
broken away, lower panels buried; along archivolts 
apparently stem tendril (already more elongated than 
the late Hadrianic type); in arches I. basket (calathus), r. 
eagle looking r. (similar to early Antonine eagles W so = 
Pzso and Cz6o); on r. pilaster leafed tendril, related to 
W73, but only with the same laterally arranged flowers; 
in upper panels of I. door, I. mirror, r. circular keyplate; 
of r. door, I. four-petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate; 
below, traces of lozenges. 

Ht. o.68 till buried; width I .07 till broken on 1.; 
thickness 0.09 till buried (pediments c. o. I I, panels c. 
o.Is-o.I6); letters o.ozs. 

[o 8Eiva -] 'Af-'Lif yv[vaLKt(?) K]q.! €a'!hu(?) 'wv] 

Probably early Antonine. 

342 Sopu Koy 

In dry stream bed 5 mins. S. of village. 

Doorstone of type VIA, broken 1., buried below; along 
archivolt stem(?) tendril ending in half-palmette below; 
in arch lion (somewhat akin to Wsz = P92, of AD I34-
s); on r. pilaster leafed tendrils with alternating four
petalled flowers and poppies, ending in half-palmette 
above; in upper panels of door garland (leading towards 
WI96 = C323, somewhere in the forties) above, four
petalled rosette I. and circular keyplate r. 
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Ht. r.o2; width o.66 broken (pillar o.I6); thickness o.66 
(pillar o. I g). 

Probably early Antonine. 

343 Agan 

Washing place S. of bridge E. of river. 

Grey marble doorstone of type VIA, a bit broken above, 
otherwise well preserved; in top of Syrian gable 
palmette from which springs an ivy tendril; in arch eagle 
looking 1. over shoulder; on pilasters leafed tendrils with 
alternation of voluted stem, half-palmette, four-petalled 
flower, and laterally arranged flower, growing out of an 
acanthus bush below (still same form as W73); the 
tendrils are still more curled than those ofW7s = PI47); 
in upper panels garland with ribbons above circular 
keyplate r.; in lower panels schematized door-ring 
around aspis within lozenge above false lattice; letters 
not deep, fairly regular. 

Ht. 1.26 (panel o. 70S); width o. 7I (panel 0.39); thickness 
0.27 (panel o.ogs, pediment o.og); letters 
o.o22s-o.032S. 

Nava<; Ilaa{wvt TTaTpt {tV~{tTJ> xaptv 

Probably early in reign of Antoninus Pius. 

Navas: for this and related forms see index s.vv. Nawas, 
Nava<;, Nava. 

344 Hac1 Mahmut 

Face down in stream S. of village. 

Blue marble doorstone of type VIA; gash out of bottom 
panels, surface of relief very worn; in top of gable 
palmette, from which springs short ivy tendril, in lower 
corners half-palmette above four-petalled rosette; in 
arch traces of eagle; on 1. pilaster leafed tendrils with 
alternating ivy leaves and laterally arranged flowers (as 
on W76 = P290) springing from a bush below, whose 
form should be put between those of W 7 S = PI 4 7 and 
W76; in upper r. panel circular keyplate; in lower panels 
schematized door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. I .so; width 0.92; thickness 0.22 (pediment and panel 
O.I2). 

M7]v68wpo<; Kat M7]v6qnAo<; Kat Ll toyEVTJ<; Ll toyEvT/v 
TTaTpt {LJJ£da<; xaptv 

First half of reign of Antoninus Pius (in forties). 

M7]v6qn"Aos: see p. lx . 
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345 Agan 

Wash house on r. bank below bridge. 

Grey-white marble double doorstone of type VIA; in top 
of gables palmette from which spring ivy tendrils; in 
arches I. eagle looking I. over shoulder, r. basket from 
which springs an ivy leaf; on pilasters leafed tendrils 
(similar to W76 = P290) with alternating laterally 
arranged flowers and ivy leaves ending in half-palmette 
above, and growing out of schematized acanthus bush 
(as on W76) below; in upper panels garland (similar to 
that of W ro8) above, I. four-petalled rosette, r. circular 
keyplate; below, door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. 1.33 (I. gable 0.43, r. gable 0.55, panels 0.79); width 
1.38 (panels 0-45); thickness 0.27 (panels o. 14); letters 
(l.I) o.ois-o.0175, (!.2) o.oo75· PI. XXXII. 

LJtoTpEcfYYJS Kat iJLOJt .. OJ>.fON [-9 or IO-] f.LV~f.L7]S xa
ptv 

IJI..OK [-IS-] O[vya]T[pt] f.LV~f.L7]~ xapt~ 

Contemporary with W76, whose foliate sepal under its 
half-palmettes is similar to that on C329 (forties of the 
second century AD), and whose acanthus bush below is 
already more schematized than that on W75 = PI47: 
probably (mid-)forties of second century AD. 

I. 

2. 

Perhaps LJtov[va]o~~p- or LJto~ [vE]~Kt;Jp-, but 
LJtov[vat]o(c;) Kpov[--] is more likely. 
'Looks more like OvyaTpt than 8pbmtJ' (Cullen), 
and the basket in the pediment indicates a female. 

346 <;avdarhisar 

W. cemetery. 

L. pilaster of greyish marble doorstone of type VIA with 
Syrian gable; on pilaster tendril with ivy leaves very 
closely related to W76 = P290. 

Ht. 1.00 till buried (0.78 in front); width o.I9 broken 
(pilaster o. I 25); thickness 0.28 (panels o. I 3); letters 
o.ois. 

'l7T1r[o---] 

Probably (mid-)forties of second century AD. 

For horse breeding in the Aezanitis, p. xxviii n .59. 

347 <;erte 

Wash place on stream. 

Grey-white double doorstone of type VIA; in top of 
gables, I. palmettes from which spring two short stems, 
r. double leaf or flower; in outer corners a dolphin; in 
arches, I. eagle looking r. over shoulder, r. basket with 
fruit; on pilasters leafed tendrils entwined on middle 
pilaster with laterally arranged flowers (as on W76 = 
P290), growing out of a schematized bush (similar to 
that on W76); in upper door-panels, I. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate with raised border; below, 
schematized door-ring within lozenge above false 
lattice. 

Ht. 1.07 (panels o.64); width I.I3 (pilasters o.I25, 
panels 0.34); thickness 0.25 (panels 0. I 5). 

Tanov "Epwn avSpt f.LV~f.L7]S xaptv Kat €avT'fJ 'waa 
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Somewhere in the (mid-)forties of second century AD. 

HEpw>: very widespread, especially in Macedonia, 
Thrace, and Egypt. 

348 Viranctk 

On stream by wash-house S. of village. 

L. half of double doorstone of grey-white marble, type 
VIA with Syrian gables; along gable ivy tendril (with 
small flower); on imposts standing acanthus leaves 
(probably identical with those on W79 = PI59); on 1. 
pilaster leafed tendrils with laterally arranged leaves (or 
flowers ?), similar to those on C34 7 but without the bud, 
growing out of a schematized bush (as on W76 = P29o); 
on middle pilaster two foliate tendrils growing from an 
acanthus bush below; in upper r. panel of l. door circular 
keyplate; in lower panels schematized door-ring within 
lozenge above false lattice. 

Ht. I.I5 (panels o.63); width 0.75 (panels 0.435, pillar 
O.I2); thickness 0.285 buried (panels o.I I, pillar o.I4). 

'A1ToAAWVLO> Kai 'AMtavSpo> ~~! 'Ov1atjLO> 'A1ToAA[---] 

Shortly after c347 and shortly before W79 = PI59 
(with hairstyle of Faustina the Elder). Probably (second 
half of) the forties of second century AD. 

In all probability the stone commemorated the father of 
three brothers, one of whom bore the same name as 
himself. 

349 Kiiciikilet = Tunc;bilek 

Outside cami in wall. 

Top of greyish marble doorstone of type VIA; surface of 
pediment gone, broken at bottom corners and above; in 
top of gable palmette on double leaf (both completely 
identical with those on W79 = PI 59); in lower corners 
traces of half-palmettes; between them winged griffon 
with fish tail and dolphin (both identical with those on 
W79); in arch lioness (?) on ox-head (?). 

Ht. o.87 (pediment 0.38); width 1.16 (pediment 0.79); 
thickness 0.20 till out of sight (pediment o. I 8); letters 
o.o233-o.o266. Pl. XXXII. 

[L1]tajL~D1)> . HOpcfwn yvvatKL jLV~jL1)> xaptv 

Contemporary with W79 and made by the same artist; 
the only difference is the arch of the latter, which has a 
female portrait with hairstyle of Faustina I; the foliate 
sepal under the half-palmettes of W79 developed from 
those of W76 = P290 (mid-forties; seep. lii , n. I9) and 
C329 (forties); the isolated leaves, the rendering of the 
veins and the double leaf on which the top palmette 
stands are nearly related to the closed palmettes on the 
gable sima of the temple of Zeus; all this points towards 
the middle of the reign of Antoninus Pi us for W79 and 
C349. 

[L1]tajL~D1J>: for heroic names at Aezani, see p. lix . 
HOpcf>v1J is more obscure: a nymph of the underworld in 
Ovid, Met. v, 539, with Bomer ad loc. 
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350 Efeler 

Cemetery wall. 

'ApTEfLOS 'AaKATJmaS'!I 1TaTpt fLV1fLTJS xaptv 

Probably middle of reign of Antoninus Pius. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type VIA with Syrian 'ApTEfLos: for names ending in -as, see p. lxii. 
gable, I. pillar and part of top only remaining; on I. 
pilaster fine tendril with alternating flowers and ivy 
leaves (best compared with middle Antonine tendrils of 
W65 = P323 and W88, seep. lii, nn.I7 and 2I); letters 
well cut but very shallow. 

Ht. 1.35 buried; width 0.30 (pillar O.I9); thickness 0.24 
(pillar o. I 2); letters (LI) 0.0225, (l.2) 0.02. 

'I Epatas Kat 'Ar/>r/>[ ---] 
Kq.? [ ---] 

Possibly middle of the reign of Antoninus Pius. 

1. 'IEpatas: for names ending in -as, see p. lxii. 
'Ar/>rf>[wv?]: presumably a husband and wife. 

351 Moymul 

In fountain in narrow street in W. of village. 

PI45· 

Grey marble doorstone of type VIA; along archivolt of 
Syrian gable, ivy tendril (leaves similar to those on W8o 
= P3 Io); in arch, eagle looking r. over shoulder; on 
pilasters tightly curled leafed tendrils with alternating 
four-petalled and big laterally arranged flower, growing 
out of a double dentate leaf below (its carving and shape 
related to leaf under top palmette of W79 = PI59); 
inscription in strong but irregular letters. 

Ht. c. 1.52 (pediment 0.23, panels c. 0.96); width o.9I 
capital, o.84 shaft, pediment 0.5 I, panels o. 54; thickness 
O.I5, pediment and panels o.I2; letters o.oi75-D.0225. 
PI. XXXIII. 

352 <;avdarhisar 

In court on I. bank near lower bridge. 

R. half of double doorstone of grey-white marble of type 
VIA, surface gone on r., pediment decoration worn very 
smooth; in top of r. gable palmette (seemingly identical 
with that of W8o = P3 IO) from which spring two ivy 
tendrils along the archivolt; in arch, basket of calathus 
type with fruit (cf. W I o8); impost of middle pilaster 
decorated with acanthus leaves (similar to those on W79 
=PI 59); apparently (stem?) tendril on moulding below 
arch; on middle pilaster tendril with alternating ivy 
leaves and voluted stems; ivy tendril on replum (same as 
Wio8, forties of second century AD); in upper panels 
garland {same as C345 from ?mid-forties) above four
petalled flower I. and circular keyplate r.; in lower panels 
schematized door-ring. 

Ht. 0.95 broken; width 0.58 broken; thickness 0.24; 
letters o.o2. PI. XXXIII. 

[---] Kat KEpT'!J yvvatKt fLV~fLTJ[S xaptv] 

Middle of reign of Antoninus Pius. 
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Certa? See Kajanto, Cognomina 254, and cf. KEpTos, an 354 Yagd1gm 
officer, Bean and Mitford,Journey 69ff. no. 48. It would 
have been valuable to know the name of the husband. Cemetery on Cavdarhisar-Viranc1k road. 

353 HaCl Kebir 

Fountain on far side of village. 

Grey marble double doorstone of type VIA; in top of 
gable palmettes from which spring ivy tendrils; in 
arches, l. eagle looking r., r. basket with fruit; on 
pilasters ivy tendrils growing out of a triple leaf below 
(both identical with those on W8o = P3Io); in upper l. 
panels, l. four-petalled rosette, r. mirror; in upper r. 
panels circular keyplate; in lower panels schematized 
door-ring around aspis within lozenge above lattice; 
letters very crowded but all clear. 

Ht. 1.22; width r.2o; thickness 0.26. Pl. XXXIII. 

ilovyEi'vos Evv6fLctJ1TaTpt 'wvn 
fLTJTpt fLV~fLTJS xaptv 

Contemporary with W8o whose palmette is identical 
and whose triple leaf below the tendrils is a further 
simplification of the motive on C35I = WI97: middle of 
reign of Antoninus Pi us or beginning of third quarter of 
second century AD. 

KA TMA is clear on the stone; there is no solid reason to 
connect it with (the Celtic) KaTfLapos (on which see 
Robert, Hell. xm (I965), 262ff.). 

Fragment of greyish marble doorstone, complete on l., 
type VIA; in top of gable, palmette from which spring 
ivy tendrils (closely related to those of W8o = P3 r o ); the 
pilaster ivy tendrils are already related to those of W I 07 
= P226 from second half of second century AD; letters 
clear but not very regular. 

Ht. o. 76 broken; width 0.38 broken (pilaster o. I 2, 
pediment o.Io, panels o.I2); thickness 0.23; letters 
o.o2-o.o225. Pl. XXXIII. 

'AaKAas 'ETTtV€LK1f [ ---] 

Probably second half of reign of Antoninus Pius. 

'[The mason] has cut what unquestionably looks like Ll, 
but may have tried to round it off a little at the top 
corner' (Cox). 
'AaKAas: for names ending in -as, see p. lxii . 

355 Cavdarhisar 

In court in street S. of village. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type VIA; in top of 
gable palmette from which spring ivy tendrils ending in 
a volute; top of similar tendril(?) on l. pilaster; in arch 
eagle looking r. over shoulder; in upper panels l. four
petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate. 

Ht. 0.73; width o.s8; thickness o. I2; letters o.o2-o.0275· 

LlafLas 'AvSpofLUXctJ vlfjl fLV~[/LTJS xaptv] 

The tendrils might have developed out of those of W8 I 
= P175, where the ivy stem of the pilasters is already 
curled at its end; this monument also has small flowers 
among the ivy leaves (cf. already C348 from the later 
forties), while the bush from which they grow is almost 
completely schematized; this points to a date in the 
second half of the reign of Antoninus Pi us for W8 I, see 
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p. Iii, n. I 9, and in the third quarter of the second century 
AD for C355. 

Llafkas: for names ending in -as, seep. lxii. 

356 Agan 

Washing shed N. of bridge on E. bank. 

Small single greyish marble doors tone of type VIA with 
Syrian gable, top broken, surface worn very smooth; in 
arch, basket with fruit; on pilasters, ivy tendril 
apparently growing out of a bush that looks related to 
that on W8I = PI75 (though it is further developed); in 
lower panels, lozenge. 

Ht. 0.92 (panels 0.56); width o.67 (panels 0.37); 
thickness o. 28 (panels o. I I, pediment o.o6 ); letters 
o.o225-o.o25. 

M€vavl>e[os ..... ]l a[v]i!'~tcp fkV~fkTJS xaptv 

Possibly third quarter of second century AD. 

357 <;avdarhisar 

By oda. 

R. part of double doorstone of type VIA; in top of Syrian 
gable big palmette from which spring elongated, voluted 
stem tendrils (cf. W8I = PI75); on r. pilaster ivy 
tendrils growing out of bush (best compared with W8 I); 
in upper panels, l. rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, 
schematized door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. I -49 (panels o.67); width I .oo (across base of 
pediment 0.70, panels 0.28); thickness 0.3 I (panels o.o5, 
pillars o. I 3); letters 0.02. 

[--- €a]v7?) ~waa v. 

Probably third quarter of second century AD. 

Most of the rest of the text, in the form ?[~ DEi'va TcjJ l:iEi'vt 
fkV~fkTJS xaptV Kat Ea]vT?), was on the l. hand portion. 
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358 Viranc1k 

In wall by entrance of wash-house furthest upstream. 

Greyish marble single doorstone of type VIA, broken r.; 
inscription below ground except three letters; in l. 
corner of gable traces of stem tendril; on l. pilaster vine 
tendril related to W9o = P205, W9I, and WI54 (first 
half oflast quarter of second century AD, see p.Iiii, n.2I); 
in huge l. lower panel of door lozenge above huge 
crossed lattice. 

Ht. 0.99 till buried (panels o.63); width 0.59 broken 
(pilasters o.I25); thickness 0.305 (panels 0.085); letters 
0.0225. 

'ApxEpanKOS 'A7T1T?) yvvatK[t ---) 
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Probably first part of last quarter of second century AD. 

'ApxEpanKo<; = 'Apx(t}EpanK6s: a name found at lcaros, 
Bull. epigr. I939, 49I no. 290; cf. apxtEpaTLKO<; 7TaT~P at 
Syedra, I972, 493 no. soB; perhaps 'ApxEpaTLKO<; was 
born in the year of his father's high priesthood. For 
names in -tKo<;, see p. lxii. 

359 <;ardakh 

In fountain E. of village. 

Grey marble doorstone of type VIA broken off through 
top; ornament and inscription badly worn; along Syrian 
archivolt ivy tendrils; in arch eagle looking 1. and basket; 
apparently on imposts and on moulding below arch, 
palmettes; on pilasters leafed tendrils whose branches 
with stemmed flowers have developed into a large 
laterally arranged flower (same type on outer pilasters on 
W82 = PI 7 I, last quarter of second century AD, and on 
early Severan W83 = P286; in upper panels two circular 
ornaments (rosette and keyplate?). 

Ht. o.9I (pediment 0.26, panel o.I9); width o.85 
(pediment 0.5I, panels 0.33); thickness: buried; 
pediment o.os; panels o.o6s; letters o.oi-o.ois. PI. 
XXXIII. 

'A1roAAwv[ws ---?] 

Last quarter of second century AD (between W82 and 
W83). 

,.-- -, /- -.. 
, I I , .. __ ,. .. __ .. 

360 Tav~anh 

In house yard of Hac! Mustafa Efendi; brought from 
Dude~. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type VIA, surface 
worn; in top of Syrian gable big palmette from which 
spring ivy tendrils; in arch, basket with fruit; on 1. 
pilaster, tendril with huge vine leaves (as on PI97); in 

upper panels, 1. four-petalled rose~te, r. circular 
keyplate; below, schematized door-ring round aspis 
within lozenge above crossed lattice; inscription in big 
smoothed letters. 

Ht. 1.35 (gable 0.35, pediment o.II, lintel o.I2, shaft 
0.59); width 0.94 (pediment o.so, pilasters 0.22, 
mouldings 0.09 and o.II, panels 0.30); thickness 0.37 
(pediment o.I2, panels O.I3); letters o.o2s-o.o275· 

'1aKAa<; OvaAEp{q. ywatKL 1!-ll~f.LT)S xapt~ 

Probably late second century AD. 

'J,I.aKAas: for names ending in -as, see p. lxii. 

361 <;avdarhisar 

In court near cami bridge on W. bank of river. 

Grey-white marble triple doorstone of type VIA; 1. hand 
portion missing, r. end buried, broken below; in top of 
centre gable, whorled rosette, in top of r. gable omphalos 
plate; on pilasters two entwined leafed tendrils enclosing 
simple flowers (further developed out of C4I8, which 
belongs to early last quarter of second century AD, as the 
flowers are apparently no longer connected with the 
stem). 

Ht. I.I9 broken; width I.IO broken. 

[?-- x]ap[tv] OvAmo<; 'E7T{KTT)TO<; €avnp 'Wii KaLV 
Ovh{q. Aav1rovan yAvKvT[aTn---] 

Probably late second century AD (or at latest early third.) 
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'E7T£KT1JTOS, Aav1rovav: for names signifying gam, and 
brilliance, see p. lxii . 
The man and his presumed wife both have the same 
nomen, which is relatively uncommon at Aezani. They 
are likely to be the freed slaves of another Ulpius. Were 
they both ingenui it would be unusual for them to have 
the same family name; for another family of Ulpii, 
perhaps also of servile origin, see CI88; seep. lxvi. 

362 Hae1 Mahmut 

In S.W. of village. 

~ 
\_'~ 

Blue-white marble double doorstone (type VIA); 
circular rings along I. arch and curved lines along r. arch; 
omphalos plate between gables; in arches, I. basket, r. 
eagle; ivy tendrils (?) on I. pilaster; I. door has only one 
big upper panel with mirror within lozenge; below, two 
door-rings, within two lozenges; in upper panels of r. 
door door-ring within lozenge; below, huge crossed 
lattice. PI. XXXIII. 

Tpoc/n!Los K,_E l:v!L!Laxos [1ra]rpi yAvKvrarcp K( €) 'Acpcfncp [ ... ] 
/LV~/L1JS xaptv 

The degeneration of the door (for elsewhere in Phrygia, 
see Waelkens, Tiirsteine IO f.) points towards the 
advanced third century; the absence of Aurelius from 
the nomenclature suggests a date before 2 I 2, or in the 
late third century. 

I. Tpocpt/Los: for names ending in -os see p. lxii . 
[/L7Jrpi] is what might be expected at the end of the 
line, but Cullen notes 'room for 3 letters'; they 
must have been in ligature. 

363 Y enicearmutcuk 

On its back near village washing place. 

Greyish marble double doorstone of type VIA, very 
rough cutting and workmanship; in r. arch, bird on a 
basket (unusual at Aezani but common in upper 
Tembris valley); on pilasters, vine tendrils; doors 
without further panelling; on I. door falx vinitoria above 
two lozenges. 

Ht. 1.49; width 1.3 I; thickness o. I9; letters 0.035-0.04. 
PI. XXXIV. 

1rarpi IIa"!vt\cp ~<,.€ !L1J[rpi -c-4- !LV~!L1J> x]aptv 

.dwvvaws [K€?] '!Ja<K)A7JmaD7JS Kai IIq:l!vt\os 

Probably somewhat later than C362 as the door has 
further degenerated. The unusual decoration of the r. 
arch could, however, point to a local work, imitating the 
Aezani doorstones of the advanced third century AD. 

For the falx vinitoria, see p. xlix. 
1. For lia7TvAos, see I. I. Russu, Eph. Dacorom. VIII 

(I938), 207, citing IG XI, 785 MEv€arparos 
IIa7TVAOV MaKEOwv; Robert, Et. epigr. I78, 
indicating the name is Greek; Bull. epigr. I939, 
455 no. 2, adding references to MAMA VI, I68 
and 399; Rev. Phil. ser. Ill vol. XVII (I943), 201 
n-4; Noms ind. 62; Hell. XIII (I965), 255 on 
MAMA VIII, I64; Bull. epigr. I968, 482 no. 342. 
A short woman's name, not more than about four 
letters, is required. The isolated L1 on the I. in the 
copy might be part of an ornament. 
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364 <;avdarhisar 

In outer wall of new house on N.W. corner of S.E. 
quarter. 

Fragment of a greyish marble gable of type VIA, no 
certain edges visible; in top of gable palmette; along 
archivolt traces of tightly curled, leafed tendril with 
four-petalled flowers; letters deep and regular. 

Ht. 0.155 broken; width 0.41 broken; letters 
o.025-o.o275· 

'AvTEpws <Pt~[ ---] 

The tendrils are probably Hadrianic (or at latest early 
Antonine). 

'AvTEpws: this name occurs five times in the upper 
Tembris valley. 

365 <;avdarhisar 

In garden inN .E. of village near old cami (oda) very near 
r. bank. 

Grey-white marble doorstone top of type VIA; in top of 
gable palmette and two leafed tendrils with flowers; in 
arch, end of tail that looks more like fish's than lion's; 
letters very squat. 

Ht. 1.05 complete; width 0.75; thickness 0.32; letters 
0.02-Q.025· 

'.['ELp.oyEVYJS EavTCjJ 'wv 

The tendrils appear Hadrianic or early Antonine. 

366 <;avdarhisar 

In road. 

Greyish marble doorstone of type VIA, broken below 
and to r.; in top of gable six-petalled flower between 
short stem tendrils; in 1. corner tail of a dolphin; in arch 
mirror and basket with fruit; on impost palmettes; on 1. 
pilaster, top of tendril, ending in half-palmette; letters 
thin and faint, worn to r. 

Ht. 0.76 broken; width 0.70 broken; thickness 0.20 
(pediment 0.11); letters o.015-o.o2. PI. XXXIV. 

'Epp.iis NtdKTJ yvvaLKL p.v~p.YJS xap![v] 

Probably late Hadrianic or (early?) Antonine. 

'Epp.iis: for names ending in -os, see p. lxii . 

367 Sopu Koy 

Bridge over river t hr. from Sopu on road to Hact Kebir. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type VIA; in top of 
gable palmette, in lower corners half-palmettes; in arch 
eagle looking 1.; on pilasters tendrils (not detailed); in 
upper 1. panel four-petalled rosette. 

Ht. 1.20; width o.68; thickness 0.35; letters o.o2. 

[ ---]A[---]vlll[.]v[.] J;LI;'[~]p.TJ[>] xaptv 

If tendrils are ivy, probably from middle of reign of 
Antoninus Pi us on, but because of the half-palmettes in 
the gable, probably not much later; see p. xlvii . 

368 Tepecik (Afyon 31 Id) 

In court in centre of village. 

Grey-white marble double doorstone of type VIA, r. half 
taller than 1.; on the Syrian gables palmettes; in arches, 1. 
basket with fruit, r. eagle facing 1.; on pilasters leafed 
tendril with flowers or ivy leaves (?) growing out of a 
bush below; in upper door panels, 1. four-petalled 
flower, r. circular keyplate; below, schematized door
ring within lozenge; inscription very far gone. 

Ht. 0.94 (1.), 0.97 (r. broken), gables o. 14 (1. vertical), 
0.225 (1. pitched), 0.155 (r. vertical), 0.265 (r. pitched), 
panels 0.515; width 1.01, panels 0.30; thickness 0.20, 
panels o.o85. 

[ ---]AOOIIQY [?Liwv]vqtlfl [{J-v~p.YJ> x]aptv 

The sketch is not very accurate, but the tendrils suggest 
the middle or second half of the second century AD. 
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369 'Seki Viren' near Dere Koy 

In fountain by stream. 

Grey marble doorstone of type VIA, broken at foot; 
pediment and I. panel partly defaced; on pilasters ivy 
tendrils; in upper r. panel circular keyplate; below, 
schematized door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. 1. I I broken (pediment 0.3 I, panels 0.54); width 0.75 
(pediment 0-43, panels 0.46); thickness: buried; 
pediment o.o6, panels o.o7; letters o.0I5-0.023. PI. 
XXXIV. 

[ -6-tl>Javaros L1 wSwpov 15 'AvSpofLEVEL rhvcp 
fLV~fLTJS" xaptV 

Probably middle or second half of second century AD 
(tendrils). 

I. The lacuna suggests a double name, for which see 
p.lxi. 

370 Sopu Koy 

Well on road to Sopu from Cavdarhisar. 

Small greyish marble doorstone of type VI very much 
weathered; in top of gable palmette; on r. pilaster ivy 
tendril; in upper panels, I. rosette (?), r. circular 
keyplate; below, schematized door-ring round aspis 
within lozenge. 

Ht. 0.95; width o.68; thickness o.I9; letters o.OI75· 

[ ---] fLV~fL[ TJS"] xaptv 

Probably middle or second half of second century AD 
(ivy tendrils). 

371 Hac1 Mahmut 

In cowshed. 

Bluish marble doorstone of type VIA, surface very worn; 
ivy tendrils along archivolts; in arches, I. basket with 
fruit, r. eagle looking I.; traces of tendrils on central 
pilaster; in upper panels circular objects (rosette and 
keyplate?); at bottom of lower panels lattice work. 

Ht. I .oo; width I. I4; thickness 0.38; letters 0.02. 

[---JMTJvoy€vTJs[-c.8-] -" i \.:; \ boiAHMI[ --] 

At Aezani ivy tendrils in gables normally point to a date 
from Antoninus Pius onwards. 
The copy has the last six letters above the rest of the 
inscription, probably only for lack of space on the page. 

For M71voy€vTJS", see pp. xxv and lx. 
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372 Cavdarhisar 

In court in S. street. 

Top of grey-white marble doorstone of type VIA cut 
square below; in top of gable palmette from which 
spring two ivy tendrils. 

Ht. 0.70 to base of pediment; width 0.9I; thickness 0.26. 

-?0[--]os Ta{cp 7TaTpt fLV~[/L]7]> x4P.[Lv] 

The gable tendrils are normal from Antoninus Pius 
onwards. 

373 Hac1 Mahmut 

In S.W. of village. 

Low double doorstone of white marble with blue 
streaks: type VIA; in arches, 1. basket with fruit, r. eagle 
(?); on pilasters ivy tendril; replum with laterally 
indicated capital and base; in upper panels of both doors, 
1. four-petalled flower, r. circular keyplate; below, door
ring within lozenge; letters well cut and clear. 

Ht. 0.95 (top broken); width r. IS; thickness o.4o; panels 
o. I I deep; letters o.o3 (xaptv o.o2). PI. XXXIV. 

'A7ToAAas K€ TpocptJ..uis 7Ta-rp! 'E'![t-rvy]x4vcp 
K€ fL7]Tpt TvxTJ fLV~fL7]S" xaptv fLV~fL7JS" xaptv 

Middle or second half of the second century AD (tendrils 
and replum). 

I. 

2. 

AIIOMA [copy. For names ending in -as, seep. 
·lxii. 'Room in the copy for 5 letters between E and 
X' (Cullen). 
TvxTJ, which occurs on CI24, is known in the 
territory of Daldis in Lydia (Robert, Noms. ind. 
I74 n.6), from Attouda and Acmonia (MAMA VI, 

77 and 289), from Byzantium (Bull. epigr. I968, 
482 no. 342), and elsewhere. The fact that both 
parents bore 'good luck' names suggest that they 
were slaves from the same household: see p. lxii·. 

374 <;avdarhisar 

In wall on 1. of lane from village W. of river just before 
road forks in three to bridge and theatre. 

Top of greyish marble doorstone of type VIA with 
Syrian gable, broken r. and below, buried above; in top 
of gable a tendril growing from 1. corner; in arch an eagle 
looking over shoulder tor.; in upper panel I. a quatrefoil; 
letters very small and worn. 

Ht. o.6o broken; width 0.42 broken; thickness o. I 3 
(panels and pediment 0.09); letters o.ois-o.OI75· 

['A]aK( A)7]7TLOS" Kat 'A{JaaKav-ros [---) 

The type belongs to the late second or third century AD. 

'AaK(A)7Jm6s: the name occurs at Dorylaeum and 
Nacolea and in the villages between them: MAMA v, 
35; I 2o; 230; 249; at 35 the editors note and illustrate the 
use by human beings in this area of the names of Greek 
gods. For the,\ omitted, see Robert, Hell. XI-XII (I96o), 
582: 'un fait de phonetique'. 
'AfJaaKav-ros: close to Aezani this common name is found 
twice in the same family at CotiaeumJRSxv (I925), I45 
no. I28 = SEG VI, I2o, cf. Bull. epigr. I97I, 52I no. 
659, and at Appia, upper Tembris valley (E. Gibson, 
Bull. Amer. Soc. Papyr. XII (I975), IS Iff.); for the spread 
of such 'noms parlants' see Bull. epigr. I95 I, I46 no. 55· 

375 Moymul 

Street in S.E. of village. 

W2oo, PI. I9. 

Greyish marble double doorstone of type VIA with 
framed pilasters; pediments and panels cut continuously 
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away till centre of panels; on top of gables, palmettes 
from which spring tightly curled stem tendrils with 
short leaves and buds (most closely related to those of 
the late Hadrianic C337), ending in an ivy leaf between 
the archivolts; on imposts, palmettes; in framed 
pilasters, I. and r., rather fine, partly leafed tendrils with 
laterally arranged flowers (of a type popular from mid
thirties onwards and in first half of reign of Antoninus 
Pius: see W73, W74 = PI65, C34I, C343f.); they grow 
out of an acanthus bush (related to Hadrianic C438); on 
framed middle pilaster completely foliate tendril; in 
upper panels of door, I. schematized door-ring round 
aspis, r. circular keyplate; on r. door, I. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; in middle panels of each 
door schematized door-ring round aspis; below, lozenge 
upon crossed lattice. 

Ht. r.30 (pediments c. o.2I, panels (outer) 0.73, (inner, 
where not defaced) 0.52); width: capital r.35, shafts 
r.3 I, pediments 0-42; outer panels 0-44, inner 0.25; 
thickness o.2I in front; pediments c. 0.14; panels o.o8. 
PI. XXXIV. 

Probably late Hadrianic. 

376 (Agalar) Yenice ( = ?Yenice) 

In dry fountain in prison. 

P234a. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type VIA with framed 
pilaster; roughly finished behind, surface gone above; in 
top of Syrian gables, palmette from which spring ivy 
tendrils; in arches, I. eagle, r. basket with fruit; in framed 
pilasters complete foliate tendril (related to W 98 = 
P226) ending in half-palmette above; in upper panels of 
door, I. four-petalled flower, r. circular keyplate; below, 
schematized door-ring round aspis within lozenge; 
letters neat and slightly tipped. 

Ht. I .24 (gables 0-48; 0.20 to mid point between ridges; 
lintel o.o8; panels 0.58); width I .22 (tympanum 0.39 at 
base; panels 0.23; pilasters o.I4); thickness 0.32 (panels 
o.o7; pilaster o.I3); letters o.o125-o.oi5. PI. XXXIV. 

MrJV6cptAoc; MrJVocp{>..cp 1rarp£ 'awn Kat 'Acpcptftv 
fLTJTpt fLV~fLTJS xapLv 

If the sketch of the tendrils is accurate, the monument 
was probably made shortly after W98 (early Antonine): 
first half of the reign of Antoninus Pius. 
(Agalar) Yenice is outside the territory of Aezani; the 
stone was probably taken there in recent times. 

M7]v6qJLAoc; M7]vocp{>..cp: for this name, see p. lx. 

377 <;avdarhisar 

At wash-place S. of village, on r. bank of river just at 
bend from W. 

Small grey-white marble doorstone of type VIA with 
framed pilasters; along arch ivy tendrils; in arch female 
bust; in pilasters narrow grooves with raised strip 
between; in upper panels, I. mirror, r. circular keyplate; 
below, schematized door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. 0.90; width 0.56; thickness 0.25. 

Uncertain; gable tendrils suggest Antoninus Pius 
onwards, the absence of decoration, even of a cyma 
reversa, on the pilasters, a rather late date. 
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378 Cavdarhisar 

High up in house wall on 1. bank below bridges. 

Apparently rectangular doorstone related to type IIA 
(but without socle), otherwise of type VIA or VIIA; 
pilasters damaged; on archivolt palmette, from which 
springs on both sides a heavily voluted stem tendril 
decoration; in arch eagle looking r. over shoulder; in 
lower panels door-ring on top of lozenge. 

Ht. 0.99 broken; width 0.47; thickness 0.20 (panels 
recessed o.o4). 

[-I or 2-J1IT APPJQN 'AaKATJ7TLCl8'!1 a8EAcpcjl fLV~fLT}S 
[x]<fpLJJ 

The combination of door-ring above lozenge was 
apparently especially popular in the second quarter of 
the second century AD; the monument may belong to the 
same period. 

I. ]AITAIPIQN copy; [I1]a7Tapp{wv? For Ila7Tap{wv cf. 
CI35 n. and CI82. Iri ·the form Ila7Tapp{wv the 
name occurs on a gravestone in the Istanbul 
Museum, published by G. Mendel, Cat. Mus. 
Imp. Ott. m (Constantinople I9I4), 302f. no. 
I070. The style of the stone shows that it comes 
from the region between Altmta~ and Acmonia, 
most probably from the Tembris valley (M. 
Waelkens, Actes du vne Congres int. d'epigraphie 
gr. et lat. a Constantza g-I 5 Sept. I977 (Bucarest 
I979), I I9 no.7I). 

379 Cavdarhisar 

Built into wall in street S. of village. 

Gable fragment of doorstone of grey-white marble of 
type VIA or VII A, broken r. and 1.; in top palmette from 
which spring leafed tendrils with flowers, apparently 
related to late Hadrianic W 73. 

Ht. 0-47 (from edge of arch to top); width o. 74 (edge of 
gable, r. side). 

[o 8Eiva] JPvavO'!l ucjl fLV~fLTJ> x&p,v 

Probably late Hadrianic (or early Antonine?). 

For Evdv87Js, see p. Jxii; the name might have inspired 
the choice of decoration on the palmette. 

380 Cavdarhisar 

In lane running from Well Road to mosque, E. of river 
between the two Roman bridges. 

Upper fragment of greyish marble doorstone of type 
VIA or VIIA, buried and broken at edges, inscribed area 
very worn; in top of gable palmette from which spring 
ivy tendrils. 

Ht. o.2I; width 0.35; letters o.oi5--o.o2. 

[---Jx?> Tc:T~! Yt.'[vaLKt ---] 

Probably from reign of Antoninus Pius (ivy tendrils on 
gable). 

Jxos: [ L'wTTJP' Jxos? 
T~TEL: Cox wr"ote T ATH by his drawing. This form 
(~hi~h is epigraphically just as possible as Taw) is 
attested in Caria and the Cibyratis (Zgusta, KP 495f.), 
but TaTEL is preferable, to judge by the parallels from 
Aezani. 

38oa Cavdarhisar 

Built face down into house wall on quay just above upper 
bridge. 

Grey-white marble fragment, gabk<;>f type VIA or VI lA; 
traces of ivy tendrils along archivolt. 

Ht. 0.45; width 0.58; thickness o.I9; letters 0.02. 

(---)ALa<; l:'fLapay8cp av8pt fLV~fLTJ[S x<fpLv) 

From Antoninus Pius onwards (ivy tendrils on gable). 
'Apparently A or A before I' (notebook); this part of the 
inscription could not be reached with the squeeze. 
Possibly ['Hpw]~tas? 
l:'fLapdy8cp: for the distribution of this name, see Robert, 
Noms. ind. 276 no. 7 (Athens, Asia Minor, Latin 
inscriptions); Bull. epigr. I967, 5I2 no. 387 = I97I, 464 
no. 434 (Tomis). 

381 Hac1 Kebir 

Loose on its back near well by cemetery. 

PI29? 

Bluish marble doorstone of type VIA or VII A. In top of 
gable palmette from which spring ivy tendrils; in arch 
basket with fruit; in upper panels of door, 1. four
petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, door-ring 
within lozenge; bottom line of inscription broken away. 

Ht. 1.20; width 0.78; thickness o.I5; letters 0.025. 

[---]os Kat 'ApTEfL{8wpos 'A7TcpLq. fLTJTpt 
[f.Lv~fLTJS] x<fpLJJ 

Antoninus Pius onwards (tendrils). 
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Find spot and similarity of names make it likely that this 
stone is identical with PI 29: LW print M€vav8po' Kat 
'Aprq.dSwpo' 'A[1r]1r~. 

-1 

7 
7 
7 
I 
I 

382 <;avdarhisar 

In house wall near oda. 

I 
I 

/ 
I 

I 

/ 
I -
I 

Gable of white marble doorstone of type VIA or VI lA, a 
fragment apparently of centre, probably broken all 
except top; in top of gable palmette (apparently identical 
with top palmettes ofWI09 = P274 and W79 = PI59 
from forties of second century AD and middle of reign of 
Antoninus Pius respectively, see p. lii f., nn.24 and I9 
respectively); to r. unidentified object or ornament. 

Ht. 0.29 (from top of gable down); width 0.22 till 
broken; letters 0.025. 

[--- fL]v~fL"'7' x[aptv] 

Probably forties of second century AD or middle 
Antonine. 

383 <;avdarhisar 

Brought from a house in S.E. quarter. 

Gable fragment of smallish greyish marble doorstone, 
type VIA, broken except above; in top of gable palmette, 
in r. corner half-palmette springing from acanthus leaf; 
between them dolphin; in arch eagle looking r. 

Ht. 0.36; width 0.5 I; thickness 0.2I 5 (pediment 0. I I 5); 
letters (l.I) o.OI75, (l.2) o.or-o.0125. PI. XXXV. 

[---)t;>!; Kat M€vav8po' 0[---] 
[--7Ta?]rpt fLV~fL"'7' xae~[v] 

Eagle, dolphin, and palmettes are identical with those on 
W I09 = P274 (forties of second century AD, see p.liii, 
n.24); they must be contemporary and made by the same 
sculptors. 

384 <;avdarhisar 

In little cemetery on I. of road leading from E. quarter to 
chaussee. 

Gable fragment of doorstone, type VIA or VI lA, of white 
marble veined bluish, broken below and to I.; r. of arch 
griffin with fish tail, four-petalled rosette and half
palmette with long dentate sepal (all almost identical 
with, though somewhat less finished than, correspond
ing elements of W79 = PI59); letters deep and with 
pronounced apices. 

Ht. o.6I till broken (to base of pediment 0-45); width 
0.33 till broken (capital o.I9); thickness c. o.I5; letters 
o.o225. PI. XXXV. 

(---) 1[aTpL fLV~fL"'7' xaptv 

Probably middle of reign of Antoninus Pius. 

385 <;avdarhisar 

In court on I. bank of river below cami bridge. 

Upper r. corner of grey-white marble doorstone of type 
VIA or VIIA; along archivolt ivy tendril; in r. corner 
half-palmette springing from a double bush (developed 
from dentate sepals of WI09 = P274 and more closely 
related to single sepal of W79 = PI 59). 

Ht. 0.585; width 0.28; thickness o.2o. 

[ ---] xaeLv 

Probably middle of reign of Antoninus Pius. 

386 <;avdarhisar 

Brought from a house by the S. Roman bridge washing 
place. 

Gable fragment of greyish marble doorstone of type VIA 
or VIIA, possibly complete on I. edge, broken elsewhere 
including underneath; along archivolt ivy tendrils with 
small flowers (cf. C348 from second half of forties and 
W8I = PI75 from second half of reign of Antoninus 
Pi us, seep. lii ', n. I9); the ivy leaves look identical with 
those of W8o = P3 r o (middle of reign of Antoninus or 
beginning of third quarter of second century AD, see 
n.I9). 
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Ht. 0.49 broken (to top of capital 0.405); width 0.36 
broken (across capital 0.20); thickness 0.09; letters 
o.o175-o.o2. Pl. XXXV. 

MEvavopos Kvp[{,\A.'tl? -] 

Probably middle of reign of Antoninus Pius or shortly 
after. 

387 <;avdarhisar 

In N. wall of lane between S.E. of village and chaussee. 

WI2I = PI63. 

White marble doorstone of type VIA or VIIA; sides 
surface broken, broken vertically on 1., broken and 
buried r.; in top of gable rosette, in arch lion; in upper 
panels of richly moulded door, 1. rosette, r. protruding 
circular keyplate; below, door-ring. 

Ht. I .83 (gable o. 79; from peak to rim of arch 0.27; rim 
of arch 0.025; panels o.8I); width r.o8 buried (pillar 
0.245; panels 0.395-o.445); thickness 0.37 (pillars o.2o; 
panels o.I I); letters o.o225-o.o275· Pl. XXXV. 

[--- TA.NKWVL oa{EpL /LV~/LTJS xapLv 

Possibly second or third quarter of second century AD 
(see WI2I). 

oa{EpL: Scl7]p, brother-in-law on husband's side in Homer, 
Il. xxrv, 769, see LW I 153 (Cius), Buresch, Aus Lydien 
II6 no. 55 (Selendi), BCH VIII (I884), 382 no. 2 (Julia 
Gordus), JHS xxxvrr (1917), 105 no. 16 (Mermere); 
Gibson, 'Christians' 12 no. 3 (Yalmzsaray, upper 
Tembris valley). It seems to have been favoured in 
Lydia, whether because it was needed by a native 
population with 'a wider system of relations than was 
usual in more hellenized communities' or simply 
because of a local literary fashion in funerary 
inscriptions (Cameron, Buckler 32). 

388 Hac1 Mahmut 

In well! hr. from C449 on road towards Gediz. 

Grey-white marble double doorstone of type VIA or 
VIIA; in top of Syrian gables large palmette from which 
spring short tendrils; in 1. corner a dolphin; in arches, 1. 
lion upon hull's head, r. basket with wool; garlands 
below the arches; replum with laterally indicated 
capitals and bases; in upper panels, 1. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, door-ring round 
aspis; letters very straggling. 

Ht. 1.03 (panels 0.49); width 1.08 (panels 0.30); 
thickness 0.24 (panels o.o8); letters 0.035. Pl. XXXV. 

t HATIQNHC t CHKQP¥'[---] 

The style of the original monument points towards a 
date in the second half of the second century AD. The 
Christian inscription and the crosses have been added 

later. 

The original text must have been erased to make way for 
the Christian inscription. 
H: 'H or I; might be very clumsy C' Cull en. 
K: 'might be K or H'. 
P[.]: 'probably Y' (Cullen); but r and P were also 
canvassed. 
~ aytw N7Jaa7JKWp-[--] or N7Jaa7J Kwp[: a female saint? 

Fragment of a doorstone of type VIA or VIIA; in top of 
gable big foliate (?) palmette from which springs a short 
foliate tendril; in r. corner dolphin. 

The palmette could point to a date in the second half of 
the second century AD. 

\ 

390 Sopu Koy 

In outer wall of house in N.W. of village. 

Fragment of grey marble doorstone of type VIA or VI lA; 
upper surface and some letters much worn; along plain 
Syrian archivolt ivy tendrils springing from half
palmettes; letters late and irregular. 

Ht. 0.52 broken; width 0-42 broken; thickness 0.075 till 
out of reach; letters o.or5-o.o3. 

Avp. ~ KvpLaKOS avv 11[--] 
TOV TEKVOV ~/LclJV [--] 

Later than AD 212. 

Roughly half the inscription is missing, so perhaps Avp. 
KvpLaKOS avv T[ii yvvaLKL V7TEp]/Tov TEKVOV ~/LciJV[--- /LV~/LTJS 
xaptv]. The name may well be an indication of 
Christianity, otherwise surprisingly little in evidence at 
Aezani before the fourth century. 

391 Terziler 

In the well. 

Grey marble double doorstone of type VIA and VIIA, 
very badly worn; between the two Syrian gables a 
vine~?); in t.op of 1. gable a falx vinitoria; in 1. arch eagle 
lookmg 1.; m upper panels of 1. door, rosette (?) l. and 
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circular keyplate r.; below, door-ring round aspis above 
crossed lattice. 

Ht. 1.41 (pediment 0.26, panels o.6o); width o.go 
(pediment 0.48, panels 0.30); thickness 0.23 (pediment 
o.r2, panels o.or-o.o3); letters o.o2-o.025. 

€P01I€CCKA!Ecf>[.]pa> Kat 'A,\EUwv Tpocp{fLI.!Jv 
fLV~fL1J[> x]4pt-

v 

Ht. 1.19 (panels 0.52); width 1.53 (panels 0.315); 
thickness 0.35 (panels o.o8, pillars 0.17); letters 
0.035-o.04. 

[--]JYH yvva[tK{ -] 

The type belongs to the last three-quarters of the second 
and to the third century AD. 

The style of the monument (note the high lattice) 
suggests the later second or rather third century AD. 394 <;avdarhisar 

For the falx vinitoria seep. xx1 n.15. Brought to Cox in road in S.E. quarter. 

~0_/ 

' ~ ~~~' ~~ ~~~~ ~\\~ 

"'f·.d §@] k.f.wi. 

11 
~~ 

392 Sopu Koy 

In house court. 

Grey-white marble double doorstone of type VIA or 
VIIA, top of 1. half remaining; in 1. arch basket. 

Ht. 0.35; width 0.5 r, 0.265 (panels); thickness 0.26; 
letters o.oi75-0.02. 

1ff!11Cf9IOYI i• 1 fL1JTpt fLV~fL1J> [xaptv ?. -]11(--] 

Type suggests last three-quarters of the second, or third 
century AD. 

393 <;avdarhisar 

On Demiroluk road in broad gorge r. of road. 

Double doors tone of type VIA or VI lA; much of surface 
gone; in upper panels of both doors, 1. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, door-ring within 
lozenge. 

Gable fragment of greyish marble doorstone of type VIA 
or VIIA; along archivolt stem tendril. 

Ht. o.r7; width o.r5; thickness o.o5; letters o.o2. 

[ ---]P.o> ~·? [ ---] 

The type belongs to the last three-quarters of the second 
or to the third century AD. 

For this form of filiation at Aezani, see P258b and BMC 
Phrygia 28, no. 33 (Gallienus). 

395 <;erte 

In N. cemetery. 

Bottom fragment of grey-white marble doorstone of 
type VIA or VIB (or V A); the 1. side looks like a normal 
pilaster of type VI rather than a doorpost (which has 
thicker outer mouldings): it bears tightly curled leafed 
tendrils with four-petalled flowers (best compared with 
those ofW6o = P179 and W6r = C3o2), growing out of 
an acanthus bush (similar to W6o); in upper 1. panel 
four-petalled rosette; below, realistic door-ring round 
four-petalled rosette between two ivy leaves, within 
lozenge. 

Ht. 0.50 broken; width 0.72 broken (panels 0-41). PI. 
XXXVI. 

Probably (early) Hadrianic. 

396 <;avdarhisar 

I~ wash-place outside S. edge of village on E. bank of 
nver. 

Grey-white marble double doorstone of type VIA or VIB 
with Syrian gable; two pilasters much broken, 
pediments and panels much worn; pilasters decorated 
with leafed tendrils with ivy leaves (apparently related to 
those of C346 and W76 = P290 of the mid-forties, seep. 
lii, n. I 9); in upper panels of 1. doors, 1. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, schematized door
ring around aspis (obliterated on 1. door) above crossed 
lattice. 
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Ht. 1.36; width 1.47; thickness 0.33 (panels and 
pediments 0.18); letters 0.025. 

MrJVOYEVTJS 'AfLfLLlp yvvEKL fLV~fL'YJS xaptv Kai €avTcjJ ~wv 

Probably mid-forties of second century AD. 
For the family to which M'YJvoy€vTJs may have belonged, 
seep. xxv. 

397 <;avdarhisar 

W. cemetery. 

L. pilaster of doorstone of type VIA or VIs with a 
'Syrian' gable; buried below, broken top and r.; m 
pilaster tendrils as on C346 and C396. 

Width 0.125 (pilaster). 

'Imr[ ---] 

Probably (mid)-forties of second century AD. 

398 <;avdarhisar 

In wall upside down about i mile from village on road 
leading N.E. from oda. 

Left side of grey-white marble doorstone of type VIA or 
VIB (if not V A); on pilaster(?) leafed tendrils, apparently 
not tightly curled, with four-petalled flowers; in upper I. 
panel garland (schematized as on some items of first half 
or middle of Antoninus' reign: W108, W109 = P274, 
Wq8 = P291, C343, C345, C352), with hanging 
ribbons above second garland (?); in middle panel 
garland (as on C26o from first half of Antoninus' reign); 
below, door-ring round five-petalled rosette within 
lozenge (small rosettes in upper and lower corner) above 
'transenna' -like lattice. · 

First half or middle of reign of Antoninus Pius? 

399 <;avdarhisar 

At wash-placeS. of village on r. bank, first bend from W. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type VI? According to 
notebook similar to C438; ordinary leaf and flower 
pattern on pillars and strip over panels; in panels, top I. 
quatrefoil, r. lock; beneath, lozenge and circle; square 
top to panels. Inscription on base of pediment. 

Ht. o.g6 broken; width 0.76; thickness 0.23. 

[--- fLV~fLTJS X11P.LV 

Uncertain date. 

400 <;avdarhisar 

In house wall on I. in lane between river and Roman 
bridge. 

Pilaster of greyish marble doorstone of type VIA or VIs 
with framed pilasters decorated with foliate tendrils 
(related to those on W2oo = C375?). 

Dimensions all judged from below: Ht. o.gs; width 0.13; 
letters 0.02 (?). 

[---]Tlfl\ 

Possibly contemporary with W2oo (late Hadrianic). 
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401 <;avdarhisar 

W. cemetery. 

Middle pilaster of large double doorstone of grey and 
white marble, type VIA or VIB with framed pilasters; 
between the two Syrian archivolts two half-palmettes; 
on impost standing acanthus (?) leaves; on pilasters 
tendril with alternating flowers and leaves. 

Ht. 0.93 (to top ofpedimento.5o; gable till broken 0.43); 
width (pilaster) 0.235, (capital) 0.30; letters o.OI25. 

[ ---]pL 'AaK~.'TJ1TLCl0'T/S Kat M[---] 

Uncertain but probably middle or third quarter of 
second century AD. 

I. 1TaT]p{, fL'T/T]pt? This ends inscription over 1. hand 
arch. 

402 K1rgll 

In a dry well i hr. from Hisarc1k on Kugll road. 

Apparently rectangular stele of grey marble, influenced 
by Aezani type VI (as C403, C467, and C469); lower half 
of archivolt decorated with ivy tendrils; in arch eagle 
(apparently looking over shoulder r.); on moulding 
under arch row of palmettes alternately open and closed; 
in pilasters leafed tendrils of the Aezani type, with 
alternating ivy leaves, poppies, and laterally arranged 
flowers (same tendril as on c439= probably still from 
first half of Antoninus Pi us' reign) growing out of bush 
(similar to that of W87 = C407 from early forties of 
second century); replum with laterally indicated capital 
(popular from Antoninus Pius on, see Wio8); in upper 
panels garland with hanging ribbons (similar to that on 
C3I3f., C340, c343, and C472, from second quarter of 
second century); below, traces of lozenge on top of false 
lattice; letters very neat and regular. 

Ht. I .36 (moulding o. r 6; panel 0.845); width o.83 (panel 
0.53; pillar o.I5); thickness 0.39 (pillar 0.11); letters 
o.o225-o.o275. PI. XXXVI. 

(on arch) 
'AfLfLLOV L [ ---] 

(below arch) 
fLll~fL'T/'> xapLll 

Probably first half or middle of reign of Antoninus Pi us. 

The last surviving letter looks like L1, the initial of 
Ammion's husband or male relative, deceased (cf. the 
eagle). 

403 K1rg1l 

In fountain E. of cemetery. 

White limestone (or marble?) rectangular doorstone 
influenced by type VI (as C402, C467, and C469); on 
archivolt inverted egg-and-dart moulding (cf. C467) 
above stem tendril ending in ivy leaf below; in arch vase 
with two handles from which grow vine tendrils (as in 
C467); on moulding under arch, row of alternately open 
and closed palmettes, very similar to C402 and probably 
older than those of C467; in upper panels of door 
garlands (r. with hanging ivy leaves), above, 1. four
petalled rosettes with ivy leaves among petals (the same 
as on C467), and r. circular keyplate; below, 
schematized door-rings round aspis on top of false 
lattice; the flutings of the pilasters are filled up below; 
letters nicely cut. 

Ht. r.66 (capital 0.38, lintel o. I7, panel o.o6); width o.87 
(pillar 0.145, panel 0.58); thickness 0.39 (pillar o.ro); 
letters 0.0225. PI. XXXVI. 
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( -6-7- ]avos- K.,E Llruw[--- fLT}T?]pt fLV~fLTJS" xa[pt]v ~ 

Probably between C402 and C467, somewhere in the 
middle of Antoninus Pius' reign. 

The first name might be, e.g. [EvTvxt]av6s-, the second 
Ll1J!Lo[a8€v7]S"] (cf. C467), leaving little or no room for the 
name of their (?) mother (cf. the vase.). 

404 
Deleted. 

405 Ktrgtl 

In the cemetery. 

Middle section of white marble doorstone, influenced 
by Aezani type VI; in arch lower part of decoration (vase 
with tendrils (?) or 'basket and spindle' suggested by 
Cullen); pilasters decorated with two entwined stem 
tendrils ending in volute above (cf. C420 from Pazarc1k); 
in upper panels circular keyplate r. connected by thong 
with 1. panel (cf. C484); below, door handle 1., upper 
part of falx vinitoria r.; letters very rough. 

Ht. 0.54 broken; width 0.56 (pillars o.I3); thickness c. 
o.I2 (pillars o.oi5); letters o.o2-o.275. 

Ll/W P-df!-7JS" xaptv 

The tendrils are closely related to those on C420 
(probably first part of last quarter of second century AD), 

and must be more or less contemporary with them: 
probably last quarter of second century AD. 

'No sign of I or anything else before Ll' (Cullen); 
'probably MNHMHC: first letter looks like Tor II but is 
probably flaw: probably very bad M with no sign of 
cross-bar and considerable space after it'. Presumably 
the names of the dedicator and deceased, with the first 
letter of lot<tJ, were inscribed over the arch. 

406 <;avdarhisar 

Standing in field on Hill of Tombs just W. of Y agd1gm 
road. 

W86 = PI57· 

Big double doorstone of white marble of type VIB; 
between the Syrian gables acanthus bush from which 
spring stem(?) tendrils along the sima; under the simas, 
above the middle pilasters and between the two 
archivolts eagle between two small rosettes; in arches, 1. 
mirror, basket with fruit, spindle and distaff, r. lion; 
below the arches garlands with ribbons hanging from 
ox-heads; on pilasters leafed tendrils with alternating 
four-petalled rosettes, laterally arranged flowers, and 
ivy leaves ending in a voluted stem and a half-palmette 
above; in upper panels of 1. door garland with hanging 
ribbons ending in an ivy leaf above an amphora like that 
on the columns of the Zeus temple 1., and a circular 
keyplate r.; below, door-ring around rosette within 
lozenge; in upper panels of r. door plain garlands above 
four-petalled rosette 1. and circular keyplate r. 

Ht. I ·57 (gable o.8o till buried, bottom of gable to 
interim of inscription 0.2I); width 2-48 broken both 
ends (panels 0.46, pillars 0.37); thickness o.63 broken 
(panels o. I 55, pillars o.zo); letters o.o2. PI. XXXVI. 

[?ZEv]ttS" 'Atf>t<tJ yvvatKt yAvKvTaTTJ [/Lv~!LlTJ>'--' 

v. [Z]Ev[tts-] Kai AI}[---] 

Late Hadrianic (see W86). 

I: of [ZEv]tts- written in reverse. 

xaptv 
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407 <;avdarhisar 

E. bank of river some way N. of Roman bridge. 

P166. 

Greyish marble doorstone of type VIB, gable top gone, 
also 1. pilaster, rest in fair preservation; in lower corners 
of gable small four-petalled rosette; in arch eagle (now 
gone); on pilasters two entwined leafed tendrils with 
alternating laterally arranged flowers, pine-cones, and 
poppies springing from an acanthus bush below and 
ending in a half-palmette above; in upper panels (now 
worn oft) two circular objects (rosette and keyplate?); 
below, schematized door-ring round aspis within 
lozenge above crossed lattice. 

Ht. 1.20 till broken; width o.82; thickness 0.33 
(pediment 0.13, panels 0.23); letters 0.025. 

TaTaKO<; Tpa1TT<:J TpocpEi: fLV~fLYJ' xaptv 

The tendrils and the bush from which they sprout are 
slightly older than those of W76 = P290 (mid-forties, 
seep. lii, n.19): probably first half of forties of second 
century AD. 

TamKo<;: see P182 (perhaps the same man) and Ath. 
Mitt. xxv (1900), 409 no. 18 (<;1rc1 <;al Koy, upper 
Tembris valley). The name is not mentioned by Zgusta, 
KP, or by Robert, Noms ind. The names Tam (f.) and 
Tam<; are common in Phrygia and the Pisido-Phrygian 
borderland; Robert, Noms ind., 348, classes them with 
those 'Lallnamen, d'origine indigene, mais que l'on peut 
dire d'apparence internationale, ayant leurs semblables 
ou leurs paralleles en toute langue'. For another possible 
derivative, see H. Hepding, Ath. Mitt. XXXV (1910), 423 
no. 11, Col. II, line 14 TaTavo<; (Pergamum), with Noms 
ind. 109f. 
TpaTTT<p: see p. lx. 
TpocpEi: see p. lxiv •. 

408 Agan 

In washing house, S. of bridge, W. of stream. 

Greyish marble double doorstone of type VIB, broken 
a·.vay in middle, at each top corner, and above; surfaces 
of pediments and panels worn smooth; in top of 1. gable 

omphalos plate; in 1. arch traces of basket with fruit; on 1. 
pilasters entwined tendrils, almost identical with those 
ofW87 = C407, except that there are no half-palmettes 
here. 

Ht. 1.235 (panels o.65); width 1.28 (panels o.4o); 
thickness 0.31 (pediment 0.13, panels 0.22); letters 
0.025-

[?Av]p. Ma>..{wv JN!NJNII [-- ?Kat A]l,.,v>..n lfT)TPtv 
5!5 fLV~fLTj[> xaptv] 

If correct, the pseudo-praenomen would impose a third 
century date for the inscription; but M. Avp. may have 
been meant. The style of the monument suggests a date 
in the middle forties of the second century, which would 
exclude even this, unless the stone were inscribed later 
(as C283). 

[?Av]p. Ma>..twv: Ma>..>..twv in Preisigke, Namenbuch; but 
ApfLaAtwv is possible. 
JN!NJNII: if the punctuation marks (?) are ignored, we 
have v{vvn, a word for grandmother or mother-in-law 
found in Macedonia (LSJ); her name (short) would have 
followed in the missing r. side of the arch; certainly a 
woman was named here (the basket shows it); but on the 
r. arch the name precedes the relationship; hence 
perhaps we have the name Ntwn; cf. Bull. epigr. 1967, 
518 no. 47: Ntvva MEv{aKov (Carpathus; Meniscus is from 
Sardis). 
?Kat A]l,.,v>..n: for this name, see C237 n. 

409 Ilicikviran 

Fountain N. of village. 

Doorstone of type VIB; in top of Syrian gable palmette, 
in lower corners four-petalled rosette; in arch eagle 
looking r. over shoulder; on pilasters leafed tendrils with 
laterally arranged flowers (same as W76 = P290) 
growing out of acanthus bush below (similar to W76 
from mid-forties, seep. lii , n.19); replum with laterally 
indicated capital; in upper panels, 1. rosette on circular 
plate, r. circular keyplate with raised border; below, 
schematized door-ring within lozenge; letters irregular. 
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Ht. 1.27; width 0.76; letters o.oi5-o.o25. PI. XXXVI. 

'AvT{1Tas Kat M7Jv6r/JLAos MTJTpor/JavTI 
aOEAr/Jcp f.LV~f.LT'JS" xapLv 

Probably mid-forties of second century AD. 

For names ending in -as, seep. lxii. 

410 Tepecik (Afyon 31 Id) 

In wash-house. 

Double doorstone of grey-white marble (type VIB) with 
single gable; in top of gable palmette on top of double 
leaf, from which spring ivy tendrils; in arches, I. basket 
with fruit, r. eagle looking 1.; on pilasters leafed tendrils 
with laterally arranged flowers related to those of W76 
= P290, C34If., C409, and P29I, growing out of small 
bush, apparently similar to WI97 = C35I; in upper 
panels, I. rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, 
schematized door-ring within lozenge, above 
'transenna' -type lattice related to C398 and W 32; 
lettering very much worn. 

Ht. 1.28, 0-42 (gable), o. 77 (panels); width 1. I 8, o. I I 
(pillars), 0.37 (panels), thickness 0.37, O.I2 (panels); 
letters o.oi25. 

(left) 
(right) 

For text see fig. 
[---]p f..l.TJ[V.?]Tpt f.LV~f..l.TJS" 

Related flowers belong to first half of reign of Antoninus 
Pius, bush to middle, lattice to first half or middle of 
reign. 

The I. hand side seems to end ~WaTJ; no trace of xapLv 
anywhere. 

41 I Y almzsaray 

In open place; origin unknown. 

Greyish marble doorstone of type VIB, pediment and 
upper parts hacked; in top of Syrian gable basket with 
fruit; on pilasters partly leaved tendrils (only the main 
stem is foliate) with alternating laterally arranged 
flowers and poppies(?) ending in half-palmette above; in 
lower panels schematized door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. 1.60 broken (pediment 0.305; panels exterior o. I 77 
broken, interior 0.59 broken); width I .06 (pediment 
o.6I;. panels exterior o.83, interior 0.4I); thickness 0.35 
(pediment O.I7, panels exterior o.I75, interior o.o6); 
letters o.oi5-o.o225. PI. XXXVII. 

'Ar/JLas Kat TaTas Kat Kvp{AAa f..l.TJTpt 'A1T1TTJ Kat 1TaTpt 
TaTg. ~cim f.LV{as xapLv ETOVS a( 

Year 260: AD 229-30 (Actian era) or I 7 5-6 (Sullan). The 
partly leaved tendrils of this stone (compare also W I 98 
= P2o I and C420) were apparently the link between the 
older tendrils, where all stems were foliate, and the 
degenerated forms from the last quarter of the second 
century, where the bare smaller stems have developed 
into some kind of long sepal (W82 = PI7I, C359); the 
era used on this stone was the Sullan one, the prevalent 
dating scheme in the upper Tembris valley; the stone 
was exported in antiquity to the N.W. part of the upper 
Tembris valley where it was found. 

The nomenclature is banal. 
~cim: presumably for ~waL rather than ~wvn; otherwise 
one would expect some sharper distinction to be drawn 
between mother (dead: f.LV~f..l.TJS" xapLv) and father (living). 
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412 Agan 

Double doorstone of type VIB; in top of gable 
apparently omphalos-plate; in arches, 1. basket with 
fruit, r. probably eagle; on pilasters ivy tendrils growing 
out of an acanthus bush (as on W77 from later forties, p. 
lii, n.I9, whereas the ivy tendrils later had different 
bushes below); inscription on arches obliterated. 

Ht. L4S (panels o.74s); width LS4 (panels o.46s); 
thickness 0.34 smooth below (panels o.I8). 

Probably somewhere in middle of second century AD. 

413 Sopu Koy 

Cemetery. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type VIB; in top of 
Syrian gable cantharus from which spring two ivy 
tendrils ending in a voluted stem (cf. C3SS from third 
quarter of second century AD); in lower corners a 
dolphin; on pilasters ivy tendril growing out of acanthus 
bush (as on C4I2); in upper panels, 1. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, schematized door
ring within lozenge on top of crossed lattice. 

Ht. I .48 (gable o.23s vertical, o.so pitched, panel to base 
of gable o.2IS); width 0.92 (base of pilasters 0.20, 
pilasters to panel o.IOS, panel 0.29); thickness 0.31. 

Llaa1Js- 'AaKA1J7TLaa71 a.a€>..rf>ciJ ~LV~~L[1J> x]a
pLv 

Probably middle of second century AD. 

414 Y enicearmutcuk 

Fountain. 

Grey marble double doorstone of type VIB; between the 
two Syrian gables, bust of a man (with beard?); in top of 
gables flower between leaves; in arches 1. basket with 
fruit, r. eagle looking 1. over shoulder; on pilasters laurel 
garlands with ribbons; in upper panels of doors 1. four
petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, schematized 
door-ring around aspis within lozenge. 

Ht. I .20; width I .o6; thickness (panels) 0. I Is; letters 
o.OIS. PI. XXXVII. 

The decoration of the pilasters seems to be taken from 
the soffits of the temple (see Naumann, Zeustempel 24 
fig. I I, PI. ss). Possibly middle of second century AD. 

According to Pape-Benseler the name A€a{Jws- occurs at 
Cyme and Thyatira, as well as in Athens and the 
Peloponnese and on the island of Lesbos itself; cf. 
Aw{J{a at Silandus in N.W. Lydia, Epig. Anat. v (I98s), 
63 no. 17; one of the few Aezanitans attested abroad is 
found at Mytilene: IG XII 2, 242; see p.xxiii. 
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415 Hac1 Mahmut 

In a cowshed. 

Double doorstone of type VIB; sima of Syrian gable 
decorated with palmettes; in top of 1. gable big foliate 
palmette (probably similar to c443 from early third 
quarter of second century AD); on imposts leaf motive (as 
on c443 ?); on pilasters entwined leafed tendrils, from 
whose crossing points hang alternating laterally 
arranged flowers and poppies (best compared with 
P23o). 

Ht. 1.53; width 1.42; thickness 0.30; panels o.8o by 0-46; 
letters 0.02. 

Ll L07Ttd~7]~[- - -] 

The double leaf motive on the sima above the middle 
pilaster looks related to those on the frieze and sima of 
the second phase of the Propylaea to the temple of Zeus, 
built not long after the middle of the second century AD 

(see Naumann, Zeustempel 74f., PI. 67 b and d); thus 
probably third quarter of the second century. 

The copy has LIIOIIEIIIHN u-. 

/: 
;/ 

416 <;avdarhisar 

In cart shed under first floor of house on 1. bank near big 
wash-place below bridges. 

Double doorstone of grey-white marble of type VIB, 
broken on 1. and slightly on r., top broken; between the 
two Syrian gables, wreath; r. of r. gable big dolphin; in 
top of r. gable comb, mirror, and basket with fruit; 
between the two archivolts ivy leaf; in 1. arch traces of 
lion with something (ox-head?) between front paws; on 
imposts acanthus leaves (apparently similar to W79 = 
P159); under arches garlands with ribbons hanging from 
ox-heads (look similar to W1 r8 = P199, dated by a 
portrait to the later third quarter of the second century 
AD); on middle pilaster leafed tendril with alternating 
four-petalled flowers and poppies; these are no longer 
connected with the normal curled stem, but hang down 

on another leafed stem in the middle of ea(;h curl, no 
doubt under the influence of the entwined tendrils on 
e.g. W87 = C407, P230, and C415; in upper panels of r. 
door, 1. six-petalled rosette, r. keyplate in high relief. 

Ht. 1.63 top broken, bottom buried (panels 0.50; top of 
panel to bottom of gable 0.3 I; bottom of gable to upper 
edge of arch 0.41; upper edge of arch to top of 
monument 0.41); width 1.49 both sides broken (panel 
o.5o); thickness, pillars 0.29, panels 0.20; letters 0.025. 

[o O€iva v€wKo]pos- t' Tov Lids €avTcjj 'wv Kai 'EMvvv 
OvyaTpi 'wav0 

Probably third quarter of second century AD. 

V€WKo1poS" t': Seep. XXX. 

'EMvv: see p. lx. 

417 <;avdarhisar 

Washing place outsideS. edge of village on E. bank of 
nver. 

Greyish marble double doorstone of type VIB with 
Syrian gables; two pilasters much broken and pediments 
and panels much worn; the panels do not fill their due 
space at sides; such panels as there are are sunk neatly 
enough but are disproportionately small in shallow 
relief. All smooth above top panels, but probably 
pediments have been scooped smooth since then; on 
pilasters leafed tendrils with ivy leaves instead of 
flowers, growing out of huge acanthus bush below; in 
upper panels of doors, 1. flower, r. circular keyplate; 
below, door-rings (?) in lozenge, on crossed lattice; 
inscription clear. 
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Ht. 1.36 (centre of pediments 0.26); width I. 14 (bottom 
to panels o.o2, panels o.6I, panels to where bottom of 
centre pediment should be, o. I 9); thickness 0.32 (panels 
and pediment O.I8); letters 0.02. 

MTJVOYEVTJS AfLfLtcp YVVEKL fLV~fLTJS xaptv Kat €avTcjl ~wv 

The acanthus bush of the tendrils looks very like that on 
WI98 = P2oi, whose acanthus leaves on the imposts 
and entwined foliate tendrils on the middle pilaster are 
at least ten years later than the corresponding elements 
of W79 = C348; their thick forms already suggest the 
decoration of the last quarter of the second century AD 

and point towards a date in the later third quarter; this 
date of W I 98 is corroborated by the tightly curled, only 
partially leaved tendrils on the side pilaster, which are 
related to those of C4I I (AD I75-6). 
MTJvoyivTJs: for this name at Aezani, see p. lx, 

418 <;avdarhisar 

In court in wall leading from oda to bridge. 

Grey and white double doorstone of type VIB with 
Syrian gable; all except peaks of pediments in good 
preservation; bottom panels buried; no trace of 
inscription; in top of r. gable rosette; between archivolts 
ivy leaf; acanthus leaves on imposts; on central pilaster 
two entwined leafed tendrils whose stems form the petal 
of a hanging flower (a little earlier than those of W82 = 
PI7I) ending in half-palmettes above; on r. pilaster 
leafed tendril with big flowers and leaves, ending in half
palmette above; in upper panels of doors, I. whorled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate with raised border; below, 
four-petalled rosettes. 

Ht. I. 7 5 buried (probably 2. I 3); from top to upper edge 
of panel 1.03; upper half of panel 0.55; width 2.I8 
(panels 0.50 ); thickness 0.35 (panels o. I 5, pillars 0.25). 

The tendrils of the central pilaster belong between those 
of P230 (third quarter of second century) and those of 
C423 = W92 (last quarter): probably early last quarter 
of second century. 

/ 

/ // 

// / 
// 

/// 
~/ / 

/ 
/ / 

•'~1-~J 

Cemetery 20 mins. from <;avdarhisar on Viranc1k road. 

Upper I. corner of grey-white marble doorstone of type 
VIB with Syrian gable; in I. lower corner of gable a 
dolphin; on I. pilaster vine tendril. 

Ht. o.65 broken; width 0.26 broken (pillar o.I8); 
thickness 0.29 broken (pillar O.I7); letters o.o2-o.0225. 

'A7T(o).\.\wvt[os or -STJs] 

The tendril evidently belongs between the rich tendrils 
of W I04 = PI36a (third quarter of second century AD), 

and those ofW9o = P205, W9I, WI54 = P224, which 
are dated to the third or fourth quarter of the second 
century. 

420 Pazarctk 

In house yard by oda. 

L. side of greyish marble double doorstone of type VIs; 
contents of panels, pediment, and gable all battered; on 
I. pilaster only partly leafed tendril (related to W I 98 = 
P2o r, third quarter of second century AD); on pilaster 
two entwined stem (?) tendrils, voluted above, and 
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provided with alternating grapes and vine leaves; in 
upper panels of door two worn circular objects (rosette 
and keyplate?); in central panels, l. stylus case(?), r. open 
volumen; below, schematized door-ring within an aspis. 

Ht. 1.62 (panels, exterior o.8o; interior o.68s; pediment 
0.24); width 0.92 ~panels, exterior 0.53; interior 0.3 r; 
~edti?ent o.so); thtckness 0.375 (panels, exterior o.r25, 
mtenor 0.075); letters o.or2s-o.o25. Pl. XXXVII. 

[-]11o..\vxap7JS ~WVTES Kat MafHas ~avToi's f-LVE{f-t1JS xa[ptv] 

The tendril decoration of the middle pilasters must date 
from a period when the original scheme of the entwined 
tendrils was changed (cf. P230 and C4r8) and vine 
tendrils were already popular (for the first time at Aezani 
with C466 and Wro4 = Pr36a); the introduction of 
grapes on the l. pilaster is also new. Probably first part of 
last quarter of second century AD (or end of third 
quarter). 

The inscription impossibly suggests that this is a triple 
doorstone; but the mason garbled the order of the 
words. For the name 11o..\vxap7JS see p. lxii, and for 
Ma8£as, C430 n. 

421 Cavdarhisar 

L. bank of river below cami bridge. 

Wro2 = P282 (in part). 

Triple doorstone of type VIB, top slightly broken 
complete at sides; in top of Syrian gables from l. to r: 
double four-petalled rosette, whorl, pointed four
petalled rosette; in arches l. basket, r. eagle looking l. 
over shoulder; on imposts palmettes (still related to 
those on Wro8 and Wro9 = P274); on outer pilasters 
ivy tendrils growing out of acanthus bush below· on two 
inner pilasters wholly foliate tendrils (apparen~ly later 
than, but still related to, those on C4r8) springing from 
acanthus bush below; in upper panels of doors l. four
petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate with raised border; 
below, schematized door-ring within lozenge above 
huge crossed lattice. 

Ht. 1.40 (capitals o.o8, moulding above panels o.o6); 
width 2.or (outer pilasters o.r9, inner pilasters o.r7, 
panels o.6os); thickness 0-40; letters o.o2-o.025. 

'0 ' 8 ' X \ ~ ' ' ' ' ' V1)Utf-LOS" vyaTpL EIIEtOOVt f-LV1Jf-t1)S xaptv Kat yvvatKt 
Zwnwn v. Kat €avnjl ~wvn v. v 

Last quarter of the second century AD. 

XEAEtoovt: the name occurs on a Jewish or Christian 
inscription of Laodicea Catacecaumene: Ath. Mitt. xm 
(r88~), 260 no. 83, cf. MAMA 1, ror; vrr, 31 and 85 
(Chnstian); in the territory of Dorylaeum: MAMA v, 
r 54; at N acolea: 267; and at Emir Dag near Afyon: Bull. 
epigr. 1968, 523 no. 526. 

422 Yalmzsaray 

Grey marble doorstone of type VIB; in lower corners of 
gable, rosettes; in arch eagle looking r. over shoulder; on 
pilaster same kind of leafed tendrils as those on W82 = 
PI7r (outer pilasters) and C359, both from last quarter 
of second century AD; in upper panels, l. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, schematized door
ring round aspis within lozenge. 
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Ht. 1.49 (pediment 0.23, panels 0.74); width o.8I 
(pediment 0.38, panels 0.43); thickness 0.3 I (pediment 
o.Io, panels o.I25); letters o.oi5-o.025. PI. XXXVII. 

Llwvvaws- Kat Ovpavuls- (j}Eor/11!- v[cp Kai 'A7T7T7JS" Kaiv 
'Ov~aLfLO-

S" 

Kat Fpa7TTOS" aOEArfocp fLV~fL7JS" xaptv 

Last quarter of second century AD; made either at Aezani 
or by sculptors from there. 

(j}wrfoq., Fpa7TTos-: for masculine names ending in -as-, and 
for those implying an interest in literacy, see pp.lxii., 
lx, 

423 <;avdarhisar 

In wash-house by bridge. 

PI70. 

White and blue marble double doorstone of type VIB; on 
pilasters ivy tendrils growing out of completely 
schematized bush (same pattern as 'flowers' of tendrils 
on central pilasters of W82 = PI 7 I, last quarter of the 
second century AD); in upper panels l. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; in lower panels door-ring in 
a lozenge; inscribed area worn away nearly smooth and 
much broken. 

Ht. 1. Io; width 1.28; thickness 0.38 (panel o. 11); letters 
0.025-

</J{AwKos- Eav[T]cp 'ciw 'AfLtOV 
Kj [ .. ]'AfLL<f (fLV~fLTJS") xaptv 

Towards the end of last quarter of second century AD (cf. 
W92 notes). 

Cox indicated space for five letters after LlAMA and two 
after KE. 
For naines beginning LlafLaA- see Robert, Noms ind. 6o 
n.I; but note LlafLa,wv at Heraclea (MAMA VI, I42); or 
we might have LlafLii- [dvopi] or LlafLa[/..?1 v[cp]: cf. PI69. 

424 Agan 

In lane beside river, E. of it, on N.E. edge of village. 

Solid single doorstone of greyish marble of type VIB, 
well preserved except bottoms of columns and worn 
panels; in top of Syrian gable palmette from which 
springs (on each side) a short-stemmed ivy leaf; in lower 
corners a dolphin; in arch lion marching l.; on pilasters 
leafed tendril with huge laterally arranged flowers (same 
as on w93 = PI22 from the third century AD) filling the 
whole panel; replum with wide, only laterally indicated 
capitals and bases; in upper panels l. stilus-case and 
worn round object (rosette?), r. circular keyplate above 
closed diptych; below, lozenges apparently with worn 
door-rings; inscription firm and regular. 

Ht. r .65 (panels o.86); width 0.91 (panels 0.545); 
thickness 0.385 (panels o.r65, pediment o.I25); letters 
o.o25-o.o275· 

'ATE{fL7JTOS" Ew'OfLEV<tJ TEKV<f! yAvKVTUT<f! fLV~fL7JS" 
xaptv 

Third century AD. 

For 'ATE{fL7JTOS" cf. C23o; the son of M. E7JaTvAAws
fi{voapos- on an inscription probably from the upper 
Tembris valley also has this name, discussed by T. 
Drew-Bear, REA LXXXIV (1980), I8I. The name is 
abundantly attested (Bull. epigr. I94I, 265 no. I59). 
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425 Hac1 Mahmut 

In cowshed. 

Grey-white marble double doorstone of type VIB, 
letters and carving well cut; in both arches of Syrian 
gables lion (marching to 1.) with ox-head; on oute.r 
pilasters vine tendrils, on middle pilaster leafed ten~nl 
with big, laterally arranged flowers (as on C424) endmg 
in half-palmette above; in upper panels of door, 1. 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, lozenge with 
schematized door-ring. 

Ht. 1.24; width 1.27; thickness 0.38 (panels o. I 25); 
letters 0.027 5. 

[---h 'A7T7T~ alJEAr/>0 Kat V. 'A7T7T~ 7TaTpt Kat 'Av8ovaa 
JKvpcjJ J.'V~J.'TJS xaptv 

Third century AD. 

The dedicator honours 'A7T7T(is his brother and 'A7Tmis his 
father, and 'Av8ovaa (wife of the dedicator, presumably) 
honours her father-in-law. 'A7T7T(is, though not unknown 
in other parts of Asia Minor, is a 'Lallname' very 
widespread in Phrygia: see Zgusta, KP s.v., and Robert, 
Noms ind. 348. 
JKvp6s: epic for 7TEv8Ep6s; see on Sa~p, C387 n. In this 
region certain relationships by marriage seem to have 
been important enough to require the revival of archaic 
terms, even if, as with JKvp6s, a prose equivalent existed. 

426 Hae1 Kebir 

N. end of village. 

White marble doors tone of type VIB; in arch basket with 
wool; on 1. pilaster tightly curled tendril with four
petalled flowers? In door panels, above 1., four-petalled 
rosette, r., circular keyplate; below, door-ring within 
lozenge. 

Ht. 1.18 (panels 0.56); width o.7I (panels 0.37); 
thickness 0.28. 

Tvpawos E7T[---] 

If the pilaster decoration is correctly identified, the stone 
probably still belongs to the Hadrianic period. 

Tvpawos: for other examples see index and cf. Tvpavos 
which occurs on an unpublished inscription in Kiitahya 
Museum; on the name, see J. Labarbe, Ant. Class. XL 

(I97 I), 47Iff., but with the observations ofRobert, Bull. 
epigr. I973. 79f. no. 95, who comment that it is 'repandu 
clans tout l'Empire', and is no evidence for the servile 
status of its bearer. 
The copy shows the inscription nearly half complete; if 
the last WOrds in it were J.'V~J.'TJS xaptv, the feminine name 
(cf. the basket in the pediment) of which two letters 
survive must have been a very short one. 
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427 Cavdarhisar 

In court in N.E. of village near old cami (oda) very near r. 
bank. 

Grey-white marble doorstone top of type VIB; in top of 
Syrian gable vase (cantharus?) from which spring short 
stem tendrils (best compared with those of the 
Hadrianic and/or early Antonine W99 = C438 and 
W 20I, see p. liii, n.22); in lower corners a dolphin. 

Ht. 0.66 broken; width o. 76; thickness 0.34; letters 0.02. 

K"AavOLavos C/Jq.E{vcp Kat El8apcp J.'VE{as xaptv 

Possibly Hadrianic or (early) Antonine. 

El8apcp for 'I8apcp, which _received comment from 
Robert, Noms ind. 45ff., cf. Et. epigr. I65; it is derived 
from a rare adjective meaning 'clear', a suitable match 
for C/JaEi:vos, shining: see p.lxii. 
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428 Arslanapa 

Outside cemetery. 

Grey marble doorstone of type VIB; upper panels and I. 
pilaster defaced; r. pilaster broken; on top of Syrian 
gable cantharus from each side of which springs a short 
stem ending in two ivy leaves (as on W201); in arch lion 
and lioness on ox-head; stem tendril above door frame; 
tendrils with at least one flower on pilasters; in lower 
panels schematized door-ring round aspis within 
lozenge. 

Ht. 1.96 (pediment 0.32, panels 0.79); width 0.97 
(pediment 0.57, panels 0.395); thickness 0.33 (pediment 
0.125, panels 0.16 + o.o6); letters o.o18-o.025. PI. 
XXXVII. 

EvpTOS ~aVTijJ 'WII Kat Tan avv~{c.p fJ-V~fl-TJ' xapw 
Tvpawo,; Kat Tpor/JtfJ-O' oi vioi y[o]vEl1at 

Possibly late Hadrianic or Antonine (decoration on top 
of gable). 

EvpTas: perhaps a form of 'EopTiis, connected with 
'EopTTJ, 'EopnKo,;: see Robert, Noms ind. 284 for other 
related names. 
~avT<jJ: this spelling is not infrequent: see index. 

429 <;avdarhisar 

By main road 35 minutes' araba-trotting S. of village. 

Top of grey and white marble doors tone of type VIB; on 
sima alternating open and closed palmettes (without 
central leaf); in top of Syrian gable big foliate palmette 
from which spring leafed stems; in arch eagle looking 
over r. shoulder and basket; under arch garlands 
hanging from ox-heads. 

Ht. 1.07 broken; width 1.01; thickness 0.24 (pediment 
o.2o); letters (l.1) 0.02, (!.2) 0.01. Pl. XXXVIII. 

'AaKA1Jm6.S1J' Kat 'E7TLKTTJTO,; oi viol. M£v£KAfl 7TaTptv 

fl-ll~fl-TJ' xaptv 
Kat 'A7T7T?J fLTJTP.f mc{l[av] 

Uncertain, but the sima palmettes are probably later 
than those of the late Hadrianic W99, whereas the 
decoration in top of gable might be somewhat older than 
that of C443 (early third quarter of second century AD). 
This might point to a date under Antoninus Pius (even 
to the first half of his reign). 

2. The end of the line is damaged. The last 3 letters 
of fl-TJTp{ are recognisable, followed by a lacuna, 
then the top of a curved letter, assumed in this 
restoration to be omega; it is noteworthy that the 
mother's name should have been entered as an 
afterthought when she was still living. 

430 Y almzsaray 

Grey marble doorstone of type VIB, broken on r. side; 
on top of a Syrian gable cantharus from each side of 
which springs ivy tendril (as on middle Antonine C41 3); 
in lower 1. corner four-petalled rosette; in arch lion with 
front paws on ox-head(?); leaf motive on imposts; below 
each, garlands hanging from ox-heads; on pilasters 
leafed tendril, springing from acanthus bush below, 
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with alternating laterally arranged flowers, ivy leaves, 
and poppies; W88 (Antonine) and C4I I are roughly 
comparable; in upper panels of door, 1. plough, r. 
circular keyplate with raised border; below, door-ring in 
lozenge on top of huge lattice. 

Ht. 1.49 (pediment 0.23, panels 0.45); width 0.93 
(pediment 0.46, panels 0.3 IS); thickness 0.20 (pediment 
o.I2, panels o.I2 & o.o7); letters o.ois-o.025. PI. 
XXXVIII. 

Mryvo1>as Kat Tp61>t~fo~ Kat Ma8£as Kat Nava<; TaT[nv 
fJ.TJTpt Kat?] 

7TaTpt !1fTJ[v]~ fJ.V~fJ.TJS xaptv 

Some features seem to point to a date in the middle of the 
second century AD, but the decoration looks very 
stylized (see the cantharus and acanthus bush), while the 
huge lattice is uncommon before the later second 
century: perhaps then somewhere in the second half of 
the century; the monument could have been finished 
locally or it might be a local imitation. 

M7Jvo1>as, Navcis, MTJ[v]~: for names ending -ris, seep. lxii; 
the initial letter of the last name is unclear: 'might be 
irregular M', Camerbn. 
Ma8£as: perhaps Jewish. The name also occurs in C420 
and at <;::ay1rba~1 in the upper Tembris valley, JRS XVIII 

(I928), 26 no. 239, where Ma8£os is also found: see M. 
Waelkens, Actes du vne Congres int. d'Epigr. gr. et lat. 
(Constantza 9-I5 Sept. I977 (Bucure~ti-Paris I979), 
116f. on Paris, Mus. du Louvre inv. no. MND 421. 
Ma8£a occurs at Laodicea Catacecaumene, MAMA VII, 

I2, MaBa and MaBos on the central plateau (MA1VIA VII, 

5 IO and 350). This Phrygian distribution may suggest a 

native rather than a Jewish origin for the names in M aB-; 
but on Ma8{os Waelkens writes that 'la presence de juifs 
clans la region ... pourrait etre une indication que Ma8£os 
etait juif aussi', and we may be dealing, as Robert 
suggested, Hell. XI-XII (I 960 ), 4I I, with 'une rencontre 
d'un nom indigene et d'un nom juif'. 
It is not clear why the mother was named first; if she died 
before her husband he might have been expected to put 
up the monument. 

431 Agan 

Greyish marble doors tone of type VIs, smooth below; in 
top of gables omphalos-plate; in arches, 1. probably 
basket, r. probably eagle; on pilasters ivy tendrils 
growing out of acanthus bush(?) below; in lower panels 
of door traces of lozenges; inscription gone. 

Ht. 1.23 (pediment O.II, panels 0.745); width 1.54 
(panels 0-465, pilasters O.I45); thickness 0.345 (panels 
0. I 8). 

Probably Antoninus Pius onward (pilaster decoration). 

432 <;avdarhisar 

Inside field wall on lane between S.E. quarter and river. 

Greyish marble doorstone top of type VIs; in top of 
gable cantharus from which spring ivy tendrils ending in 
a flower; above cantharus a pine-cone; in lower corners a 
dolphin. 

Ht. 0.325; width 0.54; thickness o.I8; letters 0.03. PI. 
XXXVIII. 

[ ---]IH dv8pt fJ.V~fJ.[TJ> xaptv] 

Probably middle or second half of second century AD 

(gable decoration). 
]IT}: a masculine name ending in -fj (dative)? 

433 Tav~anh 

In road on W. edge of town, brought there from 
fountain, and originally from Aezani, according to 
supervisor of transport. 

Grey marble doorstone of type VIB, broken bottom r., 
and inscription, once deep, now worn; simas decorated 
with palmette; in lower corner rosettes; under sima row 
of dentils; in arch of Syrian gable tabula ansata 
(inscribed); on imposts leaf motive; under arch, garland 
hanging from ox-heads; pilasters decorated with foliate 
(?) tendrils growing out of big bush below; replum with 
simple capital; in upper panels of door, 1. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, door-ring round 
asp1s. 
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Ht. r.76 (0.95 capital, o.8I shaft, 0.7I panels); width 
r. IO (capital), r.o7 (shaft), o. 72 pediment, o. 7 I panels; 
thickness 0.35 (o.2I pediment, O.I8 exterior of panels, 
o.I75 interior); letters o.OI75 -0.02. PI. XXXVIII. 

'AvnKA~S' 'Ap
TEJuDwpf.tJ d
DEAcpcp JLV~
JL1)S' xapLV 

Uncertain, but general style and decoration seem to 
point towards the second half of the second century AD. 

434 Y enicearmutcuk 

In stream. 

Grey marble doorstone of type VIB, good preservation, 
elegant workmanship; in top of Syrian gable omphalos
plate; in lower corners a dolphin; in arch mirror and 
eagle looking r. over shoulder; on pilasters leafed 
tendrils with flowers(?) ending in half-palmette above; 
replum with capital; in upper panels, I. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, door-ring. 

Ht. r.76; width I.I3; thickness 0.35; letters o.o275· PI. 
XXXVIII. 

[-c.7-]ctJ 7TaTpt K,\a(S)a{ctJ Kat iMq. JL1)Tpt TpocptJL'Dv 
JLV~JL1)S' xapLV 

Uncertain but probably middle or second half of second 
century AD. 

T]0 or i8t1ctJ? If the mother alone were qualified as 'rows', 
it would suggest that the father had married for a second 
time. 

K,\a,\a{ctJ lapis: there is no hesitation in the copy and the 
photograph confirms it. A K,\O.SawS' is known at 
Aphrodisias (MAMA VIII, 56o); perhaps the lapicide 
neglected to cut the horizontal stroke of Ll. For K,\O.SoS', 
KAa.SwS', KA.aMwv, see Robert, Noms ind. 27I, with 
further references; Bull. epigr. I969, 5I8 no. 567 
(Pessinus); I972, 443 no. 357, and seep. lxii. 
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435 Cavdarhisar 

On S. Demiroluk road among sarcophagi and large 
buried doorstones (about± hr. from village). 

Greyish marble double doorstone of type VIB, much 
weathered, practically all buried; simas with alternating 
open and closed palmettes; between Syrian gables 
Medusa-head; in top of gables, in round recess between 
ivy tendrils, I. owl, r. eagle looking 1.; in both arches 
apparently lion on bull; egg-and-dart moulding on 
archivolt; imposts decorated with standing leaves; under 
arches garlands hanging from ox-heads. 

Ht. 1.53 (panel 0.74, owl o.I225); width r.63 broken 
(o:83 to halfway), (panel 0.55, pilaster o.I3, owl o.Io5); 
th1ckness o. I 5 till buried (pediment o. I4). PI. 
XXXVIII. 

AMI\A'(fTJQ JL1):[pt JLV~]1f1)[S'] xapLV Kat 7TaTpt ~WVTL 

The monument seems to be a later version of W I o I 
P272 (third quarter of second century AD). 
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Cox's original copy reads as above; the squeeze shows a 
gap between A and Y, but there is barely enough room 
for A[vp.] J¥fvp·dcp and the style of the carving favours a 
date before AD 212. 

436 Hac1 Kebir-Susuzkaya 

In fountain 200 yards (c. r83 m.) S. of road. 

Tall bluish-white marble doorstone of type VIB; in 
lower corners of Syrian gable, dolphin; the recessed 
panel of the pilasters is plain; in upper panels of door, I. 
four-petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate; in lower 
panels schematized door-ring within lozenge; inscrip
tion illegible. 

Ht. r.s8; width r.o8; thickness 0.35 (panels o.o6s-o.o8 
deep; pillars 0.13 more). 

Uncertain, but type suggests second century (Hadrian 
onwards) or third. 

437 HaCl Kebir 

In dry fountain on far side of village. 

Double doorstone of bluish-white marble: type VIh btit 
made by a local sculptor; on top of Syrian gable, I. a falx 
vinitoria, r. mirror; in arches, I. eagle looking r., r. basket 
with fruit. On outer pilasters ivy tendrils, on central 
pilaster vine tendril; in upper panels of I. door, I. circular 
plate, r. round keyplate; below, two halves of lozenge 
(fitting each other), with central boss in each; in upper 
panels of r. door, I. comb, r. circular keyplate; below, 
boss in lozenge. 

Ht. 1.23 (panels o.s6; 0.78 to top of pediment); width 
I.IS; thickness 0.26 (panels 0.09 deep). PI. XXXIX. 

Avp. 'AfLtavo> KaAL07TTJ avfL{Jtcp aEfLVTJ fLV~fLTJS' 
Kat aEaVT<jJ 'WV xaptv 

Degeneration of decoration in lower panels of I. door 
points towards a date in the later third century; and this 
is consistent with the use of the pseudo-praenomen 
Aurelius. 

For the falx vinitoria, see pp. xlix and xxi n. r 5. 
r. aifLvn: a characteristic adjective for a woman, cf. 

awcppwv: see Robert, Hell. XIII (I96s), 222, 227f. 
2. aEavT<jJ: 'Due to sibi; cf. Keil-Premerstein, Zweiter 

Bericht 139 no. 26r; the reverse-3rd for 2nd or 
rst-is known (as in Slavonic languages, e.g. 
Czech, today).' (Cullen). 

438 <;avdarhisar 

Wash place above bridges. 

W99 = P257. 

Grey-white marble double doorstone of type VIB with 
framed pilasters; sima decorated with isolated 
palmettes; in top of Syrian gable palmette from which 
spring short stem tendrils; in lower corners dolphins; in 
gable eagle looking I. (now gone); palmettes on imposts 
and on moulding under arch; on pilasters leafed, 
relatively tightly curled tendrils with alternating four
petalled and laterally displayed flowers growing out of 
acanthus bush below; ivy tendrils on replum; in upper 
panels of door, I. whorled rosette, r. circular keyplate 
with raised border; below, door-ring within lozenge 
above pelta with bird-heads. 

'Hpiis 'Hpa TpocpLfLOS' o Kat vEwKopo> lf'tTT~[K]cj> l8tcpv 
BpmT<jJ fLV~fLTJS' xaptv 

Late Hadrianic (see W 103); the tendrils suggest 
probably not before the middle of the reign (see type 
VA). 

'Hpa>: 'HpaafJ [K]a[t] TpocptfLOS' LW; cf. C286, and for 
names ending in -a>, seep. lxii. 
TpocpLfLOS', 8pmT<jJ lf'tTT~[K]cj>: seep. lxv . The p of 8pmT<jJ 
is written backwards. 
vEwKopo>: see p. xxx . 
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439 Tav~anh 

In the fountain. 

Large grey marble doorstone of type VIB with framed 
pilasters; white-washed; no trace of inscription; on top 
of a Syrian gable crater from which spring ivy tendrils 
(apparently to be placed between the late 
Hadrianic-early Antonine W201 and C413 from the 
middle of the second century AD); in lower corners four
petalled rosette; in arch eagle looking I. over shoulder; 
foliate palmettes (?) on imposts; in pilasters leafed 
tendrils with alternating ivy leaves, poppies, and 
laterally arranged flowers (elements very popular in the 
early Antonine period: see, e.g., C28o, C287, C3 14, 
c342, P29I, WI95 = P200 (late Hadrianic)); replum 
with capital; in upper panels of door, garlands above, I. 
four-petalled rosette and r. circular keyplate; below, 
schematized door-ring within lozenge upon lattice. 

Ht. 2.06 (pediment 0.3 r, panels 0.98); width r. 13 
(pediment 0.72, panels 0.53); thickness 0.31 (pediment 
o. 14, panels o.o9). PI. XXXIX. 

Probably first half of Antoninus Pius' reign. 
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440 Tav~anh 

(In the house of) Habib Zade Mehmet. 

Large grey marble doorstone of type VIB with framed 
pilasters; well preserved; slightly broken on l. of 
pediment and on top l. panel at l. bottom corner; sima 
decorated with palmettes; in top of Syrian gable, 
cantharus from which spring vine tendrils; in lower 
corners beautifully carved dolphins; apparently foliate 
palmettes on imposts, and palmettes on moulding under 
arch; in arch lion, probably on ox-head; in pilasters 
leafed tendrils with flowers and rich foliage (cf. W196, 
C320, C323, and P2o6 from first half of reign of 
Antoninus Pi us) growing out of an acanthus bush below; 
in upper panels of door, l. four-petalled rosette, r. raised 
circular keyplate (as on a number of doorstones of the 
late Hadrianic and Antonine period); below, 
schematized door-ring round aspis. 

Ht. 2.30 (pediment 0.43, panels 1.10); width 1.28 
(pediment 0.28, panels 0.555); thickness (buried) 0.25 
(pediment), 0.225 (panels, sunk 0.145); letters 
o.o25-o.35· Pl. XXXIX. 

Tanov MTJTpoowp~ dvopi Kai M7]Tp6owpoc; 
Ll wvvawc; KUL 

T KEawc; oi vioi 7TaTpt fLV~fLTJS xapLv 

Probably first half of reign of Antoninus Pius. 
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441 <;avdarhisar 

Built into little bridge over ditch just at edge of village in 
middle of road leading from E. edge of village to 
chaussee. 

Upper r. corner of large bluish marble doorstone of type 
VIB with framed pilasters; in lower corner an inelegant 
dolphin; on impost foliate palmettes as on several 
doorstones from the first half of Antoninus Pius' reign 
(e.g. W98 = P226, Wio8, Wio9 = P274, C320, C439f., 
C474); letters very large and firm. 

Ht. 0.72 (capital o.Io); width 0.37 (capital and pilasters 
0.3I); thickness 0.37; letters (above) 0.035, (below) 

0.0375· 

[ --- fLV~]J! 1JS' xaptv 

Probably first half of reign of Antoninus Pius. 

442.Agan 
Wash house on r. bank above bridge. 

Doorstone of type VIB with framed pilasters, the arch 
weathered; sima decorated with tendrils with 
alternating hanging and standing palmettes; in top of 
Syrian gable foliate palmette from which springs short 
tendril with ivy leaves; in lower corners four-petalled 
rosette; on pilasters tendril with alternating flowers, 
poppies, and leaves; in upper panels, I. whorled rosette, 
r. raised circular keyplate (see C44o); below, door-ring. 

Ht. 1.76 (panels o.85); width 0.99 (panels o.69); 
thickness 0.35 (pillars o. I 6, panels 0.09); letters 
o.OI75-0.02. 

'Ia6xpvaos 'Iaoxpvaw [t] Kat Ll fiA TEKvots Kat Evoo{q.v 

yvvatKt fLV~f.I.T/S' xaptv 

The motive in the top of the gable probably comes 
between that on Wioo = P2I3 and that on C443; thus 
probably middle of second century AD (or shortly after). 

'Ia6xpvaos: the name occurs at Caesarea in Cappadocia 
(IGR IV, I588); Islamkoy, Acmonia (MAMA VI, 28o); 
see p. lxii . 
Ll fiA: the second child is LlEia, unless the mason has 
garbled a second EvoDta. 

443 <;avdarhisar 

In well about t (hr.; mile?) along Agan road on r. 

PI32. 

~- part of greyish marble double doorstone of type VIB 
~n good preservation except pediment; framed pilasters; 
m top of Syrian gable big double acanthus bush from 
which spring short partly leafed, partly voluted stem 
tendrils; on imposts acanthus leaves, apparently related 
to those of the middle An to nine W79; seep. lii, n. I 9; in 
pilasters two entwined leafed tendrils (their leaves still 
very similar to those of W87 = C407, from the first half 
of the forties), springing from acanthus bush below· but 
the_loops of the tendrils are no longer filled with flo~ers, 
frmts, or leaves hanging from one of the stems (W87 
C4o8), but with laterally arranged flowers connected 
directly with the touching point of both tendrils (as on 
PI 55, third quarter of second century); here they are also 
~pr_ight, inst~ad of hanging; replum with laterally 
md1cated capital and base; in upper panels of door, 1., 
four-pet~lled rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, 
schemat1zed door-ring round aspis over pelta with bird
heads. 
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Ht. 1.455 (panels 0.72); width o.86 (panels 0-495, 
pilasters 0. I 55); thickness C. 0.35 (panels 0.28, pediment 
0.28); letters o.o2-o.025. PI. XXXIX. 

'itrraAos 'A7T7T?1 yvvaLKt 'WU?7~ Kat [---] 

Probably about the beginning of the third quarter of the 
second century AD. 

Previous editions omit Kat. 
For the names, see Csoo n. 

444 Hahfeler 

In fountain 5 mins. E. of village. 

Doorstone of type VIs with framed pilasters; sima 
decorated with open and closed palmettes (older than 
thoseofWIOI = P272);intopofSyriangablebushwith 
voluted stem (comparable with W89, third quarter of 
second century AD, seep. Jiii, n.2I) from which spring 
ivy tendrils; egg-and-dart moulding on archivolt; in 
arch basket with fruit; under arch, garlands hanging 
from ox-heads; on right pilaster traces of leafed tendril 
ending in half-palmette above; inscription presumably 
gone. 

Ht. I .6o (panels o.6I buried, but only to c. o.os); width 
o.89 (panels 0.285); thickness O.JI (panels o.I8). PI. 
XXXIX. 

Closely related to Wioi, but somewhat older: probably 
third quarter of second century AD. 

445 Tepecik (Afyon 31 Id) 

Standing in ground in front of wash-house. 

Greyish marble single doorstone of type VIs, upper 
surface worn; in lower corners of Syrian gable traces of 
dolphins; in arch eagle facing r.; on pilasters leafed 
tendrils with flowers and poppies ending in half
palmette above; in upper panels of door, 1. rosette, r. 
circular keyplate; below, door-ring around schematized 
aspis; letters regular and clear. 

Ht. 1.28 buried (panels 0.40); width 0.98 (panels 0.345, 
pilasters o.I75); thickness 0.335 (panels 0.22, pediment 
o. I4); letters o.025-o.o27 5. PI. XXXIX. 

'Epp.oKpaTT)> 'Aya0o7T60L 7TaLOWTfj 

Probably shortly before W IOI P272 (later 
Antonines), whose tendril decorations already announce 
W I 98 = P2o I (near the end of third quarter of second 
century AD, see p. liii, n.2 I): a date in the second half of 
the third quarter of the second century AD is very likely 
for W I o I and could be confirmed by the shape of its 
palmettes (see WIOI n.). This points towards a date in 
the third quarter of the second century AD for C445. 

Cf. C477 and pp. xxv and ooo; a grateful pupil to one of 
his teachers in the gymnasium. IlaLOEvra{ (the term 
appears to cover the more specialised professions of 

ypap.p.anK6c; and Mrwp) enjoyed the same standing as 
doctors (witness the decree of Vespasian, M cC rum and 
Woodhead, Does. 458, giving them privileges at 
Pergamum, and their similar claims to distributions of 
gifts at lstros, Bull. epigr. I958, 282 no. 336 and I962, 
I90 n.239; and for Dionysopolis see L. Robert, Rev. 
Phi!. I959, 205ff.) and sophists (Ephesus, Bull. epigr. 
I9?5, 259. no. I94). S. Dow, HSCP LXIII (I958), 423ff., 
brmgs evtdence from Athens that they were associated 
with the gymnasium; and a stone from Julia Gordus 
(Hell. VI (I948) 89 no. 33) shows a paideutes with his 
charges. 

445a <;avdarhisar 

In new cemetery. 

Fragment of doorstone of type VIs with framed 
pilasters; only upper r. corner preserved (niche 
comple_tely gone); tendril decoration invisible; Syrian 
gable; m lower 1. corner of pediment rather roughly 
carved dolphin. 

Ht. o.69 (buried); width 0.34 (pillar o.2I); thickness o. I 5 
(broken); letters 0.0035· PI. XXXIX. 

EPI[---] 

The type and the good carving of the mouldings suggest 
the second half of the second century. 

446 <;avdarhisar 

In wall of road N. of village leading up to tombs. 

P245 = WI53· 

Gable fragment of doorstone of grey and white marble, 
type VIs or VIIs; above Syrian gable omphalos-plate in 
high relief; in lower 1. corner dolphin; in arch upper part 
of basket with pomegranates. 

Ht. 0.90; width I .26; thickness 0.39; letters o.0275-o.o3 
(omicron o.oi). 

II. ALK{vvwc; 'Povrf>oc; Ovh{f! 'Ap.p.up rfi €avrovv 
f-LT)TpoLL~ f-LVHf-LTJ> xapLv] 

The omphalos-plate was especially popular in Aezani 
during the second quarter and about the middle of the 
second century AD. The dolphin is closely related to 
those on W99 ( = C438), which belongs to the middle or 
late Hadrianic period; all this and the excellent quality of 
the sculpture point to a date in the second quarter or 
about the middle of the second century AD (see W I 53); 
see also below. 

I. II. ALK{vvwc; 'Povrf>os: a man of the same name is 
honoured in P223 with his wife lunia Marciana 
and his grandsons by his daughter Licinnia 
Claudiane; if they are identical the following 
stemma can be constructed: 
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= (Licinnius) = Ulpia Ammion 
I 

Iunia Marciana = P. Licinnius Rufus 
I 

(Licinnius)? = Licinnia Claudiane 
(cousin) 

Licinnius Artemidorus 
Telephianus 

?Licinnius 
Capitolinus 

(The relationship between Claudiane and the last 
three men is not stated.) But the name Licinnius is 
common in Asia Minor, e.g. MAMA r, 51 
(Laodicea Catacecaumene, third or fourth 
century AD); VII, 330 (Vetissus, second century); 
Licinianus at 35 (Laodicea Catacecaumene, ? 
second century). 

2. J.LTJ'TpOLL~: for J.LTJ'TpVL~. 
If it was the father of Ulpia Ammion who was 
enfranchised by Trajan it is very plausible for her to 
have been commemorated by her son-in-law in the 
middle of the second century. 

447 Cavdarhisar 

S.E. cemetery, E. edge. 

Upper I. corner of greyish marble doors tone of type VIB 
or V liB broken off flush with panels and pediment; the 
latter must have been sunk nearly through to back; in I. 
corner dolphin (very similar to dolphin on W79 = P159 
from middle of Antoninus Pius' reign; seep. lii, n.19); 
letters clean cut. 

Ht. r.2r; width 0.35 (pilaster shaft 0.135, panels 0.175); 
thickness c. 0.22 at thickest point (panels o. 175; behind 
panels apparently only c. 0.03); letters 0.02. 

'AMtav8p[ os ---] 

Possibly the reign of Antoninus Pius. 

?Licinnius 
Rufus 

447a Cavdarhisar 

In field S.E. of village. 

?Licinnius 
Marcianus 

Gable fragment, broken all round, of type VIB or V liB 
(the decoration favours VIB); in top of gable, above 
archivolt, kind of cantharus (?) with fluted body, from 
which spring short vine tendrils (as on C440 from the 
first half of the reign of Antoninus Pius). 

Ht. 0.52; width o.84. PI. XL. 

Probably reign of Antoninus Pius. 

448 Cavdarhisar 

Supporting house near well m road leading E. from 
minaret, first turn to r. 

Central part of double doorstone of type VIs or VIIs, 
cut flat at top, broken below and to I.; between the gables 
large dolphins I. and r. of huge central palmette; simas 
decorated with alternating open and closed palmettes; in 
top of gable traces of tendrils. 

Ht. 0.56; width 1.41 broken on I.; thickness 0.23; letters 
0.025. 

~w071 [---] AlfN[ ... ]A [ €avTcjl ~wv 
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Probably middle or third quarter of second century AD 

(huge palmette, shape of palmettes on sima). 

A male name ending in -as, on which seep. lii. 

448a Tepecik (Afyon 31 Id) 

Near S.W. edge of village. 

Grey-white gable fragment of type VIB or VIIB (the 
decoration favours VIB); archivolt with three fasciae; in 
top of gable high cantharus from which spring ivy 
tendrils; traces of inscription. 

Ht. at I. hand edge (broken) 0.35; surviving r. edge of 
gable 0.54; surviving width at lower edge 0.35. 

PI. XL. 

The gable top decoration was popular in the second and 
third quarters of the second century AD (C4r3, C428, 
C4JO, c439, c45I, C47I, W20I); the stylized tendrils 
may favour a date in the third quarter of the century. 

449 Between Baragr and Cavdarhisar chaussee 

In well. 

Upper part of doorstone of type VIB or VI IB; decoration 
damaged, pilaster decoration defaced; in top of Syrian 
gable Medusa-head, in lower corners dolphin with 
twisted tail; in arch female bust between mirror and 
basket with wool; on moulding under arch three 
standing acanthus leaves(?); I .30 of inscription recently 
broken away; 0.265 survives. 

Ht. 1.22 broken (to top of panels I. I I, pediment 0.745); 
width 1.34 (pediment 0.38, pillar O.I7); thickness 0.36 
(pillar 0.22, panel o.I2 at least); letters 0.0325. 

[--- (L]V~fL'I)S" xapLV 

Probably middle or second half of second century AD. 

j 
I 

I 

450 Cavdarhisar 

In field S.E. of village. 

Gable fragment of type VIB or VIIB; in top of gable 
cantharus from which springs short vine tendril (as on 
C440 and Wior = P272). 

Ht. 0.52; width o.84. 

The decoration of the gable-top suggests a date about 
the middle or in the second half of the second century 
AD. 

451 Cavdarhisar 

(a) in new cemetery; (b) in court on extreme N.W. of 
village. 

Material, letter size, position of break, form of 
mouldings, and the general characteristics of these 
stones all suggest that they are part of the same 
monument, a double doorstone of grey-white marble, 
type VIB or VIIB; above 1. gable ivy tendrils (cf. C439 
and Wro5 = P272 from later second and third quarters 
of second century AD) growing out of an amphora which 
seems to have developed out of the type popular at 
Aezani at the time of the construction of the temple of 
Zeus; ivy leaf between the arches, as in C4I6 and C4I8 
from the last quarter of the second century; letters finely 
cut, square, not tipped or stabbed. 

(a) Ht. o.69 buried; width 0.34 (pillar 0.21); thickness 
o.I5 broken; letters 0.35; (b) Ht. 0.55; width 1.49; 
thickness o.I7 (o.I2 pediment). 

[? 'Ep]!fOYEV7]> Aani7Tos- €avTCjJ 'wvcG Kat ~A[---] 

Somewhere in third quarter of second century AD? 

Aani7Tos-: for stonemasons in this area, see Gibson, 
'Christians' 67ff. (no Hermogenes vel sim. is mentioned 
there), and for other bibliographical references, Robert, 
Hell. xr-xu (I96o), 30 n.5. See also C6r n., and p. xxv. 
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452 Cavdarhisar 

Next to river in court in N.E. of village near old cami. 

R. side of gable-top of doorstone of grey-white marble, 
type VIB or VIIB; sima decorated with open and closed 
palmettes (the open palmettes related to those of second 
phase of Propylaea leading to the Zeus temple, built in 
third quarter of second century AD: see Naumann, 
Zeustempel PI. 67a, b); in top of gable four-petalled 
flower on leaf from which spring short ivy tendrils 
(apparently developed from C4I4, middle of second 
century); in lower 1. corner traces of dolphin with 
twisted tail. 

Ht. o.62; width o. 76; thickness 0.24; letters o.o I 5. 

[--- 'A]aKA1J1TLU07J aOEAr/>0 Kat M![---] 

Probably third quarter of second century AD. 

Kat M![---]: squeeze; MNH[ (copy). 

453 Cavdarhisar 

On river bank. 

Rectangular quadruple doorstone of white and grey 
marble with horizontal sima above (could have been the 
front of a large heroon) and four door niches of type VIB 
or VIIB below; in top of gables respectively stylized 
omphalos-plate, similar omphalos-plate, comb, and 
mirror; in arches basket, eagle looking 1. over shoulder, 
basket, and basket; all doors have a replum with laterally 
indicated capital; in upper panels, 1. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, schematized door
ring within lozenge. 

Ht. I -48 (0.72 to base of circular pediment); width 2.08. 
PI. XL. 

The carving of eagles and baskets suggests the middle or 
third quarter of the second century AD. 

454 Cavdarhisar 

Among sarcophagi and large buried doorstones about 
I/4 hr. along Demiroluk road. 

Upper part of double doorstone of greyish marble, type 

VIB or VIIB, 1. side buried; in upper panels, 1. four
petalled rosette, r. keyplate; in lower, schematized door
ring within lozenge; in arches lion on bull. 

Ht. 1.62 buried (1. side 0.67, pediment 0.32); width 1.84 
(1. side 0.39, pediment o.635); thickness 0.33 buried 
(pediment o.I5, panels 0.25). PI. XL. 

Treatment of beasts suggests later second or third 
century. 

455 Cavdarhisar 

In garden of new house on S.E. of village. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type VIB or VIIB, 
panels and pediment worn smooth; high gable, no 
circular moulding; letters rudely cut on gable. 

Ht. I .07 (gable 0.34, pediment o. I9); width o.68; 
thickness 0.27; letters o.o2-o.035· 

BaAafLOS Mvpq{vn auvTporf>cp fLV~fL1)S 
xapw 

Probably not before the later second or the third century 
AD (the very steep gable). 

I. Clear traces of a circular letter at the beginning of 
the line. For BaAafLOS, see MAMA r, 29 (Laodicea 
Catacecaumene); rv, 23 (Afyon Karahisar); VII, 

370 (Sankaya, central plateau); JRS XVIII (I 928), 
26 no. 240 (upper Tembris valley); further 
references in Robert, Hell. XIII (I965), 245: 'un 
nom bien atteste'. The fourth letter of the second 
name was probably a square sigma (the form 
otherwise used on the stone). There is a horizontal 
stroke above the iota which follows, perhaps 
intended for an accent. The character of the 
lettering generally is cursive, resembling 
handwriting. For Mvpa{v7J, see MAMA VII, 368 
( Ovh{a, Alibey Yayla, central plateau);auvTporfocp: 
seep. !xv. 

456 Cavdarhisar 

S. wall of road leading from village to W. cemetery. 

Fragment of greyish marble doorstone top of type VIB 
or VIIB; top roughly shaped, both sides and bottom 
broken; r. of gables relief (wreath?); in lower r. corner 
tail of a dolphin; letters big, clear. 

Ht. 0.52; width o.68; thickness c. 0.23; letters 
o.o25-0.035. 

[---]ftcp yvvatKi ~w[071 

The type is found from the late Hadrianic or rather the 
early Antonine period onwards. 

]ftcp: the first letter is 'not the end of r and unlike the 
other Y; probably IJ'' (Cox). 
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457 Cavdarhisar 

In field wall on W. bank of river near N. (wooden) 
bridge. 

Top fragment of double doorstone of greyish marble, 
type VIB or VIIB; in top of gables omphalos-plate; 
letters well cut, tips deeply incised. 

Ht. 0-42 from tip to beneath it; width o.69 till broken 
edge; thickness o. I 9; letters 0.02. 

[---] 1fUTpt fl-V~/;'[7JS' xaptv] 

The type suggests the late Hadrianic period onwards. 

458 Cavdarhisar 

5 mins. from Cavdarhisar in N. wall of road leading 
between W. cemetery and theatre to the E.N.E., about 
opposite theatre. 

Top of greyish marble double doorstone of type VIB or 
VIIB; buried above, broken below and to 1.; back pretty 
smooth so far as visible; in top of l. gable tendril 
decoration; in l. arch vase, basket with fruit and needle 
(?); in r. arch lion crouched over ox-head. 

Ht. 0.55 buried and broken; width I .24 broken a little at 
1.; thickness 0.27 (pediment O.IO, panels 0.075); letters 
o.OI75· Pl. XL. 

[---]LwV E!mop{q. yvvaLKL fLV~fL['T}S' xaptv] Kat iav-rc[J 'wv 

The type suggests the late Hadrianic or rather the 
Antonine period onwards. 

The name Elmop{a occurs at Smyrna in G. Petzl, Inschr. 
v. Smyrna r (Bonn I982), I47 (a woman from Callatis); 
see p.lxii. 

459 Cavdarhisar 

Buried high in house wall in private lane leading into 
yard of house by well in S.E. quarter. 

Gable fragment of doorstone of white marble with grey 
veins, type VIB or VIIB; in r. corner tail of dolphin; 
letters small, fine, shallow. 

460 Cavdarhisar 

Well between houses in S.E. quarter on N. of road. 

Top of greyish marble doorstone, type VIB or VIIB; 
Syrian gable; in top of pediment a closed diptych and 
stilus case; in l. corner four-petalled flower; in arch eagle 
looking r.; letters worn smooth. 

Ht. I.I3; width 0.96; thickness 0.20; letters o.o25--o.o3. 
Pl. XL. 

<PLAL7TOS M7]-rpoowpcp 1TUTPL fLV~fL7JS' xap[tv] 

The type is not found before the late Hadrianic period 
(see C457). 

<PtAL7Tiis: for names ending -iis, see p. lxii.. <PtAL1T1TOS is 
found at Beroea, Bull. epigr. I954, I45 no. I56 (AD 

I77-8). 

Fountain in street N. of cami. 

Blue marble doorstone of type VIB or VIIB very worn 
indeed; inscription traceable round pediment but 
illegible till end; in gable-top omphalos-plate; in arch 
bird on basket (?); in upper door panels, l. circular 
object, r. worn circular keyplate; below, door-ring in 
lozenge. 

Ht. 1.22; width 0.75; letters o.o2. 

[--- fLV~fL'T}S' x]apLV 

The type is not found before the late Hadrianic period. 

462 Cavdarhisar 

W. cemetery. 

Upper l. corner of doorstone of type VIB or VIIB. 

Ht. 0.26 broken; width 0.20 broken; thickness 0.23 
broken; letters o.o I 5. 

Tp[6</>LfLOS'? ---] 

The type is not found before the late Hadrianic period. 

Ht. 0.36 broken; width 0.3 I broken; letters Apparently the beginning of the inscription. 
0.0 I 5--o.O I 7 5 · 

[ --- fLV~]I! 7JS' xapLv A 

Uncertain, but not before the late Hadrianic period (see 
C457). 

463 Cavdarhisar 

In street wall near CI6. 

Gable fragment of grey-white marble doorstone of type 
VIB or VIIB; in top of gable short leafed tendrils. 

[---]1;'7J fLV~fl-7JS' [xaptv] 

The type is not found before the late Hadrianic period. 
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464 <;avdarhisar 

In wall about 7 mins. E. of village on Kiitahya-Gediz 
road. 

WIZ5 = PI94· 

Part of a triple doorstone of greyish marble of type VIB 
or VIIB, broken below and on 1.; over Syrian gables ivy 
tendrils springing from cantharus, in lower corners 
dolphins; in 1. arch basket with pomegranates, in r. arch 
eagle looking r. over shoulder; in upper panels of door 1. 
four-petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate with raised 
border; inscription on arched pediment of central and r.
hand sections. 

Ht. 0.88 till broken; width 1.35 till broken; thickness c. 
0.24 (panels o. I I, pediments a little less); letters 0.0125. 

[---] Kai fLTJrpi 'wan v. Ev~fLEpos Kai EUpag EvKT~fLovtv 
TTarpL fLV~fL[TJS xaptv] 

The decoration of impost and gables points to the late 
Hadrianic period onwards. 
For 'Upag at Aezani, see CI3 (Augustan) and BMC 
Phrygia 33f., nos. 69 and 85f. (Gaius Caligula and 
Claudius); cf. 'IEpaga.,, C350. 

465 Tepecik (Afyon 31 Id) 

In wash-house. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type VIC, never 
inscribed; in top of gable big palmette of which the outer 
leaves end in twice voluted stem (as on W202 = P2I4); 
in lower corners four-petalled rosette; in arch a boss in 

high relief (rosette as on WI05 P327?); vine tendril 
(apparently closely related toW I04 = PI37, though not 
growing out of cantharus) on pilasters; in upper panels 
of door, 1. four-petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate; 
below, schematized door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. 1.35 (gable 0.59, panels o.685); width 0.74 (panels 
0.42); thickness 0.26 (panels o. IO ). 

The monument has gable-top and archivolt (only one 
ribbon here) similar to those of W202, pilaster 
decoration similar to that of W I 04; these stones are 
almost contemporary, so C46 5 must belong to the earlier 
third quarter of the second century. 

In fountain S.W. of village. 

Gable of white marble, probably of doorstone 
influenced by type VIB or VIIB; sima decorated with 
tendrils bearing alternate ivy leaves and grapes; in top of 
pediment four-petalled rosette. 

L. side of gable 0-42, r. side 0.39, width 0.50 (all broken). 

Tendrils suggest later second (or third) century AD. 

In house by threshing floor near edge of village. 

Rectangular stele influenced by type VI (as C4o2f., 
C469); white marble, looking here and there like 
limestone, cut roughly level at top and at back; clear 
symmetrical work; preservation good except bottom 
corners and top; in upper corners leaf(?); on archivolt 
inverted egg-and-dart moulding; in arch two-handled 
vase from which grow vine tendrils; on moulding under 
arch row of palmettes alternately open and closed; on 
pilaster ivy tendril (occurring at Aezani on stones of type 
VIA, from the middle of Antoninus Pius' reign 
onwards); replum with laterally indicated capital; in 
upper panels garland (very similar to the middle 
Antonine C345 and C352) above four-petalled rosette 
with ivy leaves among its petals 1., and circular keyplate 
r.; below, schematized door-ring round aspis on top of 
false lattice. 

Ht. 1.53 (pediment 0.33; panels 1.07; top panel 0.245, 
middle 0.305, bottom o.I75); width 0.9I (pediment 
0.59; panels 0.56, each 0.025, pilasters o.I5, panels 
0.09); letters o.o3-o.035· PI. XL. 

.17JfLOai:l€v[TJ> --- fLVNfL~TJS" xaptv 

After C4o2; probably middle or (early) third quarter of 
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second century AD. 

For the choice of name, see p. lx. 

468 
Deleted. 

Near cami, in same wall as C I 86a. 

Fragment of grey limestone doorstone of same type as 
C467; on pilasters (no longer provided with a base, as on 
C402 and C467 and on Aezani doorstones), ivy tendrils; 
decoration of upper 1. panel no longer to be identified; in 
upper r. circular keyplate, comb, and mirror; in middle 
panels small lozenge (now a pure ornament); below, 
high lattice. 

Ht. o.62 broken; width 0.78 (panel 0-46); thickness 0.26. 

Probably later second (or even third) century AD. 

470 <;ardakh 

In wall on 1. of track from site into village. 

Greyish marble gable-top of type VIe, broken below; 

letters small and almost all gone; on top traces of 
palmette on leaf (?); along archivolt traces of tendril 
decoration; in arch basket with fruit. 

Ht. o.65 broken (pediment o.I8s); width o.68 broken 
(pediment 0.37); thickness 0.30 (pediment 0.07); letters 
o.ois. PI. XL. 

[ -7 or 8-]MAK [-I I or I2-] e[.]EY 1!CH f.LVELa<; [ -IO 
or I I-] 

Uncertain, but the type belongs to the period Antoninus 
Pius onwards; not much later than the third quarter of 
the second century AD. 

Perhaps only xaptv vel sim. at end. 

471 
See P266. 

472 <;avdarhisar 

W. cemetery. 

Doorstone of type VI lA, grey marble weathered yellow; 
in top of gable apparently partly foliate palmette (cf. 
C442 from middle of Antoninus' reign) on nicely carved 
leaf (very similar to late Hadrianic W74 and middle 
Antonine W79 = PI59: seep. lii, n.I9) from which 
spring leafed tendrils with four-petalled flowers ending 
in half-palmette below; in arch basket; in upper panels, 
1. garland with hanging ribbons (best compared with 
early Antonine C340 and C343), r. circular keyplate; 
below, schematized door-ring within lozenge above 
false lattice. 

Ht. r.o7 buried; width o.so; thickness o. I6; letters 
o.o25. PI. XLI. 

'A1roAAar; Evf1ovAtot f.Lv~[/L1J>] 
xaptv 

Probably first half of Antoninus Pius' reign. 

I. 'A1roAAar;: for names ending in -ar;, see p. lxii .. 
Evf1ovAtot: from Evf1ovA{r; cf. Evf1ovAor;, C479 below 
and MAMA IV, 337 (Eumeneia, second to third 
century AD), Avp. Evf1ovAa, MAMA vrr, I23 
(Tyriaeum, third or fourth century; Christian); 
see p.lxii. 
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473 <;erte 

Washing house of village. 

Greyish marble double doorstone of type VIIA, top 
broken at r., 1. top well preserved; along 1. side of 1. 
archivolt ivy tendril and half-palmette on partly foliate 
sepal (to be placed between those ofWio8 and WI09 = 
P274); on r. side of archivolt dolphin (same as Wio9); 
between archivolts palmette growing out of completely 
foliate sepal (same as W I09); on imposts partly foliate 
palmettes (as on W108 and WI09); in lower panels of 
doors traces of lozenges; letters inelegant but regular, 
strong, with deeply incised tips. 

Ht. 1. I 7 buried (panels o.68); width 1.42 (pilasters 
o.I65, panels 0.42); thickness O.I2 till out of reach 
(panels o. IO, pediment o.o8); letters 0.02. 

llaTT{as EaVT<jJ ~wv Ev8o[---] 

,,, 

Between W108 (somewhere in the forties, a date now 
confirmed by sepal under half-palmettes, the same as on 
W76 = P290 and C329, and by the pelta, also to be 
found in this form on C303 and (approximately) on 
C32I) and W108): first half of reign of Antoninus Pius. 

Ev86KtfW> or Ev8otos. 

474 Yagd1gm 

By well N. of village. 

Greyish marble double doorstone of type VII; in top of 
gables big palmette between two dolphins (identical 
with those on W I09 = P274); between arches half
palmettes growing out of foliate sepal (both identical 
with those on W I09); in arches 1. eagle looking r., r. 
basket with fruit ( calathus type as on W I oS); on imposts 
foliate palmettes (as W Io8f.); in lower door panels 
schematized door-ring above lozenge with rosette (as 
WI09); in upper panels, 1. worn ornament on 1. door, 
rosette on r. door; r. circular keyplate; text well 
preserved. 

Ht. I.I9 (panels o.66); width I.I4 
thickness 0.2 I buried (panels 
o.o225-o.o25. PI. XLI. 

(1. arch) 
[Tv]xtK~<; ~-L£Ta Twv TEKvwv Moaxtw

vt ~v[Dpt] /-Ll'~/-LTJS xaptv 

(r. arch) 
MovatKos El8n a8£A.</>fi 1-Lv~i-LTJ> xaptv 

(panels 0.36); 
o. I 2 ); letters 

Contemporary with WI09 = P274: first half of reign of 
Antoninus Pius. 

Presumably Musicus and Eide were the children of 
Tychikes and Moschion. 
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475 Cavdarhisar 

In court on bank just below bridge. 

Grey-white marble single doors tone of type VII A; in top 
of gable palmette (as Wio8, WI09 = P274), in lower 
corners half-palmettes; between them dolphins (as 
W I09); on imposts foliate palmettes (as W Io8f.); in 
upper panels of door, 1. four-petalled rosette, r. circular 
keyplate; below, door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. 0.84 top broken; width o.62 (probably o.o9 more); 
thickness 0.24; letters o.o I 5. 

'Y,PEo<; Kat 'A7TCpwv KaAALTVXl/ nOpEp.EVTJp.v+ 

1!1)~ :¥4P.!~ 
Contemporary with W I o8f. and so first half of reign of 
Antoninus Pius. · 

'Y,PEo<;: for 'Y,PEv<; or Y,Pao<; C267; cf. IGR IV 325 
(Pergamum). Note too the inscription (LW 280, CIG 
3827bb) copied at Cotiaeum by Le Bas, where the first 
name is read as YlJIEONOC in the majuscule copy, 
reported as YlJIEPMOC in Le Bas' manuscript by 
Waddington, emended to [11]6(() )Epp.o<; by him and to 
'Y[,P~yovo<; in CIG. He was the son of Llap.6vELKo<; and the 
last reading seems to be confirmed by an unpublished 
inscription from Gok9eler in the upper Tembris valley, 
copied by W. M. Ramsay, which mentions a 'Y,Ptyovo<; 
father of Llap.6vELKO<;. 
For fostering at Aezani see p. !xi,; the 'lucky' name of 
the threpte suggests that she was a foundling, not a child 
put out to be nursed. 

476 Cavdarhisar 

E. bank of river N. of Roman bridge. 

Small double doorstone of greyish marble of type VIIA; 
r. and 1. pilasters much battered, hole in 1. pediment, and 
all traces of r. half of inscription gone; along archivolt of 
1. gable ivy tendrils (similar toW r IO = P222) ending in 
half-palmette in 1. corner; between gables apparently 

half-palmettes growing out offoliate sepal (as on WI09 
= P274, C473f.); imposts decorated with (foliate?) 
palmettes; in arches, 1. eagle looking r. over shoulder, r. 
basket with fruit; in upper panels of doors, 1. four
petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate with raised border; 
in lower panels schematized door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. I.I9; width 0.96; thickness 0.30 (pediment o.Io, 
panels o. I 3); letters 0.02. 

Probably after WI09 = P274 (and C473f.) and before 
W I IO = P222: thus first half of reign of Antoninus Pi us. 

477 Tav~anh 

Turned over in Armenian churchyard. 

PI72. 

R. half of greyish marble double doors tone of type VII A, 
on top of gable palmette from which spring ivy tendrils 
(almost identical with those on WI IO = P222); in lower 
corner four-petalled rosettes; in arch, eagle looking over 
shoulder to r.; in upper panels of door, 1. tablet (as on 
W 33), r. garland (same as W I ro = P222) over circular 
keyplate; below, schematized door-ring round aspis, on 
top of fake lattice (same as W I IO = P222); letters small 
and firm. 

Ht. 1.465 (pediment 0.20, panels o.85); width o.8o 
(pediment 0-40, panels 0.42); thickness 0.28 (pediment 
o.I2, panels o.I5); letters o.oi25-o.oi5. PI. XLI. 

Llap.6gEvo<; 7Tad)EvT~<; €avTt:iu ~wv 

First half of reign of Antoninus Pius. 

1TaL0€VT~<;: See p. XXV and C445 n. 
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478 Cavdarhisar 

In court in S. of village. 

L. half of grey-white marble double doorstone of type 
VIIA; in top of gable palmette from which spring ivy 
tendrils; in lower corners four-petalled (pointed) 
rosettes; in arch female bust, the hair parted in centre 
and combed back in many waves; in upper r. panel 
circular keyplate; below, 1. basket with fruit, r. door
nng. 

Ht. 0.78; width 0.59; thickness 0.22; letters 0.0225. PI. 
XLI. 

LlofLVa BaAAovav 8f!~'T!:~ fLV~fLT}> xaptv 

Not long after W203 = P287, whose ivy tendrils look 
very similar, and are already more closely related to this 
monument than to Wro8. However, the top palmette 
has become even wider here than on W 203, where it is 
still related to that on W 109 = P274; the woman has one 
of the waved hairstyles of Faustina Minor and belongs to 
the third quarter of the second century AD (see M. 
W egner, Die H errscherbildnisse in antoninischer Zeit: 
Das romische Herrscherbild II, 4 (Berlin 1966), 49ff.). 
This points towards a date in the second half of the reign 
of Antoninus Pi us for W 203 (rather than in the first half; 
see p. liii, n.24) and a date in the third quarter of the 
second century AD for the present monument. 

Bal-.1-.ovav: for this name and correlates in this 
agricultural neighbourhood, see pp. lxii and n.JI but it 
is also appropriate to a threptos (p. 1xvi ); BaAAo<; is the 
name of a foundling in C r 07. 

At well 3 or 4 mins. from village on the Cavdarhisar 
road. 

Triple doorstone of grey-white marble of type VIIA 
(rectangular), half of r. door gone; cut square top, 
bottom, and 1.; in top of Syrian gables, 1. and apparently 
also r., comprehensive stylized leaf motive from which 
spring two short vine tendrils; in top of centre gable 
mirror; between gables different Medusa-head (good 
carving); in 1. arch eagle looking r. over shoulder, in 
centre arch basket with fruit; in upper panels of 1. and 
centre door, 1. large double cross-leaf (developed out of 
the middle Antonine W8o = P 139 , r. circular keyplate 
with raised border; below, door-ring within lozenge; 
letters slightly apiced. 

Ht. 1.195 (panels 0.59); width r.65 broken (panels 0.37, 
pillars o.r3); thickness 0.355 (panels 0.155, pediment 
0.135); letters o.0175-o.o2. PI. XLI. 

Ev~ovAo<; E!JTvx{q. avfL~{cp yAvKvTaTTJ Kat Tpw{Acpv 
Kat Tpo</J{fLcp TEKVOt<; yAvKVTUTOt<; fLV~fLTJ[> xaptv] 

At the end of the series; but the good carving suggests 
the later third (or at latest early fourth) quarter of second 
century AD. 

Tpw{Acp: the name, with its Trojan associations, would 
be particularly attractive to inhabitants of N.W. Asia 
Minor; see p. lx. 
For Ev~ovAo<; see C472 n. 

480 Kiitahya 

Outside Ottoman Bank. 

Dark marble doorstone of type VIIA, well preserved; in 
top of gable ivy tendrils, in lower corners four-petalled 
rosette (as on w I 10 = P222, C4 nf.); in arch eagle, in 
upper panels of door, 1. mirror, flask, and comb, r. 
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keyplate; below, schematized door-ring within lozenge 
on top of false lattice. 

Ht. I.I3; width 0.795 (top), o.69 (panel); letters 0.025 
(upper row), 0.02 (lower). PI. XLI. 

Ilavcp,/..oc; Kat 'Ap.,.ua Ilavcp£/..cp vcjl KUL TEpT{q. Tfl 
vvvcpTJ fkll~fk'TJS xap'v 

Probably somewhere in the later second or in third 
quarter of second century AD. 

The monument was taken to Kiitahya in recent times 
(compare W98 = P226, W112 = PI53, and C5o2). 
2. vvvcpTJ: here, in connexion with the dedicators as 

usual, 'daughter-in-law'. 

481 

Deleted. 

By cami. 

White limestone stele, rectangular and similar to C4o3; 
along Syrian archivolt ivy tendril; on r. part of it short 
incised stem tendril; in arch, I. eagle apparently looking 
over shoulder, r.; round him, stem with ivy leaves, four
petalled and laterally arranged flowers; on imposts 
flower and leaf motive; moulding under arch no longer 

decorated; replum with laterally indicated wide capital 
and base; in upper panels, I. cross-leaf with buds 
between petals (as on C479 from later third quarter of 
the second century AD), r. circular keyplate; below, 
door-ring within lozenge, on top of panel with false 
lattice, covered by garland (with flower in middle); 
letters very well cut; very slight apices. 

Ht. 1. I 3 (panels o. 72); width o.825 (panels 0-43); letters 
o.o2-o.o225. PI. XLII. 

LJ7Jp.~Tpwc; 'A1roAAwv£cp aSEAcpcjl p.v~p.TJ> xap'v 

Probably later third (or early fourth) quarter of second 
century; that fits the wide capital and base and the 
presence of garlands in the lower rather than the upper 
panels of the door. 

Rectangular stele 'irretrievably weathered', similar type 
to C403, influenced by type VII; on Syrian archivolt 
egg-and-dart moulding (looks similar to C403); in arch 
traces of vase from which spring vine tendrils (cf. C403). 

Ht. c.o.725 (pediment 0.3 I); width o.825 (pediment 
0.59, pilasters o. I 25). 

Probably middle or third quarter of second century AD. 

11 1------------1 11 

484 Doganlar, brought from K1rgtl 

In fountain by cami. 

White marble stele, resembling limestone; badly 
weathered; probaby rectangular, broken at upper 
corners; like C482f. influenced by Aezani type VII; 
middle part of archivolt decorated with an inverted egg
and-dart moulding (cf. C403) of a degenerated form (the 
'eggs' have become a flower motive); in arch two
handled vase from which grow vine tendrils; on 
moulding under arch row of palmettes alternately open 
and closed (as on C402f.); flutings of pilasters filled up 
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below; in upper panels, 1. cornstalk(?) or stilus case (and 
S-shaped door handle(?), r. circular keyplate connected 
to 1. panel by thong; below, schematized door-ring 
within lozenge on top of huge lattice; perhaps inscribed 
under arch. 

Ht. 1.40 (panels o.845, arch 0.385); width 0.78 (panels 
and arch 0.495, pillars o. I4); thickness of pillars 0.07. Pl. 
XLII. 

The degenerated egg-and-dart moulding and the high 
lattice suggest a date towards the end of the second 
century or even later; however, palmettes and arch 
decoration are still closely related to those of C403: the 
monument probably belongs to the later third or last 
quarter of the second century AD. 

485 <;avdarhisar 

Middle part of grey-white doorstone of type VIIA or 
VIIB; replum with laterally indicated capital and base; 
in upper panels of door, 1. four-petalled rosette, r. 
circular keyplate; below, schematized door-ring within 
lozenge. 

Ht. o.88; width 0.53; thickness o.Ig. 

The type belongs to the period of Antoninus Pius 
onwards. 

486 Hac1 Mahmut 

In stream W. of village. 

Grey-white marble double doorstone of type VIIA or 
VIIB, r. half only remaining, top gone; in arch of Syrian 
gable, eagle looking r. over shoulder (very similar to 
W I 98 = P2o I), lower part of flutings filled up; in upper 
panels of door, 1. four-petalled rosette, r. circular 
keyplate; below, schematized door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. 1.39;; width o.8o single half; thickness 0.38; panel 
0.66 by 0.32 (0.33 at bottom) by o.o8; pillars o.I7 deep, 
o.I3 wide; letters 0.025. 

[---] KaL MapKcp 7TaTpL !1-V~!LTJS xaptv 

Antoninus Pius onwards; possibly third quarter of 
second century (to which WigS belongs). 

The name of the dedicator and of another presumably 
deceased person are missing with the first half of the 
inscription. 

487 <;avdarhisar 

In wall of road leading N.W. between Agora and 
necropolis. 

White marble doorstone of type VII A or V liB; in upper 
panels of door, 1. whorled rosette, r. circular keyplate; 
below, schematized door-ring within lozenge. 

Ht. o.8o broken; width o. 70; thickness 0.26 (panels 
O.I IS). 

The type suggests the reign of Antoninus Pi us onwards. 

488 Goyni.ikoren 

In cemetery wall. 

R. pilaster of doorstone of type VIIA or VIIB with 
Syrian gable; four flutings, filled up below. 

Ht. o.88; width o. I7; thickness o. I8; letters 0.022. 

[--- /L]V~/LTJS xaptv 

The type belongs to the reign of Antoninus Pius 
onwards. 

In wall of small cemetery. 

Lower part of doorstone of type VIIA or VIIB; replum 
with simple capital; in upper panels, 1. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, schematized door
ring round aspis within lozenge. 

Ht. o.gi (panels 0.72); width o.go (panels 0.40); panels 
o.og deep. 

The type belongs to the reign of Antoninus Pius 
onwards. 
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490 (::avdarhisar 

S.E. cemetery, E. edge. 

Upper I. corner of greyish marble doorstone of type 492 Hac1 Mahmut 
VIIB, broken off behind; in I. corner of Syrian gable six-
petalled rosette and dolphin (seems related toW 109 = On its back in stream S.E. of village. 
P274) from first half of Antoninus Pius' reign. 

Ht. c. 0.94 till out of sight; width 0.305 broken; thickness 
c. 0.16 (pediment sunk 0.12); dolphin: ht. 0.09, width 
0.235; letters o.o2-o.04. PI. XLII. 

Tar[---] 

Possibly reign of Antoninus Pius. 

Part of one of the common TaT- names. 

491 Tav~anh 

Inside house yard in private fountain. 

P293. 

Grey or greyish marble doorstone of type VIIB, 
whitewashed; on top of gable alabastron, in lower 
corners four-petalled rosette; in arch basket with fruit 
(calathus type); in upper panels of door, I. mirror, r. 
circular keyplate; below, schematized door-ring within 
lozenge. 

Ht. 1.06 (pediment 0.14, panels 0.59; upper 0.16, lower 
0.30; pilasters 0.57; lintel o.1o); width o. 72 (pediment 
0.3 I, panels 0.36); thickness 0.265 (pediment o. I I, panel 
o.Is); letters o.o2-o.025 above, o.1s-o.o2 below. 

IlpEtfi-OS Kai TaTELOV fi-TJTPE(i) 
P-<v )~P-TJ> [xa]ptv 

The general style (note the calathus type of basket) 
probably points to a date somewhere in the middle or 
third quarter of the second century AD. 
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Bluish marble doorstone of type VIIB, surface much 
weathered; in top of Syrian gable four-petalled rosette, 
in lower corners a dolphin; in arch an eagle looking 1. 
over shoulder; in upper panels of door two worn round 
objects (rosette and keyplate?); below, traces of lozenge 
above false lattice; letters irregular and badly cut. 

Ht. I .54; width 0.89 (top), 0.79 (bottom); thickness 0.33; 
letters o.o2-o.025. 

'AM{av[op]os- K~ Tanav?s- :4.\E{avOpCf 1Tf!:rpl. fLll~fL7JS" x[aptv] 

Middle or second half of second century AD. 

A Tanav6s- was eponymous magistrate on coins of 
Aezani struck under Commodus (BMC Phrygia 39 no. 
I I8). 
A.\E€avopi!J: 'LI not cut'; and at end '0 cut, followed by > 
and space for four letters (broken)' (Cox). 
For the nomenclature of this inscription cf. C496, a 
stone of related type and similar date: Alexander 
dedicates the stone to his living parents Alexander and 
Tateis. The two families may be connected. 

493 Tav~anh 

In street in S. of town in top of fountain. 

Dark weathered grey or greyish marble doorstone of 
type VIIB; inscription long since cut or plastered away; 
on top of Syrian gable circular ornament (rosette?); in 
arch, basket with fruit; in upper panels of door, 1. mirror, 
r. circular keyplate; below, schematized door-ring 
within lozenge, upon false crossed lattice. 

Ht. 1.37 (pediment 0.27, panels o.86); width 1.00 
(pediment 0.64, panels 0.37 inner, 0.62 outer); thickness 
o. IOS (pediment), 0.07 (inner panel); 0.095 (outer 
panel); letters o.o3s-o.o4. PI. XLII. 

[--- fLV~fLTJS"] xapLV 

Probably somewhere in second half of second century 
AD, before WII3 = c495· 

494 Agan 
Wash place above village on r. bank. 

Doorstone of type VIIB; in arch of Syrian gable eagle 
sitting to l.; in upper panels of door, 1. mirror, r. circular 
keyplate; below, schematized door-ring within lozenge 
above false lattice; letters fairly well cut. 

Ht. 1.35 (panels 0.75); width 0.92 (panels 0.53); 
thickness 0.38 (panels o. 17); letters o.o2s-o.03. 

[ --- ']wan Kat €av-rcjl 'wv 

The whole monument is closely related to C495 = 
W I I 3) and probably also belongs to the later part of the 
second half of the second century AD. 

'wan: cf. the mirror; this seems better than restoring a 
name in the dative. 

... 

495 <;avdarhisar 

Washing place on E. bank of river to S. of village. 

PI67 = WI 13 with photograph. 
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Greyish marble single doorstone of type VIIB, top 
broken off; a slight margin of rough left outside the door 
pattern; 1. pilaster worn away at bottom; top panels 
smooth; in lower panels schematized door-ring within 
lozenge above almost quadrangular false lattice. 

Ht. I .8o till top broken; width I .03; thickness c. 0.28 
(panels and pediment o.I2); letters 0.025. 

4[-c.6-]!n.]APIQ cf>tMTTTrov ijpwt 

The high lattice indicates the early third century AD or 
the last quarter of the second. 

496 HaCl Kebir 

In fountain S. of village. 

Grey marble double doorstone (type VI or VII) almost 
perfectly preserved; in top of Syrian gables, 1. four
petalled and r. pointed six-petalled rosette; in arches, 1. 
basket with fruit, r. eagle looking 1. over shoulder (both 
look related to those on W I g8 = P2o I, advanced third 
quarter of the second century AD, though somewhat 
later; see p.liii, n.2I); in upper panels of doors, 1. mirror 
on 1. and four-petalled rosette on r. door; r. circular 
keyplate; below, schematized door-ring within lozenge, 
upon highly degenerated pelta with bird-heads (later 
than c443). 

Ht. at either end 1. I 2, in centre 1. I 8, at peaks of 
doorstones 1.575; width 1.58; thickness 0.39; panels 
o.67 by 0.32. PI. XLII. 

'AMtavSpos 'A"-EtavSpctJ 7TaTpt Kat fHJTpt TaTEL 'watv v. 

Probably last quarter of second century. 

Compare the similar names of the family in C492. 

497 Cavdarhisar 

W. bank of river N. of Roman bridge. 

P11o = WI IS. 

Part of greyish marble double doorstone of type VIIB, 
surface of 1. door gable and 1. pilaster wholly broken 
away, and of both doors circular pediments and panels 
worn away; in top of Syrian gable a palmette with 
completely isolated leaves; in lower corners four
petalled pointed rosette. 

Ht. 1.26; width 1.53; thickness 0.26 (pediments and 
panels o.I85); letters o.o2. 

( ---] Kat 'A1.uq. iJ-1JTpt p.v~p.7JS' xaptv 

See note on W I I 5; later second or third century AD. 

498 Cavdarhisar 

By cami. 

Grey-white marble double doorstone of type VIIB, 
broken below and tor.; in top ofl. gable omphalos-plate; 
in 1. arch basket with fruit. 

Ht. o.8o broken (gable o. I9 vertical, 0.37 pitched); 
width 0.88 (1. doorstone o.62, r. 0.26 broken); thickness 
0.26; letters 0.0225. 

(--- p.]TJTpt 'Pov<f>{,\,\'[J '~a'[J (v.?) MEvav8p{wv C/>(.]1[---] 

The stone is most closely related toW I I 6 = C499, but is 
probably somewhat older (omphalos); later second or 
first half of third century AD. 

499 Cavdarhisar 

On 1. bank 200 yards (c. I83 m.) above upper bridge. 

P294 = WI I6. 

Double doorstone of grey-white marble, type VIIB; 
rough superfluous edge on r., but no trace of third 
doorstone; above Syrian gables boss with incised cross 
(degenerated rosette?); in arches eagle (now gone); in 
upper panels of door, 1. four-petalled flower, r. circular 
keyplate; on lower panels door-ring within lozenge (all 
worn off); letters rude. 

Ht. 1. I4; width 1.44; thickness 0.27; letters o.oi25-o.o2. 

IIpwTEaS' 7TaTpt Kat d8EA</>cjJ tJ-V~tJ-7JS' xaptv 

See note on WI I6; third century AD. 
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IIpwTEa>: also at Cotiaeum, JRS xv (I 925), I 57 no. 44, 
and on a stone from the region of Altmta~ and Acmonia, 
published by M. Waelkens, Actes du VIle congres int. 
d'epigr. gr. et latine, I977 (Bucarest I979), I I of. with 
n.27; from Dorylaeum region, ABSA XLIX (I9SS), I2 
no. 2, and perhaps on an unpublished stone copied by 
W. M. Ramsay at Cayuba~1, upper Tembris valley; cf. 
also Bull. epigr. I972, 482 no. 475; I973, 172 no. 452 
(Bubon, third century). 

500 Certe 

Washing house of village. 

Single doorstone of greyish marble, type VIIB, a little 
broken at top, pediment gone, panels almost so; in top of 
Syrian gable small motive with flowers, in lower corners 
small boss(?); in upper panels of door, 1. worn circular 
object (rosette?), r. circular keyplate; in lower panels 
schematized door-ring within lozenge; letters irregular, 
stabbed. 

Ht. 1.24 a little broken; width 0.755; thickness 0.24 (at 
edges, perhaps thicker in centre); letters o.o225--o.0275· 

"ATTaAo> Kat 'A7T7T7]> EaVTOL> 

Uncertain, but the type suggests the mid-second 
century AD on. 

Inscription apparently complete. 
"ATTaAo>: cf. JRS XVIII (I 928), 36 no. 252 ('Aykirikoi' = 
Aykmkc1, upper Tembris valley); and C443: "ATTaAo> 
'A7T7TTJ ywatKt ~waiJ. 

501 Cavdarhisar 

In court in N.E. of village near old cami (oda) very near r. 
bank. 

Fragment of grey-white marble doorstone of type VI or 
VII, broken all round; in arch seated lion, closely related 
to lion of W53 = PI96 of shortly before AD I40 (see 
n. I 6 ), and to lion of W I 2 I = PI 63 from second quarter 
of second century AD; in upper panels of door 1. four
petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate with raised border. 

Ht. 0.73; width o.66; thickness 0.27; letters 0.02. PI. 
XLII. 

fLVt [ ---] 

Probably (later) second quarter of second century AD. 

Perhaps fLV1[fL7]> xaptv], with names of dedicatees on the 
smashed pediment above. X seems to be visible over the 
r. hand panel in the photograph, but is probably part of 
the surface damage. 

502 Kiitahya 

In dry fountain in court of Catholic church. 

Marble doorstone of type VI or VII, plastered over and 
top buried; in arch circle with cross (later addition); in 
upper panels of door, 1. eagle facing r. on high pedestal 
(cf. on same place C3I4 from AD I35-40), r. worn relief 
('fish', 'rosette over wreath' or 'another bird on base', 
Cullen) over circular keyplate; in lower panels pelt a with 
bird heads (cf. CI96, C2I9, c336, c438, C496) over 
realistically depicted door-ring, on top of lozenge (see 
C217 for references); in lozenge hexagonal ornament. 

Ht. 1.24 (excluding pediment); width 0.73. PI. XLIII. 

The decoration suggests the (later) second quarter of the 
second century AD. 

The stone was taken to Kiitahya in recent times (cf. 
C48o note). 

503 Cavdarhisar 

S. of Roman bridge, on W. bank. 

Remains of bluish marble doorstone of type VI or VII; 
ornament on pilasters gone, broken off circular 
pediment, back only roughly cut; in upper panels 
garlands with hanging ribbons (apparently related to 
those of c3 I4 and c398) above four-petalled rosette 1. 
and circular keyplate with raised border r.; below, 
schematized door-ring within lozenge on top of false 
lattice. 

Ht. I.I8 till broken; width 1.04; thickness o.s6. 

The garlands and their parallels suggest the first half of 
the reign of Antoninus Pius. 
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504 ilicikviran 

In fountain in middle of village. 

Double doorstone of greyish marble, type VI or VII, in 
fairly good preservation; in arches shell; replum with 
laterally indicated capital and base, decorated with the 
ivy tendril popular in the second quarter of the second 
century AD (W1o8, W142, C21 1, C352); in lower panels 
door-ring round aspis over lozenge with four-petalled 
rosette (this combination apparently especially popular 
in first half of reign of Antoninus Pius: W 109 = P274, 
C218, C321, C474). Pl. XLIII. 

Second quarter of second century AD, probably under 
Antoninus Pius. 

505 <;avdarhisar 

In S.E. cemetery near E. edge. 

P26o. 

Small white marble doorstone weathered grey, buried 
below, broken l., of type VI or VII; in top of gable 
palmette; in arch basket with fruit; 'replum' with 
laterally indicated capital; in upper panels garlands 
(very similar in appearance to those of WI 10 = P222, 
C439 and C477 from the first half of Antoninu~ Pius' 
reign) above, l., four-petalled rosette, r., Circular 
keyplate; below, traces of lozenge; letters deep but 
irregular. 

Ht. 1.05 till broken; width 0.50 broken l.; thickness o. 10; 
letters o.015-o.o2. Pl. XLIII. 

[L'T]a</Jv-\os LTo~AtSt yvva[tKi fLV-] 
~jL1)S" xaptv§5 

This type of replum capital appears only from the reign 
of Antoninus Pius onwards, while garlands in the upper 
panels disappear somewhere in the third quarter of the 
second century AD. Thus probably under Antoninus 
Pius or his successor. 

1. [L'T]a</Jv-\os: LW read 015-\os but re'?ort Atl>YA~~ 
on squeeze. For L'Ta</Jv-\os, seep. xx1 n. 15 and lxn; 
and for EToAts, Robert, Noms ind. 70. 

506 <;avdarhisar 

In wash-place on l. bank above village. 

Grey-white marble doorstone of type VI or VII~ edge of 
top broken; never inscribed? In arch e~gle lookmg over 
shoulder, l.; in upper panels garland w1th short knotted 
ribbons (apparently same as on W1o8, W109 = P274, 
first half of reign of Antoninus Pi us) above four-pet~lled 
rosette l. and circular keyplate r.; below, schemat1zed 
door-ring within lozenge on top of false lattice. 

Ht. 1.35 (1.02 shaft, panels 0.81); width o.63 (panels 
0.345); thickness 0.18 (panel o.o7). 

Possibly first half of reign of Antoninus Pius. 

507 <;avdarhisar 

In S. wall of road leading E. from Roman bridge to 
chausst!e, just where it leaves the bridge. 

Gable fragment of greyish marble doorstone of type VI 
or VII, top buried; in arch seated lion facing I. (cf. W53 
= P196, W121, C5or); under arch garlands with 
hanging ribbons, knotted into ox-heads (certainly older 
than W118 = P199, which belongs to the later third 
quarter of the second century). Ht. 0.58 till buried; 
width 0.96 till broken; thickness c.o. 14 till out of sight. 
Pl. XLIII. 

Perhaps somewhere in the middle of the second century 
AD. 

508 <;avdarhisar 

In road wall near wash-house. 

Top of rectangular (?) white marble doorstone of type 
VI or VII, back and top cut quite smooth; broken below 
where pediment is beginning; r. ofl. (?)gable excellently 
carved dolphin; in top of gable four-petalled rosette. 

Ht. 0.38 till broken; width 0.84 till buried; thickness 
0.26; dolphin 0.34 long as far as visible. 

Type and carving suggest later second quarter of 
second century onwards. 
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509 <;avdarhisar 

On its back in field half an hour towards Hac1 Mahmut. 

Large double doorstone of greyish marble, type VI or 
VII; in arches, I. basket with fruit, r. seated lion; replum 
with capital and base; in upper panels of richly moulded 
doors, I. four-petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate; 
below, schematized door-ring round aspis; inscription 
(above pediment and below probably) hopelessly gone. 

Ht. 2. I 3; width 2. I 6 till buried; about 2.30 say; thickness 
(buried) o. I 9 (pediments), 0.33 (panels); letters would 
have been about 0.03. 

Perhaps second or third quarter of second century AD. 

... .,. 

510 <;avdarhisar 

In little cemetery on I. of road leading from E. quarter to 
chaussee. 

Fragment of greyish marble doorstone of type VI or 
VII, broken all round except pediment edge; smooth 
back, accidentally, because pediment must have been 
broken away; on archivolt, egg-and-dart moulding, 
apparently with broad, widely separated eggs. 

Ht. 0.275 till broken; width 0.35 till broken; thickness c. 
o. I 2 (pediment o. 10); letters (line I) o.o225-0.025, (line 
2) 0.02. 

[---]pchwL 1TaTp[£] 
[/.Lv~fL1]S" xa]pn:' 

Probably later second or third century AD. 

Either a name ending in -aTpaTos, or Kova8pii.Tos or 
divide -pif- TqJ with a name such as 'Hpiis. 

5II <;avdarhisar 

In N. wall of road leading from Roman bridge to 
chaussee. 

Fragment of greyish marble doorstone of type VI or 
VII, only fragment of inscription and relief above it left; 
tendril (?) above archivolt; letters once good. 

Ht. o.6I till buried; width 0.99; thickness 0-4I; letters 
0.02. 

]168wl??~[ 

The type belongs to the (later) second quarter of the 
second century AD onwards. 

Part of a name. 

512 <;avdarhisar 

Brought to Cox in house yard. 

Fragment of greyish marble doorstone of type VI or VI I 
broken all round . 

Ht. o.Io; width 0.205; thickness o.I5; letters 0.025-
0.03. 

[--- yvva]LK£ 'War] [ ---] 

From (later) second quarter of second century AD (see 
C5II). 

513 <;avdarhisar 

Brought to Cox in house yard. 

Fragment of greyish marble doorstone of type VI or 
VII, broken all round. 

Ht. o.I I; width 0.28; thickness o.o9; letters 0.025. 
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[J DEi'va] ~wv ~~~ c1>Aa?[vt---] 

From (later) second quarter of second century AD 

onwards (see Cs I I). 

One of the rare Flavii: see p. xxv, 

514 <;avdarhisar 

By stream near road leading N .E. from oda. 

Fragment of top of blue-grey marble doorstone of type 
VI or VII. 

Letters 0.03. 

Tt. KA. AoAA[tav6,? ---] 

From (later) second quarter of second century AD 

onwards (see Csi I). 

The cognomen Lollianus, like the nomen Lollius, is 
widespread, especially in the province of Asia. There 
might be a connexion with the powerful M. Lollius, 
comes of C. Caesar in the east, PIR2 L 3 I I. 

515 <;avdarhisar 

Brought to oda. 

Fragment of archivolt of gable from grey-white marble 
doorstone belonging to type VI or VII. 

Ht. o.I45; width o.I7; thickness o.oss; letters o.o2-
o.o25. 

[--yvvat]Ki Nav[~,t ---] 
[ ---]JYYPO[ ---] 

Uncertain; from (later) second quarter of second 
century AD onwards (see C377). 

2. ]MYPO[: a name such as Mvpo>, Mvpov vel sim. 
seems likely: see Robert, Noms ind. I 79f.' and note 
Mvp6n1> from Olbia, Pontus, Bull. epigr. I969, 
44I no. I29. 

516 <;avdarhisar 

'Hill of Tombs'. 

Double doorstone of type VI or VII; in 1. pediment 
basket with wool or fruit; central boss in high relief; in r. 
pediment lion on bull; in upper panels of r. hand door, 1. 
four-petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate; in lower 
panels door-rings; small intermediate panel and pilaster 
between 1. and r. 

Ht. I .86; width 2.oo; pseudo-triangular pediments 
above arches 0.28 high by 0.28 wide; pediments sunk 
0.2I, panels perhaps o. I4 more. 

For date, seep. li. 

517 ilicikviran 

In further cemetery. 

Grey-white marble fragment with door; broken top and 
1.; in upper panels garland above four-petalled rosette 1. 
and circular keyplate with raised border r.; below, 
schematized door-ring within lozenge above pelta 
(related to Hadrianic C303 and early Antonine Wio8); 
replum decorated with ivy tendril (as on a number of 
doorstones from second quarter of second century AD; 

see Cso4). 

Ht. 1.03 (panels 0.76); width o.67 (panels 0.45). 

Probably second quarter of second century AD. 

518 Viranc1k 

In fountain by E. cami. 
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Fragment of grey-white marble with door, derived from 
type Ill, top and sides broken; in upper panel, 1. nice 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; in lower panels schematized 
aspis within lozenge; below, lattice, as wide as two 
panels. 

Ht. 0.92 (lower panel 0.48); width 0.73 (lower panel 
o.56). 

Apparently very good work, probably belonging to 
second or even to first century AD. 

519 <;avdarhisar 

By well in first turning to r. in road leading E. from 
minaret. 

Fragment of greyish marble, broken except below; 
perhaps the lower part of a doorstone, but 'perhaps no 
top panels beyond these' (Cox); schematized door-ring 
within lozenge in two panels above false lattice. 

Ht. o.67; width 0.54; thickness 0.13. 

(First or) second century AD. 

520 <;avdarhisar 

By well t hr. S. of town, on W. of main road. 

Grey-white marble fragment of lower part of door; on 
panels schematized door-ring round aspis on top of false 
lattice. 

Ht. 0.49; width 0.45. 

Probably good work; the low lattice suggests a date 
·before the latter part of the second century AD. 

521 <;avdarhisar 

In wall dividing field and road toW. ofvillage, S. of kale. 

Doorstone of grey-white marble, top gone, type 
uncertain; replum with capital; in upper panels, garland 
with knotted and hanging ribbons, above, 1. four
petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate; a laurel garland fills 
panels, as on C196 and C398; in lower panels, 
schematized door-ring round aspis. 

Ht. 0.94 (panels 0.55); width 0.92 (panels 0-41). 

Laurel garland parallels suggest first half of reign of 
Antoninus Pius. 

) 

~~r ~ 
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522 <;avdarhisar 

In garden near cami bridge (W. bank). 

Probably single doorstone of grey-white marble 
(uncertain type); broken above, r., and perhaps also 1.; 
inscription, in single line below pediment, damaged 1. 
and r.; in upper panels, 1. four-petalled rosette, r. 
circular keyplate; in lower panels door-ring round aspis. 

Ht. 1.11 broken (panels 0.95); width 1.00 broken (panels 
0.50); thickness 0.29 (panels o.2o); letters 0.025. 

[ ... TEp]p;nm;os ¥EA{J:'v[?7 -c.6-] Kai [ ---] 

Second or third century AD. 

Cullen noted the word Kai towards the end of the line, 
about 6 letters distant from the second name, but this is 
not visible on the squeeze; possibly [-yvvatKi] Kat [€avTcjJ]. 
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523 <;avdarhisar 

In field N.E. of village. 

Fragment with door; above, in arch or pediment, traces 
of eagle; in upper panels garland (similar to middle 
Antonine C345 and C352); above, I. four-petalled 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, schematized door
ring within lozenge. 

Ht. I. I I (gable 0.49); width 0.56 broken; thickness 0.27 
(panels o. I 35). 

Possibly reign of Antoninus Pius. 

524 <;avdarhisar 

In wall near well. 

Fragment of white marble with door, broken at top and 
1., remarkable for deep relief of ornament; replum with 
laterally indicated capital; in upper panel circular 
keyplate with raised border; below, schematized door
ring within lozenge. 

Ht. o.85; width 0.53; thickness o.o9. PI. XLIII. 

The keyplate with raised border was apparently 
especially popular in the (later) second and third quarter 
of the second century AD; this might be the date of the 
fragment. 

524a <;avdarhisar 

In river bed (N. side). 

Apparently doorstone of type VI (or VII?); 'sides all 
smooth and pilasters apparently never carved', 
notebook; in upper panels garland with hanging ribbons 
(identical with W6o = PI79, first half of Hadrian's 
reign); above, I. four-petalled rosette (cf. W6o) and 
circular keyplate with raised border; in lower panels 
schematized door-ring within lozenge on top of false 
lattice. 

Ht. I .07 to top of circular pediment; width I .03; 
thickness 0.38. 

Probably early Hadrianic. 

525 <;avdarhisar 

At wash-place on I. bank above bridge. 

Grey-white marble fragment with door; in upper 
panels, I. four-petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate with 
raised border; below, schematized door-ring within 
lozenge above crossed lattice. 

Ht. I.I4 (top 0.34, panelled area 0.74, upper moulding 
o.o6, upper panel o.I6, moulding below o.o6, lower 
panel 0.26, moulding below o.o6, lattice o. I 2, moulding 
below 0.04); width 0.78 (panels 0.34); thickness 0.24. 

Perhaps (later) second or third quarter of second century 
AD (see C524). 
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526 Viranc1k 

W. cami fountain. 

Rectangular stone of grey-white marble with two doors; 
space above and around smoothed, never carved; traces 
consistent with letters above panels; in upper panels of I. 
door, I. circular keyplate, r. mirror; in upper panels of r. 
door, I. whorled rosette, r. circular keyplate; in lower 
panels of both doors, schematized door-ring within 
lozenge on top of huge false lattice. 

Ht. 1.84 (capital to panels 0.90, panels 0.32); width 1.75 
(I. edge to inside of I. panel 0.30; inner panel 0.32; r. 
border 0.09; between panels 0.30; interior of r. panel 
0.32; from inside tor. edge of stone 0.29); thickness 0.35 
(panels o.o6). PI. XLIII. 

Later second (or third) century AD. 

527 <;avdarhisar 

In wash-place below village on I. bank of river. 

Fragment of grey-white marble with door, once 
inscribed; replum with simple capital and base; in upper 
panels, I. four-petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate; 
below, 'boss'. 

Ht. I. r 8 (panels 0-42); width x.o I (panels 0.84); 
thickness o.2I (panels o.Io). 

Probably second or third century AD. 

~ 
~ ~ 
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528 Hac1 Kebir 

In cemetery wall. 

Doorstone; plain pediment; I. panels of door empty; in r. 
panels, above, quadrangular keyplate with two 
projecting corners (as on pre-imperial W2r9 from upper 
Tembris Valley), below, door-ring. 

Ht. 0.99 (panel 0.545); width 0.54 (top), o.6I (bottom) 
(panel 0.39-o.42); thickness (panel) 0.025. 

Local work; probably very early (like W2I9). 

529 <;avdarhisar 

Eight minutes from Cavdar on Demiroluk road, in 
cornfield on I. 

Fragment with door: two mouldings enclosing panels 
with three more framing single panels, in upper r. panel 
quadrangular keyplate with concave sides. 

Ht. 0.82 buried (panels 0-42 buried); width I. I 5 (panels 
0.78); thickness 0-44· PI. XLIII. 

Impossible to date: little decoration and the shape of the 
keyplate has no parallel at Aezani; probably made by a 
sculptor from outside the Aezani workshop. 
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530 Cavdarhisar 

In court by C18. 

Top of doorstone; palmette on top of triangular gable; in 
lower corners half-palmettes, rosettes between. 

Ht. 0.27; width 0.83 (broken, 0.415 to halfway); 
thickness 0.25. 

Uncertain date. 

531 Cavdarhisar 

In house wall in street opposite oda. 

Greyish marble fragment, perhaps gable of type IV; 
broken below, above, and r., buried l. 

Ht. 0.35; width 0.14; thickness o.62; letters 0.025. 

[--]oS' 'Ap:(? )[ --] 
[ ---] 

Uncertain date. 

'Ap:[ EfLLOWplfl] vel si m.? 

532 Cavdarhisar 

In new cemetery. 

Fragment of grey-white marble double doorstone arch; 
type uncertain. 

Ht. 0.52 broken; width 0.52 broken; thickness 0.12 
broken; letters 0.0375. 

[---]NE 1-f[---] 

Probably (,.Lv~fL'7S' E]vEKE[v] inscribed on the right hand 
arch of a double doorstone. 

533 
Deleted. 

FUNERARY MONUMENTS: 
SARCOPHAGI 

534 Tav~anh 

In private fountain in house of Hact Osman Efendi: 
from ~avdarhisar. 

P254. 

Sarcophagus lid of probably greyish marble, its gable 
closely related to gables of doorstones of type IVE; under 
the pediment tendril frieze with laterally arranged 
flowers and poppies, very similar to tendrils of the early 

Antonine period (W53, W55, C285, C287; seep. oo, 
n. 16); letters well-cut, regular and certain. 

Ht. c. 7! (hand) spans (of o.185-o.19 each), c. 1.40; 
width c. 9 spans, c. 1.70 (trough only 7 spans, c. 1.53); 
thickness c. 4 spans, c. 0.76. 

M.it? II>..wnoS' XapEivoS' €av-rcjl 'wv 

Probably early Antonine. 

Tugrul read 'H>..wnoS': Cox's copy confirms the easy 
correction. 
M. Plotius Charinus may have been connected with the 
negotiatores of that name who are recorded by Hatzfeld, 
Trafiquants 400; but with his Greek cognomen he may 
be of servile origin. 

&-

535 Cavdarhisar 

Seven minutes along Demiroluk road. 

Greyish marble sarcophagus lid, buried; shallow bottom 
beside and partly under it; like others on Hill of Tombs; 
on gable eagle looking over shoulder, r., and pair of 
hands. 

Ht. 1.38 (hands o. 135 maximum); width 0.5 1-o.6o gable 
till buried (hands o. 145 maximum); thickness 2.60 
(other piece 0-40). Pl. XLIII. 

The decoration on the pediment is closely related to that 
of gable W 41 = C240 (early Antonine); perhaps (later) 
second quarter of second century AD. 

536 Cavdarhisar 

At well outside oda. 

Grey-white marble sarcophagus, complete except lid; 
coffin decorated with a cross inside a circle with raised 
border, between two sheep. Pl. XLIV. 

Byzantine. 
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FUNERARY MONUMENTS: 
UNCERTAIN TYPE 
(See also C572, Cs84) 

537 Cavdarhisar 

In court on 1. bank between bridges. 

Grey-white marble fragment from monument of 
uncertain type; moulded projecting top, back similarly 
moulded, cut square below. 

Ht. o.I7; width o.84; thickness 0.56; letters 0.035· 

[--- Kat Ea]';'Tll ~Waa r~ 

538 Cavdarhisar 

In W. end of cemetery. 

Slab of grey-white marble from a monument of 
uncertain type, broken all round; letters very well cut, 
tips incised a little more deeply. 

Ht. 0.44; width 1.42; thickness o. I I; letters 0.045. 

[---]Ill Kat IIElawvt aD[EA«fooi's-?] 
f.LV~f.LTJ> x&.pw 

539 <;avdarhisar 

Standing by wash-house at Roman bridge. 

Large greyish marble slab, evidently part of a large 
structure; hollows under bottom for receiving other 
stones; cut clear on 1. side and on top a hole two thirds 
the way along tor. o.I3 wide by 0.05 high by 0.09 deep 
for receiving another slab; beneath, a rim coming out in 
a curve, on r. side much wider (now broken). 

Ht. o.87, o.8o (slab), o.o7 (bottom rim); width 2.2I, 1.86 
(slab), 0.35 (r. edge); thickness c. 0.40, o.oi75-o.o2 
(bottom rim and r. edge); letters 0.045· 

[ ------------] 
'Aa[KA~ Kht iavrfl {[wa]a~ 

For names in -as- see p. lxii, 

540 Cavdarhisar 

Brought to Cox in house yard. 

Fragment of greyish marble broken all round, but 
smooth edge to the 1.; fragment of egg-and-dart 
moulding above uncertain relief. 

Ht. O.I6; width 0.22; thickness c. O.Io; letters 0.0225. 

[--- 'AAEg- or MEv]avSpov :[---] 

541 Cavdarhisar 

In field wall at S.E. corner of cemetery. 

Door lintel of monumental heroon of grey-white 
marble; architrave with three fasciae, above which there 
runs a moulding made of the profile of a Lesbian cyma, a 
half-torus, a cornice, and a recessed fluted border. 

Ht. 0.55; width 1.88; thickness 0.59; letters (line I) 
o.o25-o.o3, (line 2) o.o225-o.o25. 

[---]t£P M"YJvot/J{A£P C/>povytavcjl rep iD{£P avSpt f.LV~f.L"YJS"v 
xaptv Kat Eavrfl ~waa 

Imperial period. 

I. Restore a Roman nomen; the monument to which 
this fragment belonged must have been very 
imposing; it would not be surprising if it were the 
property of a Roman citizen, particularly if he 
belonged to the family of the Menophilus of PI I 
(seep. ooo). 
C/>povytav6s-: cf. r. Kt\. Ilw.-\Atwv C/>povytav6s- at 
Cumae, Bull. epigr. I967, 566 no. 688; C/>povyws
(see index) is reported by Ramsay, CB rr, 559, as a 
rare name used by Christians in S.W. Phrygia, 
but cf. MAMA IV, 354f., from Eumeneia; I, I I, 
VII, 57, and Ath. Mitt. xm (I888), I rand 265 no. 
I04, from Laodicea Catacecaumene; Sterrett, EJ 
208 (!conium); suggesting a wider distribution 
that Ramsay implies. Frugi (cJ>povyELs-) is also not 
uncommon among families of central Asia Minor 
which acquired Roman citizenship. It occurs in 
the nomenclature of an Asiatic senator Ti. Iulius 
Frugi (see H. Halfmann, Die Senatoren aus den 
ostlichen Teil des Imperium Romanum, Hypomne
mata LVIII (Gottingen I979), I40 no. 45, cf. I89 
no. I I 5, who cites a number of parallel instances), 
and also, for example, at !conium (M. Arruntius 
Frugi, an eques, ILS 90I3; KoSparos- C/>povyts-, 
JOAI VIII (I905), I55f. IV/V 2), and at a more 
humble level in the central plateau, JHS XIX 

(I899), I29 no. I49· Its popularity might be 
ascribable to its resemblance to C/>pvg, C/>pvyws-, 
etc., since most of the holders of the name could 
reasonably be described as Phrygian. 

542 Cavdarhisar 

Half in, half out of shed in woman's house in quarter 
beyond oda (N.W.). 

Probably door lintel of heroon in white marble veined in 
grey; cut smooth below, uncertain whether broken or 
level above; r. edge cut roughly level as though to fit 
another block; back also level, letters with distinct 
apices, large, firm and regular. 

Ht. 0.22 broken; width 0.54; thickness 0.26; letters 
o.o37s-o.o38. 
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[ ---]~{q_ fLV~fLTJS xapt[v ---] 

Date uncertain. 

The first letter is very uncertain, but the word ts 
presumably a feminine name in the dative,,case. 

JAMNHMHCXAPJ,; 

543 Cavdarhisar 

In W. cemetery. 

Greyish marble; probably fragment of heroon; above 
inscription a large four-petalled rosette; below, a large 
maeander frieze. 

Ht. o. r6; width o.82; thickness 0.27; letters o.or. 

[---] 7TaTpt fLV~fLTJS xapLV 

Date uncertain. 

On the maeander as decoration, seep. ooo. 

544, 545 
Deleted. 

In the middle of a juniper bush at the S. end of the 
cemetery. 

(Mentioned by T. Drew-Bear, ANRW rr, 7, ii (I98o), 
940 n.28). 

White marble slab looking in places like limestone, not 
worked behind, shaft broken and base buried; panels on 
front and sides; letters slightly splayed, lightly and 
regularly cut, rather weathered but clear. 

Ht. 1.055 (0.89 broken and buried shaft; o.r I broken 
above); width 0.52 (shaft); thickness 0.48 (shaft); panel 
(about o. I 5 from top of shaft, o. I6 from bottom) 0.58 hy 
0.32 (outside) by o.o2 deep; letters o.o225-o.o275· 

MTJVOS 'l7T7T
OV€£Kcp 7TaT-
pt Kat Moa
xtwvL Kat 'f7T7T0-

5. vt:£Kcp aot:A
cpots Bavov-

aLV EV .EfLvp

V'l/ fLV~fL-
TJS xapLV 

Second century AD? 

r. MTJviis: For names of this form see p. ixii. 
6ff. Presumably the whole family was native to 

Aezani, but some of its members, probably 
Menas' two brothers, and possibly his father as 
well, had moved to Smyrna, where they had died. 
Perhaps the two boys had moved to better their 
education. The monument seems to imply that 
they had been brought back to Kugtl for burial, as 
happened with other scholars whose remains were 
returned to their native towns, F. K. Dorner, 
Bericht iiber eine Reise in Bithynien (Vienna 1952), 
58 n.I54; S. Mitchell AS XXVII (1977), 8r no. 12 
with Bull. epigr. I978, 486 no. 491; and Bull. epigr. 
I972, 492 no. 504. 

547 Cavdarhisar 

Brought to Cox in lane between S.E. of village and 
chaussee. 

Fragment apparently of Docimian marble broken top 
and bottom; r. side broken rough, 1. going away 
smoothly moulded like front of smoothly moulded but 
undecorated cornice; slightly raised rim on r. side; 
letters irregular and rude but usually deep. 

Ht. 0.47 broken; width o. r2; thickness 0.095; letters 
o.o75-o.o275· Pl. XLIV. 

Xaipt: 
7Tapoot:
LTa. 
[~vBao-

5· € K€LTaL 
IlEL8€pw-
s "OpKcp 
7Tpooo8-
Ei{s] avTJAE-

ro. ~T'P· fLTJKE
n m{7rt:v}-

' aTEV-
a'l/S, 
av8pw7TE, 

rs. TOV Ba
vaTOV 
7Tapt:o
pov 

I. For addresses to the wayfarer on tombs, see R. 
Lattimore, Themes in Gk. and Latin Epitaphs 
(Illinois 1 962), 230ff. 

7. opKcp or "OpKcp ( = Latin Orcus) are possible here; 
for perjury and its consequences see E. 
Vannhoglu, Epigraphica Anatolica I (1983), 79ff.; 
but both the general sense and the adjective 
dvTJMTJTOS favour the latter. 



ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENTS 

9f. dv7]AEI7]TOS" = dv77A€~S", pitiless. 
I I. IIIIIEY on stone; perhaps maT£v- was intended 

and the mason corrected his error in the next line. 
ISff. On the 1TClp€Opos- or attendant spirit, see K. 

Preisendanz, RE XVIII 4 (I949), s.v. (2), I428ff., 
on 'die gottlichen und diimonischen Gestalten des 
Zauberglaubens', citing invocations from Pap. gr. 
magicae (ed. 2, Stuttgart I973); IV, I348: 
€mKaAoiJjLat vwis . . . 7Tap€opovs- Tov fL£yaAov (hoiJ; 
I7I If.: opK{'w ... o£ 'TO 7Tap€U'TOS" :4ya0ov LlatjLOVLOV. 
We presume that Peitheros had been cheated of 
his hopes of survival or long life; hence his bitter 
advice to the passer-by. 

Tf.\POAE 
ITA 
Ne All. 

=t<c\TA\ 
llE16EW 
[.OPI<LJ 
lTPoll.oe 
E(itANHt£ 
HtwlTJHKE 
T\TillTEY 
LTEY 
lHC 
AHGPW/'1 
"\()t-11•11 

"'"'0 y 
Tf A !'Ell. 
POH 

ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENTS 

548 Cavdarhisar 

In wall between bridges. 

Fragments of grey-white marble Doric frieze with 
projecting triglyphs; complete top and 1.; bottom cut 
roughly square as if another block joined on; on one 
metope five-petalled rosette; cf. Naumann, Zeustempel 
PI. 34; at least three or four similar fragments in house 
walls. 

Ht. 0.33; width 0.78; thickness 0.37 broken. 

549 Cavdarhisar 

In street on S.E. of village. 

Grey-white marble slab, cut along top, buried below, 
broken on either side, roughly square behind, decorated 
with sea-horse. 

Ht. 0.53, width 1.43 broken; thickness c.0.52; body of 
horse o. 74 long, 0.28 at chest, o. I 9 at rump, o. I 5 at 

thigh; head 0.32 long. PI. XLIV. 

Probably second quarter or middle of second century 
AD. 

549a Cavdarhisar 

Greyish marble block, cut perfectly smooth as for 
building below at 1., on r. cut rough and receding 
somewhat to back; could be taken for part of a cornice if 
wor¥ed above and if it didn't taper. 

Ht. o.o88s; width o.2I5 (top), 0.25 (base); thickness 0.29 
to 1. edge, c.o.325 to r. edge. 

550 Sopu-Koy-Hac1 Kebir 

Under side of E. pier of bridge over river I/ 4 hour from 
Sopu on road to Hac1. 

Two fragments of frieze with peltae ending in bird
heads. 

Ht. 0.36; width LIS; thickness o.3I; peltae 0.30 high, 
0.42 wide. PI. XLIV. 

The frieze may be compared with a similar but older 
frieze (R. Naumann, Rom. Mitt. LXXXVI (I979), 334f. 
PI. 84, 2, dated by him after the middle of the second 
century AD); there the pelta is related to those on the 
Hadrianic C438 = W99 and C336, and to those on 
Cso2 from the second quarter of the second century, 
and probably belong to the same quarter-century, 
perhaps even to the reign of Hadrian. Those on the 
present monument are more closely related to those on 
C443 (beginning of third quarter of second century) and 
CI96 (second quarter); thus the frieze might belong to 
rhe middle or to the third quarter of the second century; 
perhaps even to the reign of Antoninus Pius. 

55oa Cardakh 

Brought out from shed near mosque. 

Smooth, greyish marble gargoyle stone, almost certainly 
used as fountain or conduit gargoyle in ancient times; 
probably broken behind. The objects on top of the head 
are broken and doubtful, but the leg seems to make one 
(rather than two) animals likely. The head is surely 
animal rather than human but is anyway of poor 
workmanship. 

Ht. o.IO; width o.I rs. PI. XLIV. 
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JEWISH, CHRISTIAN, AND BYZANTINE 
MONUMENTS 
See also C319, C388, C39o?, C436, Csoz 
(Christian), C4zof .. C410 (Jewish?) 
550b Sopu Koy 

In dry stream bed five minutes S. of village. 

Grey-white marble stele, capital broken and no 
inscription extant. On front, seven-branched candelab
rum (menorah), flanked, I. by ethrog, r. by lulab 
(incised). 

Ht. 0.93 broken; width 0-42 (shaft), 0.53 (base); 
thickness 0.29 (shaft), 0.3 I 5 (base). PI. XLIV. 

Uncertain imperial date. 

This uninscribed stele may be compared with two other 
unpublished Jewish stones, similar in their decoration 
and workmanship, of uncertain provenance, but now in 
Kiitahya Museum. They may all have come from the 
same Jewish community. 
For the decoration of Jewish monuments in classical 
times, see E. Goodenough, Jewish Symbolism in the 
Greco-Roman Period (IJ vols., Princeton I953-68); Y. 
Shiloh in Israel Exploration Journal xvm (I968), 54ff.; 
L. I. Levine, ed., Ancient Synagogues Revealed 
(Jerusalem I 98 I). The objects commonly found with 
(usually flanking) the menorah are shofar (ram's horn 
trumpet), Torah scrolls, incense shovel, lulab (bunch of 
palm leaves used at the Feast of Tabernacles), ethrog 
(citron also used at that feast), and wine jar. The object 
on the I. of the present monument looks like an oil flask 
and was so described by Cox, but see Goodenough, op. 
cit. I, 96 with fig. 8o. 'Oil jars' are 'typical Jewish wine 
jars', with 'a little base, fat belly and long neck with two 
handles like large ears'. For representations of the 
ethrog, see Levine, op. cit. I65 (from Priene) and 170 
(Ostia). 

551 Hac1 Mahmut 

In small cemetery. 

Grey marble pillar; deep cut groove just above lintel, 
traces of large cross above groove; inscription at bottom 
of pillar, probably one line gone above; letters clear and 
certain. 

Ht. 2.20 till buried; circumference 1.3 I; letters 
0.03--Q.035· PI. XLV. 

[---] 
VL EIJxaptaTWV 
T<jJ B( € )0 KE T<jJ 
apxavyiACtJ 
avwr~aEv tmEp 

5· Evxijs KE aWTTJ-
p{a<; rwv TEKvwv 

avrov 
f-LOX8~aav
TO<; Maya[A.]?! 

re. roD 7T€Sos 
avrov 

I. 

If. 

3· 
4· 

9· 

Perhaps restore [o SEiva r<jl K{o][vt. 
EvxaptaTWV r<jJ BE<jJ: cf. LXX Judith 8, 25; Ill 
Mace. 7, r6; I Cor. r, 4· 
The stone has ew. 
The name of the archangel is usually specified, as 
in MAMA r, 434, but cf. IV, 225; St. Michaelis 
presumably intended: cf. C552. 
The squeeze shows Maya[.]a, and the traces of the 
missing letter suggest A. 

ro. The illness and recovery of this child (7TESos for 
7TatSos, as often, e.g. MAMA VII, 561; T. Dr~w
Bear, Nouv. inscr. 109 no. 48) were the occaswn 
for the thanksgiving. It is worth noting that this 
Christian dedication has precisely the same form 
as many typicai pagan dedications of central 
Anatolia. 

552 Tav~anh and Karakoy Oren 

Frags. (a)-( e) seen in Tav§anh, (a) by Cox in the house of 
Ahmet Effendi, and subsequently by L. Tugrul, (b) by 
Cox serving as a trough in the S. of the village, (c)-( e) by 
Tugrul. Frags. (f)-(h) were copied by Cox in Karakoy 
Oren. The decoration and lettering of (a)-(e) are 
virtually identical to those of the three Karakoy stones, 
and it is most likely that they were carried from Karakoy 
S. to Tav§anh for use as building material in the recent 
past. We are much indebted to Professor R. M. Harrison 
for help in interpreting these fragments. 

(a) and (c)-(e) only, P331. PI. XLV (b). 

(a) Moulded entablature fragment of grey and white 
marble, hollowed out for drinking trough. The stone 
appears to be complete at both ends, so the text will have 
carried on to other blocks. 

Ht. 0.35; width 2.I25 (first ~rt of inscr. 1.19; 
interrupted by modern door post o.I I; then o.825; 
trough r.8o wide, 0.50 thick, 0.295 deep); letters 
0.04-0.06. 

-]TJ> J 7Tpocf>pov€ws vaio"': [.]€ 8€6cf>pov€<; ay[-

To judge from the length of the gap only the right hand 
side of nu and one other letter are missing; so perhaps 
read va{O"'; [r]€ fJEocf>poVE<; ay[v-; ay[t- WOuld not fit the 
metre. 

(b) 'Frieze of architectural type in white marble with 
grey streaks; inscription in large hacked letters' (Cox). 

Ht. 0.32; width 1.31; thickness 0.49 (top) plus 0.07 
(projection). 

-] 1rarpos £ov BEoSwp[-

(c) 'Segment of a marble architrave' (Tugrul no. I8). 

Ht. 0.37; width 1.78; thickness o.6r; letters 0.055. 
Tugrul PI. XVII. 

ov]pav{TJ<; cf>ptKT'ij<; ~YEfLOVE<; arpar[{TJS 

(d) 'Segment of marble architrave' (Tugrul no. I9). 

Ht. 0.35; width r.89; thickness 0.53; letters o.o6. Tugrul 
PI. XVII. 
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aAL]TpoaVII1JS' [.]ov MLxa~A 7T[-

For the restoration see Bull. epigr. I965, I63 no. 386. 

(e) 'Segment of a marble architrave' (Tugrul). 

Ht. 0.47; width I .36; thickness o. 77; letters 0.05. Tugrul 
PI. XVII. 

-]Aov olKov TOVTov v1r[-

Tugrul reads Tov Ka]Aov olKov TOVTov, but Mrs. Roueche 
suggests ayA]~ov olKov, thus preserving the metre. 

(f) Broken building stone of white marble with some 
grey. Mouldings a row of dentils immediately above the 
inscription; bead-and-reel moulding below; sunken 
panel with concave ends on soffit, indicating use as lintel 
or architrave to span an aperture. Broken 1. and r. 

Ht. 0-40 (?);width o.6I; thickness o.6o; letters 0.0475. 

-] os- €oE{f-ta[To -

(g) Large block of greyish white marble, broken 1. and r. 
Dentils immediately above inscription; bead-and-reel 
moulding below. 

Ht. 0-44; width 1.22; thickness 0.57; letters 0.05. 

-hn J ~o' aA.6xcp 61~[-

(h) Large block of greyish white marble, buried. Broken 
1., but apparently complete r., where it would have 
joined another block. Dentils above inscription, buried 
below inscription. 

Ht. 0.28; width 2.555; thickness o.I2 {buried); letters 
0.055· 

-]lf TEKEWII J €a8Ad xapL~6f-LEVOL Ka[-

All these fragments come from a building, doubtless a 
church, of considerable pretensions. From the shape of 
block (a), with a corner at each end, we should imagine 
that the inscription, carved on an elaborately moulded 
entablature {i.e. architrave with bead-and-reel 
decoration, frieze with inscription, cornice supported on 
dentils) which would have been supported by a 
colonnade, ran round the interior of the building, not 
only along the nave, but also into the transepts, niches, 
or other indentations. Compare the placing of the 
inscription of the church of St. Polyeuktos in 
Constantinople {AD 524-7), excavated and shortly to be 
published by Professor Harrison (see the preliminary 
reports in Dumbarton Oaks Papers xv (I96I), 243ff., XIX 
(I965), 230ff., XX (I966), 223ff., XXI (I 967), 273ff., XXII 
(I968), I95ff.). 

Enough remains of this text to suggest that this 
monumental inscription commemorated the dedication 
of a church (frag. (e)) to St. Michael (frag. (d)). The 
military phraseology of (c) and (f) is well suited to the 
warrior archangel, and probably the ~YEf-LOVE> of the 
heavenly host (frag. (c)) were described as attending him 
in some way. Fragments (b), (g), and (h) perhaps belong 
to part of the inscription which referred to the dedicator 
of the church and members of his family, namely father 

(b), wife (g), and children (h). 
The inscription was in verse and the scrolls in (a), (g), 
and (h) represent line ends, (a) and (h) of pentameters, 
(g) probably of a hexameter. 

553 Tav~anh 

In a shop (dug up at Cukur Koy). 

Small slab of polished white marble with moulding 
below, slanting away to 1. at each end with projections 
presumably to fit on to other stones. 
Ht. o.I85; width 0.36 (plus 0.03 at 1. end); thickness 
0.045; letters o.0I5-o.o275· PI. XLV. 

+ Kat 7TaVTOS' + 
Byzantine date. 

Probably half of a dedication containing Tov otKov avTov. 

554 Hac1 Mahmut 

Behind cami. 

Round top of pillar of grey-blue marble; letters very 
roughly cut. 

Ht. 1. I 2 buried; circumference 1.20. 

v1r£p EVX* Kpavyaa{ov K~ IIaTpLK{as

Uncertain Byzantine date. 

Kpavyaa{ov: the name seems likely on a funerary stele 
from Byzantium: see N. Fuath, Les steles fun. de Byz. 
greco-rom., avec l' edition et l' index commente des epitaphes 
de L. Robert (Paris I964), I69 no. 28, PI. VII, where 
Kpavya[pL]os- is suggested; cf. I. I. Russu, Studii §i 
Cercetiiri de 1st. veche XVI (I965), 205, correcting to 
KpavyaaLOS', which is regarded as quite possible in Bull. 
epigr. I966, 392 no. 249; the form Craugasius is attested, 
not only there but for a citizen of Nisibis, Amm. Marc. 
XVIII, IO, I; XIX, 9, 3; XX, 6, I, cited by B. Baldwin, 
Historia xxv (I976), I I9. 

K~ for Kai, as in MAMA v, 29 (Dorylaeum) and often. 
The copy has IIATPIKIAC. 

555 Hac1 Mahmut 

On pillar in mehtep. 

Ancient milestone (inverted) of bluish-white marble 
weathered yellow. Inscription cut on opposite side to 
C3. 

Ht. I ·93 till buried; circumference 0.97. 
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t 

5· 

X~> Tpv

cpwvo> f 
Llavo-

ov 

4· An up stroke at the beginning of the line. Perhaps a 
damaged cross. Llavoov is presumably the Semitic 
David not the Phrygian Llovoov. 

556 K1z1k 

Y'ITE Pt% 
XHC.TPY t ~WNO(, 
1/S~Y~t 

oy 

Cami wall, N.E. corner. 

Slab of grey-white marble broken r., a cross to 1. of 
inscription; letters very irregular. 

Ht. 0.4I, width I .4I broken; thickness 0.24; letters 
o.o25-o.o4. 

f AtTovpyi> {JovK[~L> 
ov AtTovpyi> ov {JovK[~t> 
f1-1JOE AtTovpy~aa> cl!oE !1-~ TTapava.KaTTTE A[ 

Mrs. Roueche suggests that this inscription may be as 
late as the seventeenth or eighteenth century. 

We are much indebted to Mrs. Roueche and to Miss M. 
Sirivianou for help with the interpretation of this 
inscription. 
The verbs are thoroughly iotacized. 
If. flovK[~t>: flovKK[~w, jentare, gustare (Stephanus, 

Thes.). 
3· woE: 'here', as in Matthew 8, 29 and I2, 6. 

TTapavaKaTTTE (not in LSJ): connected with the 
'rare, class.' dvaKaTTTw, gulp down. 
Perhaps a reference to eating the communion as 
Mrs. Roueche suggests: 'If you haven't sat 
through the liturgy, don't take communion. Even 
if you have completed the liturgy, don't gulp it 
down!' 

f A\ToYPrltj)o'(Kill( 
•Y/\ITw(->riC.OYC>oYKI'Z.IC. 

).1. :-1 >-.ITOY P rHC.AC.WD.£ HHl'"AP;).NAKAlTTt 

557 Cavdarhisar 

Carved in N. wall of the temple, above and to the r. of 
C558. 

Cursive text. 

Inscribed area: ht. 0.49; width 0.54; letters o.o2-o.o65, 
average o.o2-o.o3. 

t 'AvEK( at }v~aO'T/ 0 vaw> OVT{ 0!)) 
1rapd. Mtx{a~l.) dpx{t}otaKo{vov} K{ai) oo ... 

ET. .IS cpty' lvo. y' 
K( ai) oi dvaytv6( a )KoVTE> Ev-

5. xwfJ( E) 1m( Ep) avTojl o 8( EO)> avvxw
pEUTJ Tov 

AD I005. 

We are indebted to Mrs. Roueche for help with the 
decipherment of this text. Stephen Mitchell and 
Professor Clive Foss inspected it in the summer of I982 
and established the reading of the date. 
I. ForK~ serving in this way, cf. lnscr.gr. chret. 26I. 
2. Llo( .. .) is difficult. Mrs. Roueche suggests 

Oo( fLEUTLKOV ). 
3· The year is 65I3, AD I005 by the Byzantine 

creation era and, indeed, a third indiction (see V. 
Grumel, La Chronologie. Traite des etudes 
byzantines. 1. publ. P. Lemerle (Paris I958), 254). 
An apse was constructed in the pronaos of the 
temple, and small finds of the Byzantine period 
were made during the excavations (Naumann, 
Zeustempel 76ff.). On archaeological grounds the 
construction should be dated to a period before 
the eleventh century, and the reconstruction that 
the inscription attests should be seen as a further 
modification of a church that already existed. 
The inscription as such may be compared in style, 
though not in content, with one in the wall of the 
temple of Augustus and Rome at Ancyra (G. de 
Jerphanion, Met. d' Arch. Anatolienne, Met. de 
l'Univ. S.Josephxm I (Beirut I928), 29I no. 67), 
which probably dates to a similar period (see also 
D. Krenker and M. Schede, Der Tempel in 
Ankara (Berlin 1936), 59f.). 

5f. ? 0 8€0!) avvxwipEUTJ TOV ... cf. Cyril of Jerusalem 
4I3c Apophth. 124 in PG LXV. 
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'. + 1\N[IYI-IH<ONA'WI,X 
JC. " 'b. 0 ' • 

TT A P >. 1-i I A P A/ ~ IX 'Aj: 
... " ,. " A. 

(: 1 ,iS f I r I H r ·:· 
~ o IP\NAr•'tl KO N ft.n- )' 
~ tr T 

X tCj AVX 'OOC (.vNXw 

Pt.CHToN 

558 <;avdarhisar 

Inscribed on N. wall of temple, nearly at W. corner; 
below and to 1. of C384a. 

Cursive text, considerably defaced by rude scratchings 
of horses etc. (of the early Turkish period). Letters very 
rough. 

Inscribed area: ht. 0.30; width 0.56; letters o.oo5-o.o25, 
average 0.0I5-0.o2; 4> 0.055. 

For text see fig. 

Uncertain Byzantine date. 

I. Mrs. Roueche suggests ~aEAB[E] XE[p]~v Jv T~ va~ 
K{ up{o }v; cf. L. J alabert and R. Mouterde, 
Inscriptions grecques et lat. de la Syrie II (Paris 
I939), 245 no. 443 for ~aEABE XEpwv (Qatoura, 4th 
century). 

2. f.L~I1rws at end? 
3· Mrs. Roueche suggests f.LEAt 'Y/Twv (N from the 

stroke above the line), and then awf.LaTL, perhaps a 
reference to the lilies of the field, as at Luke I 2, 
22ff., Matthew 6, 25ff. (with f.LEPLf.LVUTE, ''Y)TEiTE). 

I ~ 

+ 1-1 <.<-AB- X E' "NE NT 11 "A w K ¥T 
VJ L.U 

/'\W0~"! EJ, fl\ ,.._o.....CZ Mln...,c. 

t'H.).. I Z ~ .i c ,.., /"\ .1T ·;,; 1-, ~ l 1<1 o"'F o ll 

(E). 0 ( 0,¥ c ~ ~. E.llH. '¥ '1 ~ ( w n I ( ~ (' r. 
6 

/"\I(~ lE/\' 

t I tf\.., 

t E 1 t-

559 HaCI J\!Iahmut 

Supporting stairway in house verandah. 

Plain rectangular bluish marble block, very worn 
surface, decorated with cross; 'cross looked certain from 
some distance' (Cox). First few letters clearly cut. 

Ht. O.I2 till buried; width 1.43; thickness 0-435; letters 
0.02-0.03. 

For text see fig. 

Uncertain Byzantine date. 

Possibly ~"!~P. El~,¥'Q[>]? 

I + N-H (; ~ .. /\ W/111/I//114J:I/////.t0 rh 

560 Tepecik (Afyon 3 I Id) 

In centre of village. 

p330. 

Broad short octagonal base of greyish marble, top 
buried, deep hole (modern) in bottom, surface a good 
deal worn, especially at edges; letters regular and firm. 

Ht. 0.58 buried (base o.I9, face 0.28); width 0.38 each 
face; diameter 0.9I side to side, 1.005 corner to corner; 
letters o.o2-0.025. PI. XLV. 

(a) 'Y7TEpi EVXYJ> K{ ai) 
awTEp{as Kup{,\
[o]v Kai Tfj avv{3{oy 
q.vTou Kai Twv TE-

5· Kvwv avTou l:wa-

(b) 

5· 

~EVf!l! Kat -;.~ U~l;'[{3-] 
{oy UVTOJl 4p[.kv Ka! 
:wv TE~VWV avTO,V l:T[E-] 
4>av£oos. 'AJL~· 

Kai lmJ.p f.LJ,fu!.,TJ.) 
KaL dva1TaVaE£;'ls] 
BEoOovAov Kai 
TTJS a~v{3f~v avTov 
jfuptaKiS ;;at eE-: 
f!OovAo,v Kai Tpo4>£-
[t.L1)1s Kat ET€If!A€K 
l:TE4>avov Kat TEv-
( E}8,\{as" + . 

(c) 'EyEvETo To E'pyf![v] 
Toj 'Ay{oy l:TE4>avoy 
0 4>6pos K{ at) 0 af.Lf3w[v] 
K{ at) ~ KOAtfL{3{8pa 
; \ ... f • l 

5· E7TL TOV OULOTaTOJl 
Vf.LWV JmaK67Tou 
'Em4>av{ou f ~tvt 
'A7Tpt,\£ov" JIL1JZJ:::· 
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April, lndiction 6, no year given? See commentary. 

(a) r. fiiEPIYX. ~LW, CIG, interpreting ['l'}r€p 
Evx[~s] K( at} [a-]. Mrs. Roueche points out that 
lnTEpt EVX~> is a not uncommon form: see Bull. 
epigr. I966, 4I3 no. 320, cf. I968, 529 no. 54I. 

2. 'Room for Cat start and possible traces' (Cox). 
2f. Kupt~l[o]u: 'A slightly more probable' (Cox); 'a 

second A gone at start rather than at end of 2' 
(Cox); KYll I IKAI LW, CIG, interpreting 
Kv[p]t1AAovl Kat. Mrs. Roueche suggsts Kvpu?-I[Ko]v 
as a possibility. 

3· T~, dative for genitive, unless a sigma has dropped 
out. 

5f. CWINCIIAIIIECIN LW, CIG, interpreting 
l' ... I ... K]at [T~s] a[v]v[,B{ov] CIG, l'w[yE1v[ov] LW. 

7· 'Looks like LJPOCo or LJPOEo; LJ and P almost 
certain.' (Cox); AYToLJI __ A_ LW, CIG, 
interpreting avTov, LJ .... [Kat T]lwv. 

8. ~ANIAO[AMHN LW, CIG, with LW inter
preting [Kni]l 4->d'vtlS]os. 
It is most likely that Kyrillos, Sosthenes, Drosos, 
and Stephanos were all siblings. If so, the 
deceased persons commemorated in (b) might be 
their parents (making Mrs. Roueche's interpret
ations of the name in !.2 more likely), a deceased 
(elder) brother also called Theodoulos, and four 
other deceased siblings. 

(b) 2. 'Looks as if only room for and traces of OC but 
WC could be crushed' (Cox); LW, CIG have half 
an omega at the end of the line. 

5· KYPIAKIC: 'seems certain, including I for H 
(Cox); 'YpaaKTJS" LW, CIG with some hesitation 
from LW, CIG YP[AKJ-l..[. 

6f. LW, CIG restore the missing letters of TpocfnlfLTJh 
as the end of 1.6. 

7· 'Looks like ETEIHA' (Cox). Perhaps 'EyELp{as 
K( a{); Et TELva CIG from EITEINA; LW interprets 
Ka{ El TE[K]va EKI Ewpavov Kat TEv[vaS]tla]s [?)]. 

8f. 'Apparently N; no apparent room forE at end or 
start' (Cox); TENIIACI LW, CIG, with CIG 
interpreting yEv-1 ....... . 

(c) r.' One would have said no room for ON, but 
conceivable traces round edge into other face' 
(Cox); EPT LW, CIG, interpreting as Epy[ov]. 

3· 'no room for N except on edge' (Cox). 
4· 'Apparently I in each case, M or N uncertain'; 

KOAINBIOPA LW, CIG, interpreted as 
KoA[ v]v,Bt18]pa. 

6. 'Looks like Y, not H' (Cox); OCIOTAToiMWN 
LW, CIG, interpreted as [~]lfLwv; for VfLLV 
replacing ~fLLV in a prayer in the Apamea region, 
see Bull. epigr. I973, I87 no. 489 (on Epigraphica 
XXXIII (I97I), 95 no. 4I). 

7· 'No trace of H' (Cox). 
8. AIIPIAio LW, CIG. The figures are 'certain 

except a possible letter gone at end' (Cox); 
CTAYEO LW; aAYEO CIG, interpreting the 
figures as [iT.,s]u[g8] = AD 98 I, too late for the style 
of the inscription; the date seems to be 
l( v }0( LKnwvos) t, no year given. 

The inscription records the dedication of a church 
of St. Stephen, with a forum (for cp6pos = forum, 
see Bull. epigr. I95I, I94 no. 2I9a), pulpit (LSJ 
s.v. afL~wv 5,]HSxx (I9oo), I95; XXVIII (I9o8), 
I96), and a baptismal font (LSJ s.v. KOAVfL~~8pa 
rv) or cistern, see G. Lampe, Patristic Greek 
Lexicon (Oxford I96I), s.v. In SEC XXVII, IOI9 
(Nebo, Palestine) the expression T~S" EV avnp (se. 
StaKOVLKc{l ay{as KOAVfL~E8pas T~S" 7TaALVYEVEa{as) 
points to the first meaning. 

s6I Tav!?anh 

Said to have been brought from Uyucak. 

Greyish marble pillar, probably complete below as 
above, with cross in relief; round socket on top. 

Ht. 0.965 (capital 0.085); diameter 0.375 (capital 0.39); 
circumference r.I6 (shaft); socket 0.04 across, 0.055 
deep; cross 0.66 above, o. I 9 below cross-bar; 0.34 wide. 
PI. XLV. 

s6Ia Hahfeler 

In fountain below village. 

Greyish marble pillar or homos; broken below; capital 
projects on r. side and perhaps at back; I. side gone; line 
below capital continues round r. side but not back; on 
front at top of shaft incised chi rho monogram. 

Ht. 0.985 (o.o6 capital, 0-40 monogram); width 0.285 
(shaft), 0.305 (capital), plus c. 0.02 on broken side; cross 
is width of shaft; thickness 0-46. PI. XLVI. 

In toolshed rented by railway manager. 

White marble column top (?) with basin (almost 
certainly ancient) above and channel down back; two 
small holes behind front; on front, chalice from which 
grow branches with three-petalled flowers (?lilies) and 
leaves, surmounted by cross and flanked by peacocks, 
fronds below; above, border of leaf tendril; below, 
border with tendril; at side, arched grooves. 

Ht. 0.44; width o.4I5; thickness 0.55; on the upper 
surface, the basin is 0.33 from front to back, 0.33 wide, 
o. I 3 deep; the channel 0.02 deep, the holes o.o4; the 
lower surface 0.4I from front to back, with socket of 0.07 
at back, 0.295 wide. PI. XLVI. 

Byzantine date. 

MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCERTAIN TYPE 
562 <;avdarhrsar 

In outer house wall in road by well in S.E. quarter. 
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Greyish marble fragment broken everywhere; letters 
deep and firm. 

Ht. o. I 6; width 0.34; thickness 0.07 5 till out of sight; 
letters o.o3s-o.0425. 

MHT 

The inscription here and on the two monuments that 
follow appears to be complete. They might all be 
boundary stones marking the property of a sanctuary of 
the Mother of the Gods, perhaps the M~T1JP ETEVV1JV~, on 
which seep. xxxiiiff.; cf. Cs6s (.ETE) and Cs68 (.M). 

563 Cavdarhisar 

In new cemetery toW. 

Grey-white marble slab, buried at r., broken at other 
sides; letters very rough and deep. 

Ht. o.2o; width 0.98; thickness O.{I; letters o.oss-o.o6. 

MHT 

See C562n. 

564 Cavdarhisar 

In street near mosque. 

Greyish marble base. 

Ht. 0.57; width and thickness 0.77 (capital and base), 
o.6s (shaft); letters o.o2-o.o225. 

v. MHTv. 

See C562n. 

MHT l 

/I I 11 Ill /I I I I I I I/ 11 1/ I I I I I I I I/ IJ' 

r ~~---~J 

s6s Cavdarhisar 

Built into outside of yard wall by second washing place 
N. of S. Roman bridge. 

Long rectangular slab, probably once whitish marble, 
now blackened. 

Ht. 0.30; width 2.97 all the way along; thickness 0.335 
till out of sight; letters o.03-0.035. 

I:TE 

Again the inscription appears complete; possibly 
another boundary stone, in which case we surely should 
read .ETE(vv1Jv~s) or LTE{vvov}; see C562n. 

s66 Cavdarhisar 

In house court wall in N.W. of city. 

Two octagonal capitals with one letter on upper surface 
of each. 

Diameter 0.39 across each face. 

EM 

Mason's marks. 

567 Cavdarhisar 

In court on left bank below bridges. 

Grey-white marble slab. 

Width r.o6; letters o.o8, o. 1 o. 

v. TEv. 

Perhaps a boundary stone, although the copy does not 
suggest that [.E]Tf: should be restored as in Cs6s. 

s68 K1z1k 

Over spring on E. hill. 

Very much chipped all along top half. 

Ht. 0.365; width r.88s; thickness o.6s at least; letters 
o.o875, o.o9; between 1. edge and letters r.oo. 

ill 

Probably a boundary stone: the abbreviation should be 
( opot} Llt( 6s). Cf. the boundary stone at Cotiaeum, 
which is a more carefully dressed stone, reading Llis opos, 
JRS XV (I92S), ISO no. I34· 

569 Cavdarhisar 

Just before house-wall in road, at first turn tor. out of 
road leading E. from minaret. 

Biggish bomos of greyish marble with moulded top 
inscribed on its r. side. 
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Ht. 1.oo; width (top) o.84, (shaft) o.6o; thickness (shaft) 
0.53 (measured from side of inscription); letters 
(scratched above) vary from 0.035-0.06. 

For text see fig. 

\ 
l 
~--

... 
.. . t· .. , . . . 

570 Yalmz Mezarhk (Afyon 31-32 le) 

35 minutes on route from Hacr Mahmut to Fakra. 

White marble Ionic capital with scrolled sides, bottom 
buried; inscription on under side of capital. 

Ht. 0-48; width o.69; letters o.o4-o.045· 

El 
ENN 

Mason's marks? Cf. C566. 

571 ViranCik 

In outer house wall at end of street leading to cemetery. 

Part of white marble slab broken all round, except 
perhaps below; letters fine and with regular apices. 

Ht. o. I I broken; width 0.40 broken; letters o.o2 -0.025. 

v.? [.]II[ ... ]OL[---] 
[---]ovav 07Jvap{wv ol[---] 
[---]Y A[ ... ]va K~BLEp~[---] 

This looks like the fragment of a public inscription; cf. 
P27f. and CI6, especially P27 (1rpoaooov KaBLEpwaaL). 

572 Hahfeler 

In court by tekke. 

Grey-white marble slab or cormce stone, mouldings 
receding downwards. 

Ht. 0.43 broken; width o.65 broken; thickness 0-45; 
letters 0.07. 

[---]ws T,[---] 

Probably part of an elaborate funerary monument 
carrying a name of a Roman citizen in the nominative; 
compare a similar type of inscription from C,:ayrrba!?I 
(Zemme) in the upper Tembris valley, S. Mitchell, AS 
XXIX (I979), I9 no. I, with T. Drew-Bear, REA LXXXII 

(I98o, pub!. I982), I79ff. 

573 Cavdarhisar 

In road wall leading E. from minaret about two minutes 
on N. side. 

Greyish marble fragment, buried above, apparently 
broken everywhere else; cornice of architectural (egg
and-dart) pattern; letters very deep and clear. 

Ht. o. I 9 till broken and buried; width 0.56; thickness 
about o. I 3 till lost in wall; letters: T o.o8 broad, bar of N 
0.045 till broken. PI. XL VI. 

[---]!I ANTI[---] 

Part of a monumental inscription? One could restore 
[avv] 1TUVTt [r<P KOU/L<tJ] (cf. C37); or possibly [T<P avv]1TaVTL 
[ olK<P Twv ~E{3aaTwv]. 

574 <;avdarhisar 

High in house wall on S. just where road leading E. from 
town to chaussee leaves village. 

White marble; clearly cut letters on fine surface. 
Ht. O.I3 broken; width 0.375· 

[ ---]-II.Q/2'[---] 
[---] 0~/LWL V. 

V. 

Perhaps part of a letter to the O~/LOS" of Aezani or the 
beginning of an honorific decree. 

575 <;avdarhisar 

In outside of yard wall by second washing place N. of S. 
Roman bridge. 

Greyish marble slab, buried indefinitely to right, cut 
beneath, at 1., and above so as to be a long rectangular 
block; inscription begun in big letters (little H). 

Ht. 0.26; width I .OI till buried; thickness 0.09 till out of 
sight; letters o.o5-o.o6 (H o.o3). 

HIIIII 

The boundary of the i1T7TOOpo/Los? 
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576 Sopu Koy 

In cemetery wall. 

Greyish marble homos, three sides moulded but plain, 
fourth with panel containing inscription; lines too much 
weathered to be recoverable. 
Ht. o.I65 (pedestal), o.I4 (capital), o.825 (shaft), o.o6 
(base, buried); width 0.53 (pedestal), 0.67 (capital), 
0.525 (shaft), base projecting o. I I on one side; thickness 
0.545 (pedestal), 0.525 (shaft); base projecting o.o6 over 
edge; letters 0.025. 

Evvq>opos[-] 
[---] 11--] 
[---]17[ ---] 
[---]PI{-] 
[---].1 [T 
[ -----] 

The name in the nominative at the head of the text 
suggests a gravestone or a dedication. 

[ '( N cj> C.Xi'/11/!.[1//' 

;;t///1// 1111111 /T 11/1//, 

//I/ /1//1//1 I//~ TT 1/f/ ///// 

'11//11/111/ ///, p 11//!1/ 

ltl/1/11/1111/t ;;,r::,. [ T 
!/1/// //1///1//1 /1//////; 

577 c;avdarhisar 

In court in street S. of village. 

Fragment of stele? 

Letters 0.022. 

578 Tepecik (Afyon 31 Id) 

Cami threshold. 

Tall, grey-white marble stele, lying face upwards; in 
triangular pediment a five-pointed flower; outside it in 1. 
corner traces of palmette; on shaft a wreath with 
ribbons; traces of three lines of writing; letters worn 
smooth. 

Ht. r.I85 (0.295 capital, r.68 shaft, o.2I base); o.o65 
between bottom of capital and top of wreath; ht. of 
wreath 0.4I5; width 0.475 (capital), 0.44 (shaft top), 0.47 
(shaft bottom), 0.525 (base). 

['AA]Eg[avllpos ME]vavll[pov] (?) 

'Apparently Nor Hbefore AN.d' (Cullen). Traces of two 
lines survive below. 

ltt;,~.W~<W'!It//1,1 \1\W A 
1(/111 /t/1 1/1/J/ l//1/ I Ill I Ill 11. 

/1111/JIJIIJI//1/I/fl// //Ill/ 

579 c;avdarhisar 

Kale mound. 

Three fragments of grey-white marble. 

a) Ht. 0.30; width o.o8; thickness 0.22; b) Ht. 0.22; 
width o.o6; thickness o.t9; c) Ht. 0.28; width 0.075; 
thickness 0. I 6; letters 0.027 5-o.03. 
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It is not certain that these are parts of the same stone. 

s8o <;avdarhisar 

In street wall on left bank near big wash-place below 
bridges. 

Grey-white marble homos, 1. side and base complete; r. 
edge broken off (not worn) through letters; similar sunk 
panel (blank) on 1. side of homos. 

Ht. 0.72 broken (panel 0-42 broken); width 0.25 broken; 
thickness 0.52 buried; letters 0.025-0.0275. 

For text see fig. 

s8x <;avdarhisar 

In shed in house in N.W. part near oda. 

Fragment of slab of greyish marble broken all round; 
letters larger at start, firm, very fine, with apices. 

Ht. 0.2I broken; width 0.295 broken; letters 0.0275 
above, 0.0225 below. 

2. 

3· 

4· 

]QNv. 
]:¥ov rov MTJ

r:-oY:: V. 

V. 
]rn 

[? 'Avno]xov rov MTJ[vo-. 
The first letter might be E. The four dots that end 
the line are marked 'complete' in the copy. 
Traces of two letters are given in the copy; and 
three may be visible in the squeeze. 

In mosque wall. 

Big slab of greyish marble, worn very smooth; base level, 
as are sides and capital, which is roughly hewn level on 
its face and perhaps cut square at sides to fit in; bunches 
of leaves falling 1. and r. from a circle between two 
wreaths; inscription largely erased; no traces of letters 
above the bottom two lines, except a scraped ZH; 
probably the surface is all worn away, as it is to r. of 

letters, which are only faintly cut. 

Ht. 0.2 I 5; width I ·58; letters 0.02. Pl. XLVI, with P248. 

ZH 
Gap of several lines. 
MHN 0 
HPOII 

In S. parapet of bridge. 

Greyish marble cornice slab much worn, very rough 
underneath, broken r., roughly smooth 1., back roughly 
smooth but broken away in places; letters big, not very 
firm, very widely spaced. 

Ht. o.I8 (segment below letters o.o7); width 1.42 (O.I4 
to K, K o.o6, 0.28 to A, A 0.07, o.I9 toE, E o.o6, o.I9 to 
0, 0 0.09, o. I 5 to Y, Y 0.04, o. I 5 to end; thickness o.82; 
letters A o.o8, 0 0.09. 

[--- Evpv]KM?v[> ---]? 

For M. Ulpius Eurycles see C3 1. 

I .. ~ .... · · 0· · · · · · · ~ .... · .. ·? ...... · :* · I 

s84 <;avdarhisar 

In house court wall in N.W. of city, near PII. 

Part of probably greyish marble slab much weathered 
and broken all round; letters biggish, irregular, worn 
very shallow. 

Ht. o. I 2; width 0.36; thickness o. I 3 till out of reach; 
letters: A is o.o6. 

I. For text see fig. 
2. [-- Ka]i Jav[r--] 

Part of a funerary monument? 
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In houseyard near CI2. 

Greyish marble slab broken 1., cut smooth below and 
above; large uninscribed gap to r. of the text and large 
vac. below; letters competent, regular, uniform. 

Ht. 0.49; width 0.425; thickness o. I 5 buried; letters 
o.o2-o.o225; 0.095 gone to I. of inscription; 0.095 vacat 
above, 0.27 below, 0.225 tor.; inscribed area O.I25 by 
o.Ios. 

]NTHN 
]CANE 
]NHI 
]AEY.Q 

s86 <;avdarhisar 

House court wall in N. W. 

Fragment of greyish marble, probably broken all round; 
inscription apparently within tabula ansata in slight 
relief. 

Ht. 0.075; width 0.3r; thickness 0.04 till out of sight; 
letters o.025-o.o375· 

For text see fig. 

r. 'A first letter; H second letter improbable' (Cox). 

sss Cavdarhisar 

In garden near C267, right behind the house. 

Robert, Hell. VIII (I950), 4I no. 329: 'Ancyre de Galatie, 
Musee de Bedesten', with Plate. 

See Robert, ad loc. 

Ht. 0.97 maximum (frame at r. 0.57 to break; lower rim 
0.24); thickness 0.77 maximum (frame below 0.58 to 
break; rim at I. side o.o8); thickness c. o. I I. 

See Robert, ad loc., for illustration. 

The discovery that this relief originated in Aezani 
confirms the evidence provided by C12o and CI20a and 
by the reliefs in the theatre described by Le Bas
Reinach, Voyage arch., Architecture, I44, with PI. XVII, 
after A. Laborde et al., Voyage de l'Asie Mineure (Paris 
I838), p. 58 and PI. XIX 49, and Texier, Descr. del' Asie 
Mineure I (Paris I842), PI. 46ff. (referred to by Robert, 
Gladiateurs 59 no. I 32), that there was considerable 
interest in gladiatorial games and venationes at Aezani. 
Venationes are attested also at Sardis (G. Hanfmann and 
N. Ramage, Sculpture from Sardis (Cambridge, Mass., 
I978), no. I46; L. Robert, CRAI I982, 249ff., with fig. 
Io; Nysa: ibid. fig. r I; Apri in Thrace: Robert, 
Gladiateurs 90ff. n.27 and PI. XXIV, r; Cibyra: Robert, 
Hell. VIII, 56ff. and PI. XXf.; Ephesus: Gladiateurs 
2oof. no. 268f. and PI. XXVIf. 

2. Uncertain if the mark at the beginning of the line s89 Cavdarhisar 
is a letter. Third letter from end 'looks like H but 
may not be'. 

s87 <;avdarhisar 

W. cemetery, in E. wall. 

Greyish marble homos, back and sides cut but 
unadorned; front, female figure standing, r. forearm 
across breast, I. · arm hanging down and holding 
uncertain object, probably scroll, and leaning against 
post; headdress in deep relief; broken at top (by field of 
inscription?). 

Ht. 1.42; width o.64 (top and base), 0.52 (shaft); 
thickness o.64 (base, top gone), 0-485 (shaft). PI. XLVI. 

The hairstyle of the figure points to a date from the 
Severan period (Julia Domna) onwards. 

On kale green, buried up to face, flush with grass. 

Grey-white marble homos, front decorated with relief of 
male figure, facing, clad in voluminous tunic, with 
incisions round ankles indicating the edge of foot-gear 
or leggings; r. hand on chest, staff in I.; defaced head 
apparently bare; sides only roughly smoothed; no 
inscription except possibly on back (inaccessible). 

Ht. 0.87 (capital o.r9, shaft 0.55, base O.I3 broken; 
figure 0.48, head o. ro, waist to feet 0.22); width 0.39 
(figure 0.28); thickness (visible) 0.25. PI. XLVI. 



PUBLISHED INSCRIPTIONS OF AEZANI 

(Entries in brackets: monument not seen by editor; *-from Tav~anh area; t-from Ktrgtl area). 

Temple lands inscriptions 
(see Introduction) 

PI Letter of Avidius Quietus to Aezani. 
Keppel, Narr. II, 230 no. 5; Fellows. Journ., 142 
(this inscription only); Texier, Descr. I, 103f.; LW 
86o; (CJG 3853 and p. 1064f.; CIL m, 355, 7003, 
14191; E. de Ruggiero, L'Arbitrato pubblico in 
relazione col privata presso i Romani (Roma 1893), 
38off.; OGIS 502; IGR IV, 57I; Abbott-Johnson, 
Mun. Ad. 403 no. 82; Smallwood, Does. 
Nerva-Hadrian 454); U. Laffi, Athenaeum XLIX 
(1971), 9f. Laffi provides full documentation on 
Pr-5. 

P2 Letter of Hadrian to Avidius Quietus. 
Keppel, Narr. II, 231 no. 6; Texier, Descr. I, 103; 
LW 86r; (CJG 3853 and p. 1065); as P1. 

P3 Letter of Avidius Quietus to the Procurator Hesperus. 
Keppel, Narr. II, 231 no. 7; Texier, Descr. I, 104f.; 
LW 862; (CJG 3853 and p. 1065); as P1. 

P4 Letter of Hesperus to Avidius Quietus. 
Keppel, Narr. II, 232 no. 8: Texier, Descr. I, p. 105; 
LW 863; (CJG 3835 and p. 1065); as P1. 

Ps Boundary stone set up by Hadrian, AD I28. 

G. Jacopi, Bullettino del Museo dell' Impero Romano 
IX (1938), 44ff.; (AE 1940, 44; T.R.S. Broughton, 
Studies in Roman Economic and Social History 
presented to A.C. Johnson (Princeton 195 r), 238; 
Laffi, Athenaeum XLIX (1971), rof.). See C9 n. 

Panhellenium inscriptions 

P6 Letter of the Athenian Areopagus to Aezani. 
Keppel, Narr. II, 227 no. 1; Texier, Descr. I, 107; 
LW 868; (CJG 3831 and p. 1064; OGIS 505; IGR 
IV, 574); cf. Hesperia XXXVII (1968), 338ff. 

P7 Letter of the Panhellenium under T. Fl. Cyllus to 
Aezani. 
Keppel, Narr. II, 228 no. 2; Texier, Descr. I, 107; 
LW 869; (CJG 3832 and p. 1064; OGIS 504; IGR 
IV, 573); cf. Hesperia XXXVII (1968), 338ff. 

PS Letter of Panhellenium under Cl. Iason to the koinon 
of Asia. 
Keppel, Narr. II, 229 no. 3; Fellows, Journ. 144; 
Texier, Descr. I, 106; LW 867; (CJG 3833 and p. 
1064; OGIS 507; IGR IV, 576; cf. Hesperia XXXVII 
(1968), 338ff.). 

P9 Letter of Antoninus Pius to Panhellenium. 
Keppel, Narr. II, 229 no. 4; Texier, Descr. I, 108; 
LW 866; (CJG 3834 and p. 1064; OGIS 506; IGR 
IV, 575; cf. Hesperia loc. cit.). 

Imperial letters and edicts 

P10 Letter of Tiberius to Aezani. 
E. Korneman, Klio IX (1909), 422ff.; (ILS 9463; 
IGR IV, 1693; Ehrenberg and }ones, Docs. 2 319). 

Pu Letter of Nero to Menophilus. 
Hamilton, Researches II, 402 no. r6; LW 855 (CJG 
383Ia18 ; OGIS 475; IGR IV, 561; SEC VI, 132; M. 
P. Charlesworth, Does. Illustrating the Reigns of 
Claudius and Nero (Cambridge 1939), 33 no. 3; 
Smallwood, Does. Gaius-Nero 390). Copy and 
squeeze of part. 

P12 Letter of Septimius Severus to Aezani. 
LW 874; (CJG 3837f and p. ro65; IGR IV, 566). 

PIJ Price edict of Diocletian. 
See M. Crawford and J. Reynolds, ZPExxvi (1977), 
125ff., and XXXIV (1979), r63ff. 

Honours for Emperors 
(cf. also P6r) 

PI4 Claudius honoured by T. Cl. Menogenes. 
LW 856; (CJG 383ra16

; IGR IV, 559). Copy and 
squeeze. 

PIS Claudius honoured by his neocori. 
LW 848; (CJG 3831a17 ; IGR IV, 558). Copy and 
photograph, PI. XL VI. 

PI6 Dedication to Hadrian. 
Texier, Descr. I, 1 12; LW 864; (CJG 3841 and p. 
1067; IGR IV, 562). We would read Ilo. Ai>t. 

PI7 Dedication to Sabina Augusta. 
LW 865; (CIG 384 1b; IGR Iv, 563). 

PIS M. Ulpius Appuleius Eurycles honours M. Aurelius 
and L. Verus. 

LW 87r; (CJG 3836 and p. 1065; IGR IV, 564). 
Copy and squeeze. 

PI9 Dedication to Commodus. 
LW 873; (CJG 384 1c; IGR Iv, 565). 

P2o Aezani honours Caracalla. 
LW 988; (CJG 3841d; IGR IV, 567). 

q8 
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P21 Aur. Eumenos honours Diocletian. 
Hamilton, Researches II, 403 no. 20; (CIG 384!1; 
IGR Iv, s68). 

P22 Dedication to an Emperor ( Parthicus M aximus). 
LW 876; (CIG 384Ie; IGR Iv, 569). 

P23 Dedication by Aezani. 
LW 87s; (CIG 384Ig; IGR Iv, 58I). 

Letters or edicts of governors 

P24 Letter of Postuminus, proconsul of Asia, to Aezani. 
LW 84I; (CJG 384If; IGR IV, 572; Robert, Et. 
Anat. 302ff.). Copy. 

P25 Edict of Fulvius Asticus, praeses of Caria and 
Phrygia, introducing the price edict (PI]). 

M. Crawford and J. Reynolds, JRS LXV (I97S), 
I6off.; Reynolds,JRS LXVI (I976), I83 n.I I9; (A.}. 
Oliver, AJP XCVII (I976), I74f.; SEG XXVI (I976-7 
pub!. I979), I353). 

P26 End of imperial or proconsular letter. 
LW 877; (CIG 384If). 

Decrees and honorific inscriptions of the city 

P27 Decree concerning games. 
LW 857; (CJG 383Ia14

; IGR IV, 582). 

P28 Letter of agonothete to panegyriarchs. 
LW 585; (CIG 383Ia14

; IGR IV, 584; Smallwood, 
Does. Gaius-Nero I34; Robert, Hell. XI-XII (I96o), 
I7f.). 

P29 Similar to Pz8. 
LW 859; (CIG 383Ia15

; IGR Iv, 583). CI6. 

P30 Similar to P27. 
A. Korte, Ath. Mitt. xxv (I9oo), 40I no. 2; (IGR IV, 
s6o). Copy and squeeze. 

P31 Fragment of a building inscription supervised by Ti. 
Cl. Euhemerus. 

Naumann, Arch. Anz. I98o, I26; (Bull. epigr. I98o, 
462 no. 498; SEG xxx (I98o pub!. I983), I464 bis). 

P32 Fragment referring to decree of council and people. 
LW 854; (CJG 384Ih). 

P33 Fragment of a decree. 
LW 853; (CJG 383Ia12

). 

P34 The polis honours Cl. Stratonicus. 
Hamilton, Researches II, 403 no. I4; (J. K. Bailie, 
Fasc. Inscriptionum graecarum I (London and 
Dublin I842-9), I3I no. XL); Texier, Descr. I, III; 
LW 884; (CJG 3840 and p. 1067; IGR IV, 570). 

P35 The council and people erect a statue of the city. 
LW 875; (CIG 384 Ig; IGR Iv, 58I). 

P36 The council and people honour Artemidorus 3on of 
M enophilus. 

Korte, Ath.Mitt. xxv (I 900 ), 403 no. 3. 

P37 The council and people honour Calpurnius 
Trophimianus. 

L. Robert, Hell. II (I948), I26ff. 

P38 The council and people honour Demetrius. 
LW 846; (CJG 383Ia5

; C. A. Forbes, CP XXXIX 
(I934), I49). Copy. 

P39 The council and people honour Iulianus son of 
Tryphon. 

LW 84s; (CIG 383Ia4
; IGR IV, s8s). Copy and 

photograph, PI. IV. 

P40 The council and people honour M. Aur. Severus. 
LW 88s; (CIG 3839 and p. Io66; IGR IV, 577). 

P41 The council and people honour Hordeonius son of 
Antiochus. 

LW 985; (CJG 383Ia7
). 

P42 The council and people honour Menecles son of 
Menecles. 
LW 88I; (CJG 383Ia3 ). 

P43 The council and people honour Menophilus son of 
Apollonius. 

LW 984; (CIG 383Ia3
). 

P 44 The council and people honour M enophilus son of 
Nicostratus. 

Texier, Descr. I, Io6; Hamilton, Researches 11, 403 
no. I7; LW 882; (CIG 383Ia1

). C35. 

P 45 The council and people honour M etrodorus son of 
Artemidorus. 

LW 886; (CIG 383Ia11 ). Copy and squeeze. 

*P46 The council and people honour T. Fl. Lepidus. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (I964), I48 no. 1. Copy and 
photograph. 

P47 The council and people honour Diomedes son of 
Asclapon Ulpius. 

R. Naumann, Rom. Mitt. LXXXVI (I979), 336 PI. 85, 
2. 

P48 The council honours Ti. Cl. Campanus Aurelianus. 
LW 883; (CIG 383Ia10

; IGR IV, 578). 

P49 Decree of the council, AD 6. Posthumous honours for 
Menogenes son of Meniscus. 

W. Giinther, Ist. Mitt. xxv (I97S), 35I no. 1. 

Pso Honours for a benefactor, AD I6g. 

LW 992; (CIG 383Ia8 ; OGIS SI I; IGR IV, s8o; cf. 
C. P. }ones, GRBSx11 (I97I), 45ff. esp. 47 n.2, and 
D. H. French, ZPE XXI (I976), nf., for the date). 

P51 Honorific inscription? 
Keppel, Narr. rr, 203 no. 2; (CIG 385I; IGR IV, 
54 I). 

P52 Fragment of honorific inscription. 
LW 879; (CIG 383Ia9 ; IGR IV, 579). CI9. 

P53 End fragment of honorific inscription. 
LW 847; (CJG 383Ia6

). Copy. 
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P54 Honours for -ippus son of Menandrus. 
S. Reinach, REG m (1890), 75 no. 41. 

P55 The phyle Heracleia honours L. Cl. Lepidus. 
LW 842; (CIG 383ra13 ; IGR IV, 586). 

P56 The phyle Hadriane honours L. Cl. Lepidus. 
W. Giinther, Ist. Mitt. XXVI (I976), I I I no. I; (SEG· 
XXVI (I976-7 pub!. I979), I352). 

P57 End of honorific inscription set up by a tribe? 
LW 88o; (CIG 384Ii). Copy and squeeze. 

Religious texts 

Ps8 Oracle concerning a priesthood delivered to 
Demetrius, son of Arcesilaus. 

Korte, Ath. Mitt. xxv (I9oo), 398 no. I; see Robert, 
Bull. epigr. I983, 405 no. 399· 

P59 Buildings put up by Menandros, priest. 
LW 997; (CIG 3842e). 

*P6o Building of a gateway. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-II (I964), I 59 no. 30. 

P61 Dedication to Zeus and Emperors. 
LW 85I; (CIG 3842b; IGR IV, 557.) Copy and 
squeeze. 

P62 Dedication to Zeus. 
LW 852; (CIG 3842c). C53. 

*P63 Dedication to Zeus Bronton. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (I964), I49 no. 2. 

P63a Dedication to Zeus Bronton. 
MAMA v, p. I75 no. Z388. C5o. 

tP64 Dedication to Men by the Alianon Katoikia. 
Reinach, REGm (I89o), 5 no. I; Lane, CMRDMI, 
58 no. 88; Drew-Bear, ANRW II 7, 2 (I98o), 939f. 

P6s Dedication to Meter. 
Naumann, Ist. Mitt. XVII (I967), 246; (Robert, Bull. 
epigr. I970, 46I no. 590). 

*P66 Dedication to Meter Theon. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (I964), I57 no. 24. Copy, 
squeeze, and photograph. 

P67 Dedication to Theos Hypsistos. 
Korte, Ath. Mitt. xxv (I9oo), 405 no. 9· Copy. 

P68 Dedication to Theos Hypsistos. 
Korte, Inscr. Buresch. 27 no. 46. 

tP69 Dedication to Hypsistos. 
LW 987; (CIG 3842d). C59. 

P7o Dedication to Asclepius Soter and Hygiea. 
J. H. Mordtmann, IIapapT. 'EA.A.. (/>LA. L'vA.A.. xv 
(I884), 65. 

P71 Dedication to Artemis and the people. 
Fellows, Journ. I47; (CIG 3842). 

*P72 Dedication to Theos Hosios. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (I964), I 56 no. 20. 

*P73 Dedication on behalf of L. Claudius Pardalas. 
Munro, JHS XVII (I897), 279 no. 34· C54. 

Verse Epitaphs 
(see also PI98a, P3oi) 

P74 Ammion. 
. LW 958; (CIG 3846i; Kaibel, Epigr.gr. 38I; WI75). 

P75 Anicetos. 
LW 894; (CIG 3846z60 ; Kaibel, Epigr. gr. 376; 
Peek, GV r96o; cf. Robert, CRAI I978, 26I). Copy 
and photograph of r. side (PI. XLVII). Read d[wpwv. 

P76 Antoneinus, year 278. 
LW 966; (CIG 3846z; Kaibel, Epigr. gr. 374; Peek, 
GV I3I8). 

P77 Apellas. 
Texier, Descr. I, I 11; LW 900; CIG 3846m; Peek, 
GV 667). Copy and squeeze. 

*P78 Eutyches, AD 256/7. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (I964), I49 no. 3, corrected 
in Bull. epigr. I965, I63 no. 386. For provenance 
(brought to Tav~anli from Uyucak) see Cox and 
Cameron, Klio xxv (I932), 37 no. 3· Copy, squeeze, 
and photograph; I. I read [At1,avoi's, I. 7 EvTvx~[t]? 

*P79 Eutyches, AD 240-I. 

Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (I964), I6o no. 33· Copy, 
squeeze, and photograph. 

P8o Kyrille. 
LW 95o; (CIG 3846z59 ; Kaibel, Epigr. gr. 378; 
Peek, GV r892). 

[P81 deleted.] 

P82 Menogenes. 
LW 889; (CIG 3846z20 ); Reinach, REG m (I89o), 
75 no. 43; (Kaibel, Epigr.gr. 375; IGR IV, 590; Peek, 
GV 6o7). C79. 

P83 Pylades. 

Perrot, Rev. Arch. I876, 279; (Kaibel, Epigr. gr. 
377; Peek, GV I94). 

P84 Fragmentary. 

LW 970; (CIG 3846z62
, cf. at P232, P3oi). 

*P85 Fragmentary. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (I964), I5I no. 4· 

*P86 Slave twins. 
Korte, Ath. Mitt. xxv (I9oo), 407 no. I5. 

Dated Gravestones 
(for dates, cf. P76, P78f., P227) 

P87 Year I59· Menothemis. 
W42. C246. 

P88 Year I59· Papylas. 
W43. C247. 

P89 Year r62. Dionysius also called Trophas. 
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LW 904; (CIG 3846z 53
). 

P90 Year I62. Amia. 
LW 945; (CIG 3846z26

). 

*P91 Year I62. Tation. 
Munro,JHS XVII (I897), 279 no. 35; (W2I I). Copy 
and photograph. 

P92 Year I65. Asclepiades. 
Naumann, Ist. Mitt. xxv (I97S), 347 no. 3, Pl. 64, 2; 
W52 Pl. s. Missing part: C270. 

P93 Year I68. Tateis. 
Korte, Ath. Mitt. xxv (I9oo), 404 no. 5· 

P94 Year I72. Apheion. 
Korte, Ath. Mitt. xxv (I9oo), 403 no. 4· Copy and 
squeeze; separate gable of type IVB. 

P95 .Year I90. Ammia. 
Keppel, Narr. rr, 203 no. 3; LW 83 I; (CIG 3852 and 
p. Io8s). 

P96 Year 267. Set up for Iulia Tyche by Ti. Iulius 
Spinther. 

Keil-Premerstein, Erster Bericht 88 no. I9I; cf. J. 
and L. Robert, Hell. VI (I948), I03 no. 41. For the 
attribution to Aezani, see p. lv. 

P97 Year 283? 
LW 998; (CIG 3846z89

). 

*P98 Year ]I2. Appe. 
Hamilton, Researches II, 400 no. s; LW I774; Korte, 
Ath. Mitt. xxv (I900), 408 no. I6; (IGR IV, 536). 
Read Avtavwvn in l. 5 and avvav€ar'Y)aE in l. IO. 

*P99 Year 330. Marcianus. 
Tugrul, AAMlxi-XII (I964), IS6 no. 2I Copy and 
squeeze. Read €rovs r.\ (?). 

P100 Year 5I8. Epiphania, deaconess. 
LW 98o; (CIG 8624); A. Fontrier, BCHvrr (I883), 
502 no. 2; cf. Keil-Premerstein, Zweiter Bericht 89. 
The last two recorded the stone in Ala!?ehir and 
corrected the reading of the date. See p. liv above. 

P101 Year? Antipater. 
W 36 Pl. 4· C228. 

P102 Year I58. Theotimus. 
LW 905; (CIG 3846z32 ). Czz6. 

Gravestones 

P103 Alexandros. 
LW 903; (CIG 3846z40). 

P104 Alexandros, heros. 
LW 9I7; (CIG 3826e; WI6s). Copy and squeeze. 
Read -rypos. 

P107 Amia. 
W2I5 Pl. 8. C3I5. 

P1o8 Amia. 
LW 96I; (CIG 3846w; WI77). Copy. Double 
doorstone of type VIIA. In top of gable palmette 
from which spring ivy tendrils; in r. corner of r. 
gable apparently half-palmette on sepal (as on 
W I o8 ?); in arches, l. basket with fruit, r. four
petalled rosette; in upper panels of door, garlands, 
above circular keyplate on r. panel; below, 
schematized door-rings within lozenge. Date: 
probably later second or third quarter of second 
century AD. 

P109 Amia. 
Wis8. 

Pno Amia. 
WIIS Pl. 22. C497. 

Pn1 Amion. 
LW 8ss; (CIG 3846z8

). 

P112 Ammia. 
LW 84o; (CJG 3846z73

). 

P113 Ammia, set up by Q. Sestullius Severus. 
S. Mitchell, AS XIX (I979), p. 2r. 

P114 Ammia. 
LW 948; (CJG 3846z 50 ; WI7I). Copy and squeeze. 
Read 'AaKAYJ[7T{as, then as LW. 

Pus Ammianus. 
LW 98r; (CJG 3846z82 ). 

Pn6 Ammias. 
W72. 

PI 17 Ammion. 
LW 956; (CIG 3846£). C267. 

Pn8 Ana-. 
W 37 Pl. 4· C229. 

P119 Antipas and Ammianus. 
LW 899; (CIG 3846o). 

P12o Ant-. 
Keppel, Narr. II, 202; (CIG 38s6). c338. 

P121 Antiochus. 
Keppel, Narr. II, 204 no. s; (CIG 3853). 

P122 Axion and Cleandrus. 
W93. 

*P123 Ap(p)phia. 
Tugrul, AAMlxi-XII (1964), 158 no. 27; Wzo7 Pl. 
30. Copy and photograph. Read 'Acf>cf>£q.. 

tP124 Apoll-. 
Reinach, REG m (1890), 54 no. 4· CI85. 

Pws Alexandros. tPI25 Apollonides. 
LW 923; (CIG 3846Z

33
); W96 PI. 17· Copy and Korte, Inscr. Buresch. 27 no. 47· 

squeeze. 

P1o6 Alexandros. 
W46. 

P126 Apollonius? 
Reinach, REG m (1890), 76 no. 44· 
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tPu7 Apollonius. 
Le Bas, Rev. Phil. I (I845), 339; LW I029; (CIG 
3847f). 

PuS Apollonius, heros. 
LW 836; (CIG 3846z64; WI88). Copy. LW omits 
MapK{wv in 1. 2. Fragment with door; in upper panels 
lock with thong (cf. on richer type W 7 I and W 3 I = 
C2I2 from first quarter of second century AD)· 

below, door-rings? Date: probably early (n~ 
decoration which does not belong to real door), 
perhaps first century AD. 

~J 

AnOAI\W"'f ~0AAWNIOC 
10'1" MAPK!Wt'i HPWC 

""" 
0= 0 

0 ~ 

Pu8a Appas. 
Reinach, REG m (1890), 54 no. 5· Copy. 

P129 Appas? 
LW 835; (CIG 3846z71

). Cf. C38r. 

P130 Appe. 
LW 849; (CIG 3846z70). 

P131 Appe. 
W I96. C323. 

P132 Appe. 
LW 949; (CIG 3846x; W172). C443. 

P133 Appe. 
LW 957; (CIG 3846z46

). C269. 

P134 Appe. 
LW 943; (CIG 3846u). C2oo. 

P135 Appia? 
W57 PI. 7· C287. 

P136 Aquila 
JOAI XXX (I936-7), Beibl. 64 no. 66, ascribed to 
Cotiaeum; W 40 PI. 5. Seen by Cox in courtyard and 
garden N. of <;avdarhisar oda. Copy and squeeze. 
The text begins MA TEll:. 

P137 Aristonice. 
WI04. 

P138 Artemas and Aphphia. 
LW 91 r; (CIG 3846z17

; WI62). Copy and squeeze. 
Double doorstone of type VIB; on simas of 1. gable, 
wide palmettes, on r., ivy tendrils, springing from 

central palmette; on sima between the archivolts 
voluted stem; in top of r. gable four-petalled rosette; 
on imposts, apparently wide dentate acanthus leaves 
(very similar to those ofWI98); on 1. pilaster tightly 
leaved tendril with four-petalled flower (looks 
similar to side pilasters of W r 98); in upper 1. panel 
of 1. door, traces of garland. Date: probably later 
third quarter of second century AD. 

P139 Artemidorus. 
Naumann, Ist. Mitt. xxv (1975), 347 no. 2, PI. 64, r; 
W8o PI. 12, Ior. 

*P140 Artemidorus. 
Hamilton, Researches n, 401 no. 7; LW I773; Ki:irte, 
Ath. Mitt. xxv (I900), 406 no. I2; (W2o8). 

P141 Artemidorus nomicus. 
Texier, Descr. I, 122, with PI. 37; LW 898; (CIG 
3846Z27 ; IGR IV, s88). 

P142 Ar- ? 
LW 967; (CIG 3846r). 

P143 Asclapon. 
LW 888; (CIG 3846w; WI6o). 

P144 Asclas and Epigonus. 
Munro, JHS XXI (I90I), 229 no. I; W2r7f. 

P145 Asclepiades. 
W197 PI. 13. C3SI. 

P146 Asclepiades. 
Perrot, Expl. I09 no. 69. 

P147 Atticus and Aphion. 
W75. 

P148 Auctianus. 
Fellows, Journ. 147; (CIG 3844). 

P149 A. Iulius-. 
LW 931; (CIG 3846z13

; W169). 

P150 Auxesis. 
W214. 

P151 Auximus. 
LW 916; (CIG 3846z9 ; W164). 
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P152 Aur. Archestrate. 
Texier, Descr. I, 122; (CIG 3846d); Mordtmann, 
IlapapT. 'EAA. C/JtA. L'v>..A. XV (r88o-r), 71 no. 35;]RS 
xv (1925}, 144 no. 126. 

P153 Aur. Kandes and Meroe. 
JRS XV (1935), 1414 no. 124; cf. JRS XVIII (1928), 
40 no. 124; Wr 12. 

P153a Aur. Teimotheos. 
E. Gibson, TAD XXV (1980), 63 no. s; (SEG XXX, 

1465). 

P154 Apheion. 
LW 963; (CIG 3846z31

); W91 PI. 15, 102. 

P155 Aphion. 
LW 832; (CIG 3846z65

; Wr87). 

P156 Aphion. 
LW 96o; (CIG 3846z34). 

P157 Aphion. 
W86 PI. 14 (part). C4o6. 

P158 Aphphia. 
W78. 

P159 Apphia. 
W79. 

P16o Beroneice. 
LW 952; (CIG 3846z14

; W174). Copy, squeeze, and 
photograph PI. XL VI I. Description: top fragment 
of double doorstone of type VIB or V liB; in top of 
gables omphalos plate of good quality (as on C446 
= W153}, like the rest of the carving. Date: 
probably somewhere in second or third quarter of 
second century AD. Add[---] €auTCjJ to LW's text. 

P161 Bereneice. 
LW 951; (CIG 3846z52

; W173). 

P162 Germanus. 
LW 913; (CIG 3846z35

; W84 PI. 14. 

P163 Glycan. 
WI21 PI. 23. C387. 

P164 Grapte. 
LW 962; (CIG 3846z 1); W126 PI. 24. Copy and 
squeeze. Read Tpa7TTpt. 

P165 Graptos. 
W74. 

P166 Graptos. 
W87 PI. I4. C407. 

PI67 D-. 
W113 PI. 22. C495. 

P168 Dades and Zotice. 
LW 982; (CIG 3846z85 ). Copy, squeeze, and 
photograph. 

P169 Damales? 
JOAI xxx (1936 -7), Beibl. 64 no. 67, PI. 19; 
Pfuhl-Mobius, Grabreliefs rr, p. 539 no. 2254, PI. 
319, ascribed to Kiitahya; W 49 PI. 7· Copy, squeeze, 

and photograph, PI. XLVI I. Read LlafLcf~[v Tcj> ut1c{l. 

P170 Damalis? 
W92 PI. 16. C423. 

P171 Damas and Elois. 
W82. 

P172 Damoxenos. 
Munro,JHSxvii (1897), 279 no. 33; (W210). C477. 

P173 Demetras. 
Ws6. 

P174 Democritus. 
W8s. 

P175 Demas. 
W8r. 

P176 Demosthenes and Amiantes. 
·LW 996; (CIG 3846z79

). 

P177 Demosthenes and Appia. 
LW 986; (CIG 3846z78

). 

P178 Diocles. 
LW 926; (CJG 3846z). 

P179 Diocles. 
W6o. 

P18o Diodora. 
LW 954; (CIG 3846z2

). 

P181 Diomedes. 
Korte, Ath. Mitt. xxv (1900), 405 no. 7· 

P182 Dionysius. 
LW 935; (CIG 3846z38}. 

P183 Dionysius. 
LW 994; (CIG 3846z80

}. Copy; see C327n. 

*P184 Eirene. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (1964), 159 no. 32. Copy, 
squeeze, and photograph. 

P185 Eleuseinius. 
Hamilton, Researches II, 401 no. 8; LW 902; (CIG 
3846z39

). 

P186 Epictetus. 
Le Bas, Rev. Phil. I (1845}, 339; (CIG 3847£). Copy 
and photograph. 

P187 Epictetus? 
LW 910; (CJG 3846t). 

P188 Epitynchanus. 
LW 912; (CIG 3846z6 ; W163). Copy and squeeze. 

P189 Hermes. 
Hamilton, Researches II, 403 no. 19; Texier, Descr. I, 

112; LW 914; (CJG 3846z7 }. 

P190 Hermes. 
LW 843; (CIG 3846z67

; W191). 

P191 Hermes. 
Hamilton, Researcltes II, 403 no. 18; Texier, Descr. I, 

112; LW 896; (CIG 3846z22). 
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tP191a Hermes. 
Reinach, REG m (r89o), 54 no. 7· Copy and 
photograph, PI. XLVII. Read 'Epp:fi TTarp{. 

P192 Euagoras and Metrophanes. 
LW 837; (CIG 3846z69

). 

P193 Euaretas. 
Hamilton, Researches II, 403 no. rs; LW 947; (CIG 
3843). 

P194 Euktemon. 
Wr25. C464. 

P195 Eulogos. 
Naumann, Zeustempel PI. 48. The photograph, 
presumably taken by the German expedition in 
1925 or 1928, shows the inscription in the 
foreground: it was subsequently taken to Ankara 
and displayed outside the Ethnographic Museum. 
Erroneously published as an inscription of Ancyra 
by S. Mitchell, AS XXVII (1977), Ss no. 20 (SEC 
XXVII, 867). 

P196 Eumolpus. 
Ws3. 

P197 Eupraxia and Eutychidas. 
Korte, Ath. Mitt. xxv (r9oo), 405 no. ro (Wr9o). 
Copy, squeeze, and photograph, PI. XLVII; I. 2 
begins EYTijLJ [AA. Double doorstone of type VIA; 
in top of Syrian gable, palmettes of hybrid form (cf. 
the early Severan W83), from which spring ivy 
tendrils. In arches, I. basket with fruit, r. eagle 
looking I. over shoulder; on outer pilasters ivy 
tendrils springing from a dentate bush (probably 
developed from W9o, of the second half of the 
second century AD); on middle pilaster vine tendril 
(later than that of C358); replum with only laterally 
indicated base and capital; in upper panels, I. 
rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, schematized 
door-ring round aspis within lozenge; date: 
probably late second century AD. 

tP198 Euprepes. 
Tugrul, AAMlxi-XII (r964), rs8 no. 28; W2o6 PI. 
30. 

tP198a Euprepes. 
Reinach, REG m (r89o), 55 no. 9 ('nous 
n'insisterons pas sur la metrique de cette 
inscription'). Copy and photograph, PI. XLVII. 
Read E!mpE7T7JV in I. r, Ophf}(' ( = Op€1/JE with a blemish 
on the stone) in I. 2, AvTT7Jaa DE rovs in I. 7, TTar~p 0€6~ 
in J. IO. 

P199 Eutychion. 
LW 944; (CIG 3946b); Reinach, REG m (r89o), 76 
no. 45; Wr r8 PI. 23. Copy, squeeze, and 
photograph, PI. XL VI I I. The last surviving letter is 
Y or X, ruling out the restoration in LW. 

*P200 Eutychia. 
Tugrul, AAMlxi-XII (r964), 154 no. 13; Wr95 PI. 
8. 

*P201 Eutyches. 
Perrot, Expl. I, ro8 no. 67; Korte, Ath. Mitt. xxv 
(1900), 407 no. 14; Wr98 PI. r6. 

P202 Euphrosyne. 
W39. 

P203 Euche. 
LW 959; (CIG 3846z25

; Wr76). 

*P204 Zenon. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (r964), 152 no. 8; W204 PI. 
2 r. Copy and photograph. 

P205 Zenon and Ammias. 
W9o. 

P2o6 H egesias. 
LW 971; (CIG 3846z24 ; Wr79). Copy and squeeze. 
L. part of doors tone of type V A; along pediment 
leafed tendril with alternating leaves or flowers 
(closely related to those on some late 
Hadrianic-early Antonine gables of type IV A such 
as C236-8, W39f., C240-2) and dentate, four
petalled flowers; under pediment egg-and-dart 
moulding; along door-frame tendrils similar to 
those on gable, with extremely rich foliage (as on 
C323) and flowers instead of buds between adjacent 
stems (cf. C323; but that has ivy leaves); date: 
somewhat older than C323, as this pediment is not 
as wide as the gable; first half of reign of Antoninus 
Pi us. 
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[P207 deleted.] 

Pzo8 Theodorus. 
LW 908; (CIG 3846z11 ). 

P209 Theophilus. 
Le Bas, Rev. Phil. I (1845), 339; LW 1030; (CIG 
3847f); Inscr. Buresch. 25 no. 43· Copy and squeeze. 
eEo<{>[t11..\0 not eEo[T]LifLo/· 

Pzxo Thiasus. 
LW 924; (CIG 3846z23

); W94 Pl. 17. Copy and 
squeeze. 

P21 I This be. 
Hamilton, Researches rr, 406 no. 32; Texier, Descr. I, 

1 ro; LW 964; (CIG 3846u). Copy and squeeze. 

P212 Hierax and Menophilus. 
LW 983; (CIG 3846z77

; Wr86). Copy. Double 
doorstone of type VIs; between the two Syrian 
gables eagle looking r., in top of gables four-petalled 
rosette, on lower corners dolphins; in arches, l. eagle 
looking r. over shoulder, r. worn-off basket; under 
arches garlands hanging from ox-heads; on pilasters 
traces of ivy tendril; in upper panels of doors, l. 
four-petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate; below, 
schematized door-ring within lozenge; date: from 
Antoninus Pi us onwards (pilaster decoration). 

tP213 Hipponeicus. 
Reinach, REG m (r89o), 74 no. 39; Tugrul, AAMI 
XI-XII (1964), 153 no. ro with Pl. XVI (cf. Robert, 
Bull. epigr. 1965, 163 no. 386); WIOo Pl. 19. Copy, 
squeeze, and photograph. Doorstone of type VIs 
with framed pilasters; sima decorated with open and 
closed palmettes; in top of Syrian gable, as on C337 
(mid-thirties) and W72 {later Hadrianic), palmettes 
on triple bush (cf. middle Antonine W78f.) from 
which spring (partly leafed) stem tendrils similar to 
the late Hadrianic W 200 and to the middle An to nine 
W88, with one four-petalled flower; Syrian 
archivolt with egg-and-dart moulding upon bead 
and reel astragal; in arch seated lion with paw ort ox
head; imposts decorated with leaves (cf. middle 
Antonine W79); moulding under arch decorated 

with open and closed palmettes; on pilasters leafed 
tendrils with alternating pointed four-petalled and 
laterally arranged flowers (cf. C309 and W74, 
second half of Hadrian's reign) growing out of 
acanthus bush below (similar to that on the late 
Hadrianic W73 and C337); valve panels; in upper 
panels, l. six-petalled rosette, r. circular keyplate 
with unique decoration; under this, lattice (type of 
early or middle Antonine W32, C4ro); below, 
schematized door-ring round aspis within lozenge 
on top of lattice of unique form; date: apparently 
late Hadrianic or early Antonine. 

tP214 lulia. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (1964), 154 no. 1 r; W2o2. 
Copy reads LJ6fLfLO'> and 'lovAtf!.. Doorstone of type 
VIe; in top of gable large palmette whose outer 
leaves end in two volutes; in arch basket with fruit; 
in lower corners dolphin; ivy tendrils on pilasters; in 
upper panels of door, l. four-petalled rosette, r. 
circular keyplate; below, schematized door-ring; 
date: see W202 (third quarter of second century AD); 
the doorstones with related decoration cited there 
can now be dated more precisely, as the first part of 
the quarter may be specified. 

[P215 deleted.] 

Pzx6 Callipine. 
LW 990; (CIG 3846z86

). Copy. 

P217 Carpophorus. 
Perrot, Rev. Arch. XXXI {1876), 276 no. 8; Munro, 
JHS XXI {1901), 229 at no. 1. 

P218 Claudia Atalante Cyrille. 
LW 946; (CIG 3646y; W17o). 

P219 Claudia Therapne. 
LW 965; (CIG 3846z51

). Cr98. 

P220 C orymbos. 
Wr55. 

P221 Cosmus a;'ld Artemidora. 
LW 995; (CIG 3846z63 ; cf. Munro,JHSxxi (r9or), 
229. Copy and squeeze. Read KoELT0. 

P222 Cyrillus. 
LW 928; (CIG 3846p); E. Landron m Le Bas, 
Voyage Pl. 35; Wr 10. 

P223 Licinnius Rufus and others. 
Korte, Ath. Mitt. xxv {r9oo), 406 no. II; (IGR IV, 

591). Copy and photograph, Pl. XLVIII; l. 3 read 
AtKtvvfot> 'ApTEfLtSwpcp T7JAE<{>tav0. See C446. 

P224 M ani os. 
WI54· 

P225 Marcianus. 
Texier, Descr. I, 124 and Pl. 38; LW 940; (CIG 
3846z 5); Wr 14 fig. 16. 

tPzzsa Marcianus. 
Reinach, REG m (1890), 53 no. 2. Copy. 
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P226 Marcus. 
Texier, Descr. I, I23 and PI. 38; LW 939; (CIG 
3846z16

); W98 PI. I9, Io2, fig. I2. 

P227 Year I64. Marsyas. 
Fellows,Journ. I47; (CIG 3846); Mordtmann, 'EAA. 
cf>tf.... L'vf...A. xv (I884), 66 no. I7; W69. C264. 

P227a Menas. 
E. Gibson, TAD xxv (I98o), 62 no. 3; (SEC xxx, 
I468). 

P228 Menemachus. 
LW 833; (CIG 3846z74

). 

P229 Menodotus. 
W 4I PI. 6. C24o. 

P230 Menogenes. 
LW 920; (CIG 3846z19

; WI66). Copy and squeeze. 
Doorstone of type VIB; in top of Syrian gable 
omphalos plate; in lower corners, 1. dolphin, r. four
petalled rosette; on imposts acanthus (?) leaves; on 
pilasters two entwined leafed tendrils with laterally 
arranged flowers, growing out of acanthus bush 
below; date: the tendril motive is the same as that on 
W87 and C4o8, but must be later, as the flowers are 
apparently no longer connected with one of the 
stems but hang from the point where the tendrils are 
entwined (cf. C4 I 6): probably early third quarter of 
second century AD. 

P231 Menogenes. 
W 38 PI. 4· C23 r. 

P232 Metroge ... 
LW 979; (CIG 3846z62 ; cf. at P84, P3oi). 

P233 Menophilus. 
LW 227; (CIG 3846z30);Reinach, REG m (I89o), 
75 no. 42; (WI67). CI99· 

P234 Menophilus and Appe. 
LW 844; (CJG 3846z76

; WI92). Copy and 
photograph, PI. XLVIII. Double doorstone of type 
VIB; between Syrian gables large omphalos plate (or 
shield?) in low relief; in top of gables, 1. omphalos 
plate, r. mirror; in arches, 1. eagle, looking 1. over 
shoulder, r. basket (calathus as on W Io8) with fruit; 
replum with laterally indicated capitals and bases; 
on upper panels, 1. four-petalled rosette, r. circular 
keyplate; below, schematized door-ring within 
lozenge upon false lattice; date: probably middle or 
third quarter of second century AD. 

P234a Menophilus and Aphphia. 
Korte, Inscr. Buresch. 25 no. 42 (WI92a). C376. 

P235 M etrodorus. 
LW 906; (CIG 3826z4 ). CI28. 

P236 Metrodorus. 
LW 907; (CIG 3846z28 ). 

*P237 M etrodorus. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (I964), I52 no. 7; (W2I3). 
Copy and squeeze. Cameron's reading of the full 
text confirms Tugrul's restorations. Doorstone of 
type VIB with framed pilasters; sima decorated with 
palmettes; in top of Syrian gable cantharus from 
which spring ivy tendrils; in lower corners 
beautifully carved dolphins; apparently foliate 
palmettes on imposts; palmettes on moulding under 
arch; in arch lion, probably on ox-head; in pilasters 
leafed tendril with flowers and rich foliage (cf. W I 96 
= C323, C320, and P2o6, from first half of 
Antoninus' reign), growing out of acanthus bush 
below; in upper panels of door, 1. four-petalled 
rosette, r. raised, circular keyplate (as on doorstones 
of late Hadrianic and An to nine period); below, 
schematized door-ring round aspis; date: probably 
first half of reign of Antoninus Pius. 

P238 Mnesitheus and Elpis? 
LW 922; (CIG 3846z29

). 

P239 Neikias. 
W45. 

*P240 Neon and Appe. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (I964), I5I no. 6; WI99 PI. 
I6. Copy, squeeze, and photograph. 

P241 Nicomachus nomicus. 
Korte, Ath. Mitt. xxv (I9oo), 404 no. 6; (IGR IV, 

587). 

P242 Nymphodotus. 
Texier, Descr. I, I24 and PI. 38; LW 938; (CIG 
3826z58 ); Pfuhl-Mobius, Grabreliefs II, 427 n.4I fig. 
112; W7I fig. 5· 
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P243 Onesas. 
Fellows, Journ. I47; Hamilton, Researches II, 40I 
no: 10; LW 9I5; (CIG 3845 and p. I069); Reinach, 
REG m (1890), 74 no. 35· 

P244 Onesiph-
LW 942; (CIG 3846g). 

P245 Ulpia Ammion. 
W153 PI. 28. C446. 

P246 M. Ulpius Hermogenianus, M. Ulpius Gratidianus. 
Buresch, Aus Lydien 246; Korte, Inscr. Buresch. 26 
no. 44; (IGR IV, 631). 

P247 Ulpius Sozomenus. 
LW 89o; (CJG3846z36). 

P248 Papas and Tatia. 
LW 989; (CIG 3846z8

\ WI85). Copy and 
photograph, PI. XLVI. Read Ila7T{as not IIa7T(is. 

P249 Papianus. 
LW 85o; (CIG 3824z66

). Copy and photograph, PI. 
XLVIII, showing IIAIIIANW. 

P250 Aphion. 
W5o. 

P251 Patrocles. 
Texier, Descr. I, III; LW 897; (CIG 3846n). 

P252 Pelops. 
Hamilton, Researches II, 40I no. I3; LW 94I; (CIG 
3846z10

); Gibson, TAD xxv (I98o), 6I no. I; (SEG 
XXX, I466). 

P253 Piso. 
LW 909; (CIG 3846z21 ). 

*P254 M. Plotius Charinus. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (I964), I5I no. 5· C534. 

*P255 Pathos and Tatiane. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (I964), I 54 no. I4. 

P256 Protomachus? 
Reinach, REG m (I89o), 74 no. 37. 

P257 Psittacus. 
LW 925; E. Landron in Le Bas, Voyage I48 PI. 34; 
W99 fig. I3 PI. I9. C438. 

P258 Rhodope. 
LW 83o; (CIG 3846z68

). 

P258a Salia. 
W 59 PI. 7· C29o. 

P258b Severus. 
Keppel, Narr. II, 203 no. I; LW 834; (CIG 3855 and 
p. Io85). Copy and photograph, PI. XLVIII. 

P259 Soterichus. 
WI I7 PI. 22. CI96. 

P26o Stolis. 
LW 975; (CIG 3846z 54

). Csos. 

P261 Stratonicus. 
LW 838; (CIG 3846z75

; W189). 

P262 Symphorus. 
Perrot, Expl. I, 108 no. 66. 

P263 Tatas. 
LW 934; (CIG 3846z37

). C258. 

P264 Tatia. 
Reinach, REG m (I89o), 53 no. 3; Korte, Inscr. 
Buresch. 26 no. 45; WI93· 

P265 Tatianus. 
LW 1ooo; (CIG 3846z87 ). 

P266 Tation. 
Perrot, Expl. I, 109 no. 68; Munro,JHS XXI (I90I), 
28I no. 38; (W209). Copy and photograph, PI. 
XL VII I. Double doorstone of type VII A; in top of 
gables palmette from which spring heavily voluted 
stem tendrils ending in half-palmettes below (see 
early Antonine stones such as C243, 258, 27If.); in 
lower corners four-petalled rosettes; in arches, 1. 
basket with fruit, r. eagle looking r. over shoulder; 
leaves on imposts, and alternating closed and foliate 
open palmettes (the latter apparently popular in the 
first half of Antoninus Pius' reign; Wio8f., W98, 
C32o, C439f., C474) on moulding under the arches; 
in upper door panels garlands with hanging ribbons 
(their shape best compared with those of W I 96 and 
C196 from first half of Pius' reign) above circular 
keyplate with raised border 1., and four-petalled 
rosette r.; date: probably early Antonine. 

P267 Teimotheus. 
W61 PI. 8, 101. C3o2. 

P268 Telesphorus and Damna. 
Hamilton, Researches II, 40I no. I I; LW 92I; (CIG 
3846z41

); Gibson, TAD xxv (1980), 63 no. 4, with 
photograph; (SEG xxx, I469). 

P269 Terpsis. 
WI57· 

P270 Ti. Cl. Trophimas. 
LW 929; (CIG 3846a56

; WI68). Copy. 

P271 Ti. Cl. Trophimos. 
W68 PI. 10. C330. 

P272 Titus. 
W1or. 
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P273 Trophimas. 
Reinach, REG m (r89o), 73 no. 33· 

P27 4 Trophimos. 
Pfuhl-Mobius, Grabreliejs II, 633 no. 2219; 
Waelkens, Actes du VII Congres d'Epigr. gr. et lat. 
107 no. 23; Wro9. 

P274a Trophimos. 
Gibson, TAD xxv (1980), 6r no. 2; (SEG xxx, 
1467). 

P274b Trophimos. 
Ead. ibid., 64 no. 6 (SEG xxx, 1470). 

P275 Troilus. 
Hamilton, Researches II, 401 no. 9; Texier, Descr. I, 

121 and PI. 35; LW 895; (CIG 3846o). 

P276 Philetus. 
W44 PI. 4, Fig. 2. C252. 

P277 Philumenus. 
LW 887; (CIG 3846h; Wr59). Copy and squeeze. 

P278 Flo-
LW 973; (CIG 3846z47

; Wr8r). Copy and squeeze. 
Read <PAw- for <!>Ao- (twice). Middle and I. side of 
double doorstone of type VIs with Syrian gable; on 
central pilaster leafed tendril with flowers (?) ending 
in half-palmette above; date: uncertain, probably 
middle or second half of second century AD. 

P279 Phoebus. 
LW 918; (CJG 3846z44

). 

Pz8o Phoebus. 
LW 930; (CIG 3846z45

); W63 Fig. 3, PI. ror. 

P281 Photinus. 
Hamilton, Researches II, 401 no. 6; LW 1775. 

P282 Chelidon. 
Wro2 PI. 20 (part). C42r. 

P283 -machus. 
Texier, Descr. I, 122 and PI. 37; LW 969; (CIG 
3846z18

); W34 Fig. r. 

P284 Set up by Ammias. 
WI07. 

P285 Set up by Appe (?). 
Wrsr. 

Pz86 Set up by Asclepiades. 
W83. 

*P287 Set up by Aphion. 
Tugrul, AAMI XI-XII (r964), 153 no. 9; W203 PI. 
21. Copy and photograph. 

P288 Set up by Chariton and Apollonius. 
Texier, Descr. I, 123 and PI. 371; LW 937; (CIG 
3846z48

); Buckler, Calder, and Cox, JRS xv (1925), 
153 no. 19. 

[P289 deleted.] 

P290 Set up by Demosthenes. 
W76 PI. r2. 

P291 Set up by Dionysius. 
LW 968; (CJG 3846z3 ; Wr78). Copy and squeeze. 
L. Side of doorstone of type VIA; on top of gable, 
palmette from which springs ivy tendril; on I. 
pilaster leafed tendril, very similar to those of W74, 
but with alternating ivy leaves (?) and laterally 
arranged flowers; in upper panels, garland above 
four-petalled flower 1., and circular keyplate r.; in 
lower panels schematized door-ring round aspis 
within lozenge; date: probably shortly after W74, 
i.e. early Antonine. 

P292 Set up by Eutyches and Letos. 
LW 993; (CIG 3846z81

). 

tP292a Set up by Marcianus. 
Reinach, REG m (r89o), 54 no. 8. Copy. 

P293 Set up by Primus and Tateion. 
Munro, JHS XVII (1897), 297 no. 36; Korte, Ath. 
Mitt. xxv (r9oo), 407 no. 13; (W2r2). C491. 

P294 Set up by Proteas. 
Korte, Ath. Mitt. XXV (1900), ros no. 8; Wr 16 PI. 
22. C499. 

P295 Set up by Sozomenus. 
WI24. 

P296 Set up by Tateis. 
Wr52. 

P297 Set up by Trophimus. 
LW 972; (CJG 3846z42

; Wr8o). 

P298 Set up by Arianus, Teimocrates, and Beroneices. 
Perrot, Expl. r, 109 no. 70; Korte, Ath. Mitt. xxv 
(1900), ro8 no. 17; W205 PI. 29,205. Copy, squeeze, 
and photograph. Cox suggested 'A[c/>]tav6s in I. r. 
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P299 Gravestone of a painter. 
LW 90I; (CIG 3846z 57 ). Copy and squeeze. 

Fragments-mainly gravestones 

P300 Fragment. Epicurean advice. 
LW 977; (CJG 3846!). 

P301 Fragment. Verse? 
LW 978; (CJG 3846z62

); cf. at P232. Copy and 
squeeze. 

P302 Fragment. 
Keppel, Narr. II, 204 no. 4; (CJG 3854). 

P303 Fragment. 
LW 999; (CIG 3846z88 ). 

P304 Fragment. 
LW 953; (CIG 3846z 55

); Reinach, REG m (I89o), 
74 no. 40. 

P305 Fragment. 
LW 976; (CJG 3846g; WI82). CI9r. 

P3o6 Fragment. 
LW 932; (CIG 3846z15 ). 

P307 Fragment. 
LW 9I9; (CIG 3846z58

). CI27. 

P3o8 Fragment. , 
LW 893; (CJG 3846z58 ); Reinach, REG m (I89o), 
74 no. 38 (WI6I? = WI84). 

P309 Fragment. 
LW 839; (CJG 3846z72 ; IGR IV, 589; WI62). 

P310 Fragment. 
Naumann, 1st. Mitt. xxv (I975), 347 no. I, PI. 63, 3; 
Zeustempel 57 Fig. 26. 

P311 Graveston~. Names uncertain. 
Reinach, REG m (I89o), 76 no. 46. 

P311a Gravestone. Names uncertain. 
Id. ibid. 54 no. 6. Copy. 

P312 Fragment., 
Reinach, REG m (I89o), 74 no. 36; (WI83). 

P313 Fragment. 
LW 974; (CJG 3846z49

). 

P314 Architectural fragment. 
LW 872; (CJG 384Ib). 

P315 Fragment. 
LW 87o; (CJG 384Ik). 

*P316 Fragmentary gravestone. 
Tugrul, AAMlxi-XII (I964), I 57 no. 22. Copy. In 
I. I read -]IQ .. TQ[; in I. 2 ['P]oS{v<p. 

*P317 Fragment. 
Id. ib. I39 no. 29. 

P318 Fragment. 
W29. 

P319 Fragment. 
W47. 

P320 Fragment. 
W48. 

P321 Fragment. 
W58. 

P322 Fragment. 
W64. 

P323 Fragment. 
W65. 

P324 Fragment. 
W66. 

P325 Fragment. 
W68. 

P326 Fragment. 
WI27. 

P327 Fragment. 
Wio5. 

P328 Fragment. 
W95. 

Byzantine gravestones 
inscriptions 

and miscellaneous 

P329 Graveston~ of Paulus, protodiaconus. 
Reinach, REG m (1890), 73 no. 34· 

P330 Vow of Cyrillus. 
LW 991; (CJG 8697). C56o. 

*P331 Verse dedication of church of St. Michael. 
Tugrul, AAMlxi-XII (I964), 155 no. I6ff. (cf. Bull. 
epigr. 1965, I63 no. 286). Considered with Munro, 
JHS XXI (I90I), 279 no. 37 and other fragments as 
C552. 

P332 Native 'Mysian' inscription. 
Cox and Cameron, Klio XXV (I932), 34ff. 



CONCORDANCE OF WAELKENS, TURSTEINE (W), MAMA IX (C) AND OTHER 
PUBLISHED INSCRIPTIONS OF THE AEZANITIS (P) 

w c p w c p 

29 JIS I 17 196 259 
34 2S3 liS 199 
36 22S 101 121 3S7 163 
37 229 liS 124 295 
3s 231 231 125 194 
39 202 126 464 164 
40 136 127 326 
41 240 229 151 zSs 
42 246 S7 152 296 
43 247 ss 153 446 245 
44 252 276 I 54 224 
45 239 155 220 
46 106 157 269 
47 319 ISS 109 
4s 320' I 59 277 
49 169 160 143 
so 250 161 JOS 
52 cf.270 92 162 IJS 
53 196 163 !SS 
s6 173 164 151 
57 2S7 135 165 104 
ss 321 166 230 
59 290 zsSa 167 149 233 
6o 179 16S 270 
61 302 267 169 149 
63 zSo 170 2IS 
64 322 171 114 
6s 323 172 443 132 
66 324 173 161 
67 330 271 174 160 
6S 325 175 74 
69 264 227 176 203 
71 242 177 lOS 
72 116 17S 291 
74 165 179 206 
75 147 ISO 297 
76 290 ISI 27S 
7S ISS IS2 191 305 
79 159 IS3 312 
So 139 IS4 JOS 
SI 175 !SS 24S 
Sz 171 1S6 212 
S3 zS6 1S7 155 
S4 162 1SS 12S 
ss 174 IS9 261 
S6 406 157 190 197 
S7 407 166 191 190 
90 205 192 234 
91 154 192a 376 234a 
92 423 170 193 264 
93 122 195 200 
94 210 196 323 131 
95 32S 197 351 145 
96 105 I9S 201 
9s 226 199 240 
99 43S 257 202 214 

190 
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lOO 213 203 287 
101 272 204 204 
102 421 282 205 298 
104 137 206 198 
105 327 207 123 
107 284 208 140 
109 274 209 266 
I 10 222 210 477 172 
112 153 211 91 
113 495 167 213 237 
114 225 214 150 
115 497 110 215 315 107 
116 499 294 217f. 144 



COINS 

Information is presented in the following order: metal, weight in grammes, mint if other than Rome, die 
axis, indicated by numbers as on a clock face, denomination, description and date, provenance in Asia 
Minor, where known, reference, and comments. 

A. Coins from the Aezanitis Plain 
I AR 2.38 Cius. I2. Hemidrachm. Head of Apollo 

tor., laur./Ship's prow 1., KTH~QN. 32I-300 BC. 
Unspecified provenance in the Aezanitis plain. 
BMC Bithynia I30 no. s. Now in the British 
Museum, inv. no. I930-9-6-4. 

2 AE 4.07 Macedonia. I. Macedonian shield with 
facing head in centre/Macedonian helmet, B A. 
286-277 BC. Gokaga~. Head, HN2 p. 230. 

3 AE 4· I6 Sardis. 8. Head of Apollo r./Club in 
wreath, ~APtJIANQN. Before I33 BC. <;:avdar
hisar. BMC Lydia 238 no. IO ff. 

4 AE 3.32 Apamea. 1. Turreted bust of Artemis 
r./Marsyas walking r. playing flute. AIIA[ME] 
IIANK[P] ZHN[O]. c. I33-48 BC. Gokaga~. BMC 
Phrygia 85 no. 9I 

5 AE 5.42 Apamea. IO. As last. <;:avdarhisar. 

6 AE I ·99 Pergamum. I I. Helmeted head of Athena 
r./Owl with wings spread, facing, standing on 
palm branch. [AfJHNA~ NIKHct>OPOYJ l~ .64. . 
I33 Bc-Augustus. HaCI Mahmut. BMC Mysia 
I33 no. 202. 

7 AE 5.78 Aezani. I2. Bare head of Augustus r., 
~EBA~TO~/Zeus standing to 1., eagle in r. hand, 
sceptre in I. EIII MENANtJPO[YJ AIZANITQN. 
Augustus. <;:avdarhisar. BMC Phrygia 30 no. so. 

8 AE I 1.05 Province of Asia (Pergamum). 1. As. 
Augustus. Bare head r., [CAISAR or 
CAESAR]/Wreath, A VGVSTVS. Hac1 Mah
mut. RIC I, 53· 

9 AE 4.89 Aezani. I2. Head laur. r., [TAIOC 
KAIC]AP/Zeus standing 1., eagle in r., 
sceptre in I. AIZANI?TQN EIII] [A]OAAIOY 
[K]AACCIKOY. Gaius. <;:avdarhisar. BMC 
Phr);gia 32 no. 64. 

IO AE 3· 10 Aezani. I. Female bust to r., spear in 
front, AIZANITQN/Young bust of Senate r., 
fJEON CYN[KAHTON]. Gaius-Claudius (?). 
<;:avdarhisar. BMC Phrygia 23 no. S· 

11 AE 3-7I Aezani. 1. Head laur. r., KAICAP 
[KAAY ,1/0]C/Zeus standing 1., eagle in r., sceptre 
in I. AIZANEITQN EIII [MENEAAO] 
t1HMOC0ENOYC. Claudius. <;:avdarhisar. BMC 
Phrygia 35 no. 90. 
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AE 3.60 Pergamum. I 1. Turreted bust of city
goddess r., fJEAN PQMHN/Young bust of Senate 
r., fJEON C[YNKA]HTON. Augustus-Hadrian. 
<;:avdarhisar. BMC Mysia I34 no. 205. 

AE 2.6o Nacrasa. I2. Turreted bust of city
goddess r., NAKPACEITQN/Young bust of 
Senate r., fJEON CYNKAHTON. Trajan
Antoninus Pius. <;:avdarhisar. BMC Lydia I66 
no. IO. 

AE s.o6 Aezani. 6. Bust laur., dr., cuir. r., [AY 
KAI TP] At1PIANOC CEB/River Rhyndacus 
recumbent, holding infant Plutus in r., 
cornucopiae in I. Behind, vase spilling water. [EIII 
M. AT. MHTPO]TENOYC AIZANEITQN. 
Hadrian. <;:avdarhisar. BMC Phrygia 37 no. IOO. 

AE 4.76 Aezani. 6. Bust of Faustina r., 
ct>AYCTI[NA] NEA/Asclepius resting on serpent 
staff, AIZANEITQN. Faustina 11. Unspecified 
provenance in the Aezanitis plain. BMC Phrygia 
39 no. I I4f. Shares reverse die with no. I6. 

AE 4·43 Aezani. 6. As last. Faustina II. 
Unspecified provenance in the Aezanitis plain. 
Shares reverse die with no. IS. 

AE I .72 Aezani. 6. Bust of Hermes r., caduceus 
behind/Spread eagle facing, head 1., wreath in 
beak. AIZANEITQN. M. Aurelius-Gallienus; 
probably Antonine. <;:avdarhisar. BMC Phrygia 
25 no. I6. 

AE 3.96 Aezani. 6. Bearded head of Demos r., 
t1HMOC/Hygieia feeding serpent from phiale, 
AIZANEITQN. M. Aurelius-Gallienus, probably 
second century. Uncertain provenance in the 
Aezanitis plain. BMC Phrygia 25 no. I8. 

AE 4.32 Hadrianothera. 6. Young bust of Senate 
r., IEPA CYNK[AHTOC]/Bearded Asclepius. 
facing, I. shoulder and arm draped, looking~ 
backwards to r. h. which holds a snake-encircled 
staff. [A]t1PIAN00HPITQN. Antonine (?). 
Uncertain provenance in the Aezanitis plain. 
BMC Mysia 75 no. 1. 

AE 3.02 Andeda. 1. Head laur. r., [AY KM A]Y 
ANTQNJNO[C]/Tyche wearing calathus standing 
1., rudder in r., cornucopiae in I. [ANt1]Ht1EQN. 
Caracalla. Unspecified provenance in the 
Aezanitis plain. BMC Pisidia I74 no. 2. 
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AE I I.2I Apamea. I2. Bust of Domna r., IVLIA 
A VGVST A/Venus standing facing, Eros riding 
on dolphin, 1., [COL IV]L CONC AVG APAM 
D.D. Julia Domna. <;avdarhisar. BMC -; 
W addington, Recueil gen. des monn. gr. d' Asie min. 
256 no. 66. Now in the British Museum, inv. no. 
I930-9-6-s. 

AE 2.42 Aezani. 5· Head of Serapis r. wearing 
modius/Spread eagle facing, head r., 
AIZANEITQN. M. Aurelius-Gallienus; probably 
third century. <;avdarhisar. BMC Phrygia 26 no. 
27. 

AE 6.97 Cotiaeum. 6. Bust rad., dr., cuir. r., AYT 
K II AIK OYAAEPIANON/Asclepius and Hygieia 
with Telesphorus between them, EIII II AlA 
.tJHMHTPIANOY. IIIII, ADX (in field), 
KOTIAEQN in ex. Valerian. <;avdarhisar. BMC 
Phrygia I 77 no. 94· 

AE I3.79 Aezani. I2. Head of young Demos r., 
.tJHMOC AIZANEITQN/Helios rad., in quadriga, 
facing, sceptre in r., globe in 1., EIII JOY 
I:EYHPEINOY APXINEQKOP. Gallienus. Un
specified provenance in the Aezanitis plain. BMC 
Phrygia 28 no. 35 (same dies). 

AE I0.83 Aezani. 5· Young head of Senate r., 
IEPA CYNKAHTOC/Helios rad., standing front, 
chlamys over 1. arm, r. arm raised, holding globe 
in 1. AIZANEITQN. Gallienus. <;erte? BMC 
Phrygia 28 no. 36. Holed. 

AE I 1.57 r. As. Bust r. of Julio-Claudian or 
Trajan/Wreath, perhaps enclosing inscription. 
Uncertain provincial issue. Perhaps from 
Kozhca, but registered as from the Aezanitis plain 
with the British Museum, inv. no. I930-9-6-6. 

AE I4.66 ?. Head laur. of male figure, perhaps a 
second century emperor, r.,/Flat. Uncertain 
Greek Imperial. Unspecified provenance in the 
Aezanitis plain. 

AR 3·39 6. Den. Head laur. r., NERO CAESAR 
AVGVSTVS/Figure of Roma, ROMA. Nero. 
<;avdarhisar. Rome mint. RIC I, so. 

AR 3.oo 6. Den. Head laur. r., IMP CAES 
DOMIT AVG GERM PM TRP XII/Minerva 
with shield and spear walking r. on prow, owl at 
feet, IMP XXII COS XVI CENS PP. Domitian. 
Unspecified provenance in the Aezanitis plain. 
Rome mint. RIC 11, I72. 

AR 3.22 2. Den. Bust dr. r., FAVSTINA 
AVGVSTA/Venus seated 1. on throne, holding 
victory and sceptre. VENVS FELIX. Faustina 
II. <;avdarhisar. Rome mint. RIC 111 (M. 
Aurelius), 731. 

AR 3·43 I2. Den. Head laur. r., L SEPT SEV 
A VG IMP XI PART MAX/Victory advancing 1., 
holding wreath over shield. VICTORIAE 
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A VGG FEL. Septimius Severus. Unspecified 
provenance in the Aezanitis plain. Laodicea mint. 
RIC IV, SI6. 

AR 3.66 7· Ant. Bust rad. r., IMP M IVL 
PHILIPPVS AVG/Aequitas standing 1., holding 
scales and cornucopiae, AEQVITAS AVGG. 
Philip I. Unspecified provenance in the Aezanitis 
plain. Rome mint. RIC IV, 27 b. 

AR 4.06 6. Ant. Bust rad., dr. r., IMP CM AVR 
PROBVS PF A VG/Emperor receiving globe 
from Jupiter, CLEMENTIA TEMP. Mint mark 
crescent over KA. Probus. Hac! Kebir. Tripolis 
mint. RIC v, 927. Now in the British Museum, 
inv. no. I930-9-6-9. 

AR I .92 6. Ant. Bust rad., cuir., dr. r., IMP C MA 
MAXIMIANVS PF AVG/Emperor receiving 
victory from Jupiter, CONCORDIA 
MILITVM. Mint mark HT over [·XXI·]. 
Maximian AD 292-5. HaC! Kebir. Heraclea mint. 
RIC v, 595· Now in the British Museum, inv. no . 
I 9 3 0-9-6-7 · 

AE 2.77 I2. Bust dr., cuir., diad. 1., 
CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C/Camp gate 
with two towns, star above, PROVIDENTIAE 
CAESS. Mint mark SMKT. Constantine 11 AD 

324-30. Hac! Kebir. Cyzicus mint. LRBC I I63. 

AE 2.05 5· Helmeted bust of Roma 1., VRBS 
ROMA/Wolf and twins 1. Mint mark SMN<;. 
House of Constantine I AD 33o-5. <;avdarhisar. 
Nicomedia mint. LRBC I I20. 

AE 2.56 6. Helmeted bust of Constantinople 1., 
CONSTANTINOPOLIS/Victory with shield 1. 
on prow. Mint mark SMNA. House of 
Constantine I AD 330-5. HaC! Kebir? Nicomedia 
mint. LRBC I I2r. 

AE 1.54 I r. Bust diad. r., [CONSTANT]IVS 
AVG/Two soldiers and one standard, GLORIA 
EXERC[ITVS]. Mint mark off flan. Constantius 
AD 337-4I. <;avdarhisar? 

AE 1.95 I r. Bust diad., dr. r., DN V ALENS PF 
AVG/Soldier with labarum and captive, 
GLORIA ROMANORVM. Mint mark SMNT. 
Valens AD 367-75. <;avdarhisar. Nicomedia mint. 
LRBC 2335. 

AE 1.38 s. Bust dr., diad. r., [AEL 
FLAC]CILLA AVG/Victory writing* on 
shield, SAL VS REIPVBLI CAE. Mint mark 
CON<;. Aelia Flacilla AD 383. <;avdarhisar. 
Constantinople mint. LRBC 2I63. 
AE 3·94 I I. Bust helmeted, palud., cuir. r., DN. 
[THE]ODOSIVS PF AVG/Emperor on galley, 
victory on helm, GLORIA ROMANORV[M]. 
Mint mark [ .... ]A. Theodosius I AD 383-92. 
<;avdarhisar. Uncertain Eastern mint. Holed. 
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42 AE 1.53 1. Bust diad. r., [DN ..... ]VS PF AVG/3 
emperors, GLORIA RO[MANORVM]. Mint 
mark SM~. Arcadius or Honorius AD 400-2. Hacr 
Kebir. Cyzicus mint. LRBC 2590-1. 

43 AE 3.02 IZ. Decanummium. Bust r., diad., cuir., 
palud., ON IVSTI[NIANVS PP]/I surmounted 
by cross, ANNO to 1., XXVI to r., P below. 
Justinian I AD 552-3. Hacr Kebir? Perugia mint, 
but W. Hahn has reattributed these coins to 
Constantinople (Spink, Numismatic Circular 
LXXIX (I97I), 449f. and LXXX (I972), 237), DOC I, 

r86f. no. 357· Now in the British Museum, inv. 
no. I 930-9-6-I I. 

44 AE 7.6 I ? . Austrian coin of the nineteenth 
century, nearly illegible. Unspecified provenance 
in the Aezanitis plain. 

45 AE 7. 73 ? . Illegible ancient coin, with head tor. on 
the obverse. Unspecified provenance in the 
Aezanitis plain. 

46 AE 2.I6 ?. Wholly illegible coin. Unspecified 
provenance in the Aezanitis plain. 

B. Coins from Outside the 
Aezanitis Plain. 

I. Greek Imperial Coins. 
47 AE 9.80 6. Dorylaeum. Bust dr. r., M ANT 

LliALlOYMENIANOC K/Cybele turreted en
throned 1., patera in r., I. arm resting on 
tympanum, ?lion by throne. LlOPYAAEQN. 
Diadumenian. Eski~ehir. BMC -, Waddington 
-. Now in the British Museum, inv. no. 
I 934-I 2-4-I. 

48 AE 4.06 6. Uncertain city of Asia Minor, perhaps 
in Bithynia. Young bust dr., r. [ ]M A VR 
ANT[ ]/Tyche or Abundantia standing' I. ~ith. 
cornucopiae. Caracalla. Eski~ehir. Very worn and 
holed. 

49 AR 3-57 x. Den. Bust dr. r., PLAVTILLAE 
AVGVSTAE/Concordia seated 1., CONCORD
IAE. Plautilla c. AD 202. Tav~anh? Rome mint. 
RIC IV Caracalla, 360. 

50 AE 3.09 IZ. Ant. Bust dr., cuir., rad. r., IMP CC 
V AL DIOCLETIANVS PF A VG/Emperor 
receiving victory on globe from Jupiter, 
CONCORDIA MILITVM. Mint mark ELl over 
XXI. Diocletian AD 293-5. Durabey. Antioch 
mint. RIC V, 322. 

SI AE z.Iz 6. Ant. Bust rad. r., IMP C VAL LICIN 
LICINIVS PF AVG/Jupiter with sceptre 
holding victory on globe; eagle and captive at feet. 
Mint mark l),v over SMNT. Licinius AD 32I-4. 
Tepecik Koy, Tav~an Tepesi, or <;ardakh 
(Orhaneli 30 Ib, le)? RIC VII Nicomedia, 44· 
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AE 1.56 IZ. Bust laur., cuir. r., 
CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C/Two soldiers 
and one standard, GLORIAEXERCITVS. Mint 
mark CONS[B?]. Constantine 11 AD 335-7. 
Pe~emit? Constantinople mint. LRBC Ioz6 or 
I027. 

AE I .52 6. Bust diad., dr. r., ON GRATI[ANVS 
PF A]VG/Roma enthroned, CONCORDI[A 
AVGGG]. Mint mark SMNA. Gratian AD 

378-83. Nicomedia or Cyzicus ~int. LRBC 235I 
or 2537. Broken. 

AE ZO.I9 6. Follis. Facing bust, helm., diad., 
cuir., ON IVSTINIANVS PP A VC/M, cross 
above B below, ANNO to I. XX[ tor.; in ex., 
~Hr.iiJ. Justinian I AD 546/7. <;ar~amba. Antioch 
mint. DOC I, I43 no. ZI7b, but below date, 
~rescent outward. Now in the British Museum, 
mv. no. I934-I2-4-2. 

AE I0.90 IZ. Head laur. 1., countermarked with 
head to 1./Pallas crowning name of the king, 
BAl:IAEQ.E IIPOY.EIOY l/{ . Prusias I of 
Bithynia. zz8-I8o se? Hisarcrk or Emet. BMC 
Bithynia 209,4 var. Now in the British Museum, 
inv. no. I930-9-6-x. 

AE 4.22 Philadelphia. 5· Bust of Senate 1., IEPA 
CYN[KAHTO.E]/Hermes dragging ram to r., cf>A 
cPIAALlEAcPEQN NEOKOPQN. 
Caracalla-Gallienus. Emet. BMC -,Wadding
ton-; cf. BMC Lydia I93-4· Now in the British 
Museum, inv. no. I930-9-6-3. 

AE 3.46 Smyrna. 6. Bust dr. r., cPOYP 
TPA[NKYIAAEINA CJ/Herakles standing 1., 
holding cantharus in r., club and lion's skin in 1., 
CMYPNAIQN r NEQKOPQN. Tranquillina. 
Emet. BMC Ionia 295, no. 448. 

AR 3.56 3· Den. Bust laur. r., TI CAESAR DIVI 
A VG F A VGVSTVS/Female figure seated r., 
PONTIF MAXIM. Tiberius. Hisarcrk or Emet. 
RIC I, 3· Now in the British Museum, inv. no. 
I 9 3 0-9-6-8. 

AR 3.06 6. Den. Head laur. r., IMP CAESAR 
VESPASIANVS AVG/Winged caduceus, PON 
MAX TRP COS V. Vespasian AD 74· Hisarcrk. 
RIC rr, 75· Holed. 

AE I0.04 6. Head laur. r., FL VAL 
CONSTANTIVS NOB CAES/Genius with 
cornucopiae standing 1., GENIO AVGG ET 
CAESARVM NN. Mint mark KB. Constantius 
Chlorus AD 297-9. Hisarcrk. RIC VI Cyzicus, I I a. 
Holed. 
AE 9· 70 6. Follis. Anonymous follis class B. Bust 
of Christ facing, r. blessing in sling of cloak, I. 
holds book with;~: on cover. fEMMANOYHA IC 
XC/Cross on base and 2 steps, pellet at each end of 
upper arms. On three lines inscribed IS XC 
bASIAE bASIAE. AD I030/35-42 (?). Hisarcrk. 
DOC rrr.z, 676ff. class B. Overstruck. 
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AE 6.o8 Sardis. I 1. Beardless head of Herakles r., 73 
lion skin round neck/ Apollo naked, in r. crow(?), 
in l. laurel branch, [EAPL1IAN.QN]. Before I 33 
B.C. (?). Yemi§h Koy. BMC Lydia 239 no. 22ff. 

AE 2.25 Pergamum. I2. Bust r., perhaps of 
Hadrian, traces of inscription/Young bust of 74 
Senate r., linear border, no visible inscription. 
Augustus-Hadrian. Yemi§h Koy. BMC Mysia 
I34 no. 205ff., which 1s inscribed fJEON 
CYNKAHTON/fJEAN P.QMHN. 

3.0I Hierapolis. 6. Bust of Tyche turreted, dr. r., 
NE.QKOP.QN/Figure of Men wearing Phrygian 
cap, chiton and mantle standing l. with r. ft. on 
bucranium. R. holds pinecone, l. rests on sceptre. 
IEPAIIOAEIT.QN. Caracalla onwards. Yemi§h 
Koy. BMC Phrygia 243 no. 92. 

7.04 Nicaea. I2. Bust r., dr., cuir., radiate. TIT 
c!>OY AI KYHTOE EEB/Circuit of walls with two 
gates and towns at each corner, NIKAE.QN. 
Quietus. Yemi§h Koy. BMC Bithynia I78 no. I6o 
var.; Waddington, Recueil 5II no. 872 var. Now 
in the British Museum, inv. no. I930-9-6-2. 

AE 2.06 I2. Bust r., diad., dr., DN FL CL 
IVLIA[NVS NOB CS]/Virtus holding giobe and 
spear, SPES REIPVBLICE. Mint mark illegible. 
Julian Caesar AD 355-61. Yemi§h Koy. Probabh· 
Cyzicus mint. LRBC 2505. . 

AE 3.80 Pergamum. 7· Bust laur. (?), r .. 
[EEBAETON]/Hexastyle temple, [XAPINO.E 
TPAMMATEY.QN]. Augustus. Bahtllh. BMC 
Mysia I38 no. 237. 

AE 8.33 Ancyra. I2. Young head of Senate r., 
IEPA CYNKAHTOCfWreath enclosing 
ANKYPAN.QN. Septimius Severus. Bahtllh. 
BMC Phrygia 59 no. I I. 

AE 1.40 I 1. Bust rad. r., illegible 
inscription/Emperor rece1vmg victory from 
Jupiter, [CONCORDIA MILITVM] (?). Mint 
mark illegible. Maximian c. AD 292-5. Bahtllh. 

AE 4.0I I. Bust laur., cuir., dr. r., IMP 
CONSTANTINVS PF AVG/3 standards, 
SPQR OPTIMO PRINCIPI. Mint mark RP. 
Constantine I AD 3I2-I3. Baht1lh. Mint of Rome. 
RIC VI Rome, 349a. 

AE I4.22 6. Follis. Anonymous follis class A2 var. 
3. Bust of Christ facing, giving blessing and 
holding book, EMMANOVHA IC 
XC/Inscription on 4 lines: fihSqs XPISTqS 
bASILEq' bASILE'; dot below. C. AD 976 (?)-c. 
I030/35· Bahtllh. DOC III.2, 65I var. 3· 
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AE 7. I 8 6. Follis. Anonymous follis class B. Bust 
of Christ facing, giving blessing and holding 
book, fEMMANOUHA IC XC/Cross on base 
and two steps, IC XC bASILE bASILE. C. AD 

84 
I030/35-1042 (?). Baht1lh. DOC m.2, 676ff. class 
B. 
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AE 3·79 6. Follis. Bust of Christ facing, giving 
blessing and holding book. IC XC over [NI 
KA]/Latin cross with x at intersection, C RP L1 
on two lines. Romanus IV AD 1068-71. Bahtllh. 
Mint of Constantinople. DOC I II.2, 796f. no. 8. 

AE 5-55 12. Head laur. r., GAL VAL 
MAXIMINVS NOB CAES/Genius standing I. 
with cornucopiae and patera, GENIO 
CAESARIS. Mint mark -HTL1·. Maximinus 
Caesar AD 308-9. Mint of Heraclea. RIC VI 
Heraclea, 36. 

AE 7-I4 I2. Head laur. r., IMP C GAL VAL 
MAXIMINVS PF AVG/Genius standing I. with 
cornucopiae and patera, GENIO AVGVSTI 
Cl\tij-I. Mint mark SMNB. Maximinus AD 

31o-I I. Mint of Nicomedia. RIC VI Nicomedia, 
66 c. 

AE I3.72 Germe. 7. Bustdr., laur. r., AVT KMA 
!OVA c!>IAIIIIIOC/3 nymphs (Danai"des?) 
holding jugs, EIII r. I. IIEPIIEPOY. POYci>."'f- B. 
in ex., TEPMHN.QN. Philip I. BMC Lydia 89 no. 

44· 

AE 3.09 I I. Colophon. Head of Apollo r., 
laur./Armed horseman charging r., chlamys 
flying behind, spear couched. Illegible 
magistrate's name. [KO]. C. 350-300 BC. BMC 
Ionia p. 39· 

AE 5·43 3· Head of young Herakles r. in lion 
skin/Quiver and club, BAEIAE.QE between, torch 
below. Alexander Ill. Lifetime issue. 

AE 3·57 Ephesus. 2. Bee in wreath, E c!>/Doe in 
front of palm tree; illegible magistrate's name. C. 
202-I33 BC. BMC Ionia p. 62; cf. Weber 5862. 

AE 5.30 Sardes. I2. Head of beardless Herakles 
r./Apollo standing l. holding crow(?) in r., laurel 
branch m l. Whole m laurel wreath. 
EAPL1IAN.QN, . Before I33 BC(?). BMC Lydia 
239 no. 22ff. 
AE ~-58 12. Head diad. r., ofPerseus (?)/Herakles 
leanmg on club, lion skin over l. arm. BAEIAE.QE 
IIPOYEIOY. Prusias 11 ofBithynia c. I80-I49 BC. 
Waddington, Recueil255 no. 25 (no monogram). 

AE 8.29 Nicaea. 12. Head laur. r., 
AYTOKPATOPI KAIEAPI EEBAET.Q 
OYEEIIAEIAN.Q NEIKA/Panther seated I. with 
paw on krater, EIII MAPKOY IIAANKIOY 
OYAPOY ANfJYIIATOY. Vespasian. Hisar. 
BMC Bithynia I54 no. I7. 

AE 6.I3 Sebaste. 6. Head laur. r., 
[ ... J<?ETEP[ ... ]/Female figure standing facing, 
leanmg .on a sceptre or spear in l. h., holding corn 
ears(?) m r., CEBACTH. Trajan. Pe§emit? BMC 
Pontus -; Wadd. -,but cf. 88-9. 

AE 4.67 Tiberiopolis. 6. Bust dr. r., CABEINA 
CEBAC/Artemis drawing arrow from quiver 
bow in I. h., stag at feet, TIBEPIOIIOAIT[Q]: 
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Sabina. Uncertain provenance. BMC Phrygia 
423 no. I2. 

AE 4.2 I Tiberiopolis. I I. Illegible obverse, pro b. 
bust dr. r., CEBA[ .... ]/As last, TIBEP/0-
IIOA[JT.Q]. Sabi~~ (?). Uncertain provenance. 

86 AE IS-42 Nicaea. 7- Bust dr. r., tJ>AYCTEINA 
CEBACTH/Tyche of Nicaea holding sceptre and 
tympanum(?), riding lion r. NIKAIE.QN. Faustina 
11. Hisar. BMC -; Wadd. -;for similar figure of 
Tyche and similar theme see Waddington, Recueil 
PI. XXI, 29. 

87 AE I0.92 Nicaea. 7- Bust laur., dr., cuir. r., A KM 
AY KO ANT.QNI[ ... ]/Bust of Serapis with modius 
r., NIKAJE.QN. Commodus. Ki.itahya? BMC -; 
Waddington, Recueil 43I no. 254. 

88 AE I4.26 Prusa. 7· Bare bust r., KAI M OIIflA. 
ANT.Q .. MALJOYMENIANOC/Figure ofTyche or 
Fortuna standing facing, head turned 1., 
cornucopiae in r., rudder in I. Diadumenian. 
BMC Bithynia -, cf. 26; W add. -, but for 
reverse cf. Recueil 592 no. I28 (Elagabalus). 

89 AE 9.I2 Prusa. 6. Bust dr., laur. r., M AVP CEV 
AAE8ANLJPOE AV/Head of Zeus (?) r., 
IIPOVCAE.QN. Severus Alexander. BMC -; 
Recueil 594 no. I37 (as PI. CII, 4). 

90 AE 9.67 Prusa. r. Bust dr., laur. r., [r I]OV OVH 
MA8IMEINOC AV/Zeus seated 1. with patera and 
sceptre, II[POV]CAE.QN. Maximinus. BMC --; 
Recueil 595 no. I45· 

91 AE 9.86 Prusa. I2. Bust rad., dr. r., M IOVAIOC 
tJ>IAIIIIIOC AVT/Helios walking 1., looking r.; r. 
raises torch. IIPOVCAE.QN. Philip I. Recuei/598 
no. I63 (but AVTon obv.); cf. BMC Phrygia I99 
no. 33 (but btist rad.). 

92 AE 7.6o Nicaea. 7- Bust rad., dr., cuir. r., I1 OY AI 
Err AAAIHN CEB/Dionysos on cart drawn by 4 
elephants 1.; r. holds upturned cantharus, I. holds 
thyrsus. [NIKAIEJ.QN. Gallienus. BMC 
Recueil so6 no. 836. 

2. Metropolitan Roman Coins 
92a AR 2.95 7- Den. Bust laur., dr. r., IMP CAES 

NER TRAIANO OPTIMO A VG GER 
DAC/Providentia standing with sceptre, globe at 
feet. PM TRP COS VI PP SPQR; PRO AVG. 
Trajan AD I I4-I7. Pe~emit? Rome mint. RIC II, 

360. 

93 AR 3-42 6. Den. Bust dr. r., IVLIA 
AVGVSTA/Isis standing r., I. foot on prow, 
Horus at breast; altar and rudder in field; 
SAECVLI [FE]LICITAS. Julia Domna AD 

I96-2I r. Rome mint. RIC IV. I, 577-

94 AR r.67 2. Den. Bust dr. r., [ANTONINVS] 
PIVS A VG/Mars with spear and shield, 
PONTIF TR[P ... ]. Caracalla AD 205-6. Rome 
mint. RIC IV.I, 8I etc. Broken. 

95 AR 2.96 6. Den. Head laur. r., ANTONINVS 
PIVS AVG/Mars with spear and shield, 
PONTIF TRP VIIII COS 11. Caracalla AD 206. 
Rome mint. RIC IV.I, 83. 'Probably from Sulu 
Koy', at Akyakilise. 

96 AR 2.97 I. Den. Bust diad. r., SALL BARBIA 
ORBIANA A VG/Concordia seated 1., 
CONCORDIA AVGG. Orbiana-Severus Alex-
ander. Rome mint. RIC IV.2, 3I9. 

97 AR 3-7I I r. Ant. Bust rad., dr., cuir. r., IMP 
GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG/Fortuna seated 
1., FORTVNA REDVX. Gordian Ill AD 243-4. 
Rome mint. RIC IV.3, I44· 

98 AR 2.74 s. Ant. Bust rad. r., GALLIENVS 
AVG/Felicitas standing with caduceus and 
cornucopiae, uncertain legend. Gallienus. 
Uncertain Eastern mint. 

99 AR/AE r.83 I r. Ant. Bust rad. r., GALLIENVS 
AVG/Jupiter facing, IOVI CONSERVAT. 
Gallienus. Uncertain Eastern mint. 

100 AR/AE 3-37 I2. Ant. Bust rad. r., IMP C 
CLAUDIVS AVG/Annona standing 1., foot on 
prow, with corn ears and cornucopiae. ANNONA 
AVG. Claudius II. Rome mint. RIC V. I, I8. 

IOI AE 3-79 I r. Ant. Bust dr., cuir., rad. r., IMP CC 
V AL DIOCLETIANVS PF A VG/Emperor 
receiving victory on globe from Jupiter, IOVI 
CONSERVATOR! A VGG. Mint mark TRover 
palm and XXI. Diocletian AD 285-90. Probably 
from <;akil. Tripolis mint. RIC v.2, 329. 

102 AE 3.76 6. Ant. Bust rad., dr. r., IMP C MA 
MAXIMIANVS A VG/Emperor receiving vict
ory on globe from Jupiter, CONCORDIA 
MILITVM. Mint mark € over XXI. Maximian 
AD 293. Antioch mint. RIC v.2, 621. 

103 AE 3.76 I2. Ant. Bust rad., dr. r., IMP C MA 
MAXIMIANVS AVG/Emperor receiving vict
ory on globe from Jupiter. Mint markS" over XXI. 
Maximian AD 293. Tepecik (Orhaneli 30 lb)? 
Antioch mint. RIC v.2, 62r. 

104 AE 2.4I I2. Ant. Bust rad., dr. r., IMP C MA 
MAXIMIANVS PF A VG/As last. Mint mark 
HE over ?. Maximian AD 293. Probably Antioch 
mint. RIC v.2, 62r. 

105 AE/AR ro.o6 I2. Head laur. r., IMP CC VAL 
DIOCLETIANVS PF AVG/Genius with patera 
and cornucopiae, GENIO POPVLI ROMANI. 
Mint mark KT. Diocletian AD 295-6. Mint of 
Cyzicus. RIC VI Cyzicus, roa. 

106 AE 2.95 I2. Rad. Bust rad., dr., cuir. r., IMP CC 
VAL DIOCLETIANVS PF A VG/Emperor 
receiving victory on globe from Jupiter, 
CONCORDIA MILITVM. Mint mark KT. 
Diocletian AD 295-9. Durabey? Mint of Cyzicus. 
RIC VI Cyzicus, I sa. 
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107 AE 2.76 7· Bust dr., laur. r., IMP LIC 
LICINIVS PF [AV]G/Jupiter with sceptre, 
victory, and eagle, IOVI CONSERV A TO RI. 
Mint mark A over SIS. Licinius AD 3I3-I5. 
Tav~an Tepesi (?Orhaneli 30 Ib). Mint of Siscia. 
RIC VII Siscia, I I. 

108 AE 3·35 I2. Bust diad., dr. r., IMP 
CONSTANTINVS PF AVG/Sol rarsmg r., 
globe in 1.; SOLI INVICTO COMITI. Mint 
mark SF over PARL. Constantine I AD 3I5-I6. 
Mint of Aries. RIC VII Aries, 56. 

109 AE 2.58 6. Bust laur. 1., holding mappa, IMP 
LICINIVS AVG/Jupiter holding sceptre and 
victory, IOVI CONSERVATOR! AVGG. 
Licinius AD 3 I7-20. Mint mark palm and B over 
SMN. Tav~anh (?).Mint of Nicomedia. RIC VII 

Nicomedia, 24. 

110 AE 3.32 6. Bust dr. r., with sceptre. DN V AL 
LICIN LICINIVS NOB C/Jupiter standing 
with sceptre and victory, IOVI 
CONSERVATOR! CAESS. Mint mark wreath 
and H over SMK. Licinius Caesar AD 3I7-20. 
Cyzicus mint. RIC VII Cyzicus, I I. 

lll AE 2.98 5· Bust dr.l., holding sceptre and mappa. 
IMP LICINIVS AVG/Jupiter with sceptre, 
victory and captive, IOVI CONSERVATOR! 
AVGG. Mint mark S' over SMANT. Licinius AD 

3I7-20. Antioch mint. RIC VII Antioch, 27. 

112 AE 2.79 6. Bust rad., dr., cuir. r., IMP C VAL 
LICIN LICINIVS PF AVG/Jupiter with 
sceptre, victory, eagle, and captive, IOVI 
CONSERVATOR!. Mint mark 1'\fl over 
SMNB. Licinius AD 32I-4. Nicomedia mir{t. RIC 
VII Nicomedia, 44· 

113 AE 2.48 I2. As last. Mint mark 1'\ over SMNtJ. 
Licinius. 

114 AE 2.97 6. Bust laur., dr. r., CONSTANTINVS 
AVG/DN CONSTANTINI MAX AVG, and 
wreath enclosing VOT XX. Mint mark * over 
SMHB. Constantine I AD 324. Heraclea mint. 
RIC VII Heraclea, 56. 

115 AE 3.09 I2. Head laur. r., CONSTANTINVS 
AVG/Camp gate with two towers, 
PROVIDENTIAE A VGG. Mint mark SMNA. 
Constantine I AD 324-30. Nicomedia mint. 
LRBC I073· 

116 AE 2.72 I2. Bust dr. r., FL HELENA 
A VGVST A/Pax holding branch. SECVRIT AS 
REIPVBLICE. Mint mark SMNT. Helena AD 

324-30. Car~amba? Nicomedia mint. LRBC 
I082. 

117 AE 2.85 6. Head laur. r., CONSTANTINVS 
A VG/Camp gate with two towers, 
PROVIDENTIAE AVGG. Mint mark SMKS'·. 
Constantine I AD 324-30. Cyzicus mint. LRBC 
I I7I. 

118 AE I .86 I I. Bust laur., cuir. r., 
CONST ANTINVS MAX A VG/Two soldiers 
and two standards, GLORIA EXERCITVS. 
Mint mark SMNT. Constantine I AD 330-5. 
Nicomedia mint. LRBC I I I7. 

119 AE 1.74 I2. Bust of Constantinople helmeted 1., 
CONSTANTINOPOLIS/Victory with shield 1. 
on prow. Mint mark SMKS'·. House of 
Constantine I AD 330-5. Cyzicus mint. LRBC 
I220. 

120 AE 2.29 I2. Bust diad., cuir. r., FL IVL 
CONST ANTIVS NOB C/Two soldiers and two 
standards, GLORIA EXERCITVS. Mint mark 
SMK{?tJ]. Constantius Caesar AD 330-5. Cyzicus 
mint. LRBC I227 or I229. 

121 AE 2.53 I. Bust of Roma 1., helmeted, URBS 
ROMA/Wolf and twins 1. Mint mark SMKS'. 
House of Constantine I AD 330-5. Cyzicus mint. 
LRBC I23r. 

122 AE 2.62 I2. Bust diad., dr. r., CONSTAN
TINVS JVN NOB C/Two soldiers and two 
standards, GLORIA EXERCITVS. Mint mark 
·SMKtJ. Constantine 11 AD 330-5. Cyzicus mint. 
LRBC I238. 

123 AE 1.34 I2. Bust diad., dr. r., CONSTANTIVS 
PF AVG/Two soldiers and one standard, 
G LORIA EXERCITVS. Mint mark SMTS' or r. 
Constantius AD 337-4I. Thessalonica mint. 
LRBC 858. 

124 AE r.I8 6. Bust diad., dr. r., [DN 
CO]NSTANTIVS PF AVG/As last. Mint mark 
CONSB. Constantius AD 337-4I. Constantinople 
mint. LRBC I043· 

125 AE 1.33 2. Bust diad. r., DN CONSTANTIVS 
PF AVG/Victory with wreath 1., VICT AVG. 
Mint mark CONSA. Constantius AD 34I-6. 
Constantinople mint. LRBC I06r. 

126 AE r.8o I2. Bust dr. r., DN FL 
CONST ANTIVS NOB CAES/Virtus spearing 
falling horseman, FEL TEMP REPARATIO. 
Mint mark off flan. Constantius Gall us AD 35 I-4· 
Gokceler? Uncertain Eastern mint. 

127 AE 2.I5 I2. Bust diad., dr., cuir. r., DN 
CONSTANTIVS PF A VG/Virtus spearing 
falling horseman, FEL TEMP REPARATIO. 
Mint mark M over [SMNA?]. Constantius 11 AD 

355-61. Gokceler. Nicomedia mint. Probably 
LRBC 23I3. 

128 AE 2.35 6. As last. Constantius 11. Mint mark off 
flan; uncertain Eastern mint. 

129 AE 2.08 I. Illegible obverse, probably 
Constantius 11/Virtus holding globe and spear, 
SPES REIPVBLICE. Mint mark SMKS'. AD 

355-61. Cyzicus I?int. LRBC 2504. 
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131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

137 

139 

AR 1.88 I2. Sl.liqua. Bust dr., diad. r., DN 
V ALENS PF AVG/Wreath enclosing VOT X 
MVL T XX. Mint mark ·ANT*. Valens AD 

367-75. Tav~anh? Antioch mint. RIC IX Antioch, 
34d. 

AE 2-4I I2. Bust dr., diad. r., DN 
V ALENTINIANVS PF A VG/Rome seated 
facing holding globe and spear, CONCORDIA 
A VGGG. Mint mark A over [SMNA?]. 
Valentinian 11 AD 378-83. Nicomedia mint. 
Probably LRBC 2359. 

AE 1.47 I2. Head diad. r., DN THEODOSIVS 
PF AVG/Wreath enclosing VOTXX MVLT 
XXX. Mint mark SMK[B or Jl Theodosius I AD 

383. Cyzicus mint. LRBC 2554. 

AE 2.6o 6. Bust r., [AEL FLACC]ILLA 
AVG/Victory seated writing.i;) on shield, SAL VS 
REIPVBLICAE. Mint mark SMNT. Flaccilla AD 

383. From Kozhca 'fields' (Orhaneli 30 y). 
Nicomedia mint. LRBC 3370. 

AE 5. I4 6. Bust dr., cuir., diad. r., DN 
ARCADIVS PF AVGVSTVS/Emperor spurn
ing captive, VIRTVS EXERCITI. Mint 
mark~~" over CONSB. Arcadius AD 383-92. 
Constantinople mint. LRBC 2I79· 

AE 4-75 6. As last. Mint mark palm over SMNA. 
Theodosius I (?) AD 383-92. Nicomedia mint. 
LRBC 240I. 

AE 2.74 I2. Bust diad., dr. r., DN ARCADIVS 
PF AVG/Victory crowning emperor, VIRTVS 
EXERCITI. Mint mark SMKB. Arcadius AD 

395-408. Cyzicus mint. LRBC 2580. Now in the 
British Museum, inv. no. I93o-9-6-Io. 

AE 1.74 6. Bust diad., dr. r., DN HONORIVS 
PF AVG/As last. Mint mark ANTLI. Honorius AD 

395-408. Antioch mint. LRBC 2793. 

AE 2.I2 4· Bust diad. r., [ ... ]VS PF AVG/As last. 
Mint mark ANT A. Arcadius or Honorius AD 

395-408. Antioch mint. LRBC 279I-4. 

AE 2.22 5· Bust diad., dr. r., [ON 
TH]EODOSIVS PF [A VG]/Two emperors 
holding globe, GLORIA ROMANORVM. Mint 
mark SMNA. Theodosius 11 AD 408-23. 
Tav~anh? Nicomedia mint. LRBC 2457· 

140 AE 0.92 ?. Obverse illegible/Cross in wreath. 
Mint mark illegible. Theodosius 11 or Valentinian 
Ill AD 425-50. Uncertain Eastern mint. 

Of the following half folies with K, two were found in 
Kozhca 'fields'. 

AE 7-99 6. Half follis. Bust diad., dr. r., DN 
ANASTASIVS PP AVG/K; to 1., cross; tor., E. 
Anastasius I AD 498-5 I 8. Constantinople mint, 
third period. DOC I, 24 no. 24g. 

143 

144 

145 

147 

149 

AE I7.32 7· Follis. Bust r., diad., cuir., palud., 
ON IVSTINVS PP A VG/M; cross above, stars 
to r. and 1., B below, CON in ex. Justin I AD 

5I8-27. Constantinople mint. DOC I, 39 no. 8b. 

AE I2.I8 7· Half follis. Bust facing helm, diad., 
cuir., with cross and shield, cross r. in field, DN 
IVSTINIANVS PP A VC/K; cross above, L1 
below, ANNO Xq. Justinian I AD 54I/2. Tepecik 
(Orhaneli 30 la). Constantinople mint. DOC I, 

no. 65c var. 

AE 3.20 6. Pentanummium. Bust r., diad., cuir., 
palud., DN IVSTINIANVS PP A VC/€B in a 
circle. Justinian I AD 538-42. Constantinople 
mint. DOC I, I02 no. 96b. 

AE 5·34 8. Halffollis. Bust helmeted facing, diad., 
cuir., with cross and shield, and cross tor., [DN 
IVSTINI]~~y~ :f:f AV/K, ANNO XXX q111. 
Mint mark illegible. ?Justinian I AD 564-5· 
Uncertain mint, perhaps Thessalonica (DOC I, 

no. Io6). 

AE 6.02 6. Half follis. Justin and Sophia 
enthroned, [DN IVSTI]NVS PP A VC/K, cross 
above, B below, ANNO KI. Justin 11 AD 565/6. 
Tepecik (Orhaneli 30 la). Constantinople mint. 
DOC I, 2I4 no. 44a. 

AE I2.99 6. Follis. Bust facing in consular robes, 
crowned, holding mappa, sceptre with eagle and 
cross, [bM Tlb CONSTANT PP A VI]/~ , cross 
above, NIKOB in ex., ANNO 91. Tiberius 11 AD 

58o-I. Nicomedia mint. DOC I, 279 no. JOb. 

AE 6. I9 1. Halffollis. Bust helmeted, dr., facing, 
[DN] MAV TI[bEPPA]/K, cross above, A 
below, ANNO 9. Maurice AD 587/8. 
Constantinople mint. DOC I, no. 5Ia. 

AE 12.45 7· Follis. Heraclius and Heraclius 
Constantine standing, facing, with chlamys, 
crown and cross, dd NN hE[RACLIYS ET 
hERA CONST PAV]/M ~above, CON in ex., 
ANNO [illegible date]. Heraclius AD 6IJ-I6. 
Constantinople mint. DOC I I. I, 76ff. 

AE 5.8I 5· Follis. Facing figures of Leo and 
Alexander, with labarum and akakia, fLEOll 
S ALEXAll6ROS / t LEOll SALEXAll 
6ROSbASIL' ROMEOll on four lines. Leo VI 
and Alexander AD 886-9I2. Tepecik (Orhaneli 30 
la). Constantinople mint. DOC 111.2, 5 I 6f. no. 6. 

AE 6.24 6. Follis. Bust facing wearing chlamys 
and crown with cross, holding akakia, 
fLEOllbAS ILEVSROM' / tLEOll 
EllBEObA SILEVSR OMEOll on four lines. 
Leo VI AD 886-9I2. Constantinople mint. DOC 
111.2, 5 I 8f. no. 8. 

AE 6.26 7· Follis. Busts of Constantine and Zoe 
crowned, with crosses, fCOllSTAllT' 
CEZOHb'/tCOllS TAllTillO CEZOHbA' 
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Avt'Ja'' Pr so, lxii 
Avt<!-'o> zS7, Prsr, lxii 
Avp'JAtavo<; Prz, P4S 
Avp. 'A-\.gav8p.!a r 76 
Avp. 'AMgav8po> Prsz 
Avp. 'Ai-'<avo<; 437 
Avp'JA<a ApxwTpaT'J Prsz 
Avp'JAra Kvp<AAa 16 r 

Avp~Aw<; 'AaKA1)1T<av'7> K-\au8tavo>, 
MapKO<; rsS 

Avp. 'AaKA'J1T<aD'J> P67 
Avp. T<vvaMwv Prsz 
A up . .d ,61Jwpo<; P r So 
Avp. 'E1T<</>avw<; 1 6o 
Avp. 'Epi-'~> P12s 
Avp. "Ep'"L7T1TO'i 1 59 
Avp. EiJI-''JVO> Pzr, !xi 
Avp. Eu<i>'JI-'0' z9 
Avp. 19€wv r 7 
Avp. 'IovAtavo<; SI 
Avp~. K6.v8'7' Pr 53 
Avp~Aw, KaTuAAo> P r 2 
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SILISRO MEOll on five lines. Constantine VII 
and Zoe AD 914-19. Constantinople mint. DOC 
111.2, 559f. no. 22. 

AE 7.30 4· Follis. Bust facing, crowned, 
with labarum, sceptre, gl. cr., fPWMAll' 
bASILEVSRWM'/fPWMA ll'EllEJEWbA 
SILEVSRW MAIWll on four lines. Romanus I 
AD 93 1-44· Constantinople mint. DOC 111.2, 562f. 
no. 25. 

AE 5.52 6. Follis. Bust facing, with gl. cr. and 
akakia. fCOllST'bASIL'RO[M']/fCOllST' 
EllEJEObA SILEVSR OMEOll on 4 lines. 
Constantine VII AD 945-c.950. Constantinople 
mint. DOC III.2, 565f. no. 26. 

AE 6.14 6. Follis. Bust facing, crowned with cross 
and pendilia, holding cross, sceptre, and 
globus, [flliCIFR b]ASILEVPW/[f]lliCHF 
[E]llEJEWbA SILEVSRW MAIWll o~ four 
lines. Nicephorus 11 AD 963-9. Constantmople 
mint. DOC 111.2, 586f. no. 7· 

Of Nos. 156-6o some were found severally at 
Yalmzsaray, Tav~anh, Dedeler, Moymul, and Tepecik 
(Orhaneli 30 lb); and 'Byzantine' coins were found at 
<;ar~amba. 

156 AE 15.31 5· Follis. Anonymous follis class A2. 

157 

Bust of Christ facing, blessing, with book, 
fEMMANOVHA IC XC/flhSqS XRISTqS 
bASILEq' bASILE',- ·-above and below. AD 

976(?)-c. 1030/35. DOC 111.2, 653 var. 7· 

AE 12.98 5. Follis. As last, but <· above and 
below on reverse. AD 976(?)-c. 1030/35· DOC 
111.2, 653 var. 8. 

158 

159 
160 

161 
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AE 9.56 6. Follis. As last, but""~ above and 
below on reverse. AD 976(?)-c. I030/35. DOC 
111.2, 659 var. 24. 

AE Io.6o 6. Follis. As last. 

AE I0.75 6. Follis. Anonymous follis class B. Bust 
of Christ facing, blessing, with book. 
fEMMANOVHA IC XC/Cross on base and 
two steps. IS XC bASILE bASILE. AD c. 
I030/35-42(?). DOC 111.2, 676ff. class B. 

AE 5.88 5· Follis. Bust of Christ facing, bless~ng, 
with book [IC XC]/Bust of emperor facmg, 
crowned ' with cross and akakia, 
[ fKWNPACI]AEVCOLJO VK. Constantine X AD 

I059-67. Constantinople mint. DOC 111.2, 777f. 
no. 9· 

AE I7.76 6. Follis. Anonymous follis class G. 
Bust of Christ facing, blessing, with scroll. IC 
XC/Bust of Virgil nimbate facing, orans, wearing 
tunic and maphorion. M¥HY ev. AD c. 1065-70. 
Tav~anh? Constantinople mint. DOC 111.2, 692ff. 
var. G. 

AE 6. I 3 6. Follis_.:..!Just of Christ facing ftanke~ by 
six-point stars, IC XC/Bust of emperor facmg, 
crowned, holding labarum and gl. cr., 
[fMIXAHA] RACIAOLJ. Michael VII AD I071-8. 
Constantinople mint. DOC 111.2, 8I8ff. no. I4. 

I .o8 Brass. Nineteenth-century Turkish imit
ation of an Ottoman coin (Mahmud Khan 11), 
used as a button or pendant. 



A up. Kpanpo> Nn[ I67 
Avp. KvptaKo<; 390 
Avp. MaMwv ?4o8 
Aup. Mvpnov 435 
Avp. 'Ov'}a{l-''7' P99, !vi 
Avp. llav</nAo> I68 
Aup. llarro<; ?97 
Avp. l:<ovi]po<;, M. P4o, xxvii 
A up. cp[),L7T7TO<; Tp{<; I 7 
Avp. <l>tAon[ I70 
Avp7]Aw> [ .. . ],{mo<; 34 
"Acpnov P94, PI 54 
'Acp!a I49, PI 59 
'Acp{a<; 3 Is, 4I I, P227a 
"Acpwv I30, 23S, 260, 27I, 322, 406, 

PI47, Piso, P272, P287, lix 
'Acpcp[ 3so 
'Acpcp!a 3I r, 376, Pr23a, Prs8, P202, 

P467 
"Acpcpwv I 50, 362, lix 
'Ax<AA-ij> r 88, lx 

Ba~<<> 30 r, lix 
Bap[ 123 
Baaao<; 283, !xi 
B.!Ov<; 29, Pr 2, lix 
B<p<v<{K1) PI 6 I, lix 
B<pov<{K1) 286, Pr6o, lix 
B<pov<{K1)> P298 
Bi]Ao<; 73, lix 
Btavwpo<; 24 
Bo[--]o> 372 
B6Tpv<; Pr so 
BwAavo> 96, 2SS, P2I8, P241, lv, !xi 
BwAas 147, 2SS, Pr64, !xi 

Tawv6> 59 
Taw> I3, 73, 88, r46, r85, 206, 209, 

245, 283, 372, 541 
Ta<> 73, lxv 
Tapywv{a 'Poo{a 274, lx 
Tapywvwvo<; 274 
T<v<OMa 56o 
T<p/-'av6> Pr62 
TtyavT«; I 79 
TAvKw> ?r38 
TAvKWV r89, 387 
TA!mTo<; ?r38 
TparrT') ?PI64, lx 
TparrTo> 407, 422, Pr6s, lx 
TparrTp< ?PI 64 
TpanAAwv6<; P246 

Ll[ r86, 339, 402 
Llao'7> 224, 25s, 256, 4I3, PI68, Pr8I, 

lix, !xi 
Lla!-'a[ 423 
Lla,_..aAa> r 82, r 86 
Lla,_..aA')> I82, ?423, PI69 
Lla,_..M,o• 423 
Lla,_..a, I86, 245, 355, ?423, PI7I 
Lla,_..6~<vo<; 477, Pr72 
Llavo'7> 555 
Ll<ia ?442 
Ll.!K!-'W> P9I 
L17)[ P290 
Lll)!-'a> Pr75, lxii 

INDEX 

L1'71-''7TP<i> PI73 
L1'71-'~Tp<w> I49, 177, P94 
Ll7]!-''7TPLO 339, P240 
L1'71-''7TP<a> P274a 
Ll7]!-'~Tpw<; 27, 28, 29, 83, I04, r I9, 179, 

r82,245,324,339,482,PI2,P38, 
Ps8, P72, P74, Pr27,P3o2,xxv, 
!xi 

L11)!-'~TpW<; 'EAtKa<; 83, Jxii 
L17)!-'0[ 403 
L11)!-'0KptTO<; PI74 
LlwwaOa, 177, Pr43, lxii 
L1'71-'oaO.!v'7> 78, 287, 467, Prs, Pr76, 

Pr77, P29o, lx 
Llwcf>a.v'7' 239 
LJ{ow> Io6 
Llwy.!v')> 62, 67, 92, I66, I74, I86, 344 
LJwyEV!KOV~ 129 
L1 wowpa pI So 
Llt6owpo> 37, 6o, 369, Pr43, Pr8o 
LlwKAi]> I46, 300, 335, P95, PI 78, PI 79 
Llw,_..a, P202 
Llw!-'~01)> 349, P47, PI8I, lx 
Llwv[ 345 
Llwvuaw<; 28, I45, rss, 327, 345, 363, 

368, 422, 440, Pr r, Prs, PI6, 
P89, Pr82, Pr83, Pr9o, P237, 
P250, P274b, P283, P29r, lx, lxii 

Llwrr<[01)> 41 S 
LlwTpEcp7]> 345 
L1 t6cpavTo<; P9 r 
Llo[ 202 
Llo,_..{Tw<; P98 
L16,_..va I r6, 478, P77, P268 
LJ6/-'v1) I 58, 257 
L16,_..vo<; II6, r6r, 202 
L16,_..vo<;, L16,_..,_..vo<; P2I4 
Llovoov> I8r 
Llpo[ s6o 
Llwpi> I 90 
E<o'7 474 

E!Epa~ 464 
EiOapo<; 427 
Eip~v'7 Pr84 
Elp7]V~'i P274 
'EMv') 272, 4I6, lx 
'EA<vadvw<; Pr85 
'EAtKa<; 83, lxii 
'EAmo~,_..opo> P22 5 
'EAmo~cpopo> P2oo, lxii 
'EAmUwv 128 
'E:Irr{<; PI 7 I, P238, lxii 

Err[426 
'Erriyovo<; PI 44 
'Err{KT1)o<> r 66, P28 r 
'Err!KT')TO> 6o, r88, 361, 429, PI86, 

Pr87, lxii, lxv 
'ErdvEtKOS 25, 354 
'E1rt1TTiis 1 zo 
'EmTuvxavo> 319, 373, PI88, P249, lxii 
'Emcpav{a<; PI 00 
'Erru/)(ivwr; r6o, s6o, xxvi 
'Ep,_..ai<po<; Pz8 
'Ep,_..avo> I 6o 
'Ep/-'a> 366, lxii 
'Ep/-'.!pw> 24 
'Ep/-'TJ> Pr25, Pr89, PI 90, PI9I, Pr9ra, 

P204, lxv 

'Ep/-'wvo> r 6o 
"Ep/-'L7T7TO<; I 59 
'Ep/-'oya> 135, r84, lxii 
'Ep,_..oy.!v'7> 4SI, Pr9o 
'Ep,_..oy<vwv6> P246 
'Ep/-'OKpaT1)<; 44S 
"Epw<; 347 
"Earr<po<; Pr89 
Evay6pa> Pr92 
Evav0'7> 379 
Evap.!Ta> P r 93 
Eu~ovAt> 4 72 
Ev~ovAo<; 472, 479, lxii 
Evy.!vw> 179 
Euoo[ 473 
Evoo~o<; rs, 86, 473, P27, P4I, XXV 

Etl~,_..•po> 464, P3 I 
EuKT~,_..wv 464 
EvAoyo> Pr9s 
Evl-''7vo> P2I 
Ev,_..~Twp P r s r 
Ev,_..o:>.rro<; PI96 
Evvo{<; P9r 
Evvo!-'o> 3S3 
Evooia 442, lxii 
Evv.!ywv I79 
Evrropia 4s8, lxii 
Evrrpa~ia Pr97, lxii 
Evrrp.!rr')> PI 98, P r 98a 
Evrrp<rria P r 98a 
EupTa> 428 

ZOI 

EvpvKA-i)> 3I, ro9, s83, P6, P7, PS, P9, 
PIS 

Evpwrr')> 48 
EvTVX'7' 34, r88, P78, P79, P292, lxii, 

lxv 
EuTvxia 479, P2oo 
EvTvxwv6<; r I2, r r6, 403 
EvTuxtoa Pr97 
EvTvx!8'7' rs3, 3I9 
Evn5xwv PI 99 
EvTvx!> ?Pr97, lxii 
EuTvxo> 89, ro7, P2or 
Evc/>'7!-'o> 29, Pr65, P2s8 
Evcf>paT')> r 48 
Evcppoavv'7 P2o2, lxii, lxv 
Evx'7 P2o3, lxii 
'Ecp.!aw> P28 r 

Zw~EL01)!-'0> 26 
ZEV~t<; 28 I, 406 
Z~vwv I3, P204, P2os 
Z'7vwva<; 130, lxii 
Zw~ P2Ir 
Zw<Ao> 227 
ZwnK~ 29I, 421, PI68 

'Hy')[aia<; P2o6 
'H:\,6owpo> 40 
'HpaKAa> 148, lxii 
'J!pa<; 280, 438, SIC, lxii 
'Hpwo{a<; ?38oa, lix 

e .... 21s 
ea:>.a,_..o, 4SS, lxv 
Eia:l:l[ 78 
EiaAAo<; 78, roe, 107, 478, PI IS, lxii, lxv 
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EMAAovaa 414, 478, lxii, ixv 
Bci>.ovaa 294 
Bwyev<> 260 
fJ<oOOTO<; pI 7 5, Jxii 
B<ooov>.o, s6o 
Bwowp[ 553 
e.68wpo> 152, P95, P2o8, lxii 
Bw1TOfL1T[ 8o 
e.aT«fLO> 226 
B<OT<fLO> P209 
Bw,Pciv1J<; 3 I I 

e.o,Piis 422 
e,.;q,,>.o, 184, P209, P264 
e.pa1TVTJ 198 
Bewv 17, 551 
e.wva<; ?275 
fJ{aao<; P210 
Bia~1J ?192, P211 
Boa> ?275 
Bpaaeas 267, lxii 
Bvwvas ?275 

'Ia<Twv P8 
!Si[ P297 
'Upat 13, 464, Pz12 
'l<patas 350, 464 
'I86.po<; 427, lxii 
'lKEULO<; 41' 440, P237 
'l>.apci ?132, P98 
'I>.apos ? I 32, lxii 
'lovMa 81, 152,225, P214 
'lov>.ta Tvx1J P16 
'lov>.tav~ 188 
'lov>.tavos 8I, P39, P215 
'lov>.w, 111, ?125, 165, P149 
'lov>.ws, Av>.os P149 
'I ov>.ws e.68wpo<; I 52 
'lovM<; l:7T{v81Jp, Tt~<p{<; P96 
'lovv{a MapKtav~ P223 
'fovaTOS pI 52 

'17T7T[ 346' 3 97 
'l7T7TOV€LKO<; 546, P2I3 
'I aoxpvao~ 442, lxii 
'faT<fLEVWS 294, !xi, Jxiii 
'I aTe</>avo<; 294 
'lwv{a ?225 
, I WVtK6~ 290 

Ka>.to1T1J 437, lxv 

KaAA!1T1T{v1J P216 
KaAALTVX1J 475, lxv 
Kahovpvws T po</>t!-'tavos P 37 
Ka>.1rovpvws 'Pov</><fvos P3 7 
Kai-'1Tav6s P12, P48 
Kciv81Js P153 
Ka1T<TwAivo<; P223 
Kap1rlwv P76, lxii 
Kap1ro</>opos P217, lxii, lxv 
Kcip1rwv P61, lxii, lxv 
Kaacnavos 26 
Kciaaws P3 11 

KaTfLa ?353 
KaTfLap6s ?353 
Kcf.Tv>.>.os P12 
KepTTJ 352 
K1Ja{os 9 

K1Jaa{s 279 
K>.aoaws 434, lxii 

INDEX 

K>.cioos 1 16, lxii 
K>.av8Ca 'ATaAaVTa KvptAAa P218 
K>.av8Ca B<pa1TV1J 198 
K>.a. lov>.{a I 52 
K>.avo{a 'PafL6.81J 312 
K>.avowv~ 96, 106, P223 
K>.avOtavos I s8, 427 
K>.avow> ... «vas, AovKw> PsI 
K>.avow<;, Tt~epw> 1 s, 45 
K>.. 'A1ToAAtvapws P34, xxv 
K>.. 'A1To>.>.,vapws Avp1JAtav6s P12, xxv 
K>.avows "Ea1T<po>, Tt. PI89 
K>.. Ev~fL<po>, Tt. P31 
K>.. 'lciawv P8 
K>.avows KafL1Tavo> Avp1J>.wv6s, r,~. 

P48, xxv, xxviii 
K>.av8ws KafL1Tavo<; tJ>>.aovwvos P 12 
K>.. Ae7TL8os, A. or A. 22, Pss, Ps6, XXV 

K>.. Ao>.>.,av6s, Tt. 514 
K>.av8w> M1Jvoyev1J>, Tt~. P14, lix 
K>.. llap8a>.as 21 
K>.avow> flap8a>.a,, AovKw~'54, P46 
K>.. llapoa>.as, Tt. I8, 19, 20, xxiv 
K>.av8w<; llaa{nxvo<; P12 
K>.av8w<; 'Povt/>«vtavos P2o 
K>.av8ws E<~1Jp{vos, AovKws 1 o 
K>.. ETpaTovtKo<; P34, xxv, xxvii 
K>.avows Tpo</>tfLas, r,~. P270 
K>.avow<; Tpo</>tfLo<;, Tt. 330 
K>.wv8po<; PI22 
Ko8paTO> 444 
Ko<fTo> P22 I 
K6ivTOS n.Cawv MapnaA1JS PI s6 
K6pw8os 153 
K6pvfL~os P22o 
Koa!-'o> P209 
Kova8paTO<; s 1 o 
KovapTo> P243 
KpaT<pos so, I 67 
Kpavyaaws 5 54 
Kpov[ 345 
Kvp[ 386 
KvptaK~ s6o 
KvptaKOS 390, 560 
Kvp{1J 176 
Kvp{>.a ISI, PI37 
Kvp<AAa 96, 16I, I6z, 4II, P16o, Pzi8 
Kvp<AA1J P8o 
Kvp<AAOS 317, s6o, P222 
Kvp<>.os s6o 

A[ P246 
Aav1TOVU1J 361, lxii, lxv 
Ae7TL8o, 22, P46, Pss, Ps6 
Aea~w> 414 
A<vKis Tvx1J P3o6, !xi 
A1JTOL01JS PI92 
A~TOS P292 
Atflvs 312 
AtKLV{a K>.av8tav~ P223 
AtKCvws 'ApT<fL{8wpos T1JA<</>tav6s P223 
AtK!vws Ka1T<Tw>.w6s P223 
AtKLvws- MapKtavOs P223 
Atdvws 'Pov,Pos P223 
AtKtvv{a 97 
Atdvvws 'Pov</>os, ll. 446 
Ao>.ta 145 
Ao>.>.wv6s 5 I 4 

Aovy<ivos 353 
AovKtav~ 133 
AovKws 132, Ps1, P3o6 
Aovpws 28, !xi 
AvKofL~81]s P63 

M[ 401 
Maya>.as SSI 
Mciyvos 302, lix 
Ma8a 430 
Ma8ias 420, 430, lix 
Ma8os 430 
Ma>.twv 408 
MafLfL[ P173 
Mavia 3I3 
Mcivws P224 
Ma~<fLas 179 
Mat<fLos Pso 
MapK«avos P225a 
MapK<>.>.os 326, P1oo 
MapK{a Ov. 'lov>.wv~ 188 
MapK{a llap8evtwv 188, !xi 
MapK<avTJ P223 
MapK.av6s 106, P99, P223, P225, 

P292a 
Mapdwv PI28 
MapKos ?291, 486, P169, P226, P314 
Mapavas 264 
MapTta>.1Js 302, PI s6 
Man[ 173 
Mants 173, 243, P136, lix 
Mcinpvos ?173 
Mcinov ?262, lix 
MaTpwv ISI 
M.[ IOS 
M<{A1JTOS PI2 
Me>.wva 522 
M<vav8pas 118 
M<Vav8p{wv 498 
Mlvav8pos 22, 24, ?38, 41, 84, 154,232, 

?236, 240, ?263, 287, 337, 356, 
?381, 383, 386, ?s4o, ?s78, Ps4, 
Ps9, P129, P138, P22I, !xi 

M<v<KA~S 13, 74,429, PII, P42, P176, 
lx 

M•v<KpaTTJS PI 2 

M<VIAaos 223, lx 
M<vefLaxos P95, P228, P283 
M€vtaKo<; ?295, P49, xxv, liv 
MEVOLTLOS 84 
M<p01J PIS3 
MTJ[ s81 
M1Jvas 82, 18o, 430, 546, P227a, lx, lxii 
M~vws 331, P125 
M~v«; 49 
M1JVOYEV1JS Is, 33, 54, 79, 83, I 54. 231, 

239, 324, 371,396, 4I7, P2I, P49, 
P230, xxiv, liv, lx 

M1JvoOoTOS 240, lx 
M1Jvo8opas ? 1 66 
M1Jv68wpos 293, 344 
M1Jv68<fL<S 144, 246, ?248, 286, 313, 

Ps7, Pzs3, Ix 
M1Jvo,Pas 430, lxii 
M1Jvo,Pt>.as P78, lxii 
M1Jv6,Pt>.os 28, 35, 38, 55, 87, 122, 140, 

161, 165, 199, 257,317, 344, 376, 
409, PII, P12, P15, P27, P36, 
P43, P44, PI91, P2o6, P2IO, 



P2I2, P233, P234, P2s8b, xxv, 
lxf., lxv 

M7]v6<fn>.o~ <l>povywvii6~ 54 I 
M7JTp6flw~ P2o3 
M7]Tpoy€v'7~ 246, P232 
M7]Tpoliwpo~ 38, 82, 84, II8, I28, 320, 

440, 46o, PII, P4s, P9o, P9I, 
PI4I, PI86, PI96, P236, P237, 
lxf. 

M7]Tpo<f>av'7~ 409, PI92 
M<[ 452 
M£0p7]~ I I 2, P266, lix 
Mv7Ja£0w~ P238 
MoaKo~ 304 
Moaxwv6~ I99, P233 
Moaxtwv 474, 546 

Mova<Ko~ 474 
Mvpo[ SIS 
Mvpa{v'7 455, lxv 
MvpTwv 435 

N[ P29I 
Nav[ 238 
Nava ?265, ?siS 
Nava~ 338, 343, 430, lix 
Navaa7J ?PI20 
Navviis 306, PI4, P27, P239, xxiii, xxv, 

lixf. 
Nn[ I22, I67 
N<£Kavlipo~ P258b 
NdK1) 366 
NnK~Ta~ P64 
NnK{a~ P239 
NnKo/-'axo~ 254, P24I 
NnKo,...~D1)~ PI 22, lix 
NnKoaTpaTo~ 35, lx 
NnKo</>av'7~ 49 
N.r>.o~ 3 I2, lix 
N€wv P240 
N7]aO~Kw[ ?388 
NL( II3 
N{Kavlipo~ I 39 
NtK1)</>6po~ ?I27, Coins 49 
Nwa~ PI79 
Nv,...</>{o~ ?76 
Nv,...</>oDoTo~ P242 

0( 236 

"O>.vvrro~ PI 54 
'Ov')aii~ P243, lxii 
'Ov'la{l-''7~ 325, P99, lxii 
'Ov~at/-'0~ 75, 348, 42I, 422, lxii 
'Ov7Jat<f>6po~ I I 2, lxii, lxv 
'Ov1)a£<f>pwv P244 
'OrrtKo~ P239 
'Opli<wvw~ P4I 
"Op<f>v'7 349 
Oua>..pta I9o, 360 
Oua>.<ptav6~ I 3I 
0Vta€Sws- B&aaos-, T&wr; 283, lxi, lxiii 
Ov>.o~ ?P26o 
Ouh{a "A,...,...wv 446 
Ou>.rr{a "Arr(rr)'7 PI93 
Ou. 'lov>.wv~, MapK{a I88 
Ou>.rr{a Aavrro607J 36I 
Ou>.rrw~ P42 
Ov>.rrw~. M. 32 

INDEX 

Ov>.rrw~ ... po~, M. P246 
Ov>.mo~ Arrov>.~w~ EupvK>.ij~, M. P6, P7, 

P8, P9, PI8, xxiv, xxvii, xxxivf., 
!xi, lxvi 

Ov. 'Ax,>.>.ij~. M. I88 
Ou>.rrw~ Tpan>.>.wv6~, Map. P246 
Ov>.mo~ 'Err{KT1)TO~ 36I 
Ov>.rrw~ 'Ep,...oy<vtav6~, Map. P246, xxv 
Ov>.mo~ 'Iov>.w~ ?I6S 
Ov>.rrw~ I:w~6,....vo~ P24 7 
Oupav{a~ 422 

Il avOna P8 5 
IJ aVTatvET1) 202 

Il av<f>t>.o~ I68, 480 
Ilarrap{wv I35, I82, lix 
Ilarrapp{wv ?378. 
Ilarra~ 243, 249, ?P248, lix 
Ilamav6~ P249 
Ilarr{a~ 22, I39, 226, 240, 247, 28I, 

329, 473, Ps7, Pio2, P2o6, 
?P248, lix 

Il arr{pwv 34 
Ilarro~ 97 
Ilarrv>.o~ 247, 363 
Ilapiia>.a~ I8, I9, 20, 2I, 54, P46, P64 
Il ap0€vwv I 88 
IJ ap0<V01T1) I 09 
Ilaa{TExvo~ PI2 
Il aa{<f>,>.o~ PI 58 
Ilaa{wv 90, 250, 343 
IlaTp{Kta 554 
IlaTpoK>.ij~ P25 I 
Ilav>.o~ P329 
Iln0€pw~ 547 
Il€tawv 538, PI56 
IJ€>.o.p P252, lx 
IJ<ptKAij<; I 90, Jx 
Il<pa{wv I8I 
Il{aw P253 
II>.oKa/-'0'> 28 5 
II>.wT{a~ PI39, lxii 
IJ>.wno~ Xap<fvo~, M. 534, P254 
Il 60o<; P2 55, lxii 
Ilot/-'EVLO~ PI22 
IJo>.<tTLK~ I43, Jxii 
Ilo>.vxap7J~ 420, lxii 
IJ omliwvw~ PI 68 
IloaTOV/-'<tvo~ P24 
IJoTEtTO~ 225 
Ilpat</-'EV')~ 90 
Ilp<t/-'0'> 49I 
Ilp<rr€>.ao<; 272, lix 
IlptK{at>.Aa 92 
Ilp6K>.o, Pios 
IlpoT6,...axo~ P256, xxv 
IlpwT[ P256 
IlpwTEa<; 499 
IlpwTo~ P238 
Ilv>.6.ii1)~ P83, lx 
Ilw>.A{wv 30, S4I 
Ilwaw> 333 

'Poiitv'7 233, P3I6 
'Po!itv~;· I 4 7 
'P6!iw<; 259, PI62 
'Poli6rr7J P258, lix 
'Pov<f>«vwvo<; P2o 

'Pou</><fvo~ P37 
'Pov<f>£>.>.'7 498 
'Pov<f>o~ 258, 3I8, 446, P2oi, P223 
'Pwiita 274 

I:a>.ta 290, !xi 
I:aTovpw~ I36, !xi 
I:aTovpv<fvo~ P66, P243 
l:<fl7Jptvo~ IO 

l:<flijpo~ P2s8b 
l:EKOVD<tavo~ 69 
l:EKOVVDo~ pI I 2 

I:wvijpo<; I43, P40 
I:wijpo~ PI I 3 
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I:7JaT6>.>.w~ Tapvwvtav6~, K6ivTo~ 274, 
424, lx 

I:7JaTv>.>.w, I:wijpo~, K. PI I 3 
I:o>.wv 237, lx 
I:rr{v01)p P96 
l:Taaw> 'ApTE/-'{Dwpo<; PI 87 
l:Ta<f>v>.o, sos, P26o, lxii 
l:TE<f>avii<; 224, lxii 
l:TE<f>av{Do<; 560 
l:TE</>av{<; 560 
l:TE</>avo<; I83, 209, 560 
l:To>.£~ 50 5 
l:TpaTOV£{K1) I 89 
l:TpaTOV<tKO<; I83, 3I8 
l:TpaTov{K') I I 9, 276, Jix 

l:TpaTovtKo<; P34, P26 I 
I:TpaTwv IS, 27I, s77 
I:6,...,...axo> 362 
I:v,...<f>opo> I 24, lxii 
l:vv€yD1)/-'0~ I 5 I 
I:vv<f>opo> I 24, 576, P262, lxii 
I:w?;o/-'EVO<; 424, P247, P295 
I:w{a ?P266 
l:wKpaT')'> 27, XXV, (x 

I:w>.wv 237 
l:waavlipa P24I 
I:waii> 3I 5 
I:wa0€v7]<; 258, s6o 
I:wa( a )TpaTo<; I 87 
I:wTii> 7, lxii 
EwT~P<XO> 196, ?380 

TaT[ 490 
TaTaKo> 407, PI82, P224, lix 
TaTa<; 258, 41 I, Pio6, P2I 3, lix 
TaTEwv 49I, P293 
TaTEt> 24I, 380, 430, 496, P93, P296, 

lix 
Tan 428 
TaT{a 304, P248, P264, lix 
Tanav~ IOI, 121, 188, P185, P255 
Tanav'7> 143 
Tanav6, 62, 126,492, PI91a, P265 
Tanov II8, 128, 240, 331, 347, 440, 

P9I, P237, lix 
T«,...ii> 12 I, lxii 
T<t,...o[ 262 
T<t/-'OYEV')> 365 
TEt/-'60w<; 98, 302, P103, P175, lix 
TEL,...60w<; Taw~ 88, !xi 
TEt,...oKpaT7J> P298 
TEtOVLO<; 59 
T.>.€a<f>opo<; P98, P268 
T<p<vnavo<; 522 
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T<pKovaTo<; I 87 
T<pa.t,, P83 
T<pT{a 480 
T<pTVAA£tVO<; I 33 
T<pifi«; Pz69, lxii 
TeT6vw~ 59 
T.uiJpa<; PziJ, lxii 
Tryl.npwvo<; P223 
T,[ 572 
T,,e.[ P 3 I 7 
T,I-'61Jw<; 337, P9I 
Ttnav6~ 101 

T[To<; P272 
Toy[ I65 
Tpo</>[ Pz84 
Tpoq,a., P89, lxii 
Tpo</><f.'[ PI 09 
Tpo</><f-'ii" 148, 185, 322, 362, 373, 

P270, P273, Pz97, lxii 
Tpo</>{1-''l 434, 56o 
Tpo</><fLtavo<; P37 
Tpo</><f-'{a<; P244, lxii 
Tpo</><f-'0" 6o, II2, 141,185, I9o, 230, 

275,285,JIO,JJO,J9I,4Z8,4Jo, 
438, ?462, 479, P77, PizJ, PI98a, 
P227a, P274, P274a, Pz74b, 
P329, lxv 

Tpu</>wv '71, 555, P39, P2I7, lxv 
TpwiAo<; 479, Pz75, lx 
Tvpavw<; ?P2oi 
Tupavvo<; I 33, 426, 428, ?Pzoi, P279 
Tupavo<; 426 
Tux'l IZ4, 373, P96, P3o6, lxii 
Tvx<K~<; 474 
Tvx,/.!.a PI62 

'Yyl)a 24I, lxii, lxv 

"Y/.a<; 203, ]x 

'YpaaK'l" 56o 
"Yifiao<; 267, 475, lxii 
"Yifiw<; 475 
'Y </J[yovo<; 4 7 5 

<P[ 498 
<Pao[/./.a P79, lxv 
<Pa«vo<; 427, lxii 
<PavaTO<; z8, 369, lxi 
4></.[ 3 I 2, 364 
<P,).'!TO<; 2 5 z, lxii, lxv 
<P[/.w<; 226 
<P,/.mris 460, lxii 

<P[/.mrro<;7, I7, I47, I79,249,254,495, 
Piz, P56, Pzi6, lx 

<P,MaKo<; 423 
<P,/.oo<arroTo<; P79, lxv 
<P<A07TU1T7TO<; 33, Jxii 
<l>tl.orraTwp P57, lxii 
<P<I.on[ I 70 
<P,/.6nfLO<; PI 2 

<P<AOVfL<VO<; P277, lxii, lxv 
<PI.a,B[a Tan<<; 24I, lxv 
<Pt.O.,Bw<; Euf-'~Twp PIs I 
<PM,Bw<; Kv/./.6, P7 
<PI.. A<moo<;, T. P 46 
<PI.aovwvo<; PI z 
<PI.ao[v< 5 I 3 
<P/.w[ Pz78 
<l>oi,Bo<; 79, P279, Pz8o 

INDEX 

<l>oiv<t 269, PIJJ, lx 
<Poui.,Bw<> 'ATnKos P25 
<Ppovy«s 54I 
<Ppovy<avos 54 I 
<Ppouyws 54I 
<Ppuyw<> P76 
<Pwnvo<; Pz8 I 

Xa<p<as I92, lxii 
XapO.t 270 
Xap<ivo<; 534, P254 
Xap{O'JfLOS I 07 
Xap[Twv Pz88 
X<A«OOV 42 I 
Xp'}aTo<; 54 
Xpva{ov zs8, lxii 
XpvaL1T1T'l 8I 
XpvaoiJ<f-'<S 248 
Xpvao7TU<S I 09 
XpvaoTVX~" I48, lxii 

'Pai-'O.IJ'l 3 I 2, lix 
'fi<TTUKO<; 438, Jxv 

'Qt.l.[a 264 
'Qv'}aLfL'l 325 
"Qp<fLO<; 89 

]avopos 236 
]avws 68 
]avos 403 
]apws 495 
]y<v~<; 54, 99 
]o'ls 203 
]ewosP51 
]<w<; 235 
]<AAo<; 326 
]<v'l" Pz69, P3zo 
]•vos PI 22 
]wvos I 29 
]mrros Ps4 
]!.axo<> Pzs6 
]6owpos sI I 
]61J.~-'"' 248 
]paTo<; 5 IO 
]npavos 309 
jTOVLK'J J IO 
)xo<; 380, 58 I 
]</>opo<; I 27 
]wpo<; 293 
]wowvos P3 I 6 

2. RELIGION 

lA. DIVINITIES 
'Arr6/.~wv Supw<; 6o 
"ApT<fL<S P7 I 
'AaKA1]1TtOS' l:wT~p, KVpws 61 
L1 u:>vvaos- 34, xxx 
EyxWptot 8eo{, a{ P 1 2 

z,.;, Io, I I, I9, 33, 34, Js, 49, s6, 59, 
69, 88, 4I6, s68, PI, Pzo, PJs, 
PJ6, PJ9, P4I, P42, P44, P6I, XX, 

xxiv, xxxiii-xxxv 
Z<v<; 'A,Bo~ 'lv6s 54 
Z<v<; 'AyaiJws ?BpovTwv 52 
Z.Vs B<vvw<; 49 
Z<vs BpovTwv so, 5 I, P63 
Z<u<; l:wT~p 56 
z,.;,, IJ•os ss 
z,,J, Mo<y7Jv6s 53 
Z<vs IIaTpws, o 37 
Z<vs l:wT~p 56 
Z<v<; "Y</J<aTOS 59 
8eoi En~Koot 61 
IJ.6, z.us 55 
IJ<os "Oaws P7z 
IJ<os IlaT~P PI98a 
e.o, I:w~wv 57 
e.c,, I:wT~P Pz7, P34 
IJ<os ·y .P<aTos P67, P68 
MiJ'v e.6, 6z 
M~T'IP ?s6z, ?563, ?564 
f-'~T'IP IJ<wv 6s, 67, P66 
M~T'IP Tovav~ 67 
M~T'IP Kova'lv~ 66 
M~T'IP l:TfVV'}V~ 387, 388, 389, 390, 

?s6z, ?s6J, ?s6s, ?s6s, cf. 49, xx, 
xxv, xxv!i n.3, xxxiii-xxxv 

Moipa, Moipa< 8I, 89, P75, P78 
"Oaw<; 64 
"Oaws [KEJ LI{K<OS ( LI{Kaw<;) 63, P64 
IIaT~P IJ<os PI98a 
IIaTpws z • .;,, 0 37 
I:w~wv 57, s8 
I:wT~p, Z<vs s6 

l:wT~p, K.lpws 'AaKA7Jmo<; 6I 
'Yy,{a 6I 
"Y</J<aTO<;, Z<v<; 59 
"Y</lwTDS, IJ<6s P67, P68 
Aezan xxx 

Juppiter Conditor 8, Pz, P3, Ps 

lB. OTHER TERMS 

df-'4><1Jal.1s 30 
apx«p<V<; 22, 2J, ?40, XXVf., XXX 

'AataS' 18, 19, z6, PS, Pr8, P4o, 
P48, Psi, P52, Pss, Ps6, PI 4o, 
XXIV 

TlJS 1TUTpLOO<; I 7 
dpxw<wK6pos Io, ?4o, Pss, Ps6, xxx 
O«I ,Bwv 33, 34, 44, 88, PI 5, P39, 

Pss, Ps6 
dKovo</>opos I 3 I 
£LKWV, ~ 89, P6, PI4 
€1'-rrvpov 3 7 
wx'lv so, sz, 53, 54, 59, 6o, 6z, 63, 

69, 71, P64, P6s, P7z 
fVX~"' V1TEp 554, 555, 559, 560, PIOo 
IJavaTov 1Tap<Opo<;, o 547 
e.,6T'l" Pzs 
IJvpw,.,.a 6s 
IJva[a P12 
IJvw PI2 
i<paT<vw Ll<os I9, 35, P4z, P44 
i•p•v<> 44, I54, I79, Ps8, Ps9, xxx 

Tov auToKpaTopos Pss, Ps6 
Ll wvvaov 34 
IJwv 'Aopwvov P7, P8 
,Bovl.a[wv ? 3 8 



iep6~ P6I 
i£poTa/J-{a~ P 1 , xxxi 
Kalhep6w PIS, P27 
Kard KEAevatv? 57 
V€0K6po~ 438 
vewK6po~ PIS, P99, xix, xxx 

Ll"l~ 33, 34, 35, 88, 4I4, 4I6, Pzo, 
P35.P36, P39, P4I, P99 

K>.auOfou PI 5 
T<.OV l:e{3aaTC;,V p 5 I 

011-orexvta rWv K7]1TDvpWv LreuvryvWv 49 
1rapeopo~, o liavarou 54 7 
1Tepl1T<aotTO aul-'rf>opa!~ I I I, PI93 
1T porf>"lnuw 6o 

a<{3aal-'a Pzs 
Q1TOV0aU).'1/~ I 88 
awT'1/p{a~, tmEp 560 

·.P·vx~ 1TAa'o"<""l P78 

11. IMPERIAL CULT 
Tevhwp, ~Optavo~ PI6 
liw{, ouo P30 
li<a 'Aypl1T1Te{va P30 
lied~ 'Aopmvd~ II ave>.>.~vw~ P7, P8 
lied~ £7Ttrf>a""l~ Pz8, xxiv 
lied~ l:wr~p Kat Euepy<r"l~ Pz8, xxiv 
Kvpw{, oi 30, P6 I 
ol-'of3wl-'{ot, liw{ l:e{3aaro{ 1-'eyaAot I 6, 

Pz6, P27, Pz8, xxiv, xxx 
1rpol-'~li"a Pzs 
1rp6vota 101J ,_u;y{arou aUroKpclropo~ PI 
1rp6vom P28 
l:ef3aarot v<ot ol-'of3wl-'wt, oi Pz8, xxiv 

Ill. CHRISTIANITY 

ay{w N'1/00'1/Kwp[ ?388 
al-'f3wv s6o 
dl-'~" s6o 
ava1Tavat~ s6o, PIOo 
dpxayye>.o~. o 55 I 
apx<OtaKOVO~ 5 57 
OtaKov{aaa PI oo 
€-rrtaK01TO(j, 0 Dat6raros s6o 
ee&~ ssi, ss7 
K0Atv{3{1ipa s6o 
>.troupy<w 5 s6 
M,x&"l>. ssz, ss7 
1TpwaootaKovo~ P329 
l:r<cf>avo~, o "Ayw~ 5 6o 
cf>6po~ s6o 

3· GOVERNMENT 

lA. KINGS 

Baat>.e!~ 

Attalus I 
Pzs 

8, 9. Pz, Ps, xif., XXlll, 

xxvii n.12 
Eumenes II xxvii n.I2 

INDEX 

Prusias I 8, 9, Ps, xx, xxiii, xxvii 
n.I2, xlf. 

Prusias II xi 

lB. EMPERORS 
M. Antonius XXIV 

AuroKparwp Ka!aap I I 

Ka{aape> Pz 
olKos rWv Eef3aarWv 10, P3o 
Augustus xxiv 

l:e{3aard~ Ka!aap I 3 
Augustus and Livia xxtv 

Tiberius xxm 
Tt. Ka!aap Pio 

Claudius xxiii-xxv, xxx 
Tt{3ep{o~ KJ..auo{o~ P27 
Tt{3<pw~ KJ..auow~? Ka!aap l:e{3aard~ 

Tepl-'avtK6~ 15, P14, PIS, Pz8 
Britannicus 

Ka!aap BptrTavtK6~ PI4 
Tt{3ep{o~ K>.auotos Ka!aap 

BperavvtK6s Pz8 
Claudius, Agrippina and Nero? 

Tepl-'avtKOt l:e{3aarot ol-'of3wl-'{o, 16 
Agrippina 

lied 'Aypl1T1TELV'1/ P30 
Agrippina and Nero xxtv 

ouo liw{ P30 
Nero 

N<pwv PI I 
N<pwv KJ..auows Ka!aap Llpovaos 

Tepl-'avtK6s P3o 
Nerva 

N<poua lieds Piz, PI8 
Trajan 

AuroKparwp N<poua Tpatavds Kaiaap 
l:ef3aards Tepl-'avtK6s 7 

lieds Tpawvds llaplitK6s Ptz, PI8 
Hadrian xxivf., xxvut n.67, 

xxxvi-xlii 
AuroKparwp Ka!aap Tpawvds 

'Aopwvds l:e{3aar6s (Imp. Caesar 
Traianus Hadrianus Augustus) 
7, 8,P5 

auroKparwp 'Aoptav6s Tev<rwp PI6 
0 ,.,..Eytaros AVroKpO.rwp P 1 

lieds 'Aopwv6s PI 2 

lieds 'Aopwv6s llaveJ..J..~vws P7, P8 
Sabina 

l:af3dv"l l:e{3aaT~ PI7 
Antoninus Pius xxtv 

AuroKparwp Kaiaap T{ros Ai'J..w~ 

'Aoptavds 'Avrwve!vos l:e{3aar6s P9 
lied~ 'Avrwvefvos pI 8 
lied~ 'Avrwveivos Euae{3~s PI 2 

Antoninus Pius and M. Aurelius 
AuroKparwp Ka!aap T{ro~ AiJ..w~ 

'Aopwv6s l:e{3aar6~ Euae{3~s Kat 
Aup~>.ws Kaiaap IO 

M. Aurelius 
AuroKparwp Kaiaap M. Aup~J..w~ 

'Avrwveivo~ l:e{3aards PI 8 
IJed~ MapKos 'Avrwve!vos Euaef3~s 

Tepl-'avtKds l:apl-'aTtK6~ PI 2 

L. Verus 
AuroKparwp Kaiaap A. Aup~>.ws 

Ourjpos l:e{3aards PI 8 
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Commodus 
AuroKparwp Ka!aap A. A up. 

K61-'ooos PI9 
IJed~ K61-'l-'ooos PI 2 

Septimus Severus xxv 
AVroKpci.Twp Kaiaap 

1TTL/-'WS l:w~pos 
l:e{3aar6s I 2 

AoVKws LE
llt<pr{va~ 

AuroKpaTwp ' Ka!aap AovKws l:e-
1TTtl-'os l:wu~pos Euaef3~s llepr{va~ 
l:e{3aards 'Apa{3tKds 'Aotaf3"!vtKds 
Piz 

Caracalla 
MapKos Aup~Aw~ 'Avrwveivos Piz 
M. Aup. 'Avrwveivos Ka!aap 

l:ef3aaT6~ Pzo 
Aurelian 

AoUKtoS' Llo~-tfnos 
l:ef3aar6s 

Diocletian 
AuroKparwp Ka!aap LlwKA'1/Ttavds 

l:e{3aaT6s Pz I 
Galerius and Flavius Valerius Severus 

Augusti, Maximinus ( Daia) and 
Constantine Caesars 

Maximinianus et Severus et 
Constantinus za 

Licinius, Licinianus Junior, Flavius 
lulius Crispus, Flavius Claudius 
Constantinus 

Domini Nostri Flavius Val Con
staHtinus Aug et Flavius Crisp us 
et Flavius Constantinus nobb. 
Caesares zb, ?3a 

Constantine xxviii n.86 
Constantine Augustus, Constantinus, 

Constantius, Constans Caesars 3b 
C onstantine and C aesars 

Fl. Constantinus nobbb. Caesss.4 

IIA. IMPERIAL AND 
PROVINCIAL 
INSTITUTIONS AND 
POSTS 
dviJv7Tarda P24 
dviJv7Taros I 3, Pso 
f3•vecptKtapws I 52 
o"lvapta, -wv I 34, 57 I, P32 
Oo( /-'WTtK6s) 557 
f1TLTp01TOS P66 
fTT{rpo7TOS roV Ee{3aaroV PI 
fTT[rpoTTos rWv .Ee{3aarWv 17 
~yel-'wv P25 
~ovoKthwv, d1rd P37 
LTTTTLKOS (Pwf.La{wv P246, xxv 
TO KDtv6v ToV IlavEAA'Y/v{ov P7 
Aoytar~s 26 
7Tpa(t}rwpwv P37, xxviii n-49 
1TP<t!-'o(v)1Tt>.apws 9, Ps 
Primipilaris 8, Ps 
arpaTeuw P37 
arpartwT"'S P37 
auveop( e }{a P7, P8 
auveopos TOV llav<J..J.."lvos pI 6 
l:VJ!7Tav€>.J.."lvos P8 
u1rapxos P8 
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vrraTa<; P34 
</>{aKa<;, o I 34 

liB. IMPERIAL, 
PROVINCIAL, AND 
LOCAL OFFICIALS 

Ai'Aw<; Zwt•torwa> Kaaa•avo<;, II. 26 
'Aav{Ow<; Kavt~Ta<; (Avidius 

Quietos) PI, P2, P3, P4, xxxvi, 
XXXVII 

"E=•pa<; (Hesperus) PI, P2, P3, P4, 
xxxvi, xxxvii, xlii 

KAavow<; Llwvvaw<;, II. PI 6 
Kv<vTtAw> Mat•~J-a> Pso 
M€TTw<; MaowTa<; (Mettius 

Modestus) PI, P2, xxxv1, 
xxxvii, xlii 

Nav~J-11-10> M~v•> P6 
Nwp{Java<; <PM.KKa<;, Taw<; 
.E€1rT{p.ws l:a-roupvEivos 

Saturninus) 8, 9, 
<1>Aaf3w> Kii,\,\a> P7 

I3 
(Septimius 

I2, Ps 

Ill. CITY INSTITUTIONS 

d.yapa P49 
ayapava/)-EW 30, 33, P39, P4I 
aywv I6, I9, P6, P27, P28, P3o 
aywvali•ata I6, P27 
dywvo8er(w 16, 19 
aywvali€T1J> 22, P6, P7, P8, P28, P55, 

Ps6 
'Aop•m ~ <f>vA~, ~ Ps6 
aA1Ja{a I3 
dv&aTaats 1 7, P 48 
apx~ P49 
apx~. ~ IJ-EYlU1T1J Kat Aa~J-rrpaTUT1J 46 
apx~, ~ rrpWT1J 29 
apxwTpo> I Is 

apxwv I3, 38, PI, P6, P7, PI2, P2o, 
P24, P27, P32, XXX 

apxwv, rrpwTa<; P32 
aavAta ?I3 
aavAa> P2o, P35 
aTEA1Ja I6, P3o 
{3avAapx€w 29, P4I, xxx 
{JavAwT~<; P 49, P99, P246, xix 
{JavAwnKV<; 3 7 
flavA~ I3, I8, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 32, 

33, 35, 36,PI,P6,P7,Pio,PI2, 
P2o, P24, P32, P35, P36, P37, 
P38, P39, P4o, P4I, P42, P43, 
P44, P45, P46,P47, P48 

{JavA~, ~ <•pwTaT1J 29, P48 
yEpovaLa 7, xxx 
ypa~J-IJ-aTEv<; T~<; y<pava{a<; 7, xxx 
ypa~J-~J-aTEVW p 43 
yulivO.atov P 50, xxx 
8~11-a> I3, I8, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 32, 

33, 36, 47, ?574, PI, P6, P7, P10, 
PI2, P2o, P23, P24, P26, P27, 
P32, P35, P36, P37, P39, P4o, 
P4I, P42, P43, P44, P45, P46, 
P47, P7I 

o~fLOS, lEpOs KaL clau..\os Pzo 

INDEX 

8~11-a>, o Aa~J-rrporaTa> 29 
8~11-as, o v<wKopa> P35 
01JIJ-OUIO<; IO, 27, PI2 
S7]J-L6at

1

a, (Td , 27 
01JIJ-Dala <apT1J pI 2 

01JIJ-OUIOI rropat I 0 
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29S,300,30I,302,303,304,305, 
306,307,30S,309,3I0,3II,312, 
313,314,315,316,317, 3IS, 319, 
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330,336,337.33S,339.340,341, 
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3S3,3S4,3SS,390,40I,406,407, 
40S,4II,4IS,425,434,444,445, 
472, 473. 474. 475. 476, 530, 
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hand 55, 64, 117, 120a, r2S, 135, 
r62, rSS,229,240,252,2SS,2S7, 
324,357,36I,401,410,464,50I, 
416,532,534.535.552, sS9,xlix 
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29S, 31 I, 312,313,314,315,316, 
3I9,320,32I,322,323,324,326, 
340,343.344.345.346,34S,3SO, 
3SI,352,3S3,354,3SS,3S6,3S7, 
359.360,362,367,36S,369,370, 
37I,372,373o375,376,377,3SO, 
3Soa, 3Sr, 3Ss, 3S6, 390, 395, 
396,402,403,406,4I0,4I2,4I3, 
4I6,4I7,4IS,42I,423,424,42S, 
430,43I,432,435.437.43S,439. 
442, 444, 44Sa, 451, 452, 464, 
466,467,469,473.476,477.47S, 
4So, 4S2, 504, 517, xliiif., xlv, 
xlvi-xlviii, xlix 

keyplate 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 
196,197.199,200,201,202,203, 
205,206,20S,209,212,216,2I7, 
2rS,2I9,220,22I,30I,302,303, 
307,309,3I3,3I4,3I5,3I9,32I, 
323,324,325,326,327,32S,332, 
333.335.337.33S,339.340,34I, 
342,343.344.345.347.34S,352, 
353.355.357.359.360,36S,369, 
370,371,373,375,377,3SI,3S7, 
3SS,391,393.396,403,405,406, 
407,409,410,413,414,416,417, 
4IS,420,42I,422,423,424,425, 
426,430,433.434.436,437.43S, 
439.440,442,443.445.453.454. 
46r,464,46s,467,469,472,474. 
475.476,477.47S.479.4S0,4S2, 
4s4.4ss,4S6,4S7,4S9,491,492, 
493,494,496,499,500,50I,502, 
503,505, so6,S09,SI6,SI7,5IS, 
521, 522; 523, 524, 524a, 525, 
526, 527, S2S, 529, xlviii 

lattice 200, 201, 202, 212, 214, 216, 
2IS,22I,302,309,3I3,3I4,32S, 
33S,343.347.34S,353.3SS,360, 
362,37I,375,39I,396,39S,402, 
403,407,4I0,413,417,42I,430, 
439.467,469,472,477.4S0,4S2, 
4S4,492,493.494.495.503,S06, 
srS, 519, 520, 524a, 525, 526, 
xlviii 
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lion 34, ss, 2.58, 280, 281, 292, 298, 
332,33S.342,349,36s,387,388, 
406,4I6,424,42S,428,430,43S, 
440,4S4,4S8,Soi,S07,S09,SI6, 
xlix 

lioness 34 7, 428, xlix 
lock 2os, 2I2, 28I, 399 
lozenge I86, I9I, I9S, I96, I98,26o, 

20I,204,2I2,2I4,2I6,2I7,2I8, 
2I9,220,22I,30I,302,303,307, 
309,3I3,3I4,3IS,3I9,32I,323, 
324,32S,326,327,328,33S,336, 
337,338,339,340,34I,343,344, 
34S,347,348,3S3,3S6,3S7,3S8, 
360,362,363,368,369,370,373, 
37S,376,377,378,38I,393,39S, 
398,399,402,406,407,409,4IO, 
4II,4I3,4I4,4I7,42I,422,423, 
424,42S,426,428,430,43I,436, 
437,438,439,4S3,454.46I,46s, 
469,472,473,474,47S,476,479, 
48o,482,484,48s,486,487,489, 
49I,492,493,494,49S,496,499, 
soo,so2, so3,so4,sos,so6,si7, 
SI8, SI9, S23, S24, S24a, S2S, 
S26, xlviii 

lulab ssob 
maeander I88, 280, 299, 336, S43, lii 
Medusa 297, 43S, 449, 479, xlix 
mirror 8I, IIO, I2I, I29, I62, I67, 

277,338,34I,3S3,362,366,377, 
406,4I6,434,437,449,4S3,469, 
479,480,49I, 493,494,496, s26 

needle xlix 
omphalos 89, 203, 223, 226, 227, 

228,23I,232,234,236,244,2S2, 
2S3,2S7,2S9,26I,268,272,294, 
3I8,332,36I,362,408,4I2,43I, 
434,446, 4S3, 4S7, 46I, 498, xlvii 

owl 43S 
ox-head 7Ia, I79, I83, I84, I86, 

299,33S,349,406,4I6,42S,428, 
429,430,433,43S,440,444,458, 
so7, xlix 

palmette 8s,86,88,89,9I, IIo, I9I, 
I92, I94, I96, I98, I99, 200, 20I, 
209,2I2,222,223,22S,228,229, 
229a, 230, 23I, 233, 23S, 237, 
238,239,240,24I,242,243,246, 
247,248,2S0,2SI,2S2,2S3,257, 
258,2S9,26o,26I,265,267,268, 
269,27I,27S,277,278,28I,282, 
284,28S,287,288,289,292,295, 
296,298,300,306,307,3I0,3I3, 
3I4,3I5,3I7,3I8,3I9,320,32I, 
324,326,328,330,33I,333,334, 
335,336,337,338,339,340,343, 
344,345,347,349,3SI,3S2,353, 
354,355,357,3S9,360,364,36s, 
366,367,368,370,372,375,376, 
378,379,380,38I,382,383,388, 
389,402,403,409,4I0,4IS,42I, 
424,429,433,435,438,439,440, 
44I,442,444,445,448,452,46s, 
467,470,472,473,474,475,476, 
477,478,484,497,SOS,S30, S78, 
xlviif., li 

pelta I96, 2I9, 303, 32I, 335, 336, 
438,443,473,496,so2,SI7, sso, 
xlviii, lii 
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plough 430, xlix 
poppy I94, 242, 26o, 280, 284, 28s, 

287,3I4,3I9,323,328,342,402, 
407,4II,4I5,4I6,430,439,442, 
445, S34, xlvif., xlix 

quatrefoil 8I, I93, I94, I99, 2I7, 
228, 374, 399 

rattle IS I 
ribbon 83, 87, 88, 89, I79, I96, 224, 

299,303,3I3,3I4,32I,327,343, 
398,4o2,4o6,4I4,4I6,46s,472, 
503, so6, S07, S2I, 524a, S78 

rosette 69, 8I, 8 5, 86, I20, I20a, 
I86, I92, I94, I99,200,20I,202, 
20S,Z06,207,209,2I2,2I6,zi8, 
223,226,229,230,23I,233,234, 
Z3S,Z38,2sz,zs3,Z67,Z69,Z77, 
Z84,290,292,299,30I,302,303, 
307,309,3I0,3II,3I2,32I,322, 
323,324,327,328,332,333,338, 
339,340,34I,342,344,345,347, 
3S3,357,359,360,36I,367,370, 
37I,37S,38I,384,387,388,39I, 
393,395,396,368,403,406,407, 
409,4I0,4I3,4I4,4I6,4I8,420, 
42I,422,423,424,425,426,430, 
433,434,436,438,439,440,442, 
443,445,453,454,464,46s,466, 
467,474,475,476,477,478,480, 
485,486,487,489,490,49I,492, 
493,496,497,499,500,50I,502, 
S03,504, 505,506,5o8,509,5I6, 
5I7, 5I8, SZI, 522, 523, 524a, 
525, sz6, 527, 530, 543, 548, 
xlviif., If. 

seahorse xlix 
sepal 86, 225, zz6, 228, 229, 229a, 

230,23I,232,233,236,z37,238, 
Z39,240,24I,Z42,246,z48,252, 
253,254,259,Z6o,z67,Z68,z69, 
28I,294,297,3I3,3I4,3I5,320, 
329,340,345,349,384,38s,4II, 
473, 474, 476, xlvii 

spindle I IO, 3I3, 320,405,406, xlix 
stylus-case I94, 420, 424, 460, 484, 

xxviii n.s8 
tablet 32, 477 
tabula ansata 89, I04, 433, s86 
thong ZIZ, 405, 484 
tendril 85, 88, 89, I94, I95, I96, 

I99,200,204,2II,2I3,2I4,229, 
230,23I,235,236,243,252,253, 
254,255,257,258,259,260,265, 
266,267,z68,Z7I,Z72,273,274, 
275,276,277,278,279,280,28I, 
z8z,z83,284,285,286,287,288, 
289,290,29I,297,298,300,30I, 
302,303,304,305,306,307,308, 
309, 3IO, 3II, 3I2, 3I3, 3I3, 3I4, 
3I5,3I6,3I7,3I8,3I9,320,32I, 
322,323,324,325,326,329,330, 
336,337,338,339,340,34I,342, 
343,344,345,346,347,348,350, 
3SI,352,353,354,355,356,3s7, 
358,359,360,36I,362,363,364, 
36s,366,367,368,369,37o,37I, 
372,373,374,375,376,377,378, 
379, 380, 38oa, 38I, 385, 386, 
388,389,390,394,395,396,397, 

398,400,40I,402,403,40S,406, 
407,408,409,4I0,4II,4I2,4I3, 
4I5,4I6,4I7,4I8,4I9,420,42I, 
422,423,424,425,426,427,428, 
430,43I,432,433,434,435,437, 
438,439,440,442,443,444,445, 
445a, 447a, 448a, 450, 45I, 452, 
458,463,464,465,466,467,469, 
470,472,473,476,477,478,479, 
480,48Z,483,484,504,5II,5I7, 
S34, 56Ib, xJv-Ji, Jiv 

tools xlvii, xlix 
vase 33I, 335, 403, 405, 427, 458, 

467, 483, 484, xlvii, I 
vme 74, 3I3, 3I5, 358, 360, 363, 

39I,403,4I9,420,425,437,440, 
450, 465, 467, 479, 483, 484, 
xlvii-xlix, I 

volumen xlix 
whorl I83, 203, 207, 226, 229, 246, 

250,276,z78,36I,4I8,42I,438, 
442,487, sz6 

wool I98, zo8, 274, 304, 320, 388, 
426, 449, 5I6, xlix 

wreath 30, 3I, 49, 52, 67, 74, 83, 87, 
I07, I I8, II9, I25, I28, I37, I 54, 
I 57, I6I, I8o, I8I, I82, I83, I84, 
I86, 224,4I6,456, 502,578,582 

5· RELATIONSHIPS 
AND OCCUPATIONS 
oa~p 387 
<iKo>•o</>6pos I 3 I 
£Kvp6s 425 
Ep..rropor; XXVI 

EVUTTJp I88, 263 
<tO.oe)..</>os I43 
~wypa</>os T<xve{TTJS P299, xxv 
Beios P275 
Kaa{yv"f}TOS 73, 74 
KTJ1TOVpO{ 49 
AaTO/"<K~ TlxvTJ P I98a, xxv 
Aan1TTos 6I, 45I 
I"'JTpo{<a 446 
/"~Tpwv I58 
vo/"<Kos P I4I, Pz4 1. xxv 
D/"OTfXVLa 49, 66 
1TUL0EVT~S 445, PI72, XXV 

1revOepa 83 
1Tev8ep6s PI 68 
1T?ayp..aT€UT~r; J I 0 

pa1TTTJS I 57 
a1TovoavATJS I88 
TfXVELTTJS, ~wypa</>os P299, xxv 

6. VOCABULARY AND 
ORTHOGRAPHY 
A for H 

aa,_,a P8o 
AI forE 

a[avTois Pz68 
ULVEKEV P84 

Ai~avot, -«m<, spellings of xxiii 
av1}A£1}TOS for aVTJAE~S 54 7 
6.pop1 for avop£ 92 



Tpa-rrTpt for Tpa-rrTfi PI64 
wh6, incorrectly used I03 
f3ovKtsw ss6 
E for AI 

yvvEK{ 322, 325, 396 
1TE8{wv for 1Tat8{wv 92 
-rr£06> for -rrat86, SSI 

Efor H 

oadp, 387 
fLV~fl• P287 
T£[ for ?Tijt 294 

E prosthetic 
EOT~A1J 89 

El for I 294, P67 
yvvatKd PI 54 
yvveKe{ 272 

.rsw, P266 
EUpag 464 
Ei!Japo> 427 
Zwg£{01JfLOI' 26 
K£{ov., Ps9 
fl1)Tpd 49 I, P94 
fLV€{fl1)1' 420 
v£{K1J PI2 
flo-rrAHO\' 294 
ni.xHov P27 
Uet6s 129, 153 

ei.Kovocj16pos I 3 I 
~wvy' for ~wvn P298 
Hfor A 

apfLOV{T)I' 73 
'Aa{1J 48 
eA•viJ•ptn 
eVaE{3{YJ 

•vmc/>'Ti 
flV~Ul1)\' 
-rraTPTJ> 73 
Tac/>{1] 89 

H for AI 

K~ 554 
Hfor E 

~avT- I02, I42, 3I3, 338, 339, 420, 
428 

H for El 
aT£A~a P30 
fLV~Ql1)\' I8I 
fLV~a> 90 
fLVT)\' I4S, 248 

'Yyija 24I 
I adscript 26, 47, 6I, 90, 2I3, 26o, 

442, 495, 574, PI4I, PI9I 
I intruded 

{3ovA~, I8 
flaatww6> 90 
v-rr•p' s6o 
xapw' I 47 

I prosthetic 
' I aT£flEVW\' 294 
' I aT€</>avo> 294 

I for El 
AtTovpy•i> 556 
;>.., Tovpy~aa> 55 6 
;>..,Twpy•r:, 55 6 
fLVYJfl( < )i( o )v 7 5 
av"y{na P78 

I for H 
fllV{ s6o 

I for Y 
KOAtflf3LOpa 560 

INDEX 

Kfor X 
MOaKor; 304 
TEKV1] P198a 

NforM 

fLV~VT)\' 238 
A for Ll? 434 
flTJTpo{,a 446 
0 for Q 

~po> PI04 
fl1)Tpo{w 446 
llpoToflaxo> ?P256 

OfLOT£Xv{a 49, ?66 
OY for 0 

vovao> 74 
OVVOfLU 7 3, P8 I 

napavaK6.7TTW 556 
nz 3I9 
P for N 

dpopi 92 
a<avTip for €avTip 437 
E•f3aaT~(day) 25I 
TE!JpEfLEVO\' I42, 475 
-rois avvcPopais I I I 

V6s I 40, 190, zo6, 226, 228, 246, 3 r I, 

379, 48o, P4I, P89, P105, PI62, 
PI8I, P266 

'Yif;ao> PII7 
'Y,Peo> 475 
Q for 0 

'Qv1Ja{fl1J 325 
Q for OY 

AtTwpy•<> ss6 
accusative for genitive 

d7TO m.h~v 7 5 
construction, change of 92 
dative for genitive ? s6o 
dittography 

f.KK TWv iO{wv 

1TL1TfUUTEUa!JS 

EWaaTpaTor; 
E for I 

Emperator 2 
letter omitted 

doecf>6, 230 
'A-rrAAwvt[ 4I9 
'A-rroAavTo> 8 I 
d-rro [-rr]oAAwv ?P67 
'AaA1Jma81J> 363 
'AaK1)1r{01J> I 50 
'AaK1Jm6, 374 
Ta{> 73 
Tev!JAw s6o 
ypafLUTEV\' 7 
€aTij> 92 
€8oyflaToypac/>1Jaa( v) I 5 
~w for ~wv 339 
KaAt6-rr1J 437 
K6floso, PI 9 
fl~fl1)1' 49 I, P293 
7T001TOt~aEL I OJ 

11pypaT<VT~\' 3 I 0 

OVTpocf>o> 259 
letter reversed 

N 224 
E 406 

nominative for accusative 
xap.> for xapu ;8I 

punctuation I8, II6, I52, I89 

209 









C2(a,b) 

C6 



C1o 

CI2 

CII 

~=~~~-~iiillliifiiliiiiiili~ C13 C16 

II 



Ill 



IV 



V 



VI 



Cso 

VII 



Cs6 cs, 

I 

css C6o 

VIII 



IX 



C71a(north) 

C71a(east) 

C71h(front) 

C71b(right side) 

X 



C75 

XI 



C8o C8I 

r 

XII 



C86 

C88 

X III 



Cxoo 

Cxo3 Cxos 

XIV 



CII2 

Cns 

XV 



CII7 

£ Q(BA I _ 5 Si! C120a 

CI23 

CI20 CI22 

XV I 



CIJI 

CI29 CIJS 

XVII 



XVIII 



C148 

CISO 

CI53 ....... 

XIX 





XXI 



XXII 



C188(a) 

C186a 

C188(c) 

XXIII 



CI97 

XX IV 



Czoo 

C2o1 

C212 

XXV 



C229 

XXVI 



C233 

C237 

f 

XXVII 



XXVIII 



XXIX 



CJI4 

XXX 



XXXI 



C337 

~~........JII!!!!!!IIII C338 C349 

XXXII 



C359 

C354 



XXXIV 



XXXV 



C395 

XXXV I 



XXXVII 



XXXVIII 



XXXIX 



XL 



XLI 



XLII 



Csos 

CsJs 

XLIII 



Cssob 

Cssoa 
cs47 

Csso(a) 
csso(b) 

XLIV 



C552(b) 

css3 
XLV 



cs61b 
C561a 

XLVI 



PI97 

P16o 

XLV II 



P223 

· P234 

XLVIII 
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